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Spar Aerospace enlists dtSearch for aircraft contract.
Spar Aerospace, a subsidiary of L-3 Communications, is a leading aviation services company. Spar 
had a contract to update the maintenance publications for an aircraft fleet, both on the Web and on 
laptop replications in the field. “Search requirements for this project were extensive and stringent. We 
investigated most of the ‘high end’ search engines out there. We decided to use dtSearch ... I have 
been very impressed by the dtSearch support organization ... Answers are always appropriate, 
straight forward, clear and unambiguous.”
     From Computerworld Canada: “Aviation firm earns wings with new text search ... Spar chose 
dtSearch Corp.’s text-search product, dtSearch Web, to serve the information up in an easily indexed 
manner online.” For “‘a requirement that we have to run this thing on stand-alone PCs,’ ... Spar 
signed on for dtSearch Publish.”

Contegra Systems succeeds in “boosting support and service with better search and 
navigation” through dtSearch web-based implementation for Otis Elevator. 
From “Custom dtSearch Implementation for Otis Elevator” (a United Technologies Company), as 
presented by Contegra Systems at the Gilbane Boston conference: the project was to “enable field 
service engineers and customer service personnel to quickly retrieve relevant information from spare 
parts leaflets, technical repair bulletins, and newsletters” through a web site designed by Contegra 
“with intuitive search and navigation.” “Why dtSearch Is A Winning Solution:  * Very extensible .NET 
API * Highly reliable and scalable * Proven record of excellent support.”

Imulus deploys dtSearch in high-security technical instruments library.
Imulus® is an interactive agency specializing in helping customers find engaging ways to 
communicate their message. For one of its Fortune 50 clients, Imulus needed to deploy a web-based 
library of technical instruments data. “The dtSearch Engine gave us the ability to create a search that 
spanned both the website and other relevant libraries. We used the dtSearch Engine APIs to enforce 
permissions inside the technical library ... The DataSouce API was super-flexible in terms of linking 
full-text data and meta data from any source.”

General Dynamics DEVCOR delivers with dtSearch.
DEVCOR was tasked to develop an automotive information delivery system. dtSearch “worked fast”
with “highly effective on-the-fly searching” and “excellent technical support.”

Expert Publishing adds dtSearch to comprehensive chemical data resource for the EH&S 
community.
Expert Publishing (ExPub) provides chemical hazard information, including nearly half a million unique 
chemical substances, for the global environmental, health, and safety (EH&S) community. “What
we’ve done is use dtSearch to expand searching so that all benzene documents are found using not 
only the exact word ‘benzene,’ but also all 30 synonyms as well. We really liked the speed of indexing 
and searching. The flexibility that dtSearch provides with respect to incremental index updates was 
critical in light of the very large volume of data we maintain, and the speed at which we integrate new 
information ... With dtSearch, we were able to maintain the same data security in our portable media 
applications as we were on the Web.”

RAM Associates picks dtSearch for transportation industry site.
RAM Associates’ products and services include Web site hosting, store front development, subscription 
gateways, and database development. One of RAM Associates projects was to develop and maintain a 
large content-rich Web site for a major transportation industry trade association. “We’ve been very 
pleased with dtSearch product performance. We especially liked dtSearch’s flexibility under different 
media. Search speed is perfect and is virtually instantaneous. We also liked the faster reindexing 
speeds ... dtSearch scalability is an important factor.”

ContractIQ adds dtSearch to their contract management solution in support of the 
commercial industry and IC clients.
ContractIQ is a web-based contract management solution that manages all transactions and contract 
data within a single, shared data repository. Enterprise management teams can access the same data 
in real time, generate reports based on aggregated funding actions, segregate data access by role, 
and track changes by user throughout the system. ContractIQ builds contract management solutions 
for government customers like the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) as well as commercial clients. 
“dtSearch provides ContractIQ with a much more efficient method of key word searching/matching 
than traditional database row and column approaches.” “With the integration of dtSearch we have 
been able to further enhance our service capabilities. ContractIQ allows clients to not just be more 
efficient, but to win.”

Robotics applies dtSearch to technical documents.
A robotics company needed to distribute technical documentation in PDF, HTML, XML, etc., on a 
corporate Web site, as well as mirrored on CD. “With dtSearch, we were able to quickly replicate the 
same searchable technical documentation on CD as on the Web site. Search time on the CD and the 
corporate site was instant.”

Contegra Systems online parts catalog swaps in dtSearch.
Contegra Systems offers solutions for manufacturers, scientific, medical, and reference and journal 
publishers. “The dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine was the best choice to support our XML structure ... 
dtSearch makes it possible for our customers to perform extensive searches on specific parameters 
and fields. It also makes finding information extremely accurate and fast.”

GVPi incorporates dtSearch into semi-custom electronic publishing solutions. 
GVPi has been actively supporting its customers for over 25 years. The company is relentlessly 
focused on its customers, a fact evidenced by its high customer retention rate. “We focus on 
capabilities that truly matter, which is why dtSearch is a core component of our semi-custom 
publishing solution. We implement quick search solutions using dtSearch that include full-text search 
and fielded search (based on metadata) across a multitude of content formats, including XML, HTML 
and PDFs.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching for psychoanalytic library. 
The Psychoanalytic Electronic Publishing “PEP” web archive includes the full scope of psychoanalytic 
literature. GVPi’s semi-custom publishing solution takes advantage of the advanced tagging and 
metadata associated with the content, as well as providing extensive access control and reporting. 
“The dtSearch Engine provides instant data search across the myriad of PEP content … The advanced 
search capabilities include the ability to search by various metadata fields such as author, title, year, 
source and language.”

Contegra transplants dtSearch into physicians’ reference sites.
Contegra Systems is a leading provider of data integration services, specializing in the design and 
implementation of text retrieval, taxonomies and classification systems. dtSearch “works better with 
the XML environment that we set up for maintaining our clients’ sites.” Even with “smart XML”
overhead, “dtSearch search response time is great.”

ImageSite document management system engineered with dtSearch for full-text search. 
Organizations that rely on engineering content need a better way to securely and reliably manage 
engineering documents, including complex CAD drawings like AutoCAD, Microstation, and SolidWorks.
Whether you are a product engineer, facilities manager or IT executive, eQuorum’s ImageSite helps 
you improve version control, enhance collaboration and generate more efficient and timely work 
processes. “ImageSite is known for its easy to use and intuitive interface – and that extends to full-
text searching.  Using dtSearch as a full-text search engine has enabled ImageSite the ability to offer 
fast and secure full-text searching for our engineering and other technical documentation customers.”

AGS publishes scientific documents with dtSearch. 
Automated Graphic Systems (AGS), a Consolidated Graphics Company, is a leading multimedia 
solutions provider. AGS services a large customer base, including Fortune 500 companies, non-profits, 
universities, healthcare organizations and the US Government. “We selected dtSearch to compile and 
streamline search abilities.” dtSearch provided “a more robust search for navigation and viewing ease. 
The feedback has been wonderful from the client and end-users of the product.”

Consultant employs dtSearch to search technical standards for Fortune 100 oil company.
A Fortune 100 oil company’s  technical standards group needed to publish a large collection of 
technical documents. “dtSearch was quickly discovered, thanks to strong recommendations found on 
several online forums.  dtSearch’s reputation was well-deserved; their software is rock-solid and their 
document format compatibility was greater than we had even imagined ... I can’t imagine a better 
combination of top-notch software and people willing to go the ‘extra mile’ than dtSearch.”

Docupoint’s Web-based AutoCAD solution adds dtSearch. 
Docupoint DrawingSearcher provides a 21st century solution to solving the challenges of managing a 
large archive of AutoCAD drawings. “It quickly became apparent that the dtSearch Engine provided 
the highest level of functionality for our application.”

Manufacturer finds efficiency through Westbrook’s embedded dtSearch functionality.
As a manufacturer that is ISO9002 certified, AS9000 compliant, and affiliated with QS9000, this 
customer of Westbrook Technologies works according to strict industry standards. “What used to take 
hours is now instantaneous ... The payback comes with the quick retrieval rates.”

ATP Engages dtSearch for NavigatorV®.
Aircraft Technical Publishers, ATP, is the general aviation industry’s single-source leader for aviation 
maintenance, regulatory and compliance information products and services. ATP maintains more than 
16,000 CD-ROM, DVD, microfiche and Internet-based library subscriptions for a global consumer base 
that includes civil aviation authorities, maintenance facilities, Fixed Based Operators, aircraft 
operators, flight schools, and universities. ATP’s U.S. Aviation Regulatory Library was selected by the 
FAA for use by all 3,300 of the agency’s Aviation Safety Inspectors. “New indexes are easily added 
and old ones orphaned, based on the relationship between dtSearch and ATP’s document metadata 
from the NavigatorV® database. dtSearch allows NavigatorV® customers to relevancy rank results 
based upon multiple criteria.  NavigatorV® includes and excludes indexes on a per-search basis and 
filters them on a per-document basis, which offers customers a fine degree of granularity and 
improved performance.”

Medical Center adds document management with Fortis PowerWeb and embedded dtSearch.
The system will even assist with HIPPA, through Fortis’ Audit Trail. The clinic chose “Fortis PowerWeb, 
including Full Text searching ... Today, between 300 and 400 doctors, nurses, medical staff, and 
business office staff can find patient information.”

RadioGraphics article describes use of dtSearch in an online searchable radiology study 
repository.
From RadioGraphics “Informatics in Radiology — Render: An Online Searchable Radiology Study 
Repository”: dtSearch is “the search engine used in our application.” “The index generated from our 
database is based on the indexing scheme inherent in the commercial software used, and the fields 
present in the XML file are retained in the index.”  dtSearch “provides several mechanisms for 
controlling how documents are scored for relevance during a search.”

ARINC, the leading provider of solutions for aviation, airports, defense, government and 
transportation, adds dtSearch to digital library.
ARINC is an ISO 9001-certified $636 million company that’s recognized as the leading provider of 
transportation communications and systems engineering solutions for five major industries: aviation, 
airports, defense, government, and transportation. ARINC’s 3,000 dedicated employees located in 
more than 100 offices around the world provide over 200 value-added solutions and services to 
customers in 140 countries. “dtSearch will become the centerpiece of our digital library. Your product 
is exactly what we required ... Our users have been begging for this functionality for years. dtSearch’s
simple, yet powerful, user interface makes it a winner with our users. Thanks for an excellent product.”

IQMS adds dtSearch to its leading EnterpriseIQ manufacturing ERP solution. 
IQMS provides a feature-rich manufacturing enterprise resource planning (ERP) single-source software 
solution for business and plant management. The company’s EnterpriseIQ application combines real-
time manufacturing, accounting, and supply chain management. “Our SQL database has tens of 
thousands of fields. Being able to do quick and accurate SQL searches is a fantastic feature. Knowing 
it works, and other customers agree, is impressive.”

Web-based technical help desk and knowledge repository gets its own help with dtSearch.
Premirus has Gold Certified status in the Microsoft Partner Program. Consultants now working for 
Premirus used a Web-based integrated document solutions approach when setting up a combination 
knowledge base and technical help desk for a large enterprise IT shop. “We went with the dtSearch 
Engine after benchmarking it over a number of other products. On sheer processing, dtSearch pulled 
ahead ... In fact, in the final analysis, dtSearch was so good, and so much better than the competing 
products, benchmarking was cut short by a final decision by the developers to move ahead with 
dtSearch ... Search time was half-second or less ... The daily dtSearch index rebuild would take just a 
couple of minutes.”

IApproach FAA airworthiness information flies with dtSearch.
IApproach by Tdata brings together all FAA airworthiness materials. “We chose dtSearch because it 
was the most powerful choice both for the end users and for the speed of the indexing.”

Leading provider in China of software development solutions, EVGET, implements dtSearch 
to search its extensive online documentation data set.
EVGET Software Solutions is a leading provider in China of technology solutions for professional 
developers. As part of its products and services, EVGET maintains a large online documentation 
database. “End users need to search through our extensive online documentation. We use the 
dtSearch Engine to search the entire documentation set, making this instantly searchable through our 
public website.”

American Technology Services creates custom Web solutions with dtSearch.
A client of American Technology Services or ATS needed a comprehensive search engine for a 
multifaceted online energy industry site. “Search time over even a very large database was 
instantaneous ... None of the other search engines we tried searched with the same accuracy.”

IQMS helps meet medical device manufacturers’ ERP needs with dtSearch.
Medical device manufacturers operate in one of the world’s most competitive and highly regulated 
industries where success can hinge on time-to-market and traceability. IQMS’ EnterpriseIQ offers a 
powerful enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution tailored to meet the unique challenges of the 
medical device manufacturing industry. “With documentation being a critical aspect for our customers, 
searching quickly and accurately is key. The speed with which dtSearch enables our customers to scan 
text files as well as PDFs is fabulous.”

Consultant to pharmaceutical and health care industries prescribes dtSearch.
“A consultancy that specializes in FDA-regulated industries needs to take great care in choosing the 
software that it recommends ... dtSearch meets the exacting requirements of my practice.” dtSearch 
“was quick to index, even quicker to update, and virtually instant to search. dtSearch also has a lot of 
customization options built-in ... rich with potential.”

EDI Solutions employs dtSearch for medical document “search and rescue.”
Specializing in the health care industry, EDI Solutions automates the electronic capture of virtually 
any paper report, reformatting and inputting the captured data directly into a billing module, 
electronic medical record system, or custom archive module. “dtSearch is our search engine of 
choice ... It blows away database type data repositories in terms of document access speed.”

Transcript Checker saves time and effort for doctors and other transcript authors. 
As a Microsoft MVP, AppsPlus specializes in Windows and web-based programming. For a client in the 
medical industry, AppsPlus used dtSearch in the development of a transcript checking system. “The
Transcript Checker was written in C# using XML and SQL Server, and of course taking advantage of 
the power of the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine.”

“I am taking this rare opportunity to totally endorse a software product ... dtSearch that is the answer 
to my dreams. I am a self employed inventor and generally file everything under “S” as in 
somewhere. That makes the filing easy but the retrieval was a nightmare. Your better than expected 
product has relocated all of my numerous missing data snippets and has put the organized “snag/
hook” on my missing data. Well done indeed to all.” — Executive, Perma-Hull International, Inc.

“I am very happy with this product, especially with its ability to search PDF files. I download a lot of 
scientific publications as PDF files to read and then create a database of information from them and 
dtSearch helps me keep track of the content of those papers. The bottom line is that this search 
engine does what these folks say it will do and it doesn’t waste my time in the process.”
— Professor, Animal Sciences, University of Missouri

“The thing that I like most about dtSearch is the simplicity of searching an originally complex 
database by using simple English. No complex commands or logical sentences other than simple 
“AND,” “OR” and “NOT” are needed. The ability to generate a search report facilitates the initiation of 
clinical research.” — Specialist in Positron Emission Tomography

“I am a writer, working on a three-year book project. I’ve accumulated 1000 pages of typed notes —
so much that I wouldn’t be able to find what I’m looking for without dtSearch to help. The “w/5
words” and “w/25 words” feature is especially useful; if I’m trying to remember what Dr. So-and-so 
said about gene therapy, for instance, I can search for “so-and-so” and “gene,” and presto, I’ve got 
the quote. I’m recommending dtSearch to my fellow writers and listserv correspondents.” — Author 
of The Genome War, a behind-the-scenes account of the race between the federal government and 
a private company to complete the complete human genetic code. (This book can be found at Amazon.
com)

“The fastest, easiest, most reliable, manipulable, multiple-index, user-friendly search engine I have 
ever seen for Windows users ... dtSearch is a terrific solution for anyone who needs to search a lot of 
files. I am most pleased with it, and with the time it has saved me in locating information in the 20+ 
gigabytes of data” — D.P.M., J.D.

“A Review of Trends and Demands for PET Imaging ... PET data are extracted from the NUC-NET 
database using dtSearch.” — Newsline, Commentary, The Journal of Nuclear Medicine

“I am very happy with the product, by the way. I am a translator and I use it mainly to search for 
terminology in earlier translations, original documents, glossaries in all sorts of formats and 
documents downloaded from the Internet. I quickly realised, however, that it is also useful for pulling 
administrative information out of invoices, address books, databases and so on. 

You can be sure that I will recommend dtSearch to my colleagues.” — Translator

“dtSearch allows me to index all the records for the last 10 years and call up any one in an instant ... 
Its a great program.”
— MD, Endocrinology, Internal Medicine, Washington, D.C.

“I don’t think I have ever written a ‘fanmail’ letter like this before, because I’ve never been so 
impressed by a utility; until I came upon dtSearch.” — Physician

“I must say that I am very impressed by the search capabilities, very powerful and easy to use and 
quick! I say that from an Information Retrieval specialist perspective (via Librarianship).”
— Manager, ExpertNet, AACM International
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Spar Aerospace enlists dtSearch for aircraft contract.
Spar Aerospace, a subsidiary of L-3 Communications, is a leading aviation services company. Spar 
had a contract to update the maintenance publications for an aircraft fleet, both on the Web and on 
laptop replications in the field. “Search requirements for this project were extensive and stringent. We 
investigated most of the ‘high end’ search engines out there. We decided to use dtSearch ... I have 
been very impressed by the dtSearch support organization ... Answers are always appropriate, 
straight forward, clear and unambiguous.”
     From Computerworld Canada: “Aviation firm earns wings with new text search ... Spar chose 
dtSearch Corp.’s text-search product, dtSearch Web, to serve the information up in an easily indexed 
manner online.” For “‘a requirement that we have to run this thing on stand-alone PCs,’ ... Spar 
signed on for dtSearch Publish.”

Contegra Systems succeeds in “boosting support and service with better search and 
navigation” through dtSearch web-based implementation for Otis Elevator. 
From “Custom dtSearch Implementation for Otis Elevator” (a United Technologies Company), as 
presented by Contegra Systems at the Gilbane Boston conference: the project was to “enable field 
service engineers and customer service personnel to quickly retrieve relevant information from spare 
parts leaflets, technical repair bulletins, and newsletters” through a web site designed by Contegra 
“with intuitive search and navigation.” “Why dtSearch Is A Winning Solution:  * Very extensible .NET 
API * Highly reliable and scalable * Proven record of excellent support.”

Imulus deploys dtSearch in high-security technical instruments library.
Imulus® is an interactive agency specializing in helping customers find engaging ways to 
communicate their message. For one of its Fortune 50 clients, Imulus needed to deploy a web-based 
library of technical instruments data. “The dtSearch Engine gave us the ability to create a search that 
spanned both the website and other relevant libraries. We used the dtSearch Engine APIs to enforce 
permissions inside the technical library ... The DataSouce API was super-flexible in terms of linking 
full-text data and meta data from any source.”

General Dynamics DEVCOR delivers with dtSearch.
DEVCOR was tasked to develop an automotive information delivery system. dtSearch “worked fast”
with “highly effective on-the-fly searching” and “excellent technical support.”

Expert Publishing adds dtSearch to comprehensive chemical data resource for the EH&S 
community.
Expert Publishing (ExPub) provides chemical hazard information, including nearly half a million unique 
chemical substances, for the global environmental, health, and safety (EH&S) community. “What
we’ve done is use dtSearch to expand searching so that all benzene documents are found using not 
only the exact word ‘benzene,’ but also all 30 synonyms as well. We really liked the speed of indexing 
and searching. The flexibility that dtSearch provides with respect to incremental index updates was 
critical in light of the very large volume of data we maintain, and the speed at which we integrate new 
information ... With dtSearch, we were able to maintain the same data security in our portable media 
applications as we were on the Web.”

RAM Associates picks dtSearch for transportation industry site.
RAM Associates’ products and services include Web site hosting, store front development, subscription 
gateways, and database development. One of RAM Associates projects was to develop and maintain a 
large content-rich Web site for a major transportation industry trade association. “We’ve been very 
pleased with dtSearch product performance. We especially liked dtSearch’s flexibility under different 
media. Search speed is perfect and is virtually instantaneous. We also liked the faster reindexing 
speeds ... dtSearch scalability is an important factor.”

ContractIQ adds dtSearch to their contract management solution in support of the 
commercial industry and IC clients.
ContractIQ is a web-based contract management solution that manages all transactions and contract 
data within a single, shared data repository. Enterprise management teams can access the same data 
in real time, generate reports based on aggregated funding actions, segregate data access by role, 
and track changes by user throughout the system. ContractIQ builds contract management solutions 
for government customers like the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) as well as commercial clients. 
“dtSearch provides ContractIQ with a much more efficient method of key word searching/matching 
than traditional database row and column approaches.” “With the integration of dtSearch we have 
been able to further enhance our service capabilities. ContractIQ allows clients to not just be more 
efficient, but to win.”

Robotics applies dtSearch to technical documents.
A robotics company needed to distribute technical documentation in PDF, HTML, XML, etc., on a 
corporate Web site, as well as mirrored on CD. “With dtSearch, we were able to quickly replicate the 
same searchable technical documentation on CD as on the Web site. Search time on the CD and the 
corporate site was instant.”

Contegra Systems online parts catalog swaps in dtSearch.
Contegra Systems offers solutions for manufacturers, scientific, medical, and reference and journal 
publishers. “The dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine was the best choice to support our XML structure ... 
dtSearch makes it possible for our customers to perform extensive searches on specific parameters 
and fields. It also makes finding information extremely accurate and fast.”

GVPi incorporates dtSearch into semi-custom electronic publishing solutions. 
GVPi has been actively supporting its customers for over 25 years. The company is relentlessly 
focused on its customers, a fact evidenced by its high customer retention rate. “We focus on 
capabilities that truly matter, which is why dtSearch is a core component of our semi-custom 
publishing solution. We implement quick search solutions using dtSearch that include full-text search 
and fielded search (based on metadata) across a multitude of content formats, including XML, HTML 
and PDFs.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching for psychoanalytic library. 
The Psychoanalytic Electronic Publishing “PEP” web archive includes the full scope of psychoanalytic 
literature. GVPi’s semi-custom publishing solution takes advantage of the advanced tagging and 
metadata associated with the content, as well as providing extensive access control and reporting. 
“The dtSearch Engine provides instant data search across the myriad of PEP content … The advanced 
search capabilities include the ability to search by various metadata fields such as author, title, year, 
source and language.”

Contegra transplants dtSearch into physicians’ reference sites.
Contegra Systems is a leading provider of data integration services, specializing in the design and 
implementation of text retrieval, taxonomies and classification systems. dtSearch “works better with 
the XML environment that we set up for maintaining our clients’ sites.” Even with “smart XML”
overhead, “dtSearch search response time is great.”

ImageSite document management system engineered with dtSearch for full-text search. 
Organizations that rely on engineering content need a better way to securely and reliably manage 
engineering documents, including complex CAD drawings like AutoCAD, Microstation, and SolidWorks.
Whether you are a product engineer, facilities manager or IT executive, eQuorum’s ImageSite helps 
you improve version control, enhance collaboration and generate more efficient and timely work 
processes. “ImageSite is known for its easy to use and intuitive interface – and that extends to full-
text searching.  Using dtSearch as a full-text search engine has enabled ImageSite the ability to offer 
fast and secure full-text searching for our engineering and other technical documentation customers.”

AGS publishes scientific documents with dtSearch. 
Automated Graphic Systems (AGS), a Consolidated Graphics Company, is a leading multimedia 
solutions provider. AGS services a large customer base, including Fortune 500 companies, non-profits, 
universities, healthcare organizations and the US Government. “We selected dtSearch to compile and 
streamline search abilities.” dtSearch provided “a more robust search for navigation and viewing ease. 
The feedback has been wonderful from the client and end-users of the product.”

Consultant employs dtSearch to search technical standards for Fortune 100 oil company.
A Fortune 100 oil company’s  technical standards group needed to publish a large collection of 
technical documents. “dtSearch was quickly discovered, thanks to strong recommendations found on 
several online forums.  dtSearch’s reputation was well-deserved; their software is rock-solid and their 
document format compatibility was greater than we had even imagined ... I can’t imagine a better 
combination of top-notch software and people willing to go the ‘extra mile’ than dtSearch.”

Docupoint’s Web-based AutoCAD solution adds dtSearch. 
Docupoint DrawingSearcher provides a 21st century solution to solving the challenges of managing a 
large archive of AutoCAD drawings. “It quickly became apparent that the dtSearch Engine provided 
the highest level of functionality for our application.”

Manufacturer finds efficiency through Westbrook’s embedded dtSearch functionality.
As a manufacturer that is ISO9002 certified, AS9000 compliant, and affiliated with QS9000, this 
customer of Westbrook Technologies works according to strict industry standards. “What used to take 
hours is now instantaneous ... The payback comes with the quick retrieval rates.”

ATP Engages dtSearch for NavigatorV®.
Aircraft Technical Publishers, ATP, is the general aviation industry’s single-source leader for aviation 
maintenance, regulatory and compliance information products and services. ATP maintains more than 
16,000 CD-ROM, DVD, microfiche and Internet-based library subscriptions for a global consumer base 
that includes civil aviation authorities, maintenance facilities, Fixed Based Operators, aircraft 
operators, flight schools, and universities. ATP’s U.S. Aviation Regulatory Library was selected by the 
FAA for use by all 3,300 of the agency’s Aviation Safety Inspectors. “New indexes are easily added 
and old ones orphaned, based on the relationship between dtSearch and ATP’s document metadata 
from the NavigatorV® database. dtSearch allows NavigatorV® customers to relevancy rank results 
based upon multiple criteria.  NavigatorV® includes and excludes indexes on a per-search basis and 
filters them on a per-document basis, which offers customers a fine degree of granularity and 
improved performance.”

Medical Center adds document management with Fortis PowerWeb and embedded dtSearch.
The system will even assist with HIPPA, through Fortis’ Audit Trail. The clinic chose “Fortis PowerWeb, 
including Full Text searching ... Today, between 300 and 400 doctors, nurses, medical staff, and 
business office staff can find patient information.”

RadioGraphics article describes use of dtSearch in an online searchable radiology study 
repository.
From RadioGraphics “Informatics in Radiology — Render: An Online Searchable Radiology Study 
Repository”: dtSearch is “the search engine used in our application.” “The index generated from our 
database is based on the indexing scheme inherent in the commercial software used, and the fields 
present in the XML file are retained in the index.”  dtSearch “provides several mechanisms for 
controlling how documents are scored for relevance during a search.”

ARINC, the leading provider of solutions for aviation, airports, defense, government and 
transportation, adds dtSearch to digital library.
ARINC is an ISO 9001-certified $636 million company that’s recognized as the leading provider of 
transportation communications and systems engineering solutions for five major industries: aviation, 
airports, defense, government, and transportation. ARINC’s 3,000 dedicated employees located in 
more than 100 offices around the world provide over 200 value-added solutions and services to 
customers in 140 countries. “dtSearch will become the centerpiece of our digital library. Your product 
is exactly what we required ... Our users have been begging for this functionality for years. dtSearch’s
simple, yet powerful, user interface makes it a winner with our users. Thanks for an excellent product.”

IQMS adds dtSearch to its leading EnterpriseIQ manufacturing ERP solution. 
IQMS provides a feature-rich manufacturing enterprise resource planning (ERP) single-source software 
solution for business and plant management. The company’s EnterpriseIQ application combines real-
time manufacturing, accounting, and supply chain management. “Our SQL database has tens of 
thousands of fields. Being able to do quick and accurate SQL searches is a fantastic feature. Knowing 
it works, and other customers agree, is impressive.”

Web-based technical help desk and knowledge repository gets its own help with dtSearch.
Premirus has Gold Certified status in the Microsoft Partner Program. Consultants now working for 
Premirus used a Web-based integrated document solutions approach when setting up a combination 
knowledge base and technical help desk for a large enterprise IT shop. “We went with the dtSearch 
Engine after benchmarking it over a number of other products. On sheer processing, dtSearch pulled 
ahead ... In fact, in the final analysis, dtSearch was so good, and so much better than the competing 
products, benchmarking was cut short by a final decision by the developers to move ahead with 
dtSearch ... Search time was half-second or less ... The daily dtSearch index rebuild would take just a 
couple of minutes.”

IApproach FAA airworthiness information flies with dtSearch.
IApproach by Tdata brings together all FAA airworthiness materials. “We chose dtSearch because it 
was the most powerful choice both for the end users and for the speed of the indexing.”

Leading provider in China of software development solutions, EVGET, implements dtSearch 
to search its extensive online documentation data set.
EVGET Software Solutions is a leading provider in China of technology solutions for professional 
developers. As part of its products and services, EVGET maintains a large online documentation 
database. “End users need to search through our extensive online documentation. We use the 
dtSearch Engine to search the entire documentation set, making this instantly searchable through our 
public website.”

American Technology Services creates custom Web solutions with dtSearch.
A client of American Technology Services or ATS needed a comprehensive search engine for a 
multifaceted online energy industry site. “Search time over even a very large database was 
instantaneous ... None of the other search engines we tried searched with the same accuracy.”

IQMS helps meet medical device manufacturers’ ERP needs with dtSearch.
Medical device manufacturers operate in one of the world’s most competitive and highly regulated 
industries where success can hinge on time-to-market and traceability. IQMS’ EnterpriseIQ offers a 
powerful enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution tailored to meet the unique challenges of the 
medical device manufacturing industry. “With documentation being a critical aspect for our customers, 
searching quickly and accurately is key. The speed with which dtSearch enables our customers to scan 
text files as well as PDFs is fabulous.”

Consultant to pharmaceutical and health care industries prescribes dtSearch.
“A consultancy that specializes in FDA-regulated industries needs to take great care in choosing the 
software that it recommends ... dtSearch meets the exacting requirements of my practice.” dtSearch 
“was quick to index, even quicker to update, and virtually instant to search. dtSearch also has a lot of 
customization options built-in ... rich with potential.”

EDI Solutions employs dtSearch for medical document “search and rescue.”
Specializing in the health care industry, EDI Solutions automates the electronic capture of virtually 
any paper report, reformatting and inputting the captured data directly into a billing module, 
electronic medical record system, or custom archive module. “dtSearch is our search engine of 
choice ... It blows away database type data repositories in terms of document access speed.”

Transcript Checker saves time and effort for doctors and other transcript authors. 
As a Microsoft MVP, AppsPlus specializes in Windows and web-based programming. For a client in the 
medical industry, AppsPlus used dtSearch in the development of a transcript checking system. “The
Transcript Checker was written in C# using XML and SQL Server, and of course taking advantage of 
the power of the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine.”

“I am taking this rare opportunity to totally endorse a software product ... dtSearch that is the answer 
to my dreams. I am a self employed inventor and generally file everything under “S” as in 
somewhere. That makes the filing easy but the retrieval was a nightmare. Your better than expected 
product has relocated all of my numerous missing data snippets and has put the organized “snag/
hook” on my missing data. Well done indeed to all.” — Executive, Perma-Hull International, Inc.

“I am very happy with this product, especially with its ability to search PDF files. I download a lot of 
scientific publications as PDF files to read and then create a database of information from them and 
dtSearch helps me keep track of the content of those papers. The bottom line is that this search 
engine does what these folks say it will do and it doesn’t waste my time in the process.”
— Professor, Animal Sciences, University of Missouri

“The thing that I like most about dtSearch is the simplicity of searching an originally complex 
database by using simple English. No complex commands or logical sentences other than simple 
“AND,” “OR” and “NOT” are needed. The ability to generate a search report facilitates the initiation of 
clinical research.” — Specialist in Positron Emission Tomography

“I am a writer, working on a three-year book project. I’ve accumulated 1000 pages of typed notes —
so much that I wouldn’t be able to find what I’m looking for without dtSearch to help. The “w/5
words” and “w/25 words” feature is especially useful; if I’m trying to remember what Dr. So-and-so 
said about gene therapy, for instance, I can search for “so-and-so” and “gene,” and presto, I’ve got 
the quote. I’m recommending dtSearch to my fellow writers and listserv correspondents.” — Author 
of The Genome War, a behind-the-scenes account of the race between the federal government and 
a private company to complete the complete human genetic code. (This book can be found at Amazon.
com)

“The fastest, easiest, most reliable, manipulable, multiple-index, user-friendly search engine I have 
ever seen for Windows users ... dtSearch is a terrific solution for anyone who needs to search a lot of 
files. I am most pleased with it, and with the time it has saved me in locating information in the 20+ 
gigabytes of data” — D.P.M., J.D.

“A Review of Trends and Demands for PET Imaging ... PET data are extracted from the NUC-NET 
database using dtSearch.” — Newsline, Commentary, The Journal of Nuclear Medicine

“I am very happy with the product, by the way. I am a translator and I use it mainly to search for 
terminology in earlier translations, original documents, glossaries in all sorts of formats and 
documents downloaded from the Internet. I quickly realised, however, that it is also useful for pulling 
administrative information out of invoices, address books, databases and so on. 

You can be sure that I will recommend dtSearch to my colleagues.” — Translator

“dtSearch allows me to index all the records for the last 10 years and call up any one in an instant ... 
Its a great program.”
— MD, Endocrinology, Internal Medicine, Washington, D.C.

“I don’t think I have ever written a ‘fanmail’ letter like this before, because I’ve never been so 
impressed by a utility; until I came upon dtSearch.” — Physician

“I must say that I am very impressed by the search capabilities, very powerful and easy to use and 
quick! I say that from an Information Retrieval specialist perspective (via Librarianship).”
— Manager, ExpertNet, AACM International
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Spar Aerospace enlists dtSearch for aircraft contract.
Spar Aerospace, a subsidiary of L-3 Communications, is a leading aviation services company. Spar 
had a contract to update the maintenance publications for an aircraft fleet, both on the Web and on 
laptop replications in the field. “Search requirements for this project were extensive and stringent. We 
investigated most of the ‘high end’ search engines out there. We decided to use dtSearch ... I have 
been very impressed by the dtSearch support organization ... Answers are always appropriate, 
straight forward, clear and unambiguous.”
     From Computerworld Canada: “Aviation firm earns wings with new text search ... Spar chose 
dtSearch Corp.’s text-search product, dtSearch Web, to serve the information up in an easily indexed 
manner online.” For “‘a requirement that we have to run this thing on stand-alone PCs,’ ... Spar 
signed on for dtSearch Publish.”

Contegra Systems succeeds in “boosting support and service with better search and 
navigation” through dtSearch web-based implementation for Otis Elevator. 
From “Custom dtSearch Implementation for Otis Elevator” (a United Technologies Company), as 
presented by Contegra Systems at the Gilbane Boston conference: the project was to “enable field 
service engineers and customer service personnel to quickly retrieve relevant information from spare 
parts leaflets, technical repair bulletins, and newsletters” through a web site designed by Contegra 
“with intuitive search and navigation.” “Why dtSearch Is A Winning Solution:  * Very extensible .NET 
API * Highly reliable and scalable * Proven record of excellent support.”

Imulus deploys dtSearch in high-security technical instruments library.
Imulus® is an interactive agency specializing in helping customers find engaging ways to 
communicate their message. For one of its Fortune 50 clients, Imulus needed to deploy a web-based 
library of technical instruments data. “The dtSearch Engine gave us the ability to create a search that 
spanned both the website and other relevant libraries. We used the dtSearch Engine APIs to enforce 
permissions inside the technical library ... The DataSouce API was super-flexible in terms of linking 
full-text data and meta data from any source.”

General Dynamics DEVCOR delivers with dtSearch.
DEVCOR was tasked to develop an automotive information delivery system. dtSearch “worked fast”
with “highly effective on-the-fly searching” and “excellent technical support.”

Expert Publishing adds dtSearch to comprehensive chemical data resource for the EH&S 
community.
Expert Publishing (ExPub) provides chemical hazard information, including nearly half a million unique 
chemical substances, for the global environmental, health, and safety (EH&S) community. “What
we’ve done is use dtSearch to expand searching so that all benzene documents are found using not 
only the exact word ‘benzene,’ but also all 30 synonyms as well. We really liked the speed of indexing 
and searching. The flexibility that dtSearch provides with respect to incremental index updates was 
critical in light of the very large volume of data we maintain, and the speed at which we integrate new 
information ... With dtSearch, we were able to maintain the same data security in our portable media 
applications as we were on the Web.”

RAM Associates picks dtSearch for transportation industry site.
RAM Associates’ products and services include Web site hosting, store front development, subscription 
gateways, and database development. One of RAM Associates projects was to develop and maintain a 
large content-rich Web site for a major transportation industry trade association. “We’ve been very 
pleased with dtSearch product performance. We especially liked dtSearch’s flexibility under different 
media. Search speed is perfect and is virtually instantaneous. We also liked the faster reindexing 
speeds ... dtSearch scalability is an important factor.”

ContractIQ adds dtSearch to their contract management solution in support of the 
commercial industry and IC clients.
ContractIQ is a web-based contract management solution that manages all transactions and contract 
data within a single, shared data repository. Enterprise management teams can access the same data 
in real time, generate reports based on aggregated funding actions, segregate data access by role, 
and track changes by user throughout the system. ContractIQ builds contract management solutions 
for government customers like the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) as well as commercial clients. 
“dtSearch provides ContractIQ with a much more efficient method of key word searching/matching 
than traditional database row and column approaches.” “With the integration of dtSearch we have 
been able to further enhance our service capabilities. ContractIQ allows clients to not just be more 
efficient, but to win.”

Robotics applies dtSearch to technical documents.
A robotics company needed to distribute technical documentation in PDF, HTML, XML, etc., on a 
corporate Web site, as well as mirrored on CD. “With dtSearch, we were able to quickly replicate the 
same searchable technical documentation on CD as on the Web site. Search time on the CD and the 
corporate site was instant.”

Contegra Systems online parts catalog swaps in dtSearch.
Contegra Systems offers solutions for manufacturers, scientific, medical, and reference and journal 
publishers. “The dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine was the best choice to support our XML structure ... 
dtSearch makes it possible for our customers to perform extensive searches on specific parameters 
and fields. It also makes finding information extremely accurate and fast.”

GVPi incorporates dtSearch into semi-custom electronic publishing solutions. 
GVPi has been actively supporting its customers for over 25 years. The company is relentlessly 
focused on its customers, a fact evidenced by its high customer retention rate. “We focus on 
capabilities that truly matter, which is why dtSearch is a core component of our semi-custom 
publishing solution. We implement quick search solutions using dtSearch that include full-text search 
and fielded search (based on metadata) across a multitude of content formats, including XML, HTML 
and PDFs.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching for psychoanalytic library. 
The Psychoanalytic Electronic Publishing “PEP” web archive includes the full scope of psychoanalytic 
literature. GVPi’s semi-custom publishing solution takes advantage of the advanced tagging and 
metadata associated with the content, as well as providing extensive access control and reporting. 
“The dtSearch Engine provides instant data search across the myriad of PEP content … The advanced 
search capabilities include the ability to search by various metadata fields such as author, title, year, 
source and language.”

Contegra transplants dtSearch into physicians’ reference sites.
Contegra Systems is a leading provider of data integration services, specializing in the design and 
implementation of text retrieval, taxonomies and classification systems. dtSearch “works better with 
the XML environment that we set up for maintaining our clients’ sites.” Even with “smart XML”
overhead, “dtSearch search response time is great.”

ImageSite document management system engineered with dtSearch for full-text search. 
Organizations that rely on engineering content need a better way to securely and reliably manage 
engineering documents, including complex CAD drawings like AutoCAD, Microstation, and SolidWorks.
Whether you are a product engineer, facilities manager or IT executive, eQuorum’s ImageSite helps 
you improve version control, enhance collaboration and generate more efficient and timely work 
processes. “ImageSite is known for its easy to use and intuitive interface – and that extends to full-
text searching.  Using dtSearch as a full-text search engine has enabled ImageSite the ability to offer 
fast and secure full-text searching for our engineering and other technical documentation customers.”

AGS publishes scientific documents with dtSearch. 
Automated Graphic Systems (AGS), a Consolidated Graphics Company, is a leading multimedia 
solutions provider. AGS services a large customer base, including Fortune 500 companies, non-profits, 
universities, healthcare organizations and the US Government. “We selected dtSearch to compile and 
streamline search abilities.” dtSearch provided “a more robust search for navigation and viewing ease. 
The feedback has been wonderful from the client and end-users of the product.”

Consultant employs dtSearch to search technical standards for Fortune 100 oil company.
A Fortune 100 oil company’s  technical standards group needed to publish a large collection of 
technical documents. “dtSearch was quickly discovered, thanks to strong recommendations found on 
several online forums.  dtSearch’s reputation was well-deserved; their software is rock-solid and their 
document format compatibility was greater than we had even imagined ... I can’t imagine a better 
combination of top-notch software and people willing to go the ‘extra mile’ than dtSearch.”

Docupoint’s Web-based AutoCAD solution adds dtSearch. 
Docupoint DrawingSearcher provides a 21st century solution to solving the challenges of managing a 
large archive of AutoCAD drawings. “It quickly became apparent that the dtSearch Engine provided 
the highest level of functionality for our application.”

Manufacturer finds efficiency through Westbrook’s embedded dtSearch functionality.
As a manufacturer that is ISO9002 certified, AS9000 compliant, and affiliated with QS9000, this 
customer of Westbrook Technologies works according to strict industry standards. “What used to take 
hours is now instantaneous ... The payback comes with the quick retrieval rates.”

ATP Engages dtSearch for NavigatorV®.
Aircraft Technical Publishers, ATP, is the general aviation industry’s single-source leader for aviation 
maintenance, regulatory and compliance information products and services. ATP maintains more than 
16,000 CD-ROM, DVD, microfiche and Internet-based library subscriptions for a global consumer base 
that includes civil aviation authorities, maintenance facilities, Fixed Based Operators, aircraft 
operators, flight schools, and universities. ATP’s U.S. Aviation Regulatory Library was selected by the 
FAA for use by all 3,300 of the agency’s Aviation Safety Inspectors. “New indexes are easily added 
and old ones orphaned, based on the relationship between dtSearch and ATP’s document metadata 
from the NavigatorV® database. dtSearch allows NavigatorV® customers to relevancy rank results 
based upon multiple criteria.  NavigatorV® includes and excludes indexes on a per-search basis and 
filters them on a per-document basis, which offers customers a fine degree of granularity and 
improved performance.”

Medical Center adds document management with Fortis PowerWeb and embedded dtSearch.
The system will even assist with HIPPA, through Fortis’ Audit Trail. The clinic chose “Fortis PowerWeb, 
including Full Text searching ... Today, between 300 and 400 doctors, nurses, medical staff, and 
business office staff can find patient information.”

RadioGraphics article describes use of dtSearch in an online searchable radiology study 
repository.
From RadioGraphics “Informatics in Radiology — Render: An Online Searchable Radiology Study 
Repository”: dtSearch is “the search engine used in our application.” “The index generated from our 
database is based on the indexing scheme inherent in the commercial software used, and the fields 
present in the XML file are retained in the index.”  dtSearch “provides several mechanisms for 
controlling how documents are scored for relevance during a search.”

ARINC, the leading provider of solutions for aviation, airports, defense, government and 
transportation, adds dtSearch to digital library.
ARINC is an ISO 9001-certified $636 million company that’s recognized as the leading provider of 
transportation communications and systems engineering solutions for five major industries: aviation, 
airports, defense, government, and transportation. ARINC’s 3,000 dedicated employees located in 
more than 100 offices around the world provide over 200 value-added solutions and services to 
customers in 140 countries. “dtSearch will become the centerpiece of our digital library. Your product 
is exactly what we required ... Our users have been begging for this functionality for years. dtSearch’s
simple, yet powerful, user interface makes it a winner with our users. Thanks for an excellent product.”

IQMS adds dtSearch to its leading EnterpriseIQ manufacturing ERP solution. 
IQMS provides a feature-rich manufacturing enterprise resource planning (ERP) single-source software 
solution for business and plant management. The company’s EnterpriseIQ application combines real-
time manufacturing, accounting, and supply chain management. “Our SQL database has tens of 
thousands of fields. Being able to do quick and accurate SQL searches is a fantastic feature. Knowing 
it works, and other customers agree, is impressive.”

Web-based technical help desk and knowledge repository gets its own help with dtSearch.
Premirus has Gold Certified status in the Microsoft Partner Program. Consultants now working for 
Premirus used a Web-based integrated document solutions approach when setting up a combination 
knowledge base and technical help desk for a large enterprise IT shop. “We went with the dtSearch 
Engine after benchmarking it over a number of other products. On sheer processing, dtSearch pulled 
ahead ... In fact, in the final analysis, dtSearch was so good, and so much better than the competing 
products, benchmarking was cut short by a final decision by the developers to move ahead with 
dtSearch ... Search time was half-second or less ... The daily dtSearch index rebuild would take just a 
couple of minutes.”

IApproach FAA airworthiness information flies with dtSearch.
IApproach by Tdata brings together all FAA airworthiness materials. “We chose dtSearch because it 
was the most powerful choice both for the end users and for the speed of the indexing.”

Leading provider in China of software development solutions, EVGET, implements dtSearch 
to search its extensive online documentation data set.
EVGET Software Solutions is a leading provider in China of technology solutions for professional 
developers. As part of its products and services, EVGET maintains a large online documentation 
database. “End users need to search through our extensive online documentation. We use the 
dtSearch Engine to search the entire documentation set, making this instantly searchable through our 
public website.”

American Technology Services creates custom Web solutions with dtSearch.
A client of American Technology Services or ATS needed a comprehensive search engine for a 
multifaceted online energy industry site. “Search time over even a very large database was 
instantaneous ... None of the other search engines we tried searched with the same accuracy.”

IQMS helps meet medical device manufacturers’ ERP needs with dtSearch.
Medical device manufacturers operate in one of the world’s most competitive and highly regulated 
industries where success can hinge on time-to-market and traceability. IQMS’ EnterpriseIQ offers a 
powerful enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution tailored to meet the unique challenges of the 
medical device manufacturing industry. “With documentation being a critical aspect for our customers, 
searching quickly and accurately is key. The speed with which dtSearch enables our customers to scan 
text files as well as PDFs is fabulous.”

Consultant to pharmaceutical and health care industries prescribes dtSearch.
“A consultancy that specializes in FDA-regulated industries needs to take great care in choosing the 
software that it recommends ... dtSearch meets the exacting requirements of my practice.” dtSearch 
“was quick to index, even quicker to update, and virtually instant to search. dtSearch also has a lot of 
customization options built-in ... rich with potential.”

EDI Solutions employs dtSearch for medical document “search and rescue.”
Specializing in the health care industry, EDI Solutions automates the electronic capture of virtually 
any paper report, reformatting and inputting the captured data directly into a billing module, 
electronic medical record system, or custom archive module. “dtSearch is our search engine of 
choice ... It blows away database type data repositories in terms of document access speed.”

Transcript Checker saves time and effort for doctors and other transcript authors. 
As a Microsoft MVP, AppsPlus specializes in Windows and web-based programming. For a client in the 
medical industry, AppsPlus used dtSearch in the development of a transcript checking system. “The
Transcript Checker was written in C# using XML and SQL Server, and of course taking advantage of 
the power of the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine.”

“I am taking this rare opportunity to totally endorse a software product ... dtSearch that is the answer 
to my dreams. I am a self employed inventor and generally file everything under “S” as in 
somewhere. That makes the filing easy but the retrieval was a nightmare. Your better than expected 
product has relocated all of my numerous missing data snippets and has put the organized “snag/
hook” on my missing data. Well done indeed to all.” — Executive, Perma-Hull International, Inc.

“I am very happy with this product, especially with its ability to search PDF files. I download a lot of 
scientific publications as PDF files to read and then create a database of information from them and 
dtSearch helps me keep track of the content of those papers. The bottom line is that this search 
engine does what these folks say it will do and it doesn’t waste my time in the process.”
— Professor, Animal Sciences, University of Missouri

“The thing that I like most about dtSearch is the simplicity of searching an originally complex 
database by using simple English. No complex commands or logical sentences other than simple 
“AND,” “OR” and “NOT” are needed. The ability to generate a search report facilitates the initiation of 
clinical research.” — Specialist in Positron Emission Tomography

“I am a writer, working on a three-year book project. I’ve accumulated 1000 pages of typed notes —
so much that I wouldn’t be able to find what I’m looking for without dtSearch to help. The “w/5
words” and “w/25 words” feature is especially useful; if I’m trying to remember what Dr. So-and-so 
said about gene therapy, for instance, I can search for “so-and-so” and “gene,” and presto, I’ve got 
the quote. I’m recommending dtSearch to my fellow writers and listserv correspondents.” — Author 
of The Genome War, a behind-the-scenes account of the race between the federal government and 
a private company to complete the complete human genetic code. (This book can be found at Amazon.
com)

“The fastest, easiest, most reliable, manipulable, multiple-index, user-friendly search engine I have 
ever seen for Windows users ... dtSearch is a terrific solution for anyone who needs to search a lot of 
files. I am most pleased with it, and with the time it has saved me in locating information in the 20+ 
gigabytes of data” — D.P.M., J.D.

“A Review of Trends and Demands for PET Imaging ... PET data are extracted from the NUC-NET 
database using dtSearch.” — Newsline, Commentary, The Journal of Nuclear Medicine

“I am very happy with the product, by the way. I am a translator and I use it mainly to search for 
terminology in earlier translations, original documents, glossaries in all sorts of formats and 
documents downloaded from the Internet. I quickly realised, however, that it is also useful for pulling 
administrative information out of invoices, address books, databases and so on. 

You can be sure that I will recommend dtSearch to my colleagues.” — Translator

“dtSearch allows me to index all the records for the last 10 years and call up any one in an instant ... 
Its a great program.”
— MD, Endocrinology, Internal Medicine, Washington, D.C.

“I don’t think I have ever written a ‘fanmail’ letter like this before, because I’ve never been so 
impressed by a utility; until I came upon dtSearch.” — Physician

“I must say that I am very impressed by the search capabilities, very powerful and easy to use and 
quick! I say that from an Information Retrieval specialist perspective (via Librarianship).”
— Manager, ExpertNet, AACM International
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Spar Aerospace enlists dtSearch for aircraft contract.
Spar Aerospace, a subsidiary of L-3 Communications, is a leading aviation services company. Spar 
had a contract to update the maintenance publications for an aircraft fleet, both on the Web and on 
laptop replications in the field. “Search requirements for this project were extensive and stringent. We 
investigated most of the ‘high end’ search engines out there. We decided to use dtSearch ... I have 
been very impressed by the dtSearch support organization ... Answers are always appropriate, 
straight forward, clear and unambiguous.”
     From Computerworld Canada: “Aviation firm earns wings with new text search ... Spar chose 
dtSearch Corp.’s text-search product, dtSearch Web, to serve the information up in an easily indexed 
manner online.” For “‘a requirement that we have to run this thing on stand-alone PCs,’ ... Spar 
signed on for dtSearch Publish.”

Contegra Systems succeeds in “boosting support and service with better search and 
navigation” through dtSearch web-based implementation for Otis Elevator. 
From “Custom dtSearch Implementation for Otis Elevator” (a United Technologies Company), as 
presented by Contegra Systems at the Gilbane Boston conference: the project was to “enable field 
service engineers and customer service personnel to quickly retrieve relevant information from spare 
parts leaflets, technical repair bulletins, and newsletters” through a web site designed by Contegra 
“with intuitive search and navigation.” “Why dtSearch Is A Winning Solution:  * Very extensible .NET 
API * Highly reliable and scalable * Proven record of excellent support.”

Imulus deploys dtSearch in high-security technical instruments library.
Imulus® is an interactive agency specializing in helping customers find engaging ways to 
communicate their message. For one of its Fortune 50 clients, Imulus needed to deploy a web-based 
library of technical instruments data. “The dtSearch Engine gave us the ability to create a search that 
spanned both the website and other relevant libraries. We used the dtSearch Engine APIs to enforce 
permissions inside the technical library ... The DataSouce API was super-flexible in terms of linking 
full-text data and meta data from any source.”

General Dynamics DEVCOR delivers with dtSearch.
DEVCOR was tasked to develop an automotive information delivery system. dtSearch “worked fast”
with “highly effective on-the-fly searching” and “excellent technical support.”

Expert Publishing adds dtSearch to comprehensive chemical data resource for the EH&S 
community.
Expert Publishing (ExPub) provides chemical hazard information, including nearly half a million unique 
chemical substances, for the global environmental, health, and safety (EH&S) community. “What
we’ve done is use dtSearch to expand searching so that all benzene documents are found using not 
only the exact word ‘benzene,’ but also all 30 synonyms as well. We really liked the speed of indexing 
and searching. The flexibility that dtSearch provides with respect to incremental index updates was 
critical in light of the very large volume of data we maintain, and the speed at which we integrate new 
information ... With dtSearch, we were able to maintain the same data security in our portable media 
applications as we were on the Web.”

RAM Associates picks dtSearch for transportation industry site.
RAM Associates’ products and services include Web site hosting, store front development, subscription 
gateways, and database development. One of RAM Associates projects was to develop and maintain a 
large content-rich Web site for a major transportation industry trade association. “We’ve been very 
pleased with dtSearch product performance. We especially liked dtSearch’s flexibility under different 
media. Search speed is perfect and is virtually instantaneous. We also liked the faster reindexing 
speeds ... dtSearch scalability is an important factor.”

ContractIQ adds dtSearch to their contract management solution in support of the 
commercial industry and IC clients.
ContractIQ is a web-based contract management solution that manages all transactions and contract 
data within a single, shared data repository. Enterprise management teams can access the same data 
in real time, generate reports based on aggregated funding actions, segregate data access by role, 
and track changes by user throughout the system. ContractIQ builds contract management solutions 
for government customers like the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) as well as commercial clients. 
“dtSearch provides ContractIQ with a much more efficient method of key word searching/matching 
than traditional database row and column approaches.” “With the integration of dtSearch we have 
been able to further enhance our service capabilities. ContractIQ allows clients to not just be more 
efficient, but to win.”

Robotics applies dtSearch to technical documents.
A robotics company needed to distribute technical documentation in PDF, HTML, XML, etc., on a 
corporate Web site, as well as mirrored on CD. “With dtSearch, we were able to quickly replicate the 
same searchable technical documentation on CD as on the Web site. Search time on the CD and the 
corporate site was instant.”

Contegra Systems online parts catalog swaps in dtSearch.
Contegra Systems offers solutions for manufacturers, scientific, medical, and reference and journal 
publishers. “The dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine was the best choice to support our XML structure ... 
dtSearch makes it possible for our customers to perform extensive searches on specific parameters 
and fields. It also makes finding information extremely accurate and fast.”

GVPi incorporates dtSearch into semi-custom electronic publishing solutions. 
GVPi has been actively supporting its customers for over 25 years. The company is relentlessly 
focused on its customers, a fact evidenced by its high customer retention rate. “We focus on 
capabilities that truly matter, which is why dtSearch is a core component of our semi-custom 
publishing solution. We implement quick search solutions using dtSearch that include full-text search 
and fielded search (based on metadata) across a multitude of content formats, including XML, HTML 
and PDFs.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching for psychoanalytic library. 
The Psychoanalytic Electronic Publishing “PEP” web archive includes the full scope of psychoanalytic 
literature. GVPi’s semi-custom publishing solution takes advantage of the advanced tagging and 
metadata associated with the content, as well as providing extensive access control and reporting. 
“The dtSearch Engine provides instant data search across the myriad of PEP content … The advanced 
search capabilities include the ability to search by various metadata fields such as author, title, year, 
source and language.”

Contegra transplants dtSearch into physicians’ reference sites.
Contegra Systems is a leading provider of data integration services, specializing in the design and 
implementation of text retrieval, taxonomies and classification systems. dtSearch “works better with 
the XML environment that we set up for maintaining our clients’ sites.” Even with “smart XML”
overhead, “dtSearch search response time is great.”

ImageSite document management system engineered with dtSearch for full-text search. 
Organizations that rely on engineering content need a better way to securely and reliably manage 
engineering documents, including complex CAD drawings like AutoCAD, Microstation, and SolidWorks.
Whether you are a product engineer, facilities manager or IT executive, eQuorum’s ImageSite helps 
you improve version control, enhance collaboration and generate more efficient and timely work 
processes. “ImageSite is known for its easy to use and intuitive interface – and that extends to full-
text searching.  Using dtSearch as a full-text search engine has enabled ImageSite the ability to offer 
fast and secure full-text searching for our engineering and other technical documentation customers.”

AGS publishes scientific documents with dtSearch. 
Automated Graphic Systems (AGS), a Consolidated Graphics Company, is a leading multimedia 
solutions provider. AGS services a large customer base, including Fortune 500 companies, non-profits, 
universities, healthcare organizations and the US Government. “We selected dtSearch to compile and 
streamline search abilities.” dtSearch provided “a more robust search for navigation and viewing ease. 
The feedback has been wonderful from the client and end-users of the product.”

Consultant employs dtSearch to search technical standards for Fortune 100 oil company.
A Fortune 100 oil company’s  technical standards group needed to publish a large collection of 
technical documents. “dtSearch was quickly discovered, thanks to strong recommendations found on 
several online forums.  dtSearch’s reputation was well-deserved; their software is rock-solid and their 
document format compatibility was greater than we had even imagined ... I can’t imagine a better 
combination of top-notch software and people willing to go the ‘extra mile’ than dtSearch.”

Docupoint’s Web-based AutoCAD solution adds dtSearch. 
Docupoint DrawingSearcher provides a 21st century solution to solving the challenges of managing a 
large archive of AutoCAD drawings. “It quickly became apparent that the dtSearch Engine provided 
the highest level of functionality for our application.”

Manufacturer finds efficiency through Westbrook’s embedded dtSearch functionality.
As a manufacturer that is ISO9002 certified, AS9000 compliant, and affiliated with QS9000, this 
customer of Westbrook Technologies works according to strict industry standards. “What used to take 
hours is now instantaneous ... The payback comes with the quick retrieval rates.”

ATP Engages dtSearch for NavigatorV®.
Aircraft Technical Publishers, ATP, is the general aviation industry’s single-source leader for aviation 
maintenance, regulatory and compliance information products and services. ATP maintains more than 
16,000 CD-ROM, DVD, microfiche and Internet-based library subscriptions for a global consumer base 
that includes civil aviation authorities, maintenance facilities, Fixed Based Operators, aircraft 
operators, flight schools, and universities. ATP’s U.S. Aviation Regulatory Library was selected by the 
FAA for use by all 3,300 of the agency’s Aviation Safety Inspectors. “New indexes are easily added 
and old ones orphaned, based on the relationship between dtSearch and ATP’s document metadata 
from the NavigatorV® database. dtSearch allows NavigatorV® customers to relevancy rank results 
based upon multiple criteria.  NavigatorV® includes and excludes indexes on a per-search basis and 
filters them on a per-document basis, which offers customers a fine degree of granularity and 
improved performance.”

Medical Center adds document management with Fortis PowerWeb and embedded dtSearch.
The system will even assist with HIPPA, through Fortis’ Audit Trail. The clinic chose “Fortis PowerWeb, 
including Full Text searching ... Today, between 300 and 400 doctors, nurses, medical staff, and 
business office staff can find patient information.”

RadioGraphics article describes use of dtSearch in an online searchable radiology study 
repository.
From RadioGraphics “Informatics in Radiology — Render: An Online Searchable Radiology Study 
Repository”: dtSearch is “the search engine used in our application.” “The index generated from our 
database is based on the indexing scheme inherent in the commercial software used, and the fields 
present in the XML file are retained in the index.”  dtSearch “provides several mechanisms for 
controlling how documents are scored for relevance during a search.”

ARINC, the leading provider of solutions for aviation, airports, defense, government and 
transportation, adds dtSearch to digital library.
ARINC is an ISO 9001-certified $636 million company that’s recognized as the leading provider of 
transportation communications and systems engineering solutions for five major industries: aviation, 
airports, defense, government, and transportation. ARINC’s 3,000 dedicated employees located in 
more than 100 offices around the world provide over 200 value-added solutions and services to 
customers in 140 countries. “dtSearch will become the centerpiece of our digital library. Your product 
is exactly what we required ... Our users have been begging for this functionality for years. dtSearch’s
simple, yet powerful, user interface makes it a winner with our users. Thanks for an excellent product.”

IQMS adds dtSearch to its leading EnterpriseIQ manufacturing ERP solution. 
IQMS provides a feature-rich manufacturing enterprise resource planning (ERP) single-source software 
solution for business and plant management. The company’s EnterpriseIQ application combines real-
time manufacturing, accounting, and supply chain management. “Our SQL database has tens of 
thousands of fields. Being able to do quick and accurate SQL searches is a fantastic feature. Knowing 
it works, and other customers agree, is impressive.”

Web-based technical help desk and knowledge repository gets its own help with dtSearch.
Premirus has Gold Certified status in the Microsoft Partner Program. Consultants now working for 
Premirus used a Web-based integrated document solutions approach when setting up a combination 
knowledge base and technical help desk for a large enterprise IT shop. “We went with the dtSearch 
Engine after benchmarking it over a number of other products. On sheer processing, dtSearch pulled 
ahead ... In fact, in the final analysis, dtSearch was so good, and so much better than the competing 
products, benchmarking was cut short by a final decision by the developers to move ahead with 
dtSearch ... Search time was half-second or less ... The daily dtSearch index rebuild would take just a 
couple of minutes.”

IApproach FAA airworthiness information flies with dtSearch.
IApproach by Tdata brings together all FAA airworthiness materials. “We chose dtSearch because it 
was the most powerful choice both for the end users and for the speed of the indexing.”

Leading provider in China of software development solutions, EVGET, implements dtSearch 
to search its extensive online documentation data set.
EVGET Software Solutions is a leading provider in China of technology solutions for professional 
developers. As part of its products and services, EVGET maintains a large online documentation 
database. “End users need to search through our extensive online documentation. We use the 
dtSearch Engine to search the entire documentation set, making this instantly searchable through our 
public website.”

American Technology Services creates custom Web solutions with dtSearch.
A client of American Technology Services or ATS needed a comprehensive search engine for a 
multifaceted online energy industry site. “Search time over even a very large database was 
instantaneous ... None of the other search engines we tried searched with the same accuracy.”

IQMS helps meet medical device manufacturers’ ERP needs with dtSearch.
Medical device manufacturers operate in one of the world’s most competitive and highly regulated 
industries where success can hinge on time-to-market and traceability. IQMS’ EnterpriseIQ offers a 
powerful enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution tailored to meet the unique challenges of the 
medical device manufacturing industry. “With documentation being a critical aspect for our customers, 
searching quickly and accurately is key. The speed with which dtSearch enables our customers to scan 
text files as well as PDFs is fabulous.”

Consultant to pharmaceutical and health care industries prescribes dtSearch.
“A consultancy that specializes in FDA-regulated industries needs to take great care in choosing the 
software that it recommends ... dtSearch meets the exacting requirements of my practice.” dtSearch 
“was quick to index, even quicker to update, and virtually instant to search. dtSearch also has a lot of 
customization options built-in ... rich with potential.”

EDI Solutions employs dtSearch for medical document “search and rescue.”
Specializing in the health care industry, EDI Solutions automates the electronic capture of virtually 
any paper report, reformatting and inputting the captured data directly into a billing module, 
electronic medical record system, or custom archive module. “dtSearch is our search engine of 
choice ... It blows away database type data repositories in terms of document access speed.”

Transcript Checker saves time and effort for doctors and other transcript authors. 
As a Microsoft MVP, AppsPlus specializes in Windows and web-based programming. For a client in the 
medical industry, AppsPlus used dtSearch in the development of a transcript checking system. “The
Transcript Checker was written in C# using XML and SQL Server, and of course taking advantage of 
the power of the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine.”

“I am taking this rare opportunity to totally endorse a software product ... dtSearch that is the answer 
to my dreams. I am a self employed inventor and generally file everything under “S” as in 
somewhere. That makes the filing easy but the retrieval was a nightmare. Your better than expected 
product has relocated all of my numerous missing data snippets and has put the organized “snag/
hook” on my missing data. Well done indeed to all.” — Executive, Perma-Hull International, Inc.

“I am very happy with this product, especially with its ability to search PDF files. I download a lot of 
scientific publications as PDF files to read and then create a database of information from them and 
dtSearch helps me keep track of the content of those papers. The bottom line is that this search 
engine does what these folks say it will do and it doesn’t waste my time in the process.”
— Professor, Animal Sciences, University of Missouri

“The thing that I like most about dtSearch is the simplicity of searching an originally complex 
database by using simple English. No complex commands or logical sentences other than simple 
“AND,” “OR” and “NOT” are needed. The ability to generate a search report facilitates the initiation of 
clinical research.” — Specialist in Positron Emission Tomography

“I am a writer, working on a three-year book project. I’ve accumulated 1000 pages of typed notes —
so much that I wouldn’t be able to find what I’m looking for without dtSearch to help. The “w/5
words” and “w/25 words” feature is especially useful; if I’m trying to remember what Dr. So-and-so 
said about gene therapy, for instance, I can search for “so-and-so” and “gene,” and presto, I’ve got 
the quote. I’m recommending dtSearch to my fellow writers and listserv correspondents.” — Author 
of The Genome War, a behind-the-scenes account of the race between the federal government and 
a private company to complete the complete human genetic code. (This book can be found at Amazon.
com)

“The fastest, easiest, most reliable, manipulable, multiple-index, user-friendly search engine I have 
ever seen for Windows users ... dtSearch is a terrific solution for anyone who needs to search a lot of 
files. I am most pleased with it, and with the time it has saved me in locating information in the 20+ 
gigabytes of data” — D.P.M., J.D.

“A Review of Trends and Demands for PET Imaging ... PET data are extracted from the NUC-NET 
database using dtSearch.” — Newsline, Commentary, The Journal of Nuclear Medicine

“I am very happy with the product, by the way. I am a translator and I use it mainly to search for 
terminology in earlier translations, original documents, glossaries in all sorts of formats and 
documents downloaded from the Internet. I quickly realised, however, that it is also useful for pulling 
administrative information out of invoices, address books, databases and so on. 

You can be sure that I will recommend dtSearch to my colleagues.” — Translator

“dtSearch allows me to index all the records for the last 10 years and call up any one in an instant ... 
Its a great program.”
— MD, Endocrinology, Internal Medicine, Washington, D.C.

“I don’t think I have ever written a ‘fanmail’ letter like this before, because I’ve never been so 
impressed by a utility; until I came upon dtSearch.” — Physician

“I must say that I am very impressed by the search capabilities, very powerful and easy to use and 
quick! I say that from an Information Retrieval specialist perspective (via Librarianship).”
— Manager, ExpertNet, AACM International
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Spar Aerospace enlists dtSearch for aircraft contract.
Spar Aerospace, a subsidiary of L-3 Communications, is a leading aviation services company. Spar 
had a contract to update the maintenance publications for an aircraft fleet, both on the Web and on 
laptop replications in the field. “Search requirements for this project were extensive and stringent. We 
investigated most of the ‘high end’ search engines out there. We decided to use dtSearch ... I have 
been very impressed by the dtSearch support organization ... Answers are always appropriate, 
straight forward, clear and unambiguous.”
     From Computerworld Canada: “Aviation firm earns wings with new text search ... Spar chose 
dtSearch Corp.’s text-search product, dtSearch Web, to serve the information up in an easily indexed 
manner online.” For “‘a requirement that we have to run this thing on stand-alone PCs,’ ... Spar 
signed on for dtSearch Publish.”

Contegra Systems succeeds in “boosting support and service with better search and 
navigation” through dtSearch web-based implementation for Otis Elevator. 
From “Custom dtSearch Implementation for Otis Elevator” (a United Technologies Company), as 
presented by Contegra Systems at the Gilbane Boston conference: the project was to “enable field 
service engineers and customer service personnel to quickly retrieve relevant information from spare 
parts leaflets, technical repair bulletins, and newsletters” through a web site designed by Contegra 
“with intuitive search and navigation.” “Why dtSearch Is A Winning Solution:  * Very extensible .NET 
API * Highly reliable and scalable * Proven record of excellent support.”

Imulus deploys dtSearch in high-security technical instruments library.
Imulus® is an interactive agency specializing in helping customers find engaging ways to 
communicate their message. For one of its Fortune 50 clients, Imulus needed to deploy a web-based 
library of technical instruments data. “The dtSearch Engine gave us the ability to create a search that 
spanned both the website and other relevant libraries. We used the dtSearch Engine APIs to enforce 
permissions inside the technical library ... The DataSouce API was super-flexible in terms of linking 
full-text data and meta data from any source.”

General Dynamics DEVCOR delivers with dtSearch.
DEVCOR was tasked to develop an automotive information delivery system. dtSearch “worked fast”
with “highly effective on-the-fly searching” and “excellent technical support.”

Expert Publishing adds dtSearch to comprehensive chemical data resource for the EH&S 
community.
Expert Publishing (ExPub) provides chemical hazard information, including nearly half a million unique 
chemical substances, for the global environmental, health, and safety (EH&S) community. “What
we’ve done is use dtSearch to expand searching so that all benzene documents are found using not 
only the exact word ‘benzene,’ but also all 30 synonyms as well. We really liked the speed of indexing 
and searching. The flexibility that dtSearch provides with respect to incremental index updates was 
critical in light of the very large volume of data we maintain, and the speed at which we integrate new 
information ... With dtSearch, we were able to maintain the same data security in our portable media 
applications as we were on the Web.”

RAM Associates picks dtSearch for transportation industry site.
RAM Associates’ products and services include Web site hosting, store front development, subscription 
gateways, and database development. One of RAM Associates projects was to develop and maintain a 
large content-rich Web site for a major transportation industry trade association. “We’ve been very 
pleased with dtSearch product performance. We especially liked dtSearch’s flexibility under different 
media. Search speed is perfect and is virtually instantaneous. We also liked the faster reindexing 
speeds ... dtSearch scalability is an important factor.”

ContractIQ adds dtSearch to their contract management solution in support of the 
commercial industry and IC clients.
ContractIQ is a web-based contract management solution that manages all transactions and contract 
data within a single, shared data repository. Enterprise management teams can access the same data 
in real time, generate reports based on aggregated funding actions, segregate data access by role, 
and track changes by user throughout the system. ContractIQ builds contract management solutions 
for government customers like the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) as well as commercial clients. 
“dtSearch provides ContractIQ with a much more efficient method of key word searching/matching 
than traditional database row and column approaches.” “With the integration of dtSearch we have 
been able to further enhance our service capabilities. ContractIQ allows clients to not just be more 
efficient, but to win.”

Robotics applies dtSearch to technical documents.
A robotics company needed to distribute technical documentation in PDF, HTML, XML, etc., on a 
corporate Web site, as well as mirrored on CD. “With dtSearch, we were able to quickly replicate the 
same searchable technical documentation on CD as on the Web site. Search time on the CD and the 
corporate site was instant.”

Contegra Systems online parts catalog swaps in dtSearch.
Contegra Systems offers solutions for manufacturers, scientific, medical, and reference and journal 
publishers. “The dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine was the best choice to support our XML structure ... 
dtSearch makes it possible for our customers to perform extensive searches on specific parameters 
and fields. It also makes finding information extremely accurate and fast.”

GVPi incorporates dtSearch into semi-custom electronic publishing solutions. 
GVPi has been actively supporting its customers for over 25 years. The company is relentlessly 
focused on its customers, a fact evidenced by its high customer retention rate. “We focus on 
capabilities that truly matter, which is why dtSearch is a core component of our semi-custom 
publishing solution. We implement quick search solutions using dtSearch that include full-text search 
and fielded search (based on metadata) across a multitude of content formats, including XML, HTML 
and PDFs.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching for psychoanalytic library. 
The Psychoanalytic Electronic Publishing “PEP” web archive includes the full scope of psychoanalytic 
literature. GVPi’s semi-custom publishing solution takes advantage of the advanced tagging and 
metadata associated with the content, as well as providing extensive access control and reporting. 
“The dtSearch Engine provides instant data search across the myriad of PEP content … The advanced 
search capabilities include the ability to search by various metadata fields such as author, title, year, 
source and language.”

Contegra transplants dtSearch into physicians’ reference sites.
Contegra Systems is a leading provider of data integration services, specializing in the design and 
implementation of text retrieval, taxonomies and classification systems. dtSearch “works better with 
the XML environment that we set up for maintaining our clients’ sites.” Even with “smart XML”
overhead, “dtSearch search response time is great.”

ImageSite document management system engineered with dtSearch for full-text search. 
Organizations that rely on engineering content need a better way to securely and reliably manage 
engineering documents, including complex CAD drawings like AutoCAD, Microstation, and SolidWorks.
Whether you are a product engineer, facilities manager or IT executive, eQuorum’s ImageSite helps 
you improve version control, enhance collaboration and generate more efficient and timely work 
processes. “ImageSite is known for its easy to use and intuitive interface – and that extends to full-
text searching.  Using dtSearch as a full-text search engine has enabled ImageSite the ability to offer 
fast and secure full-text searching for our engineering and other technical documentation customers.”

AGS publishes scientific documents with dtSearch. 
Automated Graphic Systems (AGS), a Consolidated Graphics Company, is a leading multimedia 
solutions provider. AGS services a large customer base, including Fortune 500 companies, non-profits, 
universities, healthcare organizations and the US Government. “We selected dtSearch to compile and 
streamline search abilities.” dtSearch provided “a more robust search for navigation and viewing ease. 
The feedback has been wonderful from the client and end-users of the product.”

Consultant employs dtSearch to search technical standards for Fortune 100 oil company.
A Fortune 100 oil company’s  technical standards group needed to publish a large collection of 
technical documents. “dtSearch was quickly discovered, thanks to strong recommendations found on 
several online forums.  dtSearch’s reputation was well-deserved; their software is rock-solid and their 
document format compatibility was greater than we had even imagined ... I can’t imagine a better 
combination of top-notch software and people willing to go the ‘extra mile’ than dtSearch.”

Docupoint’s Web-based AutoCAD solution adds dtSearch. 
Docupoint DrawingSearcher provides a 21st century solution to solving the challenges of managing a 
large archive of AutoCAD drawings. “It quickly became apparent that the dtSearch Engine provided 
the highest level of functionality for our application.”

Manufacturer finds efficiency through Westbrook’s embedded dtSearch functionality.
As a manufacturer that is ISO9002 certified, AS9000 compliant, and affiliated with QS9000, this 
customer of Westbrook Technologies works according to strict industry standards. “What used to take 
hours is now instantaneous ... The payback comes with the quick retrieval rates.”

ATP Engages dtSearch for NavigatorV®.
Aircraft Technical Publishers, ATP, is the general aviation industry’s single-source leader for aviation 
maintenance, regulatory and compliance information products and services. ATP maintains more than 
16,000 CD-ROM, DVD, microfiche and Internet-based library subscriptions for a global consumer base 
that includes civil aviation authorities, maintenance facilities, Fixed Based Operators, aircraft 
operators, flight schools, and universities. ATP’s U.S. Aviation Regulatory Library was selected by the 
FAA for use by all 3,300 of the agency’s Aviation Safety Inspectors. “New indexes are easily added 
and old ones orphaned, based on the relationship between dtSearch and ATP’s document metadata 
from the NavigatorV® database. dtSearch allows NavigatorV® customers to relevancy rank results 
based upon multiple criteria.  NavigatorV® includes and excludes indexes on a per-search basis and 
filters them on a per-document basis, which offers customers a fine degree of granularity and 
improved performance.”

Medical Center adds document management with Fortis PowerWeb and embedded dtSearch.
The system will even assist with HIPPA, through Fortis’ Audit Trail. The clinic chose “Fortis PowerWeb, 
including Full Text searching ... Today, between 300 and 400 doctors, nurses, medical staff, and 
business office staff can find patient information.”

RadioGraphics article describes use of dtSearch in an online searchable radiology study 
repository.
From RadioGraphics “Informatics in Radiology — Render: An Online Searchable Radiology Study 
Repository”: dtSearch is “the search engine used in our application.” “The index generated from our 
database is based on the indexing scheme inherent in the commercial software used, and the fields 
present in the XML file are retained in the index.”  dtSearch “provides several mechanisms for 
controlling how documents are scored for relevance during a search.”

ARINC, the leading provider of solutions for aviation, airports, defense, government and 
transportation, adds dtSearch to digital library.
ARINC is an ISO 9001-certified $636 million company that’s recognized as the leading provider of 
transportation communications and systems engineering solutions for five major industries: aviation, 
airports, defense, government, and transportation. ARINC’s 3,000 dedicated employees located in 
more than 100 offices around the world provide over 200 value-added solutions and services to 
customers in 140 countries. “dtSearch will become the centerpiece of our digital library. Your product 
is exactly what we required ... Our users have been begging for this functionality for years. dtSearch’s
simple, yet powerful, user interface makes it a winner with our users. Thanks for an excellent product.”

IQMS adds dtSearch to its leading EnterpriseIQ manufacturing ERP solution. 
IQMS provides a feature-rich manufacturing enterprise resource planning (ERP) single-source software 
solution for business and plant management. The company’s EnterpriseIQ application combines real-
time manufacturing, accounting, and supply chain management. “Our SQL database has tens of 
thousands of fields. Being able to do quick and accurate SQL searches is a fantastic feature. Knowing 
it works, and other customers agree, is impressive.”

Web-based technical help desk and knowledge repository gets its own help with dtSearch.
Premirus has Gold Certified status in the Microsoft Partner Program. Consultants now working for 
Premirus used a Web-based integrated document solutions approach when setting up a combination 
knowledge base and technical help desk for a large enterprise IT shop. “We went with the dtSearch 
Engine after benchmarking it over a number of other products. On sheer processing, dtSearch pulled 
ahead ... In fact, in the final analysis, dtSearch was so good, and so much better than the competing 
products, benchmarking was cut short by a final decision by the developers to move ahead with 
dtSearch ... Search time was half-second or less ... The daily dtSearch index rebuild would take just a 
couple of minutes.”

IApproach FAA airworthiness information flies with dtSearch.
IApproach by Tdata brings together all FAA airworthiness materials. “We chose dtSearch because it 
was the most powerful choice both for the end users and for the speed of the indexing.”

Leading provider in China of software development solutions, EVGET, implements dtSearch 
to search its extensive online documentation data set.
EVGET Software Solutions is a leading provider in China of technology solutions for professional 
developers. As part of its products and services, EVGET maintains a large online documentation 
database. “End users need to search through our extensive online documentation. We use the 
dtSearch Engine to search the entire documentation set, making this instantly searchable through our 
public website.”

American Technology Services creates custom Web solutions with dtSearch.
A client of American Technology Services or ATS needed a comprehensive search engine for a 
multifaceted online energy industry site. “Search time over even a very large database was 
instantaneous ... None of the other search engines we tried searched with the same accuracy.”

IQMS helps meet medical device manufacturers’ ERP needs with dtSearch.
Medical device manufacturers operate in one of the world’s most competitive and highly regulated 
industries where success can hinge on time-to-market and traceability. IQMS’ EnterpriseIQ offers a 
powerful enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution tailored to meet the unique challenges of the 
medical device manufacturing industry. “With documentation being a critical aspect for our customers, 
searching quickly and accurately is key. The speed with which dtSearch enables our customers to scan 
text files as well as PDFs is fabulous.”

Consultant to pharmaceutical and health care industries prescribes dtSearch.
“A consultancy that specializes in FDA-regulated industries needs to take great care in choosing the 
software that it recommends ... dtSearch meets the exacting requirements of my practice.” dtSearch 
“was quick to index, even quicker to update, and virtually instant to search. dtSearch also has a lot of 
customization options built-in ... rich with potential.”

EDI Solutions employs dtSearch for medical document “search and rescue.”
Specializing in the health care industry, EDI Solutions automates the electronic capture of virtually 
any paper report, reformatting and inputting the captured data directly into a billing module, 
electronic medical record system, or custom archive module. “dtSearch is our search engine of 
choice ... It blows away database type data repositories in terms of document access speed.”

Transcript Checker saves time and effort for doctors and other transcript authors. 
As a Microsoft MVP, AppsPlus specializes in Windows and web-based programming. For a client in the 
medical industry, AppsPlus used dtSearch in the development of a transcript checking system. “The
Transcript Checker was written in C# using XML and SQL Server, and of course taking advantage of 
the power of the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine.”

“I am taking this rare opportunity to totally endorse a software product ... dtSearch that is the answer 
to my dreams. I am a self employed inventor and generally file everything under “S” as in 
somewhere. That makes the filing easy but the retrieval was a nightmare. Your better than expected 
product has relocated all of my numerous missing data snippets and has put the organized “snag/
hook” on my missing data. Well done indeed to all.” — Executive, Perma-Hull International, Inc.

“I am very happy with this product, especially with its ability to search PDF files. I download a lot of 
scientific publications as PDF files to read and then create a database of information from them and 
dtSearch helps me keep track of the content of those papers. The bottom line is that this search 
engine does what these folks say it will do and it doesn’t waste my time in the process.”
— Professor, Animal Sciences, University of Missouri

“The thing that I like most about dtSearch is the simplicity of searching an originally complex 
database by using simple English. No complex commands or logical sentences other than simple 
“AND,” “OR” and “NOT” are needed. The ability to generate a search report facilitates the initiation of 
clinical research.” — Specialist in Positron Emission Tomography

“I am a writer, working on a three-year book project. I’ve accumulated 1000 pages of typed notes —
so much that I wouldn’t be able to find what I’m looking for without dtSearch to help. The “w/5
words” and “w/25 words” feature is especially useful; if I’m trying to remember what Dr. So-and-so 
said about gene therapy, for instance, I can search for “so-and-so” and “gene,” and presto, I’ve got 
the quote. I’m recommending dtSearch to my fellow writers and listserv correspondents.” — Author 
of The Genome War, a behind-the-scenes account of the race between the federal government and 
a private company to complete the complete human genetic code. (This book can be found at Amazon.
com)

“The fastest, easiest, most reliable, manipulable, multiple-index, user-friendly search engine I have 
ever seen for Windows users ... dtSearch is a terrific solution for anyone who needs to search a lot of 
files. I am most pleased with it, and with the time it has saved me in locating information in the 20+ 
gigabytes of data” — D.P.M., J.D.

“A Review of Trends and Demands for PET Imaging ... PET data are extracted from the NUC-NET 
database using dtSearch.” — Newsline, Commentary, The Journal of Nuclear Medicine

“I am very happy with the product, by the way. I am a translator and I use it mainly to search for 
terminology in earlier translations, original documents, glossaries in all sorts of formats and 
documents downloaded from the Internet. I quickly realised, however, that it is also useful for pulling 
administrative information out of invoices, address books, databases and so on. 

You can be sure that I will recommend dtSearch to my colleagues.” — Translator

“dtSearch allows me to index all the records for the last 10 years and call up any one in an instant ... 
Its a great program.”
— MD, Endocrinology, Internal Medicine, Washington, D.C.

“I don’t think I have ever written a ‘fanmail’ letter like this before, because I’ve never been so 
impressed by a utility; until I came upon dtSearch.” — Physician

“I must say that I am very impressed by the search capabilities, very powerful and easy to use and 
quick! I say that from an Information Retrieval specialist perspective (via Librarianship).”
— Manager, ExpertNet, AACM International
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Spar Aerospace enlists dtSearch for aircraft contract.
Spar Aerospace, a subsidiary of L-3 Communications, is a leading aviation services company. Spar 
had a contract to update the maintenance publications for an aircraft fleet, both on the Web and on 
laptop replications in the field. “Search requirements for this project were extensive and stringent. We 
investigated most of the ‘high end’ search engines out there. We decided to use dtSearch ... I have 
been very impressed by the dtSearch support organization ... Answers are always appropriate, 
straight forward, clear and unambiguous.”
     From Computerworld Canada: “Aviation firm earns wings with new text search ... Spar chose 
dtSearch Corp.’s text-search product, dtSearch Web, to serve the information up in an easily indexed 
manner online.” For “‘a requirement that we have to run this thing on stand-alone PCs,’ ... Spar 
signed on for dtSearch Publish.”

Contegra Systems succeeds in “boosting support and service with better search and 
navigation” through dtSearch web-based implementation for Otis Elevator. 
From “Custom dtSearch Implementation for Otis Elevator” (a United Technologies Company), as 
presented by Contegra Systems at the Gilbane Boston conference: the project was to “enable field 
service engineers and customer service personnel to quickly retrieve relevant information from spare 
parts leaflets, technical repair bulletins, and newsletters” through a web site designed by Contegra 
“with intuitive search and navigation.” “Why dtSearch Is A Winning Solution:  * Very extensible .NET 
API * Highly reliable and scalable * Proven record of excellent support.”

Imulus deploys dtSearch in high-security technical instruments library.
Imulus® is an interactive agency specializing in helping customers find engaging ways to 
communicate their message. For one of its Fortune 50 clients, Imulus needed to deploy a web-based 
library of technical instruments data. “The dtSearch Engine gave us the ability to create a search that 
spanned both the website and other relevant libraries. We used the dtSearch Engine APIs to enforce 
permissions inside the technical library ... The DataSouce API was super-flexible in terms of linking 
full-text data and meta data from any source.”

General Dynamics DEVCOR delivers with dtSearch.
DEVCOR was tasked to develop an automotive information delivery system. dtSearch “worked fast”
with “highly effective on-the-fly searching” and “excellent technical support.”

Expert Publishing adds dtSearch to comprehensive chemical data resource for the EH&S 
community.
Expert Publishing (ExPub) provides chemical hazard information, including nearly half a million unique 
chemical substances, for the global environmental, health, and safety (EH&S) community. “What
we’ve done is use dtSearch to expand searching so that all benzene documents are found using not 
only the exact word ‘benzene,’ but also all 30 synonyms as well. We really liked the speed of indexing 
and searching. The flexibility that dtSearch provides with respect to incremental index updates was 
critical in light of the very large volume of data we maintain, and the speed at which we integrate new 
information ... With dtSearch, we were able to maintain the same data security in our portable media 
applications as we were on the Web.”

RAM Associates picks dtSearch for transportation industry site.
RAM Associates’ products and services include Web site hosting, store front development, subscription 
gateways, and database development. One of RAM Associates projects was to develop and maintain a 
large content-rich Web site for a major transportation industry trade association. “We’ve been very 
pleased with dtSearch product performance. We especially liked dtSearch’s flexibility under different 
media. Search speed is perfect and is virtually instantaneous. We also liked the faster reindexing 
speeds ... dtSearch scalability is an important factor.”

ContractIQ adds dtSearch to their contract management solution in support of the 
commercial industry and IC clients.
ContractIQ is a web-based contract management solution that manages all transactions and contract 
data within a single, shared data repository. Enterprise management teams can access the same data 
in real time, generate reports based on aggregated funding actions, segregate data access by role, 
and track changes by user throughout the system. ContractIQ builds contract management solutions 
for government customers like the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) as well as commercial clients. 
“dtSearch provides ContractIQ with a much more efficient method of key word searching/matching 
than traditional database row and column approaches.” “With the integration of dtSearch we have 
been able to further enhance our service capabilities. ContractIQ allows clients to not just be more 
efficient, but to win.”

Robotics applies dtSearch to technical documents.
A robotics company needed to distribute technical documentation in PDF, HTML, XML, etc., on a 
corporate Web site, as well as mirrored on CD. “With dtSearch, we were able to quickly replicate the 
same searchable technical documentation on CD as on the Web site. Search time on the CD and the 
corporate site was instant.”

Contegra Systems online parts catalog swaps in dtSearch.
Contegra Systems offers solutions for manufacturers, scientific, medical, and reference and journal 
publishers. “The dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine was the best choice to support our XML structure ... 
dtSearch makes it possible for our customers to perform extensive searches on specific parameters 
and fields. It also makes finding information extremely accurate and fast.”

GVPi incorporates dtSearch into semi-custom electronic publishing solutions. 
GVPi has been actively supporting its customers for over 25 years. The company is relentlessly 
focused on its customers, a fact evidenced by its high customer retention rate. “We focus on 
capabilities that truly matter, which is why dtSearch is a core component of our semi-custom 
publishing solution. We implement quick search solutions using dtSearch that include full-text search 
and fielded search (based on metadata) across a multitude of content formats, including XML, HTML 
and PDFs.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching for psychoanalytic library. 
The Psychoanalytic Electronic Publishing “PEP” web archive includes the full scope of psychoanalytic 
literature. GVPi’s semi-custom publishing solution takes advantage of the advanced tagging and 
metadata associated with the content, as well as providing extensive access control and reporting. 
“The dtSearch Engine provides instant data search across the myriad of PEP content … The advanced 
search capabilities include the ability to search by various metadata fields such as author, title, year, 
source and language.”

Contegra transplants dtSearch into physicians’ reference sites.
Contegra Systems is a leading provider of data integration services, specializing in the design and 
implementation of text retrieval, taxonomies and classification systems. dtSearch “works better with 
the XML environment that we set up for maintaining our clients’ sites.” Even with “smart XML”
overhead, “dtSearch search response time is great.”

ImageSite document management system engineered with dtSearch for full-text search. 
Organizations that rely on engineering content need a better way to securely and reliably manage 
engineering documents, including complex CAD drawings like AutoCAD, Microstation, and SolidWorks.
Whether you are a product engineer, facilities manager or IT executive, eQuorum’s ImageSite helps 
you improve version control, enhance collaboration and generate more efficient and timely work 
processes. “ImageSite is known for its easy to use and intuitive interface – and that extends to full-
text searching.  Using dtSearch as a full-text search engine has enabled ImageSite the ability to offer 
fast and secure full-text searching for our engineering and other technical documentation customers.”

AGS publishes scientific documents with dtSearch. 
Automated Graphic Systems (AGS), a Consolidated Graphics Company, is a leading multimedia 
solutions provider. AGS services a large customer base, including Fortune 500 companies, non-profits, 
universities, healthcare organizations and the US Government. “We selected dtSearch to compile and 
streamline search abilities.” dtSearch provided “a more robust search for navigation and viewing ease. 
The feedback has been wonderful from the client and end-users of the product.”

Consultant employs dtSearch to search technical standards for Fortune 100 oil company.
A Fortune 100 oil company’s  technical standards group needed to publish a large collection of 
technical documents. “dtSearch was quickly discovered, thanks to strong recommendations found on 
several online forums.  dtSearch’s reputation was well-deserved; their software is rock-solid and their 
document format compatibility was greater than we had even imagined ... I can’t imagine a better 
combination of top-notch software and people willing to go the ‘extra mile’ than dtSearch.”

Docupoint’s Web-based AutoCAD solution adds dtSearch. 
Docupoint DrawingSearcher provides a 21st century solution to solving the challenges of managing a 
large archive of AutoCAD drawings. “It quickly became apparent that the dtSearch Engine provided 
the highest level of functionality for our application.”

Manufacturer finds efficiency through Westbrook’s embedded dtSearch functionality.
As a manufacturer that is ISO9002 certified, AS9000 compliant, and affiliated with QS9000, this 
customer of Westbrook Technologies works according to strict industry standards. “What used to take 
hours is now instantaneous ... The payback comes with the quick retrieval rates.”

ATP Engages dtSearch for NavigatorV®.
Aircraft Technical Publishers, ATP, is the general aviation industry’s single-source leader for aviation 
maintenance, regulatory and compliance information products and services. ATP maintains more than 
16,000 CD-ROM, DVD, microfiche and Internet-based library subscriptions for a global consumer base 
that includes civil aviation authorities, maintenance facilities, Fixed Based Operators, aircraft 
operators, flight schools, and universities. ATP’s U.S. Aviation Regulatory Library was selected by the 
FAA for use by all 3,300 of the agency’s Aviation Safety Inspectors. “New indexes are easily added 
and old ones orphaned, based on the relationship between dtSearch and ATP’s document metadata 
from the NavigatorV® database. dtSearch allows NavigatorV® customers to relevancy rank results 
based upon multiple criteria.  NavigatorV® includes and excludes indexes on a per-search basis and 
filters them on a per-document basis, which offers customers a fine degree of granularity and 
improved performance.”

Medical Center adds document management with Fortis PowerWeb and embedded dtSearch.
The system will even assist with HIPPA, through Fortis’ Audit Trail. The clinic chose “Fortis PowerWeb, 
including Full Text searching ... Today, between 300 and 400 doctors, nurses, medical staff, and 
business office staff can find patient information.”

RadioGraphics article describes use of dtSearch in an online searchable radiology study 
repository.
From RadioGraphics “Informatics in Radiology — Render: An Online Searchable Radiology Study 
Repository”: dtSearch is “the search engine used in our application.” “The index generated from our 
database is based on the indexing scheme inherent in the commercial software used, and the fields 
present in the XML file are retained in the index.”  dtSearch “provides several mechanisms for 
controlling how documents are scored for relevance during a search.”

ARINC, the leading provider of solutions for aviation, airports, defense, government and 
transportation, adds dtSearch to digital library.
ARINC is an ISO 9001-certified $636 million company that’s recognized as the leading provider of 
transportation communications and systems engineering solutions for five major industries: aviation, 
airports, defense, government, and transportation. ARINC’s 3,000 dedicated employees located in 
more than 100 offices around the world provide over 200 value-added solutions and services to 
customers in 140 countries. “dtSearch will become the centerpiece of our digital library. Your product 
is exactly what we required ... Our users have been begging for this functionality for years. dtSearch’s
simple, yet powerful, user interface makes it a winner with our users. Thanks for an excellent product.”

IQMS adds dtSearch to its leading EnterpriseIQ manufacturing ERP solution. 
IQMS provides a feature-rich manufacturing enterprise resource planning (ERP) single-source software 
solution for business and plant management. The company’s EnterpriseIQ application combines real-
time manufacturing, accounting, and supply chain management. “Our SQL database has tens of 
thousands of fields. Being able to do quick and accurate SQL searches is a fantastic feature. Knowing 
it works, and other customers agree, is impressive.”

Web-based technical help desk and knowledge repository gets its own help with dtSearch.
Premirus has Gold Certified status in the Microsoft Partner Program. Consultants now working for 
Premirus used a Web-based integrated document solutions approach when setting up a combination 
knowledge base and technical help desk for a large enterprise IT shop. “We went with the dtSearch 
Engine after benchmarking it over a number of other products. On sheer processing, dtSearch pulled 
ahead ... In fact, in the final analysis, dtSearch was so good, and so much better than the competing 
products, benchmarking was cut short by a final decision by the developers to move ahead with 
dtSearch ... Search time was half-second or less ... The daily dtSearch index rebuild would take just a 
couple of minutes.”

IApproach FAA airworthiness information flies with dtSearch.
IApproach by Tdata brings together all FAA airworthiness materials. “We chose dtSearch because it 
was the most powerful choice both for the end users and for the speed of the indexing.”

Leading provider in China of software development solutions, EVGET, implements dtSearch 
to search its extensive online documentation data set.
EVGET Software Solutions is a leading provider in China of technology solutions for professional 
developers. As part of its products and services, EVGET maintains a large online documentation 
database. “End users need to search through our extensive online documentation. We use the 
dtSearch Engine to search the entire documentation set, making this instantly searchable through our 
public website.”

American Technology Services creates custom Web solutions with dtSearch.
A client of American Technology Services or ATS needed a comprehensive search engine for a 
multifaceted online energy industry site. “Search time over even a very large database was 
instantaneous ... None of the other search engines we tried searched with the same accuracy.”

IQMS helps meet medical device manufacturers’ ERP needs with dtSearch.
Medical device manufacturers operate in one of the world’s most competitive and highly regulated 
industries where success can hinge on time-to-market and traceability. IQMS’ EnterpriseIQ offers a 
powerful enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution tailored to meet the unique challenges of the 
medical device manufacturing industry. “With documentation being a critical aspect for our customers, 
searching quickly and accurately is key. The speed with which dtSearch enables our customers to scan 
text files as well as PDFs is fabulous.”

Consultant to pharmaceutical and health care industries prescribes dtSearch.
“A consultancy that specializes in FDA-regulated industries needs to take great care in choosing the 
software that it recommends ... dtSearch meets the exacting requirements of my practice.” dtSearch 
“was quick to index, even quicker to update, and virtually instant to search. dtSearch also has a lot of 
customization options built-in ... rich with potential.”

EDI Solutions employs dtSearch for medical document “search and rescue.”
Specializing in the health care industry, EDI Solutions automates the electronic capture of virtually 
any paper report, reformatting and inputting the captured data directly into a billing module, 
electronic medical record system, or custom archive module. “dtSearch is our search engine of 
choice ... It blows away database type data repositories in terms of document access speed.”

Transcript Checker saves time and effort for doctors and other transcript authors. 
As a Microsoft MVP, AppsPlus specializes in Windows and web-based programming. For a client in the 
medical industry, AppsPlus used dtSearch in the development of a transcript checking system. “The
Transcript Checker was written in C# using XML and SQL Server, and of course taking advantage of 
the power of the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine.”

“I am taking this rare opportunity to totally endorse a software product ... dtSearch that is the answer 
to my dreams. I am a self employed inventor and generally file everything under “S” as in 
somewhere. That makes the filing easy but the retrieval was a nightmare. Your better than expected 
product has relocated all of my numerous missing data snippets and has put the organized “snag/
hook” on my missing data. Well done indeed to all.” — Executive, Perma-Hull International, Inc.

“I am very happy with this product, especially with its ability to search PDF files. I download a lot of 
scientific publications as PDF files to read and then create a database of information from them and 
dtSearch helps me keep track of the content of those papers. The bottom line is that this search 
engine does what these folks say it will do and it doesn’t waste my time in the process.”
— Professor, Animal Sciences, University of Missouri

“The thing that I like most about dtSearch is the simplicity of searching an originally complex 
database by using simple English. No complex commands or logical sentences other than simple 
“AND,” “OR” and “NOT” are needed. The ability to generate a search report facilitates the initiation of 
clinical research.” — Specialist in Positron Emission Tomography

“I am a writer, working on a three-year book project. I’ve accumulated 1000 pages of typed notes —
so much that I wouldn’t be able to find what I’m looking for without dtSearch to help. The “w/5
words” and “w/25 words” feature is especially useful; if I’m trying to remember what Dr. So-and-so 
said about gene therapy, for instance, I can search for “so-and-so” and “gene,” and presto, I’ve got 
the quote. I’m recommending dtSearch to my fellow writers and listserv correspondents.” — Author 
of The Genome War, a behind-the-scenes account of the race between the federal government and 
a private company to complete the complete human genetic code. (This book can be found at Amazon.
com)

“The fastest, easiest, most reliable, manipulable, multiple-index, user-friendly search engine I have 
ever seen for Windows users ... dtSearch is a terrific solution for anyone who needs to search a lot of 
files. I am most pleased with it, and with the time it has saved me in locating information in the 20+ 
gigabytes of data” — D.P.M., J.D.

“A Review of Trends and Demands for PET Imaging ... PET data are extracted from the NUC-NET 
database using dtSearch.” — Newsline, Commentary, The Journal of Nuclear Medicine

“I am very happy with the product, by the way. I am a translator and I use it mainly to search for 
terminology in earlier translations, original documents, glossaries in all sorts of formats and 
documents downloaded from the Internet. I quickly realised, however, that it is also useful for pulling 
administrative information out of invoices, address books, databases and so on. 

You can be sure that I will recommend dtSearch to my colleagues.” — Translator

“dtSearch allows me to index all the records for the last 10 years and call up any one in an instant ... 
Its a great program.”
— MD, Endocrinology, Internal Medicine, Washington, D.C.

“I don’t think I have ever written a ‘fanmail’ letter like this before, because I’ve never been so 
impressed by a utility; until I came upon dtSearch.” — Physician

“I must say that I am very impressed by the search capabilities, very powerful and easy to use and 
quick! I say that from an Information Retrieval specialist perspective (via Librarianship).”
— Manager, ExpertNet, AACM International
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Spar Aerospace enlists dtSearch for aircraft contract.
Spar Aerospace, a subsidiary of L-3 Communications, is a leading aviation services company. Spar 
had a contract to update the maintenance publications for an aircraft fleet, both on the Web and on 
laptop replications in the field. “Search requirements for this project were extensive and stringent. We 
investigated most of the ‘high end’ search engines out there. We decided to use dtSearch ... I have 
been very impressed by the dtSearch support organization ... Answers are always appropriate, 
straight forward, clear and unambiguous.”
     From Computerworld Canada: “Aviation firm earns wings with new text search ... Spar chose 
dtSearch Corp.’s text-search product, dtSearch Web, to serve the information up in an easily indexed 
manner online.” For “‘a requirement that we have to run this thing on stand-alone PCs,’ ... Spar 
signed on for dtSearch Publish.”

Contegra Systems succeeds in “boosting support and service with better search and 
navigation” through dtSearch web-based implementation for Otis Elevator. 
From “Custom dtSearch Implementation for Otis Elevator” (a United Technologies Company), as 
presented by Contegra Systems at the Gilbane Boston conference: the project was to “enable field 
service engineers and customer service personnel to quickly retrieve relevant information from spare 
parts leaflets, technical repair bulletins, and newsletters” through a web site designed by Contegra 
“with intuitive search and navigation.” “Why dtSearch Is A Winning Solution:  * Very extensible .NET 
API * Highly reliable and scalable * Proven record of excellent support.”

Imulus deploys dtSearch in high-security technical instruments library.
Imulus® is an interactive agency specializing in helping customers find engaging ways to 
communicate their message. For one of its Fortune 50 clients, Imulus needed to deploy a web-based 
library of technical instruments data. “The dtSearch Engine gave us the ability to create a search that 
spanned both the website and other relevant libraries. We used the dtSearch Engine APIs to enforce 
permissions inside the technical library ... The DataSouce API was super-flexible in terms of linking 
full-text data and meta data from any source.”

General Dynamics DEVCOR delivers with dtSearch.
DEVCOR was tasked to develop an automotive information delivery system. dtSearch “worked fast”
with “highly effective on-the-fly searching” and “excellent technical support.”

Expert Publishing adds dtSearch to comprehensive chemical data resource for the EH&S 
community.
Expert Publishing (ExPub) provides chemical hazard information, including nearly half a million unique 
chemical substances, for the global environmental, health, and safety (EH&S) community. “What
we’ve done is use dtSearch to expand searching so that all benzene documents are found using not 
only the exact word ‘benzene,’ but also all 30 synonyms as well. We really liked the speed of indexing 
and searching. The flexibility that dtSearch provides with respect to incremental index updates was 
critical in light of the very large volume of data we maintain, and the speed at which we integrate new 
information ... With dtSearch, we were able to maintain the same data security in our portable media 
applications as we were on the Web.”

RAM Associates picks dtSearch for transportation industry site.
RAM Associates’ products and services include Web site hosting, store front development, subscription 
gateways, and database development. One of RAM Associates projects was to develop and maintain a 
large content-rich Web site for a major transportation industry trade association. “We’ve been very 
pleased with dtSearch product performance. We especially liked dtSearch’s flexibility under different 
media. Search speed is perfect and is virtually instantaneous. We also liked the faster reindexing 
speeds ... dtSearch scalability is an important factor.”

ContractIQ adds dtSearch to their contract management solution in support of the 
commercial industry and IC clients.
ContractIQ is a web-based contract management solution that manages all transactions and contract 
data within a single, shared data repository. Enterprise management teams can access the same data 
in real time, generate reports based on aggregated funding actions, segregate data access by role, 
and track changes by user throughout the system. ContractIQ builds contract management solutions 
for government customers like the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) as well as commercial clients. 
“dtSearch provides ContractIQ with a much more efficient method of key word searching/matching 
than traditional database row and column approaches.” “With the integration of dtSearch we have 
been able to further enhance our service capabilities. ContractIQ allows clients to not just be more 
efficient, but to win.”

Robotics applies dtSearch to technical documents.
A robotics company needed to distribute technical documentation in PDF, HTML, XML, etc., on a 
corporate Web site, as well as mirrored on CD. “With dtSearch, we were able to quickly replicate the 
same searchable technical documentation on CD as on the Web site. Search time on the CD and the 
corporate site was instant.”

Contegra Systems online parts catalog swaps in dtSearch.
Contegra Systems offers solutions for manufacturers, scientific, medical, and reference and journal 
publishers. “The dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine was the best choice to support our XML structure ... 
dtSearch makes it possible for our customers to perform extensive searches on specific parameters 
and fields. It also makes finding information extremely accurate and fast.”

GVPi incorporates dtSearch into semi-custom electronic publishing solutions. 
GVPi has been actively supporting its customers for over 25 years. The company is relentlessly 
focused on its customers, a fact evidenced by its high customer retention rate. “We focus on 
capabilities that truly matter, which is why dtSearch is a core component of our semi-custom 
publishing solution. We implement quick search solutions using dtSearch that include full-text search 
and fielded search (based on metadata) across a multitude of content formats, including XML, HTML 
and PDFs.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching for psychoanalytic library. 
The Psychoanalytic Electronic Publishing “PEP” web archive includes the full scope of psychoanalytic 
literature. GVPi’s semi-custom publishing solution takes advantage of the advanced tagging and 
metadata associated with the content, as well as providing extensive access control and reporting. 
“The dtSearch Engine provides instant data search across the myriad of PEP content … The advanced 
search capabilities include the ability to search by various metadata fields such as author, title, year, 
source and language.”

Contegra transplants dtSearch into physicians’ reference sites.
Contegra Systems is a leading provider of data integration services, specializing in the design and 
implementation of text retrieval, taxonomies and classification systems. dtSearch “works better with 
the XML environment that we set up for maintaining our clients’ sites.” Even with “smart XML”
overhead, “dtSearch search response time is great.”

ImageSite document management system engineered with dtSearch for full-text search. 
Organizations that rely on engineering content need a better way to securely and reliably manage 
engineering documents, including complex CAD drawings like AutoCAD, Microstation, and SolidWorks.
Whether you are a product engineer, facilities manager or IT executive, eQuorum’s ImageSite helps 
you improve version control, enhance collaboration and generate more efficient and timely work 
processes. “ImageSite is known for its easy to use and intuitive interface – and that extends to full-
text searching.  Using dtSearch as a full-text search engine has enabled ImageSite the ability to offer 
fast and secure full-text searching for our engineering and other technical documentation customers.”

AGS publishes scientific documents with dtSearch. 
Automated Graphic Systems (AGS), a Consolidated Graphics Company, is a leading multimedia 
solutions provider. AGS services a large customer base, including Fortune 500 companies, non-profits, 
universities, healthcare organizations and the US Government. “We selected dtSearch to compile and 
streamline search abilities.” dtSearch provided “a more robust search for navigation and viewing ease. 
The feedback has been wonderful from the client and end-users of the product.”

Consultant employs dtSearch to search technical standards for Fortune 100 oil company.
A Fortune 100 oil company’s  technical standards group needed to publish a large collection of 
technical documents. “dtSearch was quickly discovered, thanks to strong recommendations found on 
several online forums.  dtSearch’s reputation was well-deserved; their software is rock-solid and their 
document format compatibility was greater than we had even imagined ... I can’t imagine a better 
combination of top-notch software and people willing to go the ‘extra mile’ than dtSearch.”

Docupoint’s Web-based AutoCAD solution adds dtSearch. 
Docupoint DrawingSearcher provides a 21st century solution to solving the challenges of managing a 
large archive of AutoCAD drawings. “It quickly became apparent that the dtSearch Engine provided 
the highest level of functionality for our application.”

Manufacturer finds efficiency through Westbrook’s embedded dtSearch functionality.
As a manufacturer that is ISO9002 certified, AS9000 compliant, and affiliated with QS9000, this 
customer of Westbrook Technologies works according to strict industry standards. “What used to take 
hours is now instantaneous ... The payback comes with the quick retrieval rates.”

ATP Engages dtSearch for NavigatorV®.
Aircraft Technical Publishers, ATP, is the general aviation industry’s single-source leader for aviation 
maintenance, regulatory and compliance information products and services. ATP maintains more than 
16,000 CD-ROM, DVD, microfiche and Internet-based library subscriptions for a global consumer base 
that includes civil aviation authorities, maintenance facilities, Fixed Based Operators, aircraft 
operators, flight schools, and universities. ATP’s U.S. Aviation Regulatory Library was selected by the 
FAA for use by all 3,300 of the agency’s Aviation Safety Inspectors. “New indexes are easily added 
and old ones orphaned, based on the relationship between dtSearch and ATP’s document metadata 
from the NavigatorV® database. dtSearch allows NavigatorV® customers to relevancy rank results 
based upon multiple criteria.  NavigatorV® includes and excludes indexes on a per-search basis and 
filters them on a per-document basis, which offers customers a fine degree of granularity and 
improved performance.”

Medical Center adds document management with Fortis PowerWeb and embedded dtSearch.
The system will even assist with HIPPA, through Fortis’ Audit Trail. The clinic chose “Fortis PowerWeb, 
including Full Text searching ... Today, between 300 and 400 doctors, nurses, medical staff, and 
business office staff can find patient information.”

RadioGraphics article describes use of dtSearch in an online searchable radiology study 
repository.
From RadioGraphics “Informatics in Radiology — Render: An Online Searchable Radiology Study 
Repository”: dtSearch is “the search engine used in our application.” “The index generated from our 
database is based on the indexing scheme inherent in the commercial software used, and the fields 
present in the XML file are retained in the index.”  dtSearch “provides several mechanisms for 
controlling how documents are scored for relevance during a search.”

ARINC, the leading provider of solutions for aviation, airports, defense, government and 
transportation, adds dtSearch to digital library.
ARINC is an ISO 9001-certified $636 million company that’s recognized as the leading provider of 
transportation communications and systems engineering solutions for five major industries: aviation, 
airports, defense, government, and transportation. ARINC’s 3,000 dedicated employees located in 
more than 100 offices around the world provide over 200 value-added solutions and services to 
customers in 140 countries. “dtSearch will become the centerpiece of our digital library. Your product 
is exactly what we required ... Our users have been begging for this functionality for years. dtSearch’s
simple, yet powerful, user interface makes it a winner with our users. Thanks for an excellent product.”

IQMS adds dtSearch to its leading EnterpriseIQ manufacturing ERP solution. 
IQMS provides a feature-rich manufacturing enterprise resource planning (ERP) single-source software 
solution for business and plant management. The company’s EnterpriseIQ application combines real-
time manufacturing, accounting, and supply chain management. “Our SQL database has tens of 
thousands of fields. Being able to do quick and accurate SQL searches is a fantastic feature. Knowing 
it works, and other customers agree, is impressive.”

Web-based technical help desk and knowledge repository gets its own help with dtSearch.
Premirus has Gold Certified status in the Microsoft Partner Program. Consultants now working for 
Premirus used a Web-based integrated document solutions approach when setting up a combination 
knowledge base and technical help desk for a large enterprise IT shop. “We went with the dtSearch 
Engine after benchmarking it over a number of other products. On sheer processing, dtSearch pulled 
ahead ... In fact, in the final analysis, dtSearch was so good, and so much better than the competing 
products, benchmarking was cut short by a final decision by the developers to move ahead with 
dtSearch ... Search time was half-second or less ... The daily dtSearch index rebuild would take just a 
couple of minutes.”

IApproach FAA airworthiness information flies with dtSearch.
IApproach by Tdata brings together all FAA airworthiness materials. “We chose dtSearch because it 
was the most powerful choice both for the end users and for the speed of the indexing.”

Leading provider in China of software development solutions, EVGET, implements dtSearch 
to search its extensive online documentation data set.
EVGET Software Solutions is a leading provider in China of technology solutions for professional 
developers. As part of its products and services, EVGET maintains a large online documentation 
database. “End users need to search through our extensive online documentation. We use the 
dtSearch Engine to search the entire documentation set, making this instantly searchable through our 
public website.”

American Technology Services creates custom Web solutions with dtSearch.
A client of American Technology Services or ATS needed a comprehensive search engine for a 
multifaceted online energy industry site. “Search time over even a very large database was 
instantaneous ... None of the other search engines we tried searched with the same accuracy.”

IQMS helps meet medical device manufacturers’ ERP needs with dtSearch.
Medical device manufacturers operate in one of the world’s most competitive and highly regulated 
industries where success can hinge on time-to-market and traceability. IQMS’ EnterpriseIQ offers a 
powerful enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution tailored to meet the unique challenges of the 
medical device manufacturing industry. “With documentation being a critical aspect for our customers, 
searching quickly and accurately is key. The speed with which dtSearch enables our customers to scan 
text files as well as PDFs is fabulous.”

Consultant to pharmaceutical and health care industries prescribes dtSearch.
“A consultancy that specializes in FDA-regulated industries needs to take great care in choosing the 
software that it recommends ... dtSearch meets the exacting requirements of my practice.” dtSearch 
“was quick to index, even quicker to update, and virtually instant to search. dtSearch also has a lot of 
customization options built-in ... rich with potential.”

EDI Solutions employs dtSearch for medical document “search and rescue.”
Specializing in the health care industry, EDI Solutions automates the electronic capture of virtually 
any paper report, reformatting and inputting the captured data directly into a billing module, 
electronic medical record system, or custom archive module. “dtSearch is our search engine of 
choice ... It blows away database type data repositories in terms of document access speed.”

Transcript Checker saves time and effort for doctors and other transcript authors. 
As a Microsoft MVP, AppsPlus specializes in Windows and web-based programming. For a client in the 
medical industry, AppsPlus used dtSearch in the development of a transcript checking system. “The
Transcript Checker was written in C# using XML and SQL Server, and of course taking advantage of 
the power of the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine.”

“I am taking this rare opportunity to totally endorse a software product ... dtSearch that is the answer 
to my dreams. I am a self employed inventor and generally file everything under “S” as in 
somewhere. That makes the filing easy but the retrieval was a nightmare. Your better than expected 
product has relocated all of my numerous missing data snippets and has put the organized “snag/
hook” on my missing data. Well done indeed to all.” — Executive, Perma-Hull International, Inc.

“I am very happy with this product, especially with its ability to search PDF files. I download a lot of 
scientific publications as PDF files to read and then create a database of information from them and 
dtSearch helps me keep track of the content of those papers. The bottom line is that this search 
engine does what these folks say it will do and it doesn’t waste my time in the process.”
— Professor, Animal Sciences, University of Missouri

“The thing that I like most about dtSearch is the simplicity of searching an originally complex 
database by using simple English. No complex commands or logical sentences other than simple 
“AND,” “OR” and “NOT” are needed. The ability to generate a search report facilitates the initiation of 
clinical research.” — Specialist in Positron Emission Tomography

“I am a writer, working on a three-year book project. I’ve accumulated 1000 pages of typed notes —
so much that I wouldn’t be able to find what I’m looking for without dtSearch to help. The “w/5
words” and “w/25 words” feature is especially useful; if I’m trying to remember what Dr. So-and-so 
said about gene therapy, for instance, I can search for “so-and-so” and “gene,” and presto, I’ve got 
the quote. I’m recommending dtSearch to my fellow writers and listserv correspondents.” — Author 
of The Genome War, a behind-the-scenes account of the race between the federal government and 
a private company to complete the complete human genetic code. (This book can be found at Amazon.
com)

“The fastest, easiest, most reliable, manipulable, multiple-index, user-friendly search engine I have 
ever seen for Windows users ... dtSearch is a terrific solution for anyone who needs to search a lot of 
files. I am most pleased with it, and with the time it has saved me in locating information in the 20+ 
gigabytes of data” — D.P.M., J.D.

“A Review of Trends and Demands for PET Imaging ... PET data are extracted from the NUC-NET 
database using dtSearch.” — Newsline, Commentary, The Journal of Nuclear Medicine

“I am very happy with the product, by the way. I am a translator and I use it mainly to search for 
terminology in earlier translations, original documents, glossaries in all sorts of formats and 
documents downloaded from the Internet. I quickly realised, however, that it is also useful for pulling 
administrative information out of invoices, address books, databases and so on. 

You can be sure that I will recommend dtSearch to my colleagues.” — Translator

“dtSearch allows me to index all the records for the last 10 years and call up any one in an instant ... 
Its a great program.”
— MD, Endocrinology, Internal Medicine, Washington, D.C.

“I don’t think I have ever written a ‘fanmail’ letter like this before, because I’ve never been so 
impressed by a utility; until I came upon dtSearch.” — Physician

“I must say that I am very impressed by the search capabilities, very powerful and easy to use and 
quick! I say that from an Information Retrieval specialist perspective (via Librarianship).”
— Manager, ExpertNet, AACM International
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Spar Aerospace enlists dtSearch for aircraft contract.
Spar Aerospace, a subsidiary of L-3 Communications, is a leading aviation services company. Spar 
had a contract to update the maintenance publications for an aircraft fleet, both on the Web and on 
laptop replications in the field. “Search requirements for this project were extensive and stringent. We 
investigated most of the ‘high end’ search engines out there. We decided to use dtSearch ... I have 
been very impressed by the dtSearch support organization ... Answers are always appropriate, 
straight forward, clear and unambiguous.”
     From Computerworld Canada: “Aviation firm earns wings with new text search ... Spar chose 
dtSearch Corp.’s text-search product, dtSearch Web, to serve the information up in an easily indexed 
manner online.” For “‘a requirement that we have to run this thing on stand-alone PCs,’ ... Spar 
signed on for dtSearch Publish.”

Contegra Systems succeeds in “boosting support and service with better search and 
navigation” through dtSearch web-based implementation for Otis Elevator. 
From “Custom dtSearch Implementation for Otis Elevator” (a United Technologies Company), as 
presented by Contegra Systems at the Gilbane Boston conference: the project was to “enable field 
service engineers and customer service personnel to quickly retrieve relevant information from spare 
parts leaflets, technical repair bulletins, and newsletters” through a web site designed by Contegra 
“with intuitive search and navigation.” “Why dtSearch Is A Winning Solution:  * Very extensible .NET 
API * Highly reliable and scalable * Proven record of excellent support.”

Imulus deploys dtSearch in high-security technical instruments library.
Imulus® is an interactive agency specializing in helping customers find engaging ways to 
communicate their message. For one of its Fortune 50 clients, Imulus needed to deploy a web-based 
library of technical instruments data. “The dtSearch Engine gave us the ability to create a search that 
spanned both the website and other relevant libraries. We used the dtSearch Engine APIs to enforce 
permissions inside the technical library ... The DataSouce API was super-flexible in terms of linking 
full-text data and meta data from any source.”

General Dynamics DEVCOR delivers with dtSearch.
DEVCOR was tasked to develop an automotive information delivery system. dtSearch “worked fast”
with “highly effective on-the-fly searching” and “excellent technical support.”

Expert Publishing adds dtSearch to comprehensive chemical data resource for the EH&S 
community.
Expert Publishing (ExPub) provides chemical hazard information, including nearly half a million unique 
chemical substances, for the global environmental, health, and safety (EH&S) community. “What
we’ve done is use dtSearch to expand searching so that all benzene documents are found using not 
only the exact word ‘benzene,’ but also all 30 synonyms as well. We really liked the speed of indexing 
and searching. The flexibility that dtSearch provides with respect to incremental index updates was 
critical in light of the very large volume of data we maintain, and the speed at which we integrate new 
information ... With dtSearch, we were able to maintain the same data security in our portable media 
applications as we were on the Web.”

RAM Associates picks dtSearch for transportation industry site.
RAM Associates’ products and services include Web site hosting, store front development, subscription 
gateways, and database development. One of RAM Associates projects was to develop and maintain a 
large content-rich Web site for a major transportation industry trade association. “We’ve been very 
pleased with dtSearch product performance. We especially liked dtSearch’s flexibility under different 
media. Search speed is perfect and is virtually instantaneous. We also liked the faster reindexing 
speeds ... dtSearch scalability is an important factor.”

ContractIQ adds dtSearch to their contract management solution in support of the 
commercial industry and IC clients.
ContractIQ is a web-based contract management solution that manages all transactions and contract 
data within a single, shared data repository. Enterprise management teams can access the same data 
in real time, generate reports based on aggregated funding actions, segregate data access by role, 
and track changes by user throughout the system. ContractIQ builds contract management solutions 
for government customers like the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) as well as commercial clients. 
“dtSearch provides ContractIQ with a much more efficient method of key word searching/matching 
than traditional database row and column approaches.” “With the integration of dtSearch we have 
been able to further enhance our service capabilities. ContractIQ allows clients to not just be more 
efficient, but to win.”

Robotics applies dtSearch to technical documents.
A robotics company needed to distribute technical documentation in PDF, HTML, XML, etc., on a 
corporate Web site, as well as mirrored on CD. “With dtSearch, we were able to quickly replicate the 
same searchable technical documentation on CD as on the Web site. Search time on the CD and the 
corporate site was instant.”

Contegra Systems online parts catalog swaps in dtSearch.
Contegra Systems offers solutions for manufacturers, scientific, medical, and reference and journal 
publishers. “The dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine was the best choice to support our XML structure ... 
dtSearch makes it possible for our customers to perform extensive searches on specific parameters 
and fields. It also makes finding information extremely accurate and fast.”

GVPi incorporates dtSearch into semi-custom electronic publishing solutions. 
GVPi has been actively supporting its customers for over 25 years. The company is relentlessly 
focused on its customers, a fact evidenced by its high customer retention rate. “We focus on 
capabilities that truly matter, which is why dtSearch is a core component of our semi-custom 
publishing solution. We implement quick search solutions using dtSearch that include full-text search 
and fielded search (based on metadata) across a multitude of content formats, including XML, HTML 
and PDFs.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching for psychoanalytic library. 
The Psychoanalytic Electronic Publishing “PEP” web archive includes the full scope of psychoanalytic 
literature. GVPi’s semi-custom publishing solution takes advantage of the advanced tagging and 
metadata associated with the content, as well as providing extensive access control and reporting. 
“The dtSearch Engine provides instant data search across the myriad of PEP content … The advanced 
search capabilities include the ability to search by various metadata fields such as author, title, year, 
source and language.”

Contegra transplants dtSearch into physicians’ reference sites.
Contegra Systems is a leading provider of data integration services, specializing in the design and 
implementation of text retrieval, taxonomies and classification systems. dtSearch “works better with 
the XML environment that we set up for maintaining our clients’ sites.” Even with “smart XML”
overhead, “dtSearch search response time is great.”

ImageSite document management system engineered with dtSearch for full-text search. 
Organizations that rely on engineering content need a better way to securely and reliably manage 
engineering documents, including complex CAD drawings like AutoCAD, Microstation, and SolidWorks.
Whether you are a product engineer, facilities manager or IT executive, eQuorum’s ImageSite helps 
you improve version control, enhance collaboration and generate more efficient and timely work 
processes. “ImageSite is known for its easy to use and intuitive interface – and that extends to full-
text searching.  Using dtSearch as a full-text search engine has enabled ImageSite the ability to offer 
fast and secure full-text searching for our engineering and other technical documentation customers.”

AGS publishes scientific documents with dtSearch. 
Automated Graphic Systems (AGS), a Consolidated Graphics Company, is a leading multimedia 
solutions provider. AGS services a large customer base, including Fortune 500 companies, non-profits, 
universities, healthcare organizations and the US Government. “We selected dtSearch to compile and 
streamline search abilities.” dtSearch provided “a more robust search for navigation and viewing ease. 
The feedback has been wonderful from the client and end-users of the product.”

Consultant employs dtSearch to search technical standards for Fortune 100 oil company.
A Fortune 100 oil company’s  technical standards group needed to publish a large collection of 
technical documents. “dtSearch was quickly discovered, thanks to strong recommendations found on 
several online forums.  dtSearch’s reputation was well-deserved; their software is rock-solid and their 
document format compatibility was greater than we had even imagined ... I can’t imagine a better 
combination of top-notch software and people willing to go the ‘extra mile’ than dtSearch.”

Docupoint’s Web-based AutoCAD solution adds dtSearch. 
Docupoint DrawingSearcher provides a 21st century solution to solving the challenges of managing a 
large archive of AutoCAD drawings. “It quickly became apparent that the dtSearch Engine provided 
the highest level of functionality for our application.”

Manufacturer finds efficiency through Westbrook’s embedded dtSearch functionality.
As a manufacturer that is ISO9002 certified, AS9000 compliant, and affiliated with QS9000, this 
customer of Westbrook Technologies works according to strict industry standards. “What used to take 
hours is now instantaneous ... The payback comes with the quick retrieval rates.”

ATP Engages dtSearch for NavigatorV®.
Aircraft Technical Publishers, ATP, is the general aviation industry’s single-source leader for aviation 
maintenance, regulatory and compliance information products and services. ATP maintains more than 
16,000 CD-ROM, DVD, microfiche and Internet-based library subscriptions for a global consumer base 
that includes civil aviation authorities, maintenance facilities, Fixed Based Operators, aircraft 
operators, flight schools, and universities. ATP’s U.S. Aviation Regulatory Library was selected by the 
FAA for use by all 3,300 of the agency’s Aviation Safety Inspectors. “New indexes are easily added 
and old ones orphaned, based on the relationship between dtSearch and ATP’s document metadata 
from the NavigatorV® database. dtSearch allows NavigatorV® customers to relevancy rank results 
based upon multiple criteria.  NavigatorV® includes and excludes indexes on a per-search basis and 
filters them on a per-document basis, which offers customers a fine degree of granularity and 
improved performance.”

Medical Center adds document management with Fortis PowerWeb and embedded dtSearch.
The system will even assist with HIPPA, through Fortis’ Audit Trail. The clinic chose “Fortis PowerWeb, 
including Full Text searching ... Today, between 300 and 400 doctors, nurses, medical staff, and 
business office staff can find patient information.”

RadioGraphics article describes use of dtSearch in an online searchable radiology study 
repository.
From RadioGraphics “Informatics in Radiology — Render: An Online Searchable Radiology Study 
Repository”: dtSearch is “the search engine used in our application.” “The index generated from our 
database is based on the indexing scheme inherent in the commercial software used, and the fields 
present in the XML file are retained in the index.”  dtSearch “provides several mechanisms for 
controlling how documents are scored for relevance during a search.”

ARINC, the leading provider of solutions for aviation, airports, defense, government and 
transportation, adds dtSearch to digital library.
ARINC is an ISO 9001-certified $636 million company that’s recognized as the leading provider of 
transportation communications and systems engineering solutions for five major industries: aviation, 
airports, defense, government, and transportation. ARINC’s 3,000 dedicated employees located in 
more than 100 offices around the world provide over 200 value-added solutions and services to 
customers in 140 countries. “dtSearch will become the centerpiece of our digital library. Your product 
is exactly what we required ... Our users have been begging for this functionality for years. dtSearch’s
simple, yet powerful, user interface makes it a winner with our users. Thanks for an excellent product.”

IQMS adds dtSearch to its leading EnterpriseIQ manufacturing ERP solution. 
IQMS provides a feature-rich manufacturing enterprise resource planning (ERP) single-source software 
solution for business and plant management. The company’s EnterpriseIQ application combines real-
time manufacturing, accounting, and supply chain management. “Our SQL database has tens of 
thousands of fields. Being able to do quick and accurate SQL searches is a fantastic feature. Knowing 
it works, and other customers agree, is impressive.”

Web-based technical help desk and knowledge repository gets its own help with dtSearch.
Premirus has Gold Certified status in the Microsoft Partner Program. Consultants now working for 
Premirus used a Web-based integrated document solutions approach when setting up a combination 
knowledge base and technical help desk for a large enterprise IT shop. “We went with the dtSearch 
Engine after benchmarking it over a number of other products. On sheer processing, dtSearch pulled 
ahead ... In fact, in the final analysis, dtSearch was so good, and so much better than the competing 
products, benchmarking was cut short by a final decision by the developers to move ahead with 
dtSearch ... Search time was half-second or less ... The daily dtSearch index rebuild would take just a 
couple of minutes.”

IApproach FAA airworthiness information flies with dtSearch.
IApproach by Tdata brings together all FAA airworthiness materials. “We chose dtSearch because it 
was the most powerful choice both for the end users and for the speed of the indexing.”

Leading provider in China of software development solutions, EVGET, implements dtSearch 
to search its extensive online documentation data set.
EVGET Software Solutions is a leading provider in China of technology solutions for professional 
developers. As part of its products and services, EVGET maintains a large online documentation 
database. “End users need to search through our extensive online documentation. We use the 
dtSearch Engine to search the entire documentation set, making this instantly searchable through our 
public website.”

American Technology Services creates custom Web solutions with dtSearch.
A client of American Technology Services or ATS needed a comprehensive search engine for a 
multifaceted online energy industry site. “Search time over even a very large database was 
instantaneous ... None of the other search engines we tried searched with the same accuracy.”

IQMS helps meet medical device manufacturers’ ERP needs with dtSearch.
Medical device manufacturers operate in one of the world’s most competitive and highly regulated 
industries where success can hinge on time-to-market and traceability. IQMS’ EnterpriseIQ offers a 
powerful enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution tailored to meet the unique challenges of the 
medical device manufacturing industry. “With documentation being a critical aspect for our customers, 
searching quickly and accurately is key. The speed with which dtSearch enables our customers to scan 
text files as well as PDFs is fabulous.”

Consultant to pharmaceutical and health care industries prescribes dtSearch.
“A consultancy that specializes in FDA-regulated industries needs to take great care in choosing the 
software that it recommends ... dtSearch meets the exacting requirements of my practice.” dtSearch 
“was quick to index, even quicker to update, and virtually instant to search. dtSearch also has a lot of 
customization options built-in ... rich with potential.”

EDI Solutions employs dtSearch for medical document “search and rescue.”
Specializing in the health care industry, EDI Solutions automates the electronic capture of virtually 
any paper report, reformatting and inputting the captured data directly into a billing module, 
electronic medical record system, or custom archive module. “dtSearch is our search engine of 
choice ... It blows away database type data repositories in terms of document access speed.”

Transcript Checker saves time and effort for doctors and other transcript authors. 
As a Microsoft MVP, AppsPlus specializes in Windows and web-based programming. For a client in the 
medical industry, AppsPlus used dtSearch in the development of a transcript checking system. “The
Transcript Checker was written in C# using XML and SQL Server, and of course taking advantage of 
the power of the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine.”

“I am taking this rare opportunity to totally endorse a software product ... dtSearch that is the answer 
to my dreams. I am a self employed inventor and generally file everything under “S” as in 
somewhere. That makes the filing easy but the retrieval was a nightmare. Your better than expected 
product has relocated all of my numerous missing data snippets and has put the organized “snag/
hook” on my missing data. Well done indeed to all.” — Executive, Perma-Hull International, Inc.

“I am very happy with this product, especially with its ability to search PDF files. I download a lot of 
scientific publications as PDF files to read and then create a database of information from them and 
dtSearch helps me keep track of the content of those papers. The bottom line is that this search 
engine does what these folks say it will do and it doesn’t waste my time in the process.”
— Professor, Animal Sciences, University of Missouri

“The thing that I like most about dtSearch is the simplicity of searching an originally complex 
database by using simple English. No complex commands or logical sentences other than simple 
“AND,” “OR” and “NOT” are needed. The ability to generate a search report facilitates the initiation of 
clinical research.” — Specialist in Positron Emission Tomography

“I am a writer, working on a three-year book project. I’ve accumulated 1000 pages of typed notes —
so much that I wouldn’t be able to find what I’m looking for without dtSearch to help. The “w/5
words” and “w/25 words” feature is especially useful; if I’m trying to remember what Dr. So-and-so 
said about gene therapy, for instance, I can search for “so-and-so” and “gene,” and presto, I’ve got 
the quote. I’m recommending dtSearch to my fellow writers and listserv correspondents.” — Author 
of The Genome War, a behind-the-scenes account of the race between the federal government and 
a private company to complete the complete human genetic code. (This book can be found at Amazon.
com)

“The fastest, easiest, most reliable, manipulable, multiple-index, user-friendly search engine I have 
ever seen for Windows users ... dtSearch is a terrific solution for anyone who needs to search a lot of 
files. I am most pleased with it, and with the time it has saved me in locating information in the 20+ 
gigabytes of data” — D.P.M., J.D.

“A Review of Trends and Demands for PET Imaging ... PET data are extracted from the NUC-NET 
database using dtSearch.” — Newsline, Commentary, The Journal of Nuclear Medicine

“I am very happy with the product, by the way. I am a translator and I use it mainly to search for 
terminology in earlier translations, original documents, glossaries in all sorts of formats and 
documents downloaded from the Internet. I quickly realised, however, that it is also useful for pulling 
administrative information out of invoices, address books, databases and so on. 

You can be sure that I will recommend dtSearch to my colleagues.” — Translator

“dtSearch allows me to index all the records for the last 10 years and call up any one in an instant ... 
Its a great program.”
— MD, Endocrinology, Internal Medicine, Washington, D.C.

“I don’t think I have ever written a ‘fanmail’ letter like this before, because I’ve never been so 
impressed by a utility; until I came upon dtSearch.” — Physician

“I must say that I am very impressed by the search capabilities, very powerful and easy to use and 
quick! I say that from an Information Retrieval specialist perspective (via Librarianship).”
— Manager, ExpertNet, AACM International
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Spar Aerospace enlists dtSearch for aircraft contract.
Spar Aerospace, a subsidiary of L-3 Communications, is a leading aviation services company. Spar 
had a contract to update the maintenance publications for an aircraft fleet, both on the Web and on 
laptop replications in the field. “Search requirements for this project were extensive and stringent. We 
investigated most of the ‘high end’ search engines out there. We decided to use dtSearch ... I have 
been very impressed by the dtSearch support organization ... Answers are always appropriate, 
straight forward, clear and unambiguous.”
     From Computerworld Canada: “Aviation firm earns wings with new text search ... Spar chose 
dtSearch Corp.’s text-search product, dtSearch Web, to serve the information up in an easily indexed 
manner online.” For “‘a requirement that we have to run this thing on stand-alone PCs,’ ... Spar 
signed on for dtSearch Publish.”

Contegra Systems succeeds in “boosting support and service with better search and 
navigation” through dtSearch web-based implementation for Otis Elevator. 
From “Custom dtSearch Implementation for Otis Elevator” (a United Technologies Company), as 
presented by Contegra Systems at the Gilbane Boston conference: the project was to “enable field 
service engineers and customer service personnel to quickly retrieve relevant information from spare 
parts leaflets, technical repair bulletins, and newsletters” through a web site designed by Contegra 
“with intuitive search and navigation.” “Why dtSearch Is A Winning Solution:  * Very extensible .NET 
API * Highly reliable and scalable * Proven record of excellent support.”

Imulus deploys dtSearch in high-security technical instruments library.
Imulus® is an interactive agency specializing in helping customers find engaging ways to 
communicate their message. For one of its Fortune 50 clients, Imulus needed to deploy a web-based 
library of technical instruments data. “The dtSearch Engine gave us the ability to create a search that 
spanned both the website and other relevant libraries. We used the dtSearch Engine APIs to enforce 
permissions inside the technical library ... The DataSouce API was super-flexible in terms of linking 
full-text data and meta data from any source.”

General Dynamics DEVCOR delivers with dtSearch.
DEVCOR was tasked to develop an automotive information delivery system. dtSearch “worked fast”
with “highly effective on-the-fly searching” and “excellent technical support.”

Expert Publishing adds dtSearch to comprehensive chemical data resource for the EH&S 
community.
Expert Publishing (ExPub) provides chemical hazard information, including nearly half a million unique 
chemical substances, for the global environmental, health, and safety (EH&S) community. “What
we’ve done is use dtSearch to expand searching so that all benzene documents are found using not 
only the exact word ‘benzene,’ but also all 30 synonyms as well. We really liked the speed of indexing 
and searching. The flexibility that dtSearch provides with respect to incremental index updates was 
critical in light of the very large volume of data we maintain, and the speed at which we integrate new 
information ... With dtSearch, we were able to maintain the same data security in our portable media 
applications as we were on the Web.”

RAM Associates picks dtSearch for transportation industry site.
RAM Associates’ products and services include Web site hosting, store front development, subscription 
gateways, and database development. One of RAM Associates projects was to develop and maintain a 
large content-rich Web site for a major transportation industry trade association. “We’ve been very 
pleased with dtSearch product performance. We especially liked dtSearch’s flexibility under different 
media. Search speed is perfect and is virtually instantaneous. We also liked the faster reindexing 
speeds ... dtSearch scalability is an important factor.”

ContractIQ adds dtSearch to their contract management solution in support of the 
commercial industry and IC clients.
ContractIQ is a web-based contract management solution that manages all transactions and contract 
data within a single, shared data repository. Enterprise management teams can access the same data 
in real time, generate reports based on aggregated funding actions, segregate data access by role, 
and track changes by user throughout the system. ContractIQ builds contract management solutions 
for government customers like the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) as well as commercial clients. 
“dtSearch provides ContractIQ with a much more efficient method of key word searching/matching 
than traditional database row and column approaches.” “With the integration of dtSearch we have 
been able to further enhance our service capabilities. ContractIQ allows clients to not just be more 
efficient, but to win.”

Robotics applies dtSearch to technical documents.
A robotics company needed to distribute technical documentation in PDF, HTML, XML, etc., on a 
corporate Web site, as well as mirrored on CD. “With dtSearch, we were able to quickly replicate the 
same searchable technical documentation on CD as on the Web site. Search time on the CD and the 
corporate site was instant.”

Contegra Systems online parts catalog swaps in dtSearch.
Contegra Systems offers solutions for manufacturers, scientific, medical, and reference and journal 
publishers. “The dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine was the best choice to support our XML structure ... 
dtSearch makes it possible for our customers to perform extensive searches on specific parameters 
and fields. It also makes finding information extremely accurate and fast.”

GVPi incorporates dtSearch into semi-custom electronic publishing solutions. 
GVPi has been actively supporting its customers for over 25 years. The company is relentlessly 
focused on its customers, a fact evidenced by its high customer retention rate. “We focus on 
capabilities that truly matter, which is why dtSearch is a core component of our semi-custom 
publishing solution. We implement quick search solutions using dtSearch that include full-text search 
and fielded search (based on metadata) across a multitude of content formats, including XML, HTML 
and PDFs.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching for psychoanalytic library. 
The Psychoanalytic Electronic Publishing “PEP” web archive includes the full scope of psychoanalytic 
literature. GVPi’s semi-custom publishing solution takes advantage of the advanced tagging and 
metadata associated with the content, as well as providing extensive access control and reporting. 
“The dtSearch Engine provides instant data search across the myriad of PEP content … The advanced 
search capabilities include the ability to search by various metadata fields such as author, title, year, 
source and language.”

Contegra transplants dtSearch into physicians’ reference sites.
Contegra Systems is a leading provider of data integration services, specializing in the design and 
implementation of text retrieval, taxonomies and classification systems. dtSearch “works better with 
the XML environment that we set up for maintaining our clients’ sites.” Even with “smart XML”
overhead, “dtSearch search response time is great.”

ImageSite document management system engineered with dtSearch for full-text search. 
Organizations that rely on engineering content need a better way to securely and reliably manage 
engineering documents, including complex CAD drawings like AutoCAD, Microstation, and SolidWorks.
Whether you are a product engineer, facilities manager or IT executive, eQuorum’s ImageSite helps 
you improve version control, enhance collaboration and generate more efficient and timely work 
processes. “ImageSite is known for its easy to use and intuitive interface – and that extends to full-
text searching.  Using dtSearch as a full-text search engine has enabled ImageSite the ability to offer 
fast and secure full-text searching for our engineering and other technical documentation customers.”

AGS publishes scientific documents with dtSearch. 
Automated Graphic Systems (AGS), a Consolidated Graphics Company, is a leading multimedia 
solutions provider. AGS services a large customer base, including Fortune 500 companies, non-profits, 
universities, healthcare organizations and the US Government. “We selected dtSearch to compile and 
streamline search abilities.” dtSearch provided “a more robust search for navigation and viewing ease. 
The feedback has been wonderful from the client and end-users of the product.”

Consultant employs dtSearch to search technical standards for Fortune 100 oil company.
A Fortune 100 oil company’s  technical standards group needed to publish a large collection of 
technical documents. “dtSearch was quickly discovered, thanks to strong recommendations found on 
several online forums.  dtSearch’s reputation was well-deserved; their software is rock-solid and their 
document format compatibility was greater than we had even imagined ... I can’t imagine a better 
combination of top-notch software and people willing to go the ‘extra mile’ than dtSearch.”

Docupoint’s Web-based AutoCAD solution adds dtSearch. 
Docupoint DrawingSearcher provides a 21st century solution to solving the challenges of managing a 
large archive of AutoCAD drawings. “It quickly became apparent that the dtSearch Engine provided 
the highest level of functionality for our application.”

Manufacturer finds efficiency through Westbrook’s embedded dtSearch functionality.
As a manufacturer that is ISO9002 certified, AS9000 compliant, and affiliated with QS9000, this 
customer of Westbrook Technologies works according to strict industry standards. “What used to take 
hours is now instantaneous ... The payback comes with the quick retrieval rates.”

ATP Engages dtSearch for NavigatorV®.
Aircraft Technical Publishers, ATP, is the general aviation industry’s single-source leader for aviation 
maintenance, regulatory and compliance information products and services. ATP maintains more than 
16,000 CD-ROM, DVD, microfiche and Internet-based library subscriptions for a global consumer base 
that includes civil aviation authorities, maintenance facilities, Fixed Based Operators, aircraft 
operators, flight schools, and universities. ATP’s U.S. Aviation Regulatory Library was selected by the 
FAA for use by all 3,300 of the agency’s Aviation Safety Inspectors. “New indexes are easily added 
and old ones orphaned, based on the relationship between dtSearch and ATP’s document metadata 
from the NavigatorV® database. dtSearch allows NavigatorV® customers to relevancy rank results 
based upon multiple criteria.  NavigatorV® includes and excludes indexes on a per-search basis and 
filters them on a per-document basis, which offers customers a fine degree of granularity and 
improved performance.”

Medical Center adds document management with Fortis PowerWeb and embedded dtSearch.
The system will even assist with HIPPA, through Fortis’ Audit Trail. The clinic chose “Fortis PowerWeb, 
including Full Text searching ... Today, between 300 and 400 doctors, nurses, medical staff, and 
business office staff can find patient information.”

RadioGraphics article describes use of dtSearch in an online searchable radiology study 
repository.
From RadioGraphics “Informatics in Radiology — Render: An Online Searchable Radiology Study 
Repository”: dtSearch is “the search engine used in our application.” “The index generated from our 
database is based on the indexing scheme inherent in the commercial software used, and the fields 
present in the XML file are retained in the index.”  dtSearch “provides several mechanisms for 
controlling how documents are scored for relevance during a search.”

ARINC, the leading provider of solutions for aviation, airports, defense, government and 
transportation, adds dtSearch to digital library.
ARINC is an ISO 9001-certified $636 million company that’s recognized as the leading provider of 
transportation communications and systems engineering solutions for five major industries: aviation, 
airports, defense, government, and transportation. ARINC’s 3,000 dedicated employees located in 
more than 100 offices around the world provide over 200 value-added solutions and services to 
customers in 140 countries. “dtSearch will become the centerpiece of our digital library. Your product 
is exactly what we required ... Our users have been begging for this functionality for years. dtSearch’s
simple, yet powerful, user interface makes it a winner with our users. Thanks for an excellent product.”

IQMS adds dtSearch to its leading EnterpriseIQ manufacturing ERP solution. 
IQMS provides a feature-rich manufacturing enterprise resource planning (ERP) single-source software 
solution for business and plant management. The company’s EnterpriseIQ application combines real-
time manufacturing, accounting, and supply chain management. “Our SQL database has tens of 
thousands of fields. Being able to do quick and accurate SQL searches is a fantastic feature. Knowing 
it works, and other customers agree, is impressive.”

Web-based technical help desk and knowledge repository gets its own help with dtSearch.
Premirus has Gold Certified status in the Microsoft Partner Program. Consultants now working for 
Premirus used a Web-based integrated document solutions approach when setting up a combination 
knowledge base and technical help desk for a large enterprise IT shop. “We went with the dtSearch 
Engine after benchmarking it over a number of other products. On sheer processing, dtSearch pulled 
ahead ... In fact, in the final analysis, dtSearch was so good, and so much better than the competing 
products, benchmarking was cut short by a final decision by the developers to move ahead with 
dtSearch ... Search time was half-second or less ... The daily dtSearch index rebuild would take just a 
couple of minutes.”

IApproach FAA airworthiness information flies with dtSearch.
IApproach by Tdata brings together all FAA airworthiness materials. “We chose dtSearch because it 
was the most powerful choice both for the end users and for the speed of the indexing.”

Leading provider in China of software development solutions, EVGET, implements dtSearch 
to search its extensive online documentation data set.
EVGET Software Solutions is a leading provider in China of technology solutions for professional 
developers. As part of its products and services, EVGET maintains a large online documentation 
database. “End users need to search through our extensive online documentation. We use the 
dtSearch Engine to search the entire documentation set, making this instantly searchable through our 
public website.”

American Technology Services creates custom Web solutions with dtSearch.
A client of American Technology Services or ATS needed a comprehensive search engine for a 
multifaceted online energy industry site. “Search time over even a very large database was 
instantaneous ... None of the other search engines we tried searched with the same accuracy.”

IQMS helps meet medical device manufacturers’ ERP needs with dtSearch.
Medical device manufacturers operate in one of the world’s most competitive and highly regulated 
industries where success can hinge on time-to-market and traceability. IQMS’ EnterpriseIQ offers a 
powerful enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution tailored to meet the unique challenges of the 
medical device manufacturing industry. “With documentation being a critical aspect for our customers, 
searching quickly and accurately is key. The speed with which dtSearch enables our customers to scan 
text files as well as PDFs is fabulous.”

Consultant to pharmaceutical and health care industries prescribes dtSearch.
“A consultancy that specializes in FDA-regulated industries needs to take great care in choosing the 
software that it recommends ... dtSearch meets the exacting requirements of my practice.” dtSearch 
“was quick to index, even quicker to update, and virtually instant to search. dtSearch also has a lot of 
customization options built-in ... rich with potential.”

EDI Solutions employs dtSearch for medical document “search and rescue.”
Specializing in the health care industry, EDI Solutions automates the electronic capture of virtually 
any paper report, reformatting and inputting the captured data directly into a billing module, 
electronic medical record system, or custom archive module. “dtSearch is our search engine of 
choice ... It blows away database type data repositories in terms of document access speed.”

Transcript Checker saves time and effort for doctors and other transcript authors. 
As a Microsoft MVP, AppsPlus specializes in Windows and web-based programming. For a client in the 
medical industry, AppsPlus used dtSearch in the development of a transcript checking system. “The
Transcript Checker was written in C# using XML and SQL Server, and of course taking advantage of 
the power of the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine.”

“I am taking this rare opportunity to totally endorse a software product ... dtSearch that is the answer 
to my dreams. I am a self employed inventor and generally file everything under “S” as in 
somewhere. That makes the filing easy but the retrieval was a nightmare. Your better than expected 
product has relocated all of my numerous missing data snippets and has put the organized “snag/
hook” on my missing data. Well done indeed to all.” — Executive, Perma-Hull International, Inc.

“I am very happy with this product, especially with its ability to search PDF files. I download a lot of 
scientific publications as PDF files to read and then create a database of information from them and 
dtSearch helps me keep track of the content of those papers. The bottom line is that this search 
engine does what these folks say it will do and it doesn’t waste my time in the process.”
— Professor, Animal Sciences, University of Missouri

“The thing that I like most about dtSearch is the simplicity of searching an originally complex 
database by using simple English. No complex commands or logical sentences other than simple 
“AND,” “OR” and “NOT” are needed. The ability to generate a search report facilitates the initiation of 
clinical research.” — Specialist in Positron Emission Tomography

“I am a writer, working on a three-year book project. I’ve accumulated 1000 pages of typed notes —
so much that I wouldn’t be able to find what I’m looking for without dtSearch to help. The “w/5
words” and “w/25 words” feature is especially useful; if I’m trying to remember what Dr. So-and-so 
said about gene therapy, for instance, I can search for “so-and-so” and “gene,” and presto, I’ve got 
the quote. I’m recommending dtSearch to my fellow writers and listserv correspondents.” — Author 
of The Genome War, a behind-the-scenes account of the race between the federal government and 
a private company to complete the complete human genetic code. (This book can be found at Amazon.
com)

“The fastest, easiest, most reliable, manipulable, multiple-index, user-friendly search engine I have 
ever seen for Windows users ... dtSearch is a terrific solution for anyone who needs to search a lot of 
files. I am most pleased with it, and with the time it has saved me in locating information in the 20+ 
gigabytes of data” — D.P.M., J.D.

“A Review of Trends and Demands for PET Imaging ... PET data are extracted from the NUC-NET 
database using dtSearch.” — Newsline, Commentary, The Journal of Nuclear Medicine

“I am very happy with the product, by the way. I am a translator and I use it mainly to search for 
terminology in earlier translations, original documents, glossaries in all sorts of formats and 
documents downloaded from the Internet. I quickly realised, however, that it is also useful for pulling 
administrative information out of invoices, address books, databases and so on. 

You can be sure that I will recommend dtSearch to my colleagues.” — Translator

“dtSearch allows me to index all the records for the last 10 years and call up any one in an instant ... 
Its a great program.”
— MD, Endocrinology, Internal Medicine, Washington, D.C.

“I don’t think I have ever written a ‘fanmail’ letter like this before, because I’ve never been so 
impressed by a utility; until I came upon dtSearch.” — Physician

“I must say that I am very impressed by the search capabilities, very powerful and easy to use and 
quick! I say that from an Information Retrieval specialist perspective (via Librarianship).”
— Manager, ExpertNet, AACM International
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Spar Aerospace enlists dtSearch for aircraft contract.
Spar Aerospace, a subsidiary of L-3 Communications, is a leading aviation services company. Spar 
had a contract to update the maintenance publications for an aircraft fleet, both on the Web and on 
laptop replications in the field. “Search requirements for this project were extensive and stringent. We 
investigated most of the ‘high end’ search engines out there. We decided to use dtSearch ... I have 
been very impressed by the dtSearch support organization ... Answers are always appropriate, 
straight forward, clear and unambiguous.”
     From Computerworld Canada: “Aviation firm earns wings with new text search ... Spar chose 
dtSearch Corp.’s text-search product, dtSearch Web, to serve the information up in an easily indexed 
manner online.” For “‘a requirement that we have to run this thing on stand-alone PCs,’ ... Spar 
signed on for dtSearch Publish.”

Contegra Systems succeeds in “boosting support and service with better search and 
navigation” through dtSearch web-based implementation for Otis Elevator. 
From “Custom dtSearch Implementation for Otis Elevator” (a United Technologies Company), as 
presented by Contegra Systems at the Gilbane Boston conference: the project was to “enable field 
service engineers and customer service personnel to quickly retrieve relevant information from spare 
parts leaflets, technical repair bulletins, and newsletters” through a web site designed by Contegra 
“with intuitive search and navigation.” “Why dtSearch Is A Winning Solution:  * Very extensible .NET 
API * Highly reliable and scalable * Proven record of excellent support.”

Imulus deploys dtSearch in high-security technical instruments library.
Imulus® is an interactive agency specializing in helping customers find engaging ways to 
communicate their message. For one of its Fortune 50 clients, Imulus needed to deploy a web-based 
library of technical instruments data. “The dtSearch Engine gave us the ability to create a search that 
spanned both the website and other relevant libraries. We used the dtSearch Engine APIs to enforce 
permissions inside the technical library ... The DataSouce API was super-flexible in terms of linking 
full-text data and meta data from any source.”

General Dynamics DEVCOR delivers with dtSearch.
DEVCOR was tasked to develop an automotive information delivery system. dtSearch “worked fast”
with “highly effective on-the-fly searching” and “excellent technical support.”

Expert Publishing adds dtSearch to comprehensive chemical data resource for the EH&S 
community.
Expert Publishing (ExPub) provides chemical hazard information, including nearly half a million unique 
chemical substances, for the global environmental, health, and safety (EH&S) community. “What
we’ve done is use dtSearch to expand searching so that all benzene documents are found using not 
only the exact word ‘benzene,’ but also all 30 synonyms as well. We really liked the speed of indexing 
and searching. The flexibility that dtSearch provides with respect to incremental index updates was 
critical in light of the very large volume of data we maintain, and the speed at which we integrate new 
information ... With dtSearch, we were able to maintain the same data security in our portable media 
applications as we were on the Web.”

RAM Associates picks dtSearch for transportation industry site.
RAM Associates’ products and services include Web site hosting, store front development, subscription 
gateways, and database development. One of RAM Associates projects was to develop and maintain a 
large content-rich Web site for a major transportation industry trade association. “We’ve been very 
pleased with dtSearch product performance. We especially liked dtSearch’s flexibility under different 
media. Search speed is perfect and is virtually instantaneous. We also liked the faster reindexing 
speeds ... dtSearch scalability is an important factor.”

ContractIQ adds dtSearch to their contract management solution in support of the 
commercial industry and IC clients.
ContractIQ is a web-based contract management solution that manages all transactions and contract 
data within a single, shared data repository. Enterprise management teams can access the same data 
in real time, generate reports based on aggregated funding actions, segregate data access by role, 
and track changes by user throughout the system. ContractIQ builds contract management solutions 
for government customers like the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) as well as commercial clients. 
“dtSearch provides ContractIQ with a much more efficient method of key word searching/matching 
than traditional database row and column approaches.” “With the integration of dtSearch we have 
been able to further enhance our service capabilities. ContractIQ allows clients to not just be more 
efficient, but to win.”

Robotics applies dtSearch to technical documents.
A robotics company needed to distribute technical documentation in PDF, HTML, XML, etc., on a 
corporate Web site, as well as mirrored on CD. “With dtSearch, we were able to quickly replicate the 
same searchable technical documentation on CD as on the Web site. Search time on the CD and the 
corporate site was instant.”

Contegra Systems online parts catalog swaps in dtSearch.
Contegra Systems offers solutions for manufacturers, scientific, medical, and reference and journal 
publishers. “The dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine was the best choice to support our XML structure ... 
dtSearch makes it possible for our customers to perform extensive searches on specific parameters 
and fields. It also makes finding information extremely accurate and fast.”

GVPi incorporates dtSearch into semi-custom electronic publishing solutions. 
GVPi has been actively supporting its customers for over 25 years. The company is relentlessly 
focused on its customers, a fact evidenced by its high customer retention rate. “We focus on 
capabilities that truly matter, which is why dtSearch is a core component of our semi-custom 
publishing solution. We implement quick search solutions using dtSearch that include full-text search 
and fielded search (based on metadata) across a multitude of content formats, including XML, HTML 
and PDFs.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching for psychoanalytic library. 
The Psychoanalytic Electronic Publishing “PEP” web archive includes the full scope of psychoanalytic 
literature. GVPi’s semi-custom publishing solution takes advantage of the advanced tagging and 
metadata associated with the content, as well as providing extensive access control and reporting. 
“The dtSearch Engine provides instant data search across the myriad of PEP content … The advanced 
search capabilities include the ability to search by various metadata fields such as author, title, year, 
source and language.”

Contegra transplants dtSearch into physicians’ reference sites.
Contegra Systems is a leading provider of data integration services, specializing in the design and 
implementation of text retrieval, taxonomies and classification systems. dtSearch “works better with 
the XML environment that we set up for maintaining our clients’ sites.” Even with “smart XML”
overhead, “dtSearch search response time is great.”

ImageSite document management system engineered with dtSearch for full-text search. 
Organizations that rely on engineering content need a better way to securely and reliably manage 
engineering documents, including complex CAD drawings like AutoCAD, Microstation, and SolidWorks.
Whether you are a product engineer, facilities manager or IT executive, eQuorum’s ImageSite helps 
you improve version control, enhance collaboration and generate more efficient and timely work 
processes. “ImageSite is known for its easy to use and intuitive interface – and that extends to full-
text searching.  Using dtSearch as a full-text search engine has enabled ImageSite the ability to offer 
fast and secure full-text searching for our engineering and other technical documentation customers.”

AGS publishes scientific documents with dtSearch. 
Automated Graphic Systems (AGS), a Consolidated Graphics Company, is a leading multimedia 
solutions provider. AGS services a large customer base, including Fortune 500 companies, non-profits, 
universities, healthcare organizations and the US Government. “We selected dtSearch to compile and 
streamline search abilities.” dtSearch provided “a more robust search for navigation and viewing ease. 
The feedback has been wonderful from the client and end-users of the product.”

Consultant employs dtSearch to search technical standards for Fortune 100 oil company.
A Fortune 100 oil company’s  technical standards group needed to publish a large collection of 
technical documents. “dtSearch was quickly discovered, thanks to strong recommendations found on 
several online forums.  dtSearch’s reputation was well-deserved; their software is rock-solid and their 
document format compatibility was greater than we had even imagined ... I can’t imagine a better 
combination of top-notch software and people willing to go the ‘extra mile’ than dtSearch.”

Docupoint’s Web-based AutoCAD solution adds dtSearch. 
Docupoint DrawingSearcher provides a 21st century solution to solving the challenges of managing a 
large archive of AutoCAD drawings. “It quickly became apparent that the dtSearch Engine provided 
the highest level of functionality for our application.”

Manufacturer finds efficiency through Westbrook’s embedded dtSearch functionality.
As a manufacturer that is ISO9002 certified, AS9000 compliant, and affiliated with QS9000, this 
customer of Westbrook Technologies works according to strict industry standards. “What used to take 
hours is now instantaneous ... The payback comes with the quick retrieval rates.”

ATP Engages dtSearch for NavigatorV®.
Aircraft Technical Publishers, ATP, is the general aviation industry’s single-source leader for aviation 
maintenance, regulatory and compliance information products and services. ATP maintains more than 
16,000 CD-ROM, DVD, microfiche and Internet-based library subscriptions for a global consumer base 
that includes civil aviation authorities, maintenance facilities, Fixed Based Operators, aircraft 
operators, flight schools, and universities. ATP’s U.S. Aviation Regulatory Library was selected by the 
FAA for use by all 3,300 of the agency’s Aviation Safety Inspectors. “New indexes are easily added 
and old ones orphaned, based on the relationship between dtSearch and ATP’s document metadata 
from the NavigatorV® database. dtSearch allows NavigatorV® customers to relevancy rank results 
based upon multiple criteria.  NavigatorV® includes and excludes indexes on a per-search basis and 
filters them on a per-document basis, which offers customers a fine degree of granularity and 
improved performance.”

Medical Center adds document management with Fortis PowerWeb and embedded dtSearch.
The system will even assist with HIPPA, through Fortis’ Audit Trail. The clinic chose “Fortis PowerWeb, 
including Full Text searching ... Today, between 300 and 400 doctors, nurses, medical staff, and 
business office staff can find patient information.”

RadioGraphics article describes use of dtSearch in an online searchable radiology study 
repository.
From RadioGraphics “Informatics in Radiology — Render: An Online Searchable Radiology Study 
Repository”: dtSearch is “the search engine used in our application.” “The index generated from our 
database is based on the indexing scheme inherent in the commercial software used, and the fields 
present in the XML file are retained in the index.”  dtSearch “provides several mechanisms for 
controlling how documents are scored for relevance during a search.”

ARINC, the leading provider of solutions for aviation, airports, defense, government and 
transportation, adds dtSearch to digital library.
ARINC is an ISO 9001-certified $636 million company that’s recognized as the leading provider of 
transportation communications and systems engineering solutions for five major industries: aviation, 
airports, defense, government, and transportation. ARINC’s 3,000 dedicated employees located in 
more than 100 offices around the world provide over 200 value-added solutions and services to 
customers in 140 countries. “dtSearch will become the centerpiece of our digital library. Your product 
is exactly what we required ... Our users have been begging for this functionality for years. dtSearch’s
simple, yet powerful, user interface makes it a winner with our users. Thanks for an excellent product.”

IQMS adds dtSearch to its leading EnterpriseIQ manufacturing ERP solution. 
IQMS provides a feature-rich manufacturing enterprise resource planning (ERP) single-source software 
solution for business and plant management. The company’s EnterpriseIQ application combines real-
time manufacturing, accounting, and supply chain management. “Our SQL database has tens of 
thousands of fields. Being able to do quick and accurate SQL searches is a fantastic feature. Knowing 
it works, and other customers agree, is impressive.”

Web-based technical help desk and knowledge repository gets its own help with dtSearch.
Premirus has Gold Certified status in the Microsoft Partner Program. Consultants now working for 
Premirus used a Web-based integrated document solutions approach when setting up a combination 
knowledge base and technical help desk for a large enterprise IT shop. “We went with the dtSearch 
Engine after benchmarking it over a number of other products. On sheer processing, dtSearch pulled 
ahead ... In fact, in the final analysis, dtSearch was so good, and so much better than the competing 
products, benchmarking was cut short by a final decision by the developers to move ahead with 
dtSearch ... Search time was half-second or less ... The daily dtSearch index rebuild would take just a 
couple of minutes.”

IApproach FAA airworthiness information flies with dtSearch.
IApproach by Tdata brings together all FAA airworthiness materials. “We chose dtSearch because it 
was the most powerful choice both for the end users and for the speed of the indexing.”

Leading provider in China of software development solutions, EVGET, implements dtSearch 
to search its extensive online documentation data set.
EVGET Software Solutions is a leading provider in China of technology solutions for professional 
developers. As part of its products and services, EVGET maintains a large online documentation 
database. “End users need to search through our extensive online documentation. We use the 
dtSearch Engine to search the entire documentation set, making this instantly searchable through our 
public website.”

American Technology Services creates custom Web solutions with dtSearch.
A client of American Technology Services or ATS needed a comprehensive search engine for a 
multifaceted online energy industry site. “Search time over even a very large database was 
instantaneous ... None of the other search engines we tried searched with the same accuracy.”

IQMS helps meet medical device manufacturers’ ERP needs with dtSearch.
Medical device manufacturers operate in one of the world’s most competitive and highly regulated 
industries where success can hinge on time-to-market and traceability. IQMS’ EnterpriseIQ offers a 
powerful enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution tailored to meet the unique challenges of the 
medical device manufacturing industry. “With documentation being a critical aspect for our customers, 
searching quickly and accurately is key. The speed with which dtSearch enables our customers to scan 
text files as well as PDFs is fabulous.”

Consultant to pharmaceutical and health care industries prescribes dtSearch.
“A consultancy that specializes in FDA-regulated industries needs to take great care in choosing the 
software that it recommends ... dtSearch meets the exacting requirements of my practice.” dtSearch 
“was quick to index, even quicker to update, and virtually instant to search. dtSearch also has a lot of 
customization options built-in ... rich with potential.”

EDI Solutions employs dtSearch for medical document “search and rescue.”
Specializing in the health care industry, EDI Solutions automates the electronic capture of virtually 
any paper report, reformatting and inputting the captured data directly into a billing module, 
electronic medical record system, or custom archive module. “dtSearch is our search engine of 
choice ... It blows away database type data repositories in terms of document access speed.”

Transcript Checker saves time and effort for doctors and other transcript authors. 
As a Microsoft MVP, AppsPlus specializes in Windows and web-based programming. For a client in the 
medical industry, AppsPlus used dtSearch in the development of a transcript checking system. “The
Transcript Checker was written in C# using XML and SQL Server, and of course taking advantage of 
the power of the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine.”

“I am taking this rare opportunity to totally endorse a software product ... dtSearch that is the answer 
to my dreams. I am a self employed inventor and generally file everything under “S” as in 
somewhere. That makes the filing easy but the retrieval was a nightmare. Your better than expected 
product has relocated all of my numerous missing data snippets and has put the organized “snag/
hook” on my missing data. Well done indeed to all.” — Executive, Perma-Hull International, Inc.

“I am very happy with this product, especially with its ability to search PDF files. I download a lot of 
scientific publications as PDF files to read and then create a database of information from them and 
dtSearch helps me keep track of the content of those papers. The bottom line is that this search 
engine does what these folks say it will do and it doesn’t waste my time in the process.”
— Professor, Animal Sciences, University of Missouri

“The thing that I like most about dtSearch is the simplicity of searching an originally complex 
database by using simple English. No complex commands or logical sentences other than simple 
“AND,” “OR” and “NOT” are needed. The ability to generate a search report facilitates the initiation of 
clinical research.” — Specialist in Positron Emission Tomography

“I am a writer, working on a three-year book project. I’ve accumulated 1000 pages of typed notes —
so much that I wouldn’t be able to find what I’m looking for without dtSearch to help. The “w/5
words” and “w/25 words” feature is especially useful; if I’m trying to remember what Dr. So-and-so 
said about gene therapy, for instance, I can search for “so-and-so” and “gene,” and presto, I’ve got 
the quote. I’m recommending dtSearch to my fellow writers and listserv correspondents.” — Author 
of The Genome War, a behind-the-scenes account of the race between the federal government and 
a private company to complete the complete human genetic code. (This book can be found at Amazon.
com)

“The fastest, easiest, most reliable, manipulable, multiple-index, user-friendly search engine I have 
ever seen for Windows users ... dtSearch is a terrific solution for anyone who needs to search a lot of 
files. I am most pleased with it, and with the time it has saved me in locating information in the 20+ 
gigabytes of data” — D.P.M., J.D.

“A Review of Trends and Demands for PET Imaging ... PET data are extracted from the NUC-NET 
database using dtSearch.” — Newsline, Commentary, The Journal of Nuclear Medicine

“I am very happy with the product, by the way. I am a translator and I use it mainly to search for 
terminology in earlier translations, original documents, glossaries in all sorts of formats and 
documents downloaded from the Internet. I quickly realised, however, that it is also useful for pulling 
administrative information out of invoices, address books, databases and so on. 

You can be sure that I will recommend dtSearch to my colleagues.” — Translator

“dtSearch allows me to index all the records for the last 10 years and call up any one in an instant ... 
Its a great program.”
— MD, Endocrinology, Internal Medicine, Washington, D.C.

“I don’t think I have ever written a ‘fanmail’ letter like this before, because I’ve never been so 
impressed by a utility; until I came upon dtSearch.” — Physician

“I must say that I am very impressed by the search capabilities, very powerful and easy to use and 
quick! I say that from an Information Retrieval specialist perspective (via Librarianship).”
— Manager, ExpertNet, AACM International
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Leading ePublisher Olive embeds dtSearch in digital publishing and archiving solutions.
Olive Software has provided over 450 libraries, publishers, universities, and governments with digital
publishing and archiving solutions. With many new technologies and digital publishing “firsts” to its
credit, Olive Software is the leading provider of XML-based ePublishing technologies for the global
newspaper archive market. “From multimillion page, hundred year old archives to today’s issue of
leading international newspapers, dtSearch provides Olive’s customers with fast, accurate, and
easy-to-use solutions and Olive with one of the most successful ePublishing solutions in the market
today.”  “dtSearch rapidly provides search results for even the largest online archives ... Olive has
integrated the dtSearch solution in all of its SaaS solutions running in a Windows OS environment;
this includes, ActivePaper Daily, ActivePaper Archive, ActiveMagazine, and their new telephone
directory solution. Key to Olive’s success were dtSearch’s fast searching, results highlighting, search
results ranking, and fuzzy search capabilities.”

Nunwood: Fizz develops online research library embedding dtSearch for Bank of America.
Nunwood operates worldwide, providing strategic planning and customer insights for multinational
and global brands. Nunwood’s subsidiary, Fizz, specializes in developing aggregated and federated
search services. Bank of America commissioned Nunwood to develop an online research library to
improve the communication of key insights and guide business strategy from within. “The Bank of
America project required ultra-fast searching ... dtSearch has now become our number one search
indexing solution for a multitude of global clients.”

From KMWorld “Search Technology: A Spectrum of Options”:
"Cybergroup is a custom software development company that serves government and private
markets." A sample "context in which Cybergroup uses dtSearch is for e-commerce websites, when
a user needs to access information about a product during the transaction. 'A customer gets pricing
and product data such as item numbers from the website, but also may want to look at technical
documentation or reviews, which is unstructured ... 'dtSearch readily integrates these into a search
interface.'" "To tune relevancy, dtSearch can, for example, rank a certain word higher if it appears
in a particular field and lower it in another one.”

FotoWare embeds dtSearch in extensive digital assets product line. 
FotoWare has been delivering solutions for digital images since 1994. Customers include
newspapers, publishing groups, as well as other business segments with sizeable asset management
challenges. “Today we have stored more images in newspapers and magazines than any other
company in Europe. We always tell about dtSearch, and that we are very happy with the support
and the stability we experience with you.” The result is “a true, full-text search with sophisticated
search criteria” that “brings searching into a new dimension when it comes to speed.”

TradeFox embeds dtSearch in comprehensive supply chain trade-mapping solution.
TradeFox web-based solution facilitates strategic planning for global trade and operations in real
time, in accordance with international regulatory standards and customs regulations, with same day
“same page” collaboration. TradeFox also identifies buyers and sellers of products and services,
mapping them into their extended supply chains. “dtSearch’s ability to handle the growth of our
global library content with excellent speed, and that powerful spider to index external library
content, give powerful knowledge collection and delivery to our customers.” dtSearch “delivers
content with style.”

A National Association of Mortgage Brokers’ Strategic Partner, eDocfile adds dtSearch to
extensive image capture and retrieval arsenal.
eDocfile specializes in applications that capture and transmit image data, such as loan data.
eDocfile’s Identify Docs provides batch OCR of image files, outputting to a text file, a Microsoft
Searchable Tiff format, or text searchable PDF. “eDocfile recommends dtSearch. It will search not
only the PDF’s and Text Searchable Tiffs but also, most all other document types.”

Document management to the rescue for insurance company, with Fortis incorporating
dtSearch.
Westbrook’s Fortis provides a combined imaging and document management solution. From a ZDNet
article describing the insurance company implementation: “Customer service should improve,
because all policy information will be indexed and accessible from a central database.”

Certa Data employs DocuLex WebSearch™ embedding dtSearch. 
“Certa Data Corporation has been providing services to a plethora of organizations across the US
since the 1980’s, ranging in size from five employees to thousands ... CertiPay solutions integrate
payroll, financial management and human resource packages, providing seamless data transport
from punch to paycheck.” “For fast retrieval and delivery, Certa Data employs the DocuLex
WebSearch™ product.” WebSearch embeds the dtSearch Engine for “fast search and retrieval” along
with “options for setting departmental and document level permissions for file retrieval requests.”
“We can search and find anything in an instant. The WebSearch feature, a 100% browser-based
application, offers so many ways to locate a document.”

Cybergroup employs dtSearch to enhance retrieval on major metropolitan online directory.
Cybergroup provides a comprehensive range of Internet, Intranet, Extranet and Web site solutions
and services, with a primary focus on Web to database integration. “Our client needed to retrieve
and present information from local business web sites, as well as from their SQL databases. And
they needed to present relevant information to their searchers. Those requirements were ‘a natural’
for dtSearch ... With the enhancements we’ve added through dtSearch, our directory offers an
unparalleled search solution.”

Jacksonville and the beaches welcomes dtSearch.
The Jacksonville & the Beaches Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB) is the sales and marketing
agency responsible for attracting visitors to the Jacksonville metropolitan area. The CVB’s Website is
dedicated to selling greater Jacksonville as a convention and leisure travel destination on regional,
national and international levels. “People want to find things right away. My goal was to have
people find the information they need in three clicks or less. The addition of the search function
using dtSearch helps make that possible.”

Web-based multi-city guide embeds dtSearch.
“The dtSearch Engine provided enough flexibility to work in the complex environment of our Web
Server farm ... The dtSearch Engine interfaces were straight-forward and easy to work with. Their
native support for XML made indexing simple and efficient.” Finally, ”dtSearch technical staff ...
were there when we needed them.”

Cybergroup assists National Public Radio (NPR) with dtSearch implementation for custom
field delivery system.
NPR serves a growing audience of 25+ million Americans each week in partnership with hundreds of
independently operated public radio stations. Cybergroup provides a comprehensive range of
Internet and Intranet Web site solutions and services, with a primary focus on Web to database
integration. “NPR needed an internal search engine and an in-the-field article delivery system to
serve their many field journalists all over the world. We of course built the solution around
dtSearch, as it is the most powerful search engine out there.”

GVPi delivers PubPath℠ solution utilizing dtSearch for SAGE (CQ Press).
For over 25 years, GVPi has specialized in delivering projects on-time and within budget. GVPi’s
track record is reflected in its customer retention rate. In fact, the average GVPi customer has been
with GVPi for almost 10 years. One such customer is CQ Press. A SAGE Publications imprint, CQ
Press is the premier publisher of books, periodicals, and electronic products on American
government and politics, with an expanding list in international affairs, journalism and mass
communication. “Utilizing dtSearch allowed end users to perform searches across all of their
purchased content. The resulting platform lets CQ Press support millions of hits — including
concurrent search — while maintaining the instant availability that their subscribers demand.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching to WTO database for WorldTradeLaw.net.
WorldTradeLaw.net offers both a free resource library of current trade news and resources, as well
as a subscription service providing summary and analysis of all WTO reports and arbitrations; a
database of dispute settlement tables and statistics; and WTO cases, legal texts, and other
documents.“The dtSearch Engine provides instant data search access to the freely available content
as well as the subscribers’ content.” dtSearch offered “robust advanced search capabilities while
making it easy for users to find the best content for their needs.”

Passageways adds dtSearching to corporate portal for financial institutions.
Passageways provides corporate portal solutions for the financial services industries, connecting
employees, directors, partners and vendors. Passageways solutions are used to streamline
communications, increase collaboration and automate internal processes by replacing traditional
intranet solutions. dtSearch provides the capability to “instantly find the information” through “full
text search within your documents” and “displays only what your users are allowed to see via roles
and permissions.”

eFileCabinet has “upgraded ... its document-level indexing and full-text search
capabilities” with dtSearch.
From Investment News:  eFileCabinet “document management tool provides way for firms to
manage files electronically.” The product includes “document retention features ... along with work
flow features that can streamline the exchange of documents between users.” Current “document-
level indexing and full-text search capabilities ... reflect a collaboration with dtSearch Corp. That
company’s text retrieval technology includes the ability to search through just about any file type
and offers lots of field types for data searches. Speed is one of the things dtSearch has always
bragged about, and it is capable of searching terabytes of data within seconds.”

AppsPlus embeds dtSearch in IRS search site. 
AppsPlus’ clients for software development include industries ranging from the government,
insurance, banking, medical analysis — even projects for Microsoft. AppsPlus’ client wanted to
create a web site that could be used to search the IRS web site and other relevant sites, combining
full-text search with additional knowledge of the tax code and the layout of the IRS web site. “Once
again the dtSearch Engine comes through ... Fairly quickly we had the website up and running
using ASP.NET and C# ... In fact, using the dtSearch Engine Spider APIs, I found it could perform a
phenomenal amount of work with minimal programming.”

InContextNW delivers .NET Intranet solution for top-tier international communications and
public relations firm.
“We used dtSearch in our application to search everything: blogs, forums, Sharepoint, network file
shares (DMS and Office documents), RSS, XML, and even content beyond the firewall ... dtSearch
code examples, well-documented API’s and on-line support were invaluable in finding the correct
dtSearch solution and best practice. The first feedback from users? ‘It’s fast!’”

Incept Consulting embeds dtSearch in online classification directory.
Incept Consulting is a Chicago-based technology integration and development company focusing on
Microsoft products and the Microsoft .NET platform. One of Incept’s clients is the National Motor
Freight Traffic Association, Inc. (NMFTA), www.nmfta.org. NMFTA produces ClassIT 2.0, an online
version of the NMFC directory. For over 70 years, the NMFC has been the Freight Classification
Standard for both carriers and shippers. NMFTA hired Incept Consulting to streamline the searching
capabilities of its online NMFC directory. “With dtSearch installed, search response time is sub-
second. And the server load is dramatically reduced relative to the earlier search system.”

Online retail site makeover by Reditus Consulting, including dtSearch, results in 50%
increase in online sales transactions. 
Reditus is an online web strategy and development company.  Reditus’ client,
BestBuyEyeGlasses.com, tasked Reditus with enhancing the high-end eyewear retailer’s online
shopping site to increase sales transactions.  “By studying how customers interacted with the e-
commerce site, we recognized there were some process barriers that were translating into lost
sales.  When clients use your e-commerce solutions to showcase upwards of 40,000 products and
cater to millions of visitors monthly, even the slightest improvement can significantly impact the
bottom line ... Of all of the search engines we evaluated, we found dtSearch’s advanced technology
to be the fastest and most flexible.” “For any business to boost sales by 50% is a dream come true
... The dtSearch component alone is invaluable to our business. It helps us ensure customers are
finding our products.”

SecondLook incorporates dtSearch into cloud-based DMS for insurance industry.
A Fortune 100 insurance company had the daunting challenge of analyzing 80 years of US history
relating to a single product and all of its uses. SecondLook’s solution permitted researchers to
aggregate newspaper and magazine articles, trade journals, government publications and more into
a single searchable database. “In the end, the Fortune 100 client found SecondLook’s solution
including the dtSearch Engine so useful that … colleagues subsequently acquired another
SecondLook site for a completely different document management project.”

NewsLink adds dtSearch. 
Densan Consultants developed NewsLink to meet their clients’ demands for a flexible, cost-effective
electronic media monitoring tool. Clients subscribe to as many information providers as they wish;
NewsLink then provides filters and procedures to integrate the content into a comprehensive Web-
based system. dtSearch “performance, service and functionality are much better than with anything
else we’ve seen ... Keep up the good work!”

InfoPreserve brings cloud-based document management embedding dtSearch to the
insurance claims industry. 
InfoPreserve's cloud-based document management application help companies with document
management, regulatory compliance — and in this case, insurance claims processing. From
KMWorld: “One of InfoPreserve’s customers, Medical Resources Management
(medicalresourcesmgmt.com) supports physicians, hospitals and medical facilities by managing
insurance claims processing ... InfoPreserve ‘does a great job. Even if we receive an inquiry without
complete information, we can find the document we need.’”

Doc-It Document Management System (Doc-It DM) for accountants adds in dtSearch. 
Doc-It DM is a complete digital document management solution for public accounting practices from
5 to 500 users. Doc-It DM includes software, training and implementation methodology developed
by accountants for accountants. “We found that dtSearch did the best job in indexing and searching
PDF files which is critical to our solution.” With “dtSearch it is now possible to have a single
document repository of over a terabyte.”

ISO adds dtSearch to engineering and safety application. 
Insurance Services Office is the leading supplier of statistical, actuarial, and underwriting
information for and about the property and casualty insurance industry. “We switched over to
dtSearch, because it had an easier development environment and better navigation functionality ...
dtSearch also had a more Web-oriented product ... dtSearch got the highest marks from our
systems engineering folks that I’ve ever heard of.”

Simon Delivers employs dtSearch to deliver searching to online shoppers.
From Internet Retailer, discussing Simon Delivers’ usage of dtSearch: Simon Delivers is the Web-
based grocer for the Minneapolis area. Its Web site includes over 8,000 SKUs, and grosses over $70
million in sales.“Customers shouldn’t have to worry about spacing, abbreviations or misspellings
when they are shopping and pressed for time. A good search function will take care of that
situation, and that is what ours does.”

From a Supermarket News article on Simon Delivers: “The company has attracted attention for
its search engine, provided by vendor dtSearch. ‘When customers are looking for grocery items,
they often have different descriptions like using “pasta” for “spaghetti” ... This search engine has
synonym searching, so it can accommodate interchangeable words. In addition, it accommodates
misspelled words.’” 

From SN (“Mastering the Online Game”): “SimonDelivers also improved the capability of its
search engine ... using a system from dtSearch ... The search engine can accommodate ‘bad
spelling’ and can sort products by nutritional class, such as low carb, low calorie, or low sodium.”

Online Advertising Playbook writer relies on dtSearch.
The Online Advertising Playbook: Tested Tactics and Proven Strategies from the Advertising
Research Foundation is a comprehensive guide to the world’s most important advertising medium.
The book provides effectiveness metrics, creative principles for online advertising, and much more.
“I couldn’t have written the book without dtSearch.” “dtSearch ... was invaluable.”

Contegra adds dtSearch to housing Web site.
The Urban Homesteading Assistance Board (UHAB) promotes self-help housing and community
building in low-income neighborhoods and supports the nation’s largest network of resident-
controlled, limited-equity housing co-operatives in New York City. UHAB works with more than
1,000 buildings in the city, the tenant leaders of which have widely varying levels of experience.
“We chose the dtSearch Engine because of its features and functionality. dtSearch integrated very
well with our taxonomy and online navigation.”

P&W Railroad turns to dtSearch for email search.
Founded in 1844, P&W is a regional freight railroad operating in Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut and New York. “It was a pleasant surprise to be up and running with such a powerful
tool in no time at all. I would wholeheartedly endorse dtSearch to anyone who is looking for a fast
and powerful text retrieval solution.”

“dtSearch [provides] fast indexing, searching, and retrieving from millions of text files ... M3
marketers can embed dtSearch's instant searching.” — Machine-to-Machine Marketing (M3)
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“Customer service has been superb. Thanks for a great product.”
—Investment Banking User

dtSearch “is nothing short of brilliant ... Many thanks for an outstanding product.”
— European Head of Security and Investigations at a major financial institution

“dtSearch is such a superior product that it has no equal. Yet you continue to find ways to improve
it! Kudos to your company and development team.”
— “Big 4” Accounting Firm user

“Wow - this is an AMAZING product.... [C]ongratulations to you and your team for coming up with a
terrific product. I’m a professional journalist and I’ve got nearly 15 years of work on my laptop’s
hard drive .... I put your program through some of my toughest tests for finding obscure
documents and information, and was really astonished at how fast and accurate it was.”
—Journalist

“As a writer, I found this program indispensable from the moment I got it, and vastly superior to
the Windows alternative. I use dtSearch daily, and it helps me work much more efficiently. It is
truly wonderful software.”
—Author, The Sound Bite Society: How Television Helps the Right and Hurts the Left

“Search terabytes of text in a second or less.” dtSearch offers “incredibly fast index searches ... and
can even adjust fuzzy operatives to varying levels of intensity.”
—Strategic Finance
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Leading ePublisher Olive embeds dtSearch in digital publishing and archiving solutions.
Olive Software has provided over 450 libraries, publishers, universities, and governments with digital
publishing and archiving solutions. With many new technologies and digital publishing “firsts” to its
credit, Olive Software is the leading provider of XML-based ePublishing technologies for the global
newspaper archive market. “From multimillion page, hundred year old archives to today’s issue of
leading international newspapers, dtSearch provides Olive’s customers with fast, accurate, and
easy-to-use solutions and Olive with one of the most successful ePublishing solutions in the market
today.”  “dtSearch rapidly provides search results for even the largest online archives ... Olive has
integrated the dtSearch solution in all of its SaaS solutions running in a Windows OS environment;
this includes, ActivePaper Daily, ActivePaper Archive, ActiveMagazine, and their new telephone
directory solution. Key to Olive’s success were dtSearch’s fast searching, results highlighting, search
results ranking, and fuzzy search capabilities.”

Nunwood: Fizz develops online research library embedding dtSearch for Bank of America.
Nunwood operates worldwide, providing strategic planning and customer insights for multinational
and global brands. Nunwood’s subsidiary, Fizz, specializes in developing aggregated and federated
search services. Bank of America commissioned Nunwood to develop an online research library to
improve the communication of key insights and guide business strategy from within. “The Bank of
America project required ultra-fast searching ... dtSearch has now become our number one search
indexing solution for a multitude of global clients.”

From KMWorld “Search Technology: A Spectrum of Options”:
"Cybergroup is a custom software development company that serves government and private
markets." A sample "context in which Cybergroup uses dtSearch is for e-commerce websites, when
a user needs to access information about a product during the transaction. 'A customer gets pricing
and product data such as item numbers from the website, but also may want to look at technical
documentation or reviews, which is unstructured ... 'dtSearch readily integrates these into a search
interface.'" "To tune relevancy, dtSearch can, for example, rank a certain word higher if it appears
in a particular field and lower it in another one.”

FotoWare embeds dtSearch in extensive digital assets product line. 
FotoWare has been delivering solutions for digital images since 1994. Customers include
newspapers, publishing groups, as well as other business segments with sizeable asset management
challenges. “Today we have stored more images in newspapers and magazines than any other
company in Europe. We always tell about dtSearch, and that we are very happy with the support
and the stability we experience with you.” The result is “a true, full-text search with sophisticated
search criteria” that “brings searching into a new dimension when it comes to speed.”

TradeFox embeds dtSearch in comprehensive supply chain trade-mapping solution.
TradeFox web-based solution facilitates strategic planning for global trade and operations in real
time, in accordance with international regulatory standards and customs regulations, with same day
“same page” collaboration. TradeFox also identifies buyers and sellers of products and services,
mapping them into their extended supply chains. “dtSearch’s ability to handle the growth of our
global library content with excellent speed, and that powerful spider to index external library
content, give powerful knowledge collection and delivery to our customers.” dtSearch “delivers
content with style.”

A National Association of Mortgage Brokers’ Strategic Partner, eDocfile adds dtSearch to
extensive image capture and retrieval arsenal.
eDocfile specializes in applications that capture and transmit image data, such as loan data.
eDocfile’s Identify Docs provides batch OCR of image files, outputting to a text file, a Microsoft
Searchable Tiff format, or text searchable PDF. “eDocfile recommends dtSearch. It will search not
only the PDF’s and Text Searchable Tiffs but also, most all other document types.”

Document management to the rescue for insurance company, with Fortis incorporating
dtSearch.
Westbrook’s Fortis provides a combined imaging and document management solution. From a ZDNet
article describing the insurance company implementation: “Customer service should improve,
because all policy information will be indexed and accessible from a central database.”

Certa Data employs DocuLex WebSearch™ embedding dtSearch. 
“Certa Data Corporation has been providing services to a plethora of organizations across the US
since the 1980’s, ranging in size from five employees to thousands ... CertiPay solutions integrate
payroll, financial management and human resource packages, providing seamless data transport
from punch to paycheck.” “For fast retrieval and delivery, Certa Data employs the DocuLex
WebSearch™ product.” WebSearch embeds the dtSearch Engine for “fast search and retrieval” along
with “options for setting departmental and document level permissions for file retrieval requests.”
“We can search and find anything in an instant. The WebSearch feature, a 100% browser-based
application, offers so many ways to locate a document.”

Cybergroup employs dtSearch to enhance retrieval on major metropolitan online directory.
Cybergroup provides a comprehensive range of Internet, Intranet, Extranet and Web site solutions
and services, with a primary focus on Web to database integration. “Our client needed to retrieve
and present information from local business web sites, as well as from their SQL databases. And
they needed to present relevant information to their searchers. Those requirements were ‘a natural’
for dtSearch ... With the enhancements we’ve added through dtSearch, our directory offers an
unparalleled search solution.”

Jacksonville and the beaches welcomes dtSearch.
The Jacksonville & the Beaches Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB) is the sales and marketing
agency responsible for attracting visitors to the Jacksonville metropolitan area. The CVB’s Website is
dedicated to selling greater Jacksonville as a convention and leisure travel destination on regional,
national and international levels. “People want to find things right away. My goal was to have
people find the information they need in three clicks or less. The addition of the search function
using dtSearch helps make that possible.”

Web-based multi-city guide embeds dtSearch.
“The dtSearch Engine provided enough flexibility to work in the complex environment of our Web
Server farm ... The dtSearch Engine interfaces were straight-forward and easy to work with. Their
native support for XML made indexing simple and efficient.” Finally, ”dtSearch technical staff ...
were there when we needed them.”

Cybergroup assists National Public Radio (NPR) with dtSearch implementation for custom
field delivery system.
NPR serves a growing audience of 25+ million Americans each week in partnership with hundreds of
independently operated public radio stations. Cybergroup provides a comprehensive range of
Internet and Intranet Web site solutions and services, with a primary focus on Web to database
integration. “NPR needed an internal search engine and an in-the-field article delivery system to
serve their many field journalists all over the world. We of course built the solution around
dtSearch, as it is the most powerful search engine out there.”

GVPi delivers PubPath℠ solution utilizing dtSearch for SAGE (CQ Press).
For over 25 years, GVPi has specialized in delivering projects on-time and within budget. GVPi’s
track record is reflected in its customer retention rate. In fact, the average GVPi customer has been
with GVPi for almost 10 years. One such customer is CQ Press. A SAGE Publications imprint, CQ
Press is the premier publisher of books, periodicals, and electronic products on American
government and politics, with an expanding list in international affairs, journalism and mass
communication. “Utilizing dtSearch allowed end users to perform searches across all of their
purchased content. The resulting platform lets CQ Press support millions of hits — including
concurrent search — while maintaining the instant availability that their subscribers demand.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching to WTO database for WorldTradeLaw.net.
WorldTradeLaw.net offers both a free resource library of current trade news and resources, as well
as a subscription service providing summary and analysis of all WTO reports and arbitrations; a
database of dispute settlement tables and statistics; and WTO cases, legal texts, and other
documents.“The dtSearch Engine provides instant data search access to the freely available content
as well as the subscribers’ content.” dtSearch offered “robust advanced search capabilities while
making it easy for users to find the best content for their needs.”

Passageways adds dtSearching to corporate portal for financial institutions.
Passageways provides corporate portal solutions for the financial services industries, connecting
employees, directors, partners and vendors. Passageways solutions are used to streamline
communications, increase collaboration and automate internal processes by replacing traditional
intranet solutions. dtSearch provides the capability to “instantly find the information” through “full
text search within your documents” and “displays only what your users are allowed to see via roles
and permissions.”

eFileCabinet has “upgraded ... its document-level indexing and full-text search
capabilities” with dtSearch.
From Investment News:  eFileCabinet “document management tool provides way for firms to
manage files electronically.” The product includes “document retention features ... along with work
flow features that can streamline the exchange of documents between users.” Current “document-
level indexing and full-text search capabilities ... reflect a collaboration with dtSearch Corp. That
company’s text retrieval technology includes the ability to search through just about any file type
and offers lots of field types for data searches. Speed is one of the things dtSearch has always
bragged about, and it is capable of searching terabytes of data within seconds.”

AppsPlus embeds dtSearch in IRS search site. 
AppsPlus’ clients for software development include industries ranging from the government,
insurance, banking, medical analysis — even projects for Microsoft. AppsPlus’ client wanted to
create a web site that could be used to search the IRS web site and other relevant sites, combining
full-text search with additional knowledge of the tax code and the layout of the IRS web site. “Once
again the dtSearch Engine comes through ... Fairly quickly we had the website up and running
using ASP.NET and C# ... In fact, using the dtSearch Engine Spider APIs, I found it could perform a
phenomenal amount of work with minimal programming.”

InContextNW delivers .NET Intranet solution for top-tier international communications and
public relations firm.
“We used dtSearch in our application to search everything: blogs, forums, Sharepoint, network file
shares (DMS and Office documents), RSS, XML, and even content beyond the firewall ... dtSearch
code examples, well-documented API’s and on-line support were invaluable in finding the correct
dtSearch solution and best practice. The first feedback from users? ‘It’s fast!’”

Incept Consulting embeds dtSearch in online classification directory.
Incept Consulting is a Chicago-based technology integration and development company focusing on
Microsoft products and the Microsoft .NET platform. One of Incept’s clients is the National Motor
Freight Traffic Association, Inc. (NMFTA), www.nmfta.org. NMFTA produces ClassIT 2.0, an online
version of the NMFC directory. For over 70 years, the NMFC has been the Freight Classification
Standard for both carriers and shippers. NMFTA hired Incept Consulting to streamline the searching
capabilities of its online NMFC directory. “With dtSearch installed, search response time is sub-
second. And the server load is dramatically reduced relative to the earlier search system.”

Online retail site makeover by Reditus Consulting, including dtSearch, results in 50%
increase in online sales transactions. 
Reditus is an online web strategy and development company.  Reditus’ client,
BestBuyEyeGlasses.com, tasked Reditus with enhancing the high-end eyewear retailer’s online
shopping site to increase sales transactions.  “By studying how customers interacted with the e-
commerce site, we recognized there were some process barriers that were translating into lost
sales.  When clients use your e-commerce solutions to showcase upwards of 40,000 products and
cater to millions of visitors monthly, even the slightest improvement can significantly impact the
bottom line ... Of all of the search engines we evaluated, we found dtSearch’s advanced technology
to be the fastest and most flexible.” “For any business to boost sales by 50% is a dream come true
... The dtSearch component alone is invaluable to our business. It helps us ensure customers are
finding our products.”

SecondLook incorporates dtSearch into cloud-based DMS for insurance industry.
A Fortune 100 insurance company had the daunting challenge of analyzing 80 years of US history
relating to a single product and all of its uses. SecondLook’s solution permitted researchers to
aggregate newspaper and magazine articles, trade journals, government publications and more into
a single searchable database. “In the end, the Fortune 100 client found SecondLook’s solution
including the dtSearch Engine so useful that … colleagues subsequently acquired another
SecondLook site for a completely different document management project.”

NewsLink adds dtSearch. 
Densan Consultants developed NewsLink to meet their clients’ demands for a flexible, cost-effective
electronic media monitoring tool. Clients subscribe to as many information providers as they wish;
NewsLink then provides filters and procedures to integrate the content into a comprehensive Web-
based system. dtSearch “performance, service and functionality are much better than with anything
else we’ve seen ... Keep up the good work!”

InfoPreserve brings cloud-based document management embedding dtSearch to the
insurance claims industry. 
InfoPreserve's cloud-based document management application help companies with document
management, regulatory compliance — and in this case, insurance claims processing. From
KMWorld: “One of InfoPreserve’s customers, Medical Resources Management
(medicalresourcesmgmt.com) supports physicians, hospitals and medical facilities by managing
insurance claims processing ... InfoPreserve ‘does a great job. Even if we receive an inquiry without
complete information, we can find the document we need.’”

Doc-It Document Management System (Doc-It DM) for accountants adds in dtSearch. 
Doc-It DM is a complete digital document management solution for public accounting practices from
5 to 500 users. Doc-It DM includes software, training and implementation methodology developed
by accountants for accountants. “We found that dtSearch did the best job in indexing and searching
PDF files which is critical to our solution.” With “dtSearch it is now possible to have a single
document repository of over a terabyte.”

ISO adds dtSearch to engineering and safety application. 
Insurance Services Office is the leading supplier of statistical, actuarial, and underwriting
information for and about the property and casualty insurance industry. “We switched over to
dtSearch, because it had an easier development environment and better navigation functionality ...
dtSearch also had a more Web-oriented product ... dtSearch got the highest marks from our
systems engineering folks that I’ve ever heard of.”

Simon Delivers employs dtSearch to deliver searching to online shoppers.
From Internet Retailer, discussing Simon Delivers’ usage of dtSearch: Simon Delivers is the Web-
based grocer for the Minneapolis area. Its Web site includes over 8,000 SKUs, and grosses over $70
million in sales.“Customers shouldn’t have to worry about spacing, abbreviations or misspellings
when they are shopping and pressed for time. A good search function will take care of that
situation, and that is what ours does.”

From a Supermarket News article on Simon Delivers: “The company has attracted attention for
its search engine, provided by vendor dtSearch. ‘When customers are looking for grocery items,
they often have different descriptions like using “pasta” for “spaghetti” ... This search engine has
synonym searching, so it can accommodate interchangeable words. In addition, it accommodates
misspelled words.’” 

From SN (“Mastering the Online Game”): “SimonDelivers also improved the capability of its
search engine ... using a system from dtSearch ... The search engine can accommodate ‘bad
spelling’ and can sort products by nutritional class, such as low carb, low calorie, or low sodium.”

Online Advertising Playbook writer relies on dtSearch.
The Online Advertising Playbook: Tested Tactics and Proven Strategies from the Advertising
Research Foundation is a comprehensive guide to the world’s most important advertising medium.
The book provides effectiveness metrics, creative principles for online advertising, and much more.
“I couldn’t have written the book without dtSearch.” “dtSearch ... was invaluable.”

Contegra adds dtSearch to housing Web site.
The Urban Homesteading Assistance Board (UHAB) promotes self-help housing and community
building in low-income neighborhoods and supports the nation’s largest network of resident-
controlled, limited-equity housing co-operatives in New York City. UHAB works with more than
1,000 buildings in the city, the tenant leaders of which have widely varying levels of experience.
“We chose the dtSearch Engine because of its features and functionality. dtSearch integrated very
well with our taxonomy and online navigation.”

P&W Railroad turns to dtSearch for email search.
Founded in 1844, P&W is a regional freight railroad operating in Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut and New York. “It was a pleasant surprise to be up and running with such a powerful
tool in no time at all. I would wholeheartedly endorse dtSearch to anyone who is looking for a fast
and powerful text retrieval solution.”

“dtSearch [provides] fast indexing, searching, and retrieving from millions of text files ... M3
marketers can embed dtSearch's instant searching.” — Machine-to-Machine Marketing (M3)
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“Customer service has been superb. Thanks for a great product.”
—Investment Banking User

dtSearch “is nothing short of brilliant ... Many thanks for an outstanding product.”
— European Head of Security and Investigations at a major financial institution

“dtSearch is such a superior product that it has no equal. Yet you continue to find ways to improve
it! Kudos to your company and development team.”
— “Big 4” Accounting Firm user

“Wow - this is an AMAZING product.... [C]ongratulations to you and your team for coming up with a
terrific product. I’m a professional journalist and I’ve got nearly 15 years of work on my laptop’s
hard drive .... I put your program through some of my toughest tests for finding obscure
documents and information, and was really astonished at how fast and accurate it was.”
—Journalist

“As a writer, I found this program indispensable from the moment I got it, and vastly superior to
the Windows alternative. I use dtSearch daily, and it helps me work much more efficiently. It is
truly wonderful software.”
—Author, The Sound Bite Society: How Television Helps the Right and Hurts the Left

“Search terabytes of text in a second or less.” dtSearch offers “incredibly fast index searches ... and
can even adjust fuzzy operatives to varying levels of intensity.”
—Strategic Finance

Financial, Trade and News Case Studies Continued
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Leading ePublisher Olive embeds dtSearch in digital publishing and archiving solutions.
Olive Software has provided over 450 libraries, publishers, universities, and governments with digital
publishing and archiving solutions. With many new technologies and digital publishing “firsts” to its
credit, Olive Software is the leading provider of XML-based ePublishing technologies for the global
newspaper archive market. “From multimillion page, hundred year old archives to today’s issue of
leading international newspapers, dtSearch provides Olive’s customers with fast, accurate, and
easy-to-use solutions and Olive with one of the most successful ePublishing solutions in the market
today.”  “dtSearch rapidly provides search results for even the largest online archives ... Olive has
integrated the dtSearch solution in all of its SaaS solutions running in a Windows OS environment;
this includes, ActivePaper Daily, ActivePaper Archive, ActiveMagazine, and their new telephone
directory solution. Key to Olive’s success were dtSearch’s fast searching, results highlighting, search
results ranking, and fuzzy search capabilities.”

Nunwood: Fizz develops online research library embedding dtSearch for Bank of America.
Nunwood operates worldwide, providing strategic planning and customer insights for multinational
and global brands. Nunwood’s subsidiary, Fizz, specializes in developing aggregated and federated
search services. Bank of America commissioned Nunwood to develop an online research library to
improve the communication of key insights and guide business strategy from within. “The Bank of
America project required ultra-fast searching ... dtSearch has now become our number one search
indexing solution for a multitude of global clients.”

From KMWorld “Search Technology: A Spectrum of Options”:
"Cybergroup is a custom software development company that serves government and private
markets." A sample "context in which Cybergroup uses dtSearch is for e-commerce websites, when
a user needs to access information about a product during the transaction. 'A customer gets pricing
and product data such as item numbers from the website, but also may want to look at technical
documentation or reviews, which is unstructured ... 'dtSearch readily integrates these into a search
interface.'" "To tune relevancy, dtSearch can, for example, rank a certain word higher if it appears
in a particular field and lower it in another one.”

FotoWare embeds dtSearch in extensive digital assets product line. 
FotoWare has been delivering solutions for digital images since 1994. Customers include
newspapers, publishing groups, as well as other business segments with sizeable asset management
challenges. “Today we have stored more images in newspapers and magazines than any other
company in Europe. We always tell about dtSearch, and that we are very happy with the support
and the stability we experience with you.” The result is “a true, full-text search with sophisticated
search criteria” that “brings searching into a new dimension when it comes to speed.”

TradeFox embeds dtSearch in comprehensive supply chain trade-mapping solution.
TradeFox web-based solution facilitates strategic planning for global trade and operations in real
time, in accordance with international regulatory standards and customs regulations, with same day
“same page” collaboration. TradeFox also identifies buyers and sellers of products and services,
mapping them into their extended supply chains. “dtSearch’s ability to handle the growth of our
global library content with excellent speed, and that powerful spider to index external library
content, give powerful knowledge collection and delivery to our customers.” dtSearch “delivers
content with style.”

A National Association of Mortgage Brokers’ Strategic Partner, eDocfile adds dtSearch to
extensive image capture and retrieval arsenal.
eDocfile specializes in applications that capture and transmit image data, such as loan data.
eDocfile’s Identify Docs provides batch OCR of image files, outputting to a text file, a Microsoft
Searchable Tiff format, or text searchable PDF. “eDocfile recommends dtSearch. It will search not
only the PDF’s and Text Searchable Tiffs but also, most all other document types.”

Document management to the rescue for insurance company, with Fortis incorporating
dtSearch.
Westbrook’s Fortis provides a combined imaging and document management solution. From a ZDNet
article describing the insurance company implementation: “Customer service should improve,
because all policy information will be indexed and accessible from a central database.”

Certa Data employs DocuLex WebSearch™ embedding dtSearch. 
“Certa Data Corporation has been providing services to a plethora of organizations across the US
since the 1980’s, ranging in size from five employees to thousands ... CertiPay solutions integrate
payroll, financial management and human resource packages, providing seamless data transport
from punch to paycheck.” “For fast retrieval and delivery, Certa Data employs the DocuLex
WebSearch™ product.” WebSearch embeds the dtSearch Engine for “fast search and retrieval” along
with “options for setting departmental and document level permissions for file retrieval requests.”
“We can search and find anything in an instant. The WebSearch feature, a 100% browser-based
application, offers so many ways to locate a document.”

Cybergroup employs dtSearch to enhance retrieval on major metropolitan online directory.
Cybergroup provides a comprehensive range of Internet, Intranet, Extranet and Web site solutions
and services, with a primary focus on Web to database integration. “Our client needed to retrieve
and present information from local business web sites, as well as from their SQL databases. And
they needed to present relevant information to their searchers. Those requirements were ‘a natural’
for dtSearch ... With the enhancements we’ve added through dtSearch, our directory offers an
unparalleled search solution.”

Jacksonville and the beaches welcomes dtSearch.
The Jacksonville & the Beaches Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB) is the sales and marketing
agency responsible for attracting visitors to the Jacksonville metropolitan area. The CVB’s Website is
dedicated to selling greater Jacksonville as a convention and leisure travel destination on regional,
national and international levels. “People want to find things right away. My goal was to have
people find the information they need in three clicks or less. The addition of the search function
using dtSearch helps make that possible.”

Web-based multi-city guide embeds dtSearch.
“The dtSearch Engine provided enough flexibility to work in the complex environment of our Web
Server farm ... The dtSearch Engine interfaces were straight-forward and easy to work with. Their
native support for XML made indexing simple and efficient.” Finally, ”dtSearch technical staff ...
were there when we needed them.”

Cybergroup assists National Public Radio (NPR) with dtSearch implementation for custom
field delivery system.
NPR serves a growing audience of 25+ million Americans each week in partnership with hundreds of
independently operated public radio stations. Cybergroup provides a comprehensive range of
Internet and Intranet Web site solutions and services, with a primary focus on Web to database
integration. “NPR needed an internal search engine and an in-the-field article delivery system to
serve their many field journalists all over the world. We of course built the solution around
dtSearch, as it is the most powerful search engine out there.”

GVPi delivers PubPath℠ solution utilizing dtSearch for SAGE (CQ Press).
For over 25 years, GVPi has specialized in delivering projects on-time and within budget. GVPi’s
track record is reflected in its customer retention rate. In fact, the average GVPi customer has been
with GVPi for almost 10 years. One such customer is CQ Press. A SAGE Publications imprint, CQ
Press is the premier publisher of books, periodicals, and electronic products on American
government and politics, with an expanding list in international affairs, journalism and mass
communication. “Utilizing dtSearch allowed end users to perform searches across all of their
purchased content. The resulting platform lets CQ Press support millions of hits — including
concurrent search — while maintaining the instant availability that their subscribers demand.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching to WTO database for WorldTradeLaw.net.
WorldTradeLaw.net offers both a free resource library of current trade news and resources, as well
as a subscription service providing summary and analysis of all WTO reports and arbitrations; a
database of dispute settlement tables and statistics; and WTO cases, legal texts, and other
documents.“The dtSearch Engine provides instant data search access to the freely available content
as well as the subscribers’ content.” dtSearch offered “robust advanced search capabilities while
making it easy for users to find the best content for their needs.”

Passageways adds dtSearching to corporate portal for financial institutions.
Passageways provides corporate portal solutions for the financial services industries, connecting
employees, directors, partners and vendors. Passageways solutions are used to streamline
communications, increase collaboration and automate internal processes by replacing traditional
intranet solutions. dtSearch provides the capability to “instantly find the information” through “full
text search within your documents” and “displays only what your users are allowed to see via roles
and permissions.”

eFileCabinet has “upgraded ... its document-level indexing and full-text search
capabilities” with dtSearch.
From Investment News:  eFileCabinet “document management tool provides way for firms to
manage files electronically.” The product includes “document retention features ... along with work
flow features that can streamline the exchange of documents between users.” Current “document-
level indexing and full-text search capabilities ... reflect a collaboration with dtSearch Corp. That
company’s text retrieval technology includes the ability to search through just about any file type
and offers lots of field types for data searches. Speed is one of the things dtSearch has always
bragged about, and it is capable of searching terabytes of data within seconds.”

AppsPlus embeds dtSearch in IRS search site. 
AppsPlus’ clients for software development include industries ranging from the government,
insurance, banking, medical analysis — even projects for Microsoft. AppsPlus’ client wanted to
create a web site that could be used to search the IRS web site and other relevant sites, combining
full-text search with additional knowledge of the tax code and the layout of the IRS web site. “Once
again the dtSearch Engine comes through ... Fairly quickly we had the website up and running
using ASP.NET and C# ... In fact, using the dtSearch Engine Spider APIs, I found it could perform a
phenomenal amount of work with minimal programming.”

InContextNW delivers .NET Intranet solution for top-tier international communications and
public relations firm.
“We used dtSearch in our application to search everything: blogs, forums, Sharepoint, network file
shares (DMS and Office documents), RSS, XML, and even content beyond the firewall ... dtSearch
code examples, well-documented API’s and on-line support were invaluable in finding the correct
dtSearch solution and best practice. The first feedback from users? ‘It’s fast!’”

Incept Consulting embeds dtSearch in online classification directory.
Incept Consulting is a Chicago-based technology integration and development company focusing on
Microsoft products and the Microsoft .NET platform. One of Incept’s clients is the National Motor
Freight Traffic Association, Inc. (NMFTA), www.nmfta.org. NMFTA produces ClassIT 2.0, an online
version of the NMFC directory. For over 70 years, the NMFC has been the Freight Classification
Standard for both carriers and shippers. NMFTA hired Incept Consulting to streamline the searching
capabilities of its online NMFC directory. “With dtSearch installed, search response time is sub-
second. And the server load is dramatically reduced relative to the earlier search system.”

Online retail site makeover by Reditus Consulting, including dtSearch, results in 50%
increase in online sales transactions. 
Reditus is an online web strategy and development company.  Reditus’ client,
BestBuyEyeGlasses.com, tasked Reditus with enhancing the high-end eyewear retailer’s online
shopping site to increase sales transactions.  “By studying how customers interacted with the e-
commerce site, we recognized there were some process barriers that were translating into lost
sales.  When clients use your e-commerce solutions to showcase upwards of 40,000 products and
cater to millions of visitors monthly, even the slightest improvement can significantly impact the
bottom line ... Of all of the search engines we evaluated, we found dtSearch’s advanced technology
to be the fastest and most flexible.” “For any business to boost sales by 50% is a dream come true
... The dtSearch component alone is invaluable to our business. It helps us ensure customers are
finding our products.”

SecondLook incorporates dtSearch into cloud-based DMS for insurance industry.
A Fortune 100 insurance company had the daunting challenge of analyzing 80 years of US history
relating to a single product and all of its uses. SecondLook’s solution permitted researchers to
aggregate newspaper and magazine articles, trade journals, government publications and more into
a single searchable database. “In the end, the Fortune 100 client found SecondLook’s solution
including the dtSearch Engine so useful that … colleagues subsequently acquired another
SecondLook site for a completely different document management project.”

NewsLink adds dtSearch. 
Densan Consultants developed NewsLink to meet their clients’ demands for a flexible, cost-effective
electronic media monitoring tool. Clients subscribe to as many information providers as they wish;
NewsLink then provides filters and procedures to integrate the content into a comprehensive Web-
based system. dtSearch “performance, service and functionality are much better than with anything
else we’ve seen ... Keep up the good work!”

InfoPreserve brings cloud-based document management embedding dtSearch to the
insurance claims industry. 
InfoPreserve's cloud-based document management application help companies with document
management, regulatory compliance — and in this case, insurance claims processing. From
KMWorld: “One of InfoPreserve’s customers, Medical Resources Management
(medicalresourcesmgmt.com) supports physicians, hospitals and medical facilities by managing
insurance claims processing ... InfoPreserve ‘does a great job. Even if we receive an inquiry without
complete information, we can find the document we need.’”

Doc-It Document Management System (Doc-It DM) for accountants adds in dtSearch. 
Doc-It DM is a complete digital document management solution for public accounting practices from
5 to 500 users. Doc-It DM includes software, training and implementation methodology developed
by accountants for accountants. “We found that dtSearch did the best job in indexing and searching
PDF files which is critical to our solution.” With “dtSearch it is now possible to have a single
document repository of over a terabyte.”

ISO adds dtSearch to engineering and safety application. 
Insurance Services Office is the leading supplier of statistical, actuarial, and underwriting
information for and about the property and casualty insurance industry. “We switched over to
dtSearch, because it had an easier development environment and better navigation functionality ...
dtSearch also had a more Web-oriented product ... dtSearch got the highest marks from our
systems engineering folks that I’ve ever heard of.”

Simon Delivers employs dtSearch to deliver searching to online shoppers.
From Internet Retailer, discussing Simon Delivers’ usage of dtSearch: Simon Delivers is the Web-
based grocer for the Minneapolis area. Its Web site includes over 8,000 SKUs, and grosses over $70
million in sales.“Customers shouldn’t have to worry about spacing, abbreviations or misspellings
when they are shopping and pressed for time. A good search function will take care of that
situation, and that is what ours does.”

From a Supermarket News article on Simon Delivers: “The company has attracted attention for
its search engine, provided by vendor dtSearch. ‘When customers are looking for grocery items,
they often have different descriptions like using “pasta” for “spaghetti” ... This search engine has
synonym searching, so it can accommodate interchangeable words. In addition, it accommodates
misspelled words.’” 

From SN (“Mastering the Online Game”): “SimonDelivers also improved the capability of its
search engine ... using a system from dtSearch ... The search engine can accommodate ‘bad
spelling’ and can sort products by nutritional class, such as low carb, low calorie, or low sodium.”

Online Advertising Playbook writer relies on dtSearch.
The Online Advertising Playbook: Tested Tactics and Proven Strategies from the Advertising
Research Foundation is a comprehensive guide to the world’s most important advertising medium.
The book provides effectiveness metrics, creative principles for online advertising, and much more.
“I couldn’t have written the book without dtSearch.” “dtSearch ... was invaluable.”

Contegra adds dtSearch to housing Web site.
The Urban Homesteading Assistance Board (UHAB) promotes self-help housing and community
building in low-income neighborhoods and supports the nation’s largest network of resident-
controlled, limited-equity housing co-operatives in New York City. UHAB works with more than
1,000 buildings in the city, the tenant leaders of which have widely varying levels of experience.
“We chose the dtSearch Engine because of its features and functionality. dtSearch integrated very
well with our taxonomy and online navigation.”

P&W Railroad turns to dtSearch for email search.
Founded in 1844, P&W is a regional freight railroad operating in Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut and New York. “It was a pleasant surprise to be up and running with such a powerful
tool in no time at all. I would wholeheartedly endorse dtSearch to anyone who is looking for a fast
and powerful text retrieval solution.”

“dtSearch [provides] fast indexing, searching, and retrieving from millions of text files ... M3
marketers can embed dtSearch's instant searching.” — Machine-to-Machine Marketing (M3)
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“Customer service has been superb. Thanks for a great product.”
—Investment Banking User

dtSearch “is nothing short of brilliant ... Many thanks for an outstanding product.”
— European Head of Security and Investigations at a major financial institution

“dtSearch is such a superior product that it has no equal. Yet you continue to find ways to improve
it! Kudos to your company and development team.”
— “Big 4” Accounting Firm user

“Wow - this is an AMAZING product.... [C]ongratulations to you and your team for coming up with a
terrific product. I’m a professional journalist and I’ve got nearly 15 years of work on my laptop’s
hard drive .... I put your program through some of my toughest tests for finding obscure
documents and information, and was really astonished at how fast and accurate it was.”
—Journalist

“As a writer, I found this program indispensable from the moment I got it, and vastly superior to
the Windows alternative. I use dtSearch daily, and it helps me work much more efficiently. It is
truly wonderful software.”
—Author, The Sound Bite Society: How Television Helps the Right and Hurts the Left

“Search terabytes of text in a second or less.” dtSearch offers “incredibly fast index searches ... and
can even adjust fuzzy operatives to varying levels of intensity.”
—Strategic Finance
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Leading ePublisher Olive embeds dtSearch in digital publishing and archiving solutions.
Olive Software has provided over 450 libraries, publishers, universities, and governments with digital
publishing and archiving solutions. With many new technologies and digital publishing “firsts” to its
credit, Olive Software is the leading provider of XML-based ePublishing technologies for the global
newspaper archive market. “From multimillion page, hundred year old archives to today’s issue of
leading international newspapers, dtSearch provides Olive’s customers with fast, accurate, and
easy-to-use solutions and Olive with one of the most successful ePublishing solutions in the market
today.”  “dtSearch rapidly provides search results for even the largest online archives ... Olive has
integrated the dtSearch solution in all of its SaaS solutions running in a Windows OS environment;
this includes, ActivePaper Daily, ActivePaper Archive, ActiveMagazine, and their new telephone
directory solution. Key to Olive’s success were dtSearch’s fast searching, results highlighting, search
results ranking, and fuzzy search capabilities.”

Nunwood: Fizz develops online research library embedding dtSearch for Bank of America.
Nunwood operates worldwide, providing strategic planning and customer insights for multinational
and global brands. Nunwood’s subsidiary, Fizz, specializes in developing aggregated and federated
search services. Bank of America commissioned Nunwood to develop an online research library to
improve the communication of key insights and guide business strategy from within. “The Bank of
America project required ultra-fast searching ... dtSearch has now become our number one search
indexing solution for a multitude of global clients.”

From KMWorld “Search Technology: A Spectrum of Options”:
"Cybergroup is a custom software development company that serves government and private
markets." A sample "context in which Cybergroup uses dtSearch is for e-commerce websites, when
a user needs to access information about a product during the transaction. 'A customer gets pricing
and product data such as item numbers from the website, but also may want to look at technical
documentation or reviews, which is unstructured ... 'dtSearch readily integrates these into a search
interface.'" "To tune relevancy, dtSearch can, for example, rank a certain word higher if it appears
in a particular field and lower it in another one.”

FotoWare embeds dtSearch in extensive digital assets product line. 
FotoWare has been delivering solutions for digital images since 1994. Customers include
newspapers, publishing groups, as well as other business segments with sizeable asset management
challenges. “Today we have stored more images in newspapers and magazines than any other
company in Europe. We always tell about dtSearch, and that we are very happy with the support
and the stability we experience with you.” The result is “a true, full-text search with sophisticated
search criteria” that “brings searching into a new dimension when it comes to speed.”

TradeFox embeds dtSearch in comprehensive supply chain trade-mapping solution.
TradeFox web-based solution facilitates strategic planning for global trade and operations in real
time, in accordance with international regulatory standards and customs regulations, with same day
“same page” collaboration. TradeFox also identifies buyers and sellers of products and services,
mapping them into their extended supply chains. “dtSearch’s ability to handle the growth of our
global library content with excellent speed, and that powerful spider to index external library
content, give powerful knowledge collection and delivery to our customers.” dtSearch “delivers
content with style.”

A National Association of Mortgage Brokers’ Strategic Partner, eDocfile adds dtSearch to
extensive image capture and retrieval arsenal.
eDocfile specializes in applications that capture and transmit image data, such as loan data.
eDocfile’s Identify Docs provides batch OCR of image files, outputting to a text file, a Microsoft
Searchable Tiff format, or text searchable PDF. “eDocfile recommends dtSearch. It will search not
only the PDF’s and Text Searchable Tiffs but also, most all other document types.”

Document management to the rescue for insurance company, with Fortis incorporating
dtSearch.
Westbrook’s Fortis provides a combined imaging and document management solution. From a ZDNet
article describing the insurance company implementation: “Customer service should improve,
because all policy information will be indexed and accessible from a central database.”

Certa Data employs DocuLex WebSearch™ embedding dtSearch. 
“Certa Data Corporation has been providing services to a plethora of organizations across the US
since the 1980’s, ranging in size from five employees to thousands ... CertiPay solutions integrate
payroll, financial management and human resource packages, providing seamless data transport
from punch to paycheck.” “For fast retrieval and delivery, Certa Data employs the DocuLex
WebSearch™ product.” WebSearch embeds the dtSearch Engine for “fast search and retrieval” along
with “options for setting departmental and document level permissions for file retrieval requests.”
“We can search and find anything in an instant. The WebSearch feature, a 100% browser-based
application, offers so many ways to locate a document.”

Cybergroup employs dtSearch to enhance retrieval on major metropolitan online directory.
Cybergroup provides a comprehensive range of Internet, Intranet, Extranet and Web site solutions
and services, with a primary focus on Web to database integration. “Our client needed to retrieve
and present information from local business web sites, as well as from their SQL databases. And
they needed to present relevant information to their searchers. Those requirements were ‘a natural’
for dtSearch ... With the enhancements we’ve added through dtSearch, our directory offers an
unparalleled search solution.”

Jacksonville and the beaches welcomes dtSearch.
The Jacksonville & the Beaches Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB) is the sales and marketing
agency responsible for attracting visitors to the Jacksonville metropolitan area. The CVB’s Website is
dedicated to selling greater Jacksonville as a convention and leisure travel destination on regional,
national and international levels. “People want to find things right away. My goal was to have
people find the information they need in three clicks or less. The addition of the search function
using dtSearch helps make that possible.”

Web-based multi-city guide embeds dtSearch.
“The dtSearch Engine provided enough flexibility to work in the complex environment of our Web
Server farm ... The dtSearch Engine interfaces were straight-forward and easy to work with. Their
native support for XML made indexing simple and efficient.” Finally, ”dtSearch technical staff ...
were there when we needed them.”

Cybergroup assists National Public Radio (NPR) with dtSearch implementation for custom
field delivery system.
NPR serves a growing audience of 25+ million Americans each week in partnership with hundreds of
independently operated public radio stations. Cybergroup provides a comprehensive range of
Internet and Intranet Web site solutions and services, with a primary focus on Web to database
integration. “NPR needed an internal search engine and an in-the-field article delivery system to
serve their many field journalists all over the world. We of course built the solution around
dtSearch, as it is the most powerful search engine out there.”

GVPi delivers PubPath℠ solution utilizing dtSearch for SAGE (CQ Press).
For over 25 years, GVPi has specialized in delivering projects on-time and within budget. GVPi’s
track record is reflected in its customer retention rate. In fact, the average GVPi customer has been
with GVPi for almost 10 years. One such customer is CQ Press. A SAGE Publications imprint, CQ
Press is the premier publisher of books, periodicals, and electronic products on American
government and politics, with an expanding list in international affairs, journalism and mass
communication. “Utilizing dtSearch allowed end users to perform searches across all of their
purchased content. The resulting platform lets CQ Press support millions of hits — including
concurrent search — while maintaining the instant availability that their subscribers demand.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching to WTO database for WorldTradeLaw.net.
WorldTradeLaw.net offers both a free resource library of current trade news and resources, as well
as a subscription service providing summary and analysis of all WTO reports and arbitrations; a
database of dispute settlement tables and statistics; and WTO cases, legal texts, and other
documents.“The dtSearch Engine provides instant data search access to the freely available content
as well as the subscribers’ content.” dtSearch offered “robust advanced search capabilities while
making it easy for users to find the best content for their needs.”

Passageways adds dtSearching to corporate portal for financial institutions.
Passageways provides corporate portal solutions for the financial services industries, connecting
employees, directors, partners and vendors. Passageways solutions are used to streamline
communications, increase collaboration and automate internal processes by replacing traditional
intranet solutions. dtSearch provides the capability to “instantly find the information” through “full
text search within your documents” and “displays only what your users are allowed to see via roles
and permissions.”

eFileCabinet has “upgraded ... its document-level indexing and full-text search
capabilities” with dtSearch.
From Investment News:  eFileCabinet “document management tool provides way for firms to
manage files electronically.” The product includes “document retention features ... along with work
flow features that can streamline the exchange of documents between users.” Current “document-
level indexing and full-text search capabilities ... reflect a collaboration with dtSearch Corp. That
company’s text retrieval technology includes the ability to search through just about any file type
and offers lots of field types for data searches. Speed is one of the things dtSearch has always
bragged about, and it is capable of searching terabytes of data within seconds.”

AppsPlus embeds dtSearch in IRS search site. 
AppsPlus’ clients for software development include industries ranging from the government,
insurance, banking, medical analysis — even projects for Microsoft. AppsPlus’ client wanted to
create a web site that could be used to search the IRS web site and other relevant sites, combining
full-text search with additional knowledge of the tax code and the layout of the IRS web site. “Once
again the dtSearch Engine comes through ... Fairly quickly we had the website up and running
using ASP.NET and C# ... In fact, using the dtSearch Engine Spider APIs, I found it could perform a
phenomenal amount of work with minimal programming.”

InContextNW delivers .NET Intranet solution for top-tier international communications and
public relations firm.
“We used dtSearch in our application to search everything: blogs, forums, Sharepoint, network file
shares (DMS and Office documents), RSS, XML, and even content beyond the firewall ... dtSearch
code examples, well-documented API’s and on-line support were invaluable in finding the correct
dtSearch solution and best practice. The first feedback from users? ‘It’s fast!’”

Incept Consulting embeds dtSearch in online classification directory.
Incept Consulting is a Chicago-based technology integration and development company focusing on
Microsoft products and the Microsoft .NET platform. One of Incept’s clients is the National Motor
Freight Traffic Association, Inc. (NMFTA), www.nmfta.org. NMFTA produces ClassIT 2.0, an online
version of the NMFC directory. For over 70 years, the NMFC has been the Freight Classification
Standard for both carriers and shippers. NMFTA hired Incept Consulting to streamline the searching
capabilities of its online NMFC directory. “With dtSearch installed, search response time is sub-
second. And the server load is dramatically reduced relative to the earlier search system.”

Online retail site makeover by Reditus Consulting, including dtSearch, results in 50%
increase in online sales transactions. 
Reditus is an online web strategy and development company.  Reditus’ client,
BestBuyEyeGlasses.com, tasked Reditus with enhancing the high-end eyewear retailer’s online
shopping site to increase sales transactions.  “By studying how customers interacted with the e-
commerce site, we recognized there were some process barriers that were translating into lost
sales.  When clients use your e-commerce solutions to showcase upwards of 40,000 products and
cater to millions of visitors monthly, even the slightest improvement can significantly impact the
bottom line ... Of all of the search engines we evaluated, we found dtSearch’s advanced technology
to be the fastest and most flexible.” “For any business to boost sales by 50% is a dream come true
... The dtSearch component alone is invaluable to our business. It helps us ensure customers are
finding our products.”

SecondLook incorporates dtSearch into cloud-based DMS for insurance industry.
A Fortune 100 insurance company had the daunting challenge of analyzing 80 years of US history
relating to a single product and all of its uses. SecondLook’s solution permitted researchers to
aggregate newspaper and magazine articles, trade journals, government publications and more into
a single searchable database. “In the end, the Fortune 100 client found SecondLook’s solution
including the dtSearch Engine so useful that … colleagues subsequently acquired another
SecondLook site for a completely different document management project.”

NewsLink adds dtSearch. 
Densan Consultants developed NewsLink to meet their clients’ demands for a flexible, cost-effective
electronic media monitoring tool. Clients subscribe to as many information providers as they wish;
NewsLink then provides filters and procedures to integrate the content into a comprehensive Web-
based system. dtSearch “performance, service and functionality are much better than with anything
else we’ve seen ... Keep up the good work!”

InfoPreserve brings cloud-based document management embedding dtSearch to the
insurance claims industry. 
InfoPreserve's cloud-based document management application help companies with document
management, regulatory compliance — and in this case, insurance claims processing. From
KMWorld: “One of InfoPreserve’s customers, Medical Resources Management
(medicalresourcesmgmt.com) supports physicians, hospitals and medical facilities by managing
insurance claims processing ... InfoPreserve ‘does a great job. Even if we receive an inquiry without
complete information, we can find the document we need.’”

Doc-It Document Management System (Doc-It DM) for accountants adds in dtSearch. 
Doc-It DM is a complete digital document management solution for public accounting practices from
5 to 500 users. Doc-It DM includes software, training and implementation methodology developed
by accountants for accountants. “We found that dtSearch did the best job in indexing and searching
PDF files which is critical to our solution.” With “dtSearch it is now possible to have a single
document repository of over a terabyte.”

ISO adds dtSearch to engineering and safety application. 
Insurance Services Office is the leading supplier of statistical, actuarial, and underwriting
information for and about the property and casualty insurance industry. “We switched over to
dtSearch, because it had an easier development environment and better navigation functionality ...
dtSearch also had a more Web-oriented product ... dtSearch got the highest marks from our
systems engineering folks that I’ve ever heard of.”

Simon Delivers employs dtSearch to deliver searching to online shoppers.
From Internet Retailer, discussing Simon Delivers’ usage of dtSearch: Simon Delivers is the Web-
based grocer for the Minneapolis area. Its Web site includes over 8,000 SKUs, and grosses over $70
million in sales.“Customers shouldn’t have to worry about spacing, abbreviations or misspellings
when they are shopping and pressed for time. A good search function will take care of that
situation, and that is what ours does.”

From a Supermarket News article on Simon Delivers: “The company has attracted attention for
its search engine, provided by vendor dtSearch. ‘When customers are looking for grocery items,
they often have different descriptions like using “pasta” for “spaghetti” ... This search engine has
synonym searching, so it can accommodate interchangeable words. In addition, it accommodates
misspelled words.’” 

From SN (“Mastering the Online Game”): “SimonDelivers also improved the capability of its
search engine ... using a system from dtSearch ... The search engine can accommodate ‘bad
spelling’ and can sort products by nutritional class, such as low carb, low calorie, or low sodium.”

Online Advertising Playbook writer relies on dtSearch.
The Online Advertising Playbook: Tested Tactics and Proven Strategies from the Advertising
Research Foundation is a comprehensive guide to the world’s most important advertising medium.
The book provides effectiveness metrics, creative principles for online advertising, and much more.
“I couldn’t have written the book without dtSearch.” “dtSearch ... was invaluable.”

Contegra adds dtSearch to housing Web site.
The Urban Homesteading Assistance Board (UHAB) promotes self-help housing and community
building in low-income neighborhoods and supports the nation’s largest network of resident-
controlled, limited-equity housing co-operatives in New York City. UHAB works with more than
1,000 buildings in the city, the tenant leaders of which have widely varying levels of experience.
“We chose the dtSearch Engine because of its features and functionality. dtSearch integrated very
well with our taxonomy and online navigation.”

P&W Railroad turns to dtSearch for email search.
Founded in 1844, P&W is a regional freight railroad operating in Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut and New York. “It was a pleasant surprise to be up and running with such a powerful
tool in no time at all. I would wholeheartedly endorse dtSearch to anyone who is looking for a fast
and powerful text retrieval solution.”

“dtSearch [provides] fast indexing, searching, and retrieving from millions of text files ... M3
marketers can embed dtSearch's instant searching.” — Machine-to-Machine Marketing (M3)
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“Customer service has been superb. Thanks for a great product.”
—Investment Banking User

dtSearch “is nothing short of brilliant ... Many thanks for an outstanding product.”
— European Head of Security and Investigations at a major financial institution

“dtSearch is such a superior product that it has no equal. Yet you continue to find ways to improve
it! Kudos to your company and development team.”
— “Big 4” Accounting Firm user

“Wow - this is an AMAZING product.... [C]ongratulations to you and your team for coming up with a
terrific product. I’m a professional journalist and I’ve got nearly 15 years of work on my laptop’s
hard drive .... I put your program through some of my toughest tests for finding obscure
documents and information, and was really astonished at how fast and accurate it was.”
—Journalist

“As a writer, I found this program indispensable from the moment I got it, and vastly superior to
the Windows alternative. I use dtSearch daily, and it helps me work much more efficiently. It is
truly wonderful software.”
—Author, The Sound Bite Society: How Television Helps the Right and Hurts the Left

“Search terabytes of text in a second or less.” dtSearch offers “incredibly fast index searches ... and
can even adjust fuzzy operatives to varying levels of intensity.”
—Strategic Finance
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Leading ePublisher Olive embeds dtSearch in digital publishing and archiving solutions.
Olive Software has provided over 450 libraries, publishers, universities, and governments with digital
publishing and archiving solutions. With many new technologies and digital publishing “firsts” to its
credit, Olive Software is the leading provider of XML-based ePublishing technologies for the global
newspaper archive market. “From multimillion page, hundred year old archives to today’s issue of
leading international newspapers, dtSearch provides Olive’s customers with fast, accurate, and
easy-to-use solutions and Olive with one of the most successful ePublishing solutions in the market
today.”  “dtSearch rapidly provides search results for even the largest online archives ... Olive has
integrated the dtSearch solution in all of its SaaS solutions running in a Windows OS environment;
this includes, ActivePaper Daily, ActivePaper Archive, ActiveMagazine, and their new telephone
directory solution. Key to Olive’s success were dtSearch’s fast searching, results highlighting, search
results ranking, and fuzzy search capabilities.”

Nunwood: Fizz develops online research library embedding dtSearch for Bank of America.
Nunwood operates worldwide, providing strategic planning and customer insights for multinational
and global brands. Nunwood’s subsidiary, Fizz, specializes in developing aggregated and federated
search services. Bank of America commissioned Nunwood to develop an online research library to
improve the communication of key insights and guide business strategy from within. “The Bank of
America project required ultra-fast searching ... dtSearch has now become our number one search
indexing solution for a multitude of global clients.”

From KMWorld “Search Technology: A Spectrum of Options”:
"Cybergroup is a custom software development company that serves government and private
markets." A sample "context in which Cybergroup uses dtSearch is for e-commerce websites, when
a user needs to access information about a product during the transaction. 'A customer gets pricing
and product data such as item numbers from the website, but also may want to look at technical
documentation or reviews, which is unstructured ... 'dtSearch readily integrates these into a search
interface.'" "To tune relevancy, dtSearch can, for example, rank a certain word higher if it appears
in a particular field and lower it in another one.”

FotoWare embeds dtSearch in extensive digital assets product line. 
FotoWare has been delivering solutions for digital images since 1994. Customers include
newspapers, publishing groups, as well as other business segments with sizeable asset management
challenges. “Today we have stored more images in newspapers and magazines than any other
company in Europe. We always tell about dtSearch, and that we are very happy with the support
and the stability we experience with you.” The result is “a true, full-text search with sophisticated
search criteria” that “brings searching into a new dimension when it comes to speed.”

TradeFox embeds dtSearch in comprehensive supply chain trade-mapping solution.
TradeFox web-based solution facilitates strategic planning for global trade and operations in real
time, in accordance with international regulatory standards and customs regulations, with same day
“same page” collaboration. TradeFox also identifies buyers and sellers of products and services,
mapping them into their extended supply chains. “dtSearch’s ability to handle the growth of our
global library content with excellent speed, and that powerful spider to index external library
content, give powerful knowledge collection and delivery to our customers.” dtSearch “delivers
content with style.”

A National Association of Mortgage Brokers’ Strategic Partner, eDocfile adds dtSearch to
extensive image capture and retrieval arsenal.
eDocfile specializes in applications that capture and transmit image data, such as loan data.
eDocfile’s Identify Docs provides batch OCR of image files, outputting to a text file, a Microsoft
Searchable Tiff format, or text searchable PDF. “eDocfile recommends dtSearch. It will search not
only the PDF’s and Text Searchable Tiffs but also, most all other document types.”

Document management to the rescue for insurance company, with Fortis incorporating
dtSearch.
Westbrook’s Fortis provides a combined imaging and document management solution. From a ZDNet
article describing the insurance company implementation: “Customer service should improve,
because all policy information will be indexed and accessible from a central database.”

Certa Data employs DocuLex WebSearch™ embedding dtSearch. 
“Certa Data Corporation has been providing services to a plethora of organizations across the US
since the 1980’s, ranging in size from five employees to thousands ... CertiPay solutions integrate
payroll, financial management and human resource packages, providing seamless data transport
from punch to paycheck.” “For fast retrieval and delivery, Certa Data employs the DocuLex
WebSearch™ product.” WebSearch embeds the dtSearch Engine for “fast search and retrieval” along
with “options for setting departmental and document level permissions for file retrieval requests.”
“We can search and find anything in an instant. The WebSearch feature, a 100% browser-based
application, offers so many ways to locate a document.”

Cybergroup employs dtSearch to enhance retrieval on major metropolitan online directory.
Cybergroup provides a comprehensive range of Internet, Intranet, Extranet and Web site solutions
and services, with a primary focus on Web to database integration. “Our client needed to retrieve
and present information from local business web sites, as well as from their SQL databases. And
they needed to present relevant information to their searchers. Those requirements were ‘a natural’
for dtSearch ... With the enhancements we’ve added through dtSearch, our directory offers an
unparalleled search solution.”

Jacksonville and the beaches welcomes dtSearch.
The Jacksonville & the Beaches Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB) is the sales and marketing
agency responsible for attracting visitors to the Jacksonville metropolitan area. The CVB’s Website is
dedicated to selling greater Jacksonville as a convention and leisure travel destination on regional,
national and international levels. “People want to find things right away. My goal was to have
people find the information they need in three clicks or less. The addition of the search function
using dtSearch helps make that possible.”

Web-based multi-city guide embeds dtSearch.
“The dtSearch Engine provided enough flexibility to work in the complex environment of our Web
Server farm ... The dtSearch Engine interfaces were straight-forward and easy to work with. Their
native support for XML made indexing simple and efficient.” Finally, ”dtSearch technical staff ...
were there when we needed them.”

Cybergroup assists National Public Radio (NPR) with dtSearch implementation for custom
field delivery system.
NPR serves a growing audience of 25+ million Americans each week in partnership with hundreds of
independently operated public radio stations. Cybergroup provides a comprehensive range of
Internet and Intranet Web site solutions and services, with a primary focus on Web to database
integration. “NPR needed an internal search engine and an in-the-field article delivery system to
serve their many field journalists all over the world. We of course built the solution around
dtSearch, as it is the most powerful search engine out there.”

GVPi delivers PubPath℠ solution utilizing dtSearch for SAGE (CQ Press).
For over 25 years, GVPi has specialized in delivering projects on-time and within budget. GVPi’s
track record is reflected in its customer retention rate. In fact, the average GVPi customer has been
with GVPi for almost 10 years. One such customer is CQ Press. A SAGE Publications imprint, CQ
Press is the premier publisher of books, periodicals, and electronic products on American
government and politics, with an expanding list in international affairs, journalism and mass
communication. “Utilizing dtSearch allowed end users to perform searches across all of their
purchased content. The resulting platform lets CQ Press support millions of hits — including
concurrent search — while maintaining the instant availability that their subscribers demand.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching to WTO database for WorldTradeLaw.net.
WorldTradeLaw.net offers both a free resource library of current trade news and resources, as well
as a subscription service providing summary and analysis of all WTO reports and arbitrations; a
database of dispute settlement tables and statistics; and WTO cases, legal texts, and other
documents.“The dtSearch Engine provides instant data search access to the freely available content
as well as the subscribers’ content.” dtSearch offered “robust advanced search capabilities while
making it easy for users to find the best content for their needs.”

Passageways adds dtSearching to corporate portal for financial institutions.
Passageways provides corporate portal solutions for the financial services industries, connecting
employees, directors, partners and vendors. Passageways solutions are used to streamline
communications, increase collaboration and automate internal processes by replacing traditional
intranet solutions. dtSearch provides the capability to “instantly find the information” through “full
text search within your documents” and “displays only what your users are allowed to see via roles
and permissions.”

eFileCabinet has “upgraded ... its document-level indexing and full-text search
capabilities” with dtSearch.
From Investment News:  eFileCabinet “document management tool provides way for firms to
manage files electronically.” The product includes “document retention features ... along with work
flow features that can streamline the exchange of documents between users.” Current “document-
level indexing and full-text search capabilities ... reflect a collaboration with dtSearch Corp. That
company’s text retrieval technology includes the ability to search through just about any file type
and offers lots of field types for data searches. Speed is one of the things dtSearch has always
bragged about, and it is capable of searching terabytes of data within seconds.”

AppsPlus embeds dtSearch in IRS search site. 
AppsPlus’ clients for software development include industries ranging from the government,
insurance, banking, medical analysis — even projects for Microsoft. AppsPlus’ client wanted to
create a web site that could be used to search the IRS web site and other relevant sites, combining
full-text search with additional knowledge of the tax code and the layout of the IRS web site. “Once
again the dtSearch Engine comes through ... Fairly quickly we had the website up and running
using ASP.NET and C# ... In fact, using the dtSearch Engine Spider APIs, I found it could perform a
phenomenal amount of work with minimal programming.”

InContextNW delivers .NET Intranet solution for top-tier international communications and
public relations firm.
“We used dtSearch in our application to search everything: blogs, forums, Sharepoint, network file
shares (DMS and Office documents), RSS, XML, and even content beyond the firewall ... dtSearch
code examples, well-documented API’s and on-line support were invaluable in finding the correct
dtSearch solution and best practice. The first feedback from users? ‘It’s fast!’”

Incept Consulting embeds dtSearch in online classification directory.
Incept Consulting is a Chicago-based technology integration and development company focusing on
Microsoft products and the Microsoft .NET platform. One of Incept’s clients is the National Motor
Freight Traffic Association, Inc. (NMFTA), www.nmfta.org. NMFTA produces ClassIT 2.0, an online
version of the NMFC directory. For over 70 years, the NMFC has been the Freight Classification
Standard for both carriers and shippers. NMFTA hired Incept Consulting to streamline the searching
capabilities of its online NMFC directory. “With dtSearch installed, search response time is sub-
second. And the server load is dramatically reduced relative to the earlier search system.”

Online retail site makeover by Reditus Consulting, including dtSearch, results in 50%
increase in online sales transactions. 
Reditus is an online web strategy and development company.  Reditus’ client,
BestBuyEyeGlasses.com, tasked Reditus with enhancing the high-end eyewear retailer’s online
shopping site to increase sales transactions.  “By studying how customers interacted with the e-
commerce site, we recognized there were some process barriers that were translating into lost
sales.  When clients use your e-commerce solutions to showcase upwards of 40,000 products and
cater to millions of visitors monthly, even the slightest improvement can significantly impact the
bottom line ... Of all of the search engines we evaluated, we found dtSearch’s advanced technology
to be the fastest and most flexible.” “For any business to boost sales by 50% is a dream come true
... The dtSearch component alone is invaluable to our business. It helps us ensure customers are
finding our products.”

SecondLook incorporates dtSearch into cloud-based DMS for insurance industry.
A Fortune 100 insurance company had the daunting challenge of analyzing 80 years of US history
relating to a single product and all of its uses. SecondLook’s solution permitted researchers to
aggregate newspaper and magazine articles, trade journals, government publications and more into
a single searchable database. “In the end, the Fortune 100 client found SecondLook’s solution
including the dtSearch Engine so useful that … colleagues subsequently acquired another
SecondLook site for a completely different document management project.”

NewsLink adds dtSearch. 
Densan Consultants developed NewsLink to meet their clients’ demands for a flexible, cost-effective
electronic media monitoring tool. Clients subscribe to as many information providers as they wish;
NewsLink then provides filters and procedures to integrate the content into a comprehensive Web-
based system. dtSearch “performance, service and functionality are much better than with anything
else we’ve seen ... Keep up the good work!”

InfoPreserve brings cloud-based document management embedding dtSearch to the
insurance claims industry. 
InfoPreserve's cloud-based document management application help companies with document
management, regulatory compliance — and in this case, insurance claims processing. From
KMWorld: “One of InfoPreserve’s customers, Medical Resources Management
(medicalresourcesmgmt.com) supports physicians, hospitals and medical facilities by managing
insurance claims processing ... InfoPreserve ‘does a great job. Even if we receive an inquiry without
complete information, we can find the document we need.’”

Doc-It Document Management System (Doc-It DM) for accountants adds in dtSearch. 
Doc-It DM is a complete digital document management solution for public accounting practices from
5 to 500 users. Doc-It DM includes software, training and implementation methodology developed
by accountants for accountants. “We found that dtSearch did the best job in indexing and searching
PDF files which is critical to our solution.” With “dtSearch it is now possible to have a single
document repository of over a terabyte.”

ISO adds dtSearch to engineering and safety application. 
Insurance Services Office is the leading supplier of statistical, actuarial, and underwriting
information for and about the property and casualty insurance industry. “We switched over to
dtSearch, because it had an easier development environment and better navigation functionality ...
dtSearch also had a more Web-oriented product ... dtSearch got the highest marks from our
systems engineering folks that I’ve ever heard of.”

Simon Delivers employs dtSearch to deliver searching to online shoppers.
From Internet Retailer, discussing Simon Delivers’ usage of dtSearch: Simon Delivers is the Web-
based grocer for the Minneapolis area. Its Web site includes over 8,000 SKUs, and grosses over $70
million in sales.“Customers shouldn’t have to worry about spacing, abbreviations or misspellings
when they are shopping and pressed for time. A good search function will take care of that
situation, and that is what ours does.”

From a Supermarket News article on Simon Delivers: “The company has attracted attention for
its search engine, provided by vendor dtSearch. ‘When customers are looking for grocery items,
they often have different descriptions like using “pasta” for “spaghetti” ... This search engine has
synonym searching, so it can accommodate interchangeable words. In addition, it accommodates
misspelled words.’” 

From SN (“Mastering the Online Game”): “SimonDelivers also improved the capability of its
search engine ... using a system from dtSearch ... The search engine can accommodate ‘bad
spelling’ and can sort products by nutritional class, such as low carb, low calorie, or low sodium.”

Online Advertising Playbook writer relies on dtSearch.
The Online Advertising Playbook: Tested Tactics and Proven Strategies from the Advertising
Research Foundation is a comprehensive guide to the world’s most important advertising medium.
The book provides effectiveness metrics, creative principles for online advertising, and much more.
“I couldn’t have written the book without dtSearch.” “dtSearch ... was invaluable.”

Contegra adds dtSearch to housing Web site.
The Urban Homesteading Assistance Board (UHAB) promotes self-help housing and community
building in low-income neighborhoods and supports the nation’s largest network of resident-
controlled, limited-equity housing co-operatives in New York City. UHAB works with more than
1,000 buildings in the city, the tenant leaders of which have widely varying levels of experience.
“We chose the dtSearch Engine because of its features and functionality. dtSearch integrated very
well with our taxonomy and online navigation.”

P&W Railroad turns to dtSearch for email search.
Founded in 1844, P&W is a regional freight railroad operating in Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut and New York. “It was a pleasant surprise to be up and running with such a powerful
tool in no time at all. I would wholeheartedly endorse dtSearch to anyone who is looking for a fast
and powerful text retrieval solution.”

“dtSearch [provides] fast indexing, searching, and retrieving from millions of text files ... M3
marketers can embed dtSearch's instant searching.” — Machine-to-Machine Marketing (M3)
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“Customer service has been superb. Thanks for a great product.”
—Investment Banking User

dtSearch “is nothing short of brilliant ... Many thanks for an outstanding product.”
— European Head of Security and Investigations at a major financial institution

“dtSearch is such a superior product that it has no equal. Yet you continue to find ways to improve
it! Kudos to your company and development team.”
— “Big 4” Accounting Firm user

“Wow - this is an AMAZING product.... [C]ongratulations to you and your team for coming up with a
terrific product. I’m a professional journalist and I’ve got nearly 15 years of work on my laptop’s
hard drive .... I put your program through some of my toughest tests for finding obscure
documents and information, and was really astonished at how fast and accurate it was.”
—Journalist

“As a writer, I found this program indispensable from the moment I got it, and vastly superior to
the Windows alternative. I use dtSearch daily, and it helps me work much more efficiently. It is
truly wonderful software.”
—Author, The Sound Bite Society: How Television Helps the Right and Hurts the Left

“Search terabytes of text in a second or less.” dtSearch offers “incredibly fast index searches ... and
can even adjust fuzzy operatives to varying levels of intensity.”
—Strategic Finance
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Relativity uses dtSearch for advanced text retrieval.
Relativity is the web-based e-discovery review platform that gives users the flexibility to design and 
automate their review workflow, and provides the scalability to handle the industry’s largest cases. 
Advantages of Relativity include computer-assisted review allowing users to more effectively search 
large volumes of data, as well as visual data analysis tools to help reveal trends in a case. By building 
applications on top of Relativity, users can also manage tasks and address unique challenges before, 
during, and after review. “We’ve worked with dtSearch since the early days of Relativity, and we’ve
always received the highest levels of support from the dtSearch team. Providing easy-to-use, intuitive 
search options within Relativity is important to us. We’re pleased to offer dtSearch’s powerful 
searching technology to our users.”

AD eDiscovery and legal review solutions utilize dtSearch. 
AccessData provides court-validated, state-of-the-art computer forensics, eDiscovery and cyber 
security solutions. Built on its gold-standard forensics technology, Forensic Toolkit, AD eDiscovery is a 
comprehensive electronic discovery software solution. In addition, AccessData’s legal review 
technology, Summation, is used by more law firms than any other solution. “Leveraging the dtSearch 
Engine, the Summation legal review platform enables advanced searching to allow attorneys to 
effectively assess and build their cases.” “By leveraging the power of dtSearch in the in-house 
platform, AD eDiscovery, users can quickly search for relevant documents and emails with forensic-
level accuracy and speed. The integration of dtSearch with AD eDiscovery creates an unsurpassed tool 
in the collection and assessment of relevant electronically stored information.”

FTI Consulting rings in dtSearch to Ringtail™ web-based e-discovery products and hosted 
solutions.
FTI Consulting provides a range of legal-oriented services, including the Ringtail™ legal product suite 
and SaaS-hosted e-discovery solutions. “dtSearch is an industry leading keyword search application ... 
We did a pretty thorough evaluation of search engines and dtSearch is clearly a best of breed tool 
with the best search engine API.”

Equivio embeds dtSearch into Equivio Zoom platform.
Equivio Zoom is an integrated platform for e-discovery analytics and predictive coding. Used 
extensively in the legal industry, Zoom brings together Equivio’s proven technologies for e-discovery 
analytics in a unified web-based platform. Combining Equivio’s best-of-breed near-duplicates, email 
threads and relevance components, together with data import, ECA and enriched analytics 
capabilities, Zoom provides the necessary tools for easier, faster and smarter e-discovery. “For
corporations and law firms engaged in e-discovery, the ability to rapidly find and access data is key.
Backed by an outstanding track record, dtSearch provides us with the industry-grade search capability 
we need to support an out-of-the-box solution for even the largest organizations.”

“Law Firm Document Conversion and Management” relies on DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding dtSearch.
From a Product Review in Information Management Magazine, describing how a 130+ person law firm 
chose the DocuLex Archive Studio suite to scan and search more than 14,000 boxes of documents: 
“Archive Studio provides an end-to-end document management solution – capture, management, 
workflow and archival. The product is fast, flexible ... scalable.” The suite includes Office Capture, 
providing “quick capture and conversion of documents to fully searchable PDFs.” The suite also 
includes WebSearch, providing “easy search and retrieval of the electronic files” with “different levels 
of security for different departments.” “The search engine employed behind the scenes of WebSearch 
is supplied by dtSearch ... WebSearch, with the dtSearch engine working in the background, gives the 
user many ways to search for a document and is extremely accurate.”

DocuLex adds dtSearch to legal product lineup.
DocuLex, a recognized leader in document imaging software, offers specialized solutions for 
facilitating productive document imaging for the litigation support industry. DocuLex wanted its legal 
customers to be able to instantly locate their DocuLex-imaged electronic files. “Our staff was then 
astounded by how quickly dtSearch indexed — and then searched.”

IP.com uses dtSearch piece in intellectual property management puzzle.
By applying collaboration, document management, and workflows to the problems of intellectual 
property management, InnovationQ helps corporations to secure their IP assets more thoroughly. At 
the same time, it helps to streamline processes and remove bottlenecks that can result in lost or 
leaked IP and delayed product launches. “The ability to quickly locate documents stored in 
InnovationQ is a key part of intellectual property management. dtSearch allows us to find a wide 
variety of documents quickly and easily in many different languages and writing systems. The ability 
of dtSearch to support our international customers is an important reason we chose it.”

Tabs3 and PracticeMaster provide enhanced accessibility and searching through dtSearch.
Software Technology, Inc. (STI) is the maker of the multiple award-winning Tabs3 billing software and 
PracticeMaster practice management software for the legal industry. “Through integration with 
dtSearch, powerful new document search features let PracticeMaster Premier users search for text 
within e-mail attachments and linked documents. Searches can be customized to include only specific 
clients or certain date ranges; or by using phonetic searching to help you quickly search for conflicts 
of interest or find the information you are looking for.”

“Trial Technology Saves Last Man Standing” relies on dtSearch directly and embedded in 
third-party applications.
From Law Technology News: “an executive with computer chipmaker Hynix Semiconductor, was 
indicted by the United States Department of Justice, charged with joining a criminal conspiracy to fix 
prices in the dynamic random access memory industry.” “To contain those costs and meet the 12-
month review target, our litigation support department used ingenuity, and a mix of products ... 
Among our tools were Ipro Tech’s line of products, including Ipro e-Scan IT and Ipro OCR, and a full-
text search engine, dtSearch, from dtSearch.”

Steve Lee & Associates uses eDocfile with dtSearch for advanced litigation support 
services.
eDocfile specializes in applications that capture and transmit image data.  Steve Lee & Associates, an 
eDocfile customer, provides litigation advisory services including expert testimony and consulting in 
the areas of forensic economics/accounting, complex commercial damages, business regulation, fraud 
investigations, asset tracing, loan workouts, antitrust and competition policy, securities disputes, 
insolvency, reorganization and electronic discovery. “eDocfile’s Text Searchable Tiffs utility together 
with the dtSearch engine have become must-have tools for our complex litigation and investigations 
practice.  We use these powerful forensic tools on a stand-alone basis and also as a check on the 
results of standard litigation software programs.  The customer support from both firms has been 
exceptional.”

NEXPERT uses dtSearch for legal case management application. 
NEXPERT is an interdisciplinary team of network specialists, lawyers and software developers offering 
comprehensive IT solutions to law firms and financial services providers.  Located in Switzerland, 
NEXPERT developed and integrated an advanced document indexing and search tool joining database 
information from a legal case management system and document information into the same search 
results. “After evaluating several full-text engines, we found that dtSearch is simply today’s best 
available search engine.  The efficient and good support as well as dtSearch’s complete 
documentation allowed us to develop an advanced search tool that exceeded the expectation of our 
clients.”

Andornot, the Inmagic experts, designs Web application for prominent New York law firm 
with dtSearch.
Andornot built a Web application for a prominent New York law firm for use in large cases. “The
documents, all PDFs averaging thousands of pages in size, were first scanned with OCR technology, 
and then indexed and made searchable with dtSearch. Fast searches across the collection allow 
significant information to be quickly identified. Relevant pages are extracted into new PDF documents, 
and key value-added information is entered into an Inmagic database, all from a single browser-based 
interface.”

HMU Consulting counsels dtSearch in conferences and consulting work.
Henley March & Unger Consulting (“HMU”) has experience in providing technology consulting to over 
300 law firms nationwide. In addition, HMU teaches a wide variety of legal technology seminars and 
continuing education classes. “Solving the issue of lost electronic documents must be a part of any 
technology initiative or strategic plan.” dtSearch’s “searching capabilities are impressive and this 
program pays for itself the first time you find that long, lost document you would have otherwise 
never found.”

CaseFinder® Virginia legal research system finds dtSearch.
CaseFinder is a complete Virginia legal research system. “dtSearch’s search speed is nearly 
instantaneous, even through our massive databases ... No other software could give us the flexibility 
we got with dtSearch.”

DocuLex employs dtSearch in Archive Studio to make light labor of document retrieval for 
National Border Patrol Council.
For document storage and retrieval, the National Border Patrol Council chose DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding the dtSearch Engine. “With a distributed input model as we have now, and the amazing 
capabilities of the DocuLex Archive Studio software, all documents captured in so many different 
locations are handled with ease — they are automatically filed for fast retrieval online by anyone 
qualified to access them ... My representatives have found this a great way to access case files in an 
instant, and the Council is fulfilling all demands for exemplary service to Border Patrol employees.”

SecondLook deploys dtSearch in cloud-based DMS for the legal industry.
SecondLook was founded in response to a need in the legal marketplace for a document management 
system that is easy to use, quick to deploy, feature rich, with a positive ROI. SecondLook’s cloud-
based document management system meets these needs as a Software-as-a-Service solution. “We
embed the dtSearch Engine to search our SQL database as well as other associated documents. 
Search is very fast, even across our largest litigation data sets, such as that of a national defense 
practice litigation firm that recently chose SecondLook to handle document management in a mass 
tort defense case.”

CACJ/CPDA capital case seminar adds dtSearch to its electronic syllabus.
The California Attorneys for Criminal Justice (CACJ) and the California Public Defenders Association 
(CPDA) sponsors an annual seminar addressing the representation of clients in capital litigation. 
“Attendees requested CACJ & CPDA to develop a method whereby specific documents could be located 
easily and quickly for use in their law practices. Enter dtSearch ... This year’s dtSearch powered 
CDRom was received with resounding approval by our seminar attendees ... Last, but not least, I have 
found the dtSearch organization as a whole to be equally supportive.”

BriefCase, realtime transcription software for the 21st Century, adds dtSearch.
Sellers Legal Services has some 90 years experience in providing courtroom services in the UK. “The
dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine has allowed us to quickly produce a very advanced product.”

Premirus consultants counsel dtSearch for one of the Web’s largest legal repositories.
Consultants now working at Premirus created one of the largest repositories of legal information on 
the Internet. The repository consisted of millions of documents, including court rules and forms, state 
appellate court decisions, federal appellate court decisions, U.S. Supreme Court decisions, state and 
federal statutes, and international legal documents, all with citation cross references. “Using the 
dtSearch Engine, our consultants operated one of the largest transactional systems on the Internet, 
all running under Windows.NET Advanced Server. dtSearch worked wonderfully. During a year plus of 
production, on a Web database of about 100 gigabytes, we didn’t have a single dtSearch failure ... 
dtSearch full-text searching was usually less than a second on about a hundred gigabytes of data —
comparable to the SQL fielded data-only search speed.”

Interasia Discover embeds dtSearch in litigation e-Bibles.
Interasia Discovery is the leading litigation support company in Asia covering Hong Kong, Singapore, 
China, Taiwan, Korea, and Japan.  Among the services provided by Interasia Discovery is the e-Bundle 
or e-Bible. Interasia Discovery “uses dtSearch as the core engine for organizing and retrieving the 
trial bundle documents.” The company “selected dtSearch for its easy-to-use interface and fast search 
function across multiple documents.”

Driven embeds dtSearch in its flagship ONE e-discovery platform. 
Available both as a SaaS-hosted platform, as well as running at customer sites, ONE covers the entire 
span of litigation support, from early case assessment to review preparation, to review management, 
to production, to trial preparation. “The dtSearch Engine provides our powerful searching, from simple 
keyword searches to complex queries."  In one case, "after Driven’s early case assessment, the client 
removed another 90% of data universe prior to full native processing using ONE’s full searching 
capabilities," effectively "cull[ing] an initial 4 terabytes worth of data down to 100 GB for native 
review.”

iCONECT embeds dtSearch in SQL Server Connector. 
iCONECT offers “experience in supporting most of the largest e-discovery review projects in the world. 
If you need to power through terabytes of e-review, we can help.” Further, “iCONECT builds bridges 
that link leading litigation support products to provide you with a reliable end-to-end workflow from 
collection to analysis to presentation.” “dtSearch is embedded in iCONECT’s SQL Server Connector 
(available with iCONECT’s 820 release) and is used to execute indexing and searching.”   In addition 
to dtSearch, iCONECT also lists alliances with a number of other companies described in more detail 
on this page and on other pages throughout the dtSearch Case Studies & 3rd Party Solutions section.

Visual Evidence / E-Discovery embeds dtSearch in VeREVIEW.
Visual Evidence / E-Discovery, LLC (VE), a leader in e-discovery solutions and services, has dtSearch 
embedded into its latest version of VeREVIEW — a customizable, powerful, cost effective and 
comprehensive web-based review tool for electronically-stored information (ESI). “dtSearch
embedded in our VeReview Platform empowers our clients with the most advanced search capabilities 
within our market.”

Sfile delivers industry changing economics leveraging dtSearch. 
Sfile is a leader in eDiscovery 3.0, leveraging a true Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) technology 
infrastructure to deliver industry changing economics. Sfile has achieved an integrated, unified 
Electronic Document Discovery (EDD) platform that combines evidence archiving, processing, early 
case assessment, document, review and production. “Sfile selected dtSearch because dtSeach is 
widely recognized as the industry standard for legal software applications. dtSearch is the only search 
technology provider which has embraced and optimized their technology to the unique needs of our 
industry. dtSearch’s capabilities are broad, deep, scalable and reliable.”

Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, embeds dtSearch. 
Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, is a secure, end-to-end eDiscovery platform providing 
advanced capabilities for processing, search, review and production of data for litigation, compliance 
and regulatory matters. “dtSearch is a key component of Daegis Edge used to perform all of the full-
text searching. We leverage this search technology to allow our clients full access to text in the 
documents.”

SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users an electronically stored information (ESI) chain of 
custody.
Pinpoint Labs addresses many of the issues facing forensically sound file collection, preservation and 
EED processing for corporate IT department, law firms, and other legal professionals. Pinpoint’s
SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users a chain of custody for Electronically Stored Information (ESI) 
productions, enabling easy production of relevant data sources identified in the search results. “I’ve
been fortunate enough to work with the products and staff at dtSearch Corp. for more than 8 years. It 
is no wonder why so many software developers and legal professionals rely on dtSearch to quickly and 
effectively index and search native files. Importing dtSearch hit lists into SafeCopy 2 provides several 
advantages to our mutual clients.”

ICFECI employs dtSearch in its litigation arsenal and in forensics training.
The Institute of Computer Forensic Examinations and Criminal Investigations (ICFECI) was established 
as a a resource to the Criminal Justice Act Panel and the United States District Courts. The ICFECI 
specializes in preparing for civil and criminal litigation, typically involving civil fraud and criminal 
schemes with large volumes of data. The ICFECI also assists with computer forensics lab software and 
hardware selection, installation, configuration and training. “I handle massive discovery on just about 
any type of computer data case. I always use dtSearch ... to glean relevant discovery data.” “Once
the raw data is processed ... I use dtSearch Web with Spider. dtSeach provides unique characteristics 
that fit perfectly the handling of discovery and making the discovery available in a manageable and 
searchable format.”

Contract Director signs in dtSearch for integrated searching with industry-leading contract 
lifecycle management (CLM) software. 
SciQuest Contract Director provides integrated business solutions for contract management, sourcing 
and procurement, and invoice and billing management activities. “dtSearch is an invaluable tool that 
helps users quickly sift through millions of documents to find pertinent information.” For example, one 
Fortune 500 customer "achieved reduced contract creation cycles of more than 30% and streamlined 
business processes from the implementation" of Contract Director together with dtSearch. The 
“combination helped them perform a task in about 30 seconds, that would take weeks before this 
combined solution was available.”

Contegra Systems uses dtSearch in leading legal Web application for Pike & Fischer.
A Bureau of National Affairs company, Pike & Fischer selected Contegra to develop its new online legal 
reference services. The end result: Communications Regulation, Pike & Fischer’s flagship product, was 
named a 2005 Codie Finalist for Best Online Government Information Service. “An effective search 
engine is a critical and often overlooked aspect of information product design ... We chose dtSearch 
for its features and functionality, scalability ... The door of my office is plastered with printouts of 
positive feedback.”

Document Advantage finds dtSearch an advantage in Web-based cross-platform e-
discovery application. Document Advantage’s e-Review™ is designed to handle even the most 
extensive e-discovery data sets. The application has a flexible SQL backend, and is fully web-based 
and cross-platform (Windows/Linux). Customers of e-Review span in-house Fortune 500 corporate 
counsels’ offices to Public Defenders’ offices. DocuVantage uses the dtSearch Engine for Win & .NET 
and the dtSearch Engine for Linux to “pinpoint case-specific critical evidence using advanced 
searching” and “conduct relevant searches to uncover additional evidence.”

LAW adds in dtSearch.
LAW (now a LexisNexis® product) provides document capture, image processing and data export into 
a variety of litigation support applications. “We chose dtSearch because of its ability to simultaneously 
query textual content and databases. The result is an excellent tool for full-text retrieval, and 
searching our backend database.” “Engineers reviewed various applications for indexing speed, 
search speed, accuracy and search options … dtSearch was the hands down winner.” “We were 
amazed at how much quicker and more ‘intelligent’ the dtSearch Engine was.”

Now part of LiveNote, a Thomson Reuters Affiliate, CaseLogistix is powered by dtSearch.
“Developers initially sought out and evaluated dtSearch because of its strong reputation in the 
marketplace. In our testing, dtSearch easily overpowered the document indexing and searching 
abilities of other solutions, especially against large volumes of documents. Benchmarks tested 
included indexing and search speed and accuracy of search results. Choosing dtSearch over other 
solutions turned out to be a very easy decision.”

Discovery Attender™ discovers dtSearch.
Discovery Attender makes viewing and supervising electronic data easy and efficient. It performs 
dynamic keyword searches on Exchange Mailboxes, Public Folders, Outlook PST files, and on files 
found in Common File Storage areas. A Lotus Notes version provides searching of Domino server 
databases, combining search of both .NSF files with general file types such as MS Office and PDF. 
“dtSearch nicely complements Discovery Attender’s existing capabilities by providing an efficient, 
robust and stable platform to execute searches within a variety of file formats. As a result of the 
dtSearch integration, Discovery Attender has improved search performance, increased the speed and 
accuracy of its searches while accessing file types previously inaccessible.”

Sherpa Software’s Attender brings dtSearching to Lotus Notes and beyond.
Sherpa’s Discovery Attender for Notes is a Lotus Notes search and e-discovery tool that automates 
investigative tasks in Domino server databases, as well as documents outside of Lotus Notes. “We use 
dtSearch for dynamic keyword searching. The dtSearch Engine provides powerful searching within 
files and attachments.”

ATS employs dtSearch for regulatory information site.
American Technology Services (ATS) is a full-service IT consulting firm serving organizations 
throughout the United States and Europe from its headquarters in the Washington, DC area. ATS 
works with a state regulatory board association covering the 50 United States, the District of 
Columbia and four U.S. territories. “We relied primarily on dtSearch’s built-in Web spidering 
capabilities in developing this portal for our customer. We targeted the spider to index data on a 
number of remote Web sites. The process was seamless.”

DBiT puts dtSearch to work for major Belgium legal publisher.
A major Belgium legal publisher, Larcier carries a large number of legal reference titles. Larcier hired 
DBiT to electronically publish these titles, including combined full-text searching and fielded data 
access. “dtSearch met all of our requirements. dtSearch’s many research options allow for extremely 
quick access to the reference information. We really appreciated that dtSearch documentation was 
very clear and complete ... In some data collections, we had over a dozen XML-based data fields. 
dtSearch integrated well with our XML database. The result was instantaneous, highly targeted search 
access to the client’s data. dtSearch’s combined full-text and fielded data was instantaneous, even 
with the many searching fields that we added.”

All evidence points
to dtSearch.
Fios offers litigation teams a complete solution surrounding the acquisition, conversion, management, 
analysis, and distribution of electronic data associated with the litigation discovery process. “We found 
that dtSearch was the best of breed in its category.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching to immigration legal library.
The American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) is a national association of more than 12,000 
attorneys and law professors. AILA needs its subscribers to be able to have instant access to more 
than 100 AILA publications, the Immigration & Nationality Act, the immigration sections of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, and other government resources. GVPi implemented a semi-custom built 
solution, including a content management system (CMS) to allow AILA to enter and manage all of 
their content. Enhancements included the ability to add bookmarks and notes on any of the content in 
the library and to manage these bookmarks in notes in folders.“The dtSearch Engine provides instant 
data search access for subscribers across the large volume of content. The embedded dtSearch 
allowed GVPi to implement AILA’s complex advanced search capabilities across various content types.”

Ipro Tech utilizes dtSearch as part of a comprehensive platform for the early case 
assessment, document review, processing, and production of large litigation document 
collections.
Thousands of law firms, legal service providers, corporations, and government agencies use the Ipro 
Enterprise digital discovery platform to organize, review, process, and produce litigation collections of 
vast sizes and complexity levels. ”dtSearch powers high-speed text retrieval functionality so users can 
find important information faster.  Ipro uses dtSearch technology in all three of the fully integrated 
components of the Ipro Enterprise digital discovery platform.” Ipro products that use dtSearch include 
the following. 

Allegro
Allegro is an early case assessment applications that gives users the absolute quickest access to 
litigation data.  Allegro’s high speed ingestion engine can identify and index extremely large amounts 
of unstructured data and present that data in a clear, organized, and intuitive way without waiting for 
extensive processing. ”Backed by dtSearch technology, Allegro has a multitude of keyword search 
options available for users to analyze and cull litigation collections to only relevant documents before 
sending on to the costly stage of litigation review.”

Eclipse
Eclipse is a web-based platform that contains extensive features for image and native file review.  By 
combining advanced analytical technology with standard linear workflows, Eclipse allows users to 
achieve the best reviews in the least amount of time. ”Eclipse includes “advanced search features 
powered by dtSearch and Content Analyst.”  (Content Analyst itself also embeds the dtSearch Engine.”

eCapture
eCapture is a centrally managed, fully scalable, high-speed eDiscovery processing tool that can handle 
terabytes of data with minimal human intervention. ”eCapture incorporates dtSearch technology that 
allows users to perform powerful searching.”

Scan-IT
eScan-IT is a desktop electronic discovery tool that allows combines electronically stored information 
processing, paper scanning, and printing in one intuitive application. ”dtSearch’s robust and high-
speed search capabilities empower users to build both simple and complex queries in order to find 
exactly what they are looking for.”

Lexbe Online™ embeds dtSearch in comprehensive cloud-based eDiscovery platform. 
Lexbe Online™ cloud-based application and platform lets organizations handle litigation without the 
need to maintain internal servers or IT support staff. For litigation of any scale, Lexbe Online manages 
the entire eDiscovery lifecycle quickly and efficiently through analysis, review, production and trial. 
“dtSearch is one of the best technology decision we have made.  It has an excellent feature set and 
scales ... dtSearch support is top-notch.”

Eclipse Legal Systems uses dtSearch for “powerful” text retrieval in its Proclaim Case 
Management Software.
Eclipse is the UK’s leading provider of case management software. The company, and its Proclaim 
Case Management Software, have won multiple awards. “dtSearch provides us with a powerful and 
flexible tool which enables our professional clients to rapidly locate keyword data from huge document 
libraries.” The result is “a fully searchable, central document library and knowledge / precedent store.”

Wave Software adds dtSearch to Trident email review.
Trident email review application provides the ability to process, de-dupe, and output to native email 
format in minutes. “The speed at which dtSearch searches data was the best complement to our own 
rapid email processing speed ... We are excited about dtSearch’s presence in the legal and 
government markets. dtSearch’s presence highlights our vision to serve those markets.”

Mindseye Solutions incorporates dtSearch in the latest release of ediscovery technology.
Mindseye Solutions is the developer of the next generation ediscovery technology TunnelVision. “The
implementation of dtSearch extends the powerful search capabilities of TunnelVision and enables 
clients to select the appropriate indexing technology to maintain consistency in search throughout 
downstream review processes. This release is a result of collaboration with our clients and addresses a 
number of challenges we have seen collectively within the industry.”

National Litigation Support Blog offers dtSearch overview video for CJA panel attorneys.
From the National Litigation Support Blog for Federal / Community Defenders and CJA Practitioners:
“dtSearch is a popular search and retrieval program. Here is a brief 12 minute video that 
demonstrates how to setup a new dtSearch index and how to run searches within an index.” dtSearch
“provides great functionality in searching both electronic documents and paper documents that are 
subsequently scanned and converted to a text searchable format, especially since it can search and 
retrieve information in many different file types ... As electronic discovery in federal criminal matters 
continues to grow in volume and in the variety of formats, dtSearch is a useful tool for CJA panel 
attorneys faced with the daunting task of organizing and searching through their case material.”

“Upgrading Litigation Support Tech for Massive EDD Matters” discusses FTI Consulting and 
dtSearch.
From Legal Tech Newsletter:  Dorsey & Whitney LLP is a firm of more than 600 lawyers with a 
litigation and arbitration practice, including offices in the United States, London, Hong Kong and 
Shanghai.  The newsletter describes how Dorsey turned to FTI Consulting and FTI Ringtail’s ASP 
hosted and other solutions for a massive international EDD matter, including the embedded dtSearch 
Engine. “The combined features of conventional field-based and text-based searching via the dtSearch 
engine were integral in the sorting and culling of this unwieldy data set ... Dorsey’s use of the 
dtSearch engine built into [FTI Ringtail’s solution] allowed for the filtering and sifting of the data and, 
subsequently, record review in as efficient a manner as I could imagine.” Further, the solution “set
itself apart from competing software applications by enabling the seamless inclusion of this content 
and, most important, the ability to exploit the search engine for text searches in Kanji.”

Consulting firm details using dtSearch Publish for EDD production. 
ONLAW Trial Technologies (www.onlawtec.com) offers trial technology, e-discovery, and computer 
forensics services. Special to Law.com: “dtSearch Publish is a tool that lets you quickly publish a 
document collection ... that is searchable by the recipient using dtSearch’s powerful search engine 
technology ... The search capabilities are automatically built into the collection you produce.” The 
result is “an elegant solution to creating a production set of electronically stored information that is 
immediately usable by the recipient ... an ideal tool for corporations and in-house legal departments 
that must frequently respond to e-discovery ... and for computer forensics examiners who need to 
provide their customers with a usable collection of items recovered during a computer forensic 
examination.”

bmi airline can "thoroughly recommend" dtSearch for finding legally-critical emails and 
other data.
bmi is the second largest airline at London Heathrow, one of the world’s busiest and best-connected 
international airports.  From its Heathrow hub, bmi services Europe, the Middle East, Central Asia and 
Africa. "I can thoroughly recommend dtSearch as without it the identification of certain emails/files on 
bmi’s network which were vital for litigation would not have been possible."

Breeze designs dtSearch-powered case document search system.
Breeze is a custom database application development organization experienced in the analysis, design 
and development of complex business process applications.  A major legal client of Breeze’s in the UK 
requested that Breeze develop a case document indexing and retrieval system. “We had to source an 
enterprise level indexing and search .NET component ... We found the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine 
had the power and flexibility to do what we wanted. The performance was blisteringly fast, and the 
client was extremely happy with the end result.”

New international legal site, Strad@, embeds dtSearch.
Strad@ is the biggest Belgian and Luxembourg online legal database. “Strad@ is based on dtSearch 
technology.  Strad@’s database consists of over 2 million documents, in HTML, MS Word, PDF and 
XML formats. dtSearch technology allows our customers to process searches with record speed.”

OSCN uses dtSearch for instant Web-based searching of enormous legal database. 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has an enormous legal research database, spanning 
Oklahoma legal documents, Wyoming legal documents, and even federal case materials. “dtSearch is 
the best performance product by a long way. Searching is pretty much instantaneous ... OSCN’s new 
search engine is one of the most powerful in existence.”
     From Government Technology: “Sifting through legal databases with pages of online documents 
can be cumbersome despite the search functionality available in many legal databases — but the 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has found a tool to simplify legal searches.” dtSearch
“enables full-text searches through the database for locating specific documents more quickly.”

Searchlight® total case management solution lights on dtSearch.
And the defense team in what is expected to be the longest and most complex trial in Canadian 
history has chosen the resulting product. “We needed an easy to integrate, but powerful text search 
engine to augment our software. The flexibility and the speed of the dtSearch text searches has added 
value to our software.”

Digital Office Systems adds dtSearch to paperless legal industry solutions.
Digital Office Systems is a leading provider of document management and paperless office solutions 
for small and medium-sized law firms. “dtSearch is far and away the best search solution for our 
product ... It fully integrates with Digital Office DM and provides users with amazingly fast search 
capability.”

California criminal defense specialist and litigation IT expert adds dtSearch to seminars and 
practice.
“I picked dtSearch because I could use it right out of the box ... I mean, how many times have you 
known that you’ve briefed an issue but you just can’t remember on which case ... The ability to index 
government websites is also invaluable.”

AppsPlus and VersusLaw release new legal research Web application using dtSearch.
AppsPlus is a highly-experienced database developer firm. Versus Law is a leader in the electronic 
distribution of legal research materials over the Web. Together, the two have collaborated on a new 
Web-based legal research tool. “dtSearch worked flawlessly with ASP.NET ... With a couple lines of 
code we had all the search engine properties and methods available, along with the current search 
query, including the results table, as displayed in the data grid on the page here.”

AppsPlus applies dtSearch for major West Coast firm.
AppsPlus has developed database solutions for over a dozen years; its president has authored many 
programming books, including: Database Programming with Visual Basic®.NET and ADO.NET: Tips 
Tutorials and Code. “With the law firm’s technical team, I went through a number of different search 
engine demos and even met with representatives from the companies. dtSearch came out as the 
winner with the most concise, yet robust data model.”

Cybergroup makes legal decision to use dtSearch.
One of the world’s largest law firms wanted to add an advanced search tool that joined database and 
document information into the same search results. Since the firm’s existing Web programming 
language was Adobe / Macromedia’s ColdFusion, Cybergroup proposed a ColdFusion-based search tool 
incorporating dtSearch and Cybergroup’s dbConnector product. “dtSearch and Cybergroup’s
dbConnector were the logical choice. The client needed the ability to search meta-data and content in 
one search, producing an integrated, comprehensive results presentation.”

“Regardless of what DMS you end up creating or buying, I would suggest that you give some 
thoughtful consideration to a full-text indexing system such as dtSearch ... I can tell you that there is 
no task too big for dtSearch ... You can choose to install dtSearch apps at each server and 
workstation.  Alternatively ... you can install a .NET version on your servers which is accessible by a 
Web browser throughout your organization.” — TechnoLawyer Newsletter

dtSearch “is a must-have tool for anyone reviewing electronic information in native format ... 
dtSearch reduces costs of document production, narrows a collection to key electronic files for a 
document production vendor and copies files to an alternate repository for in-house native file 
production.” — Law Office Computing

“Results are returned in lightning speed even on multiple-indexed file server folders ... Everyone 
agrees that using the program was simple to learn and a great asset.” — Public Defense Backup 
Center REPORT

“In a networked law firm environment, and anywhere large, heterogeneous collections of text are 
stored, dtSearch installs easily, is usable by busy professionals with almost zero training, and reliably 
returns the right answers, FAST. Although I have worked with highly complex software tools and 
systems, I appreciate even more the complex tools such as dtSearch that accomplish demanding 
goals while making it appear rather simple.” — President, Consulting Company

“In talking to e-discovery vendors and consultants, document review software tends to rely on a 
handful of licensed technologies.These tools allow vendors to quickly build software platforms that can 
take a large collection of documents and extract files, index the data and text inside, and search those 
files. Some of the most common components used by vendors include: dtSearch text retrieval 
software. dtSearch is available as a desktop search tool, but the technology is also licensed to 
software vendors who need to large search document collections.” — Law Technology News (“Stop
and Take a Look Under the EDD Hood”)

Published by the American Bar Association Law Practice Management Section, the book Electronic 
Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital Evidence and ESI recommends dtSearch:  "For searching 
data, the book suggests dtSearch [which] allows users to search and view a mixed collection of raw 
data and email files ... Finally, the authors turn to the production of ESI ... They recommend dtSearch 
Publish, a software program that will produce the ESI on a CD, DVD or external hard drive that is 
immediately usable and does not require specialized litigation software or IT support.” (This book can 
be found at Amazon.com) 
— LegalNews.com, discussing Electronic Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital 
Evidence and ESI

“Ipro [a dtSearch Engine customer]. dtSearch. Adobe [article discusses PDF format]. Solid names with 
a long-established history in litigation support.” — Law Technology News (posted at www.law.com)

dtSearch “algorithms provide unrivaled power and capabilities ... the program raises the bar in text 
retrieval, providing an industrial strength search engine that is an absolute must-have for Web-based 
data information management ... dtSearch outmaneuvers the competition. It’s a robust, sophisticated 
and powerful text-search tool ... If you want speed and accuracy, dtSearch is the only way to go.”
— Law Office Computing (“The Search Is On”)

“These days, legal research is one of the most time consuming tasks in the law industry. Although 
solutions are available to make legal search faster and easier, none are used as often as dtSearch, a 
company whose products help with legal research across statutes, regulations, and case law and can 
search web data.” — Inside Counsel

“dtSearch ... does an excellent job of finding needles in haystacks that come in a wide variety of file 
formats ... works quickly with a wide variety of search modes ... But the most intriguing new feature I 
saw was the ability to index public sites on the Web ... Web sites often have a built in index or search 
program, but I’ve found that dtSearch lets me find things on some sites that I couldn’t find using the 
built-in program.” — Law Office Technology Review (reprinted at www.law.com)

dtSearch appeared in the “Top 10” in the Law Technology News (www.lawtechnews.com) survey of 
the most popular software programs for electronic data discovery (and was the first search engine on 
the list).

“I would recommend this product to anyone, but especially to lawyers who need to search through 
volumes of deposition transcripts for key issues. It is just great... dtSearch has clearly surpassed [its 
competition] and has become the market leader.

Again, thanks for a well done product that really helps me in my work. It is one of my favorite 
programs!” — Plaintiff’s Medical Malpractice Litigator

“dtSearch allows instant, vast searches.” — Legal Management

“The best indexing program I’ve found is dtSearch” — Effective Discovery of Email

“dtSearch is a clear winner.”— Legal Times

“LITIGATION SUPPORT... In a recent case, I used dtSearch on a document population that was close 
to 3 gigabytes in size; the program handled it very nicely ... Imagine having to search manually 
through the hard-copy equivalent of 3 gigs of data! It probably would take weeks... There is no 
quicker way to find a needle in a digital haystack.” — The Lawyer’s PC (Published by West Group) 

“For finding data on my office systems, I use dtSearch.” dtSearch is a “search engine that creates 
indices of the files on your various hard drives, network drives, and CD drives, as well as websites of 
your choice.” — California Lawyer (Technicalities column)

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.”  dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog

dtSearch can “create an indexed, fully searchable collection from the raw data you receive. You can 
search the collection by keyword or use more-advanced Boolean search techniques. Hits will be 
displayed in a list ordered by relevancy ... Individual items can be viewed with the dtSearch viewer.”
— Law Practice

“Computer forensics and e-discovery software maker AccessData is beginning to offer licenses for ... a 
series of software ‘connectors’ that legal departments, service providers, and technology companies 
can use to extract information from Microsoft Exchange, Oracle Universal Records Management, and 
Symantec Enterprise Vault.  The connectors ... are based on existing software that AccessData built 
several years ago in conjunction with search technology specialist dtSearch, which also partners with 
many other legal technology companies.” — Law Technology News (describing AccessData’s OEM 
Connectors designed to integrate with the dtSearch Engine)

“dtSearch is a widely used indexing/searching tool.” “Building Structured Searches ... Now we will look 
at using a structured methodology for building searches. We will work with dtSearch syntax.” — The 
Organization of Professionals' OLP eJournal (“The Best-Kept Secrets to Using Keyword Search 
Technologies”)

“The American Law Division of the Library of Congress has been using dtSearch for a couple of years 
now to search for bills and other information at the request of Congress. Features we like are the 
speed of the searching and the ease of defining the criteria.”— Network Administrator, Library of 
Congress

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.” dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog (by the author of 
The Essential Guide to the Best (and Worst) Legal Sites on the Web)

dtSearch “is simply the best search tool available ... I simply cannot begin to imagine doing any 
search of electronically stored information without having dtSearch in my forensic toolbox ... The ROI 
for dtSearch is practically as fast as the search results.” — Contributing Editor, American 
Bankruptcy Institute Journal

“dtSearch is the clear winner as a means to locate documents and text within those documents.”
“Searching with dtSearch ... is more intuitive ... and faster too ... dtSearch was more than twice as 
fast [at indexing] and provides better information about located files. It also makes better use of the 
Windows environment.” — Law Office Computing (“Software Shoot-Out”) Editor’s Choice

“A fantastic program.” dtSearch now “lets you expand your research across multiple web sites. This is 
a great program and it keep getting better.” — The Docket

“I recommend dtSearch to everyone I meet... I recommend this because I love your product, use it 
frequently, and believe others should have the opportunity.” — Attorney

“There are several powerful software tools you should consider employing for searching large 
quantities of data. For example, dtSearch by dtSearch Corp. can index terabytes of digital data in 
many different formats and make it all text-searchable. Search results are relatively easy to review, 
and search terms are highlighted in the documents.” — Corporate Counsel (posted at www.law.com)

“dtSearch ... editions are powerful text-searching tools for file-level identification and extraction.” —
Computer Evidence: Collection and Preservation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

A “favorite affordable workhorse” is “the ubiquitous dtSearch indexing and search tool ... salvation lay 
with dtSearch ... more kudos for dtSearch.” — Law Technology News (“EDD for Everybody”)

“Advanced key word searches require the use of an index tool with a fully developed search capability, 
such as dtSearch.” — Lexology (“Critical e-discovery obligations and processes: a case law primer”)
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Relativity uses dtSearch for advanced text retrieval.
Relativity is the web-based e-discovery review platform that gives users the flexibility to design and 
automate their review workflow, and provides the scalability to handle the industry’s largest cases. 
Advantages of Relativity include computer-assisted review allowing users to more effectively search 
large volumes of data, as well as visual data analysis tools to help reveal trends in a case. By building 
applications on top of Relativity, users can also manage tasks and address unique challenges before, 
during, and after review. “We’ve worked with dtSearch since the early days of Relativity, and we’ve
always received the highest levels of support from the dtSearch team. Providing easy-to-use, intuitive 
search options within Relativity is important to us. We’re pleased to offer dtSearch’s powerful 
searching technology to our users.”

AD eDiscovery and legal review solutions utilize dtSearch. 
AccessData provides court-validated, state-of-the-art computer forensics, eDiscovery and cyber 
security solutions. Built on its gold-standard forensics technology, Forensic Toolkit, AD eDiscovery is a 
comprehensive electronic discovery software solution. In addition, AccessData’s legal review 
technology, Summation, is used by more law firms than any other solution. “Leveraging the dtSearch 
Engine, the Summation legal review platform enables advanced searching to allow attorneys to 
effectively assess and build their cases.” “By leveraging the power of dtSearch in the in-house 
platform, AD eDiscovery, users can quickly search for relevant documents and emails with forensic-
level accuracy and speed. The integration of dtSearch with AD eDiscovery creates an unsurpassed tool 
in the collection and assessment of relevant electronically stored information.”

FTI Consulting rings in dtSearch to Ringtail™ web-based e-discovery products and hosted 
solutions.
FTI Consulting provides a range of legal-oriented services, including the Ringtail™ legal product suite 
and SaaS-hosted e-discovery solutions. “dtSearch is an industry leading keyword search application ... 
We did a pretty thorough evaluation of search engines and dtSearch is clearly a best of breed tool 
with the best search engine API.”

Equivio embeds dtSearch into Equivio Zoom platform.
Equivio Zoom is an integrated platform for e-discovery analytics and predictive coding. Used 
extensively in the legal industry, Zoom brings together Equivio’s proven technologies for e-discovery 
analytics in a unified web-based platform. Combining Equivio’s best-of-breed near-duplicates, email 
threads and relevance components, together with data import, ECA and enriched analytics 
capabilities, Zoom provides the necessary tools for easier, faster and smarter e-discovery. “For
corporations and law firms engaged in e-discovery, the ability to rapidly find and access data is key.
Backed by an outstanding track record, dtSearch provides us with the industry-grade search capability 
we need to support an out-of-the-box solution for even the largest organizations.”

“Law Firm Document Conversion and Management” relies on DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding dtSearch.
From a Product Review in Information Management Magazine, describing how a 130+ person law firm 
chose the DocuLex Archive Studio suite to scan and search more than 14,000 boxes of documents: 
“Archive Studio provides an end-to-end document management solution – capture, management, 
workflow and archival. The product is fast, flexible ... scalable.” The suite includes Office Capture, 
providing “quick capture and conversion of documents to fully searchable PDFs.” The suite also 
includes WebSearch, providing “easy search and retrieval of the electronic files” with “different levels 
of security for different departments.” “The search engine employed behind the scenes of WebSearch 
is supplied by dtSearch ... WebSearch, with the dtSearch engine working in the background, gives the 
user many ways to search for a document and is extremely accurate.”

DocuLex adds dtSearch to legal product lineup.
DocuLex, a recognized leader in document imaging software, offers specialized solutions for 
facilitating productive document imaging for the litigation support industry. DocuLex wanted its legal 
customers to be able to instantly locate their DocuLex-imaged electronic files. “Our staff was then 
astounded by how quickly dtSearch indexed — and then searched.”

IP.com uses dtSearch piece in intellectual property management puzzle.
By applying collaboration, document management, and workflows to the problems of intellectual 
property management, InnovationQ helps corporations to secure their IP assets more thoroughly. At 
the same time, it helps to streamline processes and remove bottlenecks that can result in lost or 
leaked IP and delayed product launches. “The ability to quickly locate documents stored in 
InnovationQ is a key part of intellectual property management. dtSearch allows us to find a wide 
variety of documents quickly and easily in many different languages and writing systems. The ability 
of dtSearch to support our international customers is an important reason we chose it.”

Tabs3 and PracticeMaster provide enhanced accessibility and searching through dtSearch.
Software Technology, Inc. (STI) is the maker of the multiple award-winning Tabs3 billing software and 
PracticeMaster practice management software for the legal industry. “Through integration with 
dtSearch, powerful new document search features let PracticeMaster Premier users search for text 
within e-mail attachments and linked documents. Searches can be customized to include only specific 
clients or certain date ranges; or by using phonetic searching to help you quickly search for conflicts 
of interest or find the information you are looking for.”

“Trial Technology Saves Last Man Standing” relies on dtSearch directly and embedded in 
third-party applications.
From Law Technology News: “an executive with computer chipmaker Hynix Semiconductor, was 
indicted by the United States Department of Justice, charged with joining a criminal conspiracy to fix 
prices in the dynamic random access memory industry.” “To contain those costs and meet the 12-
month review target, our litigation support department used ingenuity, and a mix of products ... 
Among our tools were Ipro Tech’s line of products, including Ipro e-Scan IT and Ipro OCR, and a full-
text search engine, dtSearch, from dtSearch.”

Steve Lee & Associates uses eDocfile with dtSearch for advanced litigation support 
services.
eDocfile specializes in applications that capture and transmit image data.  Steve Lee & Associates, an 
eDocfile customer, provides litigation advisory services including expert testimony and consulting in 
the areas of forensic economics/accounting, complex commercial damages, business regulation, fraud 
investigations, asset tracing, loan workouts, antitrust and competition policy, securities disputes, 
insolvency, reorganization and electronic discovery. “eDocfile’s Text Searchable Tiffs utility together 
with the dtSearch engine have become must-have tools for our complex litigation and investigations 
practice.  We use these powerful forensic tools on a stand-alone basis and also as a check on the 
results of standard litigation software programs.  The customer support from both firms has been 
exceptional.”

NEXPERT uses dtSearch for legal case management application. 
NEXPERT is an interdisciplinary team of network specialists, lawyers and software developers offering 
comprehensive IT solutions to law firms and financial services providers.  Located in Switzerland, 
NEXPERT developed and integrated an advanced document indexing and search tool joining database 
information from a legal case management system and document information into the same search 
results. “After evaluating several full-text engines, we found that dtSearch is simply today’s best 
available search engine.  The efficient and good support as well as dtSearch’s complete 
documentation allowed us to develop an advanced search tool that exceeded the expectation of our 
clients.”

Andornot, the Inmagic experts, designs Web application for prominent New York law firm 
with dtSearch.
Andornot built a Web application for a prominent New York law firm for use in large cases. “The
documents, all PDFs averaging thousands of pages in size, were first scanned with OCR technology, 
and then indexed and made searchable with dtSearch. Fast searches across the collection allow 
significant information to be quickly identified. Relevant pages are extracted into new PDF documents, 
and key value-added information is entered into an Inmagic database, all from a single browser-based 
interface.”

HMU Consulting counsels dtSearch in conferences and consulting work.
Henley March & Unger Consulting (“HMU”) has experience in providing technology consulting to over 
300 law firms nationwide. In addition, HMU teaches a wide variety of legal technology seminars and 
continuing education classes. “Solving the issue of lost electronic documents must be a part of any 
technology initiative or strategic plan.” dtSearch’s “searching capabilities are impressive and this 
program pays for itself the first time you find that long, lost document you would have otherwise 
never found.”

CaseFinder® Virginia legal research system finds dtSearch.
CaseFinder is a complete Virginia legal research system. “dtSearch’s search speed is nearly 
instantaneous, even through our massive databases ... No other software could give us the flexibility 
we got with dtSearch.”

DocuLex employs dtSearch in Archive Studio to make light labor of document retrieval for 
National Border Patrol Council.
For document storage and retrieval, the National Border Patrol Council chose DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding the dtSearch Engine. “With a distributed input model as we have now, and the amazing 
capabilities of the DocuLex Archive Studio software, all documents captured in so many different 
locations are handled with ease — they are automatically filed for fast retrieval online by anyone 
qualified to access them ... My representatives have found this a great way to access case files in an 
instant, and the Council is fulfilling all demands for exemplary service to Border Patrol employees.”

SecondLook deploys dtSearch in cloud-based DMS for the legal industry.
SecondLook was founded in response to a need in the legal marketplace for a document management 
system that is easy to use, quick to deploy, feature rich, with a positive ROI. SecondLook’s cloud-
based document management system meets these needs as a Software-as-a-Service solution. “We
embed the dtSearch Engine to search our SQL database as well as other associated documents. 
Search is very fast, even across our largest litigation data sets, such as that of a national defense 
practice litigation firm that recently chose SecondLook to handle document management in a mass 
tort defense case.”

CACJ/CPDA capital case seminar adds dtSearch to its electronic syllabus.
The California Attorneys for Criminal Justice (CACJ) and the California Public Defenders Association 
(CPDA) sponsors an annual seminar addressing the representation of clients in capital litigation. 
“Attendees requested CACJ & CPDA to develop a method whereby specific documents could be located 
easily and quickly for use in their law practices. Enter dtSearch ... This year’s dtSearch powered 
CDRom was received with resounding approval by our seminar attendees ... Last, but not least, I have 
found the dtSearch organization as a whole to be equally supportive.”

BriefCase, realtime transcription software for the 21st Century, adds dtSearch.
Sellers Legal Services has some 90 years experience in providing courtroom services in the UK. “The
dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine has allowed us to quickly produce a very advanced product.”

Premirus consultants counsel dtSearch for one of the Web’s largest legal repositories.
Consultants now working at Premirus created one of the largest repositories of legal information on 
the Internet. The repository consisted of millions of documents, including court rules and forms, state 
appellate court decisions, federal appellate court decisions, U.S. Supreme Court decisions, state and 
federal statutes, and international legal documents, all with citation cross references. “Using the 
dtSearch Engine, our consultants operated one of the largest transactional systems on the Internet, 
all running under Windows.NET Advanced Server. dtSearch worked wonderfully. During a year plus of 
production, on a Web database of about 100 gigabytes, we didn’t have a single dtSearch failure ... 
dtSearch full-text searching was usually less than a second on about a hundred gigabytes of data —
comparable to the SQL fielded data-only search speed.”

Interasia Discover embeds dtSearch in litigation e-Bibles.
Interasia Discovery is the leading litigation support company in Asia covering Hong Kong, Singapore, 
China, Taiwan, Korea, and Japan.  Among the services provided by Interasia Discovery is the e-Bundle 
or e-Bible. Interasia Discovery “uses dtSearch as the core engine for organizing and retrieving the 
trial bundle documents.” The company “selected dtSearch for its easy-to-use interface and fast search 
function across multiple documents.”

Driven embeds dtSearch in its flagship ONE e-discovery platform. 
Available both as a SaaS-hosted platform, as well as running at customer sites, ONE covers the entire 
span of litigation support, from early case assessment to review preparation, to review management, 
to production, to trial preparation. “The dtSearch Engine provides our powerful searching, from simple 
keyword searches to complex queries."  In one case, "after Driven’s early case assessment, the client 
removed another 90% of data universe prior to full native processing using ONE’s full searching 
capabilities," effectively "cull[ing] an initial 4 terabytes worth of data down to 100 GB for native 
review.”

iCONECT embeds dtSearch in SQL Server Connector. 
iCONECT offers “experience in supporting most of the largest e-discovery review projects in the world. 
If you need to power through terabytes of e-review, we can help.” Further, “iCONECT builds bridges 
that link leading litigation support products to provide you with a reliable end-to-end workflow from 
collection to analysis to presentation.” “dtSearch is embedded in iCONECT’s SQL Server Connector 
(available with iCONECT’s 820 release) and is used to execute indexing and searching.”   In addition 
to dtSearch, iCONECT also lists alliances with a number of other companies described in more detail 
on this page and on other pages throughout the dtSearch Case Studies & 3rd Party Solutions section.

Visual Evidence / E-Discovery embeds dtSearch in VeREVIEW.
Visual Evidence / E-Discovery, LLC (VE), a leader in e-discovery solutions and services, has dtSearch 
embedded into its latest version of VeREVIEW — a customizable, powerful, cost effective and 
comprehensive web-based review tool for electronically-stored information (ESI). “dtSearch
embedded in our VeReview Platform empowers our clients with the most advanced search capabilities 
within our market.”

Sfile delivers industry changing economics leveraging dtSearch. 
Sfile is a leader in eDiscovery 3.0, leveraging a true Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) technology 
infrastructure to deliver industry changing economics. Sfile has achieved an integrated, unified 
Electronic Document Discovery (EDD) platform that combines evidence archiving, processing, early 
case assessment, document, review and production. “Sfile selected dtSearch because dtSeach is 
widely recognized as the industry standard for legal software applications. dtSearch is the only search 
technology provider which has embraced and optimized their technology to the unique needs of our 
industry. dtSearch’s capabilities are broad, deep, scalable and reliable.”

Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, embeds dtSearch. 
Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, is a secure, end-to-end eDiscovery platform providing 
advanced capabilities for processing, search, review and production of data for litigation, compliance 
and regulatory matters. “dtSearch is a key component of Daegis Edge used to perform all of the full-
text searching. We leverage this search technology to allow our clients full access to text in the 
documents.”

SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users an electronically stored information (ESI) chain of 
custody.
Pinpoint Labs addresses many of the issues facing forensically sound file collection, preservation and 
EED processing for corporate IT department, law firms, and other legal professionals. Pinpoint’s
SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users a chain of custody for Electronically Stored Information (ESI) 
productions, enabling easy production of relevant data sources identified in the search results. “I’ve
been fortunate enough to work with the products and staff at dtSearch Corp. for more than 8 years. It 
is no wonder why so many software developers and legal professionals rely on dtSearch to quickly and 
effectively index and search native files. Importing dtSearch hit lists into SafeCopy 2 provides several 
advantages to our mutual clients.”

ICFECI employs dtSearch in its litigation arsenal and in forensics training.
The Institute of Computer Forensic Examinations and Criminal Investigations (ICFECI) was established 
as a a resource to the Criminal Justice Act Panel and the United States District Courts. The ICFECI 
specializes in preparing for civil and criminal litigation, typically involving civil fraud and criminal 
schemes with large volumes of data. The ICFECI also assists with computer forensics lab software and 
hardware selection, installation, configuration and training. “I handle massive discovery on just about 
any type of computer data case. I always use dtSearch ... to glean relevant discovery data.” “Once
the raw data is processed ... I use dtSearch Web with Spider. dtSeach provides unique characteristics 
that fit perfectly the handling of discovery and making the discovery available in a manageable and 
searchable format.”

Contract Director signs in dtSearch for integrated searching with industry-leading contract 
lifecycle management (CLM) software. 
SciQuest Contract Director provides integrated business solutions for contract management, sourcing 
and procurement, and invoice and billing management activities. “dtSearch is an invaluable tool that 
helps users quickly sift through millions of documents to find pertinent information.” For example, one 
Fortune 500 customer "achieved reduced contract creation cycles of more than 30% and streamlined 
business processes from the implementation" of Contract Director together with dtSearch. The 
“combination helped them perform a task in about 30 seconds, that would take weeks before this 
combined solution was available.”

Contegra Systems uses dtSearch in leading legal Web application for Pike & Fischer.
A Bureau of National Affairs company, Pike & Fischer selected Contegra to develop its new online legal 
reference services. The end result: Communications Regulation, Pike & Fischer’s flagship product, was 
named a 2005 Codie Finalist for Best Online Government Information Service. “An effective search 
engine is a critical and often overlooked aspect of information product design ... We chose dtSearch 
for its features and functionality, scalability ... The door of my office is plastered with printouts of 
positive feedback.”

Document Advantage finds dtSearch an advantage in Web-based cross-platform e-
discovery application. Document Advantage’s e-Review™ is designed to handle even the most 
extensive e-discovery data sets. The application has a flexible SQL backend, and is fully web-based 
and cross-platform (Windows/Linux). Customers of e-Review span in-house Fortune 500 corporate 
counsels’ offices to Public Defenders’ offices. DocuVantage uses the dtSearch Engine for Win & .NET 
and the dtSearch Engine for Linux to “pinpoint case-specific critical evidence using advanced 
searching” and “conduct relevant searches to uncover additional evidence.”

LAW adds in dtSearch.
LAW (now a LexisNexis® product) provides document capture, image processing and data export into 
a variety of litigation support applications. “We chose dtSearch because of its ability to simultaneously 
query textual content and databases. The result is an excellent tool for full-text retrieval, and 
searching our backend database.” “Engineers reviewed various applications for indexing speed, 
search speed, accuracy and search options … dtSearch was the hands down winner.” “We were 
amazed at how much quicker and more ‘intelligent’ the dtSearch Engine was.”

Now part of LiveNote, a Thomson Reuters Affiliate, CaseLogistix is powered by dtSearch.
“Developers initially sought out and evaluated dtSearch because of its strong reputation in the 
marketplace. In our testing, dtSearch easily overpowered the document indexing and searching 
abilities of other solutions, especially against large volumes of documents. Benchmarks tested 
included indexing and search speed and accuracy of search results. Choosing dtSearch over other 
solutions turned out to be a very easy decision.”

Discovery Attender™ discovers dtSearch.
Discovery Attender makes viewing and supervising electronic data easy and efficient. It performs 
dynamic keyword searches on Exchange Mailboxes, Public Folders, Outlook PST files, and on files 
found in Common File Storage areas. A Lotus Notes version provides searching of Domino server 
databases, combining search of both .NSF files with general file types such as MS Office and PDF. 
“dtSearch nicely complements Discovery Attender’s existing capabilities by providing an efficient, 
robust and stable platform to execute searches within a variety of file formats. As a result of the 
dtSearch integration, Discovery Attender has improved search performance, increased the speed and 
accuracy of its searches while accessing file types previously inaccessible.”

Sherpa Software’s Attender brings dtSearching to Lotus Notes and beyond.
Sherpa’s Discovery Attender for Notes is a Lotus Notes search and e-discovery tool that automates 
investigative tasks in Domino server databases, as well as documents outside of Lotus Notes. “We use 
dtSearch for dynamic keyword searching. The dtSearch Engine provides powerful searching within 
files and attachments.”

ATS employs dtSearch for regulatory information site.
American Technology Services (ATS) is a full-service IT consulting firm serving organizations 
throughout the United States and Europe from its headquarters in the Washington, DC area. ATS 
works with a state regulatory board association covering the 50 United States, the District of 
Columbia and four U.S. territories. “We relied primarily on dtSearch’s built-in Web spidering 
capabilities in developing this portal for our customer. We targeted the spider to index data on a 
number of remote Web sites. The process was seamless.”

DBiT puts dtSearch to work for major Belgium legal publisher.
A major Belgium legal publisher, Larcier carries a large number of legal reference titles. Larcier hired 
DBiT to electronically publish these titles, including combined full-text searching and fielded data 
access. “dtSearch met all of our requirements. dtSearch’s many research options allow for extremely 
quick access to the reference information. We really appreciated that dtSearch documentation was 
very clear and complete ... In some data collections, we had over a dozen XML-based data fields. 
dtSearch integrated well with our XML database. The result was instantaneous, highly targeted search 
access to the client’s data. dtSearch’s combined full-text and fielded data was instantaneous, even 
with the many searching fields that we added.”

All evidence points
to dtSearch.
Fios offers litigation teams a complete solution surrounding the acquisition, conversion, management, 
analysis, and distribution of electronic data associated with the litigation discovery process. “We found 
that dtSearch was the best of breed in its category.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching to immigration legal library.
The American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) is a national association of more than 12,000 
attorneys and law professors. AILA needs its subscribers to be able to have instant access to more 
than 100 AILA publications, the Immigration & Nationality Act, the immigration sections of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, and other government resources. GVPi implemented a semi-custom built 
solution, including a content management system (CMS) to allow AILA to enter and manage all of 
their content. Enhancements included the ability to add bookmarks and notes on any of the content in 
the library and to manage these bookmarks in notes in folders.“The dtSearch Engine provides instant 
data search access for subscribers across the large volume of content. The embedded dtSearch 
allowed GVPi to implement AILA’s complex advanced search capabilities across various content types.”

Ipro Tech utilizes dtSearch as part of a comprehensive platform for the early case 
assessment, document review, processing, and production of large litigation document 
collections.
Thousands of law firms, legal service providers, corporations, and government agencies use the Ipro 
Enterprise digital discovery platform to organize, review, process, and produce litigation collections of 
vast sizes and complexity levels. ”dtSearch powers high-speed text retrieval functionality so users can 
find important information faster.  Ipro uses dtSearch technology in all three of the fully integrated 
components of the Ipro Enterprise digital discovery platform.” Ipro products that use dtSearch include 
the following. 

Allegro
Allegro is an early case assessment applications that gives users the absolute quickest access to 
litigation data.  Allegro’s high speed ingestion engine can identify and index extremely large amounts 
of unstructured data and present that data in a clear, organized, and intuitive way without waiting for 
extensive processing. ”Backed by dtSearch technology, Allegro has a multitude of keyword search 
options available for users to analyze and cull litigation collections to only relevant documents before 
sending on to the costly stage of litigation review.”

Eclipse
Eclipse is a web-based platform that contains extensive features for image and native file review.  By 
combining advanced analytical technology with standard linear workflows, Eclipse allows users to 
achieve the best reviews in the least amount of time. ”Eclipse includes “advanced search features 
powered by dtSearch and Content Analyst.”  (Content Analyst itself also embeds the dtSearch Engine.”

eCapture
eCapture is a centrally managed, fully scalable, high-speed eDiscovery processing tool that can handle 
terabytes of data with minimal human intervention. ”eCapture incorporates dtSearch technology that 
allows users to perform powerful searching.”

Scan-IT
eScan-IT is a desktop electronic discovery tool that allows combines electronically stored information 
processing, paper scanning, and printing in one intuitive application. ”dtSearch’s robust and high-
speed search capabilities empower users to build both simple and complex queries in order to find 
exactly what they are looking for.”

Lexbe Online™ embeds dtSearch in comprehensive cloud-based eDiscovery platform. 
Lexbe Online™ cloud-based application and platform lets organizations handle litigation without the 
need to maintain internal servers or IT support staff. For litigation of any scale, Lexbe Online manages 
the entire eDiscovery lifecycle quickly and efficiently through analysis, review, production and trial. 
“dtSearch is one of the best technology decision we have made.  It has an excellent feature set and 
scales ... dtSearch support is top-notch.”

Eclipse Legal Systems uses dtSearch for “powerful” text retrieval in its Proclaim Case 
Management Software.
Eclipse is the UK’s leading provider of case management software. The company, and its Proclaim 
Case Management Software, have won multiple awards. “dtSearch provides us with a powerful and 
flexible tool which enables our professional clients to rapidly locate keyword data from huge document 
libraries.” The result is “a fully searchable, central document library and knowledge / precedent store.”

Wave Software adds dtSearch to Trident email review.
Trident email review application provides the ability to process, de-dupe, and output to native email 
format in minutes. “The speed at which dtSearch searches data was the best complement to our own 
rapid email processing speed ... We are excited about dtSearch’s presence in the legal and 
government markets. dtSearch’s presence highlights our vision to serve those markets.”

Mindseye Solutions incorporates dtSearch in the latest release of ediscovery technology.
Mindseye Solutions is the developer of the next generation ediscovery technology TunnelVision. “The
implementation of dtSearch extends the powerful search capabilities of TunnelVision and enables 
clients to select the appropriate indexing technology to maintain consistency in search throughout 
downstream review processes. This release is a result of collaboration with our clients and addresses a 
number of challenges we have seen collectively within the industry.”

National Litigation Support Blog offers dtSearch overview video for CJA panel attorneys.
From the National Litigation Support Blog for Federal / Community Defenders and CJA Practitioners:
“dtSearch is a popular search and retrieval program. Here is a brief 12 minute video that 
demonstrates how to setup a new dtSearch index and how to run searches within an index.” dtSearch
“provides great functionality in searching both electronic documents and paper documents that are 
subsequently scanned and converted to a text searchable format, especially since it can search and 
retrieve information in many different file types ... As electronic discovery in federal criminal matters 
continues to grow in volume and in the variety of formats, dtSearch is a useful tool for CJA panel 
attorneys faced with the daunting task of organizing and searching through their case material.”

“Upgrading Litigation Support Tech for Massive EDD Matters” discusses FTI Consulting and 
dtSearch.
From Legal Tech Newsletter:  Dorsey & Whitney LLP is a firm of more than 600 lawyers with a 
litigation and arbitration practice, including offices in the United States, London, Hong Kong and 
Shanghai.  The newsletter describes how Dorsey turned to FTI Consulting and FTI Ringtail’s ASP 
hosted and other solutions for a massive international EDD matter, including the embedded dtSearch 
Engine. “The combined features of conventional field-based and text-based searching via the dtSearch 
engine were integral in the sorting and culling of this unwieldy data set ... Dorsey’s use of the 
dtSearch engine built into [FTI Ringtail’s solution] allowed for the filtering and sifting of the data and, 
subsequently, record review in as efficient a manner as I could imagine.” Further, the solution “set
itself apart from competing software applications by enabling the seamless inclusion of this content 
and, most important, the ability to exploit the search engine for text searches in Kanji.”

Consulting firm details using dtSearch Publish for EDD production. 
ONLAW Trial Technologies (www.onlawtec.com) offers trial technology, e-discovery, and computer 
forensics services. Special to Law.com: “dtSearch Publish is a tool that lets you quickly publish a 
document collection ... that is searchable by the recipient using dtSearch’s powerful search engine 
technology ... The search capabilities are automatically built into the collection you produce.” The 
result is “an elegant solution to creating a production set of electronically stored information that is 
immediately usable by the recipient ... an ideal tool for corporations and in-house legal departments 
that must frequently respond to e-discovery ... and for computer forensics examiners who need to 
provide their customers with a usable collection of items recovered during a computer forensic 
examination.”

bmi airline can "thoroughly recommend" dtSearch for finding legally-critical emails and 
other data.
bmi is the second largest airline at London Heathrow, one of the world’s busiest and best-connected 
international airports.  From its Heathrow hub, bmi services Europe, the Middle East, Central Asia and 
Africa. "I can thoroughly recommend dtSearch as without it the identification of certain emails/files on 
bmi’s network which were vital for litigation would not have been possible."

Breeze designs dtSearch-powered case document search system.
Breeze is a custom database application development organization experienced in the analysis, design 
and development of complex business process applications.  A major legal client of Breeze’s in the UK 
requested that Breeze develop a case document indexing and retrieval system. “We had to source an 
enterprise level indexing and search .NET component ... We found the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine 
had the power and flexibility to do what we wanted. The performance was blisteringly fast, and the 
client was extremely happy with the end result.”

New international legal site, Strad@, embeds dtSearch.
Strad@ is the biggest Belgian and Luxembourg online legal database. “Strad@ is based on dtSearch 
technology.  Strad@’s database consists of over 2 million documents, in HTML, MS Word, PDF and 
XML formats. dtSearch technology allows our customers to process searches with record speed.”

OSCN uses dtSearch for instant Web-based searching of enormous legal database. 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has an enormous legal research database, spanning 
Oklahoma legal documents, Wyoming legal documents, and even federal case materials. “dtSearch is 
the best performance product by a long way. Searching is pretty much instantaneous ... OSCN’s new 
search engine is one of the most powerful in existence.”
     From Government Technology: “Sifting through legal databases with pages of online documents 
can be cumbersome despite the search functionality available in many legal databases — but the 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has found a tool to simplify legal searches.” dtSearch
“enables full-text searches through the database for locating specific documents more quickly.”

Searchlight® total case management solution lights on dtSearch.
And the defense team in what is expected to be the longest and most complex trial in Canadian 
history has chosen the resulting product. “We needed an easy to integrate, but powerful text search 
engine to augment our software. The flexibility and the speed of the dtSearch text searches has added 
value to our software.”

Digital Office Systems adds dtSearch to paperless legal industry solutions.
Digital Office Systems is a leading provider of document management and paperless office solutions 
for small and medium-sized law firms. “dtSearch is far and away the best search solution for our 
product ... It fully integrates with Digital Office DM and provides users with amazingly fast search 
capability.”

California criminal defense specialist and litigation IT expert adds dtSearch to seminars and 
practice.
“I picked dtSearch because I could use it right out of the box ... I mean, how many times have you 
known that you’ve briefed an issue but you just can’t remember on which case ... The ability to index 
government websites is also invaluable.”

AppsPlus and VersusLaw release new legal research Web application using dtSearch.
AppsPlus is a highly-experienced database developer firm. Versus Law is a leader in the electronic 
distribution of legal research materials over the Web. Together, the two have collaborated on a new 
Web-based legal research tool. “dtSearch worked flawlessly with ASP.NET ... With a couple lines of 
code we had all the search engine properties and methods available, along with the current search 
query, including the results table, as displayed in the data grid on the page here.”

AppsPlus applies dtSearch for major West Coast firm.
AppsPlus has developed database solutions for over a dozen years; its president has authored many 
programming books, including: Database Programming with Visual Basic®.NET and ADO.NET: Tips 
Tutorials and Code. “With the law firm’s technical team, I went through a number of different search 
engine demos and even met with representatives from the companies. dtSearch came out as the 
winner with the most concise, yet robust data model.”

Cybergroup makes legal decision to use dtSearch.
One of the world’s largest law firms wanted to add an advanced search tool that joined database and 
document information into the same search results. Since the firm’s existing Web programming 
language was Adobe / Macromedia’s ColdFusion, Cybergroup proposed a ColdFusion-based search tool 
incorporating dtSearch and Cybergroup’s dbConnector product. “dtSearch and Cybergroup’s
dbConnector were the logical choice. The client needed the ability to search meta-data and content in 
one search, producing an integrated, comprehensive results presentation.”

“Regardless of what DMS you end up creating or buying, I would suggest that you give some 
thoughtful consideration to a full-text indexing system such as dtSearch ... I can tell you that there is 
no task too big for dtSearch ... You can choose to install dtSearch apps at each server and 
workstation.  Alternatively ... you can install a .NET version on your servers which is accessible by a 
Web browser throughout your organization.” — TechnoLawyer Newsletter

dtSearch “is a must-have tool for anyone reviewing electronic information in native format ... 
dtSearch reduces costs of document production, narrows a collection to key electronic files for a 
document production vendor and copies files to an alternate repository for in-house native file 
production.” — Law Office Computing

“Results are returned in lightning speed even on multiple-indexed file server folders ... Everyone 
agrees that using the program was simple to learn and a great asset.” — Public Defense Backup 
Center REPORT

“In a networked law firm environment, and anywhere large, heterogeneous collections of text are 
stored, dtSearch installs easily, is usable by busy professionals with almost zero training, and reliably 
returns the right answers, FAST. Although I have worked with highly complex software tools and 
systems, I appreciate even more the complex tools such as dtSearch that accomplish demanding 
goals while making it appear rather simple.” — President, Consulting Company

“In talking to e-discovery vendors and consultants, document review software tends to rely on a 
handful of licensed technologies.These tools allow vendors to quickly build software platforms that can 
take a large collection of documents and extract files, index the data and text inside, and search those 
files. Some of the most common components used by vendors include: dtSearch text retrieval 
software. dtSearch is available as a desktop search tool, but the technology is also licensed to 
software vendors who need to large search document collections.” — Law Technology News (“Stop
and Take a Look Under the EDD Hood”)

Published by the American Bar Association Law Practice Management Section, the book Electronic 
Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital Evidence and ESI recommends dtSearch:  "For searching 
data, the book suggests dtSearch [which] allows users to search and view a mixed collection of raw 
data and email files ... Finally, the authors turn to the production of ESI ... They recommend dtSearch 
Publish, a software program that will produce the ESI on a CD, DVD or external hard drive that is 
immediately usable and does not require specialized litigation software or IT support.” (This book can 
be found at Amazon.com) 
— LegalNews.com, discussing Electronic Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital 
Evidence and ESI

“Ipro [a dtSearch Engine customer]. dtSearch. Adobe [article discusses PDF format]. Solid names with 
a long-established history in litigation support.” — Law Technology News (posted at www.law.com)

dtSearch “algorithms provide unrivaled power and capabilities ... the program raises the bar in text 
retrieval, providing an industrial strength search engine that is an absolute must-have for Web-based 
data information management ... dtSearch outmaneuvers the competition. It’s a robust, sophisticated 
and powerful text-search tool ... If you want speed and accuracy, dtSearch is the only way to go.”
— Law Office Computing (“The Search Is On”)

“These days, legal research is one of the most time consuming tasks in the law industry. Although 
solutions are available to make legal search faster and easier, none are used as often as dtSearch, a 
company whose products help with legal research across statutes, regulations, and case law and can 
search web data.” — Inside Counsel

“dtSearch ... does an excellent job of finding needles in haystacks that come in a wide variety of file 
formats ... works quickly with a wide variety of search modes ... But the most intriguing new feature I 
saw was the ability to index public sites on the Web ... Web sites often have a built in index or search 
program, but I’ve found that dtSearch lets me find things on some sites that I couldn’t find using the 
built-in program.” — Law Office Technology Review (reprinted at www.law.com)

dtSearch appeared in the “Top 10” in the Law Technology News (www.lawtechnews.com) survey of 
the most popular software programs for electronic data discovery (and was the first search engine on 
the list).

“I would recommend this product to anyone, but especially to lawyers who need to search through 
volumes of deposition transcripts for key issues. It is just great... dtSearch has clearly surpassed [its 
competition] and has become the market leader.

Again, thanks for a well done product that really helps me in my work. It is one of my favorite 
programs!” — Plaintiff’s Medical Malpractice Litigator

“dtSearch allows instant, vast searches.” — Legal Management

“The best indexing program I’ve found is dtSearch” — Effective Discovery of Email

“dtSearch is a clear winner.”— Legal Times

“LITIGATION SUPPORT... In a recent case, I used dtSearch on a document population that was close 
to 3 gigabytes in size; the program handled it very nicely ... Imagine having to search manually 
through the hard-copy equivalent of 3 gigs of data! It probably would take weeks... There is no 
quicker way to find a needle in a digital haystack.” — The Lawyer’s PC (Published by West Group) 

“For finding data on my office systems, I use dtSearch.” dtSearch is a “search engine that creates 
indices of the files on your various hard drives, network drives, and CD drives, as well as websites of 
your choice.” — California Lawyer (Technicalities column)

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.”  dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog

dtSearch can “create an indexed, fully searchable collection from the raw data you receive. You can 
search the collection by keyword or use more-advanced Boolean search techniques. Hits will be 
displayed in a list ordered by relevancy ... Individual items can be viewed with the dtSearch viewer.”
— Law Practice

“Computer forensics and e-discovery software maker AccessData is beginning to offer licenses for ... a 
series of software ‘connectors’ that legal departments, service providers, and technology companies 
can use to extract information from Microsoft Exchange, Oracle Universal Records Management, and 
Symantec Enterprise Vault.  The connectors ... are based on existing software that AccessData built 
several years ago in conjunction with search technology specialist dtSearch, which also partners with 
many other legal technology companies.” — Law Technology News (describing AccessData’s OEM 
Connectors designed to integrate with the dtSearch Engine)

“dtSearch is a widely used indexing/searching tool.” “Building Structured Searches ... Now we will look 
at using a structured methodology for building searches. We will work with dtSearch syntax.” — The 
Organization of Professionals' OLP eJournal (“The Best-Kept Secrets to Using Keyword Search 
Technologies”)

“The American Law Division of the Library of Congress has been using dtSearch for a couple of years 
now to search for bills and other information at the request of Congress. Features we like are the 
speed of the searching and the ease of defining the criteria.”— Network Administrator, Library of 
Congress

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.” dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog (by the author of 
The Essential Guide to the Best (and Worst) Legal Sites on the Web)

dtSearch “is simply the best search tool available ... I simply cannot begin to imagine doing any 
search of electronically stored information without having dtSearch in my forensic toolbox ... The ROI 
for dtSearch is practically as fast as the search results.” — Contributing Editor, American 
Bankruptcy Institute Journal

“dtSearch is the clear winner as a means to locate documents and text within those documents.”
“Searching with dtSearch ... is more intuitive ... and faster too ... dtSearch was more than twice as 
fast [at indexing] and provides better information about located files. It also makes better use of the 
Windows environment.” — Law Office Computing (“Software Shoot-Out”) Editor’s Choice

“A fantastic program.” dtSearch now “lets you expand your research across multiple web sites. This is 
a great program and it keep getting better.” — The Docket

“I recommend dtSearch to everyone I meet... I recommend this because I love your product, use it 
frequently, and believe others should have the opportunity.” — Attorney

“There are several powerful software tools you should consider employing for searching large 
quantities of data. For example, dtSearch by dtSearch Corp. can index terabytes of digital data in 
many different formats and make it all text-searchable. Search results are relatively easy to review, 
and search terms are highlighted in the documents.” — Corporate Counsel (posted at www.law.com)

“dtSearch ... editions are powerful text-searching tools for file-level identification and extraction.” —
Computer Evidence: Collection and Preservation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

A “favorite affordable workhorse” is “the ubiquitous dtSearch indexing and search tool ... salvation lay 
with dtSearch ... more kudos for dtSearch.” — Law Technology News (“EDD for Everybody”)

“Advanced key word searches require the use of an index tool with a fully developed search capability, 
such as dtSearch.” — Lexology (“Critical e-discovery obligations and processes: a case law primer”)
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Relativity uses dtSearch for advanced text retrieval.
Relativity is the web-based e-discovery review platform that gives users the flexibility to design and 
automate their review workflow, and provides the scalability to handle the industry’s largest cases. 
Advantages of Relativity include computer-assisted review allowing users to more effectively search 
large volumes of data, as well as visual data analysis tools to help reveal trends in a case. By building 
applications on top of Relativity, users can also manage tasks and address unique challenges before, 
during, and after review. “We’ve worked with dtSearch since the early days of Relativity, and we’ve
always received the highest levels of support from the dtSearch team. Providing easy-to-use, intuitive 
search options within Relativity is important to us. We’re pleased to offer dtSearch’s powerful 
searching technology to our users.”

AD eDiscovery and legal review solutions utilize dtSearch. 
AccessData provides court-validated, state-of-the-art computer forensics, eDiscovery and cyber 
security solutions. Built on its gold-standard forensics technology, Forensic Toolkit, AD eDiscovery is a 
comprehensive electronic discovery software solution. In addition, AccessData’s legal review 
technology, Summation, is used by more law firms than any other solution. “Leveraging the dtSearch 
Engine, the Summation legal review platform enables advanced searching to allow attorneys to 
effectively assess and build their cases.” “By leveraging the power of dtSearch in the in-house 
platform, AD eDiscovery, users can quickly search for relevant documents and emails with forensic-
level accuracy and speed. The integration of dtSearch with AD eDiscovery creates an unsurpassed tool 
in the collection and assessment of relevant electronically stored information.”

FTI Consulting rings in dtSearch to Ringtail™ web-based e-discovery products and hosted 
solutions.
FTI Consulting provides a range of legal-oriented services, including the Ringtail™ legal product suite 
and SaaS-hosted e-discovery solutions. “dtSearch is an industry leading keyword search application ... 
We did a pretty thorough evaluation of search engines and dtSearch is clearly a best of breed tool 
with the best search engine API.”

Equivio embeds dtSearch into Equivio Zoom platform.
Equivio Zoom is an integrated platform for e-discovery analytics and predictive coding. Used 
extensively in the legal industry, Zoom brings together Equivio’s proven technologies for e-discovery 
analytics in a unified web-based platform. Combining Equivio’s best-of-breed near-duplicates, email 
threads and relevance components, together with data import, ECA and enriched analytics 
capabilities, Zoom provides the necessary tools for easier, faster and smarter e-discovery. “For
corporations and law firms engaged in e-discovery, the ability to rapidly find and access data is key.
Backed by an outstanding track record, dtSearch provides us with the industry-grade search capability 
we need to support an out-of-the-box solution for even the largest organizations.”

“Law Firm Document Conversion and Management” relies on DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding dtSearch.
From a Product Review in Information Management Magazine, describing how a 130+ person law firm 
chose the DocuLex Archive Studio suite to scan and search more than 14,000 boxes of documents: 
“Archive Studio provides an end-to-end document management solution – capture, management, 
workflow and archival. The product is fast, flexible ... scalable.” The suite includes Office Capture, 
providing “quick capture and conversion of documents to fully searchable PDFs.” The suite also 
includes WebSearch, providing “easy search and retrieval of the electronic files” with “different levels 
of security for different departments.” “The search engine employed behind the scenes of WebSearch 
is supplied by dtSearch ... WebSearch, with the dtSearch engine working in the background, gives the 
user many ways to search for a document and is extremely accurate.”

DocuLex adds dtSearch to legal product lineup.
DocuLex, a recognized leader in document imaging software, offers specialized solutions for 
facilitating productive document imaging for the litigation support industry. DocuLex wanted its legal 
customers to be able to instantly locate their DocuLex-imaged electronic files. “Our staff was then 
astounded by how quickly dtSearch indexed — and then searched.”

IP.com uses dtSearch piece in intellectual property management puzzle.
By applying collaboration, document management, and workflows to the problems of intellectual 
property management, InnovationQ helps corporations to secure their IP assets more thoroughly. At 
the same time, it helps to streamline processes and remove bottlenecks that can result in lost or 
leaked IP and delayed product launches. “The ability to quickly locate documents stored in 
InnovationQ is a key part of intellectual property management. dtSearch allows us to find a wide 
variety of documents quickly and easily in many different languages and writing systems. The ability 
of dtSearch to support our international customers is an important reason we chose it.”

Tabs3 and PracticeMaster provide enhanced accessibility and searching through dtSearch.
Software Technology, Inc. (STI) is the maker of the multiple award-winning Tabs3 billing software and 
PracticeMaster practice management software for the legal industry. “Through integration with 
dtSearch, powerful new document search features let PracticeMaster Premier users search for text 
within e-mail attachments and linked documents. Searches can be customized to include only specific 
clients or certain date ranges; or by using phonetic searching to help you quickly search for conflicts 
of interest or find the information you are looking for.”

“Trial Technology Saves Last Man Standing” relies on dtSearch directly and embedded in 
third-party applications.
From Law Technology News: “an executive with computer chipmaker Hynix Semiconductor, was 
indicted by the United States Department of Justice, charged with joining a criminal conspiracy to fix 
prices in the dynamic random access memory industry.” “To contain those costs and meet the 12-
month review target, our litigation support department used ingenuity, and a mix of products ... 
Among our tools were Ipro Tech’s line of products, including Ipro e-Scan IT and Ipro OCR, and a full-
text search engine, dtSearch, from dtSearch.”

Steve Lee & Associates uses eDocfile with dtSearch for advanced litigation support 
services.
eDocfile specializes in applications that capture and transmit image data.  Steve Lee & Associates, an 
eDocfile customer, provides litigation advisory services including expert testimony and consulting in 
the areas of forensic economics/accounting, complex commercial damages, business regulation, fraud 
investigations, asset tracing, loan workouts, antitrust and competition policy, securities disputes, 
insolvency, reorganization and electronic discovery. “eDocfile’s Text Searchable Tiffs utility together 
with the dtSearch engine have become must-have tools for our complex litigation and investigations 
practice.  We use these powerful forensic tools on a stand-alone basis and also as a check on the 
results of standard litigation software programs.  The customer support from both firms has been 
exceptional.”

NEXPERT uses dtSearch for legal case management application. 
NEXPERT is an interdisciplinary team of network specialists, lawyers and software developers offering 
comprehensive IT solutions to law firms and financial services providers.  Located in Switzerland, 
NEXPERT developed and integrated an advanced document indexing and search tool joining database 
information from a legal case management system and document information into the same search 
results. “After evaluating several full-text engines, we found that dtSearch is simply today’s best 
available search engine.  The efficient and good support as well as dtSearch’s complete 
documentation allowed us to develop an advanced search tool that exceeded the expectation of our 
clients.”

Andornot, the Inmagic experts, designs Web application for prominent New York law firm 
with dtSearch.
Andornot built a Web application for a prominent New York law firm for use in large cases. “The
documents, all PDFs averaging thousands of pages in size, were first scanned with OCR technology, 
and then indexed and made searchable with dtSearch. Fast searches across the collection allow 
significant information to be quickly identified. Relevant pages are extracted into new PDF documents, 
and key value-added information is entered into an Inmagic database, all from a single browser-based 
interface.”

HMU Consulting counsels dtSearch in conferences and consulting work.
Henley March & Unger Consulting (“HMU”) has experience in providing technology consulting to over 
300 law firms nationwide. In addition, HMU teaches a wide variety of legal technology seminars and 
continuing education classes. “Solving the issue of lost electronic documents must be a part of any 
technology initiative or strategic plan.” dtSearch’s “searching capabilities are impressive and this 
program pays for itself the first time you find that long, lost document you would have otherwise 
never found.”

CaseFinder® Virginia legal research system finds dtSearch.
CaseFinder is a complete Virginia legal research system. “dtSearch’s search speed is nearly 
instantaneous, even through our massive databases ... No other software could give us the flexibility 
we got with dtSearch.”

DocuLex employs dtSearch in Archive Studio to make light labor of document retrieval for 
National Border Patrol Council.
For document storage and retrieval, the National Border Patrol Council chose DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding the dtSearch Engine. “With a distributed input model as we have now, and the amazing 
capabilities of the DocuLex Archive Studio software, all documents captured in so many different 
locations are handled with ease — they are automatically filed for fast retrieval online by anyone 
qualified to access them ... My representatives have found this a great way to access case files in an 
instant, and the Council is fulfilling all demands for exemplary service to Border Patrol employees.”

SecondLook deploys dtSearch in cloud-based DMS for the legal industry.
SecondLook was founded in response to a need in the legal marketplace for a document management 
system that is easy to use, quick to deploy, feature rich, with a positive ROI. SecondLook’s cloud-
based document management system meets these needs as a Software-as-a-Service solution. “We
embed the dtSearch Engine to search our SQL database as well as other associated documents. 
Search is very fast, even across our largest litigation data sets, such as that of a national defense 
practice litigation firm that recently chose SecondLook to handle document management in a mass 
tort defense case.”

CACJ/CPDA capital case seminar adds dtSearch to its electronic syllabus.
The California Attorneys for Criminal Justice (CACJ) and the California Public Defenders Association 
(CPDA) sponsors an annual seminar addressing the representation of clients in capital litigation. 
“Attendees requested CACJ & CPDA to develop a method whereby specific documents could be located 
easily and quickly for use in their law practices. Enter dtSearch ... This year’s dtSearch powered 
CDRom was received with resounding approval by our seminar attendees ... Last, but not least, I have 
found the dtSearch organization as a whole to be equally supportive.”

BriefCase, realtime transcription software for the 21st Century, adds dtSearch.
Sellers Legal Services has some 90 years experience in providing courtroom services in the UK. “The
dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine has allowed us to quickly produce a very advanced product.”

Premirus consultants counsel dtSearch for one of the Web’s largest legal repositories.
Consultants now working at Premirus created one of the largest repositories of legal information on 
the Internet. The repository consisted of millions of documents, including court rules and forms, state 
appellate court decisions, federal appellate court decisions, U.S. Supreme Court decisions, state and 
federal statutes, and international legal documents, all with citation cross references. “Using the 
dtSearch Engine, our consultants operated one of the largest transactional systems on the Internet, 
all running under Windows.NET Advanced Server. dtSearch worked wonderfully. During a year plus of 
production, on a Web database of about 100 gigabytes, we didn’t have a single dtSearch failure ... 
dtSearch full-text searching was usually less than a second on about a hundred gigabytes of data —
comparable to the SQL fielded data-only search speed.”

Interasia Discover embeds dtSearch in litigation e-Bibles.
Interasia Discovery is the leading litigation support company in Asia covering Hong Kong, Singapore, 
China, Taiwan, Korea, and Japan.  Among the services provided by Interasia Discovery is the e-Bundle 
or e-Bible. Interasia Discovery “uses dtSearch as the core engine for organizing and retrieving the 
trial bundle documents.” The company “selected dtSearch for its easy-to-use interface and fast search 
function across multiple documents.”

Driven embeds dtSearch in its flagship ONE e-discovery platform. 
Available both as a SaaS-hosted platform, as well as running at customer sites, ONE covers the entire 
span of litigation support, from early case assessment to review preparation, to review management, 
to production, to trial preparation. “The dtSearch Engine provides our powerful searching, from simple 
keyword searches to complex queries."  In one case, "after Driven’s early case assessment, the client 
removed another 90% of data universe prior to full native processing using ONE’s full searching 
capabilities," effectively "cull[ing] an initial 4 terabytes worth of data down to 100 GB for native 
review.”

iCONECT embeds dtSearch in SQL Server Connector. 
iCONECT offers “experience in supporting most of the largest e-discovery review projects in the world. 
If you need to power through terabytes of e-review, we can help.” Further, “iCONECT builds bridges 
that link leading litigation support products to provide you with a reliable end-to-end workflow from 
collection to analysis to presentation.” “dtSearch is embedded in iCONECT’s SQL Server Connector 
(available with iCONECT’s 820 release) and is used to execute indexing and searching.”   In addition 
to dtSearch, iCONECT also lists alliances with a number of other companies described in more detail 
on this page and on other pages throughout the dtSearch Case Studies & 3rd Party Solutions section.

Visual Evidence / E-Discovery embeds dtSearch in VeREVIEW.
Visual Evidence / E-Discovery, LLC (VE), a leader in e-discovery solutions and services, has dtSearch 
embedded into its latest version of VeREVIEW — a customizable, powerful, cost effective and 
comprehensive web-based review tool for electronically-stored information (ESI). “dtSearch
embedded in our VeReview Platform empowers our clients with the most advanced search capabilities 
within our market.”

Sfile delivers industry changing economics leveraging dtSearch. 
Sfile is a leader in eDiscovery 3.0, leveraging a true Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) technology 
infrastructure to deliver industry changing economics. Sfile has achieved an integrated, unified 
Electronic Document Discovery (EDD) platform that combines evidence archiving, processing, early 
case assessment, document, review and production. “Sfile selected dtSearch because dtSeach is 
widely recognized as the industry standard for legal software applications. dtSearch is the only search 
technology provider which has embraced and optimized their technology to the unique needs of our 
industry. dtSearch’s capabilities are broad, deep, scalable and reliable.”

Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, embeds dtSearch. 
Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, is a secure, end-to-end eDiscovery platform providing 
advanced capabilities for processing, search, review and production of data for litigation, compliance 
and regulatory matters. “dtSearch is a key component of Daegis Edge used to perform all of the full-
text searching. We leverage this search technology to allow our clients full access to text in the 
documents.”

SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users an electronically stored information (ESI) chain of 
custody.
Pinpoint Labs addresses many of the issues facing forensically sound file collection, preservation and 
EED processing for corporate IT department, law firms, and other legal professionals. Pinpoint’s
SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users a chain of custody for Electronically Stored Information (ESI) 
productions, enabling easy production of relevant data sources identified in the search results. “I’ve
been fortunate enough to work with the products and staff at dtSearch Corp. for more than 8 years. It 
is no wonder why so many software developers and legal professionals rely on dtSearch to quickly and 
effectively index and search native files. Importing dtSearch hit lists into SafeCopy 2 provides several 
advantages to our mutual clients.”

ICFECI employs dtSearch in its litigation arsenal and in forensics training.
The Institute of Computer Forensic Examinations and Criminal Investigations (ICFECI) was established 
as a a resource to the Criminal Justice Act Panel and the United States District Courts. The ICFECI 
specializes in preparing for civil and criminal litigation, typically involving civil fraud and criminal 
schemes with large volumes of data. The ICFECI also assists with computer forensics lab software and 
hardware selection, installation, configuration and training. “I handle massive discovery on just about 
any type of computer data case. I always use dtSearch ... to glean relevant discovery data.” “Once
the raw data is processed ... I use dtSearch Web with Spider. dtSeach provides unique characteristics 
that fit perfectly the handling of discovery and making the discovery available in a manageable and 
searchable format.”

Contract Director signs in dtSearch for integrated searching with industry-leading contract 
lifecycle management (CLM) software. 
SciQuest Contract Director provides integrated business solutions for contract management, sourcing 
and procurement, and invoice and billing management activities. “dtSearch is an invaluable tool that 
helps users quickly sift through millions of documents to find pertinent information.” For example, one 
Fortune 500 customer "achieved reduced contract creation cycles of more than 30% and streamlined 
business processes from the implementation" of Contract Director together with dtSearch. The 
“combination helped them perform a task in about 30 seconds, that would take weeks before this 
combined solution was available.”

Contegra Systems uses dtSearch in leading legal Web application for Pike & Fischer.
A Bureau of National Affairs company, Pike & Fischer selected Contegra to develop its new online legal 
reference services. The end result: Communications Regulation, Pike & Fischer’s flagship product, was 
named a 2005 Codie Finalist for Best Online Government Information Service. “An effective search 
engine is a critical and often overlooked aspect of information product design ... We chose dtSearch 
for its features and functionality, scalability ... The door of my office is plastered with printouts of 
positive feedback.”

Document Advantage finds dtSearch an advantage in Web-based cross-platform e-
discovery application. Document Advantage’s e-Review™ is designed to handle even the most 
extensive e-discovery data sets. The application has a flexible SQL backend, and is fully web-based 
and cross-platform (Windows/Linux). Customers of e-Review span in-house Fortune 500 corporate 
counsels’ offices to Public Defenders’ offices. DocuVantage uses the dtSearch Engine for Win & .NET 
and the dtSearch Engine for Linux to “pinpoint case-specific critical evidence using advanced 
searching” and “conduct relevant searches to uncover additional evidence.”

LAW adds in dtSearch.
LAW (now a LexisNexis® product) provides document capture, image processing and data export into 
a variety of litigation support applications. “We chose dtSearch because of its ability to simultaneously 
query textual content and databases. The result is an excellent tool for full-text retrieval, and 
searching our backend database.” “Engineers reviewed various applications for indexing speed, 
search speed, accuracy and search options … dtSearch was the hands down winner.” “We were 
amazed at how much quicker and more ‘intelligent’ the dtSearch Engine was.”

Now part of LiveNote, a Thomson Reuters Affiliate, CaseLogistix is powered by dtSearch.
“Developers initially sought out and evaluated dtSearch because of its strong reputation in the 
marketplace. In our testing, dtSearch easily overpowered the document indexing and searching 
abilities of other solutions, especially against large volumes of documents. Benchmarks tested 
included indexing and search speed and accuracy of search results. Choosing dtSearch over other 
solutions turned out to be a very easy decision.”

Discovery Attender™ discovers dtSearch.
Discovery Attender makes viewing and supervising electronic data easy and efficient. It performs 
dynamic keyword searches on Exchange Mailboxes, Public Folders, Outlook PST files, and on files 
found in Common File Storage areas. A Lotus Notes version provides searching of Domino server 
databases, combining search of both .NSF files with general file types such as MS Office and PDF. 
“dtSearch nicely complements Discovery Attender’s existing capabilities by providing an efficient, 
robust and stable platform to execute searches within a variety of file formats. As a result of the 
dtSearch integration, Discovery Attender has improved search performance, increased the speed and 
accuracy of its searches while accessing file types previously inaccessible.”

Sherpa Software’s Attender brings dtSearching to Lotus Notes and beyond.
Sherpa’s Discovery Attender for Notes is a Lotus Notes search and e-discovery tool that automates 
investigative tasks in Domino server databases, as well as documents outside of Lotus Notes. “We use 
dtSearch for dynamic keyword searching. The dtSearch Engine provides powerful searching within 
files and attachments.”

ATS employs dtSearch for regulatory information site.
American Technology Services (ATS) is a full-service IT consulting firm serving organizations 
throughout the United States and Europe from its headquarters in the Washington, DC area. ATS 
works with a state regulatory board association covering the 50 United States, the District of 
Columbia and four U.S. territories. “We relied primarily on dtSearch’s built-in Web spidering 
capabilities in developing this portal for our customer. We targeted the spider to index data on a 
number of remote Web sites. The process was seamless.”

DBiT puts dtSearch to work for major Belgium legal publisher.
A major Belgium legal publisher, Larcier carries a large number of legal reference titles. Larcier hired 
DBiT to electronically publish these titles, including combined full-text searching and fielded data 
access. “dtSearch met all of our requirements. dtSearch’s many research options allow for extremely 
quick access to the reference information. We really appreciated that dtSearch documentation was 
very clear and complete ... In some data collections, we had over a dozen XML-based data fields. 
dtSearch integrated well with our XML database. The result was instantaneous, highly targeted search 
access to the client’s data. dtSearch’s combined full-text and fielded data was instantaneous, even 
with the many searching fields that we added.”

All evidence points
to dtSearch.
Fios offers litigation teams a complete solution surrounding the acquisition, conversion, management, 
analysis, and distribution of electronic data associated with the litigation discovery process. “We found 
that dtSearch was the best of breed in its category.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching to immigration legal library.
The American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) is a national association of more than 12,000 
attorneys and law professors. AILA needs its subscribers to be able to have instant access to more 
than 100 AILA publications, the Immigration & Nationality Act, the immigration sections of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, and other government resources. GVPi implemented a semi-custom built 
solution, including a content management system (CMS) to allow AILA to enter and manage all of 
their content. Enhancements included the ability to add bookmarks and notes on any of the content in 
the library and to manage these bookmarks in notes in folders.“The dtSearch Engine provides instant 
data search access for subscribers across the large volume of content. The embedded dtSearch 
allowed GVPi to implement AILA’s complex advanced search capabilities across various content types.”

Ipro Tech utilizes dtSearch as part of a comprehensive platform for the early case 
assessment, document review, processing, and production of large litigation document 
collections.
Thousands of law firms, legal service providers, corporations, and government agencies use the Ipro 
Enterprise digital discovery platform to organize, review, process, and produce litigation collections of 
vast sizes and complexity levels. ”dtSearch powers high-speed text retrieval functionality so users can 
find important information faster.  Ipro uses dtSearch technology in all three of the fully integrated 
components of the Ipro Enterprise digital discovery platform.” Ipro products that use dtSearch include 
the following. 

Allegro
Allegro is an early case assessment applications that gives users the absolute quickest access to 
litigation data.  Allegro’s high speed ingestion engine can identify and index extremely large amounts 
of unstructured data and present that data in a clear, organized, and intuitive way without waiting for 
extensive processing. ”Backed by dtSearch technology, Allegro has a multitude of keyword search 
options available for users to analyze and cull litigation collections to only relevant documents before 
sending on to the costly stage of litigation review.”

Eclipse
Eclipse is a web-based platform that contains extensive features for image and native file review.  By 
combining advanced analytical technology with standard linear workflows, Eclipse allows users to 
achieve the best reviews in the least amount of time. ”Eclipse includes “advanced search features 
powered by dtSearch and Content Analyst.”  (Content Analyst itself also embeds the dtSearch Engine.”

eCapture
eCapture is a centrally managed, fully scalable, high-speed eDiscovery processing tool that can handle 
terabytes of data with minimal human intervention. ”eCapture incorporates dtSearch technology that 
allows users to perform powerful searching.”

Scan-IT
eScan-IT is a desktop electronic discovery tool that allows combines electronically stored information 
processing, paper scanning, and printing in one intuitive application. ”dtSearch’s robust and high-
speed search capabilities empower users to build both simple and complex queries in order to find 
exactly what they are looking for.”

Lexbe Online™ embeds dtSearch in comprehensive cloud-based eDiscovery platform. 
Lexbe Online™ cloud-based application and platform lets organizations handle litigation without the 
need to maintain internal servers or IT support staff. For litigation of any scale, Lexbe Online manages 
the entire eDiscovery lifecycle quickly and efficiently through analysis, review, production and trial. 
“dtSearch is one of the best technology decision we have made.  It has an excellent feature set and 
scales ... dtSearch support is top-notch.”

Eclipse Legal Systems uses dtSearch for “powerful” text retrieval in its Proclaim Case 
Management Software.
Eclipse is the UK’s leading provider of case management software. The company, and its Proclaim 
Case Management Software, have won multiple awards. “dtSearch provides us with a powerful and 
flexible tool which enables our professional clients to rapidly locate keyword data from huge document 
libraries.” The result is “a fully searchable, central document library and knowledge / precedent store.”

Wave Software adds dtSearch to Trident email review.
Trident email review application provides the ability to process, de-dupe, and output to native email 
format in minutes. “The speed at which dtSearch searches data was the best complement to our own 
rapid email processing speed ... We are excited about dtSearch’s presence in the legal and 
government markets. dtSearch’s presence highlights our vision to serve those markets.”

Mindseye Solutions incorporates dtSearch in the latest release of ediscovery technology.
Mindseye Solutions is the developer of the next generation ediscovery technology TunnelVision. “The
implementation of dtSearch extends the powerful search capabilities of TunnelVision and enables 
clients to select the appropriate indexing technology to maintain consistency in search throughout 
downstream review processes. This release is a result of collaboration with our clients and addresses a 
number of challenges we have seen collectively within the industry.”

National Litigation Support Blog offers dtSearch overview video for CJA panel attorneys.
From the National Litigation Support Blog for Federal / Community Defenders and CJA Practitioners:
“dtSearch is a popular search and retrieval program. Here is a brief 12 minute video that 
demonstrates how to setup a new dtSearch index and how to run searches within an index.” dtSearch
“provides great functionality in searching both electronic documents and paper documents that are 
subsequently scanned and converted to a text searchable format, especially since it can search and 
retrieve information in many different file types ... As electronic discovery in federal criminal matters 
continues to grow in volume and in the variety of formats, dtSearch is a useful tool for CJA panel 
attorneys faced with the daunting task of organizing and searching through their case material.”

“Upgrading Litigation Support Tech for Massive EDD Matters” discusses FTI Consulting and 
dtSearch.
From Legal Tech Newsletter:  Dorsey & Whitney LLP is a firm of more than 600 lawyers with a 
litigation and arbitration practice, including offices in the United States, London, Hong Kong and 
Shanghai.  The newsletter describes how Dorsey turned to FTI Consulting and FTI Ringtail’s ASP 
hosted and other solutions for a massive international EDD matter, including the embedded dtSearch 
Engine. “The combined features of conventional field-based and text-based searching via the dtSearch 
engine were integral in the sorting and culling of this unwieldy data set ... Dorsey’s use of the 
dtSearch engine built into [FTI Ringtail’s solution] allowed for the filtering and sifting of the data and, 
subsequently, record review in as efficient a manner as I could imagine.” Further, the solution “set
itself apart from competing software applications by enabling the seamless inclusion of this content 
and, most important, the ability to exploit the search engine for text searches in Kanji.”

Consulting firm details using dtSearch Publish for EDD production. 
ONLAW Trial Technologies (www.onlawtec.com) offers trial technology, e-discovery, and computer 
forensics services. Special to Law.com: “dtSearch Publish is a tool that lets you quickly publish a 
document collection ... that is searchable by the recipient using dtSearch’s powerful search engine 
technology ... The search capabilities are automatically built into the collection you produce.” The 
result is “an elegant solution to creating a production set of electronically stored information that is 
immediately usable by the recipient ... an ideal tool for corporations and in-house legal departments 
that must frequently respond to e-discovery ... and for computer forensics examiners who need to 
provide their customers with a usable collection of items recovered during a computer forensic 
examination.”

bmi airline can "thoroughly recommend" dtSearch for finding legally-critical emails and 
other data.
bmi is the second largest airline at London Heathrow, one of the world’s busiest and best-connected 
international airports.  From its Heathrow hub, bmi services Europe, the Middle East, Central Asia and 
Africa. "I can thoroughly recommend dtSearch as without it the identification of certain emails/files on 
bmi’s network which were vital for litigation would not have been possible."

Breeze designs dtSearch-powered case document search system.
Breeze is a custom database application development organization experienced in the analysis, design 
and development of complex business process applications.  A major legal client of Breeze’s in the UK 
requested that Breeze develop a case document indexing and retrieval system. “We had to source an 
enterprise level indexing and search .NET component ... We found the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine 
had the power and flexibility to do what we wanted. The performance was blisteringly fast, and the 
client was extremely happy with the end result.”

New international legal site, Strad@, embeds dtSearch.
Strad@ is the biggest Belgian and Luxembourg online legal database. “Strad@ is based on dtSearch 
technology.  Strad@’s database consists of over 2 million documents, in HTML, MS Word, PDF and 
XML formats. dtSearch technology allows our customers to process searches with record speed.”

OSCN uses dtSearch for instant Web-based searching of enormous legal database. 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has an enormous legal research database, spanning 
Oklahoma legal documents, Wyoming legal documents, and even federal case materials. “dtSearch is 
the best performance product by a long way. Searching is pretty much instantaneous ... OSCN’s new 
search engine is one of the most powerful in existence.”
     From Government Technology: “Sifting through legal databases with pages of online documents 
can be cumbersome despite the search functionality available in many legal databases — but the 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has found a tool to simplify legal searches.” dtSearch
“enables full-text searches through the database for locating specific documents more quickly.”

Searchlight® total case management solution lights on dtSearch.
And the defense team in what is expected to be the longest and most complex trial in Canadian 
history has chosen the resulting product. “We needed an easy to integrate, but powerful text search 
engine to augment our software. The flexibility and the speed of the dtSearch text searches has added 
value to our software.”

Digital Office Systems adds dtSearch to paperless legal industry solutions.
Digital Office Systems is a leading provider of document management and paperless office solutions 
for small and medium-sized law firms. “dtSearch is far and away the best search solution for our 
product ... It fully integrates with Digital Office DM and provides users with amazingly fast search 
capability.”

California criminal defense specialist and litigation IT expert adds dtSearch to seminars and 
practice.
“I picked dtSearch because I could use it right out of the box ... I mean, how many times have you 
known that you’ve briefed an issue but you just can’t remember on which case ... The ability to index 
government websites is also invaluable.”

AppsPlus and VersusLaw release new legal research Web application using dtSearch.
AppsPlus is a highly-experienced database developer firm. Versus Law is a leader in the electronic 
distribution of legal research materials over the Web. Together, the two have collaborated on a new 
Web-based legal research tool. “dtSearch worked flawlessly with ASP.NET ... With a couple lines of 
code we had all the search engine properties and methods available, along with the current search 
query, including the results table, as displayed in the data grid on the page here.”

AppsPlus applies dtSearch for major West Coast firm.
AppsPlus has developed database solutions for over a dozen years; its president has authored many 
programming books, including: Database Programming with Visual Basic®.NET and ADO.NET: Tips 
Tutorials and Code. “With the law firm’s technical team, I went through a number of different search 
engine demos and even met with representatives from the companies. dtSearch came out as the 
winner with the most concise, yet robust data model.”

Cybergroup makes legal decision to use dtSearch.
One of the world’s largest law firms wanted to add an advanced search tool that joined database and 
document information into the same search results. Since the firm’s existing Web programming 
language was Adobe / Macromedia’s ColdFusion, Cybergroup proposed a ColdFusion-based search tool 
incorporating dtSearch and Cybergroup’s dbConnector product. “dtSearch and Cybergroup’s
dbConnector were the logical choice. The client needed the ability to search meta-data and content in 
one search, producing an integrated, comprehensive results presentation.”

“Regardless of what DMS you end up creating or buying, I would suggest that you give some 
thoughtful consideration to a full-text indexing system such as dtSearch ... I can tell you that there is 
no task too big for dtSearch ... You can choose to install dtSearch apps at each server and 
workstation.  Alternatively ... you can install a .NET version on your servers which is accessible by a 
Web browser throughout your organization.” — TechnoLawyer Newsletter

dtSearch “is a must-have tool for anyone reviewing electronic information in native format ... 
dtSearch reduces costs of document production, narrows a collection to key electronic files for a 
document production vendor and copies files to an alternate repository for in-house native file 
production.” — Law Office Computing

“Results are returned in lightning speed even on multiple-indexed file server folders ... Everyone 
agrees that using the program was simple to learn and a great asset.” — Public Defense Backup 
Center REPORT

“In a networked law firm environment, and anywhere large, heterogeneous collections of text are 
stored, dtSearch installs easily, is usable by busy professionals with almost zero training, and reliably 
returns the right answers, FAST. Although I have worked with highly complex software tools and 
systems, I appreciate even more the complex tools such as dtSearch that accomplish demanding 
goals while making it appear rather simple.” — President, Consulting Company

“In talking to e-discovery vendors and consultants, document review software tends to rely on a 
handful of licensed technologies.These tools allow vendors to quickly build software platforms that can 
take a large collection of documents and extract files, index the data and text inside, and search those 
files. Some of the most common components used by vendors include: dtSearch text retrieval 
software. dtSearch is available as a desktop search tool, but the technology is also licensed to 
software vendors who need to large search document collections.” — Law Technology News (“Stop
and Take a Look Under the EDD Hood”)

Published by the American Bar Association Law Practice Management Section, the book Electronic 
Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital Evidence and ESI recommends dtSearch:  "For searching 
data, the book suggests dtSearch [which] allows users to search and view a mixed collection of raw 
data and email files ... Finally, the authors turn to the production of ESI ... They recommend dtSearch 
Publish, a software program that will produce the ESI on a CD, DVD or external hard drive that is 
immediately usable and does not require specialized litigation software or IT support.” (This book can 
be found at Amazon.com) 
— LegalNews.com, discussing Electronic Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital 
Evidence and ESI

“Ipro [a dtSearch Engine customer]. dtSearch. Adobe [article discusses PDF format]. Solid names with 
a long-established history in litigation support.” — Law Technology News (posted at www.law.com)

dtSearch “algorithms provide unrivaled power and capabilities ... the program raises the bar in text 
retrieval, providing an industrial strength search engine that is an absolute must-have for Web-based 
data information management ... dtSearch outmaneuvers the competition. It’s a robust, sophisticated 
and powerful text-search tool ... If you want speed and accuracy, dtSearch is the only way to go.”
— Law Office Computing (“The Search Is On”)

“These days, legal research is one of the most time consuming tasks in the law industry. Although 
solutions are available to make legal search faster and easier, none are used as often as dtSearch, a 
company whose products help with legal research across statutes, regulations, and case law and can 
search web data.” — Inside Counsel

“dtSearch ... does an excellent job of finding needles in haystacks that come in a wide variety of file 
formats ... works quickly with a wide variety of search modes ... But the most intriguing new feature I 
saw was the ability to index public sites on the Web ... Web sites often have a built in index or search 
program, but I’ve found that dtSearch lets me find things on some sites that I couldn’t find using the 
built-in program.” — Law Office Technology Review (reprinted at www.law.com)

dtSearch appeared in the “Top 10” in the Law Technology News (www.lawtechnews.com) survey of 
the most popular software programs for electronic data discovery (and was the first search engine on 
the list).

“I would recommend this product to anyone, but especially to lawyers who need to search through 
volumes of deposition transcripts for key issues. It is just great... dtSearch has clearly surpassed [its 
competition] and has become the market leader.

Again, thanks for a well done product that really helps me in my work. It is one of my favorite 
programs!” — Plaintiff’s Medical Malpractice Litigator

“dtSearch allows instant, vast searches.” — Legal Management

“The best indexing program I’ve found is dtSearch” — Effective Discovery of Email

“dtSearch is a clear winner.”— Legal Times

“LITIGATION SUPPORT... In a recent case, I used dtSearch on a document population that was close 
to 3 gigabytes in size; the program handled it very nicely ... Imagine having to search manually 
through the hard-copy equivalent of 3 gigs of data! It probably would take weeks... There is no 
quicker way to find a needle in a digital haystack.” — The Lawyer’s PC (Published by West Group) 

“For finding data on my office systems, I use dtSearch.” dtSearch is a “search engine that creates 
indices of the files on your various hard drives, network drives, and CD drives, as well as websites of 
your choice.” — California Lawyer (Technicalities column)

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.”  dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog

dtSearch can “create an indexed, fully searchable collection from the raw data you receive. You can 
search the collection by keyword or use more-advanced Boolean search techniques. Hits will be 
displayed in a list ordered by relevancy ... Individual items can be viewed with the dtSearch viewer.”
— Law Practice

“Computer forensics and e-discovery software maker AccessData is beginning to offer licenses for ... a 
series of software ‘connectors’ that legal departments, service providers, and technology companies 
can use to extract information from Microsoft Exchange, Oracle Universal Records Management, and 
Symantec Enterprise Vault.  The connectors ... are based on existing software that AccessData built 
several years ago in conjunction with search technology specialist dtSearch, which also partners with 
many other legal technology companies.” — Law Technology News (describing AccessData’s OEM 
Connectors designed to integrate with the dtSearch Engine)

“dtSearch is a widely used indexing/searching tool.” “Building Structured Searches ... Now we will look 
at using a structured methodology for building searches. We will work with dtSearch syntax.” — The 
Organization of Professionals' OLP eJournal (“The Best-Kept Secrets to Using Keyword Search 
Technologies”)

“The American Law Division of the Library of Congress has been using dtSearch for a couple of years 
now to search for bills and other information at the request of Congress. Features we like are the 
speed of the searching and the ease of defining the criteria.”— Network Administrator, Library of 
Congress

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.” dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog (by the author of 
The Essential Guide to the Best (and Worst) Legal Sites on the Web)

dtSearch “is simply the best search tool available ... I simply cannot begin to imagine doing any 
search of electronically stored information without having dtSearch in my forensic toolbox ... The ROI 
for dtSearch is practically as fast as the search results.” — Contributing Editor, American 
Bankruptcy Institute Journal

“dtSearch is the clear winner as a means to locate documents and text within those documents.”
“Searching with dtSearch ... is more intuitive ... and faster too ... dtSearch was more than twice as 
fast [at indexing] and provides better information about located files. It also makes better use of the 
Windows environment.” — Law Office Computing (“Software Shoot-Out”) Editor’s Choice

“A fantastic program.” dtSearch now “lets you expand your research across multiple web sites. This is 
a great program and it keep getting better.” — The Docket

“I recommend dtSearch to everyone I meet... I recommend this because I love your product, use it 
frequently, and believe others should have the opportunity.” — Attorney

“There are several powerful software tools you should consider employing for searching large 
quantities of data. For example, dtSearch by dtSearch Corp. can index terabytes of digital data in 
many different formats and make it all text-searchable. Search results are relatively easy to review, 
and search terms are highlighted in the documents.” — Corporate Counsel (posted at www.law.com)

“dtSearch ... editions are powerful text-searching tools for file-level identification and extraction.” —
Computer Evidence: Collection and Preservation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

A “favorite affordable workhorse” is “the ubiquitous dtSearch indexing and search tool ... salvation lay 
with dtSearch ... more kudos for dtSearch.” — Law Technology News (“EDD for Everybody”)

“Advanced key word searches require the use of an index tool with a fully developed search capability, 
such as dtSearch.” — Lexology (“Critical e-discovery obligations and processes: a case law primer”)
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Relativity uses dtSearch for advanced text retrieval.
Relativity is the web-based e-discovery review platform that gives users the flexibility to design and 
automate their review workflow, and provides the scalability to handle the industry’s largest cases. 
Advantages of Relativity include computer-assisted review allowing users to more effectively search 
large volumes of data, as well as visual data analysis tools to help reveal trends in a case. By building 
applications on top of Relativity, users can also manage tasks and address unique challenges before, 
during, and after review. “We’ve worked with dtSearch since the early days of Relativity, and we’ve
always received the highest levels of support from the dtSearch team. Providing easy-to-use, intuitive 
search options within Relativity is important to us. We’re pleased to offer dtSearch’s powerful 
searching technology to our users.”

AD eDiscovery and legal review solutions utilize dtSearch. 
AccessData provides court-validated, state-of-the-art computer forensics, eDiscovery and cyber 
security solutions. Built on its gold-standard forensics technology, Forensic Toolkit, AD eDiscovery is a 
comprehensive electronic discovery software solution. In addition, AccessData’s legal review 
technology, Summation, is used by more law firms than any other solution. “Leveraging the dtSearch 
Engine, the Summation legal review platform enables advanced searching to allow attorneys to 
effectively assess and build their cases.” “By leveraging the power of dtSearch in the in-house 
platform, AD eDiscovery, users can quickly search for relevant documents and emails with forensic-
level accuracy and speed. The integration of dtSearch with AD eDiscovery creates an unsurpassed tool 
in the collection and assessment of relevant electronically stored information.”

FTI Consulting rings in dtSearch to Ringtail™ web-based e-discovery products and hosted 
solutions.
FTI Consulting provides a range of legal-oriented services, including the Ringtail™ legal product suite 
and SaaS-hosted e-discovery solutions. “dtSearch is an industry leading keyword search application ... 
We did a pretty thorough evaluation of search engines and dtSearch is clearly a best of breed tool 
with the best search engine API.”

Equivio embeds dtSearch into Equivio Zoom platform.
Equivio Zoom is an integrated platform for e-discovery analytics and predictive coding. Used 
extensively in the legal industry, Zoom brings together Equivio’s proven technologies for e-discovery 
analytics in a unified web-based platform. Combining Equivio’s best-of-breed near-duplicates, email 
threads and relevance components, together with data import, ECA and enriched analytics 
capabilities, Zoom provides the necessary tools for easier, faster and smarter e-discovery. “For
corporations and law firms engaged in e-discovery, the ability to rapidly find and access data is key.
Backed by an outstanding track record, dtSearch provides us with the industry-grade search capability 
we need to support an out-of-the-box solution for even the largest organizations.”

“Law Firm Document Conversion and Management” relies on DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding dtSearch.
From a Product Review in Information Management Magazine, describing how a 130+ person law firm 
chose the DocuLex Archive Studio suite to scan and search more than 14,000 boxes of documents: 
“Archive Studio provides an end-to-end document management solution – capture, management, 
workflow and archival. The product is fast, flexible ... scalable.” The suite includes Office Capture, 
providing “quick capture and conversion of documents to fully searchable PDFs.” The suite also 
includes WebSearch, providing “easy search and retrieval of the electronic files” with “different levels 
of security for different departments.” “The search engine employed behind the scenes of WebSearch 
is supplied by dtSearch ... WebSearch, with the dtSearch engine working in the background, gives the 
user many ways to search for a document and is extremely accurate.”

DocuLex adds dtSearch to legal product lineup.
DocuLex, a recognized leader in document imaging software, offers specialized solutions for 
facilitating productive document imaging for the litigation support industry. DocuLex wanted its legal 
customers to be able to instantly locate their DocuLex-imaged electronic files. “Our staff was then 
astounded by how quickly dtSearch indexed — and then searched.”

IP.com uses dtSearch piece in intellectual property management puzzle.
By applying collaboration, document management, and workflows to the problems of intellectual 
property management, InnovationQ helps corporations to secure their IP assets more thoroughly. At 
the same time, it helps to streamline processes and remove bottlenecks that can result in lost or 
leaked IP and delayed product launches. “The ability to quickly locate documents stored in 
InnovationQ is a key part of intellectual property management. dtSearch allows us to find a wide 
variety of documents quickly and easily in many different languages and writing systems. The ability 
of dtSearch to support our international customers is an important reason we chose it.”

Tabs3 and PracticeMaster provide enhanced accessibility and searching through dtSearch.
Software Technology, Inc. (STI) is the maker of the multiple award-winning Tabs3 billing software and 
PracticeMaster practice management software for the legal industry. “Through integration with 
dtSearch, powerful new document search features let PracticeMaster Premier users search for text 
within e-mail attachments and linked documents. Searches can be customized to include only specific 
clients or certain date ranges; or by using phonetic searching to help you quickly search for conflicts 
of interest or find the information you are looking for.”

“Trial Technology Saves Last Man Standing” relies on dtSearch directly and embedded in 
third-party applications.
From Law Technology News: “an executive with computer chipmaker Hynix Semiconductor, was 
indicted by the United States Department of Justice, charged with joining a criminal conspiracy to fix 
prices in the dynamic random access memory industry.” “To contain those costs and meet the 12-
month review target, our litigation support department used ingenuity, and a mix of products ... 
Among our tools were Ipro Tech’s line of products, including Ipro e-Scan IT and Ipro OCR, and a full-
text search engine, dtSearch, from dtSearch.”

Steve Lee & Associates uses eDocfile with dtSearch for advanced litigation support 
services.
eDocfile specializes in applications that capture and transmit image data.  Steve Lee & Associates, an 
eDocfile customer, provides litigation advisory services including expert testimony and consulting in 
the areas of forensic economics/accounting, complex commercial damages, business regulation, fraud 
investigations, asset tracing, loan workouts, antitrust and competition policy, securities disputes, 
insolvency, reorganization and electronic discovery. “eDocfile’s Text Searchable Tiffs utility together 
with the dtSearch engine have become must-have tools for our complex litigation and investigations 
practice.  We use these powerful forensic tools on a stand-alone basis and also as a check on the 
results of standard litigation software programs.  The customer support from both firms has been 
exceptional.”

NEXPERT uses dtSearch for legal case management application. 
NEXPERT is an interdisciplinary team of network specialists, lawyers and software developers offering 
comprehensive IT solutions to law firms and financial services providers.  Located in Switzerland, 
NEXPERT developed and integrated an advanced document indexing and search tool joining database 
information from a legal case management system and document information into the same search 
results. “After evaluating several full-text engines, we found that dtSearch is simply today’s best 
available search engine.  The efficient and good support as well as dtSearch’s complete 
documentation allowed us to develop an advanced search tool that exceeded the expectation of our 
clients.”

Andornot, the Inmagic experts, designs Web application for prominent New York law firm 
with dtSearch.
Andornot built a Web application for a prominent New York law firm for use in large cases. “The
documents, all PDFs averaging thousands of pages in size, were first scanned with OCR technology, 
and then indexed and made searchable with dtSearch. Fast searches across the collection allow 
significant information to be quickly identified. Relevant pages are extracted into new PDF documents, 
and key value-added information is entered into an Inmagic database, all from a single browser-based 
interface.”

HMU Consulting counsels dtSearch in conferences and consulting work.
Henley March & Unger Consulting (“HMU”) has experience in providing technology consulting to over 
300 law firms nationwide. In addition, HMU teaches a wide variety of legal technology seminars and 
continuing education classes. “Solving the issue of lost electronic documents must be a part of any 
technology initiative or strategic plan.” dtSearch’s “searching capabilities are impressive and this 
program pays for itself the first time you find that long, lost document you would have otherwise 
never found.”

CaseFinder® Virginia legal research system finds dtSearch.
CaseFinder is a complete Virginia legal research system. “dtSearch’s search speed is nearly 
instantaneous, even through our massive databases ... No other software could give us the flexibility 
we got with dtSearch.”

DocuLex employs dtSearch in Archive Studio to make light labor of document retrieval for 
National Border Patrol Council.
For document storage and retrieval, the National Border Patrol Council chose DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding the dtSearch Engine. “With a distributed input model as we have now, and the amazing 
capabilities of the DocuLex Archive Studio software, all documents captured in so many different 
locations are handled with ease — they are automatically filed for fast retrieval online by anyone 
qualified to access them ... My representatives have found this a great way to access case files in an 
instant, and the Council is fulfilling all demands for exemplary service to Border Patrol employees.”

SecondLook deploys dtSearch in cloud-based DMS for the legal industry.
SecondLook was founded in response to a need in the legal marketplace for a document management 
system that is easy to use, quick to deploy, feature rich, with a positive ROI. SecondLook’s cloud-
based document management system meets these needs as a Software-as-a-Service solution. “We
embed the dtSearch Engine to search our SQL database as well as other associated documents. 
Search is very fast, even across our largest litigation data sets, such as that of a national defense 
practice litigation firm that recently chose SecondLook to handle document management in a mass 
tort defense case.”

CACJ/CPDA capital case seminar adds dtSearch to its electronic syllabus.
The California Attorneys for Criminal Justice (CACJ) and the California Public Defenders Association 
(CPDA) sponsors an annual seminar addressing the representation of clients in capital litigation. 
“Attendees requested CACJ & CPDA to develop a method whereby specific documents could be located 
easily and quickly for use in their law practices. Enter dtSearch ... This year’s dtSearch powered 
CDRom was received with resounding approval by our seminar attendees ... Last, but not least, I have 
found the dtSearch organization as a whole to be equally supportive.”

BriefCase, realtime transcription software for the 21st Century, adds dtSearch.
Sellers Legal Services has some 90 years experience in providing courtroom services in the UK. “The
dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine has allowed us to quickly produce a very advanced product.”

Premirus consultants counsel dtSearch for one of the Web’s largest legal repositories.
Consultants now working at Premirus created one of the largest repositories of legal information on 
the Internet. The repository consisted of millions of documents, including court rules and forms, state 
appellate court decisions, federal appellate court decisions, U.S. Supreme Court decisions, state and 
federal statutes, and international legal documents, all with citation cross references. “Using the 
dtSearch Engine, our consultants operated one of the largest transactional systems on the Internet, 
all running under Windows.NET Advanced Server. dtSearch worked wonderfully. During a year plus of 
production, on a Web database of about 100 gigabytes, we didn’t have a single dtSearch failure ... 
dtSearch full-text searching was usually less than a second on about a hundred gigabytes of data —
comparable to the SQL fielded data-only search speed.”

Interasia Discover embeds dtSearch in litigation e-Bibles.
Interasia Discovery is the leading litigation support company in Asia covering Hong Kong, Singapore, 
China, Taiwan, Korea, and Japan.  Among the services provided by Interasia Discovery is the e-Bundle 
or e-Bible. Interasia Discovery “uses dtSearch as the core engine for organizing and retrieving the 
trial bundle documents.” The company “selected dtSearch for its easy-to-use interface and fast search 
function across multiple documents.”

Driven embeds dtSearch in its flagship ONE e-discovery platform. 
Available both as a SaaS-hosted platform, as well as running at customer sites, ONE covers the entire 
span of litigation support, from early case assessment to review preparation, to review management, 
to production, to trial preparation. “The dtSearch Engine provides our powerful searching, from simple 
keyword searches to complex queries."  In one case, "after Driven’s early case assessment, the client 
removed another 90% of data universe prior to full native processing using ONE’s full searching 
capabilities," effectively "cull[ing] an initial 4 terabytes worth of data down to 100 GB for native 
review.”

iCONECT embeds dtSearch in SQL Server Connector. 
iCONECT offers “experience in supporting most of the largest e-discovery review projects in the world. 
If you need to power through terabytes of e-review, we can help.” Further, “iCONECT builds bridges 
that link leading litigation support products to provide you with a reliable end-to-end workflow from 
collection to analysis to presentation.” “dtSearch is embedded in iCONECT’s SQL Server Connector 
(available with iCONECT’s 820 release) and is used to execute indexing and searching.”   In addition 
to dtSearch, iCONECT also lists alliances with a number of other companies described in more detail 
on this page and on other pages throughout the dtSearch Case Studies & 3rd Party Solutions section.

Visual Evidence / E-Discovery embeds dtSearch in VeREVIEW.
Visual Evidence / E-Discovery, LLC (VE), a leader in e-discovery solutions and services, has dtSearch 
embedded into its latest version of VeREVIEW — a customizable, powerful, cost effective and 
comprehensive web-based review tool for electronically-stored information (ESI). “dtSearch
embedded in our VeReview Platform empowers our clients with the most advanced search capabilities 
within our market.”

Sfile delivers industry changing economics leveraging dtSearch. 
Sfile is a leader in eDiscovery 3.0, leveraging a true Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) technology 
infrastructure to deliver industry changing economics. Sfile has achieved an integrated, unified 
Electronic Document Discovery (EDD) platform that combines evidence archiving, processing, early 
case assessment, document, review and production. “Sfile selected dtSearch because dtSeach is 
widely recognized as the industry standard for legal software applications. dtSearch is the only search 
technology provider which has embraced and optimized their technology to the unique needs of our 
industry. dtSearch’s capabilities are broad, deep, scalable and reliable.”

Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, embeds dtSearch. 
Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, is a secure, end-to-end eDiscovery platform providing 
advanced capabilities for processing, search, review and production of data for litigation, compliance 
and regulatory matters. “dtSearch is a key component of Daegis Edge used to perform all of the full-
text searching. We leverage this search technology to allow our clients full access to text in the 
documents.”

SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users an electronically stored information (ESI) chain of 
custody.
Pinpoint Labs addresses many of the issues facing forensically sound file collection, preservation and 
EED processing for corporate IT department, law firms, and other legal professionals. Pinpoint’s
SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users a chain of custody for Electronically Stored Information (ESI) 
productions, enabling easy production of relevant data sources identified in the search results. “I’ve
been fortunate enough to work with the products and staff at dtSearch Corp. for more than 8 years. It 
is no wonder why so many software developers and legal professionals rely on dtSearch to quickly and 
effectively index and search native files. Importing dtSearch hit lists into SafeCopy 2 provides several 
advantages to our mutual clients.”

ICFECI employs dtSearch in its litigation arsenal and in forensics training.
The Institute of Computer Forensic Examinations and Criminal Investigations (ICFECI) was established 
as a a resource to the Criminal Justice Act Panel and the United States District Courts. The ICFECI 
specializes in preparing for civil and criminal litigation, typically involving civil fraud and criminal 
schemes with large volumes of data. The ICFECI also assists with computer forensics lab software and 
hardware selection, installation, configuration and training. “I handle massive discovery on just about 
any type of computer data case. I always use dtSearch ... to glean relevant discovery data.” “Once
the raw data is processed ... I use dtSearch Web with Spider. dtSeach provides unique characteristics 
that fit perfectly the handling of discovery and making the discovery available in a manageable and 
searchable format.”

Contract Director signs in dtSearch for integrated searching with industry-leading contract 
lifecycle management (CLM) software. 
SciQuest Contract Director provides integrated business solutions for contract management, sourcing 
and procurement, and invoice and billing management activities. “dtSearch is an invaluable tool that 
helps users quickly sift through millions of documents to find pertinent information.” For example, one 
Fortune 500 customer "achieved reduced contract creation cycles of more than 30% and streamlined 
business processes from the implementation" of Contract Director together with dtSearch. The 
“combination helped them perform a task in about 30 seconds, that would take weeks before this 
combined solution was available.”

Contegra Systems uses dtSearch in leading legal Web application for Pike & Fischer.
A Bureau of National Affairs company, Pike & Fischer selected Contegra to develop its new online legal 
reference services. The end result: Communications Regulation, Pike & Fischer’s flagship product, was 
named a 2005 Codie Finalist for Best Online Government Information Service. “An effective search 
engine is a critical and often overlooked aspect of information product design ... We chose dtSearch 
for its features and functionality, scalability ... The door of my office is plastered with printouts of 
positive feedback.”

Document Advantage finds dtSearch an advantage in Web-based cross-platform e-
discovery application. Document Advantage’s e-Review™ is designed to handle even the most 
extensive e-discovery data sets. The application has a flexible SQL backend, and is fully web-based 
and cross-platform (Windows/Linux). Customers of e-Review span in-house Fortune 500 corporate 
counsels’ offices to Public Defenders’ offices. DocuVantage uses the dtSearch Engine for Win & .NET 
and the dtSearch Engine for Linux to “pinpoint case-specific critical evidence using advanced 
searching” and “conduct relevant searches to uncover additional evidence.”

LAW adds in dtSearch.
LAW (now a LexisNexis® product) provides document capture, image processing and data export into 
a variety of litigation support applications. “We chose dtSearch because of its ability to simultaneously 
query textual content and databases. The result is an excellent tool for full-text retrieval, and 
searching our backend database.” “Engineers reviewed various applications for indexing speed, 
search speed, accuracy and search options … dtSearch was the hands down winner.” “We were 
amazed at how much quicker and more ‘intelligent’ the dtSearch Engine was.”

Now part of LiveNote, a Thomson Reuters Affiliate, CaseLogistix is powered by dtSearch.
“Developers initially sought out and evaluated dtSearch because of its strong reputation in the 
marketplace. In our testing, dtSearch easily overpowered the document indexing and searching 
abilities of other solutions, especially against large volumes of documents. Benchmarks tested 
included indexing and search speed and accuracy of search results. Choosing dtSearch over other 
solutions turned out to be a very easy decision.”

Discovery Attender™ discovers dtSearch.
Discovery Attender makes viewing and supervising electronic data easy and efficient. It performs 
dynamic keyword searches on Exchange Mailboxes, Public Folders, Outlook PST files, and on files 
found in Common File Storage areas. A Lotus Notes version provides searching of Domino server 
databases, combining search of both .NSF files with general file types such as MS Office and PDF. 
“dtSearch nicely complements Discovery Attender’s existing capabilities by providing an efficient, 
robust and stable platform to execute searches within a variety of file formats. As a result of the 
dtSearch integration, Discovery Attender has improved search performance, increased the speed and 
accuracy of its searches while accessing file types previously inaccessible.”

Sherpa Software’s Attender brings dtSearching to Lotus Notes and beyond.
Sherpa’s Discovery Attender for Notes is a Lotus Notes search and e-discovery tool that automates 
investigative tasks in Domino server databases, as well as documents outside of Lotus Notes. “We use 
dtSearch for dynamic keyword searching. The dtSearch Engine provides powerful searching within 
files and attachments.”

ATS employs dtSearch for regulatory information site.
American Technology Services (ATS) is a full-service IT consulting firm serving organizations 
throughout the United States and Europe from its headquarters in the Washington, DC area. ATS 
works with a state regulatory board association covering the 50 United States, the District of 
Columbia and four U.S. territories. “We relied primarily on dtSearch’s built-in Web spidering 
capabilities in developing this portal for our customer. We targeted the spider to index data on a 
number of remote Web sites. The process was seamless.”

DBiT puts dtSearch to work for major Belgium legal publisher.
A major Belgium legal publisher, Larcier carries a large number of legal reference titles. Larcier hired 
DBiT to electronically publish these titles, including combined full-text searching and fielded data 
access. “dtSearch met all of our requirements. dtSearch’s many research options allow for extremely 
quick access to the reference information. We really appreciated that dtSearch documentation was 
very clear and complete ... In some data collections, we had over a dozen XML-based data fields. 
dtSearch integrated well with our XML database. The result was instantaneous, highly targeted search 
access to the client’s data. dtSearch’s combined full-text and fielded data was instantaneous, even 
with the many searching fields that we added.”

All evidence points
to dtSearch.
Fios offers litigation teams a complete solution surrounding the acquisition, conversion, management, 
analysis, and distribution of electronic data associated with the litigation discovery process. “We found 
that dtSearch was the best of breed in its category.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching to immigration legal library.
The American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) is a national association of more than 12,000 
attorneys and law professors. AILA needs its subscribers to be able to have instant access to more 
than 100 AILA publications, the Immigration & Nationality Act, the immigration sections of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, and other government resources. GVPi implemented a semi-custom built 
solution, including a content management system (CMS) to allow AILA to enter and manage all of 
their content. Enhancements included the ability to add bookmarks and notes on any of the content in 
the library and to manage these bookmarks in notes in folders.“The dtSearch Engine provides instant 
data search access for subscribers across the large volume of content. The embedded dtSearch 
allowed GVPi to implement AILA’s complex advanced search capabilities across various content types.”

Ipro Tech utilizes dtSearch as part of a comprehensive platform for the early case 
assessment, document review, processing, and production of large litigation document 
collections.
Thousands of law firms, legal service providers, corporations, and government agencies use the Ipro 
Enterprise digital discovery platform to organize, review, process, and produce litigation collections of 
vast sizes and complexity levels. ”dtSearch powers high-speed text retrieval functionality so users can 
find important information faster.  Ipro uses dtSearch technology in all three of the fully integrated 
components of the Ipro Enterprise digital discovery platform.” Ipro products that use dtSearch include 
the following. 

Allegro
Allegro is an early case assessment applications that gives users the absolute quickest access to 
litigation data.  Allegro’s high speed ingestion engine can identify and index extremely large amounts 
of unstructured data and present that data in a clear, organized, and intuitive way without waiting for 
extensive processing. ”Backed by dtSearch technology, Allegro has a multitude of keyword search 
options available for users to analyze and cull litigation collections to only relevant documents before 
sending on to the costly stage of litigation review.”

Eclipse
Eclipse is a web-based platform that contains extensive features for image and native file review.  By 
combining advanced analytical technology with standard linear workflows, Eclipse allows users to 
achieve the best reviews in the least amount of time. ”Eclipse includes “advanced search features 
powered by dtSearch and Content Analyst.”  (Content Analyst itself also embeds the dtSearch Engine.”

eCapture
eCapture is a centrally managed, fully scalable, high-speed eDiscovery processing tool that can handle 
terabytes of data with minimal human intervention. ”eCapture incorporates dtSearch technology that 
allows users to perform powerful searching.”

Scan-IT
eScan-IT is a desktop electronic discovery tool that allows combines electronically stored information 
processing, paper scanning, and printing in one intuitive application. ”dtSearch’s robust and high-
speed search capabilities empower users to build both simple and complex queries in order to find 
exactly what they are looking for.”

Lexbe Online™ embeds dtSearch in comprehensive cloud-based eDiscovery platform. 
Lexbe Online™ cloud-based application and platform lets organizations handle litigation without the 
need to maintain internal servers or IT support staff. For litigation of any scale, Lexbe Online manages 
the entire eDiscovery lifecycle quickly and efficiently through analysis, review, production and trial. 
“dtSearch is one of the best technology decision we have made.  It has an excellent feature set and 
scales ... dtSearch support is top-notch.”

Eclipse Legal Systems uses dtSearch for “powerful” text retrieval in its Proclaim Case 
Management Software.
Eclipse is the UK’s leading provider of case management software. The company, and its Proclaim 
Case Management Software, have won multiple awards. “dtSearch provides us with a powerful and 
flexible tool which enables our professional clients to rapidly locate keyword data from huge document 
libraries.” The result is “a fully searchable, central document library and knowledge / precedent store.”

Wave Software adds dtSearch to Trident email review.
Trident email review application provides the ability to process, de-dupe, and output to native email 
format in minutes. “The speed at which dtSearch searches data was the best complement to our own 
rapid email processing speed ... We are excited about dtSearch’s presence in the legal and 
government markets. dtSearch’s presence highlights our vision to serve those markets.”

Mindseye Solutions incorporates dtSearch in the latest release of ediscovery technology.
Mindseye Solutions is the developer of the next generation ediscovery technology TunnelVision. “The
implementation of dtSearch extends the powerful search capabilities of TunnelVision and enables 
clients to select the appropriate indexing technology to maintain consistency in search throughout 
downstream review processes. This release is a result of collaboration with our clients and addresses a 
number of challenges we have seen collectively within the industry.”

National Litigation Support Blog offers dtSearch overview video for CJA panel attorneys.
From the National Litigation Support Blog for Federal / Community Defenders and CJA Practitioners:
“dtSearch is a popular search and retrieval program. Here is a brief 12 minute video that 
demonstrates how to setup a new dtSearch index and how to run searches within an index.” dtSearch
“provides great functionality in searching both electronic documents and paper documents that are 
subsequently scanned and converted to a text searchable format, especially since it can search and 
retrieve information in many different file types ... As electronic discovery in federal criminal matters 
continues to grow in volume and in the variety of formats, dtSearch is a useful tool for CJA panel 
attorneys faced with the daunting task of organizing and searching through their case material.”

“Upgrading Litigation Support Tech for Massive EDD Matters” discusses FTI Consulting and 
dtSearch.
From Legal Tech Newsletter:  Dorsey & Whitney LLP is a firm of more than 600 lawyers with a 
litigation and arbitration practice, including offices in the United States, London, Hong Kong and 
Shanghai.  The newsletter describes how Dorsey turned to FTI Consulting and FTI Ringtail’s ASP 
hosted and other solutions for a massive international EDD matter, including the embedded dtSearch 
Engine. “The combined features of conventional field-based and text-based searching via the dtSearch 
engine were integral in the sorting and culling of this unwieldy data set ... Dorsey’s use of the 
dtSearch engine built into [FTI Ringtail’s solution] allowed for the filtering and sifting of the data and, 
subsequently, record review in as efficient a manner as I could imagine.” Further, the solution “set
itself apart from competing software applications by enabling the seamless inclusion of this content 
and, most important, the ability to exploit the search engine for text searches in Kanji.”

Consulting firm details using dtSearch Publish for EDD production. 
ONLAW Trial Technologies (www.onlawtec.com) offers trial technology, e-discovery, and computer 
forensics services. Special to Law.com: “dtSearch Publish is a tool that lets you quickly publish a 
document collection ... that is searchable by the recipient using dtSearch’s powerful search engine 
technology ... The search capabilities are automatically built into the collection you produce.” The 
result is “an elegant solution to creating a production set of electronically stored information that is 
immediately usable by the recipient ... an ideal tool for corporations and in-house legal departments 
that must frequently respond to e-discovery ... and for computer forensics examiners who need to 
provide their customers with a usable collection of items recovered during a computer forensic 
examination.”

bmi airline can "thoroughly recommend" dtSearch for finding legally-critical emails and 
other data.
bmi is the second largest airline at London Heathrow, one of the world’s busiest and best-connected 
international airports.  From its Heathrow hub, bmi services Europe, the Middle East, Central Asia and 
Africa. "I can thoroughly recommend dtSearch as without it the identification of certain emails/files on 
bmi’s network which were vital for litigation would not have been possible."

Breeze designs dtSearch-powered case document search system.
Breeze is a custom database application development organization experienced in the analysis, design 
and development of complex business process applications.  A major legal client of Breeze’s in the UK 
requested that Breeze develop a case document indexing and retrieval system. “We had to source an 
enterprise level indexing and search .NET component ... We found the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine 
had the power and flexibility to do what we wanted. The performance was blisteringly fast, and the 
client was extremely happy with the end result.”

New international legal site, Strad@, embeds dtSearch.
Strad@ is the biggest Belgian and Luxembourg online legal database. “Strad@ is based on dtSearch 
technology.  Strad@’s database consists of over 2 million documents, in HTML, MS Word, PDF and 
XML formats. dtSearch technology allows our customers to process searches with record speed.”

OSCN uses dtSearch for instant Web-based searching of enormous legal database. 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has an enormous legal research database, spanning 
Oklahoma legal documents, Wyoming legal documents, and even federal case materials. “dtSearch is 
the best performance product by a long way. Searching is pretty much instantaneous ... OSCN’s new 
search engine is one of the most powerful in existence.”
     From Government Technology: “Sifting through legal databases with pages of online documents 
can be cumbersome despite the search functionality available in many legal databases — but the 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has found a tool to simplify legal searches.” dtSearch
“enables full-text searches through the database for locating specific documents more quickly.”

Searchlight® total case management solution lights on dtSearch.
And the defense team in what is expected to be the longest and most complex trial in Canadian 
history has chosen the resulting product. “We needed an easy to integrate, but powerful text search 
engine to augment our software. The flexibility and the speed of the dtSearch text searches has added 
value to our software.”

Digital Office Systems adds dtSearch to paperless legal industry solutions.
Digital Office Systems is a leading provider of document management and paperless office solutions 
for small and medium-sized law firms. “dtSearch is far and away the best search solution for our 
product ... It fully integrates with Digital Office DM and provides users with amazingly fast search 
capability.”

California criminal defense specialist and litigation IT expert adds dtSearch to seminars and 
practice.
“I picked dtSearch because I could use it right out of the box ... I mean, how many times have you 
known that you’ve briefed an issue but you just can’t remember on which case ... The ability to index 
government websites is also invaluable.”

AppsPlus and VersusLaw release new legal research Web application using dtSearch.
AppsPlus is a highly-experienced database developer firm. Versus Law is a leader in the electronic 
distribution of legal research materials over the Web. Together, the two have collaborated on a new 
Web-based legal research tool. “dtSearch worked flawlessly with ASP.NET ... With a couple lines of 
code we had all the search engine properties and methods available, along with the current search 
query, including the results table, as displayed in the data grid on the page here.”

AppsPlus applies dtSearch for major West Coast firm.
AppsPlus has developed database solutions for over a dozen years; its president has authored many 
programming books, including: Database Programming with Visual Basic®.NET and ADO.NET: Tips 
Tutorials and Code. “With the law firm’s technical team, I went through a number of different search 
engine demos and even met with representatives from the companies. dtSearch came out as the 
winner with the most concise, yet robust data model.”

Cybergroup makes legal decision to use dtSearch.
One of the world’s largest law firms wanted to add an advanced search tool that joined database and 
document information into the same search results. Since the firm’s existing Web programming 
language was Adobe / Macromedia’s ColdFusion, Cybergroup proposed a ColdFusion-based search tool 
incorporating dtSearch and Cybergroup’s dbConnector product. “dtSearch and Cybergroup’s
dbConnector were the logical choice. The client needed the ability to search meta-data and content in 
one search, producing an integrated, comprehensive results presentation.”

“Regardless of what DMS you end up creating or buying, I would suggest that you give some 
thoughtful consideration to a full-text indexing system such as dtSearch ... I can tell you that there is 
no task too big for dtSearch ... You can choose to install dtSearch apps at each server and 
workstation.  Alternatively ... you can install a .NET version on your servers which is accessible by a 
Web browser throughout your organization.” — TechnoLawyer Newsletter

dtSearch “is a must-have tool for anyone reviewing electronic information in native format ... 
dtSearch reduces costs of document production, narrows a collection to key electronic files for a 
document production vendor and copies files to an alternate repository for in-house native file 
production.” — Law Office Computing

“Results are returned in lightning speed even on multiple-indexed file server folders ... Everyone 
agrees that using the program was simple to learn and a great asset.” — Public Defense Backup 
Center REPORT

“In a networked law firm environment, and anywhere large, heterogeneous collections of text are 
stored, dtSearch installs easily, is usable by busy professionals with almost zero training, and reliably 
returns the right answers, FAST. Although I have worked with highly complex software tools and 
systems, I appreciate even more the complex tools such as dtSearch that accomplish demanding 
goals while making it appear rather simple.” — President, Consulting Company

“In talking to e-discovery vendors and consultants, document review software tends to rely on a 
handful of licensed technologies.These tools allow vendors to quickly build software platforms that can 
take a large collection of documents and extract files, index the data and text inside, and search those 
files. Some of the most common components used by vendors include: dtSearch text retrieval 
software. dtSearch is available as a desktop search tool, but the technology is also licensed to 
software vendors who need to large search document collections.” — Law Technology News (“Stop
and Take a Look Under the EDD Hood”)

Published by the American Bar Association Law Practice Management Section, the book Electronic 
Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital Evidence and ESI recommends dtSearch:  "For searching 
data, the book suggests dtSearch [which] allows users to search and view a mixed collection of raw 
data and email files ... Finally, the authors turn to the production of ESI ... They recommend dtSearch 
Publish, a software program that will produce the ESI on a CD, DVD or external hard drive that is 
immediately usable and does not require specialized litigation software or IT support.” (This book can 
be found at Amazon.com) 
— LegalNews.com, discussing Electronic Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital 
Evidence and ESI

“Ipro [a dtSearch Engine customer]. dtSearch. Adobe [article discusses PDF format]. Solid names with 
a long-established history in litigation support.” — Law Technology News (posted at www.law.com)

dtSearch “algorithms provide unrivaled power and capabilities ... the program raises the bar in text 
retrieval, providing an industrial strength search engine that is an absolute must-have for Web-based 
data information management ... dtSearch outmaneuvers the competition. It’s a robust, sophisticated 
and powerful text-search tool ... If you want speed and accuracy, dtSearch is the only way to go.”
— Law Office Computing (“The Search Is On”)

“These days, legal research is one of the most time consuming tasks in the law industry. Although 
solutions are available to make legal search faster and easier, none are used as often as dtSearch, a 
company whose products help with legal research across statutes, regulations, and case law and can 
search web data.” — Inside Counsel

“dtSearch ... does an excellent job of finding needles in haystacks that come in a wide variety of file 
formats ... works quickly with a wide variety of search modes ... But the most intriguing new feature I 
saw was the ability to index public sites on the Web ... Web sites often have a built in index or search 
program, but I’ve found that dtSearch lets me find things on some sites that I couldn’t find using the 
built-in program.” — Law Office Technology Review (reprinted at www.law.com)

dtSearch appeared in the “Top 10” in the Law Technology News (www.lawtechnews.com) survey of 
the most popular software programs for electronic data discovery (and was the first search engine on 
the list).

“I would recommend this product to anyone, but especially to lawyers who need to search through 
volumes of deposition transcripts for key issues. It is just great... dtSearch has clearly surpassed [its 
competition] and has become the market leader.

Again, thanks for a well done product that really helps me in my work. It is one of my favorite 
programs!” — Plaintiff’s Medical Malpractice Litigator

“dtSearch allows instant, vast searches.” — Legal Management

“The best indexing program I’ve found is dtSearch” — Effective Discovery of Email

“dtSearch is a clear winner.”— Legal Times

“LITIGATION SUPPORT... In a recent case, I used dtSearch on a document population that was close 
to 3 gigabytes in size; the program handled it very nicely ... Imagine having to search manually 
through the hard-copy equivalent of 3 gigs of data! It probably would take weeks... There is no 
quicker way to find a needle in a digital haystack.” — The Lawyer’s PC (Published by West Group) 

“For finding data on my office systems, I use dtSearch.” dtSearch is a “search engine that creates 
indices of the files on your various hard drives, network drives, and CD drives, as well as websites of 
your choice.” — California Lawyer (Technicalities column)

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.”  dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog

dtSearch can “create an indexed, fully searchable collection from the raw data you receive. You can 
search the collection by keyword or use more-advanced Boolean search techniques. Hits will be 
displayed in a list ordered by relevancy ... Individual items can be viewed with the dtSearch viewer.”
— Law Practice

“Computer forensics and e-discovery software maker AccessData is beginning to offer licenses for ... a 
series of software ‘connectors’ that legal departments, service providers, and technology companies 
can use to extract information from Microsoft Exchange, Oracle Universal Records Management, and 
Symantec Enterprise Vault.  The connectors ... are based on existing software that AccessData built 
several years ago in conjunction with search technology specialist dtSearch, which also partners with 
many other legal technology companies.” — Law Technology News (describing AccessData’s OEM 
Connectors designed to integrate with the dtSearch Engine)

“dtSearch is a widely used indexing/searching tool.” “Building Structured Searches ... Now we will look 
at using a structured methodology for building searches. We will work with dtSearch syntax.” — The 
Organization of Professionals' OLP eJournal (“The Best-Kept Secrets to Using Keyword Search 
Technologies”)

“The American Law Division of the Library of Congress has been using dtSearch for a couple of years 
now to search for bills and other information at the request of Congress. Features we like are the 
speed of the searching and the ease of defining the criteria.”— Network Administrator, Library of 
Congress

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.” dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog (by the author of 
The Essential Guide to the Best (and Worst) Legal Sites on the Web)

dtSearch “is simply the best search tool available ... I simply cannot begin to imagine doing any 
search of electronically stored information without having dtSearch in my forensic toolbox ... The ROI 
for dtSearch is practically as fast as the search results.” — Contributing Editor, American 
Bankruptcy Institute Journal

“dtSearch is the clear winner as a means to locate documents and text within those documents.”
“Searching with dtSearch ... is more intuitive ... and faster too ... dtSearch was more than twice as 
fast [at indexing] and provides better information about located files. It also makes better use of the 
Windows environment.” — Law Office Computing (“Software Shoot-Out”) Editor’s Choice

“A fantastic program.” dtSearch now “lets you expand your research across multiple web sites. This is 
a great program and it keep getting better.” — The Docket

“I recommend dtSearch to everyone I meet... I recommend this because I love your product, use it 
frequently, and believe others should have the opportunity.” — Attorney

“There are several powerful software tools you should consider employing for searching large 
quantities of data. For example, dtSearch by dtSearch Corp. can index terabytes of digital data in 
many different formats and make it all text-searchable. Search results are relatively easy to review, 
and search terms are highlighted in the documents.” — Corporate Counsel (posted at www.law.com)

“dtSearch ... editions are powerful text-searching tools for file-level identification and extraction.” —
Computer Evidence: Collection and Preservation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

A “favorite affordable workhorse” is “the ubiquitous dtSearch indexing and search tool ... salvation lay 
with dtSearch ... more kudos for dtSearch.” — Law Technology News (“EDD for Everybody”)

“Advanced key word searches require the use of an index tool with a fully developed search capability, 
such as dtSearch.” — Lexology (“Critical e-discovery obligations and processes: a case law primer”)
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Relativity uses dtSearch for advanced text retrieval.
Relativity is the web-based e-discovery review platform that gives users the flexibility to design and 
automate their review workflow, and provides the scalability to handle the industry’s largest cases. 
Advantages of Relativity include computer-assisted review allowing users to more effectively search 
large volumes of data, as well as visual data analysis tools to help reveal trends in a case. By building 
applications on top of Relativity, users can also manage tasks and address unique challenges before, 
during, and after review. “We’ve worked with dtSearch since the early days of Relativity, and we’ve
always received the highest levels of support from the dtSearch team. Providing easy-to-use, intuitive 
search options within Relativity is important to us. We’re pleased to offer dtSearch’s powerful 
searching technology to our users.”

AD eDiscovery and legal review solutions utilize dtSearch. 
AccessData provides court-validated, state-of-the-art computer forensics, eDiscovery and cyber 
security solutions. Built on its gold-standard forensics technology, Forensic Toolkit, AD eDiscovery is a 
comprehensive electronic discovery software solution. In addition, AccessData’s legal review 
technology, Summation, is used by more law firms than any other solution. “Leveraging the dtSearch 
Engine, the Summation legal review platform enables advanced searching to allow attorneys to 
effectively assess and build their cases.” “By leveraging the power of dtSearch in the in-house 
platform, AD eDiscovery, users can quickly search for relevant documents and emails with forensic-
level accuracy and speed. The integration of dtSearch with AD eDiscovery creates an unsurpassed tool 
in the collection and assessment of relevant electronically stored information.”

FTI Consulting rings in dtSearch to Ringtail™ web-based e-discovery products and hosted 
solutions.
FTI Consulting provides a range of legal-oriented services, including the Ringtail™ legal product suite 
and SaaS-hosted e-discovery solutions. “dtSearch is an industry leading keyword search application ... 
We did a pretty thorough evaluation of search engines and dtSearch is clearly a best of breed tool 
with the best search engine API.”

Equivio embeds dtSearch into Equivio Zoom platform.
Equivio Zoom is an integrated platform for e-discovery analytics and predictive coding. Used 
extensively in the legal industry, Zoom brings together Equivio’s proven technologies for e-discovery 
analytics in a unified web-based platform. Combining Equivio’s best-of-breed near-duplicates, email 
threads and relevance components, together with data import, ECA and enriched analytics 
capabilities, Zoom provides the necessary tools for easier, faster and smarter e-discovery. “For
corporations and law firms engaged in e-discovery, the ability to rapidly find and access data is key.
Backed by an outstanding track record, dtSearch provides us with the industry-grade search capability 
we need to support an out-of-the-box solution for even the largest organizations.”

“Law Firm Document Conversion and Management” relies on DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding dtSearch.
From a Product Review in Information Management Magazine, describing how a 130+ person law firm 
chose the DocuLex Archive Studio suite to scan and search more than 14,000 boxes of documents: 
“Archive Studio provides an end-to-end document management solution – capture, management, 
workflow and archival. The product is fast, flexible ... scalable.” The suite includes Office Capture, 
providing “quick capture and conversion of documents to fully searchable PDFs.” The suite also 
includes WebSearch, providing “easy search and retrieval of the electronic files” with “different levels 
of security for different departments.” “The search engine employed behind the scenes of WebSearch 
is supplied by dtSearch ... WebSearch, with the dtSearch engine working in the background, gives the 
user many ways to search for a document and is extremely accurate.”

DocuLex adds dtSearch to legal product lineup.
DocuLex, a recognized leader in document imaging software, offers specialized solutions for 
facilitating productive document imaging for the litigation support industry. DocuLex wanted its legal 
customers to be able to instantly locate their DocuLex-imaged electronic files. “Our staff was then 
astounded by how quickly dtSearch indexed — and then searched.”

IP.com uses dtSearch piece in intellectual property management puzzle.
By applying collaboration, document management, and workflows to the problems of intellectual 
property management, InnovationQ helps corporations to secure their IP assets more thoroughly. At 
the same time, it helps to streamline processes and remove bottlenecks that can result in lost or 
leaked IP and delayed product launches. “The ability to quickly locate documents stored in 
InnovationQ is a key part of intellectual property management. dtSearch allows us to find a wide 
variety of documents quickly and easily in many different languages and writing systems. The ability 
of dtSearch to support our international customers is an important reason we chose it.”

Tabs3 and PracticeMaster provide enhanced accessibility and searching through dtSearch.
Software Technology, Inc. (STI) is the maker of the multiple award-winning Tabs3 billing software and 
PracticeMaster practice management software for the legal industry. “Through integration with 
dtSearch, powerful new document search features let PracticeMaster Premier users search for text 
within e-mail attachments and linked documents. Searches can be customized to include only specific 
clients or certain date ranges; or by using phonetic searching to help you quickly search for conflicts 
of interest or find the information you are looking for.”

“Trial Technology Saves Last Man Standing” relies on dtSearch directly and embedded in 
third-party applications.
From Law Technology News: “an executive with computer chipmaker Hynix Semiconductor, was 
indicted by the United States Department of Justice, charged with joining a criminal conspiracy to fix 
prices in the dynamic random access memory industry.” “To contain those costs and meet the 12-
month review target, our litigation support department used ingenuity, and a mix of products ... 
Among our tools were Ipro Tech’s line of products, including Ipro e-Scan IT and Ipro OCR, and a full-
text search engine, dtSearch, from dtSearch.”

Steve Lee & Associates uses eDocfile with dtSearch for advanced litigation support 
services.
eDocfile specializes in applications that capture and transmit image data.  Steve Lee & Associates, an 
eDocfile customer, provides litigation advisory services including expert testimony and consulting in 
the areas of forensic economics/accounting, complex commercial damages, business regulation, fraud 
investigations, asset tracing, loan workouts, antitrust and competition policy, securities disputes, 
insolvency, reorganization and electronic discovery. “eDocfile’s Text Searchable Tiffs utility together 
with the dtSearch engine have become must-have tools for our complex litigation and investigations 
practice.  We use these powerful forensic tools on a stand-alone basis and also as a check on the 
results of standard litigation software programs.  The customer support from both firms has been 
exceptional.”

NEXPERT uses dtSearch for legal case management application. 
NEXPERT is an interdisciplinary team of network specialists, lawyers and software developers offering 
comprehensive IT solutions to law firms and financial services providers.  Located in Switzerland, 
NEXPERT developed and integrated an advanced document indexing and search tool joining database 
information from a legal case management system and document information into the same search 
results. “After evaluating several full-text engines, we found that dtSearch is simply today’s best 
available search engine.  The efficient and good support as well as dtSearch’s complete 
documentation allowed us to develop an advanced search tool that exceeded the expectation of our 
clients.”

Andornot, the Inmagic experts, designs Web application for prominent New York law firm 
with dtSearch.
Andornot built a Web application for a prominent New York law firm for use in large cases. “The
documents, all PDFs averaging thousands of pages in size, were first scanned with OCR technology, 
and then indexed and made searchable with dtSearch. Fast searches across the collection allow 
significant information to be quickly identified. Relevant pages are extracted into new PDF documents, 
and key value-added information is entered into an Inmagic database, all from a single browser-based 
interface.”

HMU Consulting counsels dtSearch in conferences and consulting work.
Henley March & Unger Consulting (“HMU”) has experience in providing technology consulting to over 
300 law firms nationwide. In addition, HMU teaches a wide variety of legal technology seminars and 
continuing education classes. “Solving the issue of lost electronic documents must be a part of any 
technology initiative or strategic plan.” dtSearch’s “searching capabilities are impressive and this 
program pays for itself the first time you find that long, lost document you would have otherwise 
never found.”

CaseFinder® Virginia legal research system finds dtSearch.
CaseFinder is a complete Virginia legal research system. “dtSearch’s search speed is nearly 
instantaneous, even through our massive databases ... No other software could give us the flexibility 
we got with dtSearch.”

DocuLex employs dtSearch in Archive Studio to make light labor of document retrieval for 
National Border Patrol Council.
For document storage and retrieval, the National Border Patrol Council chose DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding the dtSearch Engine. “With a distributed input model as we have now, and the amazing 
capabilities of the DocuLex Archive Studio software, all documents captured in so many different 
locations are handled with ease — they are automatically filed for fast retrieval online by anyone 
qualified to access them ... My representatives have found this a great way to access case files in an 
instant, and the Council is fulfilling all demands for exemplary service to Border Patrol employees.”

SecondLook deploys dtSearch in cloud-based DMS for the legal industry.
SecondLook was founded in response to a need in the legal marketplace for a document management 
system that is easy to use, quick to deploy, feature rich, with a positive ROI. SecondLook’s cloud-
based document management system meets these needs as a Software-as-a-Service solution. “We
embed the dtSearch Engine to search our SQL database as well as other associated documents. 
Search is very fast, even across our largest litigation data sets, such as that of a national defense 
practice litigation firm that recently chose SecondLook to handle document management in a mass 
tort defense case.”

CACJ/CPDA capital case seminar adds dtSearch to its electronic syllabus.
The California Attorneys for Criminal Justice (CACJ) and the California Public Defenders Association 
(CPDA) sponsors an annual seminar addressing the representation of clients in capital litigation. 
“Attendees requested CACJ & CPDA to develop a method whereby specific documents could be located 
easily and quickly for use in their law practices. Enter dtSearch ... This year’s dtSearch powered 
CDRom was received with resounding approval by our seminar attendees ... Last, but not least, I have 
found the dtSearch organization as a whole to be equally supportive.”

BriefCase, realtime transcription software for the 21st Century, adds dtSearch.
Sellers Legal Services has some 90 years experience in providing courtroom services in the UK. “The
dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine has allowed us to quickly produce a very advanced product.”

Premirus consultants counsel dtSearch for one of the Web’s largest legal repositories.
Consultants now working at Premirus created one of the largest repositories of legal information on 
the Internet. The repository consisted of millions of documents, including court rules and forms, state 
appellate court decisions, federal appellate court decisions, U.S. Supreme Court decisions, state and 
federal statutes, and international legal documents, all with citation cross references. “Using the 
dtSearch Engine, our consultants operated one of the largest transactional systems on the Internet, 
all running under Windows.NET Advanced Server. dtSearch worked wonderfully. During a year plus of 
production, on a Web database of about 100 gigabytes, we didn’t have a single dtSearch failure ... 
dtSearch full-text searching was usually less than a second on about a hundred gigabytes of data —
comparable to the SQL fielded data-only search speed.”

Interasia Discover embeds dtSearch in litigation e-Bibles.
Interasia Discovery is the leading litigation support company in Asia covering Hong Kong, Singapore, 
China, Taiwan, Korea, and Japan.  Among the services provided by Interasia Discovery is the e-Bundle 
or e-Bible. Interasia Discovery “uses dtSearch as the core engine for organizing and retrieving the 
trial bundle documents.” The company “selected dtSearch for its easy-to-use interface and fast search 
function across multiple documents.”

Driven embeds dtSearch in its flagship ONE e-discovery platform. 
Available both as a SaaS-hosted platform, as well as running at customer sites, ONE covers the entire 
span of litigation support, from early case assessment to review preparation, to review management, 
to production, to trial preparation. “The dtSearch Engine provides our powerful searching, from simple 
keyword searches to complex queries."  In one case, "after Driven’s early case assessment, the client 
removed another 90% of data universe prior to full native processing using ONE’s full searching 
capabilities," effectively "cull[ing] an initial 4 terabytes worth of data down to 100 GB for native 
review.”

iCONECT embeds dtSearch in SQL Server Connector. 
iCONECT offers “experience in supporting most of the largest e-discovery review projects in the world. 
If you need to power through terabytes of e-review, we can help.” Further, “iCONECT builds bridges 
that link leading litigation support products to provide you with a reliable end-to-end workflow from 
collection to analysis to presentation.” “dtSearch is embedded in iCONECT’s SQL Server Connector 
(available with iCONECT’s 820 release) and is used to execute indexing and searching.”   In addition 
to dtSearch, iCONECT also lists alliances with a number of other companies described in more detail 
on this page and on other pages throughout the dtSearch Case Studies & 3rd Party Solutions section.

Visual Evidence / E-Discovery embeds dtSearch in VeREVIEW.
Visual Evidence / E-Discovery, LLC (VE), a leader in e-discovery solutions and services, has dtSearch 
embedded into its latest version of VeREVIEW — a customizable, powerful, cost effective and 
comprehensive web-based review tool for electronically-stored information (ESI). “dtSearch
embedded in our VeReview Platform empowers our clients with the most advanced search capabilities 
within our market.”

Sfile delivers industry changing economics leveraging dtSearch. 
Sfile is a leader in eDiscovery 3.0, leveraging a true Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) technology 
infrastructure to deliver industry changing economics. Sfile has achieved an integrated, unified 
Electronic Document Discovery (EDD) platform that combines evidence archiving, processing, early 
case assessment, document, review and production. “Sfile selected dtSearch because dtSeach is 
widely recognized as the industry standard for legal software applications. dtSearch is the only search 
technology provider which has embraced and optimized their technology to the unique needs of our 
industry. dtSearch’s capabilities are broad, deep, scalable and reliable.”

Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, embeds dtSearch. 
Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, is a secure, end-to-end eDiscovery platform providing 
advanced capabilities for processing, search, review and production of data for litigation, compliance 
and regulatory matters. “dtSearch is a key component of Daegis Edge used to perform all of the full-
text searching. We leverage this search technology to allow our clients full access to text in the 
documents.”

SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users an electronically stored information (ESI) chain of 
custody.
Pinpoint Labs addresses many of the issues facing forensically sound file collection, preservation and 
EED processing for corporate IT department, law firms, and other legal professionals. Pinpoint’s
SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users a chain of custody for Electronically Stored Information (ESI) 
productions, enabling easy production of relevant data sources identified in the search results. “I’ve
been fortunate enough to work with the products and staff at dtSearch Corp. for more than 8 years. It 
is no wonder why so many software developers and legal professionals rely on dtSearch to quickly and 
effectively index and search native files. Importing dtSearch hit lists into SafeCopy 2 provides several 
advantages to our mutual clients.”

ICFECI employs dtSearch in its litigation arsenal and in forensics training.
The Institute of Computer Forensic Examinations and Criminal Investigations (ICFECI) was established 
as a a resource to the Criminal Justice Act Panel and the United States District Courts. The ICFECI 
specializes in preparing for civil and criminal litigation, typically involving civil fraud and criminal 
schemes with large volumes of data. The ICFECI also assists with computer forensics lab software and 
hardware selection, installation, configuration and training. “I handle massive discovery on just about 
any type of computer data case. I always use dtSearch ... to glean relevant discovery data.” “Once
the raw data is processed ... I use dtSearch Web with Spider. dtSeach provides unique characteristics 
that fit perfectly the handling of discovery and making the discovery available in a manageable and 
searchable format.”

Contract Director signs in dtSearch for integrated searching with industry-leading contract 
lifecycle management (CLM) software. 
SciQuest Contract Director provides integrated business solutions for contract management, sourcing 
and procurement, and invoice and billing management activities. “dtSearch is an invaluable tool that 
helps users quickly sift through millions of documents to find pertinent information.” For example, one 
Fortune 500 customer "achieved reduced contract creation cycles of more than 30% and streamlined 
business processes from the implementation" of Contract Director together with dtSearch. The 
“combination helped them perform a task in about 30 seconds, that would take weeks before this 
combined solution was available.”

Contegra Systems uses dtSearch in leading legal Web application for Pike & Fischer.
A Bureau of National Affairs company, Pike & Fischer selected Contegra to develop its new online legal 
reference services. The end result: Communications Regulation, Pike & Fischer’s flagship product, was 
named a 2005 Codie Finalist for Best Online Government Information Service. “An effective search 
engine is a critical and often overlooked aspect of information product design ... We chose dtSearch 
for its features and functionality, scalability ... The door of my office is plastered with printouts of 
positive feedback.”

Document Advantage finds dtSearch an advantage in Web-based cross-platform e-
discovery application. Document Advantage’s e-Review™ is designed to handle even the most 
extensive e-discovery data sets. The application has a flexible SQL backend, and is fully web-based 
and cross-platform (Windows/Linux). Customers of e-Review span in-house Fortune 500 corporate 
counsels’ offices to Public Defenders’ offices. DocuVantage uses the dtSearch Engine for Win & .NET 
and the dtSearch Engine for Linux to “pinpoint case-specific critical evidence using advanced 
searching” and “conduct relevant searches to uncover additional evidence.”

LAW adds in dtSearch.
LAW (now a LexisNexis® product) provides document capture, image processing and data export into 
a variety of litigation support applications. “We chose dtSearch because of its ability to simultaneously 
query textual content and databases. The result is an excellent tool for full-text retrieval, and 
searching our backend database.” “Engineers reviewed various applications for indexing speed, 
search speed, accuracy and search options … dtSearch was the hands down winner.” “We were 
amazed at how much quicker and more ‘intelligent’ the dtSearch Engine was.”

Now part of LiveNote, a Thomson Reuters Affiliate, CaseLogistix is powered by dtSearch.
“Developers initially sought out and evaluated dtSearch because of its strong reputation in the 
marketplace. In our testing, dtSearch easily overpowered the document indexing and searching 
abilities of other solutions, especially against large volumes of documents. Benchmarks tested 
included indexing and search speed and accuracy of search results. Choosing dtSearch over other 
solutions turned out to be a very easy decision.”

Discovery Attender™ discovers dtSearch.
Discovery Attender makes viewing and supervising electronic data easy and efficient. It performs 
dynamic keyword searches on Exchange Mailboxes, Public Folders, Outlook PST files, and on files 
found in Common File Storage areas. A Lotus Notes version provides searching of Domino server 
databases, combining search of both .NSF files with general file types such as MS Office and PDF. 
“dtSearch nicely complements Discovery Attender’s existing capabilities by providing an efficient, 
robust and stable platform to execute searches within a variety of file formats. As a result of the 
dtSearch integration, Discovery Attender has improved search performance, increased the speed and 
accuracy of its searches while accessing file types previously inaccessible.”

Sherpa Software’s Attender brings dtSearching to Lotus Notes and beyond.
Sherpa’s Discovery Attender for Notes is a Lotus Notes search and e-discovery tool that automates 
investigative tasks in Domino server databases, as well as documents outside of Lotus Notes. “We use 
dtSearch for dynamic keyword searching. The dtSearch Engine provides powerful searching within 
files and attachments.”

ATS employs dtSearch for regulatory information site.
American Technology Services (ATS) is a full-service IT consulting firm serving organizations 
throughout the United States and Europe from its headquarters in the Washington, DC area. ATS 
works with a state regulatory board association covering the 50 United States, the District of 
Columbia and four U.S. territories. “We relied primarily on dtSearch’s built-in Web spidering 
capabilities in developing this portal for our customer. We targeted the spider to index data on a 
number of remote Web sites. The process was seamless.”

DBiT puts dtSearch to work for major Belgium legal publisher.
A major Belgium legal publisher, Larcier carries a large number of legal reference titles. Larcier hired 
DBiT to electronically publish these titles, including combined full-text searching and fielded data 
access. “dtSearch met all of our requirements. dtSearch’s many research options allow for extremely 
quick access to the reference information. We really appreciated that dtSearch documentation was 
very clear and complete ... In some data collections, we had over a dozen XML-based data fields. 
dtSearch integrated well with our XML database. The result was instantaneous, highly targeted search 
access to the client’s data. dtSearch’s combined full-text and fielded data was instantaneous, even 
with the many searching fields that we added.”

All evidence points
to dtSearch.
Fios offers litigation teams a complete solution surrounding the acquisition, conversion, management, 
analysis, and distribution of electronic data associated with the litigation discovery process. “We found 
that dtSearch was the best of breed in its category.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching to immigration legal library.
The American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) is a national association of more than 12,000 
attorneys and law professors. AILA needs its subscribers to be able to have instant access to more 
than 100 AILA publications, the Immigration & Nationality Act, the immigration sections of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, and other government resources. GVPi implemented a semi-custom built 
solution, including a content management system (CMS) to allow AILA to enter and manage all of 
their content. Enhancements included the ability to add bookmarks and notes on any of the content in 
the library and to manage these bookmarks in notes in folders.“The dtSearch Engine provides instant 
data search access for subscribers across the large volume of content. The embedded dtSearch 
allowed GVPi to implement AILA’s complex advanced search capabilities across various content types.”

Ipro Tech utilizes dtSearch as part of a comprehensive platform for the early case 
assessment, document review, processing, and production of large litigation document 
collections.
Thousands of law firms, legal service providers, corporations, and government agencies use the Ipro 
Enterprise digital discovery platform to organize, review, process, and produce litigation collections of 
vast sizes and complexity levels. ”dtSearch powers high-speed text retrieval functionality so users can 
find important information faster.  Ipro uses dtSearch technology in all three of the fully integrated 
components of the Ipro Enterprise digital discovery platform.” Ipro products that use dtSearch include 
the following. 

Allegro
Allegro is an early case assessment applications that gives users the absolute quickest access to 
litigation data.  Allegro’s high speed ingestion engine can identify and index extremely large amounts 
of unstructured data and present that data in a clear, organized, and intuitive way without waiting for 
extensive processing. ”Backed by dtSearch technology, Allegro has a multitude of keyword search 
options available for users to analyze and cull litigation collections to only relevant documents before 
sending on to the costly stage of litigation review.”

Eclipse
Eclipse is a web-based platform that contains extensive features for image and native file review.  By 
combining advanced analytical technology with standard linear workflows, Eclipse allows users to 
achieve the best reviews in the least amount of time. ”Eclipse includes “advanced search features 
powered by dtSearch and Content Analyst.”  (Content Analyst itself also embeds the dtSearch Engine.”

eCapture
eCapture is a centrally managed, fully scalable, high-speed eDiscovery processing tool that can handle 
terabytes of data with minimal human intervention. ”eCapture incorporates dtSearch technology that 
allows users to perform powerful searching.”

Scan-IT
eScan-IT is a desktop electronic discovery tool that allows combines electronically stored information 
processing, paper scanning, and printing in one intuitive application. ”dtSearch’s robust and high-
speed search capabilities empower users to build both simple and complex queries in order to find 
exactly what they are looking for.”

Lexbe Online™ embeds dtSearch in comprehensive cloud-based eDiscovery platform. 
Lexbe Online™ cloud-based application and platform lets organizations handle litigation without the 
need to maintain internal servers or IT support staff. For litigation of any scale, Lexbe Online manages 
the entire eDiscovery lifecycle quickly and efficiently through analysis, review, production and trial. 
“dtSearch is one of the best technology decision we have made.  It has an excellent feature set and 
scales ... dtSearch support is top-notch.”

Eclipse Legal Systems uses dtSearch for “powerful” text retrieval in its Proclaim Case 
Management Software.
Eclipse is the UK’s leading provider of case management software. The company, and its Proclaim 
Case Management Software, have won multiple awards. “dtSearch provides us with a powerful and 
flexible tool which enables our professional clients to rapidly locate keyword data from huge document 
libraries.” The result is “a fully searchable, central document library and knowledge / precedent store.”

Wave Software adds dtSearch to Trident email review.
Trident email review application provides the ability to process, de-dupe, and output to native email 
format in minutes. “The speed at which dtSearch searches data was the best complement to our own 
rapid email processing speed ... We are excited about dtSearch’s presence in the legal and 
government markets. dtSearch’s presence highlights our vision to serve those markets.”

Mindseye Solutions incorporates dtSearch in the latest release of ediscovery technology.
Mindseye Solutions is the developer of the next generation ediscovery technology TunnelVision. “The
implementation of dtSearch extends the powerful search capabilities of TunnelVision and enables 
clients to select the appropriate indexing technology to maintain consistency in search throughout 
downstream review processes. This release is a result of collaboration with our clients and addresses a 
number of challenges we have seen collectively within the industry.”

National Litigation Support Blog offers dtSearch overview video for CJA panel attorneys.
From the National Litigation Support Blog for Federal / Community Defenders and CJA Practitioners:
“dtSearch is a popular search and retrieval program. Here is a brief 12 minute video that 
demonstrates how to setup a new dtSearch index and how to run searches within an index.” dtSearch
“provides great functionality in searching both electronic documents and paper documents that are 
subsequently scanned and converted to a text searchable format, especially since it can search and 
retrieve information in many different file types ... As electronic discovery in federal criminal matters 
continues to grow in volume and in the variety of formats, dtSearch is a useful tool for CJA panel 
attorneys faced with the daunting task of organizing and searching through their case material.”

“Upgrading Litigation Support Tech for Massive EDD Matters” discusses FTI Consulting and 
dtSearch.
From Legal Tech Newsletter:  Dorsey & Whitney LLP is a firm of more than 600 lawyers with a 
litigation and arbitration practice, including offices in the United States, London, Hong Kong and 
Shanghai.  The newsletter describes how Dorsey turned to FTI Consulting and FTI Ringtail’s ASP 
hosted and other solutions for a massive international EDD matter, including the embedded dtSearch 
Engine. “The combined features of conventional field-based and text-based searching via the dtSearch 
engine were integral in the sorting and culling of this unwieldy data set ... Dorsey’s use of the 
dtSearch engine built into [FTI Ringtail’s solution] allowed for the filtering and sifting of the data and, 
subsequently, record review in as efficient a manner as I could imagine.” Further, the solution “set
itself apart from competing software applications by enabling the seamless inclusion of this content 
and, most important, the ability to exploit the search engine for text searches in Kanji.”

Consulting firm details using dtSearch Publish for EDD production. 
ONLAW Trial Technologies (www.onlawtec.com) offers trial technology, e-discovery, and computer 
forensics services. Special to Law.com: “dtSearch Publish is a tool that lets you quickly publish a 
document collection ... that is searchable by the recipient using dtSearch’s powerful search engine 
technology ... The search capabilities are automatically built into the collection you produce.” The 
result is “an elegant solution to creating a production set of electronically stored information that is 
immediately usable by the recipient ... an ideal tool for corporations and in-house legal departments 
that must frequently respond to e-discovery ... and for computer forensics examiners who need to 
provide their customers with a usable collection of items recovered during a computer forensic 
examination.”

bmi airline can "thoroughly recommend" dtSearch for finding legally-critical emails and 
other data.
bmi is the second largest airline at London Heathrow, one of the world’s busiest and best-connected 
international airports.  From its Heathrow hub, bmi services Europe, the Middle East, Central Asia and 
Africa. "I can thoroughly recommend dtSearch as without it the identification of certain emails/files on 
bmi’s network which were vital for litigation would not have been possible."

Breeze designs dtSearch-powered case document search system.
Breeze is a custom database application development organization experienced in the analysis, design 
and development of complex business process applications.  A major legal client of Breeze’s in the UK 
requested that Breeze develop a case document indexing and retrieval system. “We had to source an 
enterprise level indexing and search .NET component ... We found the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine 
had the power and flexibility to do what we wanted. The performance was blisteringly fast, and the 
client was extremely happy with the end result.”

New international legal site, Strad@, embeds dtSearch.
Strad@ is the biggest Belgian and Luxembourg online legal database. “Strad@ is based on dtSearch 
technology.  Strad@’s database consists of over 2 million documents, in HTML, MS Word, PDF and 
XML formats. dtSearch technology allows our customers to process searches with record speed.”

OSCN uses dtSearch for instant Web-based searching of enormous legal database. 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has an enormous legal research database, spanning 
Oklahoma legal documents, Wyoming legal documents, and even federal case materials. “dtSearch is 
the best performance product by a long way. Searching is pretty much instantaneous ... OSCN’s new 
search engine is one of the most powerful in existence.”
     From Government Technology: “Sifting through legal databases with pages of online documents 
can be cumbersome despite the search functionality available in many legal databases — but the 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has found a tool to simplify legal searches.” dtSearch
“enables full-text searches through the database for locating specific documents more quickly.”

Searchlight® total case management solution lights on dtSearch.
And the defense team in what is expected to be the longest and most complex trial in Canadian 
history has chosen the resulting product. “We needed an easy to integrate, but powerful text search 
engine to augment our software. The flexibility and the speed of the dtSearch text searches has added 
value to our software.”

Digital Office Systems adds dtSearch to paperless legal industry solutions.
Digital Office Systems is a leading provider of document management and paperless office solutions 
for small and medium-sized law firms. “dtSearch is far and away the best search solution for our 
product ... It fully integrates with Digital Office DM and provides users with amazingly fast search 
capability.”

California criminal defense specialist and litigation IT expert adds dtSearch to seminars and 
practice.
“I picked dtSearch because I could use it right out of the box ... I mean, how many times have you 
known that you’ve briefed an issue but you just can’t remember on which case ... The ability to index 
government websites is also invaluable.”

AppsPlus and VersusLaw release new legal research Web application using dtSearch.
AppsPlus is a highly-experienced database developer firm. Versus Law is a leader in the electronic 
distribution of legal research materials over the Web. Together, the two have collaborated on a new 
Web-based legal research tool. “dtSearch worked flawlessly with ASP.NET ... With a couple lines of 
code we had all the search engine properties and methods available, along with the current search 
query, including the results table, as displayed in the data grid on the page here.”

AppsPlus applies dtSearch for major West Coast firm.
AppsPlus has developed database solutions for over a dozen years; its president has authored many 
programming books, including: Database Programming with Visual Basic®.NET and ADO.NET: Tips 
Tutorials and Code. “With the law firm’s technical team, I went through a number of different search 
engine demos and even met with representatives from the companies. dtSearch came out as the 
winner with the most concise, yet robust data model.”

Cybergroup makes legal decision to use dtSearch.
One of the world’s largest law firms wanted to add an advanced search tool that joined database and 
document information into the same search results. Since the firm’s existing Web programming 
language was Adobe / Macromedia’s ColdFusion, Cybergroup proposed a ColdFusion-based search tool 
incorporating dtSearch and Cybergroup’s dbConnector product. “dtSearch and Cybergroup’s
dbConnector were the logical choice. The client needed the ability to search meta-data and content in 
one search, producing an integrated, comprehensive results presentation.”

“Regardless of what DMS you end up creating or buying, I would suggest that you give some 
thoughtful consideration to a full-text indexing system such as dtSearch ... I can tell you that there is 
no task too big for dtSearch ... You can choose to install dtSearch apps at each server and 
workstation.  Alternatively ... you can install a .NET version on your servers which is accessible by a 
Web browser throughout your organization.” — TechnoLawyer Newsletter

dtSearch “is a must-have tool for anyone reviewing electronic information in native format ... 
dtSearch reduces costs of document production, narrows a collection to key electronic files for a 
document production vendor and copies files to an alternate repository for in-house native file 
production.” — Law Office Computing

“Results are returned in lightning speed even on multiple-indexed file server folders ... Everyone 
agrees that using the program was simple to learn and a great asset.” — Public Defense Backup 
Center REPORT

“In a networked law firm environment, and anywhere large, heterogeneous collections of text are 
stored, dtSearch installs easily, is usable by busy professionals with almost zero training, and reliably 
returns the right answers, FAST. Although I have worked with highly complex software tools and 
systems, I appreciate even more the complex tools such as dtSearch that accomplish demanding 
goals while making it appear rather simple.” — President, Consulting Company

“In talking to e-discovery vendors and consultants, document review software tends to rely on a 
handful of licensed technologies.These tools allow vendors to quickly build software platforms that can 
take a large collection of documents and extract files, index the data and text inside, and search those 
files. Some of the most common components used by vendors include: dtSearch text retrieval 
software. dtSearch is available as a desktop search tool, but the technology is also licensed to 
software vendors who need to large search document collections.” — Law Technology News (“Stop
and Take a Look Under the EDD Hood”)

Published by the American Bar Association Law Practice Management Section, the book Electronic 
Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital Evidence and ESI recommends dtSearch:  "For searching 
data, the book suggests dtSearch [which] allows users to search and view a mixed collection of raw 
data and email files ... Finally, the authors turn to the production of ESI ... They recommend dtSearch 
Publish, a software program that will produce the ESI on a CD, DVD or external hard drive that is 
immediately usable and does not require specialized litigation software or IT support.” (This book can 
be found at Amazon.com) 
— LegalNews.com, discussing Electronic Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital 
Evidence and ESI

“Ipro [a dtSearch Engine customer]. dtSearch. Adobe [article discusses PDF format]. Solid names with 
a long-established history in litigation support.” — Law Technology News (posted at www.law.com)

dtSearch “algorithms provide unrivaled power and capabilities ... the program raises the bar in text 
retrieval, providing an industrial strength search engine that is an absolute must-have for Web-based 
data information management ... dtSearch outmaneuvers the competition. It’s a robust, sophisticated 
and powerful text-search tool ... If you want speed and accuracy, dtSearch is the only way to go.”
— Law Office Computing (“The Search Is On”)

“These days, legal research is one of the most time consuming tasks in the law industry. Although 
solutions are available to make legal search faster and easier, none are used as often as dtSearch, a 
company whose products help with legal research across statutes, regulations, and case law and can 
search web data.” — Inside Counsel

“dtSearch ... does an excellent job of finding needles in haystacks that come in a wide variety of file 
formats ... works quickly with a wide variety of search modes ... But the most intriguing new feature I 
saw was the ability to index public sites on the Web ... Web sites often have a built in index or search 
program, but I’ve found that dtSearch lets me find things on some sites that I couldn’t find using the 
built-in program.” — Law Office Technology Review (reprinted at www.law.com)

dtSearch appeared in the “Top 10” in the Law Technology News (www.lawtechnews.com) survey of 
the most popular software programs for electronic data discovery (and was the first search engine on 
the list).

“I would recommend this product to anyone, but especially to lawyers who need to search through 
volumes of deposition transcripts for key issues. It is just great... dtSearch has clearly surpassed [its 
competition] and has become the market leader.

Again, thanks for a well done product that really helps me in my work. It is one of my favorite 
programs!” — Plaintiff’s Medical Malpractice Litigator

“dtSearch allows instant, vast searches.” — Legal Management

“The best indexing program I’ve found is dtSearch” — Effective Discovery of Email

“dtSearch is a clear winner.”— Legal Times

“LITIGATION SUPPORT... In a recent case, I used dtSearch on a document population that was close 
to 3 gigabytes in size; the program handled it very nicely ... Imagine having to search manually 
through the hard-copy equivalent of 3 gigs of data! It probably would take weeks... There is no 
quicker way to find a needle in a digital haystack.” — The Lawyer’s PC (Published by West Group) 

“For finding data on my office systems, I use dtSearch.” dtSearch is a “search engine that creates 
indices of the files on your various hard drives, network drives, and CD drives, as well as websites of 
your choice.” — California Lawyer (Technicalities column)

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.”  dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog

dtSearch can “create an indexed, fully searchable collection from the raw data you receive. You can 
search the collection by keyword or use more-advanced Boolean search techniques. Hits will be 
displayed in a list ordered by relevancy ... Individual items can be viewed with the dtSearch viewer.”
— Law Practice

“Computer forensics and e-discovery software maker AccessData is beginning to offer licenses for ... a 
series of software ‘connectors’ that legal departments, service providers, and technology companies 
can use to extract information from Microsoft Exchange, Oracle Universal Records Management, and 
Symantec Enterprise Vault.  The connectors ... are based on existing software that AccessData built 
several years ago in conjunction with search technology specialist dtSearch, which also partners with 
many other legal technology companies.” — Law Technology News (describing AccessData’s OEM 
Connectors designed to integrate with the dtSearch Engine)

“dtSearch is a widely used indexing/searching tool.” “Building Structured Searches ... Now we will look 
at using a structured methodology for building searches. We will work with dtSearch syntax.” — The 
Organization of Professionals' OLP eJournal (“The Best-Kept Secrets to Using Keyword Search 
Technologies”)

“The American Law Division of the Library of Congress has been using dtSearch for a couple of years 
now to search for bills and other information at the request of Congress. Features we like are the 
speed of the searching and the ease of defining the criteria.”— Network Administrator, Library of 
Congress

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.” dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog (by the author of 
The Essential Guide to the Best (and Worst) Legal Sites on the Web)

dtSearch “is simply the best search tool available ... I simply cannot begin to imagine doing any 
search of electronically stored information without having dtSearch in my forensic toolbox ... The ROI 
for dtSearch is practically as fast as the search results.” — Contributing Editor, American 
Bankruptcy Institute Journal

“dtSearch is the clear winner as a means to locate documents and text within those documents.”
“Searching with dtSearch ... is more intuitive ... and faster too ... dtSearch was more than twice as 
fast [at indexing] and provides better information about located files. It also makes better use of the 
Windows environment.” — Law Office Computing (“Software Shoot-Out”) Editor’s Choice

“A fantastic program.” dtSearch now “lets you expand your research across multiple web sites. This is 
a great program and it keep getting better.” — The Docket

“I recommend dtSearch to everyone I meet... I recommend this because I love your product, use it 
frequently, and believe others should have the opportunity.” — Attorney

“There are several powerful software tools you should consider employing for searching large 
quantities of data. For example, dtSearch by dtSearch Corp. can index terabytes of digital data in 
many different formats and make it all text-searchable. Search results are relatively easy to review, 
and search terms are highlighted in the documents.” — Corporate Counsel (posted at www.law.com)

“dtSearch ... editions are powerful text-searching tools for file-level identification and extraction.” —
Computer Evidence: Collection and Preservation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

A “favorite affordable workhorse” is “the ubiquitous dtSearch indexing and search tool ... salvation lay 
with dtSearch ... more kudos for dtSearch.” — Law Technology News (“EDD for Everybody”)

“Advanced key word searches require the use of an index tool with a fully developed search capability, 
such as dtSearch.” — Lexology (“Critical e-discovery obligations and processes: a case law primer”)
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Relativity uses dtSearch for advanced text retrieval.
Relativity is the web-based e-discovery review platform that gives users the flexibility to design and 
automate their review workflow, and provides the scalability to handle the industry’s largest cases. 
Advantages of Relativity include computer-assisted review allowing users to more effectively search 
large volumes of data, as well as visual data analysis tools to help reveal trends in a case. By building 
applications on top of Relativity, users can also manage tasks and address unique challenges before, 
during, and after review. “We’ve worked with dtSearch since the early days of Relativity, and we’ve
always received the highest levels of support from the dtSearch team. Providing easy-to-use, intuitive 
search options within Relativity is important to us. We’re pleased to offer dtSearch’s powerful 
searching technology to our users.”

AD eDiscovery and legal review solutions utilize dtSearch. 
AccessData provides court-validated, state-of-the-art computer forensics, eDiscovery and cyber 
security solutions. Built on its gold-standard forensics technology, Forensic Toolkit, AD eDiscovery is a 
comprehensive electronic discovery software solution. In addition, AccessData’s legal review 
technology, Summation, is used by more law firms than any other solution. “Leveraging the dtSearch 
Engine, the Summation legal review platform enables advanced searching to allow attorneys to 
effectively assess and build their cases.” “By leveraging the power of dtSearch in the in-house 
platform, AD eDiscovery, users can quickly search for relevant documents and emails with forensic-
level accuracy and speed. The integration of dtSearch with AD eDiscovery creates an unsurpassed tool 
in the collection and assessment of relevant electronically stored information.”

FTI Consulting rings in dtSearch to Ringtail™ web-based e-discovery products and hosted 
solutions.
FTI Consulting provides a range of legal-oriented services, including the Ringtail™ legal product suite 
and SaaS-hosted e-discovery solutions. “dtSearch is an industry leading keyword search application ... 
We did a pretty thorough evaluation of search engines and dtSearch is clearly a best of breed tool 
with the best search engine API.”

Equivio embeds dtSearch into Equivio Zoom platform.
Equivio Zoom is an integrated platform for e-discovery analytics and predictive coding. Used 
extensively in the legal industry, Zoom brings together Equivio’s proven technologies for e-discovery 
analytics in a unified web-based platform. Combining Equivio’s best-of-breed near-duplicates, email 
threads and relevance components, together with data import, ECA and enriched analytics 
capabilities, Zoom provides the necessary tools for easier, faster and smarter e-discovery. “For
corporations and law firms engaged in e-discovery, the ability to rapidly find and access data is key.
Backed by an outstanding track record, dtSearch provides us with the industry-grade search capability 
we need to support an out-of-the-box solution for even the largest organizations.”

“Law Firm Document Conversion and Management” relies on DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding dtSearch.
From a Product Review in Information Management Magazine, describing how a 130+ person law firm 
chose the DocuLex Archive Studio suite to scan and search more than 14,000 boxes of documents: 
“Archive Studio provides an end-to-end document management solution – capture, management, 
workflow and archival. The product is fast, flexible ... scalable.” The suite includes Office Capture, 
providing “quick capture and conversion of documents to fully searchable PDFs.” The suite also 
includes WebSearch, providing “easy search and retrieval of the electronic files” with “different levels 
of security for different departments.” “The search engine employed behind the scenes of WebSearch 
is supplied by dtSearch ... WebSearch, with the dtSearch engine working in the background, gives the 
user many ways to search for a document and is extremely accurate.”

DocuLex adds dtSearch to legal product lineup.
DocuLex, a recognized leader in document imaging software, offers specialized solutions for 
facilitating productive document imaging for the litigation support industry. DocuLex wanted its legal 
customers to be able to instantly locate their DocuLex-imaged electronic files. “Our staff was then 
astounded by how quickly dtSearch indexed — and then searched.”

IP.com uses dtSearch piece in intellectual property management puzzle.
By applying collaboration, document management, and workflows to the problems of intellectual 
property management, InnovationQ helps corporations to secure their IP assets more thoroughly. At 
the same time, it helps to streamline processes and remove bottlenecks that can result in lost or 
leaked IP and delayed product launches. “The ability to quickly locate documents stored in 
InnovationQ is a key part of intellectual property management. dtSearch allows us to find a wide 
variety of documents quickly and easily in many different languages and writing systems. The ability 
of dtSearch to support our international customers is an important reason we chose it.”

Tabs3 and PracticeMaster provide enhanced accessibility and searching through dtSearch.
Software Technology, Inc. (STI) is the maker of the multiple award-winning Tabs3 billing software and 
PracticeMaster practice management software for the legal industry. “Through integration with 
dtSearch, powerful new document search features let PracticeMaster Premier users search for text 
within e-mail attachments and linked documents. Searches can be customized to include only specific 
clients or certain date ranges; or by using phonetic searching to help you quickly search for conflicts 
of interest or find the information you are looking for.”

“Trial Technology Saves Last Man Standing” relies on dtSearch directly and embedded in 
third-party applications.
From Law Technology News: “an executive with computer chipmaker Hynix Semiconductor, was 
indicted by the United States Department of Justice, charged with joining a criminal conspiracy to fix 
prices in the dynamic random access memory industry.” “To contain those costs and meet the 12-
month review target, our litigation support department used ingenuity, and a mix of products ... 
Among our tools were Ipro Tech’s line of products, including Ipro e-Scan IT and Ipro OCR, and a full-
text search engine, dtSearch, from dtSearch.”

Steve Lee & Associates uses eDocfile with dtSearch for advanced litigation support 
services.
eDocfile specializes in applications that capture and transmit image data.  Steve Lee & Associates, an 
eDocfile customer, provides litigation advisory services including expert testimony and consulting in 
the areas of forensic economics/accounting, complex commercial damages, business regulation, fraud 
investigations, asset tracing, loan workouts, antitrust and competition policy, securities disputes, 
insolvency, reorganization and electronic discovery. “eDocfile’s Text Searchable Tiffs utility together 
with the dtSearch engine have become must-have tools for our complex litigation and investigations 
practice.  We use these powerful forensic tools on a stand-alone basis and also as a check on the 
results of standard litigation software programs.  The customer support from both firms has been 
exceptional.”

NEXPERT uses dtSearch for legal case management application. 
NEXPERT is an interdisciplinary team of network specialists, lawyers and software developers offering 
comprehensive IT solutions to law firms and financial services providers.  Located in Switzerland, 
NEXPERT developed and integrated an advanced document indexing and search tool joining database 
information from a legal case management system and document information into the same search 
results. “After evaluating several full-text engines, we found that dtSearch is simply today’s best 
available search engine.  The efficient and good support as well as dtSearch’s complete 
documentation allowed us to develop an advanced search tool that exceeded the expectation of our 
clients.”

Andornot, the Inmagic experts, designs Web application for prominent New York law firm 
with dtSearch.
Andornot built a Web application for a prominent New York law firm for use in large cases. “The
documents, all PDFs averaging thousands of pages in size, were first scanned with OCR technology, 
and then indexed and made searchable with dtSearch. Fast searches across the collection allow 
significant information to be quickly identified. Relevant pages are extracted into new PDF documents, 
and key value-added information is entered into an Inmagic database, all from a single browser-based 
interface.”

HMU Consulting counsels dtSearch in conferences and consulting work.
Henley March & Unger Consulting (“HMU”) has experience in providing technology consulting to over 
300 law firms nationwide. In addition, HMU teaches a wide variety of legal technology seminars and 
continuing education classes. “Solving the issue of lost electronic documents must be a part of any 
technology initiative or strategic plan.” dtSearch’s “searching capabilities are impressive and this 
program pays for itself the first time you find that long, lost document you would have otherwise 
never found.”

CaseFinder® Virginia legal research system finds dtSearch.
CaseFinder is a complete Virginia legal research system. “dtSearch’s search speed is nearly 
instantaneous, even through our massive databases ... No other software could give us the flexibility 
we got with dtSearch.”

DocuLex employs dtSearch in Archive Studio to make light labor of document retrieval for 
National Border Patrol Council.
For document storage and retrieval, the National Border Patrol Council chose DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding the dtSearch Engine. “With a distributed input model as we have now, and the amazing 
capabilities of the DocuLex Archive Studio software, all documents captured in so many different 
locations are handled with ease — they are automatically filed for fast retrieval online by anyone 
qualified to access them ... My representatives have found this a great way to access case files in an 
instant, and the Council is fulfilling all demands for exemplary service to Border Patrol employees.”

SecondLook deploys dtSearch in cloud-based DMS for the legal industry.
SecondLook was founded in response to a need in the legal marketplace for a document management 
system that is easy to use, quick to deploy, feature rich, with a positive ROI. SecondLook’s cloud-
based document management system meets these needs as a Software-as-a-Service solution. “We
embed the dtSearch Engine to search our SQL database as well as other associated documents. 
Search is very fast, even across our largest litigation data sets, such as that of a national defense 
practice litigation firm that recently chose SecondLook to handle document management in a mass 
tort defense case.”

CACJ/CPDA capital case seminar adds dtSearch to its electronic syllabus.
The California Attorneys for Criminal Justice (CACJ) and the California Public Defenders Association 
(CPDA) sponsors an annual seminar addressing the representation of clients in capital litigation. 
“Attendees requested CACJ & CPDA to develop a method whereby specific documents could be located 
easily and quickly for use in their law practices. Enter dtSearch ... This year’s dtSearch powered 
CDRom was received with resounding approval by our seminar attendees ... Last, but not least, I have 
found the dtSearch organization as a whole to be equally supportive.”

BriefCase, realtime transcription software for the 21st Century, adds dtSearch.
Sellers Legal Services has some 90 years experience in providing courtroom services in the UK. “The
dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine has allowed us to quickly produce a very advanced product.”

Premirus consultants counsel dtSearch for one of the Web’s largest legal repositories.
Consultants now working at Premirus created one of the largest repositories of legal information on 
the Internet. The repository consisted of millions of documents, including court rules and forms, state 
appellate court decisions, federal appellate court decisions, U.S. Supreme Court decisions, state and 
federal statutes, and international legal documents, all with citation cross references. “Using the 
dtSearch Engine, our consultants operated one of the largest transactional systems on the Internet, 
all running under Windows.NET Advanced Server. dtSearch worked wonderfully. During a year plus of 
production, on a Web database of about 100 gigabytes, we didn’t have a single dtSearch failure ... 
dtSearch full-text searching was usually less than a second on about a hundred gigabytes of data —
comparable to the SQL fielded data-only search speed.”

Interasia Discover embeds dtSearch in litigation e-Bibles.
Interasia Discovery is the leading litigation support company in Asia covering Hong Kong, Singapore, 
China, Taiwan, Korea, and Japan.  Among the services provided by Interasia Discovery is the e-Bundle 
or e-Bible. Interasia Discovery “uses dtSearch as the core engine for organizing and retrieving the 
trial bundle documents.” The company “selected dtSearch for its easy-to-use interface and fast search 
function across multiple documents.”

Driven embeds dtSearch in its flagship ONE e-discovery platform. 
Available both as a SaaS-hosted platform, as well as running at customer sites, ONE covers the entire 
span of litigation support, from early case assessment to review preparation, to review management, 
to production, to trial preparation. “The dtSearch Engine provides our powerful searching, from simple 
keyword searches to complex queries."  In one case, "after Driven’s early case assessment, the client 
removed another 90% of data universe prior to full native processing using ONE’s full searching 
capabilities," effectively "cull[ing] an initial 4 terabytes worth of data down to 100 GB for native 
review.”

iCONECT embeds dtSearch in SQL Server Connector. 
iCONECT offers “experience in supporting most of the largest e-discovery review projects in the world. 
If you need to power through terabytes of e-review, we can help.” Further, “iCONECT builds bridges 
that link leading litigation support products to provide you with a reliable end-to-end workflow from 
collection to analysis to presentation.” “dtSearch is embedded in iCONECT’s SQL Server Connector 
(available with iCONECT’s 820 release) and is used to execute indexing and searching.”   In addition 
to dtSearch, iCONECT also lists alliances with a number of other companies described in more detail 
on this page and on other pages throughout the dtSearch Case Studies & 3rd Party Solutions section.

Visual Evidence / E-Discovery embeds dtSearch in VeREVIEW.
Visual Evidence / E-Discovery, LLC (VE), a leader in e-discovery solutions and services, has dtSearch 
embedded into its latest version of VeREVIEW — a customizable, powerful, cost effective and 
comprehensive web-based review tool for electronically-stored information (ESI). “dtSearch
embedded in our VeReview Platform empowers our clients with the most advanced search capabilities 
within our market.”

Sfile delivers industry changing economics leveraging dtSearch. 
Sfile is a leader in eDiscovery 3.0, leveraging a true Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) technology 
infrastructure to deliver industry changing economics. Sfile has achieved an integrated, unified 
Electronic Document Discovery (EDD) platform that combines evidence archiving, processing, early 
case assessment, document, review and production. “Sfile selected dtSearch because dtSeach is 
widely recognized as the industry standard for legal software applications. dtSearch is the only search 
technology provider which has embraced and optimized their technology to the unique needs of our 
industry. dtSearch’s capabilities are broad, deep, scalable and reliable.”

Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, embeds dtSearch. 
Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, is a secure, end-to-end eDiscovery platform providing 
advanced capabilities for processing, search, review and production of data for litigation, compliance 
and regulatory matters. “dtSearch is a key component of Daegis Edge used to perform all of the full-
text searching. We leverage this search technology to allow our clients full access to text in the 
documents.”

SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users an electronically stored information (ESI) chain of 
custody.
Pinpoint Labs addresses many of the issues facing forensically sound file collection, preservation and 
EED processing for corporate IT department, law firms, and other legal professionals. Pinpoint’s
SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users a chain of custody for Electronically Stored Information (ESI) 
productions, enabling easy production of relevant data sources identified in the search results. “I’ve
been fortunate enough to work with the products and staff at dtSearch Corp. for more than 8 years. It 
is no wonder why so many software developers and legal professionals rely on dtSearch to quickly and 
effectively index and search native files. Importing dtSearch hit lists into SafeCopy 2 provides several 
advantages to our mutual clients.”

ICFECI employs dtSearch in its litigation arsenal and in forensics training.
The Institute of Computer Forensic Examinations and Criminal Investigations (ICFECI) was established 
as a a resource to the Criminal Justice Act Panel and the United States District Courts. The ICFECI 
specializes in preparing for civil and criminal litigation, typically involving civil fraud and criminal 
schemes with large volumes of data. The ICFECI also assists with computer forensics lab software and 
hardware selection, installation, configuration and training. “I handle massive discovery on just about 
any type of computer data case. I always use dtSearch ... to glean relevant discovery data.” “Once
the raw data is processed ... I use dtSearch Web with Spider. dtSeach provides unique characteristics 
that fit perfectly the handling of discovery and making the discovery available in a manageable and 
searchable format.”

Contract Director signs in dtSearch for integrated searching with industry-leading contract 
lifecycle management (CLM) software. 
SciQuest Contract Director provides integrated business solutions for contract management, sourcing 
and procurement, and invoice and billing management activities. “dtSearch is an invaluable tool that 
helps users quickly sift through millions of documents to find pertinent information.” For example, one 
Fortune 500 customer "achieved reduced contract creation cycles of more than 30% and streamlined 
business processes from the implementation" of Contract Director together with dtSearch. The 
“combination helped them perform a task in about 30 seconds, that would take weeks before this 
combined solution was available.”

Contegra Systems uses dtSearch in leading legal Web application for Pike & Fischer.
A Bureau of National Affairs company, Pike & Fischer selected Contegra to develop its new online legal 
reference services. The end result: Communications Regulation, Pike & Fischer’s flagship product, was 
named a 2005 Codie Finalist for Best Online Government Information Service. “An effective search 
engine is a critical and often overlooked aspect of information product design ... We chose dtSearch 
for its features and functionality, scalability ... The door of my office is plastered with printouts of 
positive feedback.”

Document Advantage finds dtSearch an advantage in Web-based cross-platform e-
discovery application. Document Advantage’s e-Review™ is designed to handle even the most 
extensive e-discovery data sets. The application has a flexible SQL backend, and is fully web-based 
and cross-platform (Windows/Linux). Customers of e-Review span in-house Fortune 500 corporate 
counsels’ offices to Public Defenders’ offices. DocuVantage uses the dtSearch Engine for Win & .NET 
and the dtSearch Engine for Linux to “pinpoint case-specific critical evidence using advanced 
searching” and “conduct relevant searches to uncover additional evidence.”

LAW adds in dtSearch.
LAW (now a LexisNexis® product) provides document capture, image processing and data export into 
a variety of litigation support applications. “We chose dtSearch because of its ability to simultaneously 
query textual content and databases. The result is an excellent tool for full-text retrieval, and 
searching our backend database.” “Engineers reviewed various applications for indexing speed, 
search speed, accuracy and search options … dtSearch was the hands down winner.” “We were 
amazed at how much quicker and more ‘intelligent’ the dtSearch Engine was.”

Now part of LiveNote, a Thomson Reuters Affiliate, CaseLogistix is powered by dtSearch.
“Developers initially sought out and evaluated dtSearch because of its strong reputation in the 
marketplace. In our testing, dtSearch easily overpowered the document indexing and searching 
abilities of other solutions, especially against large volumes of documents. Benchmarks tested 
included indexing and search speed and accuracy of search results. Choosing dtSearch over other 
solutions turned out to be a very easy decision.”

Discovery Attender™ discovers dtSearch.
Discovery Attender makes viewing and supervising electronic data easy and efficient. It performs 
dynamic keyword searches on Exchange Mailboxes, Public Folders, Outlook PST files, and on files 
found in Common File Storage areas. A Lotus Notes version provides searching of Domino server 
databases, combining search of both .NSF files with general file types such as MS Office and PDF. 
“dtSearch nicely complements Discovery Attender’s existing capabilities by providing an efficient, 
robust and stable platform to execute searches within a variety of file formats. As a result of the 
dtSearch integration, Discovery Attender has improved search performance, increased the speed and 
accuracy of its searches while accessing file types previously inaccessible.”

Sherpa Software’s Attender brings dtSearching to Lotus Notes and beyond.
Sherpa’s Discovery Attender for Notes is a Lotus Notes search and e-discovery tool that automates 
investigative tasks in Domino server databases, as well as documents outside of Lotus Notes. “We use 
dtSearch for dynamic keyword searching. The dtSearch Engine provides powerful searching within 
files and attachments.”

ATS employs dtSearch for regulatory information site.
American Technology Services (ATS) is a full-service IT consulting firm serving organizations 
throughout the United States and Europe from its headquarters in the Washington, DC area. ATS 
works with a state regulatory board association covering the 50 United States, the District of 
Columbia and four U.S. territories. “We relied primarily on dtSearch’s built-in Web spidering 
capabilities in developing this portal for our customer. We targeted the spider to index data on a 
number of remote Web sites. The process was seamless.”

DBiT puts dtSearch to work for major Belgium legal publisher.
A major Belgium legal publisher, Larcier carries a large number of legal reference titles. Larcier hired 
DBiT to electronically publish these titles, including combined full-text searching and fielded data 
access. “dtSearch met all of our requirements. dtSearch’s many research options allow for extremely 
quick access to the reference information. We really appreciated that dtSearch documentation was 
very clear and complete ... In some data collections, we had over a dozen XML-based data fields. 
dtSearch integrated well with our XML database. The result was instantaneous, highly targeted search 
access to the client’s data. dtSearch’s combined full-text and fielded data was instantaneous, even 
with the many searching fields that we added.”

All evidence points
to dtSearch.
Fios offers litigation teams a complete solution surrounding the acquisition, conversion, management, 
analysis, and distribution of electronic data associated with the litigation discovery process. “We found 
that dtSearch was the best of breed in its category.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching to immigration legal library.
The American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) is a national association of more than 12,000 
attorneys and law professors. AILA needs its subscribers to be able to have instant access to more 
than 100 AILA publications, the Immigration & Nationality Act, the immigration sections of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, and other government resources. GVPi implemented a semi-custom built 
solution, including a content management system (CMS) to allow AILA to enter and manage all of 
their content. Enhancements included the ability to add bookmarks and notes on any of the content in 
the library and to manage these bookmarks in notes in folders.“The dtSearch Engine provides instant 
data search access for subscribers across the large volume of content. The embedded dtSearch 
allowed GVPi to implement AILA’s complex advanced search capabilities across various content types.”

Ipro Tech utilizes dtSearch as part of a comprehensive platform for the early case 
assessment, document review, processing, and production of large litigation document 
collections.
Thousands of law firms, legal service providers, corporations, and government agencies use the Ipro 
Enterprise digital discovery platform to organize, review, process, and produce litigation collections of 
vast sizes and complexity levels. ”dtSearch powers high-speed text retrieval functionality so users can 
find important information faster.  Ipro uses dtSearch technology in all three of the fully integrated 
components of the Ipro Enterprise digital discovery platform.” Ipro products that use dtSearch include 
the following. 

Allegro
Allegro is an early case assessment applications that gives users the absolute quickest access to 
litigation data.  Allegro’s high speed ingestion engine can identify and index extremely large amounts 
of unstructured data and present that data in a clear, organized, and intuitive way without waiting for 
extensive processing. ”Backed by dtSearch technology, Allegro has a multitude of keyword search 
options available for users to analyze and cull litigation collections to only relevant documents before 
sending on to the costly stage of litigation review.”

Eclipse
Eclipse is a web-based platform that contains extensive features for image and native file review.  By 
combining advanced analytical technology with standard linear workflows, Eclipse allows users to 
achieve the best reviews in the least amount of time. ”Eclipse includes “advanced search features 
powered by dtSearch and Content Analyst.”  (Content Analyst itself also embeds the dtSearch Engine.”

eCapture
eCapture is a centrally managed, fully scalable, high-speed eDiscovery processing tool that can handle 
terabytes of data with minimal human intervention. ”eCapture incorporates dtSearch technology that 
allows users to perform powerful searching.”

Scan-IT
eScan-IT is a desktop electronic discovery tool that allows combines electronically stored information 
processing, paper scanning, and printing in one intuitive application. ”dtSearch’s robust and high-
speed search capabilities empower users to build both simple and complex queries in order to find 
exactly what they are looking for.”

Lexbe Online™ embeds dtSearch in comprehensive cloud-based eDiscovery platform. 
Lexbe Online™ cloud-based application and platform lets organizations handle litigation without the 
need to maintain internal servers or IT support staff. For litigation of any scale, Lexbe Online manages 
the entire eDiscovery lifecycle quickly and efficiently through analysis, review, production and trial. 
“dtSearch is one of the best technology decision we have made.  It has an excellent feature set and 
scales ... dtSearch support is top-notch.”

Eclipse Legal Systems uses dtSearch for “powerful” text retrieval in its Proclaim Case 
Management Software.
Eclipse is the UK’s leading provider of case management software. The company, and its Proclaim 
Case Management Software, have won multiple awards. “dtSearch provides us with a powerful and 
flexible tool which enables our professional clients to rapidly locate keyword data from huge document 
libraries.” The result is “a fully searchable, central document library and knowledge / precedent store.”

Wave Software adds dtSearch to Trident email review.
Trident email review application provides the ability to process, de-dupe, and output to native email 
format in minutes. “The speed at which dtSearch searches data was the best complement to our own 
rapid email processing speed ... We are excited about dtSearch’s presence in the legal and 
government markets. dtSearch’s presence highlights our vision to serve those markets.”

Mindseye Solutions incorporates dtSearch in the latest release of ediscovery technology.
Mindseye Solutions is the developer of the next generation ediscovery technology TunnelVision. “The
implementation of dtSearch extends the powerful search capabilities of TunnelVision and enables 
clients to select the appropriate indexing technology to maintain consistency in search throughout 
downstream review processes. This release is a result of collaboration with our clients and addresses a 
number of challenges we have seen collectively within the industry.”

National Litigation Support Blog offers dtSearch overview video for CJA panel attorneys.
From the National Litigation Support Blog for Federal / Community Defenders and CJA Practitioners:
“dtSearch is a popular search and retrieval program. Here is a brief 12 minute video that 
demonstrates how to setup a new dtSearch index and how to run searches within an index.” dtSearch
“provides great functionality in searching both electronic documents and paper documents that are 
subsequently scanned and converted to a text searchable format, especially since it can search and 
retrieve information in many different file types ... As electronic discovery in federal criminal matters 
continues to grow in volume and in the variety of formats, dtSearch is a useful tool for CJA panel 
attorneys faced with the daunting task of organizing and searching through their case material.”

“Upgrading Litigation Support Tech for Massive EDD Matters” discusses FTI Consulting and 
dtSearch.
From Legal Tech Newsletter:  Dorsey & Whitney LLP is a firm of more than 600 lawyers with a 
litigation and arbitration practice, including offices in the United States, London, Hong Kong and 
Shanghai.  The newsletter describes how Dorsey turned to FTI Consulting and FTI Ringtail’s ASP 
hosted and other solutions for a massive international EDD matter, including the embedded dtSearch 
Engine. “The combined features of conventional field-based and text-based searching via the dtSearch 
engine were integral in the sorting and culling of this unwieldy data set ... Dorsey’s use of the 
dtSearch engine built into [FTI Ringtail’s solution] allowed for the filtering and sifting of the data and, 
subsequently, record review in as efficient a manner as I could imagine.” Further, the solution “set
itself apart from competing software applications by enabling the seamless inclusion of this content 
and, most important, the ability to exploit the search engine for text searches in Kanji.”

Consulting firm details using dtSearch Publish for EDD production. 
ONLAW Trial Technologies (www.onlawtec.com) offers trial technology, e-discovery, and computer 
forensics services. Special to Law.com: “dtSearch Publish is a tool that lets you quickly publish a 
document collection ... that is searchable by the recipient using dtSearch’s powerful search engine 
technology ... The search capabilities are automatically built into the collection you produce.” The 
result is “an elegant solution to creating a production set of electronically stored information that is 
immediately usable by the recipient ... an ideal tool for corporations and in-house legal departments 
that must frequently respond to e-discovery ... and for computer forensics examiners who need to 
provide their customers with a usable collection of items recovered during a computer forensic 
examination.”

bmi airline can "thoroughly recommend" dtSearch for finding legally-critical emails and 
other data.
bmi is the second largest airline at London Heathrow, one of the world’s busiest and best-connected 
international airports.  From its Heathrow hub, bmi services Europe, the Middle East, Central Asia and 
Africa. "I can thoroughly recommend dtSearch as without it the identification of certain emails/files on 
bmi’s network which were vital for litigation would not have been possible."

Breeze designs dtSearch-powered case document search system.
Breeze is a custom database application development organization experienced in the analysis, design 
and development of complex business process applications.  A major legal client of Breeze’s in the UK 
requested that Breeze develop a case document indexing and retrieval system. “We had to source an 
enterprise level indexing and search .NET component ... We found the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine 
had the power and flexibility to do what we wanted. The performance was blisteringly fast, and the 
client was extremely happy with the end result.”

New international legal site, Strad@, embeds dtSearch.
Strad@ is the biggest Belgian and Luxembourg online legal database. “Strad@ is based on dtSearch 
technology.  Strad@’s database consists of over 2 million documents, in HTML, MS Word, PDF and 
XML formats. dtSearch technology allows our customers to process searches with record speed.”

OSCN uses dtSearch for instant Web-based searching of enormous legal database. 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has an enormous legal research database, spanning 
Oklahoma legal documents, Wyoming legal documents, and even federal case materials. “dtSearch is 
the best performance product by a long way. Searching is pretty much instantaneous ... OSCN’s new 
search engine is one of the most powerful in existence.”
     From Government Technology: “Sifting through legal databases with pages of online documents 
can be cumbersome despite the search functionality available in many legal databases — but the 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has found a tool to simplify legal searches.” dtSearch
“enables full-text searches through the database for locating specific documents more quickly.”

Searchlight® total case management solution lights on dtSearch.
And the defense team in what is expected to be the longest and most complex trial in Canadian 
history has chosen the resulting product. “We needed an easy to integrate, but powerful text search 
engine to augment our software. The flexibility and the speed of the dtSearch text searches has added 
value to our software.”

Digital Office Systems adds dtSearch to paperless legal industry solutions.
Digital Office Systems is a leading provider of document management and paperless office solutions 
for small and medium-sized law firms. “dtSearch is far and away the best search solution for our 
product ... It fully integrates with Digital Office DM and provides users with amazingly fast search 
capability.”

California criminal defense specialist and litigation IT expert adds dtSearch to seminars and 
practice.
“I picked dtSearch because I could use it right out of the box ... I mean, how many times have you 
known that you’ve briefed an issue but you just can’t remember on which case ... The ability to index 
government websites is also invaluable.”

AppsPlus and VersusLaw release new legal research Web application using dtSearch.
AppsPlus is a highly-experienced database developer firm. Versus Law is a leader in the electronic 
distribution of legal research materials over the Web. Together, the two have collaborated on a new 
Web-based legal research tool. “dtSearch worked flawlessly with ASP.NET ... With a couple lines of 
code we had all the search engine properties and methods available, along with the current search 
query, including the results table, as displayed in the data grid on the page here.”

AppsPlus applies dtSearch for major West Coast firm.
AppsPlus has developed database solutions for over a dozen years; its president has authored many 
programming books, including: Database Programming with Visual Basic®.NET and ADO.NET: Tips 
Tutorials and Code. “With the law firm’s technical team, I went through a number of different search 
engine demos and even met with representatives from the companies. dtSearch came out as the 
winner with the most concise, yet robust data model.”

Cybergroup makes legal decision to use dtSearch.
One of the world’s largest law firms wanted to add an advanced search tool that joined database and 
document information into the same search results. Since the firm’s existing Web programming 
language was Adobe / Macromedia’s ColdFusion, Cybergroup proposed a ColdFusion-based search tool 
incorporating dtSearch and Cybergroup’s dbConnector product. “dtSearch and Cybergroup’s
dbConnector were the logical choice. The client needed the ability to search meta-data and content in 
one search, producing an integrated, comprehensive results presentation.”

“Regardless of what DMS you end up creating or buying, I would suggest that you give some 
thoughtful consideration to a full-text indexing system such as dtSearch ... I can tell you that there is 
no task too big for dtSearch ... You can choose to install dtSearch apps at each server and 
workstation.  Alternatively ... you can install a .NET version on your servers which is accessible by a 
Web browser throughout your organization.” — TechnoLawyer Newsletter

dtSearch “is a must-have tool for anyone reviewing electronic information in native format ... 
dtSearch reduces costs of document production, narrows a collection to key electronic files for a 
document production vendor and copies files to an alternate repository for in-house native file 
production.” — Law Office Computing

“Results are returned in lightning speed even on multiple-indexed file server folders ... Everyone 
agrees that using the program was simple to learn and a great asset.” — Public Defense Backup 
Center REPORT

“In a networked law firm environment, and anywhere large, heterogeneous collections of text are 
stored, dtSearch installs easily, is usable by busy professionals with almost zero training, and reliably 
returns the right answers, FAST. Although I have worked with highly complex software tools and 
systems, I appreciate even more the complex tools such as dtSearch that accomplish demanding 
goals while making it appear rather simple.” — President, Consulting Company

“In talking to e-discovery vendors and consultants, document review software tends to rely on a 
handful of licensed technologies.These tools allow vendors to quickly build software platforms that can 
take a large collection of documents and extract files, index the data and text inside, and search those 
files. Some of the most common components used by vendors include: dtSearch text retrieval 
software. dtSearch is available as a desktop search tool, but the technology is also licensed to 
software vendors who need to large search document collections.” — Law Technology News (“Stop
and Take a Look Under the EDD Hood”)

Published by the American Bar Association Law Practice Management Section, the book Electronic 
Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital Evidence and ESI recommends dtSearch:  "For searching 
data, the book suggests dtSearch [which] allows users to search and view a mixed collection of raw 
data and email files ... Finally, the authors turn to the production of ESI ... They recommend dtSearch 
Publish, a software program that will produce the ESI on a CD, DVD or external hard drive that is 
immediately usable and does not require specialized litigation software or IT support.” (This book can 
be found at Amazon.com) 
— LegalNews.com, discussing Electronic Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital 
Evidence and ESI

“Ipro [a dtSearch Engine customer]. dtSearch. Adobe [article discusses PDF format]. Solid names with 
a long-established history in litigation support.” — Law Technology News (posted at www.law.com)

dtSearch “algorithms provide unrivaled power and capabilities ... the program raises the bar in text 
retrieval, providing an industrial strength search engine that is an absolute must-have for Web-based 
data information management ... dtSearch outmaneuvers the competition. It’s a robust, sophisticated 
and powerful text-search tool ... If you want speed and accuracy, dtSearch is the only way to go.”
— Law Office Computing (“The Search Is On”)

“These days, legal research is one of the most time consuming tasks in the law industry. Although 
solutions are available to make legal search faster and easier, none are used as often as dtSearch, a 
company whose products help with legal research across statutes, regulations, and case law and can 
search web data.” — Inside Counsel

“dtSearch ... does an excellent job of finding needles in haystacks that come in a wide variety of file 
formats ... works quickly with a wide variety of search modes ... But the most intriguing new feature I 
saw was the ability to index public sites on the Web ... Web sites often have a built in index or search 
program, but I’ve found that dtSearch lets me find things on some sites that I couldn’t find using the 
built-in program.” — Law Office Technology Review (reprinted at www.law.com)

dtSearch appeared in the “Top 10” in the Law Technology News (www.lawtechnews.com) survey of 
the most popular software programs for electronic data discovery (and was the first search engine on 
the list).

“I would recommend this product to anyone, but especially to lawyers who need to search through 
volumes of deposition transcripts for key issues. It is just great... dtSearch has clearly surpassed [its 
competition] and has become the market leader.

Again, thanks for a well done product that really helps me in my work. It is one of my favorite 
programs!” — Plaintiff’s Medical Malpractice Litigator

“dtSearch allows instant, vast searches.” — Legal Management

“The best indexing program I’ve found is dtSearch” — Effective Discovery of Email

“dtSearch is a clear winner.”— Legal Times

“LITIGATION SUPPORT... In a recent case, I used dtSearch on a document population that was close 
to 3 gigabytes in size; the program handled it very nicely ... Imagine having to search manually 
through the hard-copy equivalent of 3 gigs of data! It probably would take weeks... There is no 
quicker way to find a needle in a digital haystack.” — The Lawyer’s PC (Published by West Group) 

“For finding data on my office systems, I use dtSearch.” dtSearch is a “search engine that creates 
indices of the files on your various hard drives, network drives, and CD drives, as well as websites of 
your choice.” — California Lawyer (Technicalities column)

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.”  dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog

dtSearch can “create an indexed, fully searchable collection from the raw data you receive. You can 
search the collection by keyword or use more-advanced Boolean search techniques. Hits will be 
displayed in a list ordered by relevancy ... Individual items can be viewed with the dtSearch viewer.”
— Law Practice

“Computer forensics and e-discovery software maker AccessData is beginning to offer licenses for ... a 
series of software ‘connectors’ that legal departments, service providers, and technology companies 
can use to extract information from Microsoft Exchange, Oracle Universal Records Management, and 
Symantec Enterprise Vault.  The connectors ... are based on existing software that AccessData built 
several years ago in conjunction with search technology specialist dtSearch, which also partners with 
many other legal technology companies.” — Law Technology News (describing AccessData’s OEM 
Connectors designed to integrate with the dtSearch Engine)

“dtSearch is a widely used indexing/searching tool.” “Building Structured Searches ... Now we will look 
at using a structured methodology for building searches. We will work with dtSearch syntax.” — The 
Organization of Professionals' OLP eJournal (“The Best-Kept Secrets to Using Keyword Search 
Technologies”)

“The American Law Division of the Library of Congress has been using dtSearch for a couple of years 
now to search for bills and other information at the request of Congress. Features we like are the 
speed of the searching and the ease of defining the criteria.”— Network Administrator, Library of 
Congress

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.” dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog (by the author of 
The Essential Guide to the Best (and Worst) Legal Sites on the Web)

dtSearch “is simply the best search tool available ... I simply cannot begin to imagine doing any 
search of electronically stored information without having dtSearch in my forensic toolbox ... The ROI 
for dtSearch is practically as fast as the search results.” — Contributing Editor, American 
Bankruptcy Institute Journal

“dtSearch is the clear winner as a means to locate documents and text within those documents.”
“Searching with dtSearch ... is more intuitive ... and faster too ... dtSearch was more than twice as 
fast [at indexing] and provides better information about located files. It also makes better use of the 
Windows environment.” — Law Office Computing (“Software Shoot-Out”) Editor’s Choice

“A fantastic program.” dtSearch now “lets you expand your research across multiple web sites. This is 
a great program and it keep getting better.” — The Docket

“I recommend dtSearch to everyone I meet... I recommend this because I love your product, use it 
frequently, and believe others should have the opportunity.” — Attorney

“There are several powerful software tools you should consider employing for searching large 
quantities of data. For example, dtSearch by dtSearch Corp. can index terabytes of digital data in 
many different formats and make it all text-searchable. Search results are relatively easy to review, 
and search terms are highlighted in the documents.” — Corporate Counsel (posted at www.law.com)

“dtSearch ... editions are powerful text-searching tools for file-level identification and extraction.” —
Computer Evidence: Collection and Preservation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

A “favorite affordable workhorse” is “the ubiquitous dtSearch indexing and search tool ... salvation lay 
with dtSearch ... more kudos for dtSearch.” — Law Technology News (“EDD for Everybody”)

“Advanced key word searches require the use of an index tool with a fully developed search capability, 
such as dtSearch.” — Lexology (“Critical e-discovery obligations and processes: a case law primer”)
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Relativity uses dtSearch for advanced text retrieval.
Relativity is the web-based e-discovery review platform that gives users the flexibility to design and 
automate their review workflow, and provides the scalability to handle the industry’s largest cases. 
Advantages of Relativity include computer-assisted review allowing users to more effectively search 
large volumes of data, as well as visual data analysis tools to help reveal trends in a case. By building 
applications on top of Relativity, users can also manage tasks and address unique challenges before, 
during, and after review. “We’ve worked with dtSearch since the early days of Relativity, and we’ve
always received the highest levels of support from the dtSearch team. Providing easy-to-use, intuitive 
search options within Relativity is important to us. We’re pleased to offer dtSearch’s powerful 
searching technology to our users.”

AD eDiscovery and legal review solutions utilize dtSearch. 
AccessData provides court-validated, state-of-the-art computer forensics, eDiscovery and cyber 
security solutions. Built on its gold-standard forensics technology, Forensic Toolkit, AD eDiscovery is a 
comprehensive electronic discovery software solution. In addition, AccessData’s legal review 
technology, Summation, is used by more law firms than any other solution. “Leveraging the dtSearch 
Engine, the Summation legal review platform enables advanced searching to allow attorneys to 
effectively assess and build their cases.” “By leveraging the power of dtSearch in the in-house 
platform, AD eDiscovery, users can quickly search for relevant documents and emails with forensic-
level accuracy and speed. The integration of dtSearch with AD eDiscovery creates an unsurpassed tool 
in the collection and assessment of relevant electronically stored information.”

FTI Consulting rings in dtSearch to Ringtail™ web-based e-discovery products and hosted 
solutions.
FTI Consulting provides a range of legal-oriented services, including the Ringtail™ legal product suite 
and SaaS-hosted e-discovery solutions. “dtSearch is an industry leading keyword search application ... 
We did a pretty thorough evaluation of search engines and dtSearch is clearly a best of breed tool 
with the best search engine API.”

Equivio embeds dtSearch into Equivio Zoom platform.
Equivio Zoom is an integrated platform for e-discovery analytics and predictive coding. Used 
extensively in the legal industry, Zoom brings together Equivio’s proven technologies for e-discovery 
analytics in a unified web-based platform. Combining Equivio’s best-of-breed near-duplicates, email 
threads and relevance components, together with data import, ECA and enriched analytics 
capabilities, Zoom provides the necessary tools for easier, faster and smarter e-discovery. “For
corporations and law firms engaged in e-discovery, the ability to rapidly find and access data is key.
Backed by an outstanding track record, dtSearch provides us with the industry-grade search capability 
we need to support an out-of-the-box solution for even the largest organizations.”

“Law Firm Document Conversion and Management” relies on DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding dtSearch.
From a Product Review in Information Management Magazine, describing how a 130+ person law firm 
chose the DocuLex Archive Studio suite to scan and search more than 14,000 boxes of documents: 
“Archive Studio provides an end-to-end document management solution – capture, management, 
workflow and archival. The product is fast, flexible ... scalable.” The suite includes Office Capture, 
providing “quick capture and conversion of documents to fully searchable PDFs.” The suite also 
includes WebSearch, providing “easy search and retrieval of the electronic files” with “different levels 
of security for different departments.” “The search engine employed behind the scenes of WebSearch 
is supplied by dtSearch ... WebSearch, with the dtSearch engine working in the background, gives the 
user many ways to search for a document and is extremely accurate.”

DocuLex adds dtSearch to legal product lineup.
DocuLex, a recognized leader in document imaging software, offers specialized solutions for 
facilitating productive document imaging for the litigation support industry. DocuLex wanted its legal 
customers to be able to instantly locate their DocuLex-imaged electronic files. “Our staff was then 
astounded by how quickly dtSearch indexed — and then searched.”

IP.com uses dtSearch piece in intellectual property management puzzle.
By applying collaboration, document management, and workflows to the problems of intellectual 
property management, InnovationQ helps corporations to secure their IP assets more thoroughly. At 
the same time, it helps to streamline processes and remove bottlenecks that can result in lost or 
leaked IP and delayed product launches. “The ability to quickly locate documents stored in 
InnovationQ is a key part of intellectual property management. dtSearch allows us to find a wide 
variety of documents quickly and easily in many different languages and writing systems. The ability 
of dtSearch to support our international customers is an important reason we chose it.”

Tabs3 and PracticeMaster provide enhanced accessibility and searching through dtSearch.
Software Technology, Inc. (STI) is the maker of the multiple award-winning Tabs3 billing software and 
PracticeMaster practice management software for the legal industry. “Through integration with 
dtSearch, powerful new document search features let PracticeMaster Premier users search for text 
within e-mail attachments and linked documents. Searches can be customized to include only specific 
clients or certain date ranges; or by using phonetic searching to help you quickly search for conflicts 
of interest or find the information you are looking for.”

“Trial Technology Saves Last Man Standing” relies on dtSearch directly and embedded in 
third-party applications.
From Law Technology News: “an executive with computer chipmaker Hynix Semiconductor, was 
indicted by the United States Department of Justice, charged with joining a criminal conspiracy to fix 
prices in the dynamic random access memory industry.” “To contain those costs and meet the 12-
month review target, our litigation support department used ingenuity, and a mix of products ... 
Among our tools were Ipro Tech’s line of products, including Ipro e-Scan IT and Ipro OCR, and a full-
text search engine, dtSearch, from dtSearch.”

Steve Lee & Associates uses eDocfile with dtSearch for advanced litigation support 
services.
eDocfile specializes in applications that capture and transmit image data.  Steve Lee & Associates, an 
eDocfile customer, provides litigation advisory services including expert testimony and consulting in 
the areas of forensic economics/accounting, complex commercial damages, business regulation, fraud 
investigations, asset tracing, loan workouts, antitrust and competition policy, securities disputes, 
insolvency, reorganization and electronic discovery. “eDocfile’s Text Searchable Tiffs utility together 
with the dtSearch engine have become must-have tools for our complex litigation and investigations 
practice.  We use these powerful forensic tools on a stand-alone basis and also as a check on the 
results of standard litigation software programs.  The customer support from both firms has been 
exceptional.”

NEXPERT uses dtSearch for legal case management application. 
NEXPERT is an interdisciplinary team of network specialists, lawyers and software developers offering 
comprehensive IT solutions to law firms and financial services providers.  Located in Switzerland, 
NEXPERT developed and integrated an advanced document indexing and search tool joining database 
information from a legal case management system and document information into the same search 
results. “After evaluating several full-text engines, we found that dtSearch is simply today’s best 
available search engine.  The efficient and good support as well as dtSearch’s complete 
documentation allowed us to develop an advanced search tool that exceeded the expectation of our 
clients.”

Andornot, the Inmagic experts, designs Web application for prominent New York law firm 
with dtSearch.
Andornot built a Web application for a prominent New York law firm for use in large cases. “The
documents, all PDFs averaging thousands of pages in size, were first scanned with OCR technology, 
and then indexed and made searchable with dtSearch. Fast searches across the collection allow 
significant information to be quickly identified. Relevant pages are extracted into new PDF documents, 
and key value-added information is entered into an Inmagic database, all from a single browser-based 
interface.”

HMU Consulting counsels dtSearch in conferences and consulting work.
Henley March & Unger Consulting (“HMU”) has experience in providing technology consulting to over 
300 law firms nationwide. In addition, HMU teaches a wide variety of legal technology seminars and 
continuing education classes. “Solving the issue of lost electronic documents must be a part of any 
technology initiative or strategic plan.” dtSearch’s “searching capabilities are impressive and this 
program pays for itself the first time you find that long, lost document you would have otherwise 
never found.”

CaseFinder® Virginia legal research system finds dtSearch.
CaseFinder is a complete Virginia legal research system. “dtSearch’s search speed is nearly 
instantaneous, even through our massive databases ... No other software could give us the flexibility 
we got with dtSearch.”

DocuLex employs dtSearch in Archive Studio to make light labor of document retrieval for 
National Border Patrol Council.
For document storage and retrieval, the National Border Patrol Council chose DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding the dtSearch Engine. “With a distributed input model as we have now, and the amazing 
capabilities of the DocuLex Archive Studio software, all documents captured in so many different 
locations are handled with ease — they are automatically filed for fast retrieval online by anyone 
qualified to access them ... My representatives have found this a great way to access case files in an 
instant, and the Council is fulfilling all demands for exemplary service to Border Patrol employees.”

SecondLook deploys dtSearch in cloud-based DMS for the legal industry.
SecondLook was founded in response to a need in the legal marketplace for a document management 
system that is easy to use, quick to deploy, feature rich, with a positive ROI. SecondLook’s cloud-
based document management system meets these needs as a Software-as-a-Service solution. “We
embed the dtSearch Engine to search our SQL database as well as other associated documents. 
Search is very fast, even across our largest litigation data sets, such as that of a national defense 
practice litigation firm that recently chose SecondLook to handle document management in a mass 
tort defense case.”

CACJ/CPDA capital case seminar adds dtSearch to its electronic syllabus.
The California Attorneys for Criminal Justice (CACJ) and the California Public Defenders Association 
(CPDA) sponsors an annual seminar addressing the representation of clients in capital litigation. 
“Attendees requested CACJ & CPDA to develop a method whereby specific documents could be located 
easily and quickly for use in their law practices. Enter dtSearch ... This year’s dtSearch powered 
CDRom was received with resounding approval by our seminar attendees ... Last, but not least, I have 
found the dtSearch organization as a whole to be equally supportive.”

BriefCase, realtime transcription software for the 21st Century, adds dtSearch.
Sellers Legal Services has some 90 years experience in providing courtroom services in the UK. “The
dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine has allowed us to quickly produce a very advanced product.”

Premirus consultants counsel dtSearch for one of the Web’s largest legal repositories.
Consultants now working at Premirus created one of the largest repositories of legal information on 
the Internet. The repository consisted of millions of documents, including court rules and forms, state 
appellate court decisions, federal appellate court decisions, U.S. Supreme Court decisions, state and 
federal statutes, and international legal documents, all with citation cross references. “Using the 
dtSearch Engine, our consultants operated one of the largest transactional systems on the Internet, 
all running under Windows.NET Advanced Server. dtSearch worked wonderfully. During a year plus of 
production, on a Web database of about 100 gigabytes, we didn’t have a single dtSearch failure ... 
dtSearch full-text searching was usually less than a second on about a hundred gigabytes of data —
comparable to the SQL fielded data-only search speed.”

Interasia Discover embeds dtSearch in litigation e-Bibles.
Interasia Discovery is the leading litigation support company in Asia covering Hong Kong, Singapore, 
China, Taiwan, Korea, and Japan.  Among the services provided by Interasia Discovery is the e-Bundle 
or e-Bible. Interasia Discovery “uses dtSearch as the core engine for organizing and retrieving the 
trial bundle documents.” The company “selected dtSearch for its easy-to-use interface and fast search 
function across multiple documents.”

Driven embeds dtSearch in its flagship ONE e-discovery platform. 
Available both as a SaaS-hosted platform, as well as running at customer sites, ONE covers the entire 
span of litigation support, from early case assessment to review preparation, to review management, 
to production, to trial preparation. “The dtSearch Engine provides our powerful searching, from simple 
keyword searches to complex queries."  In one case, "after Driven’s early case assessment, the client 
removed another 90% of data universe prior to full native processing using ONE’s full searching 
capabilities," effectively "cull[ing] an initial 4 terabytes worth of data down to 100 GB for native 
review.”

iCONECT embeds dtSearch in SQL Server Connector. 
iCONECT offers “experience in supporting most of the largest e-discovery review projects in the world. 
If you need to power through terabytes of e-review, we can help.” Further, “iCONECT builds bridges 
that link leading litigation support products to provide you with a reliable end-to-end workflow from 
collection to analysis to presentation.” “dtSearch is embedded in iCONECT’s SQL Server Connector 
(available with iCONECT’s 820 release) and is used to execute indexing and searching.”   In addition 
to dtSearch, iCONECT also lists alliances with a number of other companies described in more detail 
on this page and on other pages throughout the dtSearch Case Studies & 3rd Party Solutions section.

Visual Evidence / E-Discovery embeds dtSearch in VeREVIEW.
Visual Evidence / E-Discovery, LLC (VE), a leader in e-discovery solutions and services, has dtSearch 
embedded into its latest version of VeREVIEW — a customizable, powerful, cost effective and 
comprehensive web-based review tool for electronically-stored information (ESI). “dtSearch
embedded in our VeReview Platform empowers our clients with the most advanced search capabilities 
within our market.”

Sfile delivers industry changing economics leveraging dtSearch. 
Sfile is a leader in eDiscovery 3.0, leveraging a true Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) technology 
infrastructure to deliver industry changing economics. Sfile has achieved an integrated, unified 
Electronic Document Discovery (EDD) platform that combines evidence archiving, processing, early 
case assessment, document, review and production. “Sfile selected dtSearch because dtSeach is 
widely recognized as the industry standard for legal software applications. dtSearch is the only search 
technology provider which has embraced and optimized their technology to the unique needs of our 
industry. dtSearch’s capabilities are broad, deep, scalable and reliable.”

Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, embeds dtSearch. 
Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, is a secure, end-to-end eDiscovery platform providing 
advanced capabilities for processing, search, review and production of data for litigation, compliance 
and regulatory matters. “dtSearch is a key component of Daegis Edge used to perform all of the full-
text searching. We leverage this search technology to allow our clients full access to text in the 
documents.”

SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users an electronically stored information (ESI) chain of 
custody.
Pinpoint Labs addresses many of the issues facing forensically sound file collection, preservation and 
EED processing for corporate IT department, law firms, and other legal professionals. Pinpoint’s
SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users a chain of custody for Electronically Stored Information (ESI) 
productions, enabling easy production of relevant data sources identified in the search results. “I’ve
been fortunate enough to work with the products and staff at dtSearch Corp. for more than 8 years. It 
is no wonder why so many software developers and legal professionals rely on dtSearch to quickly and 
effectively index and search native files. Importing dtSearch hit lists into SafeCopy 2 provides several 
advantages to our mutual clients.”

ICFECI employs dtSearch in its litigation arsenal and in forensics training.
The Institute of Computer Forensic Examinations and Criminal Investigations (ICFECI) was established 
as a a resource to the Criminal Justice Act Panel and the United States District Courts. The ICFECI 
specializes in preparing for civil and criminal litigation, typically involving civil fraud and criminal 
schemes with large volumes of data. The ICFECI also assists with computer forensics lab software and 
hardware selection, installation, configuration and training. “I handle massive discovery on just about 
any type of computer data case. I always use dtSearch ... to glean relevant discovery data.” “Once
the raw data is processed ... I use dtSearch Web with Spider. dtSeach provides unique characteristics 
that fit perfectly the handling of discovery and making the discovery available in a manageable and 
searchable format.”

Contract Director signs in dtSearch for integrated searching with industry-leading contract 
lifecycle management (CLM) software. 
SciQuest Contract Director provides integrated business solutions for contract management, sourcing 
and procurement, and invoice and billing management activities. “dtSearch is an invaluable tool that 
helps users quickly sift through millions of documents to find pertinent information.” For example, one 
Fortune 500 customer "achieved reduced contract creation cycles of more than 30% and streamlined 
business processes from the implementation" of Contract Director together with dtSearch. The 
“combination helped them perform a task in about 30 seconds, that would take weeks before this 
combined solution was available.”

Contegra Systems uses dtSearch in leading legal Web application for Pike & Fischer.
A Bureau of National Affairs company, Pike & Fischer selected Contegra to develop its new online legal 
reference services. The end result: Communications Regulation, Pike & Fischer’s flagship product, was 
named a 2005 Codie Finalist for Best Online Government Information Service. “An effective search 
engine is a critical and often overlooked aspect of information product design ... We chose dtSearch 
for its features and functionality, scalability ... The door of my office is plastered with printouts of 
positive feedback.”

Document Advantage finds dtSearch an advantage in Web-based cross-platform e-
discovery application. Document Advantage’s e-Review™ is designed to handle even the most 
extensive e-discovery data sets. The application has a flexible SQL backend, and is fully web-based 
and cross-platform (Windows/Linux). Customers of e-Review span in-house Fortune 500 corporate 
counsels’ offices to Public Defenders’ offices. DocuVantage uses the dtSearch Engine for Win & .NET 
and the dtSearch Engine for Linux to “pinpoint case-specific critical evidence using advanced 
searching” and “conduct relevant searches to uncover additional evidence.”

LAW adds in dtSearch.
LAW (now a LexisNexis® product) provides document capture, image processing and data export into 
a variety of litigation support applications. “We chose dtSearch because of its ability to simultaneously 
query textual content and databases. The result is an excellent tool for full-text retrieval, and 
searching our backend database.” “Engineers reviewed various applications for indexing speed, 
search speed, accuracy and search options … dtSearch was the hands down winner.” “We were 
amazed at how much quicker and more ‘intelligent’ the dtSearch Engine was.”

Now part of LiveNote, a Thomson Reuters Affiliate, CaseLogistix is powered by dtSearch.
“Developers initially sought out and evaluated dtSearch because of its strong reputation in the 
marketplace. In our testing, dtSearch easily overpowered the document indexing and searching 
abilities of other solutions, especially against large volumes of documents. Benchmarks tested 
included indexing and search speed and accuracy of search results. Choosing dtSearch over other 
solutions turned out to be a very easy decision.”

Discovery Attender™ discovers dtSearch.
Discovery Attender makes viewing and supervising electronic data easy and efficient. It performs 
dynamic keyword searches on Exchange Mailboxes, Public Folders, Outlook PST files, and on files 
found in Common File Storage areas. A Lotus Notes version provides searching of Domino server 
databases, combining search of both .NSF files with general file types such as MS Office and PDF. 
“dtSearch nicely complements Discovery Attender’s existing capabilities by providing an efficient, 
robust and stable platform to execute searches within a variety of file formats. As a result of the 
dtSearch integration, Discovery Attender has improved search performance, increased the speed and 
accuracy of its searches while accessing file types previously inaccessible.”

Sherpa Software’s Attender brings dtSearching to Lotus Notes and beyond.
Sherpa’s Discovery Attender for Notes is a Lotus Notes search and e-discovery tool that automates 
investigative tasks in Domino server databases, as well as documents outside of Lotus Notes. “We use 
dtSearch for dynamic keyword searching. The dtSearch Engine provides powerful searching within 
files and attachments.”

ATS employs dtSearch for regulatory information site.
American Technology Services (ATS) is a full-service IT consulting firm serving organizations 
throughout the United States and Europe from its headquarters in the Washington, DC area. ATS 
works with a state regulatory board association covering the 50 United States, the District of 
Columbia and four U.S. territories. “We relied primarily on dtSearch’s built-in Web spidering 
capabilities in developing this portal for our customer. We targeted the spider to index data on a 
number of remote Web sites. The process was seamless.”

DBiT puts dtSearch to work for major Belgium legal publisher.
A major Belgium legal publisher, Larcier carries a large number of legal reference titles. Larcier hired 
DBiT to electronically publish these titles, including combined full-text searching and fielded data 
access. “dtSearch met all of our requirements. dtSearch’s many research options allow for extremely 
quick access to the reference information. We really appreciated that dtSearch documentation was 
very clear and complete ... In some data collections, we had over a dozen XML-based data fields. 
dtSearch integrated well with our XML database. The result was instantaneous, highly targeted search 
access to the client’s data. dtSearch’s combined full-text and fielded data was instantaneous, even 
with the many searching fields that we added.”

All evidence points
to dtSearch.
Fios offers litigation teams a complete solution surrounding the acquisition, conversion, management, 
analysis, and distribution of electronic data associated with the litigation discovery process. “We found 
that dtSearch was the best of breed in its category.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching to immigration legal library.
The American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) is a national association of more than 12,000 
attorneys and law professors. AILA needs its subscribers to be able to have instant access to more 
than 100 AILA publications, the Immigration & Nationality Act, the immigration sections of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, and other government resources. GVPi implemented a semi-custom built 
solution, including a content management system (CMS) to allow AILA to enter and manage all of 
their content. Enhancements included the ability to add bookmarks and notes on any of the content in 
the library and to manage these bookmarks in notes in folders.“The dtSearch Engine provides instant 
data search access for subscribers across the large volume of content. The embedded dtSearch 
allowed GVPi to implement AILA’s complex advanced search capabilities across various content types.”

Ipro Tech utilizes dtSearch as part of a comprehensive platform for the early case 
assessment, document review, processing, and production of large litigation document 
collections.
Thousands of law firms, legal service providers, corporations, and government agencies use the Ipro 
Enterprise digital discovery platform to organize, review, process, and produce litigation collections of 
vast sizes and complexity levels. ”dtSearch powers high-speed text retrieval functionality so users can 
find important information faster.  Ipro uses dtSearch technology in all three of the fully integrated 
components of the Ipro Enterprise digital discovery platform.” Ipro products that use dtSearch include 
the following. 

Allegro
Allegro is an early case assessment applications that gives users the absolute quickest access to 
litigation data.  Allegro’s high speed ingestion engine can identify and index extremely large amounts 
of unstructured data and present that data in a clear, organized, and intuitive way without waiting for 
extensive processing. ”Backed by dtSearch technology, Allegro has a multitude of keyword search 
options available for users to analyze and cull litigation collections to only relevant documents before 
sending on to the costly stage of litigation review.”

Eclipse
Eclipse is a web-based platform that contains extensive features for image and native file review.  By 
combining advanced analytical technology with standard linear workflows, Eclipse allows users to 
achieve the best reviews in the least amount of time. ”Eclipse includes “advanced search features 
powered by dtSearch and Content Analyst.”  (Content Analyst itself also embeds the dtSearch Engine.”

eCapture
eCapture is a centrally managed, fully scalable, high-speed eDiscovery processing tool that can handle 
terabytes of data with minimal human intervention. ”eCapture incorporates dtSearch technology that 
allows users to perform powerful searching.”

Scan-IT
eScan-IT is a desktop electronic discovery tool that allows combines electronically stored information 
processing, paper scanning, and printing in one intuitive application. ”dtSearch’s robust and high-
speed search capabilities empower users to build both simple and complex queries in order to find 
exactly what they are looking for.”

Lexbe Online™ embeds dtSearch in comprehensive cloud-based eDiscovery platform. 
Lexbe Online™ cloud-based application and platform lets organizations handle litigation without the 
need to maintain internal servers or IT support staff. For litigation of any scale, Lexbe Online manages 
the entire eDiscovery lifecycle quickly and efficiently through analysis, review, production and trial. 
“dtSearch is one of the best technology decision we have made.  It has an excellent feature set and 
scales ... dtSearch support is top-notch.”

Eclipse Legal Systems uses dtSearch for “powerful” text retrieval in its Proclaim Case 
Management Software.
Eclipse is the UK’s leading provider of case management software. The company, and its Proclaim 
Case Management Software, have won multiple awards. “dtSearch provides us with a powerful and 
flexible tool which enables our professional clients to rapidly locate keyword data from huge document 
libraries.” The result is “a fully searchable, central document library and knowledge / precedent store.”

Wave Software adds dtSearch to Trident email review.
Trident email review application provides the ability to process, de-dupe, and output to native email 
format in minutes. “The speed at which dtSearch searches data was the best complement to our own 
rapid email processing speed ... We are excited about dtSearch’s presence in the legal and 
government markets. dtSearch’s presence highlights our vision to serve those markets.”

Mindseye Solutions incorporates dtSearch in the latest release of ediscovery technology.
Mindseye Solutions is the developer of the next generation ediscovery technology TunnelVision. “The
implementation of dtSearch extends the powerful search capabilities of TunnelVision and enables 
clients to select the appropriate indexing technology to maintain consistency in search throughout 
downstream review processes. This release is a result of collaboration with our clients and addresses a 
number of challenges we have seen collectively within the industry.”

National Litigation Support Blog offers dtSearch overview video for CJA panel attorneys.
From the National Litigation Support Blog for Federal / Community Defenders and CJA Practitioners:
“dtSearch is a popular search and retrieval program. Here is a brief 12 minute video that 
demonstrates how to setup a new dtSearch index and how to run searches within an index.” dtSearch
“provides great functionality in searching both electronic documents and paper documents that are 
subsequently scanned and converted to a text searchable format, especially since it can search and 
retrieve information in many different file types ... As electronic discovery in federal criminal matters 
continues to grow in volume and in the variety of formats, dtSearch is a useful tool for CJA panel 
attorneys faced with the daunting task of organizing and searching through their case material.”

“Upgrading Litigation Support Tech for Massive EDD Matters” discusses FTI Consulting and 
dtSearch.
From Legal Tech Newsletter:  Dorsey & Whitney LLP is a firm of more than 600 lawyers with a 
litigation and arbitration practice, including offices in the United States, London, Hong Kong and 
Shanghai.  The newsletter describes how Dorsey turned to FTI Consulting and FTI Ringtail’s ASP 
hosted and other solutions for a massive international EDD matter, including the embedded dtSearch 
Engine. “The combined features of conventional field-based and text-based searching via the dtSearch 
engine were integral in the sorting and culling of this unwieldy data set ... Dorsey’s use of the 
dtSearch engine built into [FTI Ringtail’s solution] allowed for the filtering and sifting of the data and, 
subsequently, record review in as efficient a manner as I could imagine.” Further, the solution “set
itself apart from competing software applications by enabling the seamless inclusion of this content 
and, most important, the ability to exploit the search engine for text searches in Kanji.”

Consulting firm details using dtSearch Publish for EDD production. 
ONLAW Trial Technologies (www.onlawtec.com) offers trial technology, e-discovery, and computer 
forensics services. Special to Law.com: “dtSearch Publish is a tool that lets you quickly publish a 
document collection ... that is searchable by the recipient using dtSearch’s powerful search engine 
technology ... The search capabilities are automatically built into the collection you produce.” The 
result is “an elegant solution to creating a production set of electronically stored information that is 
immediately usable by the recipient ... an ideal tool for corporations and in-house legal departments 
that must frequently respond to e-discovery ... and for computer forensics examiners who need to 
provide their customers with a usable collection of items recovered during a computer forensic 
examination.”

bmi airline can "thoroughly recommend" dtSearch for finding legally-critical emails and 
other data.
bmi is the second largest airline at London Heathrow, one of the world’s busiest and best-connected 
international airports.  From its Heathrow hub, bmi services Europe, the Middle East, Central Asia and 
Africa. "I can thoroughly recommend dtSearch as without it the identification of certain emails/files on 
bmi’s network which were vital for litigation would not have been possible."

Breeze designs dtSearch-powered case document search system.
Breeze is a custom database application development organization experienced in the analysis, design 
and development of complex business process applications.  A major legal client of Breeze’s in the UK 
requested that Breeze develop a case document indexing and retrieval system. “We had to source an 
enterprise level indexing and search .NET component ... We found the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine 
had the power and flexibility to do what we wanted. The performance was blisteringly fast, and the 
client was extremely happy with the end result.”

New international legal site, Strad@, embeds dtSearch.
Strad@ is the biggest Belgian and Luxembourg online legal database. “Strad@ is based on dtSearch 
technology.  Strad@’s database consists of over 2 million documents, in HTML, MS Word, PDF and 
XML formats. dtSearch technology allows our customers to process searches with record speed.”

OSCN uses dtSearch for instant Web-based searching of enormous legal database. 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has an enormous legal research database, spanning 
Oklahoma legal documents, Wyoming legal documents, and even federal case materials. “dtSearch is 
the best performance product by a long way. Searching is pretty much instantaneous ... OSCN’s new 
search engine is one of the most powerful in existence.”
     From Government Technology: “Sifting through legal databases with pages of online documents 
can be cumbersome despite the search functionality available in many legal databases — but the 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has found a tool to simplify legal searches.” dtSearch
“enables full-text searches through the database for locating specific documents more quickly.”

Searchlight® total case management solution lights on dtSearch.
And the defense team in what is expected to be the longest and most complex trial in Canadian 
history has chosen the resulting product. “We needed an easy to integrate, but powerful text search 
engine to augment our software. The flexibility and the speed of the dtSearch text searches has added 
value to our software.”

Digital Office Systems adds dtSearch to paperless legal industry solutions.
Digital Office Systems is a leading provider of document management and paperless office solutions 
for small and medium-sized law firms. “dtSearch is far and away the best search solution for our 
product ... It fully integrates with Digital Office DM and provides users with amazingly fast search 
capability.”

California criminal defense specialist and litigation IT expert adds dtSearch to seminars and 
practice.
“I picked dtSearch because I could use it right out of the box ... I mean, how many times have you 
known that you’ve briefed an issue but you just can’t remember on which case ... The ability to index 
government websites is also invaluable.”

AppsPlus and VersusLaw release new legal research Web application using dtSearch.
AppsPlus is a highly-experienced database developer firm. Versus Law is a leader in the electronic 
distribution of legal research materials over the Web. Together, the two have collaborated on a new 
Web-based legal research tool. “dtSearch worked flawlessly with ASP.NET ... With a couple lines of 
code we had all the search engine properties and methods available, along with the current search 
query, including the results table, as displayed in the data grid on the page here.”

AppsPlus applies dtSearch for major West Coast firm.
AppsPlus has developed database solutions for over a dozen years; its president has authored many 
programming books, including: Database Programming with Visual Basic®.NET and ADO.NET: Tips 
Tutorials and Code. “With the law firm’s technical team, I went through a number of different search 
engine demos and even met with representatives from the companies. dtSearch came out as the 
winner with the most concise, yet robust data model.”

Cybergroup makes legal decision to use dtSearch.
One of the world’s largest law firms wanted to add an advanced search tool that joined database and 
document information into the same search results. Since the firm’s existing Web programming 
language was Adobe / Macromedia’s ColdFusion, Cybergroup proposed a ColdFusion-based search tool 
incorporating dtSearch and Cybergroup’s dbConnector product. “dtSearch and Cybergroup’s
dbConnector were the logical choice. The client needed the ability to search meta-data and content in 
one search, producing an integrated, comprehensive results presentation.”

“Regardless of what DMS you end up creating or buying, I would suggest that you give some 
thoughtful consideration to a full-text indexing system such as dtSearch ... I can tell you that there is 
no task too big for dtSearch ... You can choose to install dtSearch apps at each server and 
workstation.  Alternatively ... you can install a .NET version on your servers which is accessible by a 
Web browser throughout your organization.” — TechnoLawyer Newsletter

dtSearch “is a must-have tool for anyone reviewing electronic information in native format ... 
dtSearch reduces costs of document production, narrows a collection to key electronic files for a 
document production vendor and copies files to an alternate repository for in-house native file 
production.” — Law Office Computing

“Results are returned in lightning speed even on multiple-indexed file server folders ... Everyone 
agrees that using the program was simple to learn and a great asset.” — Public Defense Backup 
Center REPORT

“In a networked law firm environment, and anywhere large, heterogeneous collections of text are 
stored, dtSearch installs easily, is usable by busy professionals with almost zero training, and reliably 
returns the right answers, FAST. Although I have worked with highly complex software tools and 
systems, I appreciate even more the complex tools such as dtSearch that accomplish demanding 
goals while making it appear rather simple.” — President, Consulting Company

“In talking to e-discovery vendors and consultants, document review software tends to rely on a 
handful of licensed technologies.These tools allow vendors to quickly build software platforms that can 
take a large collection of documents and extract files, index the data and text inside, and search those 
files. Some of the most common components used by vendors include: dtSearch text retrieval 
software. dtSearch is available as a desktop search tool, but the technology is also licensed to 
software vendors who need to large search document collections.” — Law Technology News (“Stop
and Take a Look Under the EDD Hood”)

Published by the American Bar Association Law Practice Management Section, the book Electronic 
Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital Evidence and ESI recommends dtSearch:  "For searching 
data, the book suggests dtSearch [which] allows users to search and view a mixed collection of raw 
data and email files ... Finally, the authors turn to the production of ESI ... They recommend dtSearch 
Publish, a software program that will produce the ESI on a CD, DVD or external hard drive that is 
immediately usable and does not require specialized litigation software or IT support.” (This book can 
be found at Amazon.com) 
— LegalNews.com, discussing Electronic Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital 
Evidence and ESI

“Ipro [a dtSearch Engine customer]. dtSearch. Adobe [article discusses PDF format]. Solid names with 
a long-established history in litigation support.” — Law Technology News (posted at www.law.com)

dtSearch “algorithms provide unrivaled power and capabilities ... the program raises the bar in text 
retrieval, providing an industrial strength search engine that is an absolute must-have for Web-based 
data information management ... dtSearch outmaneuvers the competition. It’s a robust, sophisticated 
and powerful text-search tool ... If you want speed and accuracy, dtSearch is the only way to go.”
— Law Office Computing (“The Search Is On”)

“These days, legal research is one of the most time consuming tasks in the law industry. Although 
solutions are available to make legal search faster and easier, none are used as often as dtSearch, a 
company whose products help with legal research across statutes, regulations, and case law and can 
search web data.” — Inside Counsel

“dtSearch ... does an excellent job of finding needles in haystacks that come in a wide variety of file 
formats ... works quickly with a wide variety of search modes ... But the most intriguing new feature I 
saw was the ability to index public sites on the Web ... Web sites often have a built in index or search 
program, but I’ve found that dtSearch lets me find things on some sites that I couldn’t find using the 
built-in program.” — Law Office Technology Review (reprinted at www.law.com)

dtSearch appeared in the “Top 10” in the Law Technology News (www.lawtechnews.com) survey of 
the most popular software programs for electronic data discovery (and was the first search engine on 
the list).

“I would recommend this product to anyone, but especially to lawyers who need to search through 
volumes of deposition transcripts for key issues. It is just great... dtSearch has clearly surpassed [its 
competition] and has become the market leader.

Again, thanks for a well done product that really helps me in my work. It is one of my favorite 
programs!” — Plaintiff’s Medical Malpractice Litigator

“dtSearch allows instant, vast searches.” — Legal Management

“The best indexing program I’ve found is dtSearch” — Effective Discovery of Email

“dtSearch is a clear winner.”— Legal Times

“LITIGATION SUPPORT... In a recent case, I used dtSearch on a document population that was close 
to 3 gigabytes in size; the program handled it very nicely ... Imagine having to search manually 
through the hard-copy equivalent of 3 gigs of data! It probably would take weeks... There is no 
quicker way to find a needle in a digital haystack.” — The Lawyer’s PC (Published by West Group) 

“For finding data on my office systems, I use dtSearch.” dtSearch is a “search engine that creates 
indices of the files on your various hard drives, network drives, and CD drives, as well as websites of 
your choice.” — California Lawyer (Technicalities column)

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.”  dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog

dtSearch can “create an indexed, fully searchable collection from the raw data you receive. You can 
search the collection by keyword or use more-advanced Boolean search techniques. Hits will be 
displayed in a list ordered by relevancy ... Individual items can be viewed with the dtSearch viewer.”
— Law Practice

“Computer forensics and e-discovery software maker AccessData is beginning to offer licenses for ... a 
series of software ‘connectors’ that legal departments, service providers, and technology companies 
can use to extract information from Microsoft Exchange, Oracle Universal Records Management, and 
Symantec Enterprise Vault.  The connectors ... are based on existing software that AccessData built 
several years ago in conjunction with search technology specialist dtSearch, which also partners with 
many other legal technology companies.” — Law Technology News (describing AccessData’s OEM 
Connectors designed to integrate with the dtSearch Engine)

“dtSearch is a widely used indexing/searching tool.” “Building Structured Searches ... Now we will look 
at using a structured methodology for building searches. We will work with dtSearch syntax.” — The 
Organization of Professionals' OLP eJournal (“The Best-Kept Secrets to Using Keyword Search 
Technologies”)

“The American Law Division of the Library of Congress has been using dtSearch for a couple of years 
now to search for bills and other information at the request of Congress. Features we like are the 
speed of the searching and the ease of defining the criteria.”— Network Administrator, Library of 
Congress

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.” dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog (by the author of 
The Essential Guide to the Best (and Worst) Legal Sites on the Web)

dtSearch “is simply the best search tool available ... I simply cannot begin to imagine doing any 
search of electronically stored information without having dtSearch in my forensic toolbox ... The ROI 
for dtSearch is practically as fast as the search results.” — Contributing Editor, American 
Bankruptcy Institute Journal

“dtSearch is the clear winner as a means to locate documents and text within those documents.”
“Searching with dtSearch ... is more intuitive ... and faster too ... dtSearch was more than twice as 
fast [at indexing] and provides better information about located files. It also makes better use of the 
Windows environment.” — Law Office Computing (“Software Shoot-Out”) Editor’s Choice

“A fantastic program.” dtSearch now “lets you expand your research across multiple web sites. This is 
a great program and it keep getting better.” — The Docket

“I recommend dtSearch to everyone I meet... I recommend this because I love your product, use it 
frequently, and believe others should have the opportunity.” — Attorney

“There are several powerful software tools you should consider employing for searching large 
quantities of data. For example, dtSearch by dtSearch Corp. can index terabytes of digital data in 
many different formats and make it all text-searchable. Search results are relatively easy to review, 
and search terms are highlighted in the documents.” — Corporate Counsel (posted at www.law.com)

“dtSearch ... editions are powerful text-searching tools for file-level identification and extraction.” —
Computer Evidence: Collection and Preservation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

A “favorite affordable workhorse” is “the ubiquitous dtSearch indexing and search tool ... salvation lay 
with dtSearch ... more kudos for dtSearch.” — Law Technology News (“EDD for Everybody”)

“Advanced key word searches require the use of an index tool with a fully developed search capability, 
such as dtSearch.” — Lexology (“Critical e-discovery obligations and processes: a case law primer”)
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Relativity uses dtSearch for advanced text retrieval.
Relativity is the web-based e-discovery review platform that gives users the flexibility to design and 
automate their review workflow, and provides the scalability to handle the industry’s largest cases. 
Advantages of Relativity include computer-assisted review allowing users to more effectively search 
large volumes of data, as well as visual data analysis tools to help reveal trends in a case. By building 
applications on top of Relativity, users can also manage tasks and address unique challenges before, 
during, and after review. “We’ve worked with dtSearch since the early days of Relativity, and we’ve
always received the highest levels of support from the dtSearch team. Providing easy-to-use, intuitive 
search options within Relativity is important to us. We’re pleased to offer dtSearch’s powerful 
searching technology to our users.”

AD eDiscovery and legal review solutions utilize dtSearch. 
AccessData provides court-validated, state-of-the-art computer forensics, eDiscovery and cyber 
security solutions. Built on its gold-standard forensics technology, Forensic Toolkit, AD eDiscovery is a 
comprehensive electronic discovery software solution. In addition, AccessData’s legal review 
technology, Summation, is used by more law firms than any other solution. “Leveraging the dtSearch 
Engine, the Summation legal review platform enables advanced searching to allow attorneys to 
effectively assess and build their cases.” “By leveraging the power of dtSearch in the in-house 
platform, AD eDiscovery, users can quickly search for relevant documents and emails with forensic-
level accuracy and speed. The integration of dtSearch with AD eDiscovery creates an unsurpassed tool 
in the collection and assessment of relevant electronically stored information.”

FTI Consulting rings in dtSearch to Ringtail™ web-based e-discovery products and hosted 
solutions.
FTI Consulting provides a range of legal-oriented services, including the Ringtail™ legal product suite 
and SaaS-hosted e-discovery solutions. “dtSearch is an industry leading keyword search application ... 
We did a pretty thorough evaluation of search engines and dtSearch is clearly a best of breed tool 
with the best search engine API.”

Equivio embeds dtSearch into Equivio Zoom platform.
Equivio Zoom is an integrated platform for e-discovery analytics and predictive coding. Used 
extensively in the legal industry, Zoom brings together Equivio’s proven technologies for e-discovery 
analytics in a unified web-based platform. Combining Equivio’s best-of-breed near-duplicates, email 
threads and relevance components, together with data import, ECA and enriched analytics 
capabilities, Zoom provides the necessary tools for easier, faster and smarter e-discovery. “For
corporations and law firms engaged in e-discovery, the ability to rapidly find and access data is key.
Backed by an outstanding track record, dtSearch provides us with the industry-grade search capability 
we need to support an out-of-the-box solution for even the largest organizations.”

“Law Firm Document Conversion and Management” relies on DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding dtSearch.
From a Product Review in Information Management Magazine, describing how a 130+ person law firm 
chose the DocuLex Archive Studio suite to scan and search more than 14,000 boxes of documents: 
“Archive Studio provides an end-to-end document management solution – capture, management, 
workflow and archival. The product is fast, flexible ... scalable.” The suite includes Office Capture, 
providing “quick capture and conversion of documents to fully searchable PDFs.” The suite also 
includes WebSearch, providing “easy search and retrieval of the electronic files” with “different levels 
of security for different departments.” “The search engine employed behind the scenes of WebSearch 
is supplied by dtSearch ... WebSearch, with the dtSearch engine working in the background, gives the 
user many ways to search for a document and is extremely accurate.”

DocuLex adds dtSearch to legal product lineup.
DocuLex, a recognized leader in document imaging software, offers specialized solutions for 
facilitating productive document imaging for the litigation support industry. DocuLex wanted its legal 
customers to be able to instantly locate their DocuLex-imaged electronic files. “Our staff was then 
astounded by how quickly dtSearch indexed — and then searched.”

IP.com uses dtSearch piece in intellectual property management puzzle.
By applying collaboration, document management, and workflows to the problems of intellectual 
property management, InnovationQ helps corporations to secure their IP assets more thoroughly. At 
the same time, it helps to streamline processes and remove bottlenecks that can result in lost or 
leaked IP and delayed product launches. “The ability to quickly locate documents stored in 
InnovationQ is a key part of intellectual property management. dtSearch allows us to find a wide 
variety of documents quickly and easily in many different languages and writing systems. The ability 
of dtSearch to support our international customers is an important reason we chose it.”

Tabs3 and PracticeMaster provide enhanced accessibility and searching through dtSearch.
Software Technology, Inc. (STI) is the maker of the multiple award-winning Tabs3 billing software and 
PracticeMaster practice management software for the legal industry. “Through integration with 
dtSearch, powerful new document search features let PracticeMaster Premier users search for text 
within e-mail attachments and linked documents. Searches can be customized to include only specific 
clients or certain date ranges; or by using phonetic searching to help you quickly search for conflicts 
of interest or find the information you are looking for.”

“Trial Technology Saves Last Man Standing” relies on dtSearch directly and embedded in 
third-party applications.
From Law Technology News: “an executive with computer chipmaker Hynix Semiconductor, was 
indicted by the United States Department of Justice, charged with joining a criminal conspiracy to fix 
prices in the dynamic random access memory industry.” “To contain those costs and meet the 12-
month review target, our litigation support department used ingenuity, and a mix of products ... 
Among our tools were Ipro Tech’s line of products, including Ipro e-Scan IT and Ipro OCR, and a full-
text search engine, dtSearch, from dtSearch.”

Steve Lee & Associates uses eDocfile with dtSearch for advanced litigation support 
services.
eDocfile specializes in applications that capture and transmit image data.  Steve Lee & Associates, an 
eDocfile customer, provides litigation advisory services including expert testimony and consulting in 
the areas of forensic economics/accounting, complex commercial damages, business regulation, fraud 
investigations, asset tracing, loan workouts, antitrust and competition policy, securities disputes, 
insolvency, reorganization and electronic discovery. “eDocfile’s Text Searchable Tiffs utility together 
with the dtSearch engine have become must-have tools for our complex litigation and investigations 
practice.  We use these powerful forensic tools on a stand-alone basis and also as a check on the 
results of standard litigation software programs.  The customer support from both firms has been 
exceptional.”

NEXPERT uses dtSearch for legal case management application. 
NEXPERT is an interdisciplinary team of network specialists, lawyers and software developers offering 
comprehensive IT solutions to law firms and financial services providers.  Located in Switzerland, 
NEXPERT developed and integrated an advanced document indexing and search tool joining database 
information from a legal case management system and document information into the same search 
results. “After evaluating several full-text engines, we found that dtSearch is simply today’s best 
available search engine.  The efficient and good support as well as dtSearch’s complete 
documentation allowed us to develop an advanced search tool that exceeded the expectation of our 
clients.”

Andornot, the Inmagic experts, designs Web application for prominent New York law firm 
with dtSearch.
Andornot built a Web application for a prominent New York law firm for use in large cases. “The
documents, all PDFs averaging thousands of pages in size, were first scanned with OCR technology, 
and then indexed and made searchable with dtSearch. Fast searches across the collection allow 
significant information to be quickly identified. Relevant pages are extracted into new PDF documents, 
and key value-added information is entered into an Inmagic database, all from a single browser-based 
interface.”

HMU Consulting counsels dtSearch in conferences and consulting work.
Henley March & Unger Consulting (“HMU”) has experience in providing technology consulting to over 
300 law firms nationwide. In addition, HMU teaches a wide variety of legal technology seminars and 
continuing education classes. “Solving the issue of lost electronic documents must be a part of any 
technology initiative or strategic plan.” dtSearch’s “searching capabilities are impressive and this 
program pays for itself the first time you find that long, lost document you would have otherwise 
never found.”

CaseFinder® Virginia legal research system finds dtSearch.
CaseFinder is a complete Virginia legal research system. “dtSearch’s search speed is nearly 
instantaneous, even through our massive databases ... No other software could give us the flexibility 
we got with dtSearch.”

DocuLex employs dtSearch in Archive Studio to make light labor of document retrieval for 
National Border Patrol Council.
For document storage and retrieval, the National Border Patrol Council chose DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding the dtSearch Engine. “With a distributed input model as we have now, and the amazing 
capabilities of the DocuLex Archive Studio software, all documents captured in so many different 
locations are handled with ease — they are automatically filed for fast retrieval online by anyone 
qualified to access them ... My representatives have found this a great way to access case files in an 
instant, and the Council is fulfilling all demands for exemplary service to Border Patrol employees.”

SecondLook deploys dtSearch in cloud-based DMS for the legal industry.
SecondLook was founded in response to a need in the legal marketplace for a document management 
system that is easy to use, quick to deploy, feature rich, with a positive ROI. SecondLook’s cloud-
based document management system meets these needs as a Software-as-a-Service solution. “We
embed the dtSearch Engine to search our SQL database as well as other associated documents. 
Search is very fast, even across our largest litigation data sets, such as that of a national defense 
practice litigation firm that recently chose SecondLook to handle document management in a mass 
tort defense case.”

CACJ/CPDA capital case seminar adds dtSearch to its electronic syllabus.
The California Attorneys for Criminal Justice (CACJ) and the California Public Defenders Association 
(CPDA) sponsors an annual seminar addressing the representation of clients in capital litigation. 
“Attendees requested CACJ & CPDA to develop a method whereby specific documents could be located 
easily and quickly for use in their law practices. Enter dtSearch ... This year’s dtSearch powered 
CDRom was received with resounding approval by our seminar attendees ... Last, but not least, I have 
found the dtSearch organization as a whole to be equally supportive.”

BriefCase, realtime transcription software for the 21st Century, adds dtSearch.
Sellers Legal Services has some 90 years experience in providing courtroom services in the UK. “The
dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine has allowed us to quickly produce a very advanced product.”

Premirus consultants counsel dtSearch for one of the Web’s largest legal repositories.
Consultants now working at Premirus created one of the largest repositories of legal information on 
the Internet. The repository consisted of millions of documents, including court rules and forms, state 
appellate court decisions, federal appellate court decisions, U.S. Supreme Court decisions, state and 
federal statutes, and international legal documents, all with citation cross references. “Using the 
dtSearch Engine, our consultants operated one of the largest transactional systems on the Internet, 
all running under Windows.NET Advanced Server. dtSearch worked wonderfully. During a year plus of 
production, on a Web database of about 100 gigabytes, we didn’t have a single dtSearch failure ... 
dtSearch full-text searching was usually less than a second on about a hundred gigabytes of data —
comparable to the SQL fielded data-only search speed.”

Interasia Discover embeds dtSearch in litigation e-Bibles.
Interasia Discovery is the leading litigation support company in Asia covering Hong Kong, Singapore, 
China, Taiwan, Korea, and Japan.  Among the services provided by Interasia Discovery is the e-Bundle 
or e-Bible. Interasia Discovery “uses dtSearch as the core engine for organizing and retrieving the 
trial bundle documents.” The company “selected dtSearch for its easy-to-use interface and fast search 
function across multiple documents.”

Driven embeds dtSearch in its flagship ONE e-discovery platform. 
Available both as a SaaS-hosted platform, as well as running at customer sites, ONE covers the entire 
span of litigation support, from early case assessment to review preparation, to review management, 
to production, to trial preparation. “The dtSearch Engine provides our powerful searching, from simple 
keyword searches to complex queries."  In one case, "after Driven’s early case assessment, the client 
removed another 90% of data universe prior to full native processing using ONE’s full searching 
capabilities," effectively "cull[ing] an initial 4 terabytes worth of data down to 100 GB for native 
review.”

iCONECT embeds dtSearch in SQL Server Connector. 
iCONECT offers “experience in supporting most of the largest e-discovery review projects in the world. 
If you need to power through terabytes of e-review, we can help.” Further, “iCONECT builds bridges 
that link leading litigation support products to provide you with a reliable end-to-end workflow from 
collection to analysis to presentation.” “dtSearch is embedded in iCONECT’s SQL Server Connector 
(available with iCONECT’s 820 release) and is used to execute indexing and searching.”   In addition 
to dtSearch, iCONECT also lists alliances with a number of other companies described in more detail 
on this page and on other pages throughout the dtSearch Case Studies & 3rd Party Solutions section.

Visual Evidence / E-Discovery embeds dtSearch in VeREVIEW.
Visual Evidence / E-Discovery, LLC (VE), a leader in e-discovery solutions and services, has dtSearch 
embedded into its latest version of VeREVIEW — a customizable, powerful, cost effective and 
comprehensive web-based review tool for electronically-stored information (ESI). “dtSearch
embedded in our VeReview Platform empowers our clients with the most advanced search capabilities 
within our market.”

Sfile delivers industry changing economics leveraging dtSearch. 
Sfile is a leader in eDiscovery 3.0, leveraging a true Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) technology 
infrastructure to deliver industry changing economics. Sfile has achieved an integrated, unified 
Electronic Document Discovery (EDD) platform that combines evidence archiving, processing, early 
case assessment, document, review and production. “Sfile selected dtSearch because dtSeach is 
widely recognized as the industry standard for legal software applications. dtSearch is the only search 
technology provider which has embraced and optimized their technology to the unique needs of our 
industry. dtSearch’s capabilities are broad, deep, scalable and reliable.”

Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, embeds dtSearch. 
Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, is a secure, end-to-end eDiscovery platform providing 
advanced capabilities for processing, search, review and production of data for litigation, compliance 
and regulatory matters. “dtSearch is a key component of Daegis Edge used to perform all of the full-
text searching. We leverage this search technology to allow our clients full access to text in the 
documents.”

SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users an electronically stored information (ESI) chain of 
custody.
Pinpoint Labs addresses many of the issues facing forensically sound file collection, preservation and 
EED processing for corporate IT department, law firms, and other legal professionals. Pinpoint’s
SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users a chain of custody for Electronically Stored Information (ESI) 
productions, enabling easy production of relevant data sources identified in the search results. “I’ve
been fortunate enough to work with the products and staff at dtSearch Corp. for more than 8 years. It 
is no wonder why so many software developers and legal professionals rely on dtSearch to quickly and 
effectively index and search native files. Importing dtSearch hit lists into SafeCopy 2 provides several 
advantages to our mutual clients.”

ICFECI employs dtSearch in its litigation arsenal and in forensics training.
The Institute of Computer Forensic Examinations and Criminal Investigations (ICFECI) was established 
as a a resource to the Criminal Justice Act Panel and the United States District Courts. The ICFECI 
specializes in preparing for civil and criminal litigation, typically involving civil fraud and criminal 
schemes with large volumes of data. The ICFECI also assists with computer forensics lab software and 
hardware selection, installation, configuration and training. “I handle massive discovery on just about 
any type of computer data case. I always use dtSearch ... to glean relevant discovery data.” “Once
the raw data is processed ... I use dtSearch Web with Spider. dtSeach provides unique characteristics 
that fit perfectly the handling of discovery and making the discovery available in a manageable and 
searchable format.”

Contract Director signs in dtSearch for integrated searching with industry-leading contract 
lifecycle management (CLM) software. 
SciQuest Contract Director provides integrated business solutions for contract management, sourcing 
and procurement, and invoice and billing management activities. “dtSearch is an invaluable tool that 
helps users quickly sift through millions of documents to find pertinent information.” For example, one 
Fortune 500 customer "achieved reduced contract creation cycles of more than 30% and streamlined 
business processes from the implementation" of Contract Director together with dtSearch. The 
“combination helped them perform a task in about 30 seconds, that would take weeks before this 
combined solution was available.”

Contegra Systems uses dtSearch in leading legal Web application for Pike & Fischer.
A Bureau of National Affairs company, Pike & Fischer selected Contegra to develop its new online legal 
reference services. The end result: Communications Regulation, Pike & Fischer’s flagship product, was 
named a 2005 Codie Finalist for Best Online Government Information Service. “An effective search 
engine is a critical and often overlooked aspect of information product design ... We chose dtSearch 
for its features and functionality, scalability ... The door of my office is plastered with printouts of 
positive feedback.”

Document Advantage finds dtSearch an advantage in Web-based cross-platform e-
discovery application. Document Advantage’s e-Review™ is designed to handle even the most 
extensive e-discovery data sets. The application has a flexible SQL backend, and is fully web-based 
and cross-platform (Windows/Linux). Customers of e-Review span in-house Fortune 500 corporate 
counsels’ offices to Public Defenders’ offices. DocuVantage uses the dtSearch Engine for Win & .NET 
and the dtSearch Engine for Linux to “pinpoint case-specific critical evidence using advanced 
searching” and “conduct relevant searches to uncover additional evidence.”

LAW adds in dtSearch.
LAW (now a LexisNexis® product) provides document capture, image processing and data export into 
a variety of litigation support applications. “We chose dtSearch because of its ability to simultaneously 
query textual content and databases. The result is an excellent tool for full-text retrieval, and 
searching our backend database.” “Engineers reviewed various applications for indexing speed, 
search speed, accuracy and search options … dtSearch was the hands down winner.” “We were 
amazed at how much quicker and more ‘intelligent’ the dtSearch Engine was.”

Now part of LiveNote, a Thomson Reuters Affiliate, CaseLogistix is powered by dtSearch.
“Developers initially sought out and evaluated dtSearch because of its strong reputation in the 
marketplace. In our testing, dtSearch easily overpowered the document indexing and searching 
abilities of other solutions, especially against large volumes of documents. Benchmarks tested 
included indexing and search speed and accuracy of search results. Choosing dtSearch over other 
solutions turned out to be a very easy decision.”

Discovery Attender™ discovers dtSearch.
Discovery Attender makes viewing and supervising electronic data easy and efficient. It performs 
dynamic keyword searches on Exchange Mailboxes, Public Folders, Outlook PST files, and on files 
found in Common File Storage areas. A Lotus Notes version provides searching of Domino server 
databases, combining search of both .NSF files with general file types such as MS Office and PDF. 
“dtSearch nicely complements Discovery Attender’s existing capabilities by providing an efficient, 
robust and stable platform to execute searches within a variety of file formats. As a result of the 
dtSearch integration, Discovery Attender has improved search performance, increased the speed and 
accuracy of its searches while accessing file types previously inaccessible.”

Sherpa Software’s Attender brings dtSearching to Lotus Notes and beyond.
Sherpa’s Discovery Attender for Notes is a Lotus Notes search and e-discovery tool that automates 
investigative tasks in Domino server databases, as well as documents outside of Lotus Notes. “We use 
dtSearch for dynamic keyword searching. The dtSearch Engine provides powerful searching within 
files and attachments.”

ATS employs dtSearch for regulatory information site.
American Technology Services (ATS) is a full-service IT consulting firm serving organizations 
throughout the United States and Europe from its headquarters in the Washington, DC area. ATS 
works with a state regulatory board association covering the 50 United States, the District of 
Columbia and four U.S. territories. “We relied primarily on dtSearch’s built-in Web spidering 
capabilities in developing this portal for our customer. We targeted the spider to index data on a 
number of remote Web sites. The process was seamless.”

DBiT puts dtSearch to work for major Belgium legal publisher.
A major Belgium legal publisher, Larcier carries a large number of legal reference titles. Larcier hired 
DBiT to electronically publish these titles, including combined full-text searching and fielded data 
access. “dtSearch met all of our requirements. dtSearch’s many research options allow for extremely 
quick access to the reference information. We really appreciated that dtSearch documentation was 
very clear and complete ... In some data collections, we had over a dozen XML-based data fields. 
dtSearch integrated well with our XML database. The result was instantaneous, highly targeted search 
access to the client’s data. dtSearch’s combined full-text and fielded data was instantaneous, even 
with the many searching fields that we added.”

All evidence points
to dtSearch.
Fios offers litigation teams a complete solution surrounding the acquisition, conversion, management, 
analysis, and distribution of electronic data associated with the litigation discovery process. “We found 
that dtSearch was the best of breed in its category.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching to immigration legal library.
The American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) is a national association of more than 12,000 
attorneys and law professors. AILA needs its subscribers to be able to have instant access to more 
than 100 AILA publications, the Immigration & Nationality Act, the immigration sections of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, and other government resources. GVPi implemented a semi-custom built 
solution, including a content management system (CMS) to allow AILA to enter and manage all of 
their content. Enhancements included the ability to add bookmarks and notes on any of the content in 
the library and to manage these bookmarks in notes in folders.“The dtSearch Engine provides instant 
data search access for subscribers across the large volume of content. The embedded dtSearch 
allowed GVPi to implement AILA’s complex advanced search capabilities across various content types.”

Ipro Tech utilizes dtSearch as part of a comprehensive platform for the early case 
assessment, document review, processing, and production of large litigation document 
collections.
Thousands of law firms, legal service providers, corporations, and government agencies use the Ipro 
Enterprise digital discovery platform to organize, review, process, and produce litigation collections of 
vast sizes and complexity levels. ”dtSearch powers high-speed text retrieval functionality so users can 
find important information faster.  Ipro uses dtSearch technology in all three of the fully integrated 
components of the Ipro Enterprise digital discovery platform.” Ipro products that use dtSearch include 
the following. 

Allegro
Allegro is an early case assessment applications that gives users the absolute quickest access to 
litigation data.  Allegro’s high speed ingestion engine can identify and index extremely large amounts 
of unstructured data and present that data in a clear, organized, and intuitive way without waiting for 
extensive processing. ”Backed by dtSearch technology, Allegro has a multitude of keyword search 
options available for users to analyze and cull litigation collections to only relevant documents before 
sending on to the costly stage of litigation review.”

Eclipse
Eclipse is a web-based platform that contains extensive features for image and native file review.  By 
combining advanced analytical technology with standard linear workflows, Eclipse allows users to 
achieve the best reviews in the least amount of time. ”Eclipse includes “advanced search features 
powered by dtSearch and Content Analyst.”  (Content Analyst itself also embeds the dtSearch Engine.”

eCapture
eCapture is a centrally managed, fully scalable, high-speed eDiscovery processing tool that can handle 
terabytes of data with minimal human intervention. ”eCapture incorporates dtSearch technology that 
allows users to perform powerful searching.”

Scan-IT
eScan-IT is a desktop electronic discovery tool that allows combines electronically stored information 
processing, paper scanning, and printing in one intuitive application. ”dtSearch’s robust and high-
speed search capabilities empower users to build both simple and complex queries in order to find 
exactly what they are looking for.”

Lexbe Online™ embeds dtSearch in comprehensive cloud-based eDiscovery platform. 
Lexbe Online™ cloud-based application and platform lets organizations handle litigation without the 
need to maintain internal servers or IT support staff. For litigation of any scale, Lexbe Online manages 
the entire eDiscovery lifecycle quickly and efficiently through analysis, review, production and trial. 
“dtSearch is one of the best technology decision we have made.  It has an excellent feature set and 
scales ... dtSearch support is top-notch.”

Eclipse Legal Systems uses dtSearch for “powerful” text retrieval in its Proclaim Case 
Management Software.
Eclipse is the UK’s leading provider of case management software. The company, and its Proclaim 
Case Management Software, have won multiple awards. “dtSearch provides us with a powerful and 
flexible tool which enables our professional clients to rapidly locate keyword data from huge document 
libraries.” The result is “a fully searchable, central document library and knowledge / precedent store.”

Wave Software adds dtSearch to Trident email review.
Trident email review application provides the ability to process, de-dupe, and output to native email 
format in minutes. “The speed at which dtSearch searches data was the best complement to our own 
rapid email processing speed ... We are excited about dtSearch’s presence in the legal and 
government markets. dtSearch’s presence highlights our vision to serve those markets.”

Mindseye Solutions incorporates dtSearch in the latest release of ediscovery technology.
Mindseye Solutions is the developer of the next generation ediscovery technology TunnelVision. “The
implementation of dtSearch extends the powerful search capabilities of TunnelVision and enables 
clients to select the appropriate indexing technology to maintain consistency in search throughout 
downstream review processes. This release is a result of collaboration with our clients and addresses a 
number of challenges we have seen collectively within the industry.”

National Litigation Support Blog offers dtSearch overview video for CJA panel attorneys.
From the National Litigation Support Blog for Federal / Community Defenders and CJA Practitioners:
“dtSearch is a popular search and retrieval program. Here is a brief 12 minute video that 
demonstrates how to setup a new dtSearch index and how to run searches within an index.” dtSearch
“provides great functionality in searching both electronic documents and paper documents that are 
subsequently scanned and converted to a text searchable format, especially since it can search and 
retrieve information in many different file types ... As electronic discovery in federal criminal matters 
continues to grow in volume and in the variety of formats, dtSearch is a useful tool for CJA panel 
attorneys faced with the daunting task of organizing and searching through their case material.”

“Upgrading Litigation Support Tech for Massive EDD Matters” discusses FTI Consulting and 
dtSearch.
From Legal Tech Newsletter:  Dorsey & Whitney LLP is a firm of more than 600 lawyers with a 
litigation and arbitration practice, including offices in the United States, London, Hong Kong and 
Shanghai.  The newsletter describes how Dorsey turned to FTI Consulting and FTI Ringtail’s ASP 
hosted and other solutions for a massive international EDD matter, including the embedded dtSearch 
Engine. “The combined features of conventional field-based and text-based searching via the dtSearch 
engine were integral in the sorting and culling of this unwieldy data set ... Dorsey’s use of the 
dtSearch engine built into [FTI Ringtail’s solution] allowed for the filtering and sifting of the data and, 
subsequently, record review in as efficient a manner as I could imagine.” Further, the solution “set
itself apart from competing software applications by enabling the seamless inclusion of this content 
and, most important, the ability to exploit the search engine for text searches in Kanji.”

Consulting firm details using dtSearch Publish for EDD production. 
ONLAW Trial Technologies (www.onlawtec.com) offers trial technology, e-discovery, and computer 
forensics services. Special to Law.com: “dtSearch Publish is a tool that lets you quickly publish a 
document collection ... that is searchable by the recipient using dtSearch’s powerful search engine 
technology ... The search capabilities are automatically built into the collection you produce.” The 
result is “an elegant solution to creating a production set of electronically stored information that is 
immediately usable by the recipient ... an ideal tool for corporations and in-house legal departments 
that must frequently respond to e-discovery ... and for computer forensics examiners who need to 
provide their customers with a usable collection of items recovered during a computer forensic 
examination.”

bmi airline can "thoroughly recommend" dtSearch for finding legally-critical emails and 
other data.
bmi is the second largest airline at London Heathrow, one of the world’s busiest and best-connected 
international airports.  From its Heathrow hub, bmi services Europe, the Middle East, Central Asia and 
Africa. "I can thoroughly recommend dtSearch as without it the identification of certain emails/files on 
bmi’s network which were vital for litigation would not have been possible."

Breeze designs dtSearch-powered case document search system.
Breeze is a custom database application development organization experienced in the analysis, design 
and development of complex business process applications.  A major legal client of Breeze’s in the UK 
requested that Breeze develop a case document indexing and retrieval system. “We had to source an 
enterprise level indexing and search .NET component ... We found the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine 
had the power and flexibility to do what we wanted. The performance was blisteringly fast, and the 
client was extremely happy with the end result.”

New international legal site, Strad@, embeds dtSearch.
Strad@ is the biggest Belgian and Luxembourg online legal database. “Strad@ is based on dtSearch 
technology.  Strad@’s database consists of over 2 million documents, in HTML, MS Word, PDF and 
XML formats. dtSearch technology allows our customers to process searches with record speed.”

OSCN uses dtSearch for instant Web-based searching of enormous legal database. 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has an enormous legal research database, spanning 
Oklahoma legal documents, Wyoming legal documents, and even federal case materials. “dtSearch is 
the best performance product by a long way. Searching is pretty much instantaneous ... OSCN’s new 
search engine is one of the most powerful in existence.”
     From Government Technology: “Sifting through legal databases with pages of online documents 
can be cumbersome despite the search functionality available in many legal databases — but the 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has found a tool to simplify legal searches.” dtSearch
“enables full-text searches through the database for locating specific documents more quickly.”

Searchlight® total case management solution lights on dtSearch.
And the defense team in what is expected to be the longest and most complex trial in Canadian 
history has chosen the resulting product. “We needed an easy to integrate, but powerful text search 
engine to augment our software. The flexibility and the speed of the dtSearch text searches has added 
value to our software.”

Digital Office Systems adds dtSearch to paperless legal industry solutions.
Digital Office Systems is a leading provider of document management and paperless office solutions 
for small and medium-sized law firms. “dtSearch is far and away the best search solution for our 
product ... It fully integrates with Digital Office DM and provides users with amazingly fast search 
capability.”

California criminal defense specialist and litigation IT expert adds dtSearch to seminars and 
practice.
“I picked dtSearch because I could use it right out of the box ... I mean, how many times have you 
known that you’ve briefed an issue but you just can’t remember on which case ... The ability to index 
government websites is also invaluable.”

AppsPlus and VersusLaw release new legal research Web application using dtSearch.
AppsPlus is a highly-experienced database developer firm. Versus Law is a leader in the electronic 
distribution of legal research materials over the Web. Together, the two have collaborated on a new 
Web-based legal research tool. “dtSearch worked flawlessly with ASP.NET ... With a couple lines of 
code we had all the search engine properties and methods available, along with the current search 
query, including the results table, as displayed in the data grid on the page here.”

AppsPlus applies dtSearch for major West Coast firm.
AppsPlus has developed database solutions for over a dozen years; its president has authored many 
programming books, including: Database Programming with Visual Basic®.NET and ADO.NET: Tips 
Tutorials and Code. “With the law firm’s technical team, I went through a number of different search 
engine demos and even met with representatives from the companies. dtSearch came out as the 
winner with the most concise, yet robust data model.”

Cybergroup makes legal decision to use dtSearch.
One of the world’s largest law firms wanted to add an advanced search tool that joined database and 
document information into the same search results. Since the firm’s existing Web programming 
language was Adobe / Macromedia’s ColdFusion, Cybergroup proposed a ColdFusion-based search tool 
incorporating dtSearch and Cybergroup’s dbConnector product. “dtSearch and Cybergroup’s
dbConnector were the logical choice. The client needed the ability to search meta-data and content in 
one search, producing an integrated, comprehensive results presentation.”

“Regardless of what DMS you end up creating or buying, I would suggest that you give some 
thoughtful consideration to a full-text indexing system such as dtSearch ... I can tell you that there is 
no task too big for dtSearch ... You can choose to install dtSearch apps at each server and 
workstation.  Alternatively ... you can install a .NET version on your servers which is accessible by a 
Web browser throughout your organization.” — TechnoLawyer Newsletter

dtSearch “is a must-have tool for anyone reviewing electronic information in native format ... 
dtSearch reduces costs of document production, narrows a collection to key electronic files for a 
document production vendor and copies files to an alternate repository for in-house native file 
production.” — Law Office Computing

“Results are returned in lightning speed even on multiple-indexed file server folders ... Everyone 
agrees that using the program was simple to learn and a great asset.” — Public Defense Backup 
Center REPORT

“In a networked law firm environment, and anywhere large, heterogeneous collections of text are 
stored, dtSearch installs easily, is usable by busy professionals with almost zero training, and reliably 
returns the right answers, FAST. Although I have worked with highly complex software tools and 
systems, I appreciate even more the complex tools such as dtSearch that accomplish demanding 
goals while making it appear rather simple.” — President, Consulting Company

“In talking to e-discovery vendors and consultants, document review software tends to rely on a 
handful of licensed technologies.These tools allow vendors to quickly build software platforms that can 
take a large collection of documents and extract files, index the data and text inside, and search those 
files. Some of the most common components used by vendors include: dtSearch text retrieval 
software. dtSearch is available as a desktop search tool, but the technology is also licensed to 
software vendors who need to large search document collections.” — Law Technology News (“Stop
and Take a Look Under the EDD Hood”)

Published by the American Bar Association Law Practice Management Section, the book Electronic 
Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital Evidence and ESI recommends dtSearch:  "For searching 
data, the book suggests dtSearch [which] allows users to search and view a mixed collection of raw 
data and email files ... Finally, the authors turn to the production of ESI ... They recommend dtSearch 
Publish, a software program that will produce the ESI on a CD, DVD or external hard drive that is 
immediately usable and does not require specialized litigation software or IT support.” (This book can 
be found at Amazon.com) 
— LegalNews.com, discussing Electronic Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital 
Evidence and ESI

“Ipro [a dtSearch Engine customer]. dtSearch. Adobe [article discusses PDF format]. Solid names with 
a long-established history in litigation support.” — Law Technology News (posted at www.law.com)

dtSearch “algorithms provide unrivaled power and capabilities ... the program raises the bar in text 
retrieval, providing an industrial strength search engine that is an absolute must-have for Web-based 
data information management ... dtSearch outmaneuvers the competition. It’s a robust, sophisticated 
and powerful text-search tool ... If you want speed and accuracy, dtSearch is the only way to go.”
— Law Office Computing (“The Search Is On”)

“These days, legal research is one of the most time consuming tasks in the law industry. Although 
solutions are available to make legal search faster and easier, none are used as often as dtSearch, a 
company whose products help with legal research across statutes, regulations, and case law and can 
search web data.” — Inside Counsel

“dtSearch ... does an excellent job of finding needles in haystacks that come in a wide variety of file 
formats ... works quickly with a wide variety of search modes ... But the most intriguing new feature I 
saw was the ability to index public sites on the Web ... Web sites often have a built in index or search 
program, but I’ve found that dtSearch lets me find things on some sites that I couldn’t find using the 
built-in program.” — Law Office Technology Review (reprinted at www.law.com)

dtSearch appeared in the “Top 10” in the Law Technology News (www.lawtechnews.com) survey of 
the most popular software programs for electronic data discovery (and was the first search engine on 
the list).

“I would recommend this product to anyone, but especially to lawyers who need to search through 
volumes of deposition transcripts for key issues. It is just great... dtSearch has clearly surpassed [its 
competition] and has become the market leader.

Again, thanks for a well done product that really helps me in my work. It is one of my favorite 
programs!” — Plaintiff’s Medical Malpractice Litigator

“dtSearch allows instant, vast searches.” — Legal Management

“The best indexing program I’ve found is dtSearch” — Effective Discovery of Email

“dtSearch is a clear winner.”— Legal Times

“LITIGATION SUPPORT... In a recent case, I used dtSearch on a document population that was close 
to 3 gigabytes in size; the program handled it very nicely ... Imagine having to search manually 
through the hard-copy equivalent of 3 gigs of data! It probably would take weeks... There is no 
quicker way to find a needle in a digital haystack.” — The Lawyer’s PC (Published by West Group) 

“For finding data on my office systems, I use dtSearch.” dtSearch is a “search engine that creates 
indices of the files on your various hard drives, network drives, and CD drives, as well as websites of 
your choice.” — California Lawyer (Technicalities column)

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.”  dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog

dtSearch can “create an indexed, fully searchable collection from the raw data you receive. You can 
search the collection by keyword or use more-advanced Boolean search techniques. Hits will be 
displayed in a list ordered by relevancy ... Individual items can be viewed with the dtSearch viewer.”
— Law Practice

“Computer forensics and e-discovery software maker AccessData is beginning to offer licenses for ... a 
series of software ‘connectors’ that legal departments, service providers, and technology companies 
can use to extract information from Microsoft Exchange, Oracle Universal Records Management, and 
Symantec Enterprise Vault.  The connectors ... are based on existing software that AccessData built 
several years ago in conjunction with search technology specialist dtSearch, which also partners with 
many other legal technology companies.” — Law Technology News (describing AccessData’s OEM 
Connectors designed to integrate with the dtSearch Engine)

“dtSearch is a widely used indexing/searching tool.” “Building Structured Searches ... Now we will look 
at using a structured methodology for building searches. We will work with dtSearch syntax.” — The 
Organization of Professionals' OLP eJournal (“The Best-Kept Secrets to Using Keyword Search 
Technologies”)

“The American Law Division of the Library of Congress has been using dtSearch for a couple of years 
now to search for bills and other information at the request of Congress. Features we like are the 
speed of the searching and the ease of defining the criteria.”— Network Administrator, Library of 
Congress

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.” dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog (by the author of 
The Essential Guide to the Best (and Worst) Legal Sites on the Web)

dtSearch “is simply the best search tool available ... I simply cannot begin to imagine doing any 
search of electronically stored information without having dtSearch in my forensic toolbox ... The ROI 
for dtSearch is practically as fast as the search results.” — Contributing Editor, American 
Bankruptcy Institute Journal

“dtSearch is the clear winner as a means to locate documents and text within those documents.”
“Searching with dtSearch ... is more intuitive ... and faster too ... dtSearch was more than twice as 
fast [at indexing] and provides better information about located files. It also makes better use of the 
Windows environment.” — Law Office Computing (“Software Shoot-Out”) Editor’s Choice

“A fantastic program.” dtSearch now “lets you expand your research across multiple web sites. This is 
a great program and it keep getting better.” — The Docket

“I recommend dtSearch to everyone I meet... I recommend this because I love your product, use it 
frequently, and believe others should have the opportunity.” — Attorney

“There are several powerful software tools you should consider employing for searching large 
quantities of data. For example, dtSearch by dtSearch Corp. can index terabytes of digital data in 
many different formats and make it all text-searchable. Search results are relatively easy to review, 
and search terms are highlighted in the documents.” — Corporate Counsel (posted at www.law.com)

“dtSearch ... editions are powerful text-searching tools for file-level identification and extraction.” —
Computer Evidence: Collection and Preservation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

A “favorite affordable workhorse” is “the ubiquitous dtSearch indexing and search tool ... salvation lay 
with dtSearch ... more kudos for dtSearch.” — Law Technology News (“EDD for Everybody”)

“Advanced key word searches require the use of an index tool with a fully developed search capability, 
such as dtSearch.” — Lexology (“Critical e-discovery obligations and processes: a case law primer”)
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Relativity uses dtSearch for advanced text retrieval.
Relativity is the web-based e-discovery review platform that gives users the flexibility to design and 
automate their review workflow, and provides the scalability to handle the industry’s largest cases. 
Advantages of Relativity include computer-assisted review allowing users to more effectively search 
large volumes of data, as well as visual data analysis tools to help reveal trends in a case. By building 
applications on top of Relativity, users can also manage tasks and address unique challenges before, 
during, and after review. “We’ve worked with dtSearch since the early days of Relativity, and we’ve
always received the highest levels of support from the dtSearch team. Providing easy-to-use, intuitive 
search options within Relativity is important to us. We’re pleased to offer dtSearch’s powerful 
searching technology to our users.”

AD eDiscovery and legal review solutions utilize dtSearch. 
AccessData provides court-validated, state-of-the-art computer forensics, eDiscovery and cyber 
security solutions. Built on its gold-standard forensics technology, Forensic Toolkit, AD eDiscovery is a 
comprehensive electronic discovery software solution. In addition, AccessData’s legal review 
technology, Summation, is used by more law firms than any other solution. “Leveraging the dtSearch 
Engine, the Summation legal review platform enables advanced searching to allow attorneys to 
effectively assess and build their cases.” “By leveraging the power of dtSearch in the in-house 
platform, AD eDiscovery, users can quickly search for relevant documents and emails with forensic-
level accuracy and speed. The integration of dtSearch with AD eDiscovery creates an unsurpassed tool 
in the collection and assessment of relevant electronically stored information.”

FTI Consulting rings in dtSearch to Ringtail™ web-based e-discovery products and hosted 
solutions.
FTI Consulting provides a range of legal-oriented services, including the Ringtail™ legal product suite 
and SaaS-hosted e-discovery solutions. “dtSearch is an industry leading keyword search application ... 
We did a pretty thorough evaluation of search engines and dtSearch is clearly a best of breed tool 
with the best search engine API.”

Equivio embeds dtSearch into Equivio Zoom platform.
Equivio Zoom is an integrated platform for e-discovery analytics and predictive coding. Used 
extensively in the legal industry, Zoom brings together Equivio’s proven technologies for e-discovery 
analytics in a unified web-based platform. Combining Equivio’s best-of-breed near-duplicates, email 
threads and relevance components, together with data import, ECA and enriched analytics 
capabilities, Zoom provides the necessary tools for easier, faster and smarter e-discovery. “For
corporations and law firms engaged in e-discovery, the ability to rapidly find and access data is key.
Backed by an outstanding track record, dtSearch provides us with the industry-grade search capability 
we need to support an out-of-the-box solution for even the largest organizations.”

“Law Firm Document Conversion and Management” relies on DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding dtSearch.
From a Product Review in Information Management Magazine, describing how a 130+ person law firm 
chose the DocuLex Archive Studio suite to scan and search more than 14,000 boxes of documents: 
“Archive Studio provides an end-to-end document management solution – capture, management, 
workflow and archival. The product is fast, flexible ... scalable.” The suite includes Office Capture, 
providing “quick capture and conversion of documents to fully searchable PDFs.” The suite also 
includes WebSearch, providing “easy search and retrieval of the electronic files” with “different levels 
of security for different departments.” “The search engine employed behind the scenes of WebSearch 
is supplied by dtSearch ... WebSearch, with the dtSearch engine working in the background, gives the 
user many ways to search for a document and is extremely accurate.”

DocuLex adds dtSearch to legal product lineup.
DocuLex, a recognized leader in document imaging software, offers specialized solutions for 
facilitating productive document imaging for the litigation support industry. DocuLex wanted its legal 
customers to be able to instantly locate their DocuLex-imaged electronic files. “Our staff was then 
astounded by how quickly dtSearch indexed — and then searched.”

IP.com uses dtSearch piece in intellectual property management puzzle.
By applying collaboration, document management, and workflows to the problems of intellectual 
property management, InnovationQ helps corporations to secure their IP assets more thoroughly. At 
the same time, it helps to streamline processes and remove bottlenecks that can result in lost or 
leaked IP and delayed product launches. “The ability to quickly locate documents stored in 
InnovationQ is a key part of intellectual property management. dtSearch allows us to find a wide 
variety of documents quickly and easily in many different languages and writing systems. The ability 
of dtSearch to support our international customers is an important reason we chose it.”

Tabs3 and PracticeMaster provide enhanced accessibility and searching through dtSearch.
Software Technology, Inc. (STI) is the maker of the multiple award-winning Tabs3 billing software and 
PracticeMaster practice management software for the legal industry. “Through integration with 
dtSearch, powerful new document search features let PracticeMaster Premier users search for text 
within e-mail attachments and linked documents. Searches can be customized to include only specific 
clients or certain date ranges; or by using phonetic searching to help you quickly search for conflicts 
of interest or find the information you are looking for.”

“Trial Technology Saves Last Man Standing” relies on dtSearch directly and embedded in 
third-party applications.
From Law Technology News: “an executive with computer chipmaker Hynix Semiconductor, was 
indicted by the United States Department of Justice, charged with joining a criminal conspiracy to fix 
prices in the dynamic random access memory industry.” “To contain those costs and meet the 12-
month review target, our litigation support department used ingenuity, and a mix of products ... 
Among our tools were Ipro Tech’s line of products, including Ipro e-Scan IT and Ipro OCR, and a full-
text search engine, dtSearch, from dtSearch.”

Steve Lee & Associates uses eDocfile with dtSearch for advanced litigation support 
services.
eDocfile specializes in applications that capture and transmit image data.  Steve Lee & Associates, an 
eDocfile customer, provides litigation advisory services including expert testimony and consulting in 
the areas of forensic economics/accounting, complex commercial damages, business regulation, fraud 
investigations, asset tracing, loan workouts, antitrust and competition policy, securities disputes, 
insolvency, reorganization and electronic discovery. “eDocfile’s Text Searchable Tiffs utility together 
with the dtSearch engine have become must-have tools for our complex litigation and investigations 
practice.  We use these powerful forensic tools on a stand-alone basis and also as a check on the 
results of standard litigation software programs.  The customer support from both firms has been 
exceptional.”

NEXPERT uses dtSearch for legal case management application. 
NEXPERT is an interdisciplinary team of network specialists, lawyers and software developers offering 
comprehensive IT solutions to law firms and financial services providers.  Located in Switzerland, 
NEXPERT developed and integrated an advanced document indexing and search tool joining database 
information from a legal case management system and document information into the same search 
results. “After evaluating several full-text engines, we found that dtSearch is simply today’s best 
available search engine.  The efficient and good support as well as dtSearch’s complete 
documentation allowed us to develop an advanced search tool that exceeded the expectation of our 
clients.”

Andornot, the Inmagic experts, designs Web application for prominent New York law firm 
with dtSearch.
Andornot built a Web application for a prominent New York law firm for use in large cases. “The
documents, all PDFs averaging thousands of pages in size, were first scanned with OCR technology, 
and then indexed and made searchable with dtSearch. Fast searches across the collection allow 
significant information to be quickly identified. Relevant pages are extracted into new PDF documents, 
and key value-added information is entered into an Inmagic database, all from a single browser-based 
interface.”

HMU Consulting counsels dtSearch in conferences and consulting work.
Henley March & Unger Consulting (“HMU”) has experience in providing technology consulting to over 
300 law firms nationwide. In addition, HMU teaches a wide variety of legal technology seminars and 
continuing education classes. “Solving the issue of lost electronic documents must be a part of any 
technology initiative or strategic plan.” dtSearch’s “searching capabilities are impressive and this 
program pays for itself the first time you find that long, lost document you would have otherwise 
never found.”

CaseFinder® Virginia legal research system finds dtSearch.
CaseFinder is a complete Virginia legal research system. “dtSearch’s search speed is nearly 
instantaneous, even through our massive databases ... No other software could give us the flexibility 
we got with dtSearch.”

DocuLex employs dtSearch in Archive Studio to make light labor of document retrieval for 
National Border Patrol Council.
For document storage and retrieval, the National Border Patrol Council chose DocuLex Archive Studio 
embedding the dtSearch Engine. “With a distributed input model as we have now, and the amazing 
capabilities of the DocuLex Archive Studio software, all documents captured in so many different 
locations are handled with ease — they are automatically filed for fast retrieval online by anyone 
qualified to access them ... My representatives have found this a great way to access case files in an 
instant, and the Council is fulfilling all demands for exemplary service to Border Patrol employees.”

SecondLook deploys dtSearch in cloud-based DMS for the legal industry.
SecondLook was founded in response to a need in the legal marketplace for a document management 
system that is easy to use, quick to deploy, feature rich, with a positive ROI. SecondLook’s cloud-
based document management system meets these needs as a Software-as-a-Service solution. “We
embed the dtSearch Engine to search our SQL database as well as other associated documents. 
Search is very fast, even across our largest litigation data sets, such as that of a national defense 
practice litigation firm that recently chose SecondLook to handle document management in a mass 
tort defense case.”

CACJ/CPDA capital case seminar adds dtSearch to its electronic syllabus.
The California Attorneys for Criminal Justice (CACJ) and the California Public Defenders Association 
(CPDA) sponsors an annual seminar addressing the representation of clients in capital litigation. 
“Attendees requested CACJ & CPDA to develop a method whereby specific documents could be located 
easily and quickly for use in their law practices. Enter dtSearch ... This year’s dtSearch powered 
CDRom was received with resounding approval by our seminar attendees ... Last, but not least, I have 
found the dtSearch organization as a whole to be equally supportive.”

BriefCase, realtime transcription software for the 21st Century, adds dtSearch.
Sellers Legal Services has some 90 years experience in providing courtroom services in the UK. “The
dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine has allowed us to quickly produce a very advanced product.”

Premirus consultants counsel dtSearch for one of the Web’s largest legal repositories.
Consultants now working at Premirus created one of the largest repositories of legal information on 
the Internet. The repository consisted of millions of documents, including court rules and forms, state 
appellate court decisions, federal appellate court decisions, U.S. Supreme Court decisions, state and 
federal statutes, and international legal documents, all with citation cross references. “Using the 
dtSearch Engine, our consultants operated one of the largest transactional systems on the Internet, 
all running under Windows.NET Advanced Server. dtSearch worked wonderfully. During a year plus of 
production, on a Web database of about 100 gigabytes, we didn’t have a single dtSearch failure ... 
dtSearch full-text searching was usually less than a second on about a hundred gigabytes of data —
comparable to the SQL fielded data-only search speed.”

Interasia Discover embeds dtSearch in litigation e-Bibles.
Interasia Discovery is the leading litigation support company in Asia covering Hong Kong, Singapore, 
China, Taiwan, Korea, and Japan.  Among the services provided by Interasia Discovery is the e-Bundle 
or e-Bible. Interasia Discovery “uses dtSearch as the core engine for organizing and retrieving the 
trial bundle documents.” The company “selected dtSearch for its easy-to-use interface and fast search 
function across multiple documents.”

Driven embeds dtSearch in its flagship ONE e-discovery platform. 
Available both as a SaaS-hosted platform, as well as running at customer sites, ONE covers the entire 
span of litigation support, from early case assessment to review preparation, to review management, 
to production, to trial preparation. “The dtSearch Engine provides our powerful searching, from simple 
keyword searches to complex queries."  In one case, "after Driven’s early case assessment, the client 
removed another 90% of data universe prior to full native processing using ONE’s full searching 
capabilities," effectively "cull[ing] an initial 4 terabytes worth of data down to 100 GB for native 
review.”

iCONECT embeds dtSearch in SQL Server Connector. 
iCONECT offers “experience in supporting most of the largest e-discovery review projects in the world. 
If you need to power through terabytes of e-review, we can help.” Further, “iCONECT builds bridges 
that link leading litigation support products to provide you with a reliable end-to-end workflow from 
collection to analysis to presentation.” “dtSearch is embedded in iCONECT’s SQL Server Connector 
(available with iCONECT’s 820 release) and is used to execute indexing and searching.”   In addition 
to dtSearch, iCONECT also lists alliances with a number of other companies described in more detail 
on this page and on other pages throughout the dtSearch Case Studies & 3rd Party Solutions section.

Visual Evidence / E-Discovery embeds dtSearch in VeREVIEW.
Visual Evidence / E-Discovery, LLC (VE), a leader in e-discovery solutions and services, has dtSearch 
embedded into its latest version of VeREVIEW — a customizable, powerful, cost effective and 
comprehensive web-based review tool for electronically-stored information (ESI). “dtSearch
embedded in our VeReview Platform empowers our clients with the most advanced search capabilities 
within our market.”

Sfile delivers industry changing economics leveraging dtSearch. 
Sfile is a leader in eDiscovery 3.0, leveraging a true Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) technology 
infrastructure to deliver industry changing economics. Sfile has achieved an integrated, unified 
Electronic Document Discovery (EDD) platform that combines evidence archiving, processing, early 
case assessment, document, review and production. “Sfile selected dtSearch because dtSeach is 
widely recognized as the industry standard for legal software applications. dtSearch is the only search 
technology provider which has embraced and optimized their technology to the unique needs of our 
industry. dtSearch’s capabilities are broad, deep, scalable and reliable.”

Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, embeds dtSearch. 
Daegis’ leading hosted software, Daegis Edge, is a secure, end-to-end eDiscovery platform providing 
advanced capabilities for processing, search, review and production of data for litigation, compliance 
and regulatory matters. “dtSearch is a key component of Daegis Edge used to perform all of the full-
text searching. We leverage this search technology to allow our clients full access to text in the 
documents.”

SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users an electronically stored information (ESI) chain of 
custody.
Pinpoint Labs addresses many of the issues facing forensically sound file collection, preservation and 
EED processing for corporate IT department, law firms, and other legal professionals. Pinpoint’s
SafeCopy 2 provides dtSearch users a chain of custody for Electronically Stored Information (ESI) 
productions, enabling easy production of relevant data sources identified in the search results. “I’ve
been fortunate enough to work with the products and staff at dtSearch Corp. for more than 8 years. It 
is no wonder why so many software developers and legal professionals rely on dtSearch to quickly and 
effectively index and search native files. Importing dtSearch hit lists into SafeCopy 2 provides several 
advantages to our mutual clients.”

ICFECI employs dtSearch in its litigation arsenal and in forensics training.
The Institute of Computer Forensic Examinations and Criminal Investigations (ICFECI) was established 
as a a resource to the Criminal Justice Act Panel and the United States District Courts. The ICFECI 
specializes in preparing for civil and criminal litigation, typically involving civil fraud and criminal 
schemes with large volumes of data. The ICFECI also assists with computer forensics lab software and 
hardware selection, installation, configuration and training. “I handle massive discovery on just about 
any type of computer data case. I always use dtSearch ... to glean relevant discovery data.” “Once
the raw data is processed ... I use dtSearch Web with Spider. dtSeach provides unique characteristics 
that fit perfectly the handling of discovery and making the discovery available in a manageable and 
searchable format.”

Contract Director signs in dtSearch for integrated searching with industry-leading contract 
lifecycle management (CLM) software. 
SciQuest Contract Director provides integrated business solutions for contract management, sourcing 
and procurement, and invoice and billing management activities. “dtSearch is an invaluable tool that 
helps users quickly sift through millions of documents to find pertinent information.” For example, one 
Fortune 500 customer "achieved reduced contract creation cycles of more than 30% and streamlined 
business processes from the implementation" of Contract Director together with dtSearch. The 
“combination helped them perform a task in about 30 seconds, that would take weeks before this 
combined solution was available.”

Contegra Systems uses dtSearch in leading legal Web application for Pike & Fischer.
A Bureau of National Affairs company, Pike & Fischer selected Contegra to develop its new online legal 
reference services. The end result: Communications Regulation, Pike & Fischer’s flagship product, was 
named a 2005 Codie Finalist for Best Online Government Information Service. “An effective search 
engine is a critical and often overlooked aspect of information product design ... We chose dtSearch 
for its features and functionality, scalability ... The door of my office is plastered with printouts of 
positive feedback.”

Document Advantage finds dtSearch an advantage in Web-based cross-platform e-
discovery application. Document Advantage’s e-Review™ is designed to handle even the most 
extensive e-discovery data sets. The application has a flexible SQL backend, and is fully web-based 
and cross-platform (Windows/Linux). Customers of e-Review span in-house Fortune 500 corporate 
counsels’ offices to Public Defenders’ offices. DocuVantage uses the dtSearch Engine for Win & .NET 
and the dtSearch Engine for Linux to “pinpoint case-specific critical evidence using advanced 
searching” and “conduct relevant searches to uncover additional evidence.”

LAW adds in dtSearch.
LAW (now a LexisNexis® product) provides document capture, image processing and data export into 
a variety of litigation support applications. “We chose dtSearch because of its ability to simultaneously 
query textual content and databases. The result is an excellent tool for full-text retrieval, and 
searching our backend database.” “Engineers reviewed various applications for indexing speed, 
search speed, accuracy and search options … dtSearch was the hands down winner.” “We were 
amazed at how much quicker and more ‘intelligent’ the dtSearch Engine was.”

Now part of LiveNote, a Thomson Reuters Affiliate, CaseLogistix is powered by dtSearch.
“Developers initially sought out and evaluated dtSearch because of its strong reputation in the 
marketplace. In our testing, dtSearch easily overpowered the document indexing and searching 
abilities of other solutions, especially against large volumes of documents. Benchmarks tested 
included indexing and search speed and accuracy of search results. Choosing dtSearch over other 
solutions turned out to be a very easy decision.”

Discovery Attender™ discovers dtSearch.
Discovery Attender makes viewing and supervising electronic data easy and efficient. It performs 
dynamic keyword searches on Exchange Mailboxes, Public Folders, Outlook PST files, and on files 
found in Common File Storage areas. A Lotus Notes version provides searching of Domino server 
databases, combining search of both .NSF files with general file types such as MS Office and PDF. 
“dtSearch nicely complements Discovery Attender’s existing capabilities by providing an efficient, 
robust and stable platform to execute searches within a variety of file formats. As a result of the 
dtSearch integration, Discovery Attender has improved search performance, increased the speed and 
accuracy of its searches while accessing file types previously inaccessible.”

Sherpa Software’s Attender brings dtSearching to Lotus Notes and beyond.
Sherpa’s Discovery Attender for Notes is a Lotus Notes search and e-discovery tool that automates 
investigative tasks in Domino server databases, as well as documents outside of Lotus Notes. “We use 
dtSearch for dynamic keyword searching. The dtSearch Engine provides powerful searching within 
files and attachments.”

ATS employs dtSearch for regulatory information site.
American Technology Services (ATS) is a full-service IT consulting firm serving organizations 
throughout the United States and Europe from its headquarters in the Washington, DC area. ATS 
works with a state regulatory board association covering the 50 United States, the District of 
Columbia and four U.S. territories. “We relied primarily on dtSearch’s built-in Web spidering 
capabilities in developing this portal for our customer. We targeted the spider to index data on a 
number of remote Web sites. The process was seamless.”

DBiT puts dtSearch to work for major Belgium legal publisher.
A major Belgium legal publisher, Larcier carries a large number of legal reference titles. Larcier hired 
DBiT to electronically publish these titles, including combined full-text searching and fielded data 
access. “dtSearch met all of our requirements. dtSearch’s many research options allow for extremely 
quick access to the reference information. We really appreciated that dtSearch documentation was 
very clear and complete ... In some data collections, we had over a dozen XML-based data fields. 
dtSearch integrated well with our XML database. The result was instantaneous, highly targeted search 
access to the client’s data. dtSearch’s combined full-text and fielded data was instantaneous, even 
with the many searching fields that we added.”

All evidence points
to dtSearch.
Fios offers litigation teams a complete solution surrounding the acquisition, conversion, management, 
analysis, and distribution of electronic data associated with the litigation discovery process. “We found 
that dtSearch was the best of breed in its category.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching to immigration legal library.
The American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) is a national association of more than 12,000 
attorneys and law professors. AILA needs its subscribers to be able to have instant access to more 
than 100 AILA publications, the Immigration & Nationality Act, the immigration sections of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, and other government resources. GVPi implemented a semi-custom built 
solution, including a content management system (CMS) to allow AILA to enter and manage all of 
their content. Enhancements included the ability to add bookmarks and notes on any of the content in 
the library and to manage these bookmarks in notes in folders.“The dtSearch Engine provides instant 
data search access for subscribers across the large volume of content. The embedded dtSearch 
allowed GVPi to implement AILA’s complex advanced search capabilities across various content types.”

Ipro Tech utilizes dtSearch as part of a comprehensive platform for the early case 
assessment, document review, processing, and production of large litigation document 
collections.
Thousands of law firms, legal service providers, corporations, and government agencies use the Ipro 
Enterprise digital discovery platform to organize, review, process, and produce litigation collections of 
vast sizes and complexity levels. ”dtSearch powers high-speed text retrieval functionality so users can 
find important information faster.  Ipro uses dtSearch technology in all three of the fully integrated 
components of the Ipro Enterprise digital discovery platform.” Ipro products that use dtSearch include 
the following. 

Allegro
Allegro is an early case assessment applications that gives users the absolute quickest access to 
litigation data.  Allegro’s high speed ingestion engine can identify and index extremely large amounts 
of unstructured data and present that data in a clear, organized, and intuitive way without waiting for 
extensive processing. ”Backed by dtSearch technology, Allegro has a multitude of keyword search 
options available for users to analyze and cull litigation collections to only relevant documents before 
sending on to the costly stage of litigation review.”

Eclipse
Eclipse is a web-based platform that contains extensive features for image and native file review.  By 
combining advanced analytical technology with standard linear workflows, Eclipse allows users to 
achieve the best reviews in the least amount of time. ”Eclipse includes “advanced search features 
powered by dtSearch and Content Analyst.”  (Content Analyst itself also embeds the dtSearch Engine.”

eCapture
eCapture is a centrally managed, fully scalable, high-speed eDiscovery processing tool that can handle 
terabytes of data with minimal human intervention. ”eCapture incorporates dtSearch technology that 
allows users to perform powerful searching.”

Scan-IT
eScan-IT is a desktop electronic discovery tool that allows combines electronically stored information 
processing, paper scanning, and printing in one intuitive application. ”dtSearch’s robust and high-
speed search capabilities empower users to build both simple and complex queries in order to find 
exactly what they are looking for.”

Lexbe Online™ embeds dtSearch in comprehensive cloud-based eDiscovery platform. 
Lexbe Online™ cloud-based application and platform lets organizations handle litigation without the 
need to maintain internal servers or IT support staff. For litigation of any scale, Lexbe Online manages 
the entire eDiscovery lifecycle quickly and efficiently through analysis, review, production and trial. 
“dtSearch is one of the best technology decision we have made.  It has an excellent feature set and 
scales ... dtSearch support is top-notch.”

Eclipse Legal Systems uses dtSearch for “powerful” text retrieval in its Proclaim Case 
Management Software.
Eclipse is the UK’s leading provider of case management software. The company, and its Proclaim 
Case Management Software, have won multiple awards. “dtSearch provides us with a powerful and 
flexible tool which enables our professional clients to rapidly locate keyword data from huge document 
libraries.” The result is “a fully searchable, central document library and knowledge / precedent store.”

Wave Software adds dtSearch to Trident email review.
Trident email review application provides the ability to process, de-dupe, and output to native email 
format in minutes. “The speed at which dtSearch searches data was the best complement to our own 
rapid email processing speed ... We are excited about dtSearch’s presence in the legal and 
government markets. dtSearch’s presence highlights our vision to serve those markets.”

Mindseye Solutions incorporates dtSearch in the latest release of ediscovery technology.
Mindseye Solutions is the developer of the next generation ediscovery technology TunnelVision. “The
implementation of dtSearch extends the powerful search capabilities of TunnelVision and enables 
clients to select the appropriate indexing technology to maintain consistency in search throughout 
downstream review processes. This release is a result of collaboration with our clients and addresses a 
number of challenges we have seen collectively within the industry.”

National Litigation Support Blog offers dtSearch overview video for CJA panel attorneys.
From the National Litigation Support Blog for Federal / Community Defenders and CJA Practitioners:
“dtSearch is a popular search and retrieval program. Here is a brief 12 minute video that 
demonstrates how to setup a new dtSearch index and how to run searches within an index.” dtSearch
“provides great functionality in searching both electronic documents and paper documents that are 
subsequently scanned and converted to a text searchable format, especially since it can search and 
retrieve information in many different file types ... As electronic discovery in federal criminal matters 
continues to grow in volume and in the variety of formats, dtSearch is a useful tool for CJA panel 
attorneys faced with the daunting task of organizing and searching through their case material.”

“Upgrading Litigation Support Tech for Massive EDD Matters” discusses FTI Consulting and 
dtSearch.
From Legal Tech Newsletter:  Dorsey & Whitney LLP is a firm of more than 600 lawyers with a 
litigation and arbitration practice, including offices in the United States, London, Hong Kong and 
Shanghai.  The newsletter describes how Dorsey turned to FTI Consulting and FTI Ringtail’s ASP 
hosted and other solutions for a massive international EDD matter, including the embedded dtSearch 
Engine. “The combined features of conventional field-based and text-based searching via the dtSearch 
engine were integral in the sorting and culling of this unwieldy data set ... Dorsey’s use of the 
dtSearch engine built into [FTI Ringtail’s solution] allowed for the filtering and sifting of the data and, 
subsequently, record review in as efficient a manner as I could imagine.” Further, the solution “set
itself apart from competing software applications by enabling the seamless inclusion of this content 
and, most important, the ability to exploit the search engine for text searches in Kanji.”

Consulting firm details using dtSearch Publish for EDD production. 
ONLAW Trial Technologies (www.onlawtec.com) offers trial technology, e-discovery, and computer 
forensics services. Special to Law.com: “dtSearch Publish is a tool that lets you quickly publish a 
document collection ... that is searchable by the recipient using dtSearch’s powerful search engine 
technology ... The search capabilities are automatically built into the collection you produce.” The 
result is “an elegant solution to creating a production set of electronically stored information that is 
immediately usable by the recipient ... an ideal tool for corporations and in-house legal departments 
that must frequently respond to e-discovery ... and for computer forensics examiners who need to 
provide their customers with a usable collection of items recovered during a computer forensic 
examination.”

bmi airline can "thoroughly recommend" dtSearch for finding legally-critical emails and 
other data.
bmi is the second largest airline at London Heathrow, one of the world’s busiest and best-connected 
international airports.  From its Heathrow hub, bmi services Europe, the Middle East, Central Asia and 
Africa. "I can thoroughly recommend dtSearch as without it the identification of certain emails/files on 
bmi’s network which were vital for litigation would not have been possible."

Breeze designs dtSearch-powered case document search system.
Breeze is a custom database application development organization experienced in the analysis, design 
and development of complex business process applications.  A major legal client of Breeze’s in the UK 
requested that Breeze develop a case document indexing and retrieval system. “We had to source an 
enterprise level indexing and search .NET component ... We found the dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine 
had the power and flexibility to do what we wanted. The performance was blisteringly fast, and the 
client was extremely happy with the end result.”

New international legal site, Strad@, embeds dtSearch.
Strad@ is the biggest Belgian and Luxembourg online legal database. “Strad@ is based on dtSearch 
technology.  Strad@’s database consists of over 2 million documents, in HTML, MS Word, PDF and 
XML formats. dtSearch technology allows our customers to process searches with record speed.”

OSCN uses dtSearch for instant Web-based searching of enormous legal database. 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has an enormous legal research database, spanning 
Oklahoma legal documents, Wyoming legal documents, and even federal case materials. “dtSearch is 
the best performance product by a long way. Searching is pretty much instantaneous ... OSCN’s new 
search engine is one of the most powerful in existence.”
     From Government Technology: “Sifting through legal databases with pages of online documents 
can be cumbersome despite the search functionality available in many legal databases — but the 
Oklahoma State Courts Network (OSCN) has found a tool to simplify legal searches.” dtSearch
“enables full-text searches through the database for locating specific documents more quickly.”

Searchlight® total case management solution lights on dtSearch.
And the defense team in what is expected to be the longest and most complex trial in Canadian 
history has chosen the resulting product. “We needed an easy to integrate, but powerful text search 
engine to augment our software. The flexibility and the speed of the dtSearch text searches has added 
value to our software.”

Digital Office Systems adds dtSearch to paperless legal industry solutions.
Digital Office Systems is a leading provider of document management and paperless office solutions 
for small and medium-sized law firms. “dtSearch is far and away the best search solution for our 
product ... It fully integrates with Digital Office DM and provides users with amazingly fast search 
capability.”

California criminal defense specialist and litigation IT expert adds dtSearch to seminars and 
practice.
“I picked dtSearch because I could use it right out of the box ... I mean, how many times have you 
known that you’ve briefed an issue but you just can’t remember on which case ... The ability to index 
government websites is also invaluable.”

AppsPlus and VersusLaw release new legal research Web application using dtSearch.
AppsPlus is a highly-experienced database developer firm. Versus Law is a leader in the electronic 
distribution of legal research materials over the Web. Together, the two have collaborated on a new 
Web-based legal research tool. “dtSearch worked flawlessly with ASP.NET ... With a couple lines of 
code we had all the search engine properties and methods available, along with the current search 
query, including the results table, as displayed in the data grid on the page here.”

AppsPlus applies dtSearch for major West Coast firm.
AppsPlus has developed database solutions for over a dozen years; its president has authored many 
programming books, including: Database Programming with Visual Basic®.NET and ADO.NET: Tips 
Tutorials and Code. “With the law firm’s technical team, I went through a number of different search 
engine demos and even met with representatives from the companies. dtSearch came out as the 
winner with the most concise, yet robust data model.”

Cybergroup makes legal decision to use dtSearch.
One of the world’s largest law firms wanted to add an advanced search tool that joined database and 
document information into the same search results. Since the firm’s existing Web programming 
language was Adobe / Macromedia’s ColdFusion, Cybergroup proposed a ColdFusion-based search tool 
incorporating dtSearch and Cybergroup’s dbConnector product. “dtSearch and Cybergroup’s
dbConnector were the logical choice. The client needed the ability to search meta-data and content in 
one search, producing an integrated, comprehensive results presentation.”

“Regardless of what DMS you end up creating or buying, I would suggest that you give some 
thoughtful consideration to a full-text indexing system such as dtSearch ... I can tell you that there is 
no task too big for dtSearch ... You can choose to install dtSearch apps at each server and 
workstation.  Alternatively ... you can install a .NET version on your servers which is accessible by a 
Web browser throughout your organization.” — TechnoLawyer Newsletter

dtSearch “is a must-have tool for anyone reviewing electronic information in native format ... 
dtSearch reduces costs of document production, narrows a collection to key electronic files for a 
document production vendor and copies files to an alternate repository for in-house native file 
production.” — Law Office Computing

“Results are returned in lightning speed even on multiple-indexed file server folders ... Everyone 
agrees that using the program was simple to learn and a great asset.” — Public Defense Backup 
Center REPORT

“In a networked law firm environment, and anywhere large, heterogeneous collections of text are 
stored, dtSearch installs easily, is usable by busy professionals with almost zero training, and reliably 
returns the right answers, FAST. Although I have worked with highly complex software tools and 
systems, I appreciate even more the complex tools such as dtSearch that accomplish demanding 
goals while making it appear rather simple.” — President, Consulting Company

“In talking to e-discovery vendors and consultants, document review software tends to rely on a 
handful of licensed technologies.These tools allow vendors to quickly build software platforms that can 
take a large collection of documents and extract files, index the data and text inside, and search those 
files. Some of the most common components used by vendors include: dtSearch text retrieval 
software. dtSearch is available as a desktop search tool, but the technology is also licensed to 
software vendors who need to large search document collections.” — Law Technology News (“Stop
and Take a Look Under the EDD Hood”)

Published by the American Bar Association Law Practice Management Section, the book Electronic 
Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital Evidence and ESI recommends dtSearch:  "For searching 
data, the book suggests dtSearch [which] allows users to search and view a mixed collection of raw 
data and email files ... Finally, the authors turn to the production of ESI ... They recommend dtSearch 
Publish, a software program that will produce the ESI on a CD, DVD or external hard drive that is 
immediately usable and does not require specialized litigation software or IT support.” (This book can 
be found at Amazon.com) 
— LegalNews.com, discussing Electronic Discovery for Small Cases: Managing Digital 
Evidence and ESI

“Ipro [a dtSearch Engine customer]. dtSearch. Adobe [article discusses PDF format]. Solid names with 
a long-established history in litigation support.” — Law Technology News (posted at www.law.com)

dtSearch “algorithms provide unrivaled power and capabilities ... the program raises the bar in text 
retrieval, providing an industrial strength search engine that is an absolute must-have for Web-based 
data information management ... dtSearch outmaneuvers the competition. It’s a robust, sophisticated 
and powerful text-search tool ... If you want speed and accuracy, dtSearch is the only way to go.”
— Law Office Computing (“The Search Is On”)

“These days, legal research is one of the most time consuming tasks in the law industry. Although 
solutions are available to make legal search faster and easier, none are used as often as dtSearch, a 
company whose products help with legal research across statutes, regulations, and case law and can 
search web data.” — Inside Counsel

“dtSearch ... does an excellent job of finding needles in haystacks that come in a wide variety of file 
formats ... works quickly with a wide variety of search modes ... But the most intriguing new feature I 
saw was the ability to index public sites on the Web ... Web sites often have a built in index or search 
program, but I’ve found that dtSearch lets me find things on some sites that I couldn’t find using the 
built-in program.” — Law Office Technology Review (reprinted at www.law.com)

dtSearch appeared in the “Top 10” in the Law Technology News (www.lawtechnews.com) survey of 
the most popular software programs for electronic data discovery (and was the first search engine on 
the list).

“I would recommend this product to anyone, but especially to lawyers who need to search through 
volumes of deposition transcripts for key issues. It is just great... dtSearch has clearly surpassed [its 
competition] and has become the market leader.

Again, thanks for a well done product that really helps me in my work. It is one of my favorite 
programs!” — Plaintiff’s Medical Malpractice Litigator

“dtSearch allows instant, vast searches.” — Legal Management

“The best indexing program I’ve found is dtSearch” — Effective Discovery of Email

“dtSearch is a clear winner.”— Legal Times

“LITIGATION SUPPORT... In a recent case, I used dtSearch on a document population that was close 
to 3 gigabytes in size; the program handled it very nicely ... Imagine having to search manually 
through the hard-copy equivalent of 3 gigs of data! It probably would take weeks... There is no 
quicker way to find a needle in a digital haystack.” — The Lawyer’s PC (Published by West Group) 

“For finding data on my office systems, I use dtSearch.” dtSearch is a “search engine that creates 
indices of the files on your various hard drives, network drives, and CD drives, as well as websites of 
your choice.” — California Lawyer (Technicalities column)

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.”  dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog

dtSearch can “create an indexed, fully searchable collection from the raw data you receive. You can 
search the collection by keyword or use more-advanced Boolean search techniques. Hits will be 
displayed in a list ordered by relevancy ... Individual items can be viewed with the dtSearch viewer.”
— Law Practice

“Computer forensics and e-discovery software maker AccessData is beginning to offer licenses for ... a 
series of software ‘connectors’ that legal departments, service providers, and technology companies 
can use to extract information from Microsoft Exchange, Oracle Universal Records Management, and 
Symantec Enterprise Vault.  The connectors ... are based on existing software that AccessData built 
several years ago in conjunction with search technology specialist dtSearch, which also partners with 
many other legal technology companies.” — Law Technology News (describing AccessData’s OEM 
Connectors designed to integrate with the dtSearch Engine)

“dtSearch is a widely used indexing/searching tool.” “Building Structured Searches ... Now we will look 
at using a structured methodology for building searches. We will work with dtSearch syntax.” — The 
Organization of Professionals' OLP eJournal (“The Best-Kept Secrets to Using Keyword Search 
Technologies”)

“The American Law Division of the Library of Congress has been using dtSearch for a couple of years 
now to search for bills and other information at the request of Congress. Features we like are the 
speed of the searching and the ease of defining the criteria.”— Network Administrator, Library of 
Congress

“More than a search tool, dtSearch is an application that lawyers can use for electronic discovery and 
management of electronic documents.” dtSearch’s “power and versatility were the reasons I kept 
thinking of e-discovery as I tested dtSearch. The Dec. 1 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure underscore the obligation of parties in litigation to provide electronic data in discovery.
That means finding the data. And finding it requires a powerful and versatile search tool ... dtSearch 
includes features specifically designed for corporate and forensic applications ... Once the index is 
created, searching is every bit as fast as the company promises.” — LegalLine Blog (by the author of 
The Essential Guide to the Best (and Worst) Legal Sites on the Web)

dtSearch “is simply the best search tool available ... I simply cannot begin to imagine doing any 
search of electronically stored information without having dtSearch in my forensic toolbox ... The ROI 
for dtSearch is practically as fast as the search results.” — Contributing Editor, American 
Bankruptcy Institute Journal

“dtSearch is the clear winner as a means to locate documents and text within those documents.”
“Searching with dtSearch ... is more intuitive ... and faster too ... dtSearch was more than twice as 
fast [at indexing] and provides better information about located files. It also makes better use of the 
Windows environment.” — Law Office Computing (“Software Shoot-Out”) Editor’s Choice

“A fantastic program.” dtSearch now “lets you expand your research across multiple web sites. This is 
a great program and it keep getting better.” — The Docket

“I recommend dtSearch to everyone I meet... I recommend this because I love your product, use it 
frequently, and believe others should have the opportunity.” — Attorney

“There are several powerful software tools you should consider employing for searching large 
quantities of data. For example, dtSearch by dtSearch Corp. can index terabytes of digital data in 
many different formats and make it all text-searchable. Search results are relatively easy to review, 
and search terms are highlighted in the documents.” — Corporate Counsel (posted at www.law.com)

“dtSearch ... editions are powerful text-searching tools for file-level identification and extraction.” —
Computer Evidence: Collection and Preservation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

A “favorite affordable workhorse” is “the ubiquitous dtSearch indexing and search tool ... salvation lay 
with dtSearch ... more kudos for dtSearch.” — Law Technology News (“EDD for Everybody”)

“Advanced key word searches require the use of an index tool with a fully developed search capability, 
such as dtSearch.” — Lexology (“Critical e-discovery obligations and processes: a case law primer”)
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NETRECRUITER features dtSearch in “Top 10 Tools” for recruitment industry.
Dedicated to the recruitment and placement of information technology, business, and service 
professionals, NETRECRUITER has the ability and experience to locate top-caliber candidates for 
placement with hundreds of client companies. In addition to candidate sourcing, NETRECRUITER offers 
seminars and training, Internet recruiting and consulting services. NETRECRUITER’s site has dtSearch 
in its “Top 10 Tools” list: “Incredibly robust ... I personally maintain my own ‘database’ of over one 
million resumes ... The features of dtSearch are mind blowing.”

Sovren teams with dtSearch for comprehensive recruitment developer component suite. 
A software-components-only firm, Sovren develops and markets a full suite of developer components 
for the recruitment market. Sovren’s solutions are multilingual and are used in job boards, 
assessment companies, applicant tracking systems, corporate HR, recruitment firms, research firms, 
and HRIS/HCM systems worldwide. “The dtSearch Engine is fast, effective and a perfect fit for the 
recruitment industry. Building on top of the dtSearch Engine APIs, we have added advanced text 
analysis specifically geared for the recruitment market.”

Cirrus Nova adds dtSearching to cloud-based Prism recruitment software.
Cirrus Nova’s Prism is a fully customizable, cloud-based Microsoft CRM Dynamics recruitment solution. 
“We choose our partners very carefully, not just based on their technological capabilities but based on 
their company culture, work ethic and professionalism. It is really important to us that the companies 
we choose share our values and dtSearch completely fit the bill!”

Voyager recruitment software journeys to dtSearch.
With headquarters in the UK, and offices in Australia, Voyager products are in use by thousands of 
users in a variety of different-sized recruitment businesses. For easy deployment, Voyager products 
are integrated with a modular architecture arranged along familiar functional boundaries — those that 
address the front office, and those that add power and automation to the middle and back-office. 
Voyager further ensures that each deployment is tailored to the specific recruitment needs of each 
organization. “We chose the dtSearch Engine for its speed, reliability, and well-written SDK. We 
researched many independent reviews from both users and developers and dtSearch was a clear 
winner.”

Systemsearch contracts “Talent” recruitment application using dtSearch; finds productivity 
up “leaps and bounds.”
“Talent (integrating dtSearch) allows us to minimize wasted time and maximize results with its easy 
to use search capabilities. There are so many options to use to help concentrate our search criteria in 
order to find the right types of individuals – fast! Productivity has increased leaps and bounds ... an 
efficient and productive development tool.” “The examples you provided are excellent and helped me 
get up to development speed stat! ... Thanks for a job well done!”

The recruitment experts at Lloyd® Staffing turn to dtSearch for text search.
Since 1971, employers and job seekers have turned to Lloyd Staffing to provide solutions to their 
staffing and employment needs. As a respected staffing industry leader, the organization maintains 
firmly established relationships with some of the nation’s most prestigious corporations. “We are 
predominantly using dtSearch as our ‘talent pool search engine’ of applicants, but are also using it to 
house important documents such as fee agreements and client cards.  The major benefit we feel 
dtSearch provides us is flexibility ... We would definitely recommend dtSearch to anyone looking to 
simplify and incorporate their databases into one searchable index.”

York Enterprise Solutions builds on dtSearch.
The company developed an application for searching vast, Web-based repositories of resumes. 
“dtSearch developer solutions were fast to install and easy to customize ... The result is very fast 
online searching of our resume database.”

TG Resourcing, a Cirrus Nova Prism customer, finds quick benefit to dtSearch Boolean 
search addition.
“As a specialist recruitment agency, it is absolutely vital for us to be able to carry out very precise 
searches. We frequently need to identify very complex skills within CV’s that are also closely 
connected to certain industries and being able to search to those parameters and then also add in a 
length of service search as well is just perfect. We are really pleased to see that Cirrus Nova has 
introduced this in to Prism.”

First Choice Software makes dtSearch its first choice for RDB ProNet recruitment software.
First Choice Software is a leading provider of IT solutions and support to the recruitment sector. First 
Choice designed its flagship product, RDB ProNet, to provide recruitment businesses with a stable and 
effective software solution for enhanced productivity. “We evaluated several leading text search 
engines and found dtSearch to be the most suited to our needs. It is very well engineered, fast and 
has been easy to integrate with our application. During evaluation we also tested the levels of 
developer support and dtSearch also scored very highly in this area.”

Encore Technical Staffing recruits dtSearch for lowest possible margins.
Encore Technical Staffing operates on the lowest possible margins in the placement of high tech 
professionals on a contract basis. “dtSearch Web is a wonderful product. We run it on about 1.8 
million resumes and it’s great. The customer support is awesome as is the product! ... The web 
version gives us both the security and access we needed to support our virtual environment ... 
dtSearch is by far superior in performance and function ... and the customer support is substantially 
superior.”

“One of my favorite tools, that I talk about in any presentation or training class, is dtSearch ... Among 
the many new features, some of the most notable include the ability to create automatic index 
updates that can be scheduled; the ability to index other people’s web sites, even handling 
dynamically created links (pages that were built for the requested search and static pages); the ability 
to maintain your in-house jargon as it pertains to a job description, but use search words that are in 
the real world; and a lot, lot more.”
—Sourcerer’s Apprentice

“I spent months looking for a resume search tool. dtSearch did exactly what I wanted. It was quick to 
index, even quicker to update, and virtually instant to search. dtSearch also has a lot of customization 
options built-in, which I like.”

“I have used dtSearch Spider to reach out to the web to search web sites in support of research 
projects, and the Outlook option on Outlook message stores. Both are rich with potential.” — Charles 
H. Collins, Jr.

Mr. Collins has over 25 years experience in IT programs, as well as project, quality assurance and 
disaster recovery management. He and his consultants serve clients in transportation, pharmaceutical 
and health care, manufacturing, government, finance and financial information, high technology, 
telecommunication, and other industries. Please contact him for consulting work at chuck.
collins@mindspring.com

Awarded a Best in Class rating in the “Index and Search Resumes in Document Folders” category. 
— Recruiting on the Web: Smart Strategies for Finding the Perfect Candidate

“If you collect resumes, you’d benefit from dtSearch. It will create an index of every word in every 
resume (or every file in every directory you specify). Searches will then very quickly parse the 
indexed documents for any combination of search terms. After a search, dtSearch prioritizes the 
names of matching files in a table, from which you can click to open any resume or other document 
with highlighted hits.” — Owner, ALPHA SYSTEMS, www.jobbs.com. 

“This is just a quick note to let you know how very pleased I am with your product ... I am in the 
recruiting business specialized in IT, and have thousands of resumes on file, applicants who have 
every imaginable IT skillset under the sun. You can imagine what a needle-in-a-haystack it is to find 
just the right applicant with the right skills for any given employer.

Formerly I was tediously entering data into a database by hand, a time consuming, never-ending 
task, trying to keep up with applicant skillsets and company technologies. It was a losing battle. 

Your product dtSearch for me is an incredible breakthrough. Because of its boolean text based file 
search capabilities, it completely bypasses the need to enter data anywhere, and has freed me from a 
monotonous time consuming data entry task, which allows me to put my time to much better use 
finding new clients and interviewing more applicants rather than waste it on administrivia. The data is 
already there, all I needed was the tool to find it. dtSearch is that tool. It is completely flexible and 
allows me to do business my own way, rather than try to bend my business to fit some packaged 
recruiting software solution, of which I have seen several. This flexibility is very important to me. 

Thanks to your product I have been able to move my business to the next level. At last we are 
seeing some benefit from all the promises of productivity increase that computers can provide us, 
thanks to dtSearch. What a pleasure it is to use your product. 

And, please do me a favor and do not let my competitors in on this secret!”
— Spectrum Computer Personnel Inc.

“To whom it may concern (anyone with mounds of data needing a way to access it), I have been 
using dtSearch for years and it only gets better. Especially now that it can index Outlook ... P.S. The 
one time I needed tech support for a version upgrade and conflict with my server the experience was 
actually enjoyable.” — President, SearchPartner, www.searchpartnerllc.com

“dtSearch is the best! It makes a huge difference in my productivity. Thanks for the great product and 
excellent support.” — Senior Technical Recruiter, Ticketmaster

“Without a doubt, dtSearch is an industrial-strength application ... if finding what you want when you 
want it is critical to your daily operations, it’s an application you won’t want to be without.”
— Jobfind’s Dr. Gadget column
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NETRECRUITER features dtSearch in “Top 10 Tools” for recruitment industry.
Dedicated to the recruitment and placement of information technology, business, and service 
professionals, NETRECRUITER has the ability and experience to locate top-caliber candidates for 
placement with hundreds of client companies. In addition to candidate sourcing, NETRECRUITER offers 
seminars and training, Internet recruiting and consulting services. NETRECRUITER’s site has dtSearch 
in its “Top 10 Tools” list: “Incredibly robust ... I personally maintain my own ‘database’ of over one 
million resumes ... The features of dtSearch are mind blowing.”

Sovren teams with dtSearch for comprehensive recruitment developer component suite. 
A software-components-only firm, Sovren develops and markets a full suite of developer components 
for the recruitment market. Sovren’s solutions are multilingual and are used in job boards, 
assessment companies, applicant tracking systems, corporate HR, recruitment firms, research firms, 
and HRIS/HCM systems worldwide. “The dtSearch Engine is fast, effective and a perfect fit for the 
recruitment industry. Building on top of the dtSearch Engine APIs, we have added advanced text 
analysis specifically geared for the recruitment market.”

Cirrus Nova adds dtSearching to cloud-based Prism recruitment software.
Cirrus Nova’s Prism is a fully customizable, cloud-based Microsoft CRM Dynamics recruitment solution. 
“We choose our partners very carefully, not just based on their technological capabilities but based on 
their company culture, work ethic and professionalism. It is really important to us that the companies 
we choose share our values and dtSearch completely fit the bill!”

Voyager recruitment software journeys to dtSearch.
With headquarters in the UK, and offices in Australia, Voyager products are in use by thousands of 
users in a variety of different-sized recruitment businesses. For easy deployment, Voyager products 
are integrated with a modular architecture arranged along familiar functional boundaries — those that 
address the front office, and those that add power and automation to the middle and back-office. 
Voyager further ensures that each deployment is tailored to the specific recruitment needs of each 
organization. “We chose the dtSearch Engine for its speed, reliability, and well-written SDK. We 
researched many independent reviews from both users and developers and dtSearch was a clear 
winner.”

Systemsearch contracts “Talent” recruitment application using dtSearch; finds productivity 
up “leaps and bounds.”
“Talent (integrating dtSearch) allows us to minimize wasted time and maximize results with its easy 
to use search capabilities. There are so many options to use to help concentrate our search criteria in 
order to find the right types of individuals – fast! Productivity has increased leaps and bounds ... an 
efficient and productive development tool.” “The examples you provided are excellent and helped me 
get up to development speed stat! ... Thanks for a job well done!”

The recruitment experts at Lloyd® Staffing turn to dtSearch for text search.
Since 1971, employers and job seekers have turned to Lloyd Staffing to provide solutions to their 
staffing and employment needs. As a respected staffing industry leader, the organization maintains 
firmly established relationships with some of the nation’s most prestigious corporations. “We are 
predominantly using dtSearch as our ‘talent pool search engine’ of applicants, but are also using it to 
house important documents such as fee agreements and client cards.  The major benefit we feel 
dtSearch provides us is flexibility ... We would definitely recommend dtSearch to anyone looking to 
simplify and incorporate their databases into one searchable index.”

York Enterprise Solutions builds on dtSearch.
The company developed an application for searching vast, Web-based repositories of resumes. 
“dtSearch developer solutions were fast to install and easy to customize ... The result is very fast 
online searching of our resume database.”

TG Resourcing, a Cirrus Nova Prism customer, finds quick benefit to dtSearch Boolean 
search addition.
“As a specialist recruitment agency, it is absolutely vital for us to be able to carry out very precise 
searches. We frequently need to identify very complex skills within CV’s that are also closely 
connected to certain industries and being able to search to those parameters and then also add in a 
length of service search as well is just perfect. We are really pleased to see that Cirrus Nova has 
introduced this in to Prism.”

First Choice Software makes dtSearch its first choice for RDB ProNet recruitment software.
First Choice Software is a leading provider of IT solutions and support to the recruitment sector. First 
Choice designed its flagship product, RDB ProNet, to provide recruitment businesses with a stable and 
effective software solution for enhanced productivity. “We evaluated several leading text search 
engines and found dtSearch to be the most suited to our needs. It is very well engineered, fast and 
has been easy to integrate with our application. During evaluation we also tested the levels of 
developer support and dtSearch also scored very highly in this area.”

Encore Technical Staffing recruits dtSearch for lowest possible margins.
Encore Technical Staffing operates on the lowest possible margins in the placement of high tech 
professionals on a contract basis. “dtSearch Web is a wonderful product. We run it on about 1.8 
million resumes and it’s great. The customer support is awesome as is the product! ... The web 
version gives us both the security and access we needed to support our virtual environment ... 
dtSearch is by far superior in performance and function ... and the customer support is substantially 
superior.”

“One of my favorite tools, that I talk about in any presentation or training class, is dtSearch ... Among 
the many new features, some of the most notable include the ability to create automatic index 
updates that can be scheduled; the ability to index other people’s web sites, even handling 
dynamically created links (pages that were built for the requested search and static pages); the ability 
to maintain your in-house jargon as it pertains to a job description, but use search words that are in 
the real world; and a lot, lot more.”
—Sourcerer’s Apprentice

“I spent months looking for a resume search tool. dtSearch did exactly what I wanted. It was quick to 
index, even quicker to update, and virtually instant to search. dtSearch also has a lot of customization 
options built-in, which I like.”

“I have used dtSearch Spider to reach out to the web to search web sites in support of research 
projects, and the Outlook option on Outlook message stores. Both are rich with potential.” — Charles 
H. Collins, Jr.

Mr. Collins has over 25 years experience in IT programs, as well as project, quality assurance and 
disaster recovery management. He and his consultants serve clients in transportation, pharmaceutical 
and health care, manufacturing, government, finance and financial information, high technology, 
telecommunication, and other industries. Please contact him for consulting work at chuck.
collins@mindspring.com

Awarded a Best in Class rating in the “Index and Search Resumes in Document Folders” category. 
— Recruiting on the Web: Smart Strategies for Finding the Perfect Candidate

“If you collect resumes, you’d benefit from dtSearch. It will create an index of every word in every 
resume (or every file in every directory you specify). Searches will then very quickly parse the 
indexed documents for any combination of search terms. After a search, dtSearch prioritizes the 
names of matching files in a table, from which you can click to open any resume or other document 
with highlighted hits.” — Owner, ALPHA SYSTEMS, www.jobbs.com. 

“This is just a quick note to let you know how very pleased I am with your product ... I am in the 
recruiting business specialized in IT, and have thousands of resumes on file, applicants who have 
every imaginable IT skillset under the sun. You can imagine what a needle-in-a-haystack it is to find 
just the right applicant with the right skills for any given employer.

Formerly I was tediously entering data into a database by hand, a time consuming, never-ending 
task, trying to keep up with applicant skillsets and company technologies. It was a losing battle. 

Your product dtSearch for me is an incredible breakthrough. Because of its boolean text based file 
search capabilities, it completely bypasses the need to enter data anywhere, and has freed me from a 
monotonous time consuming data entry task, which allows me to put my time to much better use 
finding new clients and interviewing more applicants rather than waste it on administrivia. The data is 
already there, all I needed was the tool to find it. dtSearch is that tool. It is completely flexible and 
allows me to do business my own way, rather than try to bend my business to fit some packaged 
recruiting software solution, of which I have seen several. This flexibility is very important to me. 

Thanks to your product I have been able to move my business to the next level. At last we are 
seeing some benefit from all the promises of productivity increase that computers can provide us, 
thanks to dtSearch. What a pleasure it is to use your product. 

And, please do me a favor and do not let my competitors in on this secret!”
— Spectrum Computer Personnel Inc.

“To whom it may concern (anyone with mounds of data needing a way to access it), I have been 
using dtSearch for years and it only gets better. Especially now that it can index Outlook ... P.S. The 
one time I needed tech support for a version upgrade and conflict with my server the experience was 
actually enjoyable.” — President, SearchPartner, www.searchpartnerllc.com

“dtSearch is the best! It makes a huge difference in my productivity. Thanks for the great product and 
excellent support.” — Senior Technical Recruiter, Ticketmaster

“Without a doubt, dtSearch is an industrial-strength application ... if finding what you want when you 
want it is critical to your daily operations, it’s an application you won’t want to be without.”
— Jobfind’s Dr. Gadget column
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Extra! FWOSS adds dtSearch to online 18th and 19th Century British and Irish newspaper 
collection.
FWOSS specializes in the creation of market-leading content-rich websites for a wide range of public 
and private-sector clients. One of FWOSS’ clients is Last Chance To Read, a website with a publicly 
available collection of 18th and 19th Century newspapers. “The ASP.NET integration and samples 
were so straightforward to setup,” and “the PDF hit highlighting feature within the dtSearch Engine 
was so useful to this project.” “The automation of the indexing functionality ... allowed us to 
synchronise changes to the documents with the search indexes quickly and reliably.”

FultonHistory.com uses dtSearch online to search over 1.5 million newspapers and 
historical photos.
FultonHistory.com has scanned in over 150 years of newspapers into searchable PDF. Visitors to this 
publicly-available site can use dtSearch to search the entire collection — with highlighted hits 
appearing right on the scanned newspaper images. (For example, a search for the Titanic instantly 
pulls up hit-highlighted coverage from the original disaster in 1912, as well as more modern coverage 
of the discovery of the underwater wreck.) “I searched high and low for a product that would handle 
PDF text with embedded images ... I used the dtSearch hit-highlighting feature to highlight words 
seemingly right on the scans. Because of the potential for OCR errors when scanning old newspapers, 
dtSearch’s fuzzy searching is really important.”

From Processor Magazine: “The FultonHistory.com Web site currently houses more than 5.5 million 
pages of scanned newspaper articles and photographs from the 1830s.”  dtSearch “leveraged both the 
OCR text and the original scanned images in its indexing and search process.”  The product “‘scales
excellently. It’s just as quick with 5 million pages as 5,000 pages’ ... ‘The ability to do fuzzy searches 
is key when you’re OCRing old newspapers from microfilm because of the poor quality of the original 
paper and/or quality of the microfilming.’”

Israel Museum turns to IDEA@Muse embedding dtSearch to manage vast archaeological 
collections.
The Israel Museum in Jerusalem has more than 500,000 items, representing the world's cultures from 
their beginning, 10 million years ago, until now.  To manage this vast repository of digital and display 
assets, the Israel Museum choice IDEA@Muse from IDEA Information Systems. “For faster, stronger 
and more efficient searches, IDEA has created its own mechanism that integrates a textual search 
engine into the system, based on the dtSearch technology.”

FASOLT re-launches with dtSearch.
FASOLT, For All Serious Opera Lovers Today, is a website dedicated to the opera. It includes over ten 
thousand opera recordings, a large opera reference guide, and much more. “Visitors can search this 
data using standard Boolean logic in conjunction with pre-prepared keywords to filter search results. 
The search is extremely fast.”

The Foursquare Church uses FileHold with embedded dtSearch to achieve “powerful
searches.”
FileHold Systems is the developer of the FileHold document management, archival and recovery 
software.  Key features include: document and record lifecycle management, a workflow component, 
extensive security features, and browser-based access.  FileHold's customer, The Foursquare Church, 
has approximately 8,000,000 members and 65,000 churches worldwide. “The Foursquare Church 
found that FileHold document management software met their business objectives of full-text 
searching vast quantities of electronic information to find exactly what they were looking for ... The 
more advanced users were able to structure more complex and exact queries, while the basic users 
could query the system for single terms within a given sub-collection.”

Earthjustice finds dtSearch of use in its representation of the Earth.
Earthjustice is the nonprofit law firm for the environment, representing—without charge—hundreds of 
public interest clients, large and small. Founded in 1971 as Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, 
Earthjustice works through the courts to safeguard public lands, national forests, parks, and 
wilderness areas; to reduce air and water pollution; to prevent toxic contamination; and to preserve 
endangered species and wildlife habitat. “dtSearch products will help Earthjustice access our growing 
collections of information, allowing us to locate pertinent information with ease and speed across the 
organization so that we may further our goal of protecting the environment through our legal work.”

dtSearch is a key tool in humanitarian projects.
John Cosgrave is the Evaluation Advisor and Coordinator for the Tsunami Evaluation Coalition. The 
Tsunami Evaluation Coalition is a joint initiative by UN agencies, Donor Governments, the Red Cross, 
Non-Governmental Organisations and the Active Learning Network on Accountability and Performance 
in Humanitarian Action (ALNAP). “I have been using dtSearch for working with large data sets in 
humanitarian evaluations for the last five years, and it is an essential tool for working with such large 
sets of documents ... Using dtSearch Publish allows me to distribute CD-ROMs with evaluation data-
sets to colleagues in the field, so that they can use the power of dtSearch to interrogate the data-
sets.”

Graphic Sciences includes dtSearch in digital services for multiple public libraries.
Paper newspapers and newspapers on microfilm have always been a popular reference resource. 
Graphic Sciences specializes in converting newspapers and newspaper on microfilm to digital images, 
and publishing them to the Web. “We were looking for a product for publishing the PDFs to the Web 
and making them instantly searchable. dtSearch fit the bill perfectly ... searching was instantaneous. 
The end result is a much more accessible archive for the library and its constituents.”

Middle English meets dtSearch.
In circulation prior to Chaucer, the National Library of Scotland’s Auchinleck Manuscript contains a 
large collection of Middle English text. The project uses dtSearch “to search transcriptions of the entire 
Auchinleck Manuscript.” Of course, there is a caveat about Modern English vs. Middle English: “be
warned, as dtSearch has been designed for use with Modern English, only Modern English forms will 
be found. For example, a search for play with the stemming box checked would ... not find playeþ,
playeth, playande, playinde etc.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching for 200+ year old research library.
For over 25 years, GVPi has specialized in delivering projects on-time and within budget. One of 
GVPi’s electronic publishing customers, the Social Law Library, has been operating for over two 
centuries in Massachusetts. By the time that the Social Law Library turned to GVPi, the Library had 
accumulated more than 14 miles of shelf space to house its data. “The dtSearch Engine provides 
instant data search access for both member subscribers and non-members operating on a ‘pay as you 
go’ basis. The embedded dtSearch puts the Library on a much stronger financial basis, as well as 
streamlining its administrative needs.”

SDS adds dtSearch to K12 product suite.
School District Systems provides an integrated suite of financial and human resource software to the 
K12 sector across North America. With regard to search speed upon integration of the dtSearch Text 
Retrieval Engine: “Our clients are amazed at the speed ... lightning fast.”

Modern Image combines dtSearch enterprise-wide searching and spidered searching for 
major non-profit.
Modern Image specializes in assisting organizations with document management and document 
imaging. “For this not-for-profit organization, we were able to efficiently OCR very old documents like 
newsclippings, and historical archival non-standard paper, with 99.9% quality assurance.” “In
reviewing the market, we found no peer to dtSearch. dtSearch is robust enough for even the largest 
document collections … The dtSearch Spider led to a goldmine of information.”

15,000+ old Hebrew books, OCR’ed and searchable online with dtSearch, are now available 
through www.hebrewbooks.org.
The Society for the Preservation of Hebrew Books has scanned more than 15,000 volumes of rare and 
out-of-print works, dating back to the Middle Ages, which were in danger of being lost, destroyed or 
simply disintegrating due to the passage of time. “Thanks to technology from dtSearch, the public can 
now instantly search these books from our site. Through dtSearch, we can display the full image 
(PDF) of these works, and dtSearch will jump straight to the highlighted hits in the full image of the 
texts, including all graphics and even handwritten annotated notes.”

From The Jerusalem Post: “The Web site’s dtSearch Engine allows visitors to search the text for 
key words and topics.”

From Information Week: “The dtSearch Engine allows visitors to search within document 
collections with more than one language ... The search engine provides dozens of search options, with 
Unicode support for hundreds of languages, and can display Web-based documents with links and 
images.”

Contegra Systems redesigns Cornell’s TEEAL Library, including dtSearch capabilities. The
Essential Electronic Agriculture Library (TEEAL) is an electronic collection of full-text articles, abstracts 
and graphics from 140 agriculture science journals.  A project of Cornell University’s Albert R. Mann 
Library, TEEAL was launched in 1996 with funding from the Rockefeller Foundation to provide a cost-
effective resource for agricultural researchers in developing countries worldwide. “dtSearch provides 
the core technology that enables advanced search, navigation and browsing.  The new version uses 
dtSearch to provide users instant search access to both the meta data and the full-text content 
covering 5+ million pages of information.”

AppsPlus engages dtSearch for the Open Scroll.
AppsPlus’ client, the Open Scroll, tasked AppsPlus to develop an online research library, with various 
levels of user library access and easy administration. “AppsPlus integrated dtSearch with AJAX.” “The
dtSearch Engine provided the functionality and great performance we needed.”

Content Data Solutions applies dtSearch to ancient Latin lexicon.
The Electronic Publishing Services Group of Content Data Solutions focuses on bibliography lists and 
linguistic references for libraries and scholars around the world. Included in this group’s projects is the 
creation of an electronic version of the authoritative monolingual Latin lexicon, the Thesaurus Linguae 
Latinae. “We liked the versatility of the dtSearch Engine ... Working with dtSearch has been nothing 
but good news.”

dtSearch welcomes usage by the International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW).
IFAW works to improve the welfare of wild and domestic animals throughout the world by reducing 
commercial exploitation of animals, protecting wildlife habitats, and assisting animals in distress. “Our
Guelph, Canada office is essentially a hub of information, statistics, data, etc. needed for our 
worldwide animal welfare campaigns. Our IT team is very excited about how dtSearch will impact 
their work in this information hub, as well as usage here at headquarters and for our online marketing 
team.”

“I think dtSearch is an extraordinary software accomplishment.  I’m a university professor, and I’d
find it hard to function academically — in teaching, research, and book-writing — without dtSearch.
I’d recommend it strongly to any academic.  dtSearch is a great solution to information-finding 
problems shared by all academics.” — Sociology Professor, York University, Toronto

“I’ll remember the content I’m looking for, I could never find the name of the darned file until 
dtSearch came into my life. Yes, it is blinding fast and also it’s my security blanket. I know that I can 
find what I want—filename be hanged. I can’t imagine a better investment for a writer.” — Author of 
“The Memory Triggering Book”
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Extra! FWOSS adds dtSearch to online 18th and 19th Century British and Irish newspaper 
collection.
FWOSS specializes in the creation of market-leading content-rich websites for a wide range of public 
and private-sector clients. One of FWOSS’ clients is Last Chance To Read, a website with a publicly 
available collection of 18th and 19th Century newspapers. “The ASP.NET integration and samples 
were so straightforward to setup,” and “the PDF hit highlighting feature within the dtSearch Engine 
was so useful to this project.” “The automation of the indexing functionality ... allowed us to 
synchronise changes to the documents with the search indexes quickly and reliably.”

FultonHistory.com uses dtSearch online to search over 1.5 million newspapers and 
historical photos.
FultonHistory.com has scanned in over 150 years of newspapers into searchable PDF. Visitors to this 
publicly-available site can use dtSearch to search the entire collection — with highlighted hits 
appearing right on the scanned newspaper images. (For example, a search for the Titanic instantly 
pulls up hit-highlighted coverage from the original disaster in 1912, as well as more modern coverage 
of the discovery of the underwater wreck.) “I searched high and low for a product that would handle 
PDF text with embedded images ... I used the dtSearch hit-highlighting feature to highlight words 
seemingly right on the scans. Because of the potential for OCR errors when scanning old newspapers, 
dtSearch’s fuzzy searching is really important.”

From Processor Magazine: “The FultonHistory.com Web site currently houses more than 5.5 million 
pages of scanned newspaper articles and photographs from the 1830s.”  dtSearch “leveraged both the 
OCR text and the original scanned images in its indexing and search process.”  The product “‘scales
excellently. It’s just as quick with 5 million pages as 5,000 pages’ ... ‘The ability to do fuzzy searches 
is key when you’re OCRing old newspapers from microfilm because of the poor quality of the original 
paper and/or quality of the microfilming.’”

Israel Museum turns to IDEA@Muse embedding dtSearch to manage vast archaeological 
collections.
The Israel Museum in Jerusalem has more than 500,000 items, representing the world's cultures from 
their beginning, 10 million years ago, until now.  To manage this vast repository of digital and display 
assets, the Israel Museum choice IDEA@Muse from IDEA Information Systems. “For faster, stronger 
and more efficient searches, IDEA has created its own mechanism that integrates a textual search 
engine into the system, based on the dtSearch technology.”

FASOLT re-launches with dtSearch.
FASOLT, For All Serious Opera Lovers Today, is a website dedicated to the opera. It includes over ten 
thousand opera recordings, a large opera reference guide, and much more. “Visitors can search this 
data using standard Boolean logic in conjunction with pre-prepared keywords to filter search results. 
The search is extremely fast.”

The Foursquare Church uses FileHold with embedded dtSearch to achieve “powerful
searches.”
FileHold Systems is the developer of the FileHold document management, archival and recovery 
software.  Key features include: document and record lifecycle management, a workflow component, 
extensive security features, and browser-based access.  FileHold's customer, The Foursquare Church, 
has approximately 8,000,000 members and 65,000 churches worldwide. “The Foursquare Church 
found that FileHold document management software met their business objectives of full-text 
searching vast quantities of electronic information to find exactly what they were looking for ... The 
more advanced users were able to structure more complex and exact queries, while the basic users 
could query the system for single terms within a given sub-collection.”

Earthjustice finds dtSearch of use in its representation of the Earth.
Earthjustice is the nonprofit law firm for the environment, representing—without charge—hundreds of 
public interest clients, large and small. Founded in 1971 as Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, 
Earthjustice works through the courts to safeguard public lands, national forests, parks, and 
wilderness areas; to reduce air and water pollution; to prevent toxic contamination; and to preserve 
endangered species and wildlife habitat. “dtSearch products will help Earthjustice access our growing 
collections of information, allowing us to locate pertinent information with ease and speed across the 
organization so that we may further our goal of protecting the environment through our legal work.”

dtSearch is a key tool in humanitarian projects.
John Cosgrave is the Evaluation Advisor and Coordinator for the Tsunami Evaluation Coalition. The 
Tsunami Evaluation Coalition is a joint initiative by UN agencies, Donor Governments, the Red Cross, 
Non-Governmental Organisations and the Active Learning Network on Accountability and Performance 
in Humanitarian Action (ALNAP). “I have been using dtSearch for working with large data sets in 
humanitarian evaluations for the last five years, and it is an essential tool for working with such large 
sets of documents ... Using dtSearch Publish allows me to distribute CD-ROMs with evaluation data-
sets to colleagues in the field, so that they can use the power of dtSearch to interrogate the data-
sets.”

Graphic Sciences includes dtSearch in digital services for multiple public libraries.
Paper newspapers and newspapers on microfilm have always been a popular reference resource. 
Graphic Sciences specializes in converting newspapers and newspaper on microfilm to digital images, 
and publishing them to the Web. “We were looking for a product for publishing the PDFs to the Web 
and making them instantly searchable. dtSearch fit the bill perfectly ... searching was instantaneous. 
The end result is a much more accessible archive for the library and its constituents.”

Middle English meets dtSearch.
In circulation prior to Chaucer, the National Library of Scotland’s Auchinleck Manuscript contains a 
large collection of Middle English text. The project uses dtSearch “to search transcriptions of the entire 
Auchinleck Manuscript.” Of course, there is a caveat about Modern English vs. Middle English: “be
warned, as dtSearch has been designed for use with Modern English, only Modern English forms will 
be found. For example, a search for play with the stemming box checked would ... not find playeþ,
playeth, playande, playinde etc.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching for 200+ year old research library.
For over 25 years, GVPi has specialized in delivering projects on-time and within budget. One of 
GVPi’s electronic publishing customers, the Social Law Library, has been operating for over two 
centuries in Massachusetts. By the time that the Social Law Library turned to GVPi, the Library had 
accumulated more than 14 miles of shelf space to house its data. “The dtSearch Engine provides 
instant data search access for both member subscribers and non-members operating on a ‘pay as you 
go’ basis. The embedded dtSearch puts the Library on a much stronger financial basis, as well as 
streamlining its administrative needs.”

SDS adds dtSearch to K12 product suite.
School District Systems provides an integrated suite of financial and human resource software to the 
K12 sector across North America. With regard to search speed upon integration of the dtSearch Text 
Retrieval Engine: “Our clients are amazed at the speed ... lightning fast.”

Modern Image combines dtSearch enterprise-wide searching and spidered searching for 
major non-profit.
Modern Image specializes in assisting organizations with document management and document 
imaging. “For this not-for-profit organization, we were able to efficiently OCR very old documents like 
newsclippings, and historical archival non-standard paper, with 99.9% quality assurance.” “In
reviewing the market, we found no peer to dtSearch. dtSearch is robust enough for even the largest 
document collections … The dtSearch Spider led to a goldmine of information.”

15,000+ old Hebrew books, OCR’ed and searchable online with dtSearch, are now available 
through www.hebrewbooks.org.
The Society for the Preservation of Hebrew Books has scanned more than 15,000 volumes of rare and 
out-of-print works, dating back to the Middle Ages, which were in danger of being lost, destroyed or 
simply disintegrating due to the passage of time. “Thanks to technology from dtSearch, the public can 
now instantly search these books from our site. Through dtSearch, we can display the full image 
(PDF) of these works, and dtSearch will jump straight to the highlighted hits in the full image of the 
texts, including all graphics and even handwritten annotated notes.”

From The Jerusalem Post: “The Web site’s dtSearch Engine allows visitors to search the text for 
key words and topics.”

From Information Week: “The dtSearch Engine allows visitors to search within document 
collections with more than one language ... The search engine provides dozens of search options, with 
Unicode support for hundreds of languages, and can display Web-based documents with links and 
images.”

Contegra Systems redesigns Cornell’s TEEAL Library, including dtSearch capabilities. The
Essential Electronic Agriculture Library (TEEAL) is an electronic collection of full-text articles, abstracts 
and graphics from 140 agriculture science journals.  A project of Cornell University’s Albert R. Mann 
Library, TEEAL was launched in 1996 with funding from the Rockefeller Foundation to provide a cost-
effective resource for agricultural researchers in developing countries worldwide. “dtSearch provides 
the core technology that enables advanced search, navigation and browsing.  The new version uses 
dtSearch to provide users instant search access to both the meta data and the full-text content 
covering 5+ million pages of information.”

AppsPlus engages dtSearch for the Open Scroll.
AppsPlus’ client, the Open Scroll, tasked AppsPlus to develop an online research library, with various 
levels of user library access and easy administration. “AppsPlus integrated dtSearch with AJAX.” “The
dtSearch Engine provided the functionality and great performance we needed.”

Content Data Solutions applies dtSearch to ancient Latin lexicon.
The Electronic Publishing Services Group of Content Data Solutions focuses on bibliography lists and 
linguistic references for libraries and scholars around the world. Included in this group’s projects is the 
creation of an electronic version of the authoritative monolingual Latin lexicon, the Thesaurus Linguae 
Latinae. “We liked the versatility of the dtSearch Engine ... Working with dtSearch has been nothing 
but good news.”

dtSearch welcomes usage by the International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW).
IFAW works to improve the welfare of wild and domestic animals throughout the world by reducing 
commercial exploitation of animals, protecting wildlife habitats, and assisting animals in distress. “Our
Guelph, Canada office is essentially a hub of information, statistics, data, etc. needed for our 
worldwide animal welfare campaigns. Our IT team is very excited about how dtSearch will impact 
their work in this information hub, as well as usage here at headquarters and for our online marketing 
team.”

“I think dtSearch is an extraordinary software accomplishment.  I’m a university professor, and I’d
find it hard to function academically — in teaching, research, and book-writing — without dtSearch.
I’d recommend it strongly to any academic.  dtSearch is a great solution to information-finding 
problems shared by all academics.” — Sociology Professor, York University, Toronto

“I’ll remember the content I’m looking for, I could never find the name of the darned file until 
dtSearch came into my life. Yes, it is blinding fast and also it’s my security blanket. I know that I can 
find what I want—filename be hanged. I can’t imagine a better investment for a writer.” — Author of 
“The Memory Triggering Book”
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Extra! FWOSS adds dtSearch to online 18th and 19th Century British and Irish newspaper 
collection.
FWOSS specializes in the creation of market-leading content-rich websites for a wide range of public 
and private-sector clients. One of FWOSS’ clients is Last Chance To Read, a website with a publicly 
available collection of 18th and 19th Century newspapers. “The ASP.NET integration and samples 
were so straightforward to setup,” and “the PDF hit highlighting feature within the dtSearch Engine 
was so useful to this project.” “The automation of the indexing functionality ... allowed us to 
synchronise changes to the documents with the search indexes quickly and reliably.”

FultonHistory.com uses dtSearch online to search over 1.5 million newspapers and 
historical photos.
FultonHistory.com has scanned in over 150 years of newspapers into searchable PDF. Visitors to this 
publicly-available site can use dtSearch to search the entire collection — with highlighted hits 
appearing right on the scanned newspaper images. (For example, a search for the Titanic instantly 
pulls up hit-highlighted coverage from the original disaster in 1912, as well as more modern coverage 
of the discovery of the underwater wreck.) “I searched high and low for a product that would handle 
PDF text with embedded images ... I used the dtSearch hit-highlighting feature to highlight words 
seemingly right on the scans. Because of the potential for OCR errors when scanning old newspapers, 
dtSearch’s fuzzy searching is really important.”

From Processor Magazine: “The FultonHistory.com Web site currently houses more than 5.5 million 
pages of scanned newspaper articles and photographs from the 1830s.”  dtSearch “leveraged both the 
OCR text and the original scanned images in its indexing and search process.”  The product “‘scales
excellently. It’s just as quick with 5 million pages as 5,000 pages’ ... ‘The ability to do fuzzy searches 
is key when you’re OCRing old newspapers from microfilm because of the poor quality of the original 
paper and/or quality of the microfilming.’”

Israel Museum turns to IDEA@Muse embedding dtSearch to manage vast archaeological 
collections.
The Israel Museum in Jerusalem has more than 500,000 items, representing the world's cultures from 
their beginning, 10 million years ago, until now.  To manage this vast repository of digital and display 
assets, the Israel Museum choice IDEA@Muse from IDEA Information Systems. “For faster, stronger 
and more efficient searches, IDEA has created its own mechanism that integrates a textual search 
engine into the system, based on the dtSearch technology.”

FASOLT re-launches with dtSearch.
FASOLT, For All Serious Opera Lovers Today, is a website dedicated to the opera. It includes over ten 
thousand opera recordings, a large opera reference guide, and much more. “Visitors can search this 
data using standard Boolean logic in conjunction with pre-prepared keywords to filter search results. 
The search is extremely fast.”

The Foursquare Church uses FileHold with embedded dtSearch to achieve “powerful
searches.”
FileHold Systems is the developer of the FileHold document management, archival and recovery 
software.  Key features include: document and record lifecycle management, a workflow component, 
extensive security features, and browser-based access.  FileHold's customer, The Foursquare Church, 
has approximately 8,000,000 members and 65,000 churches worldwide. “The Foursquare Church 
found that FileHold document management software met their business objectives of full-text 
searching vast quantities of electronic information to find exactly what they were looking for ... The 
more advanced users were able to structure more complex and exact queries, while the basic users 
could query the system for single terms within a given sub-collection.”

Earthjustice finds dtSearch of use in its representation of the Earth.
Earthjustice is the nonprofit law firm for the environment, representing—without charge—hundreds of 
public interest clients, large and small. Founded in 1971 as Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, 
Earthjustice works through the courts to safeguard public lands, national forests, parks, and 
wilderness areas; to reduce air and water pollution; to prevent toxic contamination; and to preserve 
endangered species and wildlife habitat. “dtSearch products will help Earthjustice access our growing 
collections of information, allowing us to locate pertinent information with ease and speed across the 
organization so that we may further our goal of protecting the environment through our legal work.”

dtSearch is a key tool in humanitarian projects.
John Cosgrave is the Evaluation Advisor and Coordinator for the Tsunami Evaluation Coalition. The 
Tsunami Evaluation Coalition is a joint initiative by UN agencies, Donor Governments, the Red Cross, 
Non-Governmental Organisations and the Active Learning Network on Accountability and Performance 
in Humanitarian Action (ALNAP). “I have been using dtSearch for working with large data sets in 
humanitarian evaluations for the last five years, and it is an essential tool for working with such large 
sets of documents ... Using dtSearch Publish allows me to distribute CD-ROMs with evaluation data-
sets to colleagues in the field, so that they can use the power of dtSearch to interrogate the data-
sets.”

Graphic Sciences includes dtSearch in digital services for multiple public libraries.
Paper newspapers and newspapers on microfilm have always been a popular reference resource. 
Graphic Sciences specializes in converting newspapers and newspaper on microfilm to digital images, 
and publishing them to the Web. “We were looking for a product for publishing the PDFs to the Web 
and making them instantly searchable. dtSearch fit the bill perfectly ... searching was instantaneous. 
The end result is a much more accessible archive for the library and its constituents.”

Middle English meets dtSearch.
In circulation prior to Chaucer, the National Library of Scotland’s Auchinleck Manuscript contains a 
large collection of Middle English text. The project uses dtSearch “to search transcriptions of the entire 
Auchinleck Manuscript.” Of course, there is a caveat about Modern English vs. Middle English: “be
warned, as dtSearch has been designed for use with Modern English, only Modern English forms will 
be found. For example, a search for play with the stemming box checked would ... not find playeþ,
playeth, playande, playinde etc.”

GVPi adds dtSearch online searching for 200+ year old research library.
For over 25 years, GVPi has specialized in delivering projects on-time and within budget. One of 
GVPi’s electronic publishing customers, the Social Law Library, has been operating for over two 
centuries in Massachusetts. By the time that the Social Law Library turned to GVPi, the Library had 
accumulated more than 14 miles of shelf space to house its data. “The dtSearch Engine provides 
instant data search access for both member subscribers and non-members operating on a ‘pay as you 
go’ basis. The embedded dtSearch puts the Library on a much stronger financial basis, as well as 
streamlining its administrative needs.”

SDS adds dtSearch to K12 product suite.
School District Systems provides an integrated suite of financial and human resource software to the 
K12 sector across North America. With regard to search speed upon integration of the dtSearch Text 
Retrieval Engine: “Our clients are amazed at the speed ... lightning fast.”

Modern Image combines dtSearch enterprise-wide searching and spidered searching for 
major non-profit.
Modern Image specializes in assisting organizations with document management and document 
imaging. “For this not-for-profit organization, we were able to efficiently OCR very old documents like 
newsclippings, and historical archival non-standard paper, with 99.9% quality assurance.” “In
reviewing the market, we found no peer to dtSearch. dtSearch is robust enough for even the largest 
document collections … The dtSearch Spider led to a goldmine of information.”

15,000+ old Hebrew books, OCR’ed and searchable online with dtSearch, are now available 
through www.hebrewbooks.org.
The Society for the Preservation of Hebrew Books has scanned more than 15,000 volumes of rare and 
out-of-print works, dating back to the Middle Ages, which were in danger of being lost, destroyed or 
simply disintegrating due to the passage of time. “Thanks to technology from dtSearch, the public can 
now instantly search these books from our site. Through dtSearch, we can display the full image 
(PDF) of these works, and dtSearch will jump straight to the highlighted hits in the full image of the 
texts, including all graphics and even handwritten annotated notes.”

From The Jerusalem Post: “The Web site’s dtSearch Engine allows visitors to search the text for 
key words and topics.”

From Information Week: “The dtSearch Engine allows visitors to search within document 
collections with more than one language ... The search engine provides dozens of search options, with 
Unicode support for hundreds of languages, and can display Web-based documents with links and 
images.”

Contegra Systems redesigns Cornell’s TEEAL Library, including dtSearch capabilities. The
Essential Electronic Agriculture Library (TEEAL) is an electronic collection of full-text articles, abstracts 
and graphics from 140 agriculture science journals.  A project of Cornell University’s Albert R. Mann 
Library, TEEAL was launched in 1996 with funding from the Rockefeller Foundation to provide a cost-
effective resource for agricultural researchers in developing countries worldwide. “dtSearch provides 
the core technology that enables advanced search, navigation and browsing.  The new version uses 
dtSearch to provide users instant search access to both the meta data and the full-text content 
covering 5+ million pages of information.”

AppsPlus engages dtSearch for the Open Scroll.
AppsPlus’ client, the Open Scroll, tasked AppsPlus to develop an online research library, with various 
levels of user library access and easy administration. “AppsPlus integrated dtSearch with AJAX.” “The
dtSearch Engine provided the functionality and great performance we needed.”

Content Data Solutions applies dtSearch to ancient Latin lexicon.
The Electronic Publishing Services Group of Content Data Solutions focuses on bibliography lists and 
linguistic references for libraries and scholars around the world. Included in this group’s projects is the 
creation of an electronic version of the authoritative monolingual Latin lexicon, the Thesaurus Linguae 
Latinae. “We liked the versatility of the dtSearch Engine ... Working with dtSearch has been nothing 
but good news.”

dtSearch welcomes usage by the International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW).
IFAW works to improve the welfare of wild and domestic animals throughout the world by reducing 
commercial exploitation of animals, protecting wildlife habitats, and assisting animals in distress. “Our
Guelph, Canada office is essentially a hub of information, statistics, data, etc. needed for our 
worldwide animal welfare campaigns. Our IT team is very excited about how dtSearch will impact 
their work in this information hub, as well as usage here at headquarters and for our online marketing 
team.”

“I think dtSearch is an extraordinary software accomplishment.  I’m a university professor, and I’d
find it hard to function academically — in teaching, research, and book-writing — without dtSearch.
I’d recommend it strongly to any academic.  dtSearch is a great solution to information-finding 
problems shared by all academics.” — Sociology Professor, York University, Toronto

“I’ll remember the content I’m looking for, I could never find the name of the darned file until 
dtSearch came into my life. Yes, it is blinding fast and also it’s my security blanket. I know that I can 
find what I want—filename be hanged. I can’t imagine a better investment for a writer.” — Author of 
“The Memory Triggering Book”
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dtSearch’s UK distributor offers Language Extension Packs including expanded 
international language noise word lists, stemming rules and synonym rings.
The dtSearch product line includes Unicode support, allowing indexing and searching of hundreds of 
languages supported by the Unicode standard.  Supplementing this support, dtSearch’s UK distributor 
(www.dtsearch.co.uk) provides Language Extension Packs, including expanded international noise 
word lists, stemming rules and synonym rings.  From a sample Cyrillic white paper authored by 
dtSearch’s UK distributor: dtSearch “includes a mapping from the Cyrillic ‘i’ to the Latin ‘i’ and thus if 
you search on web pages spidered by dtSearch you would find all the web pages, irrespective of 
whether you have a Ukrainian keyboard or a Russian keyboard and make the error of substituting the 
Latin ‘i’. It is this depth of experience that distinguishes dtSearch from many of the newer entrants to 
the world of search technology.”

Pythagoria develops international language API overlay for dtSearch Engine developers.
Pythagoria has developed a full NLP layer covering semantic and cross-language searching for a wide 
range of European languages plus Arabic (with more languages under development). The SDK 
interfaces with the dtSearch Engine for Win & .NET and/or the dtSearch Engine for Linux via a SOAP 
or RestFull webservice. “Our international language extension APIs integrate with the dtSearch Engine 
APIs both at the point of indexing and the point of searching ... dtSearch Engine offers great search 
speed.”

Encyclopaedia Britannica’s cross-language morphological search plug in integrates with 
dtSearch.
With a focus on Arabic, Farsi and other Middle Eastern Languages, Encyclopaedia Britannica has 
developed a rich product suite, which allows English speaking users to review and analyze foreign 
language source data. Components of the product suite include Britannica’s Cross Language 
Morphological Analysis (BMA), Cross Language Entity Extraction (EntX), and Embedded Translation 
Layer (ETL). “We are delighted to partner with dtSearch and provide state of the art foreign language 
solutions for our customers. Britannica’s morphology suite seamlessly integrates with the dtSearch 
Engine developer APIs, enabling users to use English language queries to search for foreign 
languages, overcoming morphological complexity and ambiguity. All methods enable smooth and 
transparent integration, adding Britannica’s language capabilities while maintaining the full range of 
dtSearch’s flexible search capacity.”

Basis Technology’s Rosette® Linguistics Platform integration accessible through dtSearch 
API.
The Rosette Linguistics Platform helps applications unlock the meaning of unstructured text by 
determining the language, and identifying the basic linguistic features and structure. Relying on code 
that is unique to each particular language, Rosette results in highly accurate Chinese, Japanese, 
Korean, Arabic and other international language morphological analysis. “We’re pleased to be working 
with dtSearch to provide their customers with solutions for enabling multilingual information 
processing.”

White Paper:  dtSearch® and Rosette® Full-Featured International Search.
“Rosette’s functionality integrates with the dtSearch Engine using the dtSearch Engine’s Language 
Analyzer API. Essentially, the API passes blocks of Unicode text to the Rosette language analyzer and 
accepts back words to index.”

From Intel® Software Partner Program Success Story with dtSearch:
“‘We review performance parameters at every step of data access, data parsing, indexing, searching, 
and hit-highlighting. Intel® VTune™ Performance Analyzer excels at helping us optimize these 
processes as part of our development cycle.’”

“Using the Intel® Concurrency Checker, available through the Intel® Software Partner Program, 
[dtSearch Corp.] then tested a dtSearch Engine sample application to simulate high-volume 
concurrent searching of a single shared index, similar to what might occur on a high-traffic web site. 
The dtSearch Engine multi-threaded indexed search demo achieved 100 percent parallel time in the 
Intel Concurrency Checker test, indicating full optimization for multi-core hardware under that test 
scenario.”

“The relationship between Intel and dtSearch stretches back a number of years, helping dtSearch 
continue to develop in parallel with the evolution of client and server platforms. As a result, the 
combination of hardware and software generates synergies that deliver excellent performance and 
other benefits to end-customers, including internal customers at Intel.”

Contegra Systems offers new server-side PDF hit-highlighting solution.
Solution summary:  current versions of Adobe Reader do not include an option for highlighting search 
terms in PDFs.  dtSearch offers a no-charge plug-in to re-add this functionality.  However, the plug-in 
requires separate installation for each end-user.  As an alternative to the dtSearch plug-in, Contegra 
Systems has created a “server-side only install” PDF hit-highlighting solution, bypassing the need to 
have each end-user separately install software to re-add hit highlights back to PDFs. “Contegra’s
server-side solution works directly with dtSearch indexes as well as dtSearch’s extensive query 
language and syntax. dtSearch developer customers can easily integrate our hit-highlighting server-
side solution into their existing applications.”

CodeProject article:  "Faceted Search with dtSearch – Not Your Average Search Filter."
"I recently was introduced to dtSearch ... I was impressed with the scope of functionality that it 
offered. In particular, a feature that I never could seem to get quite right, filtering search results, they 
nail through their faceted search capabilities. In this article, I’m going to show you how to set up 
dtSearch with an Entity Framework dataset and then use faceted search navigation to add multiple 
filters to the result set."

Sovren teams with dtSearch for comprehensive recruitment developer component suite. 
A software-components-only firm, Sovren develops and markets a full suite of developer components 
for the recruitment market. Sovren’s solutions are multilingual and are used in job boards, 
assessment companies, applicant tracking systems, corporate HR, recruitment firms, research firms, 
and HRIS/HCM systems worldwide. “The dtSearch Engine is fast, effective and a perfect fit for the 
recruitment industry. Building on top of the dtSearch Engine APIs, we have added advanced text 
analysis specifically geared for the recruitment market.”

Cybergroup’s dbConnector and dbIndexer serve as a convenient dtSearch / database 
bridge.
dbConnector serves as a developer bridge between dtSearch, ODBC-compliant databases such as 
SQL, and unstructured document data. For those projects where a developer simply desires to apply 
the power of dtSearch to database text columns, Cybergroup offers dbIndexer. “dtSearch lives up to 
its reputation as the most powerful search engine on the market. We found that not only was 
dtSearch searching powerful, including such features as fuzzy searching and relevance ranking, but 
dtSearch also supported a wide range of file formats. Combining our add-on products with dtSearch 
provides a powerful means to bring structure to unstructured information.”

Cybergroup extends custom dtSearch development tools to focus on Web-based file 
management.
The company provides a comprehensive range of Internet, Intranet, Extranet and Web site solutions 
and services, with a primary focus on Web to database integration. Its tools feature easy multi-user 
file management, and multiple levels of security. “Our tools are a set of companion products for the 
market leading search engine product dtSearch. As developers of custom dtSearch applications, we 
decided to create products that complement the fine features of dtSearch.”

Cybergroup adds search results control to its dtSearch add-on developer component set.
xSearchResults provides easy access to dtSearch web-based developer search results presentations. 
“xSearchResults is yet another in our series of 'companion' products to enhance dtSearch, the most 
powerful search engine on the market ... xSearchResults is a .NET control that provides easy access 
to web-based search results presentations using XSLT.”

Quicktionary Engine expands concept searching in dtSearch into mulltilingual dimensions. 
With Ligature’s Quicktionary Engine, a search for an English word can automatically retrieve its 
foreign language equivalents — or vice versa. “Quicktionary Engine takes the power of concept 
searching in dtSearch, and extends that automatically into multilingual dimensions. Quicktionary 
Engine translates – with lightning speed – your search term into other languages, and then submits 
the results along with the original terms into the dtSearch Engine. The result is super–powered
international language search.”

Sherpa Software announces OEM versions of its email archiving and e-discovery product 
line.
The Sherpa product line includes Archive Attender, Mail Attender, and Discovery Attender. The 
product line covers MS Outlook, MS Exchange, Lotus Notes, as well as other popular data formats. 
“Sherpa Software welcomes opportunities for third party manufacturers who wish to embed and offer 
Sherpa’s flagship email archiving and e–discovery technology or products, including an embedded 
version of the market–leading dtSearch Engine for search.”

Apress® powers online SuperIndex™, covering the contents of the entire Apress library, 
with dtSearch.
Apress includes hundreds of developer titles. For searching through the entire Apress library, Apress 
now offers the Apress SuperIndex. “Perfect for finding that snippet of code or reference to some 
obscure tool, the Apress SuperIndex enables all users to quickly access much needed information.”
“Powered by dtSearch, it delivers results instantly.” The result is “instantaneous results” that are 
“engineered for speed and accuracy.”

I-Programmer does article series on C# with the dtSearch Engine APIs to demonstrate 
threading, database indexing, hit highlighting and caching.
“I’m investigating dtSearch and I can tell you now, it’s a refreshing return to simplicity ... You can use 
dtSearch from any .NET language, Java or C++. In this case I’m going to use the .NET API and C# 
4.0, but the ideas are more or less the same in any language because the same classes are provided 
to do the same job ... Yes it really is this easy.”

“Although the main conclusion has to be that this is a really easy to use system, there are always 
considerations about how to do things in a slightly more sophisticated way. In this article we take a 
look at how to deal with big searches and the sorts of things you can do with what you find.”

“While the output of the conversion is HTML (or RTF, or XML or plain text) the input file can be in 
any of the supported formats.” “A really nice touch is the provision of the special tags ... which causes 
the FileConverter to place numbers into the file corresponding to the index of the hit in the array.”

“Take the same DataSource class and customize it to provide documents or raw text from any 
source you care to use – ODB, ADO.NET, LINQ, raw SQL, XML, RSS or any of the many web APIs.”

“So far we have ignored one intriguing option” with dtSearch: “you can opt to store the contents of 
a document within the index" where “the document to be cached could be stored on a website, a 
cloud datastore or a file share.” “There are so many way to use the text or files cached in the index,”
including “to generate a search report using the cache.” Here, “the report consists of all of the hits, 
with the hits highlighted using bold and an additional 10 words of context surrounding the hit.”

Content Analyst™ Technology platform adds advanced content analysis to dtSearching. 
Content Analyst is now offering a new Content Analyst Technology platform, combining Content 
Analyst’s specialized categorization and semantic analytics with the dtSearch Engine’s text and meta 
data searching. The platform provides extensive OEM customization options for its users. “We’ve
combined semantic analytics and multiple language processing techniques with dtSearch’s own 
keyword, meta data, Boolean, fuzzy and other text search capabilities. The result is a major leap 
forward in information access technologies.”

Dev Tool Cafe implements dtSearch.
Dev Tool Cafe is a community for developer tool and software component users. “We [at Dev Tool 
Cafe] now have a fully working, self index maintaining search engine. (Thanks again to dtSearch for a 
great help file, and product.) What are you waiting for? Go on, use it ... its at the top of every page, 
helping you search for any content you may be looking for.”

DevDirect.com uses dtSearch to help match developer product buyers and sellers.
DevDirect.com links buyers and sellers of developer products, tools and components. “Accurately
searching large amounts of information is at the heart of what Dev Direct does, so selecting a search 
engine supplier was a task not to be taken lightly ... dtSearch had proven credentials and offered such 
a rich array of capabilities and implementation styles, that we knew that we would be able to get what 
we wanted from it ... They didn’t just answer our questions though, they have proactively followed up 
the issues as we approached go-live, to make sure that everything was going OK - a rare and valuable 
commitment to customer service!”

Kaleidosearch adds “out of the box” faceted search to a dtSearch Engine installation. 
Faceted search, the ability to dynamically filter search results by attributes, has remained out of reach 
for many organizations looking to add enhanced search options to their e-commerce stores, content-
rich websites and other applications. Contegra Systems, designer of award-winning sites for Fortune 
500 companies and other major online publishers, has now developed Kaleidosearch. Kaleidosearch 
lets customers integrate faceted search with a wide range of data sources for plug and play 
operation. Built on the dtSearch Engine, “the market-leading search platform,” Kaleidosearch “faceted
search leverages your metadata to ensure successful search results and to eliminate dead-end 
searches.”  Contegra “chose to partner with dtSearch after more than 10 years’ experience working 
with their API. We believe dtSearch offers far and away the best functionality and value in the 
market.”

CodeProject article:  "Turbo Charge your Search Experience with dtSearch and Telerik UI 
for ASP.NET."
“In this article, I’m going to add the Telerik UI for ASP.NET to my previous Faceted Search with 
dtSearch article.” “dtSearch provides a wealth of capabilities for an Enterprise grade search library. 
Coupled with a first class user-interface tool like the Telerik UI for ASP.NET, amazing results can be 
delivered with a little bit of integration work. Offload the work to search and present your enterprise 
data to dtSearch.”

CodeProject article:
"Windows Azure SQL Database Development with the dtSearch Engine."
“Windows Azure SQL Database does not support the CONTAINS keyword. CONTAINS is important 
because it supports searches for precise or fuzzy (less precise) matches to single words and phrases, 
words within a certain distance of one another, or weighted matches ... My goal was to be able to find 
records in the database table, searching in all columns and in all rows quickly and efficiently.”
“dtSearch is a product that allows you to accomplish this goal ... Building upon the example in this 
post, you should be able to create applications that are capable of lightning quick full-text searches.”

Announcing new AccessData developer connector libraries for a wide array of content 
repositories.
AccessData has taken its unparalleled expertise in the fields of computer forensics, cyber security and 
e-discovery, and used it to develop flexible and robust data connectors.  The data connectors now 
cover all of the following:  Documentum Server; DocuShare Server; Domino Server; Exchange 
Online/365 Server; Exchange 2003, 2007, and 2010 Servers; Exchange 2010 SP1 and 2013 Servers; 
Exchange Index Server; FileNet Server; Gmail; Google Drive; OpenText ECM Server; Oracle URM; 
Symantec Enterprise Vault; SharePoint Server; and other Websites.  The connectors are extremely 
lightweight and accessible through .NET APIs. “These data connectors are purpose-built to integrate 
with dtSearch technology and allow for full text indexing of a repository’s content. These indexes can 
then be used to support a wide variety of business solutions including records management, 
information governance, internal investigations, audit and e-discovery.”

EggHeadCafe is “the .NET developer’s portal of choice.” From EggHeadCafe Newsletter: “We migrated 
our search capabilities over to dtSearch ... This has improved the accuracy of search queries as well 
as given us much better search result summaries.”

Pinpoint Labs’ SafeCopy 2 integrates with dtSearch products to provide forensically-sound 
electronically stored information (ESI) collection for dtSearch users. 
Pinpoint Labs specializes in computer forensics software and services. The company’s SafeCopy 2 
integrates with dtSearch for ESI chain of custody handling of retrieved files.  dtSearch provides “a
great way to do text searches” and “can be used effectively to create file lists that can be then used 
by SafeCopy to collect those files ... a lot of programs already have dtSearch integrated into them.”
For details on forensically-sound ESI file collection through SafeCopy for dtSearch users, please visit 
Pinpoint’s Webinar presentation.

Bitext integrates dtSearch with NaturalFinder linguistic analysis suite.
Bitext develops linguistic technologies for natural language understanding in different languages, 
including Spanish and English. Its NaturalFinder product suite integrates with the dtSearch Engine to 
provide enhanced linguistic analysis in web-based and other environments. NaturalFinder also 
includes DataNet, which expedites semantic relations management, and DataSpell, which detects 
spelling and typographic errors and suggests the correct search query. “We liked the quality of 
dtSearch’s documentation and code samples. The readiness of its technical support service made 
integration a simple and low-cost task.”

PCNet® nets dtSearch.
PCNet, or pcnet-online.com, is the complete online resource for PC users. “I needed a search engine 
for PCNet. The aforementioned index server was getting more and more cranky and even though I 
had written custom code for the output I still wasn’t happy with it.” With dtSearch, “I have a world 
class search engine, all in less than 10 minutes ... Highly recommended.”

dtSearch won a People’s .NET Choice Award, Voted “Best Product” for Components-Search
— MSD2D.com
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dtSearch’s UK distributor offers Language Extension Packs including expanded 
international language noise word lists, stemming rules and synonym rings.
The dtSearch product line includes Unicode support, allowing indexing and searching of hundreds of 
languages supported by the Unicode standard.  Supplementing this support, dtSearch’s UK distributor 
(www.dtsearch.co.uk) provides Language Extension Packs, including expanded international noise 
word lists, stemming rules and synonym rings.  From a sample Cyrillic white paper authored by 
dtSearch’s UK distributor: dtSearch “includes a mapping from the Cyrillic ‘i’ to the Latin ‘i’ and thus if 
you search on web pages spidered by dtSearch you would find all the web pages, irrespective of 
whether you have a Ukrainian keyboard or a Russian keyboard and make the error of substituting the 
Latin ‘i’. It is this depth of experience that distinguishes dtSearch from many of the newer entrants to 
the world of search technology.”

Pythagoria develops international language API overlay for dtSearch Engine developers.
Pythagoria has developed a full NLP layer covering semantic and cross-language searching for a wide 
range of European languages plus Arabic (with more languages under development). The SDK 
interfaces with the dtSearch Engine for Win & .NET and/or the dtSearch Engine for Linux via a SOAP 
or RestFull webservice. “Our international language extension APIs integrate with the dtSearch Engine 
APIs both at the point of indexing and the point of searching ... dtSearch Engine offers great search 
speed.”

Encyclopaedia Britannica’s cross-language morphological search plug in integrates with 
dtSearch.
With a focus on Arabic, Farsi and other Middle Eastern Languages, Encyclopaedia Britannica has 
developed a rich product suite, which allows English speaking users to review and analyze foreign 
language source data. Components of the product suite include Britannica’s Cross Language 
Morphological Analysis (BMA), Cross Language Entity Extraction (EntX), and Embedded Translation 
Layer (ETL). “We are delighted to partner with dtSearch and provide state of the art foreign language 
solutions for our customers. Britannica’s morphology suite seamlessly integrates with the dtSearch 
Engine developer APIs, enabling users to use English language queries to search for foreign 
languages, overcoming morphological complexity and ambiguity. All methods enable smooth and 
transparent integration, adding Britannica’s language capabilities while maintaining the full range of 
dtSearch’s flexible search capacity.”

Basis Technology’s Rosette® Linguistics Platform integration accessible through dtSearch 
API.
The Rosette Linguistics Platform helps applications unlock the meaning of unstructured text by 
determining the language, and identifying the basic linguistic features and structure. Relying on code 
that is unique to each particular language, Rosette results in highly accurate Chinese, Japanese, 
Korean, Arabic and other international language morphological analysis. “We’re pleased to be working 
with dtSearch to provide their customers with solutions for enabling multilingual information 
processing.”

White Paper:  dtSearch® and Rosette® Full-Featured International Search.
“Rosette’s functionality integrates with the dtSearch Engine using the dtSearch Engine’s Language 
Analyzer API. Essentially, the API passes blocks of Unicode text to the Rosette language analyzer and 
accepts back words to index.”

From Intel® Software Partner Program Success Story with dtSearch:
“‘We review performance parameters at every step of data access, data parsing, indexing, searching, 
and hit-highlighting. Intel® VTune™ Performance Analyzer excels at helping us optimize these 
processes as part of our development cycle.’”

“Using the Intel® Concurrency Checker, available through the Intel® Software Partner Program, 
[dtSearch Corp.] then tested a dtSearch Engine sample application to simulate high-volume 
concurrent searching of a single shared index, similar to what might occur on a high-traffic web site. 
The dtSearch Engine multi-threaded indexed search demo achieved 100 percent parallel time in the 
Intel Concurrency Checker test, indicating full optimization for multi-core hardware under that test 
scenario.”

“The relationship between Intel and dtSearch stretches back a number of years, helping dtSearch 
continue to develop in parallel with the evolution of client and server platforms. As a result, the 
combination of hardware and software generates synergies that deliver excellent performance and 
other benefits to end-customers, including internal customers at Intel.”

Contegra Systems offers new server-side PDF hit-highlighting solution.
Solution summary:  current versions of Adobe Reader do not include an option for highlighting search 
terms in PDFs.  dtSearch offers a no-charge plug-in to re-add this functionality.  However, the plug-in 
requires separate installation for each end-user.  As an alternative to the dtSearch plug-in, Contegra 
Systems has created a “server-side only install” PDF hit-highlighting solution, bypassing the need to 
have each end-user separately install software to re-add hit highlights back to PDFs. “Contegra’s
server-side solution works directly with dtSearch indexes as well as dtSearch’s extensive query 
language and syntax. dtSearch developer customers can easily integrate our hit-highlighting server-
side solution into their existing applications.”

CodeProject article:  "Faceted Search with dtSearch – Not Your Average Search Filter."
"I recently was introduced to dtSearch ... I was impressed with the scope of functionality that it 
offered. In particular, a feature that I never could seem to get quite right, filtering search results, they 
nail through their faceted search capabilities. In this article, I’m going to show you how to set up 
dtSearch with an Entity Framework dataset and then use faceted search navigation to add multiple 
filters to the result set."

Sovren teams with dtSearch for comprehensive recruitment developer component suite. 
A software-components-only firm, Sovren develops and markets a full suite of developer components 
for the recruitment market. Sovren’s solutions are multilingual and are used in job boards, 
assessment companies, applicant tracking systems, corporate HR, recruitment firms, research firms, 
and HRIS/HCM systems worldwide. “The dtSearch Engine is fast, effective and a perfect fit for the 
recruitment industry. Building on top of the dtSearch Engine APIs, we have added advanced text 
analysis specifically geared for the recruitment market.”

Cybergroup’s dbConnector and dbIndexer serve as a convenient dtSearch / database 
bridge.
dbConnector serves as a developer bridge between dtSearch, ODBC-compliant databases such as 
SQL, and unstructured document data. For those projects where a developer simply desires to apply 
the power of dtSearch to database text columns, Cybergroup offers dbIndexer. “dtSearch lives up to 
its reputation as the most powerful search engine on the market. We found that not only was 
dtSearch searching powerful, including such features as fuzzy searching and relevance ranking, but 
dtSearch also supported a wide range of file formats. Combining our add-on products with dtSearch 
provides a powerful means to bring structure to unstructured information.”

Cybergroup extends custom dtSearch development tools to focus on Web-based file 
management.
The company provides a comprehensive range of Internet, Intranet, Extranet and Web site solutions 
and services, with a primary focus on Web to database integration. Its tools feature easy multi-user 
file management, and multiple levels of security. “Our tools are a set of companion products for the 
market leading search engine product dtSearch. As developers of custom dtSearch applications, we 
decided to create products that complement the fine features of dtSearch.”

Cybergroup adds search results control to its dtSearch add-on developer component set.
xSearchResults provides easy access to dtSearch web-based developer search results presentations. 
“xSearchResults is yet another in our series of 'companion' products to enhance dtSearch, the most 
powerful search engine on the market ... xSearchResults is a .NET control that provides easy access 
to web-based search results presentations using XSLT.”

Quicktionary Engine expands concept searching in dtSearch into mulltilingual dimensions. 
With Ligature’s Quicktionary Engine, a search for an English word can automatically retrieve its 
foreign language equivalents — or vice versa. “Quicktionary Engine takes the power of concept 
searching in dtSearch, and extends that automatically into multilingual dimensions. Quicktionary 
Engine translates – with lightning speed – your search term into other languages, and then submits 
the results along with the original terms into the dtSearch Engine. The result is super–powered
international language search.”

Sherpa Software announces OEM versions of its email archiving and e-discovery product 
line.
The Sherpa product line includes Archive Attender, Mail Attender, and Discovery Attender. The 
product line covers MS Outlook, MS Exchange, Lotus Notes, as well as other popular data formats. 
“Sherpa Software welcomes opportunities for third party manufacturers who wish to embed and offer 
Sherpa’s flagship email archiving and e–discovery technology or products, including an embedded 
version of the market–leading dtSearch Engine for search.”

Apress® powers online SuperIndex™, covering the contents of the entire Apress library, 
with dtSearch.
Apress includes hundreds of developer titles. For searching through the entire Apress library, Apress 
now offers the Apress SuperIndex. “Perfect for finding that snippet of code or reference to some 
obscure tool, the Apress SuperIndex enables all users to quickly access much needed information.”
“Powered by dtSearch, it delivers results instantly.” The result is “instantaneous results” that are 
“engineered for speed and accuracy.”

I-Programmer does article series on C# with the dtSearch Engine APIs to demonstrate 
threading, database indexing, hit highlighting and caching.
“I’m investigating dtSearch and I can tell you now, it’s a refreshing return to simplicity ... You can use 
dtSearch from any .NET language, Java or C++. In this case I’m going to use the .NET API and C# 
4.0, but the ideas are more or less the same in any language because the same classes are provided 
to do the same job ... Yes it really is this easy.”

“Although the main conclusion has to be that this is a really easy to use system, there are always 
considerations about how to do things in a slightly more sophisticated way. In this article we take a 
look at how to deal with big searches and the sorts of things you can do with what you find.”

“While the output of the conversion is HTML (or RTF, or XML or plain text) the input file can be in 
any of the supported formats.” “A really nice touch is the provision of the special tags ... which causes 
the FileConverter to place numbers into the file corresponding to the index of the hit in the array.”

“Take the same DataSource class and customize it to provide documents or raw text from any 
source you care to use – ODB, ADO.NET, LINQ, raw SQL, XML, RSS or any of the many web APIs.”

“So far we have ignored one intriguing option” with dtSearch: “you can opt to store the contents of 
a document within the index" where “the document to be cached could be stored on a website, a 
cloud datastore or a file share.” “There are so many way to use the text or files cached in the index,”
including “to generate a search report using the cache.” Here, “the report consists of all of the hits, 
with the hits highlighted using bold and an additional 10 words of context surrounding the hit.”

Content Analyst™ Technology platform adds advanced content analysis to dtSearching. 
Content Analyst is now offering a new Content Analyst Technology platform, combining Content 
Analyst’s specialized categorization and semantic analytics with the dtSearch Engine’s text and meta 
data searching. The platform provides extensive OEM customization options for its users. “We’ve
combined semantic analytics and multiple language processing techniques with dtSearch’s own 
keyword, meta data, Boolean, fuzzy and other text search capabilities. The result is a major leap 
forward in information access technologies.”

Dev Tool Cafe implements dtSearch.
Dev Tool Cafe is a community for developer tool and software component users. “We [at Dev Tool 
Cafe] now have a fully working, self index maintaining search engine. (Thanks again to dtSearch for a 
great help file, and product.) What are you waiting for? Go on, use it ... its at the top of every page, 
helping you search for any content you may be looking for.”

DevDirect.com uses dtSearch to help match developer product buyers and sellers.
DevDirect.com links buyers and sellers of developer products, tools and components. “Accurately
searching large amounts of information is at the heart of what Dev Direct does, so selecting a search 
engine supplier was a task not to be taken lightly ... dtSearch had proven credentials and offered such 
a rich array of capabilities and implementation styles, that we knew that we would be able to get what 
we wanted from it ... They didn’t just answer our questions though, they have proactively followed up 
the issues as we approached go-live, to make sure that everything was going OK - a rare and valuable 
commitment to customer service!”

Kaleidosearch adds “out of the box” faceted search to a dtSearch Engine installation. 
Faceted search, the ability to dynamically filter search results by attributes, has remained out of reach 
for many organizations looking to add enhanced search options to their e-commerce stores, content-
rich websites and other applications. Contegra Systems, designer of award-winning sites for Fortune 
500 companies and other major online publishers, has now developed Kaleidosearch. Kaleidosearch 
lets customers integrate faceted search with a wide range of data sources for plug and play 
operation. Built on the dtSearch Engine, “the market-leading search platform,” Kaleidosearch “faceted
search leverages your metadata to ensure successful search results and to eliminate dead-end 
searches.”  Contegra “chose to partner with dtSearch after more than 10 years’ experience working 
with their API. We believe dtSearch offers far and away the best functionality and value in the 
market.”

CodeProject article:  "Turbo Charge your Search Experience with dtSearch and Telerik UI 
for ASP.NET."
“In this article, I’m going to add the Telerik UI for ASP.NET to my previous Faceted Search with 
dtSearch article.” “dtSearch provides a wealth of capabilities for an Enterprise grade search library. 
Coupled with a first class user-interface tool like the Telerik UI for ASP.NET, amazing results can be 
delivered with a little bit of integration work. Offload the work to search and present your enterprise 
data to dtSearch.”

CodeProject article:
"Windows Azure SQL Database Development with the dtSearch Engine."
“Windows Azure SQL Database does not support the CONTAINS keyword. CONTAINS is important 
because it supports searches for precise or fuzzy (less precise) matches to single words and phrases, 
words within a certain distance of one another, or weighted matches ... My goal was to be able to find 
records in the database table, searching in all columns and in all rows quickly and efficiently.”
“dtSearch is a product that allows you to accomplish this goal ... Building upon the example in this 
post, you should be able to create applications that are capable of lightning quick full-text searches.”

Announcing new AccessData developer connector libraries for a wide array of content 
repositories.
AccessData has taken its unparalleled expertise in the fields of computer forensics, cyber security and 
e-discovery, and used it to develop flexible and robust data connectors.  The data connectors now 
cover all of the following:  Documentum Server; DocuShare Server; Domino Server; Exchange 
Online/365 Server; Exchange 2003, 2007, and 2010 Servers; Exchange 2010 SP1 and 2013 Servers; 
Exchange Index Server; FileNet Server; Gmail; Google Drive; OpenText ECM Server; Oracle URM; 
Symantec Enterprise Vault; SharePoint Server; and other Websites.  The connectors are extremely 
lightweight and accessible through .NET APIs. “These data connectors are purpose-built to integrate 
with dtSearch technology and allow for full text indexing of a repository’s content. These indexes can 
then be used to support a wide variety of business solutions including records management, 
information governance, internal investigations, audit and e-discovery.”

EggHeadCafe is “the .NET developer’s portal of choice.” From EggHeadCafe Newsletter: “We migrated 
our search capabilities over to dtSearch ... This has improved the accuracy of search queries as well 
as given us much better search result summaries.”

Pinpoint Labs’ SafeCopy 2 integrates with dtSearch products to provide forensically-sound 
electronically stored information (ESI) collection for dtSearch users. 
Pinpoint Labs specializes in computer forensics software and services. The company’s SafeCopy 2 
integrates with dtSearch for ESI chain of custody handling of retrieved files.  dtSearch provides “a
great way to do text searches” and “can be used effectively to create file lists that can be then used 
by SafeCopy to collect those files ... a lot of programs already have dtSearch integrated into them.”
For details on forensically-sound ESI file collection through SafeCopy for dtSearch users, please visit 
Pinpoint’s Webinar presentation.

Bitext integrates dtSearch with NaturalFinder linguistic analysis suite.
Bitext develops linguistic technologies for natural language understanding in different languages, 
including Spanish and English. Its NaturalFinder product suite integrates with the dtSearch Engine to 
provide enhanced linguistic analysis in web-based and other environments. NaturalFinder also 
includes DataNet, which expedites semantic relations management, and DataSpell, which detects 
spelling and typographic errors and suggests the correct search query. “We liked the quality of 
dtSearch’s documentation and code samples. The readiness of its technical support service made 
integration a simple and low-cost task.”

PCNet® nets dtSearch.
PCNet, or pcnet-online.com, is the complete online resource for PC users. “I needed a search engine 
for PCNet. The aforementioned index server was getting more and more cranky and even though I 
had written custom code for the output I still wasn’t happy with it.” With dtSearch, “I have a world 
class search engine, all in less than 10 minutes ... Highly recommended.”

dtSearch won a People’s .NET Choice Award, Voted “Best Product” for Components-Search
— MSD2D.com
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dtSearch’s UK distributor offers Language Extension Packs including expanded 
international language noise word lists, stemming rules and synonym rings.
The dtSearch product line includes Unicode support, allowing indexing and searching of hundreds of 
languages supported by the Unicode standard.  Supplementing this support, dtSearch’s UK distributor 
(www.dtsearch.co.uk) provides Language Extension Packs, including expanded international noise 
word lists, stemming rules and synonym rings.  From a sample Cyrillic white paper authored by 
dtSearch’s UK distributor: dtSearch “includes a mapping from the Cyrillic ‘i’ to the Latin ‘i’ and thus if 
you search on web pages spidered by dtSearch you would find all the web pages, irrespective of 
whether you have a Ukrainian keyboard or a Russian keyboard and make the error of substituting the 
Latin ‘i’. It is this depth of experience that distinguishes dtSearch from many of the newer entrants to 
the world of search technology.”

Pythagoria develops international language API overlay for dtSearch Engine developers.
Pythagoria has developed a full NLP layer covering semantic and cross-language searching for a wide 
range of European languages plus Arabic (with more languages under development). The SDK 
interfaces with the dtSearch Engine for Win & .NET and/or the dtSearch Engine for Linux via a SOAP 
or RestFull webservice. “Our international language extension APIs integrate with the dtSearch Engine 
APIs both at the point of indexing and the point of searching ... dtSearch Engine offers great search 
speed.”

Encyclopaedia Britannica’s cross-language morphological search plug in integrates with 
dtSearch.
With a focus on Arabic, Farsi and other Middle Eastern Languages, Encyclopaedia Britannica has 
developed a rich product suite, which allows English speaking users to review and analyze foreign 
language source data. Components of the product suite include Britannica’s Cross Language 
Morphological Analysis (BMA), Cross Language Entity Extraction (EntX), and Embedded Translation 
Layer (ETL). “We are delighted to partner with dtSearch and provide state of the art foreign language 
solutions for our customers. Britannica’s morphology suite seamlessly integrates with the dtSearch 
Engine developer APIs, enabling users to use English language queries to search for foreign 
languages, overcoming morphological complexity and ambiguity. All methods enable smooth and 
transparent integration, adding Britannica’s language capabilities while maintaining the full range of 
dtSearch’s flexible search capacity.”

Basis Technology’s Rosette® Linguistics Platform integration accessible through dtSearch 
API.
The Rosette Linguistics Platform helps applications unlock the meaning of unstructured text by 
determining the language, and identifying the basic linguistic features and structure. Relying on code 
that is unique to each particular language, Rosette results in highly accurate Chinese, Japanese, 
Korean, Arabic and other international language morphological analysis. “We’re pleased to be working 
with dtSearch to provide their customers with solutions for enabling multilingual information 
processing.”

White Paper:  dtSearch® and Rosette® Full-Featured International Search.
“Rosette’s functionality integrates with the dtSearch Engine using the dtSearch Engine’s Language 
Analyzer API. Essentially, the API passes blocks of Unicode text to the Rosette language analyzer and 
accepts back words to index.”

From Intel® Software Partner Program Success Story with dtSearch:
“‘We review performance parameters at every step of data access, data parsing, indexing, searching, 
and hit-highlighting. Intel® VTune™ Performance Analyzer excels at helping us optimize these 
processes as part of our development cycle.’”

“Using the Intel® Concurrency Checker, available through the Intel® Software Partner Program, 
[dtSearch Corp.] then tested a dtSearch Engine sample application to simulate high-volume 
concurrent searching of a single shared index, similar to what might occur on a high-traffic web site. 
The dtSearch Engine multi-threaded indexed search demo achieved 100 percent parallel time in the 
Intel Concurrency Checker test, indicating full optimization for multi-core hardware under that test 
scenario.”

“The relationship between Intel and dtSearch stretches back a number of years, helping dtSearch 
continue to develop in parallel with the evolution of client and server platforms. As a result, the 
combination of hardware and software generates synergies that deliver excellent performance and 
other benefits to end-customers, including internal customers at Intel.”

Contegra Systems offers new server-side PDF hit-highlighting solution.
Solution summary:  current versions of Adobe Reader do not include an option for highlighting search 
terms in PDFs.  dtSearch offers a no-charge plug-in to re-add this functionality.  However, the plug-in 
requires separate installation for each end-user.  As an alternative to the dtSearch plug-in, Contegra 
Systems has created a “server-side only install” PDF hit-highlighting solution, bypassing the need to 
have each end-user separately install software to re-add hit highlights back to PDFs. “Contegra’s
server-side solution works directly with dtSearch indexes as well as dtSearch’s extensive query 
language and syntax. dtSearch developer customers can easily integrate our hit-highlighting server-
side solution into their existing applications.”

CodeProject article:  "Faceted Search with dtSearch – Not Your Average Search Filter."
"I recently was introduced to dtSearch ... I was impressed with the scope of functionality that it 
offered. In particular, a feature that I never could seem to get quite right, filtering search results, they 
nail through their faceted search capabilities. In this article, I’m going to show you how to set up 
dtSearch with an Entity Framework dataset and then use faceted search navigation to add multiple 
filters to the result set."

Sovren teams with dtSearch for comprehensive recruitment developer component suite. 
A software-components-only firm, Sovren develops and markets a full suite of developer components 
for the recruitment market. Sovren’s solutions are multilingual and are used in job boards, 
assessment companies, applicant tracking systems, corporate HR, recruitment firms, research firms, 
and HRIS/HCM systems worldwide. “The dtSearch Engine is fast, effective and a perfect fit for the 
recruitment industry. Building on top of the dtSearch Engine APIs, we have added advanced text 
analysis specifically geared for the recruitment market.”

Cybergroup’s dbConnector and dbIndexer serve as a convenient dtSearch / database 
bridge.
dbConnector serves as a developer bridge between dtSearch, ODBC-compliant databases such as 
SQL, and unstructured document data. For those projects where a developer simply desires to apply 
the power of dtSearch to database text columns, Cybergroup offers dbIndexer. “dtSearch lives up to 
its reputation as the most powerful search engine on the market. We found that not only was 
dtSearch searching powerful, including such features as fuzzy searching and relevance ranking, but 
dtSearch also supported a wide range of file formats. Combining our add-on products with dtSearch 
provides a powerful means to bring structure to unstructured information.”

Cybergroup extends custom dtSearch development tools to focus on Web-based file 
management.
The company provides a comprehensive range of Internet, Intranet, Extranet and Web site solutions 
and services, with a primary focus on Web to database integration. Its tools feature easy multi-user 
file management, and multiple levels of security. “Our tools are a set of companion products for the 
market leading search engine product dtSearch. As developers of custom dtSearch applications, we 
decided to create products that complement the fine features of dtSearch.”

Cybergroup adds search results control to its dtSearch add-on developer component set.
xSearchResults provides easy access to dtSearch web-based developer search results presentations. 
“xSearchResults is yet another in our series of 'companion' products to enhance dtSearch, the most 
powerful search engine on the market ... xSearchResults is a .NET control that provides easy access 
to web-based search results presentations using XSLT.”

Quicktionary Engine expands concept searching in dtSearch into mulltilingual dimensions. 
With Ligature’s Quicktionary Engine, a search for an English word can automatically retrieve its 
foreign language equivalents — or vice versa. “Quicktionary Engine takes the power of concept 
searching in dtSearch, and extends that automatically into multilingual dimensions. Quicktionary 
Engine translates – with lightning speed – your search term into other languages, and then submits 
the results along with the original terms into the dtSearch Engine. The result is super–powered
international language search.”

Sherpa Software announces OEM versions of its email archiving and e-discovery product 
line.
The Sherpa product line includes Archive Attender, Mail Attender, and Discovery Attender. The 
product line covers MS Outlook, MS Exchange, Lotus Notes, as well as other popular data formats. 
“Sherpa Software welcomes opportunities for third party manufacturers who wish to embed and offer 
Sherpa’s flagship email archiving and e–discovery technology or products, including an embedded 
version of the market–leading dtSearch Engine for search.”

Apress® powers online SuperIndex™, covering the contents of the entire Apress library, 
with dtSearch.
Apress includes hundreds of developer titles. For searching through the entire Apress library, Apress 
now offers the Apress SuperIndex. “Perfect for finding that snippet of code or reference to some 
obscure tool, the Apress SuperIndex enables all users to quickly access much needed information.”
“Powered by dtSearch, it delivers results instantly.” The result is “instantaneous results” that are 
“engineered for speed and accuracy.”

I-Programmer does article series on C# with the dtSearch Engine APIs to demonstrate 
threading, database indexing, hit highlighting and caching.
“I’m investigating dtSearch and I can tell you now, it’s a refreshing return to simplicity ... You can use 
dtSearch from any .NET language, Java or C++. In this case I’m going to use the .NET API and C# 
4.0, but the ideas are more or less the same in any language because the same classes are provided 
to do the same job ... Yes it really is this easy.”

“Although the main conclusion has to be that this is a really easy to use system, there are always 
considerations about how to do things in a slightly more sophisticated way. In this article we take a 
look at how to deal with big searches and the sorts of things you can do with what you find.”

“While the output of the conversion is HTML (or RTF, or XML or plain text) the input file can be in 
any of the supported formats.” “A really nice touch is the provision of the special tags ... which causes 
the FileConverter to place numbers into the file corresponding to the index of the hit in the array.”

“Take the same DataSource class and customize it to provide documents or raw text from any 
source you care to use – ODB, ADO.NET, LINQ, raw SQL, XML, RSS or any of the many web APIs.”

“So far we have ignored one intriguing option” with dtSearch: “you can opt to store the contents of 
a document within the index" where “the document to be cached could be stored on a website, a 
cloud datastore or a file share.” “There are so many way to use the text or files cached in the index,”
including “to generate a search report using the cache.” Here, “the report consists of all of the hits, 
with the hits highlighted using bold and an additional 10 words of context surrounding the hit.”

Content Analyst™ Technology platform adds advanced content analysis to dtSearching. 
Content Analyst is now offering a new Content Analyst Technology platform, combining Content 
Analyst’s specialized categorization and semantic analytics with the dtSearch Engine’s text and meta 
data searching. The platform provides extensive OEM customization options for its users. “We’ve
combined semantic analytics and multiple language processing techniques with dtSearch’s own 
keyword, meta data, Boolean, fuzzy and other text search capabilities. The result is a major leap 
forward in information access technologies.”

Dev Tool Cafe implements dtSearch.
Dev Tool Cafe is a community for developer tool and software component users. “We [at Dev Tool 
Cafe] now have a fully working, self index maintaining search engine. (Thanks again to dtSearch for a 
great help file, and product.) What are you waiting for? Go on, use it ... its at the top of every page, 
helping you search for any content you may be looking for.”

DevDirect.com uses dtSearch to help match developer product buyers and sellers.
DevDirect.com links buyers and sellers of developer products, tools and components. “Accurately
searching large amounts of information is at the heart of what Dev Direct does, so selecting a search 
engine supplier was a task not to be taken lightly ... dtSearch had proven credentials and offered such 
a rich array of capabilities and implementation styles, that we knew that we would be able to get what 
we wanted from it ... They didn’t just answer our questions though, they have proactively followed up 
the issues as we approached go-live, to make sure that everything was going OK - a rare and valuable 
commitment to customer service!”

Kaleidosearch adds “out of the box” faceted search to a dtSearch Engine installation. 
Faceted search, the ability to dynamically filter search results by attributes, has remained out of reach 
for many organizations looking to add enhanced search options to their e-commerce stores, content-
rich websites and other applications. Contegra Systems, designer of award-winning sites for Fortune 
500 companies and other major online publishers, has now developed Kaleidosearch. Kaleidosearch 
lets customers integrate faceted search with a wide range of data sources for plug and play 
operation. Built on the dtSearch Engine, “the market-leading search platform,” Kaleidosearch “faceted
search leverages your metadata to ensure successful search results and to eliminate dead-end 
searches.”  Contegra “chose to partner with dtSearch after more than 10 years’ experience working 
with their API. We believe dtSearch offers far and away the best functionality and value in the 
market.”

CodeProject article:  "Turbo Charge your Search Experience with dtSearch and Telerik UI 
for ASP.NET."
“In this article, I’m going to add the Telerik UI for ASP.NET to my previous Faceted Search with 
dtSearch article.” “dtSearch provides a wealth of capabilities for an Enterprise grade search library. 
Coupled with a first class user-interface tool like the Telerik UI for ASP.NET, amazing results can be 
delivered with a little bit of integration work. Offload the work to search and present your enterprise 
data to dtSearch.”

CodeProject article:
"Windows Azure SQL Database Development with the dtSearch Engine."
“Windows Azure SQL Database does not support the CONTAINS keyword. CONTAINS is important 
because it supports searches for precise or fuzzy (less precise) matches to single words and phrases, 
words within a certain distance of one another, or weighted matches ... My goal was to be able to find 
records in the database table, searching in all columns and in all rows quickly and efficiently.”
“dtSearch is a product that allows you to accomplish this goal ... Building upon the example in this 
post, you should be able to create applications that are capable of lightning quick full-text searches.”

Announcing new AccessData developer connector libraries for a wide array of content 
repositories.
AccessData has taken its unparalleled expertise in the fields of computer forensics, cyber security and 
e-discovery, and used it to develop flexible and robust data connectors.  The data connectors now 
cover all of the following:  Documentum Server; DocuShare Server; Domino Server; Exchange 
Online/365 Server; Exchange 2003, 2007, and 2010 Servers; Exchange 2010 SP1 and 2013 Servers; 
Exchange Index Server; FileNet Server; Gmail; Google Drive; OpenText ECM Server; Oracle URM; 
Symantec Enterprise Vault; SharePoint Server; and other Websites.  The connectors are extremely 
lightweight and accessible through .NET APIs. “These data connectors are purpose-built to integrate 
with dtSearch technology and allow for full text indexing of a repository’s content. These indexes can 
then be used to support a wide variety of business solutions including records management, 
information governance, internal investigations, audit and e-discovery.”

EggHeadCafe is “the .NET developer’s portal of choice.” From EggHeadCafe Newsletter: “We migrated 
our search capabilities over to dtSearch ... This has improved the accuracy of search queries as well 
as given us much better search result summaries.”

Pinpoint Labs’ SafeCopy 2 integrates with dtSearch products to provide forensically-sound 
electronically stored information (ESI) collection for dtSearch users. 
Pinpoint Labs specializes in computer forensics software and services. The company’s SafeCopy 2 
integrates with dtSearch for ESI chain of custody handling of retrieved files.  dtSearch provides “a
great way to do text searches” and “can be used effectively to create file lists that can be then used 
by SafeCopy to collect those files ... a lot of programs already have dtSearch integrated into them.”
For details on forensically-sound ESI file collection through SafeCopy for dtSearch users, please visit 
Pinpoint’s Webinar presentation.

Bitext integrates dtSearch with NaturalFinder linguistic analysis suite.
Bitext develops linguistic technologies for natural language understanding in different languages, 
including Spanish and English. Its NaturalFinder product suite integrates with the dtSearch Engine to 
provide enhanced linguistic analysis in web-based and other environments. NaturalFinder also 
includes DataNet, which expedites semantic relations management, and DataSpell, which detects 
spelling and typographic errors and suggests the correct search query. “We liked the quality of 
dtSearch’s documentation and code samples. The readiness of its technical support service made 
integration a simple and low-cost task.”

PCNet® nets dtSearch.
PCNet, or pcnet-online.com, is the complete online resource for PC users. “I needed a search engine 
for PCNet. The aforementioned index server was getting more and more cranky and even though I 
had written custom code for the output I still wasn’t happy with it.” With dtSearch, “I have a world 
class search engine, all in less than 10 minutes ... Highly recommended.”

dtSearch won a People’s .NET Choice Award, Voted “Best Product” for Components-Search
— MSD2D.com
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dtSearch’s UK distributor offers Language Extension Packs including expanded 
international language noise word lists, stemming rules and synonym rings.
The dtSearch product line includes Unicode support, allowing indexing and searching of hundreds of 
languages supported by the Unicode standard.  Supplementing this support, dtSearch’s UK distributor 
(www.dtsearch.co.uk) provides Language Extension Packs, including expanded international noise 
word lists, stemming rules and synonym rings.  From a sample Cyrillic white paper authored by 
dtSearch’s UK distributor: dtSearch “includes a mapping from the Cyrillic ‘i’ to the Latin ‘i’ and thus if 
you search on web pages spidered by dtSearch you would find all the web pages, irrespective of 
whether you have a Ukrainian keyboard or a Russian keyboard and make the error of substituting the 
Latin ‘i’. It is this depth of experience that distinguishes dtSearch from many of the newer entrants to 
the world of search technology.”

Pythagoria develops international language API overlay for dtSearch Engine developers.
Pythagoria has developed a full NLP layer covering semantic and cross-language searching for a wide 
range of European languages plus Arabic (with more languages under development). The SDK 
interfaces with the dtSearch Engine for Win & .NET and/or the dtSearch Engine for Linux via a SOAP 
or RestFull webservice. “Our international language extension APIs integrate with the dtSearch Engine 
APIs both at the point of indexing and the point of searching ... dtSearch Engine offers great search 
speed.”

Encyclopaedia Britannica’s cross-language morphological search plug in integrates with 
dtSearch.
With a focus on Arabic, Farsi and other Middle Eastern Languages, Encyclopaedia Britannica has 
developed a rich product suite, which allows English speaking users to review and analyze foreign 
language source data. Components of the product suite include Britannica’s Cross Language 
Morphological Analysis (BMA), Cross Language Entity Extraction (EntX), and Embedded Translation 
Layer (ETL). “We are delighted to partner with dtSearch and provide state of the art foreign language 
solutions for our customers. Britannica’s morphology suite seamlessly integrates with the dtSearch 
Engine developer APIs, enabling users to use English language queries to search for foreign 
languages, overcoming morphological complexity and ambiguity. All methods enable smooth and 
transparent integration, adding Britannica’s language capabilities while maintaining the full range of 
dtSearch’s flexible search capacity.”

Basis Technology’s Rosette® Linguistics Platform integration accessible through dtSearch 
API.
The Rosette Linguistics Platform helps applications unlock the meaning of unstructured text by 
determining the language, and identifying the basic linguistic features and structure. Relying on code 
that is unique to each particular language, Rosette results in highly accurate Chinese, Japanese, 
Korean, Arabic and other international language morphological analysis. “We’re pleased to be working 
with dtSearch to provide their customers with solutions for enabling multilingual information 
processing.”

White Paper:  dtSearch® and Rosette® Full-Featured International Search.
“Rosette’s functionality integrates with the dtSearch Engine using the dtSearch Engine’s Language 
Analyzer API. Essentially, the API passes blocks of Unicode text to the Rosette language analyzer and 
accepts back words to index.”

From Intel® Software Partner Program Success Story with dtSearch:
“‘We review performance parameters at every step of data access, data parsing, indexing, searching, 
and hit-highlighting. Intel® VTune™ Performance Analyzer excels at helping us optimize these 
processes as part of our development cycle.’”

“Using the Intel® Concurrency Checker, available through the Intel® Software Partner Program, 
[dtSearch Corp.] then tested a dtSearch Engine sample application to simulate high-volume 
concurrent searching of a single shared index, similar to what might occur on a high-traffic web site. 
The dtSearch Engine multi-threaded indexed search demo achieved 100 percent parallel time in the 
Intel Concurrency Checker test, indicating full optimization for multi-core hardware under that test 
scenario.”

“The relationship between Intel and dtSearch stretches back a number of years, helping dtSearch 
continue to develop in parallel with the evolution of client and server platforms. As a result, the 
combination of hardware and software generates synergies that deliver excellent performance and 
other benefits to end-customers, including internal customers at Intel.”

Contegra Systems offers new server-side PDF hit-highlighting solution.
Solution summary:  current versions of Adobe Reader do not include an option for highlighting search 
terms in PDFs.  dtSearch offers a no-charge plug-in to re-add this functionality.  However, the plug-in 
requires separate installation for each end-user.  As an alternative to the dtSearch plug-in, Contegra 
Systems has created a “server-side only install” PDF hit-highlighting solution, bypassing the need to 
have each end-user separately install software to re-add hit highlights back to PDFs. “Contegra’s
server-side solution works directly with dtSearch indexes as well as dtSearch’s extensive query 
language and syntax. dtSearch developer customers can easily integrate our hit-highlighting server-
side solution into their existing applications.”

CodeProject article:  "Faceted Search with dtSearch – Not Your Average Search Filter."
"I recently was introduced to dtSearch ... I was impressed with the scope of functionality that it 
offered. In particular, a feature that I never could seem to get quite right, filtering search results, they 
nail through their faceted search capabilities. In this article, I’m going to show you how to set up 
dtSearch with an Entity Framework dataset and then use faceted search navigation to add multiple 
filters to the result set."

Sovren teams with dtSearch for comprehensive recruitment developer component suite. 
A software-components-only firm, Sovren develops and markets a full suite of developer components 
for the recruitment market. Sovren’s solutions are multilingual and are used in job boards, 
assessment companies, applicant tracking systems, corporate HR, recruitment firms, research firms, 
and HRIS/HCM systems worldwide. “The dtSearch Engine is fast, effective and a perfect fit for the 
recruitment industry. Building on top of the dtSearch Engine APIs, we have added advanced text 
analysis specifically geared for the recruitment market.”

Cybergroup’s dbConnector and dbIndexer serve as a convenient dtSearch / database 
bridge.
dbConnector serves as a developer bridge between dtSearch, ODBC-compliant databases such as 
SQL, and unstructured document data. For those projects where a developer simply desires to apply 
the power of dtSearch to database text columns, Cybergroup offers dbIndexer. “dtSearch lives up to 
its reputation as the most powerful search engine on the market. We found that not only was 
dtSearch searching powerful, including such features as fuzzy searching and relevance ranking, but 
dtSearch also supported a wide range of file formats. Combining our add-on products with dtSearch 
provides a powerful means to bring structure to unstructured information.”

Cybergroup extends custom dtSearch development tools to focus on Web-based file 
management.
The company provides a comprehensive range of Internet, Intranet, Extranet and Web site solutions 
and services, with a primary focus on Web to database integration. Its tools feature easy multi-user 
file management, and multiple levels of security. “Our tools are a set of companion products for the 
market leading search engine product dtSearch. As developers of custom dtSearch applications, we 
decided to create products that complement the fine features of dtSearch.”

Cybergroup adds search results control to its dtSearch add-on developer component set.
xSearchResults provides easy access to dtSearch web-based developer search results presentations. 
“xSearchResults is yet another in our series of 'companion' products to enhance dtSearch, the most 
powerful search engine on the market ... xSearchResults is a .NET control that provides easy access 
to web-based search results presentations using XSLT.”

Quicktionary Engine expands concept searching in dtSearch into mulltilingual dimensions. 
With Ligature’s Quicktionary Engine, a search for an English word can automatically retrieve its 
foreign language equivalents — or vice versa. “Quicktionary Engine takes the power of concept 
searching in dtSearch, and extends that automatically into multilingual dimensions. Quicktionary 
Engine translates – with lightning speed – your search term into other languages, and then submits 
the results along with the original terms into the dtSearch Engine. The result is super–powered
international language search.”

Sherpa Software announces OEM versions of its email archiving and e-discovery product 
line.
The Sherpa product line includes Archive Attender, Mail Attender, and Discovery Attender. The 
product line covers MS Outlook, MS Exchange, Lotus Notes, as well as other popular data formats. 
“Sherpa Software welcomes opportunities for third party manufacturers who wish to embed and offer 
Sherpa’s flagship email archiving and e–discovery technology or products, including an embedded 
version of the market–leading dtSearch Engine for search.”

Apress® powers online SuperIndex™, covering the contents of the entire Apress library, 
with dtSearch.
Apress includes hundreds of developer titles. For searching through the entire Apress library, Apress 
now offers the Apress SuperIndex. “Perfect for finding that snippet of code or reference to some 
obscure tool, the Apress SuperIndex enables all users to quickly access much needed information.”
“Powered by dtSearch, it delivers results instantly.” The result is “instantaneous results” that are 
“engineered for speed and accuracy.”

I-Programmer does article series on C# with the dtSearch Engine APIs to demonstrate 
threading, database indexing, hit highlighting and caching.
“I’m investigating dtSearch and I can tell you now, it’s a refreshing return to simplicity ... You can use 
dtSearch from any .NET language, Java or C++. In this case I’m going to use the .NET API and C# 
4.0, but the ideas are more or less the same in any language because the same classes are provided 
to do the same job ... Yes it really is this easy.”

“Although the main conclusion has to be that this is a really easy to use system, there are always 
considerations about how to do things in a slightly more sophisticated way. In this article we take a 
look at how to deal with big searches and the sorts of things you can do with what you find.”

“While the output of the conversion is HTML (or RTF, or XML or plain text) the input file can be in 
any of the supported formats.” “A really nice touch is the provision of the special tags ... which causes 
the FileConverter to place numbers into the file corresponding to the index of the hit in the array.”

“Take the same DataSource class and customize it to provide documents or raw text from any 
source you care to use – ODB, ADO.NET, LINQ, raw SQL, XML, RSS or any of the many web APIs.”

“So far we have ignored one intriguing option” with dtSearch: “you can opt to store the contents of 
a document within the index" where “the document to be cached could be stored on a website, a 
cloud datastore or a file share.” “There are so many way to use the text or files cached in the index,”
including “to generate a search report using the cache.” Here, “the report consists of all of the hits, 
with the hits highlighted using bold and an additional 10 words of context surrounding the hit.”

Content Analyst™ Technology platform adds advanced content analysis to dtSearching. 
Content Analyst is now offering a new Content Analyst Technology platform, combining Content 
Analyst’s specialized categorization and semantic analytics with the dtSearch Engine’s text and meta 
data searching. The platform provides extensive OEM customization options for its users. “We’ve
combined semantic analytics and multiple language processing techniques with dtSearch’s own 
keyword, meta data, Boolean, fuzzy and other text search capabilities. The result is a major leap 
forward in information access technologies.”

Dev Tool Cafe implements dtSearch.
Dev Tool Cafe is a community for developer tool and software component users. “We [at Dev Tool 
Cafe] now have a fully working, self index maintaining search engine. (Thanks again to dtSearch for a 
great help file, and product.) What are you waiting for? Go on, use it ... its at the top of every page, 
helping you search for any content you may be looking for.”

DevDirect.com uses dtSearch to help match developer product buyers and sellers.
DevDirect.com links buyers and sellers of developer products, tools and components. “Accurately
searching large amounts of information is at the heart of what Dev Direct does, so selecting a search 
engine supplier was a task not to be taken lightly ... dtSearch had proven credentials and offered such 
a rich array of capabilities and implementation styles, that we knew that we would be able to get what 
we wanted from it ... They didn’t just answer our questions though, they have proactively followed up 
the issues as we approached go-live, to make sure that everything was going OK - a rare and valuable 
commitment to customer service!”

Kaleidosearch adds “out of the box” faceted search to a dtSearch Engine installation. 
Faceted search, the ability to dynamically filter search results by attributes, has remained out of reach 
for many organizations looking to add enhanced search options to their e-commerce stores, content-
rich websites and other applications. Contegra Systems, designer of award-winning sites for Fortune 
500 companies and other major online publishers, has now developed Kaleidosearch. Kaleidosearch 
lets customers integrate faceted search with a wide range of data sources for plug and play 
operation. Built on the dtSearch Engine, “the market-leading search platform,” Kaleidosearch “faceted
search leverages your metadata to ensure successful search results and to eliminate dead-end 
searches.”  Contegra “chose to partner with dtSearch after more than 10 years’ experience working 
with their API. We believe dtSearch offers far and away the best functionality and value in the 
market.”

CodeProject article:  "Turbo Charge your Search Experience with dtSearch and Telerik UI 
for ASP.NET."
“In this article, I’m going to add the Telerik UI for ASP.NET to my previous Faceted Search with 
dtSearch article.” “dtSearch provides a wealth of capabilities for an Enterprise grade search library. 
Coupled with a first class user-interface tool like the Telerik UI for ASP.NET, amazing results can be 
delivered with a little bit of integration work. Offload the work to search and present your enterprise 
data to dtSearch.”

CodeProject article:
"Windows Azure SQL Database Development with the dtSearch Engine."
“Windows Azure SQL Database does not support the CONTAINS keyword. CONTAINS is important 
because it supports searches for precise or fuzzy (less precise) matches to single words and phrases, 
words within a certain distance of one another, or weighted matches ... My goal was to be able to find 
records in the database table, searching in all columns and in all rows quickly and efficiently.”
“dtSearch is a product that allows you to accomplish this goal ... Building upon the example in this 
post, you should be able to create applications that are capable of lightning quick full-text searches.”

Announcing new AccessData developer connector libraries for a wide array of content 
repositories.
AccessData has taken its unparalleled expertise in the fields of computer forensics, cyber security and 
e-discovery, and used it to develop flexible and robust data connectors.  The data connectors now 
cover all of the following:  Documentum Server; DocuShare Server; Domino Server; Exchange 
Online/365 Server; Exchange 2003, 2007, and 2010 Servers; Exchange 2010 SP1 and 2013 Servers; 
Exchange Index Server; FileNet Server; Gmail; Google Drive; OpenText ECM Server; Oracle URM; 
Symantec Enterprise Vault; SharePoint Server; and other Websites.  The connectors are extremely 
lightweight and accessible through .NET APIs. “These data connectors are purpose-built to integrate 
with dtSearch technology and allow for full text indexing of a repository’s content. These indexes can 
then be used to support a wide variety of business solutions including records management, 
information governance, internal investigations, audit and e-discovery.”

EggHeadCafe is “the .NET developer’s portal of choice.” From EggHeadCafe Newsletter: “We migrated 
our search capabilities over to dtSearch ... This has improved the accuracy of search queries as well 
as given us much better search result summaries.”

Pinpoint Labs’ SafeCopy 2 integrates with dtSearch products to provide forensically-sound 
electronically stored information (ESI) collection for dtSearch users. 
Pinpoint Labs specializes in computer forensics software and services. The company’s SafeCopy 2 
integrates with dtSearch for ESI chain of custody handling of retrieved files.  dtSearch provides “a
great way to do text searches” and “can be used effectively to create file lists that can be then used 
by SafeCopy to collect those files ... a lot of programs already have dtSearch integrated into them.”
For details on forensically-sound ESI file collection through SafeCopy for dtSearch users, please visit 
Pinpoint’s Webinar presentation.

Bitext integrates dtSearch with NaturalFinder linguistic analysis suite.
Bitext develops linguistic technologies for natural language understanding in different languages, 
including Spanish and English. Its NaturalFinder product suite integrates with the dtSearch Engine to 
provide enhanced linguistic analysis in web-based and other environments. NaturalFinder also 
includes DataNet, which expedites semantic relations management, and DataSpell, which detects 
spelling and typographic errors and suggests the correct search query. “We liked the quality of 
dtSearch’s documentation and code samples. The readiness of its technical support service made 
integration a simple and low-cost task.”

PCNet® nets dtSearch.
PCNet, or pcnet-online.com, is the complete online resource for PC users. “I needed a search engine 
for PCNet. The aforementioned index server was getting more and more cranky and even though I 
had written custom code for the output I still wasn’t happy with it.” With dtSearch, “I have a world 
class search engine, all in less than 10 minutes ... Highly recommended.”

dtSearch won a People’s .NET Choice Award, Voted “Best Product” for Components-Search
— MSD2D.com
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dtSearch International and Other Government Case Studies

NALIT finds dtSearch.
The National Association of Legislative Information Technology (NALIT) operates within the National
Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL).  NCSL is a bipartisan organization that serves the
legislators and staffs of the nation's 50 states, its commonwealths and territories. NCSL provides
research, technical assistance and opportunities for policymakers to exchange ideas on the most
pressing state issues. NCSL is an effective and respected advocate for the interests of state
governments before Congress and federal agencies.  From its analysis posted as an online
document entitled Replacing a Search System: “We found dtSearch ... People easy to work with
... Product easy to work with.”  “dtSearch API — robust, well documented.”

State Banking Departments have benefited from SRA application embedding dtSearch.
State Banking Departments have benefitted from SRA’s application, now called One View Analyst.
From SRA’s “success stories”: usage has included state banking departments, specifically “bank
regulatory agencies to research suspicious transactions and trends. Analysts need the ability to
connect action and events that may have occurred over a ten-year period ... Research time is
significantly reduced.” “The dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine provides maximum flexibility, with over
two dozen text search options, allowing analysis of all popular file types.”

DBiT adds dtSearch to custom Web and CD-based solutions for the European Parliament.
The Minutes of Proceedings and Report of Proceedings of the European Parliament have to reach a
wide audience, in many languages. The European Parliament tasked DBiT to synthesize these
reports, and then output the data both to the Web and to CD, all in instantly searchable,
multilingual format. “We successfully used dtSearch on a wide variety of input and output formats,
including HTML, XML, and PDF. dtSearch’s multilingual support was key for the European Parliament
project. And dtSearch’s categorization support was essential as well. We used XML as the underlying
database solution to integrate dtSearch full-text and meta searching. The result is highly-precision
searching for end-users accessing the European Parliament data.”

Cycom Data Systems adds dtSearch to CityLaw / CountyLaw case management.
Cycom Data Systems developed CityLaw / CountyLaw for city and county governments. This
comprehensive system for local government organizations provides case management, time
management, contract management, claims processing, prosecution case management, document
management, payment processing, billing and more. “With dtSearch, our users can search and
retrieve all of their documents across all case matters. Users can’t do without this feature now.
We’re now including it in every installation.”

GVPi implements semi-custom solution including dtSearch for Kluwer Law International.
Kluwer Law International is an EU-based unit of Wolters Kluwer Law & Business. Kluwer Law
International is dedicated to providing the world-wide business community with reliable international
legal information. GVPi’s PubPath℠ solution delivered the capability to Kluwer Law International to
offer technologically-enhanced versions of its various products, and to migrate customers to these
online products. “dtSearch is our search engine of choice for fast, concurrent online searching.
dtSearch’s advanced search options let the users find exactly the content that they are looking for.”

North Carolina Banking Commission relaunches Web site to include dtSearch.
According to FederalComputerWeek, North Carolina-chartered banks have assets well over $100
billlion. The North Carolina Banking Commission relaunched its Web site to, among other things, add
Microsoft CMS and dtSearch. “The site redesign is intended to make it easier for visitors to access
regulatory information, news and forms ... Additions include search technology from dtSearch that
lets users search across the entire portal for information.”

Belgian Chamber of Representatives selects dtSearch for its research needs.
From their published report describing the selection process that led to dtSearch: “Qu’il s’agit d’un
outil de recherce rapide, performant et convivial, conforme aux exigencies exprimées.”  Translation:
dtSearch “is a research tool that is fast, efficient and easy to work with, meeting our express
requirements.”

Graphic Sciences makes tax rolls searchable with dtSearch.
Graphic Sciences specializes in digital imaging and management. For one large county in Michigan,
Graphic Sciences took their entire residential and corporate tax rolls in the form of microfilm and
paper and scanned them all into PDFs. “After scanning all of the County’s residential and corporate
tax rolls to PDF, we used dtSearch Web to publish the PDFs to an Intranet site for instant searching
by County employees. dtSearch is working excellently on this vast tax roll database. The County is
quite happy with the results.”

haiNa embeds dtSearch to make the legal resources of the Philippines instantly searchable
from a desktop.
haiNa is a unique legal research software specifically designed for independent or collaborative case
preparation.  Running from a desktop, haiNa covers a wide variety of Philippines legal resources.
haiNa uses the “superfast,” “robust and feature-rich search engine, dtSearch ... It can retrieve
relevant documents in a fraction of a second.  The power, reliability and versatility of dtSearch
enables the deployment of customized solutions with constantly evolving features depending on the
needs of the user.”

Geology Ontario engages dtSearch to search rich geological repository.
Geology Ontario provides unprecedented access to the information holdings of the Ontario
Geological Survey. “dtSearch has successfully indexed millions of our pages, including approximately
168,000 maps. The speed at which results are returned is blazing. Thank you for making an
excellent product that does an exceptional job at helping our citizens discover content in our
document repository, a repository that reflects publications released since 1891.”

National leader in local government website development, Vision Internet uses dtSearch.
Vision Internet has implemented dtSearch in dozens of government websites for local governments
across the United States. “Using dtSearch, we set the standard in local government.” “dtSearch
provides accurate results” and “is ideal for local governments because they need to accurately
search all types of documents.”

Modern Micro Imaging uses dtSearch to power Department of Transportation crash test
safety database.
Modern Micro Imaging developed a solution to enable researchers to find relevant documents in a
massive database of DOT / NHTSA crash test data. “We picked dtSearch for this project because of
the interface, the features, and the speed. The speed was fantastic, virtually instantaneous ... The
support team was fabulous.”

archizo lights on dtSearch for traffic signal site.
A major city selected archizo, a New York-based company, to create a public site for reporting
traffic signal or street lighting problems. “dtSearch was selected not only for its sophisticated text
search abilities, but also for its ability to quickly deliver and deploy a prototype using those
abilities.”

For town government, “SmartSearch with dtSearch search engine makes finding key
documents easier.”
From a Government Security News case study:  “The Town of Centerville, TN, is a municipal
organization that manages critical government functions and handles paperwork for a variety of vital
services, including police department and court documents.” For this, Centerville turned to
“SmartSearch, an award-wining content management solution.  Designed by Square 9 and built on
.NET, SmartSearch delivers enterprise-class Web forms management and workflow automation
capabilities, extending access to content in a highly secure environment.” “The SmartSearch solution
uses the dtSearch Engine to simplify document retrieval, delivering proprietary document filters and
instant search capabilities across terabytes of data and supporting database, Web data and popular
productivity file searches.”  The result:  “streamlined document storage, instant retrieval.”

Belgian Translators takes a turn to dtSearch.
“dtSearch allows me to fully exploit my work documents (originals, previous translations,
documentation, glossaries, websites, etc..).” Also, “dtSearch allowed me to index all file types that I
have encountered so far in my practice.”

Iceland’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs’ Translation Centre is a “satisfied customer” of
dtSearch.
The Translation Centre of Iceland’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs was established in 1990 to translate
official documents relating to the European Economic Area Agreement. “I want to express my
admiration for dtSearch and the service we get there. The thing is that one doesn’t often need
service (which is good) but when one needs it, it is first rate. For us who try and keep informed in
this computer software wilderness, it is indeed very informative to read the universally positive
dialogue on the Internet regarding dtSearch.”

AppsPlus applies dtSearch Engine .NET API to project for US Government Agency.
AppsPlus has been developing quality database solutions for over 14 years, and working with
dtSearch for 5 years.  Mr. Barker, a former Microsoftie and current Microsoft MVP, is the author of a
number of books published by SAMS and Wrox Publishing on programming techniques. “Storing the
indexes to use in XML configuration files made it is easy for the client to control (in terms of
classification level, etc.) indexes available in response to a particular query.  dtSearch’s .NET API
made it easier then ever to develop the solution for this AppsPlus client.”

CPC encodes dtSearch into web hosting for local governments in the US.
Code Publishing Company (CPC) is a national company providing codification services to hundreds of
municipalities across 16 states and handling over 6,000 subscriptions across the country.  More
recently, CPC also started hosting local government codes online. “dtSearch was the perfect fit ...
We wanted to provide our users with the ability to search single or multiple databases, and
dtSearch offered a simple solution.”

Remtech Services enlists dtSearch for US Government technical training Website and CDs.
Remtech Services (RSI), a CIBER Company, implemented dtSearch in an extensive Web-based
technical training site and companion training CDs for its US Government client. "We promised the
client an enhanced search tool for the Web, as well as one that could also work with a CD version
of their product. For both, we chose dtSearch."

Cybergroup uses dtSearch for international municipal government information portal.
Cybergroup chose the dtSearch product line to handle spidering of governmental sites, as well as
the indexing and searching of retrieved information. “dtSearch was chosen as the foundation of the
system because of its unique searching, spidering, and document indexing capabilities ... a powerful
information retrieval resource.”

DocuLex builds dtSearch into Archive Studio for Nassau County Building Department.
With “five large buildings, scattered in different locations” for storing the Building Department’s
documents, “the need to convert and archive these documents in a more manageable fashion
became quite clear.”  To streamline document management, the Building Department chose
DocuLex Archive Studio embedding the dtSearch Engine. “After the PDF documents have been filed
by [DocuLex] Goby Capture, WebSearch enables fast access to these documents online through any
number of search parameters. The Building Department’s staff can now easily search for and
retrieve any document.”  “The combination of Goby Capture and WebSearch enables us to quickly
and accurately retrieve our electronic documents ... We have found the software to be intuitive,
reliable and fast.”

SDC arms itself with dtSearch for its translation services for European naval defense and
other industries.
SDC Services include documentary chain optimization; optimization of the processes and methods of
translation; linguistic quality assurance; creation of terminological databases; and consultancy
services relating to relevant software tools. “dtSearch is ideal for translators, terminologists and
translation companies seeking an indexing / search engine for terminology searches, or ‘term
mining.’”

Court of Justice of the European Communities employs DBiT and dtSearch.
The Court of Justice of the European Communities was set up in 1952 under the Treaty of Paris to
ensure that European legislation is interpreted and applied in the same way in each member state.
The Court picked DBiT to distribute the Court’s decisions in a wide variety of European languages.
“The search engine we wanted to use had to be very configurable, and easy to integrate with our
advanced classification systems, all in a multilingual Web-based environment. dtSearch met all of
these criteria. Automatic indexing was key for us. We had great success using dtSearch to hyperlink
search results in a dozen or so European languages. dtSearch’s flexibility with regard to multilingual
support worked great.”

ELCA employs dtSearch in Web-based and distributed-access international governmental
database.
A leading Swiss IT services company, ELCA currently has a workforce of more than 300 highly
skilled engineers. A major international organization tasked ELCA to provide search access to its
multinational database through a number of different vehicles. “We choose dtSearch because of its
versatility, speed, reliability and its ease of use. We liked dtSearch’s ability to build indexes
incrementally, and to search on multiple indexes for documents spread in many directories ... The
dtSearch configuration we chose gave users the ability to search in parallel on the offline DVD data
and on new material from the Internet.”

IMSG chooses dtSearch for Department of Transportation site.
IMSG does a wide variety of government development work. "Search speed is quick. And dtSearch
presents the information in a user-friendly manner, right out of the box. Now visitors to the site
can quickly access the information through searches, and get what they need.”

Intergen engages dtSearch for Local Government Online Limited portal.
With offices in New Zealand and Australia, Intergen is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, with
special recognition as an “elite business partner” for implementing solutions based on Microsoft
products. Intergen’s customer, the Local Government Online Limited organization, needed a search
engine for its portal site. “One of the key requirements was that we be able to search over a
number of websites. dtSearch was one of the few products that could meet this out of the box ...
The Spider allowed us to easily manage the large number of websites we needed to index.  Another
key factor in ensuring that we felt comfortable implementing dtSearch was the responsiveness of
their support team.”

ATS elects dtSearch for political redistricting database.
American Technology Services or ATS, a Microsoft Certified Partner, provides technology consulting
services in the areas of Internet development and hosting, software development and network
integration. ATS used these skills in setting up a political redistricting database for a major US
political organization. “Database query alone would not do the trick. We needed the power of
dtSearch. dtSearch speed was very fast.”

Cybergroup employs dtSearch in knowledge center for US Government Agency.
“For searching the depth and breadth of information, dtSearch was the logical choice. For the
agency, we included such dtSearch features as fuzzy and concept searching. Of particular
importance to the agency was dtSearch full-text searching, and fielded data searching of
documents, such as summary information in MS Word and PDF documents.”

California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB) integrates dtSearch to ensure
that knowledge stores do not go to waste.
The CIWMB “servers are a critical information resource and have become a vast storehouse of
current and historical information.” To search the server-based content, the CIWMB uses “dtSearch
software, a custom-built web service, and a MySQL database. The file shares are indexed weekly
and the search feature is incorporated on the ASP.NET search page of the CIWMB’s intranet site.
This provides an effective organizational ‘search and indexing’ capability ... that will be of interest to
and have value for other organizations.”

File Magic with dtSearch helps County Assessor manage archival records.
Municipalities of all sizes are now realizing the advantages that going digital can bring to their
operations. “Rising costs of microfilm equipment and the inability to perform quick and effective
searches have been eliminated ... thanks to File Magic and dtSearch.”

Bitext adds dtSearch and NaturalFinder to digital assets solution for the Spanish National
Institute of Public Administration (INAP).
Bitext develops linguistic technologies for natural language understanding in different languages,
including Spanish and English. INAP is an autonomous body within Spain’s General State
Administration. INAP’s digital library features a diverse set of information sources, including daily
publications, document databases, bibliographic catalogues and encyclopedias. “dtSearch by far
surpassed our needs. We haven’t found any search engine so easy to work with, due to its powerful
API and the quick support from its customer service team.” “The solution Bitext implemented also
provides single access query, which our solution then seamlessly redirects to all the other sources.
Bitext has further carried out this integration of NaturalFinder-dtSearch unintrusively, without
altering either INAP’s underlying data repositories or data management systems.”

dtSearch listed as one of the “influential providers in terms of size and market share.” — European
Commission Report, Economic Trends in Enterprise Search Solutions

“dtSearch has an extensive product line for searching terabytes of text ... I used dtSearch at MSD /
Lockheed Martin to search for resumes, past performances, proposal boilerplate, and ... RFPs.”
— Proposal Management Magazine

“We looked around and decided yours was the best.” — Government Solutions at AT&T
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NALIT finds dtSearch.
The National Association of Legislative Information Technology (NALIT) operates within the National
Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL).  NCSL is a bipartisan organization that serves the
legislators and staffs of the nation's 50 states, its commonwealths and territories. NCSL provides
research, technical assistance and opportunities for policymakers to exchange ideas on the most
pressing state issues. NCSL is an effective and respected advocate for the interests of state
governments before Congress and federal agencies.  From its analysis posted as an online
document entitled Replacing a Search System: “We found dtSearch ... People easy to work with
... Product easy to work with.”  “dtSearch API — robust, well documented.”

State Banking Departments have benefited from SRA application embedding dtSearch.
State Banking Departments have benefitted from SRA’s application, now called One View Analyst.
From SRA’s “success stories”: usage has included state banking departments, specifically “bank
regulatory agencies to research suspicious transactions and trends. Analysts need the ability to
connect action and events that may have occurred over a ten-year period ... Research time is
significantly reduced.” “The dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine provides maximum flexibility, with over
two dozen text search options, allowing analysis of all popular file types.”

DBiT adds dtSearch to custom Web and CD-based solutions for the European Parliament.
The Minutes of Proceedings and Report of Proceedings of the European Parliament have to reach a
wide audience, in many languages. The European Parliament tasked DBiT to synthesize these
reports, and then output the data both to the Web and to CD, all in instantly searchable,
multilingual format. “We successfully used dtSearch on a wide variety of input and output formats,
including HTML, XML, and PDF. dtSearch’s multilingual support was key for the European Parliament
project. And dtSearch’s categorization support was essential as well. We used XML as the underlying
database solution to integrate dtSearch full-text and meta searching. The result is highly-precision
searching for end-users accessing the European Parliament data.”

Cycom Data Systems adds dtSearch to CityLaw / CountyLaw case management.
Cycom Data Systems developed CityLaw / CountyLaw for city and county governments. This
comprehensive system for local government organizations provides case management, time
management, contract management, claims processing, prosecution case management, document
management, payment processing, billing and more. “With dtSearch, our users can search and
retrieve all of their documents across all case matters. Users can’t do without this feature now.
We’re now including it in every installation.”

GVPi implements semi-custom solution including dtSearch for Kluwer Law International.
Kluwer Law International is an EU-based unit of Wolters Kluwer Law & Business. Kluwer Law
International is dedicated to providing the world-wide business community with reliable international
legal information. GVPi’s PubPath℠ solution delivered the capability to Kluwer Law International to
offer technologically-enhanced versions of its various products, and to migrate customers to these
online products. “dtSearch is our search engine of choice for fast, concurrent online searching.
dtSearch’s advanced search options let the users find exactly the content that they are looking for.”

North Carolina Banking Commission relaunches Web site to include dtSearch.
According to FederalComputerWeek, North Carolina-chartered banks have assets well over $100
billlion. The North Carolina Banking Commission relaunched its Web site to, among other things, add
Microsoft CMS and dtSearch. “The site redesign is intended to make it easier for visitors to access
regulatory information, news and forms ... Additions include search technology from dtSearch that
lets users search across the entire portal for information.”

Belgian Chamber of Representatives selects dtSearch for its research needs.
From their published report describing the selection process that led to dtSearch: “Qu’il s’agit d’un
outil de recherce rapide, performant et convivial, conforme aux exigencies exprimées.”  Translation:
dtSearch “is a research tool that is fast, efficient and easy to work with, meeting our express
requirements.”

Graphic Sciences makes tax rolls searchable with dtSearch.
Graphic Sciences specializes in digital imaging and management. For one large county in Michigan,
Graphic Sciences took their entire residential and corporate tax rolls in the form of microfilm and
paper and scanned them all into PDFs. “After scanning all of the County’s residential and corporate
tax rolls to PDF, we used dtSearch Web to publish the PDFs to an Intranet site for instant searching
by County employees. dtSearch is working excellently on this vast tax roll database. The County is
quite happy with the results.”

haiNa embeds dtSearch to make the legal resources of the Philippines instantly searchable
from a desktop.
haiNa is a unique legal research software specifically designed for independent or collaborative case
preparation.  Running from a desktop, haiNa covers a wide variety of Philippines legal resources.
haiNa uses the “superfast,” “robust and feature-rich search engine, dtSearch ... It can retrieve
relevant documents in a fraction of a second.  The power, reliability and versatility of dtSearch
enables the deployment of customized solutions with constantly evolving features depending on the
needs of the user.”

Geology Ontario engages dtSearch to search rich geological repository.
Geology Ontario provides unprecedented access to the information holdings of the Ontario
Geological Survey. “dtSearch has successfully indexed millions of our pages, including approximately
168,000 maps. The speed at which results are returned is blazing. Thank you for making an
excellent product that does an exceptional job at helping our citizens discover content in our
document repository, a repository that reflects publications released since 1891.”

National leader in local government website development, Vision Internet uses dtSearch.
Vision Internet has implemented dtSearch in dozens of government websites for local governments
across the United States. “Using dtSearch, we set the standard in local government.” “dtSearch
provides accurate results” and “is ideal for local governments because they need to accurately
search all types of documents.”

Modern Micro Imaging uses dtSearch to power Department of Transportation crash test
safety database.
Modern Micro Imaging developed a solution to enable researchers to find relevant documents in a
massive database of DOT / NHTSA crash test data. “We picked dtSearch for this project because of
the interface, the features, and the speed. The speed was fantastic, virtually instantaneous ... The
support team was fabulous.”

archizo lights on dtSearch for traffic signal site.
A major city selected archizo, a New York-based company, to create a public site for reporting
traffic signal or street lighting problems. “dtSearch was selected not only for its sophisticated text
search abilities, but also for its ability to quickly deliver and deploy a prototype using those
abilities.”

For town government, “SmartSearch with dtSearch search engine makes finding key
documents easier.”
From a Government Security News case study:  “The Town of Centerville, TN, is a municipal
organization that manages critical government functions and handles paperwork for a variety of vital
services, including police department and court documents.” For this, Centerville turned to
“SmartSearch, an award-wining content management solution.  Designed by Square 9 and built on
.NET, SmartSearch delivers enterprise-class Web forms management and workflow automation
capabilities, extending access to content in a highly secure environment.” “The SmartSearch solution
uses the dtSearch Engine to simplify document retrieval, delivering proprietary document filters and
instant search capabilities across terabytes of data and supporting database, Web data and popular
productivity file searches.”  The result:  “streamlined document storage, instant retrieval.”

Belgian Translators takes a turn to dtSearch.
“dtSearch allows me to fully exploit my work documents (originals, previous translations,
documentation, glossaries, websites, etc..).” Also, “dtSearch allowed me to index all file types that I
have encountered so far in my practice.”

Iceland’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs’ Translation Centre is a “satisfied customer” of
dtSearch.
The Translation Centre of Iceland’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs was established in 1990 to translate
official documents relating to the European Economic Area Agreement. “I want to express my
admiration for dtSearch and the service we get there. The thing is that one doesn’t often need
service (which is good) but when one needs it, it is first rate. For us who try and keep informed in
this computer software wilderness, it is indeed very informative to read the universally positive
dialogue on the Internet regarding dtSearch.”

AppsPlus applies dtSearch Engine .NET API to project for US Government Agency.
AppsPlus has been developing quality database solutions for over 14 years, and working with
dtSearch for 5 years.  Mr. Barker, a former Microsoftie and current Microsoft MVP, is the author of a
number of books published by SAMS and Wrox Publishing on programming techniques. “Storing the
indexes to use in XML configuration files made it is easy for the client to control (in terms of
classification level, etc.) indexes available in response to a particular query.  dtSearch’s .NET API
made it easier then ever to develop the solution for this AppsPlus client.”

CPC encodes dtSearch into web hosting for local governments in the US.
Code Publishing Company (CPC) is a national company providing codification services to hundreds of
municipalities across 16 states and handling over 6,000 subscriptions across the country.  More
recently, CPC also started hosting local government codes online. “dtSearch was the perfect fit ...
We wanted to provide our users with the ability to search single or multiple databases, and
dtSearch offered a simple solution.”

Remtech Services enlists dtSearch for US Government technical training Website and CDs.
Remtech Services (RSI), a CIBER Company, implemented dtSearch in an extensive Web-based
technical training site and companion training CDs for its US Government client. "We promised the
client an enhanced search tool for the Web, as well as one that could also work with a CD version
of their product. For both, we chose dtSearch."

Cybergroup uses dtSearch for international municipal government information portal.
Cybergroup chose the dtSearch product line to handle spidering of governmental sites, as well as
the indexing and searching of retrieved information. “dtSearch was chosen as the foundation of the
system because of its unique searching, spidering, and document indexing capabilities ... a powerful
information retrieval resource.”

DocuLex builds dtSearch into Archive Studio for Nassau County Building Department.
With “five large buildings, scattered in different locations” for storing the Building Department’s
documents, “the need to convert and archive these documents in a more manageable fashion
became quite clear.”  To streamline document management, the Building Department chose
DocuLex Archive Studio embedding the dtSearch Engine. “After the PDF documents have been filed
by [DocuLex] Goby Capture, WebSearch enables fast access to these documents online through any
number of search parameters. The Building Department’s staff can now easily search for and
retrieve any document.”  “The combination of Goby Capture and WebSearch enables us to quickly
and accurately retrieve our electronic documents ... We have found the software to be intuitive,
reliable and fast.”

SDC arms itself with dtSearch for its translation services for European naval defense and
other industries.
SDC Services include documentary chain optimization; optimization of the processes and methods of
translation; linguistic quality assurance; creation of terminological databases; and consultancy
services relating to relevant software tools. “dtSearch is ideal for translators, terminologists and
translation companies seeking an indexing / search engine for terminology searches, or ‘term
mining.’”

Court of Justice of the European Communities employs DBiT and dtSearch.
The Court of Justice of the European Communities was set up in 1952 under the Treaty of Paris to
ensure that European legislation is interpreted and applied in the same way in each member state.
The Court picked DBiT to distribute the Court’s decisions in a wide variety of European languages.
“The search engine we wanted to use had to be very configurable, and easy to integrate with our
advanced classification systems, all in a multilingual Web-based environment. dtSearch met all of
these criteria. Automatic indexing was key for us. We had great success using dtSearch to hyperlink
search results in a dozen or so European languages. dtSearch’s flexibility with regard to multilingual
support worked great.”

ELCA employs dtSearch in Web-based and distributed-access international governmental
database.
A leading Swiss IT services company, ELCA currently has a workforce of more than 300 highly
skilled engineers. A major international organization tasked ELCA to provide search access to its
multinational database through a number of different vehicles. “We choose dtSearch because of its
versatility, speed, reliability and its ease of use. We liked dtSearch’s ability to build indexes
incrementally, and to search on multiple indexes for documents spread in many directories ... The
dtSearch configuration we chose gave users the ability to search in parallel on the offline DVD data
and on new material from the Internet.”

IMSG chooses dtSearch for Department of Transportation site.
IMSG does a wide variety of government development work. "Search speed is quick. And dtSearch
presents the information in a user-friendly manner, right out of the box. Now visitors to the site
can quickly access the information through searches, and get what they need.”

Intergen engages dtSearch for Local Government Online Limited portal.
With offices in New Zealand and Australia, Intergen is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, with
special recognition as an “elite business partner” for implementing solutions based on Microsoft
products. Intergen’s customer, the Local Government Online Limited organization, needed a search
engine for its portal site. “One of the key requirements was that we be able to search over a
number of websites. dtSearch was one of the few products that could meet this out of the box ...
The Spider allowed us to easily manage the large number of websites we needed to index.  Another
key factor in ensuring that we felt comfortable implementing dtSearch was the responsiveness of
their support team.”

ATS elects dtSearch for political redistricting database.
American Technology Services or ATS, a Microsoft Certified Partner, provides technology consulting
services in the areas of Internet development and hosting, software development and network
integration. ATS used these skills in setting up a political redistricting database for a major US
political organization. “Database query alone would not do the trick. We needed the power of
dtSearch. dtSearch speed was very fast.”

Cybergroup employs dtSearch in knowledge center for US Government Agency.
“For searching the depth and breadth of information, dtSearch was the logical choice. For the
agency, we included such dtSearch features as fuzzy and concept searching. Of particular
importance to the agency was dtSearch full-text searching, and fielded data searching of
documents, such as summary information in MS Word and PDF documents.”

California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB) integrates dtSearch to ensure
that knowledge stores do not go to waste.
The CIWMB “servers are a critical information resource and have become a vast storehouse of
current and historical information.” To search the server-based content, the CIWMB uses “dtSearch
software, a custom-built web service, and a MySQL database. The file shares are indexed weekly
and the search feature is incorporated on the ASP.NET search page of the CIWMB’s intranet site.
This provides an effective organizational ‘search and indexing’ capability ... that will be of interest to
and have value for other organizations.”

File Magic with dtSearch helps County Assessor manage archival records.
Municipalities of all sizes are now realizing the advantages that going digital can bring to their
operations. “Rising costs of microfilm equipment and the inability to perform quick and effective
searches have been eliminated ... thanks to File Magic and dtSearch.”

Bitext adds dtSearch and NaturalFinder to digital assets solution for the Spanish National
Institute of Public Administration (INAP).
Bitext develops linguistic technologies for natural language understanding in different languages,
including Spanish and English. INAP is an autonomous body within Spain’s General State
Administration. INAP’s digital library features a diverse set of information sources, including daily
publications, document databases, bibliographic catalogues and encyclopedias. “dtSearch by far
surpassed our needs. We haven’t found any search engine so easy to work with, due to its powerful
API and the quick support from its customer service team.” “The solution Bitext implemented also
provides single access query, which our solution then seamlessly redirects to all the other sources.
Bitext has further carried out this integration of NaturalFinder-dtSearch unintrusively, without
altering either INAP’s underlying data repositories or data management systems.”

dtSearch listed as one of the “influential providers in terms of size and market share.” — European
Commission Report, Economic Trends in Enterprise Search Solutions

“dtSearch has an extensive product line for searching terabytes of text ... I used dtSearch at MSD /
Lockheed Martin to search for resumes, past performances, proposal boilerplate, and ... RFPs.”
— Proposal Management Magazine

“We looked around and decided yours was the best.” — Government Solutions at AT&T
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NALIT finds dtSearch.
The National Association of Legislative Information Technology (NALIT) operates within the National
Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL).  NCSL is a bipartisan organization that serves the
legislators and staffs of the nation's 50 states, its commonwealths and territories. NCSL provides
research, technical assistance and opportunities for policymakers to exchange ideas on the most
pressing state issues. NCSL is an effective and respected advocate for the interests of state
governments before Congress and federal agencies.  From its analysis posted as an online
document entitled Replacing a Search System: “We found dtSearch ... People easy to work with
... Product easy to work with.”  “dtSearch API — robust, well documented.”

State Banking Departments have benefited from SRA application embedding dtSearch.
State Banking Departments have benefitted from SRA’s application, now called One View Analyst.
From SRA’s “success stories”: usage has included state banking departments, specifically “bank
regulatory agencies to research suspicious transactions and trends. Analysts need the ability to
connect action and events that may have occurred over a ten-year period ... Research time is
significantly reduced.” “The dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine provides maximum flexibility, with over
two dozen text search options, allowing analysis of all popular file types.”

DBiT adds dtSearch to custom Web and CD-based solutions for the European Parliament.
The Minutes of Proceedings and Report of Proceedings of the European Parliament have to reach a
wide audience, in many languages. The European Parliament tasked DBiT to synthesize these
reports, and then output the data both to the Web and to CD, all in instantly searchable,
multilingual format. “We successfully used dtSearch on a wide variety of input and output formats,
including HTML, XML, and PDF. dtSearch’s multilingual support was key for the European Parliament
project. And dtSearch’s categorization support was essential as well. We used XML as the underlying
database solution to integrate dtSearch full-text and meta searching. The result is highly-precision
searching for end-users accessing the European Parliament data.”

Cycom Data Systems adds dtSearch to CityLaw / CountyLaw case management.
Cycom Data Systems developed CityLaw / CountyLaw for city and county governments. This
comprehensive system for local government organizations provides case management, time
management, contract management, claims processing, prosecution case management, document
management, payment processing, billing and more. “With dtSearch, our users can search and
retrieve all of their documents across all case matters. Users can’t do without this feature now.
We’re now including it in every installation.”

GVPi implements semi-custom solution including dtSearch for Kluwer Law International.
Kluwer Law International is an EU-based unit of Wolters Kluwer Law & Business. Kluwer Law
International is dedicated to providing the world-wide business community with reliable international
legal information. GVPi’s PubPath℠ solution delivered the capability to Kluwer Law International to
offer technologically-enhanced versions of its various products, and to migrate customers to these
online products. “dtSearch is our search engine of choice for fast, concurrent online searching.
dtSearch’s advanced search options let the users find exactly the content that they are looking for.”

North Carolina Banking Commission relaunches Web site to include dtSearch.
According to FederalComputerWeek, North Carolina-chartered banks have assets well over $100
billlion. The North Carolina Banking Commission relaunched its Web site to, among other things, add
Microsoft CMS and dtSearch. “The site redesign is intended to make it easier for visitors to access
regulatory information, news and forms ... Additions include search technology from dtSearch that
lets users search across the entire portal for information.”

Belgian Chamber of Representatives selects dtSearch for its research needs.
From their published report describing the selection process that led to dtSearch: “Qu’il s’agit d’un
outil de recherce rapide, performant et convivial, conforme aux exigencies exprimées.”  Translation:
dtSearch “is a research tool that is fast, efficient and easy to work with, meeting our express
requirements.”

Graphic Sciences makes tax rolls searchable with dtSearch.
Graphic Sciences specializes in digital imaging and management. For one large county in Michigan,
Graphic Sciences took their entire residential and corporate tax rolls in the form of microfilm and
paper and scanned them all into PDFs. “After scanning all of the County’s residential and corporate
tax rolls to PDF, we used dtSearch Web to publish the PDFs to an Intranet site for instant searching
by County employees. dtSearch is working excellently on this vast tax roll database. The County is
quite happy with the results.”

haiNa embeds dtSearch to make the legal resources of the Philippines instantly searchable
from a desktop.
haiNa is a unique legal research software specifically designed for independent or collaborative case
preparation.  Running from a desktop, haiNa covers a wide variety of Philippines legal resources.
haiNa uses the “superfast,” “robust and feature-rich search engine, dtSearch ... It can retrieve
relevant documents in a fraction of a second.  The power, reliability and versatility of dtSearch
enables the deployment of customized solutions with constantly evolving features depending on the
needs of the user.”

Geology Ontario engages dtSearch to search rich geological repository.
Geology Ontario provides unprecedented access to the information holdings of the Ontario
Geological Survey. “dtSearch has successfully indexed millions of our pages, including approximately
168,000 maps. The speed at which results are returned is blazing. Thank you for making an
excellent product that does an exceptional job at helping our citizens discover content in our
document repository, a repository that reflects publications released since 1891.”

National leader in local government website development, Vision Internet uses dtSearch.
Vision Internet has implemented dtSearch in dozens of government websites for local governments
across the United States. “Using dtSearch, we set the standard in local government.” “dtSearch
provides accurate results” and “is ideal for local governments because they need to accurately
search all types of documents.”

Modern Micro Imaging uses dtSearch to power Department of Transportation crash test
safety database.
Modern Micro Imaging developed a solution to enable researchers to find relevant documents in a
massive database of DOT / NHTSA crash test data. “We picked dtSearch for this project because of
the interface, the features, and the speed. The speed was fantastic, virtually instantaneous ... The
support team was fabulous.”

archizo lights on dtSearch for traffic signal site.
A major city selected archizo, a New York-based company, to create a public site for reporting
traffic signal or street lighting problems. “dtSearch was selected not only for its sophisticated text
search abilities, but also for its ability to quickly deliver and deploy a prototype using those
abilities.”

For town government, “SmartSearch with dtSearch search engine makes finding key
documents easier.”
From a Government Security News case study:  “The Town of Centerville, TN, is a municipal
organization that manages critical government functions and handles paperwork for a variety of vital
services, including police department and court documents.” For this, Centerville turned to
“SmartSearch, an award-wining content management solution.  Designed by Square 9 and built on
.NET, SmartSearch delivers enterprise-class Web forms management and workflow automation
capabilities, extending access to content in a highly secure environment.” “The SmartSearch solution
uses the dtSearch Engine to simplify document retrieval, delivering proprietary document filters and
instant search capabilities across terabytes of data and supporting database, Web data and popular
productivity file searches.”  The result:  “streamlined document storage, instant retrieval.”

Belgian Translators takes a turn to dtSearch.
“dtSearch allows me to fully exploit my work documents (originals, previous translations,
documentation, glossaries, websites, etc..).” Also, “dtSearch allowed me to index all file types that I
have encountered so far in my practice.”

Iceland’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs’ Translation Centre is a “satisfied customer” of
dtSearch.
The Translation Centre of Iceland’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs was established in 1990 to translate
official documents relating to the European Economic Area Agreement. “I want to express my
admiration for dtSearch and the service we get there. The thing is that one doesn’t often need
service (which is good) but when one needs it, it is first rate. For us who try and keep informed in
this computer software wilderness, it is indeed very informative to read the universally positive
dialogue on the Internet regarding dtSearch.”

AppsPlus applies dtSearch Engine .NET API to project for US Government Agency.
AppsPlus has been developing quality database solutions for over 14 years, and working with
dtSearch for 5 years.  Mr. Barker, a former Microsoftie and current Microsoft MVP, is the author of a
number of books published by SAMS and Wrox Publishing on programming techniques. “Storing the
indexes to use in XML configuration files made it is easy for the client to control (in terms of
classification level, etc.) indexes available in response to a particular query.  dtSearch’s .NET API
made it easier then ever to develop the solution for this AppsPlus client.”

CPC encodes dtSearch into web hosting for local governments in the US.
Code Publishing Company (CPC) is a national company providing codification services to hundreds of
municipalities across 16 states and handling over 6,000 subscriptions across the country.  More
recently, CPC also started hosting local government codes online. “dtSearch was the perfect fit ...
We wanted to provide our users with the ability to search single or multiple databases, and
dtSearch offered a simple solution.”

Remtech Services enlists dtSearch for US Government technical training Website and CDs.
Remtech Services (RSI), a CIBER Company, implemented dtSearch in an extensive Web-based
technical training site and companion training CDs for its US Government client. "We promised the
client an enhanced search tool for the Web, as well as one that could also work with a CD version
of their product. For both, we chose dtSearch."

Cybergroup uses dtSearch for international municipal government information portal.
Cybergroup chose the dtSearch product line to handle spidering of governmental sites, as well as
the indexing and searching of retrieved information. “dtSearch was chosen as the foundation of the
system because of its unique searching, spidering, and document indexing capabilities ... a powerful
information retrieval resource.”

DocuLex builds dtSearch into Archive Studio for Nassau County Building Department.
With “five large buildings, scattered in different locations” for storing the Building Department’s
documents, “the need to convert and archive these documents in a more manageable fashion
became quite clear.”  To streamline document management, the Building Department chose
DocuLex Archive Studio embedding the dtSearch Engine. “After the PDF documents have been filed
by [DocuLex] Goby Capture, WebSearch enables fast access to these documents online through any
number of search parameters. The Building Department’s staff can now easily search for and
retrieve any document.”  “The combination of Goby Capture and WebSearch enables us to quickly
and accurately retrieve our electronic documents ... We have found the software to be intuitive,
reliable and fast.”

SDC arms itself with dtSearch for its translation services for European naval defense and
other industries.
SDC Services include documentary chain optimization; optimization of the processes and methods of
translation; linguistic quality assurance; creation of terminological databases; and consultancy
services relating to relevant software tools. “dtSearch is ideal for translators, terminologists and
translation companies seeking an indexing / search engine for terminology searches, or ‘term
mining.’”

Court of Justice of the European Communities employs DBiT and dtSearch.
The Court of Justice of the European Communities was set up in 1952 under the Treaty of Paris to
ensure that European legislation is interpreted and applied in the same way in each member state.
The Court picked DBiT to distribute the Court’s decisions in a wide variety of European languages.
“The search engine we wanted to use had to be very configurable, and easy to integrate with our
advanced classification systems, all in a multilingual Web-based environment. dtSearch met all of
these criteria. Automatic indexing was key for us. We had great success using dtSearch to hyperlink
search results in a dozen or so European languages. dtSearch’s flexibility with regard to multilingual
support worked great.”

ELCA employs dtSearch in Web-based and distributed-access international governmental
database.
A leading Swiss IT services company, ELCA currently has a workforce of more than 300 highly
skilled engineers. A major international organization tasked ELCA to provide search access to its
multinational database through a number of different vehicles. “We choose dtSearch because of its
versatility, speed, reliability and its ease of use. We liked dtSearch’s ability to build indexes
incrementally, and to search on multiple indexes for documents spread in many directories ... The
dtSearch configuration we chose gave users the ability to search in parallel on the offline DVD data
and on new material from the Internet.”

IMSG chooses dtSearch for Department of Transportation site.
IMSG does a wide variety of government development work. "Search speed is quick. And dtSearch
presents the information in a user-friendly manner, right out of the box. Now visitors to the site
can quickly access the information through searches, and get what they need.”

Intergen engages dtSearch for Local Government Online Limited portal.
With offices in New Zealand and Australia, Intergen is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, with
special recognition as an “elite business partner” for implementing solutions based on Microsoft
products. Intergen’s customer, the Local Government Online Limited organization, needed a search
engine for its portal site. “One of the key requirements was that we be able to search over a
number of websites. dtSearch was one of the few products that could meet this out of the box ...
The Spider allowed us to easily manage the large number of websites we needed to index.  Another
key factor in ensuring that we felt comfortable implementing dtSearch was the responsiveness of
their support team.”

ATS elects dtSearch for political redistricting database.
American Technology Services or ATS, a Microsoft Certified Partner, provides technology consulting
services in the areas of Internet development and hosting, software development and network
integration. ATS used these skills in setting up a political redistricting database for a major US
political organization. “Database query alone would not do the trick. We needed the power of
dtSearch. dtSearch speed was very fast.”

Cybergroup employs dtSearch in knowledge center for US Government Agency.
“For searching the depth and breadth of information, dtSearch was the logical choice. For the
agency, we included such dtSearch features as fuzzy and concept searching. Of particular
importance to the agency was dtSearch full-text searching, and fielded data searching of
documents, such as summary information in MS Word and PDF documents.”

California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB) integrates dtSearch to ensure
that knowledge stores do not go to waste.
The CIWMB “servers are a critical information resource and have become a vast storehouse of
current and historical information.” To search the server-based content, the CIWMB uses “dtSearch
software, a custom-built web service, and a MySQL database. The file shares are indexed weekly
and the search feature is incorporated on the ASP.NET search page of the CIWMB’s intranet site.
This provides an effective organizational ‘search and indexing’ capability ... that will be of interest to
and have value for other organizations.”

File Magic with dtSearch helps County Assessor manage archival records.
Municipalities of all sizes are now realizing the advantages that going digital can bring to their
operations. “Rising costs of microfilm equipment and the inability to perform quick and effective
searches have been eliminated ... thanks to File Magic and dtSearch.”

Bitext adds dtSearch and NaturalFinder to digital assets solution for the Spanish National
Institute of Public Administration (INAP).
Bitext develops linguistic technologies for natural language understanding in different languages,
including Spanish and English. INAP is an autonomous body within Spain’s General State
Administration. INAP’s digital library features a diverse set of information sources, including daily
publications, document databases, bibliographic catalogues and encyclopedias. “dtSearch by far
surpassed our needs. We haven’t found any search engine so easy to work with, due to its powerful
API and the quick support from its customer service team.” “The solution Bitext implemented also
provides single access query, which our solution then seamlessly redirects to all the other sources.
Bitext has further carried out this integration of NaturalFinder-dtSearch unintrusively, without
altering either INAP’s underlying data repositories or data management systems.”

dtSearch listed as one of the “influential providers in terms of size and market share.” — European
Commission Report, Economic Trends in Enterprise Search Solutions

“dtSearch has an extensive product line for searching terabytes of text ... I used dtSearch at MSD /
Lockheed Martin to search for resumes, past performances, proposal boilerplate, and ... RFPs.”
— Proposal Management Magazine

“We looked around and decided yours was the best.” — Government Solutions at AT&T
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NALIT finds dtSearch.
The National Association of Legislative Information Technology (NALIT) operates within the National
Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL).  NCSL is a bipartisan organization that serves the
legislators and staffs of the nation's 50 states, its commonwealths and territories. NCSL provides
research, technical assistance and opportunities for policymakers to exchange ideas on the most
pressing state issues. NCSL is an effective and respected advocate for the interests of state
governments before Congress and federal agencies.  From its analysis posted as an online
document entitled Replacing a Search System: “We found dtSearch ... People easy to work with
... Product easy to work with.”  “dtSearch API — robust, well documented.”

State Banking Departments have benefited from SRA application embedding dtSearch.
State Banking Departments have benefitted from SRA’s application, now called One View Analyst.
From SRA’s “success stories”: usage has included state banking departments, specifically “bank
regulatory agencies to research suspicious transactions and trends. Analysts need the ability to
connect action and events that may have occurred over a ten-year period ... Research time is
significantly reduced.” “The dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine provides maximum flexibility, with over
two dozen text search options, allowing analysis of all popular file types.”

DBiT adds dtSearch to custom Web and CD-based solutions for the European Parliament.
The Minutes of Proceedings and Report of Proceedings of the European Parliament have to reach a
wide audience, in many languages. The European Parliament tasked DBiT to synthesize these
reports, and then output the data both to the Web and to CD, all in instantly searchable,
multilingual format. “We successfully used dtSearch on a wide variety of input and output formats,
including HTML, XML, and PDF. dtSearch’s multilingual support was key for the European Parliament
project. And dtSearch’s categorization support was essential as well. We used XML as the underlying
database solution to integrate dtSearch full-text and meta searching. The result is highly-precision
searching for end-users accessing the European Parliament data.”

Cycom Data Systems adds dtSearch to CityLaw / CountyLaw case management.
Cycom Data Systems developed CityLaw / CountyLaw for city and county governments. This
comprehensive system for local government organizations provides case management, time
management, contract management, claims processing, prosecution case management, document
management, payment processing, billing and more. “With dtSearch, our users can search and
retrieve all of their documents across all case matters. Users can’t do without this feature now.
We’re now including it in every installation.”

GVPi implements semi-custom solution including dtSearch for Kluwer Law International.
Kluwer Law International is an EU-based unit of Wolters Kluwer Law & Business. Kluwer Law
International is dedicated to providing the world-wide business community with reliable international
legal information. GVPi’s PubPath℠ solution delivered the capability to Kluwer Law International to
offer technologically-enhanced versions of its various products, and to migrate customers to these
online products. “dtSearch is our search engine of choice for fast, concurrent online searching.
dtSearch’s advanced search options let the users find exactly the content that they are looking for.”

North Carolina Banking Commission relaunches Web site to include dtSearch.
According to FederalComputerWeek, North Carolina-chartered banks have assets well over $100
billlion. The North Carolina Banking Commission relaunched its Web site to, among other things, add
Microsoft CMS and dtSearch. “The site redesign is intended to make it easier for visitors to access
regulatory information, news and forms ... Additions include search technology from dtSearch that
lets users search across the entire portal for information.”

Belgian Chamber of Representatives selects dtSearch for its research needs.
From their published report describing the selection process that led to dtSearch: “Qu’il s’agit d’un
outil de recherce rapide, performant et convivial, conforme aux exigencies exprimées.”  Translation:
dtSearch “is a research tool that is fast, efficient and easy to work with, meeting our express
requirements.”

Graphic Sciences makes tax rolls searchable with dtSearch.
Graphic Sciences specializes in digital imaging and management. For one large county in Michigan,
Graphic Sciences took their entire residential and corporate tax rolls in the form of microfilm and
paper and scanned them all into PDFs. “After scanning all of the County’s residential and corporate
tax rolls to PDF, we used dtSearch Web to publish the PDFs to an Intranet site for instant searching
by County employees. dtSearch is working excellently on this vast tax roll database. The County is
quite happy with the results.”

haiNa embeds dtSearch to make the legal resources of the Philippines instantly searchable
from a desktop.
haiNa is a unique legal research software specifically designed for independent or collaborative case
preparation.  Running from a desktop, haiNa covers a wide variety of Philippines legal resources.
haiNa uses the “superfast,” “robust and feature-rich search engine, dtSearch ... It can retrieve
relevant documents in a fraction of a second.  The power, reliability and versatility of dtSearch
enables the deployment of customized solutions with constantly evolving features depending on the
needs of the user.”

Geology Ontario engages dtSearch to search rich geological repository.
Geology Ontario provides unprecedented access to the information holdings of the Ontario
Geological Survey. “dtSearch has successfully indexed millions of our pages, including approximately
168,000 maps. The speed at which results are returned is blazing. Thank you for making an
excellent product that does an exceptional job at helping our citizens discover content in our
document repository, a repository that reflects publications released since 1891.”

National leader in local government website development, Vision Internet uses dtSearch.
Vision Internet has implemented dtSearch in dozens of government websites for local governments
across the United States. “Using dtSearch, we set the standard in local government.” “dtSearch
provides accurate results” and “is ideal for local governments because they need to accurately
search all types of documents.”

Modern Micro Imaging uses dtSearch to power Department of Transportation crash test
safety database.
Modern Micro Imaging developed a solution to enable researchers to find relevant documents in a
massive database of DOT / NHTSA crash test data. “We picked dtSearch for this project because of
the interface, the features, and the speed. The speed was fantastic, virtually instantaneous ... The
support team was fabulous.”

archizo lights on dtSearch for traffic signal site.
A major city selected archizo, a New York-based company, to create a public site for reporting
traffic signal or street lighting problems. “dtSearch was selected not only for its sophisticated text
search abilities, but also for its ability to quickly deliver and deploy a prototype using those
abilities.”

For town government, “SmartSearch with dtSearch search engine makes finding key
documents easier.”
From a Government Security News case study:  “The Town of Centerville, TN, is a municipal
organization that manages critical government functions and handles paperwork for a variety of vital
services, including police department and court documents.” For this, Centerville turned to
“SmartSearch, an award-wining content management solution.  Designed by Square 9 and built on
.NET, SmartSearch delivers enterprise-class Web forms management and workflow automation
capabilities, extending access to content in a highly secure environment.” “The SmartSearch solution
uses the dtSearch Engine to simplify document retrieval, delivering proprietary document filters and
instant search capabilities across terabytes of data and supporting database, Web data and popular
productivity file searches.”  The result:  “streamlined document storage, instant retrieval.”

Belgian Translators takes a turn to dtSearch.
“dtSearch allows me to fully exploit my work documents (originals, previous translations,
documentation, glossaries, websites, etc..).” Also, “dtSearch allowed me to index all file types that I
have encountered so far in my practice.”

Iceland’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs’ Translation Centre is a “satisfied customer” of
dtSearch.
The Translation Centre of Iceland’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs was established in 1990 to translate
official documents relating to the European Economic Area Agreement. “I want to express my
admiration for dtSearch and the service we get there. The thing is that one doesn’t often need
service (which is good) but when one needs it, it is first rate. For us who try and keep informed in
this computer software wilderness, it is indeed very informative to read the universally positive
dialogue on the Internet regarding dtSearch.”

AppsPlus applies dtSearch Engine .NET API to project for US Government Agency.
AppsPlus has been developing quality database solutions for over 14 years, and working with
dtSearch for 5 years.  Mr. Barker, a former Microsoftie and current Microsoft MVP, is the author of a
number of books published by SAMS and Wrox Publishing on programming techniques. “Storing the
indexes to use in XML configuration files made it is easy for the client to control (in terms of
classification level, etc.) indexes available in response to a particular query.  dtSearch’s .NET API
made it easier then ever to develop the solution for this AppsPlus client.”

CPC encodes dtSearch into web hosting for local governments in the US.
Code Publishing Company (CPC) is a national company providing codification services to hundreds of
municipalities across 16 states and handling over 6,000 subscriptions across the country.  More
recently, CPC also started hosting local government codes online. “dtSearch was the perfect fit ...
We wanted to provide our users with the ability to search single or multiple databases, and
dtSearch offered a simple solution.”

Remtech Services enlists dtSearch for US Government technical training Website and CDs.
Remtech Services (RSI), a CIBER Company, implemented dtSearch in an extensive Web-based
technical training site and companion training CDs for its US Government client. "We promised the
client an enhanced search tool for the Web, as well as one that could also work with a CD version
of their product. For both, we chose dtSearch."

Cybergroup uses dtSearch for international municipal government information portal.
Cybergroup chose the dtSearch product line to handle spidering of governmental sites, as well as
the indexing and searching of retrieved information. “dtSearch was chosen as the foundation of the
system because of its unique searching, spidering, and document indexing capabilities ... a powerful
information retrieval resource.”

DocuLex builds dtSearch into Archive Studio for Nassau County Building Department.
With “five large buildings, scattered in different locations” for storing the Building Department’s
documents, “the need to convert and archive these documents in a more manageable fashion
became quite clear.”  To streamline document management, the Building Department chose
DocuLex Archive Studio embedding the dtSearch Engine. “After the PDF documents have been filed
by [DocuLex] Goby Capture, WebSearch enables fast access to these documents online through any
number of search parameters. The Building Department’s staff can now easily search for and
retrieve any document.”  “The combination of Goby Capture and WebSearch enables us to quickly
and accurately retrieve our electronic documents ... We have found the software to be intuitive,
reliable and fast.”

SDC arms itself with dtSearch for its translation services for European naval defense and
other industries.
SDC Services include documentary chain optimization; optimization of the processes and methods of
translation; linguistic quality assurance; creation of terminological databases; and consultancy
services relating to relevant software tools. “dtSearch is ideal for translators, terminologists and
translation companies seeking an indexing / search engine for terminology searches, or ‘term
mining.’”

Court of Justice of the European Communities employs DBiT and dtSearch.
The Court of Justice of the European Communities was set up in 1952 under the Treaty of Paris to
ensure that European legislation is interpreted and applied in the same way in each member state.
The Court picked DBiT to distribute the Court’s decisions in a wide variety of European languages.
“The search engine we wanted to use had to be very configurable, and easy to integrate with our
advanced classification systems, all in a multilingual Web-based environment. dtSearch met all of
these criteria. Automatic indexing was key for us. We had great success using dtSearch to hyperlink
search results in a dozen or so European languages. dtSearch’s flexibility with regard to multilingual
support worked great.”

ELCA employs dtSearch in Web-based and distributed-access international governmental
database.
A leading Swiss IT services company, ELCA currently has a workforce of more than 300 highly
skilled engineers. A major international organization tasked ELCA to provide search access to its
multinational database through a number of different vehicles. “We choose dtSearch because of its
versatility, speed, reliability and its ease of use. We liked dtSearch’s ability to build indexes
incrementally, and to search on multiple indexes for documents spread in many directories ... The
dtSearch configuration we chose gave users the ability to search in parallel on the offline DVD data
and on new material from the Internet.”

IMSG chooses dtSearch for Department of Transportation site.
IMSG does a wide variety of government development work. "Search speed is quick. And dtSearch
presents the information in a user-friendly manner, right out of the box. Now visitors to the site
can quickly access the information through searches, and get what they need.”

Intergen engages dtSearch for Local Government Online Limited portal.
With offices in New Zealand and Australia, Intergen is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, with
special recognition as an “elite business partner” for implementing solutions based on Microsoft
products. Intergen’s customer, the Local Government Online Limited organization, needed a search
engine for its portal site. “One of the key requirements was that we be able to search over a
number of websites. dtSearch was one of the few products that could meet this out of the box ...
The Spider allowed us to easily manage the large number of websites we needed to index.  Another
key factor in ensuring that we felt comfortable implementing dtSearch was the responsiveness of
their support team.”

ATS elects dtSearch for political redistricting database.
American Technology Services or ATS, a Microsoft Certified Partner, provides technology consulting
services in the areas of Internet development and hosting, software development and network
integration. ATS used these skills in setting up a political redistricting database for a major US
political organization. “Database query alone would not do the trick. We needed the power of
dtSearch. dtSearch speed was very fast.”

Cybergroup employs dtSearch in knowledge center for US Government Agency.
“For searching the depth and breadth of information, dtSearch was the logical choice. For the
agency, we included such dtSearch features as fuzzy and concept searching. Of particular
importance to the agency was dtSearch full-text searching, and fielded data searching of
documents, such as summary information in MS Word and PDF documents.”

California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB) integrates dtSearch to ensure
that knowledge stores do not go to waste.
The CIWMB “servers are a critical information resource and have become a vast storehouse of
current and historical information.” To search the server-based content, the CIWMB uses “dtSearch
software, a custom-built web service, and a MySQL database. The file shares are indexed weekly
and the search feature is incorporated on the ASP.NET search page of the CIWMB’s intranet site.
This provides an effective organizational ‘search and indexing’ capability ... that will be of interest to
and have value for other organizations.”

File Magic with dtSearch helps County Assessor manage archival records.
Municipalities of all sizes are now realizing the advantages that going digital can bring to their
operations. “Rising costs of microfilm equipment and the inability to perform quick and effective
searches have been eliminated ... thanks to File Magic and dtSearch.”

Bitext adds dtSearch and NaturalFinder to digital assets solution for the Spanish National
Institute of Public Administration (INAP).
Bitext develops linguistic technologies for natural language understanding in different languages,
including Spanish and English. INAP is an autonomous body within Spain’s General State
Administration. INAP’s digital library features a diverse set of information sources, including daily
publications, document databases, bibliographic catalogues and encyclopedias. “dtSearch by far
surpassed our needs. We haven’t found any search engine so easy to work with, due to its powerful
API and the quick support from its customer service team.” “The solution Bitext implemented also
provides single access query, which our solution then seamlessly redirects to all the other sources.
Bitext has further carried out this integration of NaturalFinder-dtSearch unintrusively, without
altering either INAP’s underlying data repositories or data management systems.”

dtSearch listed as one of the “influential providers in terms of size and market share.” — European
Commission Report, Economic Trends in Enterprise Search Solutions

“dtSearch has an extensive product line for searching terabytes of text ... I used dtSearch at MSD /
Lockheed Martin to search for resumes, past performances, proposal boilerplate, and ... RFPs.”
— Proposal Management Magazine

“We looked around and decided yours was the best.” — Government Solutions at AT&T
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GetData debuts Forensic Explorer embedding dtSearch.
GetData Forensics has released its computer forensics analysis software, Forensic Explorer.   From 
Law Technology News, which also made Forensic Explorer its “product of the week”: “GetData's
new offering supports data recovery and file carving, which is a process to extract data out of 
undifferentiated blocks or raw data.”  Among many other features, Forensic Explorer supports more 
than 300 file types, analyzes common forensic image formats, and works with multiple file systems. 
“dtSearch full-text searching across files, emails, etc., ensure that, if there is a ‘smoking gun,’ our 
users will find it.”

Forensic Toolkit analysis applies dtSearch.
AccessData Group’s flagship product, Forensic Toolkit® (FTK®) is recognized around the world as the 
gold standard in computer forensics software. Used by law enforcement, government agencies and 
corporations worldwide, FTK is an extremely effective tool in extracting and analyzing electronic 
evidence. “The optimized dtSearch integration delivers fast indexing and fast search results, even with 
large data sets, zeroing in on relevant information quickly. Today, with an ever-increasing need for 
more comprehensive and effective tools in a digital investigator’s arsenal, FTK powered by dtSearch 
certainly provides a potent answer.”

From Network Computing:  Forensic Toolkit “has significantly more powerful and efficient text-
search functionality, thanks to dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine integration. Integrating dtSearch 
eliminates the need to buy a separate text-search tool.”

DFLabs PTK Forensics embeds dtSearch for indexed searches.
DFLabs’ PTK Forensics is an advanced computer forensic framework that offers advanced features for 
forensic analysis on disk images and memory dumps, including centralization of case management, 
partition management, MD5 and SHA1 hash calculaton, timeline generation, data carving, keyword 
searches and case sharing among multiple investigators, a “private cloud” feature, and a plug-in 
architecture for easy extensibility. In choosing the dtSearch Engine for Linux: “We’ve drawn on our 
many years of experience with forensic investigators as well as the feedback from our users.  We 
focused on performance and architecture.”

Boldon James Email Classifier & Office Classifier embeds dtSearch for advanced security 
classification.
A wholly-owned subsidiary of QinetiQ, Boldon James helps organizations with the most demanding 
communication requirements manage sensitive information securely and in compliance with legislation 
and standards.  Boldon James Email Classifier & Office Classifier captures the user’s understanding of 
the value and business context of the information they handle, raising security awareness, providing 
handling guidance and applying control over information exchange. “dtSearch provides Boldon James 
Email Classifier & Office Classifier with advanced and predictable content searching to aid users in the 
task of information classification.”

DeviceLock integrates dtSearch into endpoint device control and security management 
platform.
DeviceLock endpoint leakage prevention software enables security administrators to centrally control, 
log and audit end-user access to peripheral devices and local ports from enterprise systems.  Native 
integration with Microsoft Active Directory® results in easy deployment and administration. “After
conducting a thorough comparison among a dozen full-text search products available on the market 
today, we chose dtSearch because of its unbeatable speed and wide range of covered data sources, 
including files of all popular types stored as SQL database BLOBs.  dtSearch also offered an incredible 
functional set, enabling easy analysis of the silos of unstructured log and shadow data in the 
DeviceLock central database.  The end result lets DeviceLock reliably detect and quickly retrieve any 
data related to security policy violations.”

dtSearch helps “connect the dots” for Content Analyst’s CAAT analytics.
CAAT content analytics provides the critical piece to “connect-the-dots” at various intelligence 
agencies, creating the missing link between incoming data and next-generation social analysis and 
awareness tools. “CAAT first relies on dtSearch’s powerful file converters to prepare any incoming or 
found text for extraction. CAAT content analytics then uses dtSearch Engine search capabilities to 
provide the critical piece to create ‘connect-the-dots’ solutions.”

ZixAuditor® enhances email auditing with dtSearch.
ZixAuditor is an assessment service that enables organizations to identify email security vulnerabilities 
and implement more effective policies and procedures to achieve higher levels of protection. “The
software has an impressive feature set and covered everything we needed for an email content 
scanner. We liked the many search options that dtSearch provided, including forensic indexing, word 
stemming and matching on Boolean, numeric, wildcard and proximity expressions.”

ZixVPM® solves Linux-based email filtering puzzle with dtSearch.
ZixVPM (Virtual Private Messenger) is a Linux-server-based e-messaging solution for organizations 
that require a high level of security and encryption for inbound and outbound email communications. 
ZixVPM works to safeguard an organization’s communications and enforce consistent and uniform 
corporate policy-based email security standards. “The embedded dtSearch Engine enabled the 
powerful scanning techniques in our product ... With dtSearch, the ZixVPM product performs content 
scanning in the message subject and body text and in any file attachments included in the message. 
dtSearch was extremely responsive in working with us to create a Linux API that would meet our 
needs.”

Odyssey Digital Forensics™ embeds dtSearch with Rosette® Linguistics Platform for 
multilingual investigative data support. 
Basis Technology’s Odyssey Digital Forensics™ enables data capture from hard disks, while 
documenting the integrity and source of the data. From a captured disk image, the application then 
analyzes the file system to extract and recover files, and extract text from them. Odyssey next uses 
the Rosette® Linguistics Platform to preprocess multilingual text, including Middle Eastern languages 
(Arabic, Persian), East Asian languages (Chinese, Korean, and Japanese) as well as a variety of 
European language content. “With the embedded dtSearch Engine, Odyssey Digital Forensics Keyword 
Searching System’s smart search crosses language and file format ‘barriers’. Analysts need not know 
all the languages of the data to perform searches that quickly bring significant files to the fore.”

Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard author relies on dtSearch. 
Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard:  Using Digital Forensics and Investigative Techniques to 
Identify Cybercrime Suspects is the definitive book on conducting a complete investigation of 
cybercrime. “dtSearch is the only software product that I have used consistently on every digital 
forensics case, from my first case to my current case. And it’s not just about indexing data; it is about 
reducing an ocean of data into specific intelligence and useful information that benefits the case.”

IMSG embeds dtSearch in the Department of Defense SCOR database.
The SCOR reference covers procedures relating to the following topics: Anti-Terrorism; Force 
Protection; Operations Security (OPSEC); Physical Security; Foreign Aircraft Overflight; Information 
Security; Personnel Security; Industrial Security; Port Security; Planning, Programming and 
Budgeting; Technical Surveillance Countermeasures (TSCM); Research & Technology Protection; 
Information Operations and Information Assurance. IMSG embedded dtSearch in the online version of 
SCOR. “We reviewed over a dozen search vendors, and dtSearch came out on top. We particularly like 
the speed of the search and the presentation of the hits list.”
     In addition to the Web-based version, IMSG used dtSearch for its portable version of SCOR. “Out
of the box, dtSearch works. The end result was a reference CD that field agents and others could 
easily search. dtSearch provides the portability, speed and accessibility that our defense security 
customers require.”

dtSearch included in International Association of Crime Analysts (IACA) Presentation.
Presentation included usage of dtSearch search results retrieved by the Tulsa Police Department 
through CitiSource Intranet aplication. “We have installed dtSearch so that it is accessed through our 
CompStat interface ... dtSearch returned suspect information with minimal input in milliseconds.”

ILook Investigator© Toolsets include dtSearch.
The ILook Investigator toolsets are computer forensic tools used to capture and analyze images 
created from computer systems hard drives and other external storage media. ILook is provided free 
to qualifying agencies throughout the world. Eligible users must be involved in computer forensics and 
employed by one of the following: 1) a law enforcement agency whose employees are sworn law 
enforcement officers; 2) a government intelligence agency; 3) a military agency with authority in 
criminal and or counter intelligence investigations; 4) a government, state or other regulatory agency 
with a law enforcement mission.

PineApp’s Mail-SeCure adds dtSearch to advanced email security system.
PineApp™ is a leading supplier of comprehensive appliance based security solutions for email systems, 
suitable for organizations of all sizes from small offices to large enterprises. Since its founding in 
2002, PineApp has specialized in email and content security systems and already has a significant 
presence in more than 50 countries, with offices in the US, Canada, UK, Italy, Spain, France, Russia, 
Singapore and Israel. “We chose to use the dtSearch Engine because it is an advanced and reliable 
engine. The dtSearch Engine further allowed us a higher level of filtering, compared to its 
competitors.”

Trinus Technologies works with Royal Canadian Mounted Police on the G8 Summit Security 
Joint Intelligence Group (G8 JIG), using dtSearch.
Attending the G8 Summit Conference were Prime Minister Chretien (Canada), President Bush (US), as 
well as heads of state from the United Kingdom, Russia, France, Germany, Italy and Japan. “The
event, from an intelligence investigation perspective, was a resounding success ... We used dtSearch 
in a web configuration as the main search tool for users ... The search functions as provided by this 
system proved to be an integral and vital part of the success of the G8 JIG. With a minimum of 
instruction, users were able to perform sophisticated searches in a familiar web environment. System 
performance ... was predictable and excellent.”

Pinpoint Labs addresses “searching for buried treasure” with dtSearch.
Pinpoint Labs specializes in computer forensics software and services. From the company’s “Searching
for Buried Treasure” Blog posting: “Mapping the data landscape may not immediately indicate where 
the textual ‘treasure” is located ... A common process mistake is assuming that all files are 
searchable ... there are several common exceptions that will prevent a complete search.” “I’ve been a 
fan of dtSearch for many years because it handles large file collections of up to several terabytes, has 
extensive file type support, and great customer service. dtSearch is also integrated into several 
popular litigation support and computer forensic applications.”

Evidence Technology puts dtSearch “through its paces.”
Evidence Technology provides an array of digital forensics, e-discovery and data recovery services.
Instead of providing just computer forensic services, or forensic video, or forensic audio, or data 
recovery, Evidence Technology provides the full range of services. Evidence Technology has “really
put dtSearch through its paces. It’s VERY rare that a product impresses me enough that I feel 
compelled to write the manufacturer and offer praise, but dtSearch does. Being in the business of 
digital forensics and electronic discovery, believe me when I say that I’ve worked with a LOT of 
applications, many of them very expensive, but dtSearch is a shining star in a crowded sky. It’s truly 
one of the most solid, reliable, and powerful applications I’ve used in years.”

ENSR comes in “on time and on budget” using dtSearch for DOD scientific data project. 
Focused on the oil and gas, gas and electric utilities, transportation, manufacturing and government 
sectors, ENSR is an environmental consulting and engineering firm that provides a comprehensive 
range of services logically aligned with its clients’ asset management life cycle to help resolve complex 
environmental issues. For the US Department of Defense, ENSR worked on an application that 
compiles a set of scientific data, including experimental test results, scientific papers, and software 
model abstracts. After compilation, the US DOD and ENSR distributed the application on portable hard-
drives, designed to enable easy access in the field, and to prevent unauthorized disclosure of sensitive 
data. “ENSR using dtSearch delivered a solution that was on time and on budget. The methodology 
that ENSR developed using dtSearch would be applicable for other technical problem areas. In fact, 
the methodology we developed would be of general use in providing easy access to any scientific body 
of knowledge.”

eForensics puts dtSearch through its forensics paces.
Sample eForensics investigations have included: a software piracy investigation for one of the world’s
largest software manufacturers; an alleged theft of intellectual property for a major oil field services 
business; and a network intrusion investigation for a major world bank. The eForensics team offers a 
special knowledge in anti-forensics and data-hiding techniques and digital image analysis. eForensics 
has extensive multinational experience, including a special expertise in Arabic. “We recommend and 
use dtSearch as a best-in-class indexing tool in the forensics arena, and even include it in our 
forensics seminars.”

Certified forensic technician finds dtSearch “insanely fast.”
”I setup a link for my users to get to the engine and they have been thrilled with the results. dtSearch 
has saved me from my users AND it is insanely fast!”

Chicago Electronic Discovery: “HOWTO: index and search forensic disk images with 
dtSearch.”
“If you primarily use Linux and The Sleuth Kit/Autopsy to perform forensic investigations, you will 
already know there are certain limitations to searching in TSK. The following is the approach I use to 
provide a more thorough search.” “You can then search allocated and carved files and the raw binary 
file separately. dtSearch uses a ‘filtered binary’ approach to raw files which has proven quite effective 
in my cases.”

General Dynamics Information Systems uses dtSearch in Multimedia Analysis and Archive 
System (MAAS).
MAAS provides the tactical analyst with the capability to capture and exploit the wide variety of 
multimedia data received in the tactical environment (including a wide variety of military and other 
surveillance). “The dtSearch Engine had an API we could work with.”

One View Analyst and GangNet® embedding dtSearch help law enforcement find the 
“smoking gun.”
SRA’s applications have been deployed at the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and other 
branches of the Department of Justice (DOJ), the New York Police Department (NYPD), and police 
departments in California, Florida, and Maryland. dtSearch "was a one-stop shopping solution.”

SRA’s applications embedding dtSearch have also operated successfully at the joint law 
enforcement task level.
From SRA’s “success stories”: benefits to “Joint Law Enforcement Task Forces throughout the United 
States" have included “help in their maritime security, anti-terrorism, counter-drug and criminal 
investigation missions.” The applications have “helped analysts to successfully identify terrorist group 
activities, senior drug trafficking organization members and threats to port operations." "Different
search options, such as adjustable fuzzy, stemming for root word derivations, numeric range, 
proximity, complex boolean logic, and relevancy-ranked natural language also made dtSearch the 
best choice."

 From the Washington Business Journal: “Simply put, the two companies help the good guys catch 
the bad guys. The FBI and local law enforcement agencies ... have used dtSearch and [SRA's 
application] to sift through massive amounts of computer data to help make the connections that lead 
to arrests.” “Dramatic examples where the product has helped catch criminals” include “a money 
laundering and black market gem operation” and “a police shooting in California.”

SRA’s application embedding dtSearch benefits homeland security.
Now called One View Analyst, SRA’s application has assisted both intelligence and counterintelligence 
agencies. "We found dtSearch provided efficient searching and optimized index structure. We looked 
at several search engines that are out there ... But, we found that dtSearch excelled in performance.”

SRA’s product embedding dtSearch also assisted US Military.
From SRA’s “success stories”: “Intelligence analysts” in one branch of the military used SRA’s product 
“to help them correlate individuals and events in their overseas locations.” In another military 
application, “operators in the field collect various types of information in multiple formats and analyze 
connections.” “Our customers have told us that it ‘saves countless hours of searching and helps us 
find the bad guys.’”

PostalGuard Secure Messaging bulletproofs enterprise email security with dtSearch.
PostalGuard Secure Messaging examines all outgoing email at the network gateway. Based on policies 
defined by an organization, the system automatically identifies content-based violations and redirects 
suspicious messages to a secure, encrypted channel for further processing. This perimeter-based 
design ensures full compliance with enterprise privacy and security policies by all users at all times - 
eliminating the need for software installation on every desktop. “dtSearch is a great product ... Search 
speed is instantaneous.”

Computer forensics firm leaves no byte unturned with dtSearch. 
Computer Forensic Associates specializes in computer forensics and electronic evidence: “A wide 
range of scenarios arise where a thorough and detailed assessment of the computer data is required. 
This can range from looking for hidden assets, uncovering frauds, finding missing persons, performing 
personnel investigations and preserving confidential corporate information.” “I have been using 
dtSearch for some time now in the majority of cases I handle. I have found it to be an invaluable tool.”

From Processor: “Jeffrey Gross, president and founder of Computer Forensic Associates 
(www.4nsic.org), says that dtSearch is ‘a powerhouse [that] provides a significant advantage in cases 
where it is utilized ... dtSearch excels at performing thorough and detailed searches on vast quantities 
of data ... a class of its own.’”

From EContent Magazine (“The Truth is in There: Sleuthing for Data with Digital Forensics”):
“Jeffrey Gross, who founded Computer Forensic Associates ... says one of his ‘secret weapons’ is 
dtSearch, an enterprise-class indexing and search tool.” Mr. Gross “typically works on complex 
financial cases and these involve multiple computers, many individuals, and many issues, and 
dtSearch enables him to see everything that’s there in a single index.” “‘dtSearch is a phenomenally 
potent evidentiary extraction search tool ... Using dtSearch with the forensics software, I can carve 
out the unallocated space just like a regular file, then recover the individual files, whether they are 
text files or spreadsheets, deleted files, word processing files ... and put them all into an index.’”
“What’s more, Gross says, he can use dtSearch across multiple hard drives, making his search 
process vastly more efficient.”

Forensic Information Technology courses include dtSearch.
The president of Computer Forensic Associates is now teaching graduate-level forensics computer 
courses. Included in the curricula is everything from general dtSearch forensic search applicability, to 
advanced techniques for using dtSearch for finding passwords and encryption keys (please contact 
Computer Forensic Associates for details). From the class notes: “dtSearch is not a forensic tool in the 
classical definition. It is more of a data management and searching utility that lends itself perfectly to 
computer forensic examination. Within the universe of electronic evidence search tools, dtSearch is 
about as good and as powerful as it gets ... dtSearch is an industry standard tool beyond conventional 
reproach and challenge.”

A leading security trainer to US law enforcement and intelligence agencies, SYTEX trains in 
dtSearch.
“SYTEX is repeatedly requested to provide training to the intelligence community, local law 
enforcement organizations, and professionals in the private sector. Initial identification of collection 
and analysis tools that may enhance and further investigative efforts is a key part of training. 
dtSearch capabilities make it one of the top tools in analysis efforts. We have identified dtSearch as a 
front line tool for Federal, Local Law Enforcement, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and Intelligence 
Agencies in intelligence, forensics and homeland security endeavors.”

SYTEX forensics teams use dtSearch to help solve the case.
“Our IT experts use dtSearch in a variety of ways.” For example, during a recent forensics case, 
“drives were imaged, hashed, and then indexed with dtSearch ... searches for data strings, file names 
and other types of informative searches were exceptionally fast, to the point of instantaneous. The 
ability to search through and index a variety of document types – HTML, PDFs, PSTs, Unicode and 
many others, a key value of dtSearch, can be the pivotal point in an investigation.”

SEARCH, The National Consortium for Justice Information and Statistics, adds dtSearch to 
training.
SEARCH is a nonprofit membership organization funded by the U.S. Department of Justice and created 
by and for the States. Dedicated to improving the criminal justice system through the effective 
application of information and identification technology, SEARCH is now including dtSearch in part of 
its training.

dtSearch “has users at the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; California attorney general’s
office; Defense and Justice departments; and NASA.” — Government Computer News

“In our experience, we have found that dtSearch is a robust, highly configurable indexing and 
searching tool for electronic documents and many types of e-mail, including Microsoft Outlook.
dtSearch also makes the engine available to developers to allow users to create added functionality if 
necessary.” — Handbook of Digital Forensics and Investigation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

dtSearch can “find a wide variety of documents quickly and easily in many different languages and 
writing systems.” — Machine Learning Forensics for Law Enforcement, Security, and 
Intelligence
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“dtSearch leads the market of mid-range cost indexing systems ... dtSearch has several 
configurations of its indexing system, including just the dtSearch engine for implementation into other 
products.” — Hacking Exposed, 2nd Edition
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“Every time we go “manual” I am reminded, once again, what a great product dtSearch is! I have our 
entire database indexed so all we have to do is type in the account number and INSTANTLY it appears 
on the screen along with all dispatch instructions, zone descriptions and contacts ... With dtSearch, 
we increased our lookup speed so dramatically that we can’t imagine how we ever used those index 
cards for the task!” — Customer at www.intercityalarms.com

dtSearch “searches are blindingly fast. Fishing expeditions are easier with features such as fuzzy 
searches, which can find words even when they are misspelled, and a built-in thesaurus that can be 
used to automatically include synonyms in a search ... Functioning equally well against both email 
folders and text files, these are very powerful and useful capabilities for an investigator.”
— Computer Forensics: Incident Response Essentials
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“dtSearch provides several versions of its text mining software for the desktop, Web sites, remote 
servers, and for embedding in other applications ... ideally suited for rapid indexing by forensic 
investigators.”
— Investigative Data Mining for Security and Criminal Detection
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“Another unique approach to file processing in FTK is the integration of the dtSearch text-indexing 
software ... Currently, FTK is the only integrated forensics analysis tool to incorporate full text 
indexing into the file processing functions.”
— SC Magazine (from review of AccessData’s The Forensic Toolkit™)

Awarded Top Rating by TUCOFS - The Ultimate Collection of Forensic Software, A Complete 
Resource for Cyber Law Enforcement Technologies.

“The best indexing program I’ve found is dtSearch” — Effective Discovery of Email (published at 
www.civildiscovery.com)

“dtSearch provides a commercial grade toolset for forensic searching” — Windows Forensics: The 
Field Guide for Corporate Computer Investigations
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“dtSearch, an indexing application typically used as a forensic tool ... excels at indexing your case 
information to be searched on the fly ...  dtSearch not only indexes large datasets but it can also 
create reports of the searches, export the files found, and even highlight the key words found.”
— Cybercrime Case Presentation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“That’s an easy one: dtSearch. This incredible tool has more applications than anything that I have 
worked with in 30+ years as a technical specialist. More magazines and news groups than any product 
that I am aware of have also recognized it. Several of the authors in this book have mentioned 
dtSearch as a valuable part of their forensics toolkit as well.”
— Techno Security’s™ Guide to E-Discovery and Digital Forensics (FAQ section, by the authors 
of the book)

“Once you’ve collected all of your information — and in today’s world, we’re probably talking about 
terabytes ... you’ve got to organize it ... This is generally an industrial task ... specialized indexing and 
searching programs can help with this (I’m partial to dtSearch).”
— Techno Security’s™ Guide to E-Discovery and Digital Forensics (“Digital Forensics: An 
Overview”)

“dtSearch to the Rescue ... I want to let you know about an incredible tool ... The products create 
indexes that then allow multi-gigabyte size disk drives to be searched in less than a second in most 
cases. Things like fuzzy searching, phonic searching, numeric range searching, synonym searching 
and wildcard searching are also possible as well as searching in network drives, CDs and even the 
Internet ... I have never used anything quite like this product.”
— SC InfoSec Newsletter 

“So there I was, working an IR case ... The forensics version of 'It was a dark and stormy night.' I 
pointed dtSearch at the folder containing all the output and indexed it. This allowed me to quickly 
search ... the output from all of the systems for new information.”
— Integriography: A Journal of Broken Locks, Ethics, and Computer Forensics

“After you create an image of suspect media, you'll need to search for possible evidence.  The 
dtSearch product line ... provides solutions that enable you to search terabytes of text in a short 
time.  Although not strictly a forensic tool, dtSearch supports a highly necessary forensic function.”
— Computer Forensics JumpStart
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 
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GetData debuts Forensic Explorer embedding dtSearch.
GetData Forensics has released its computer forensics analysis software, Forensic Explorer.   From 
Law Technology News, which also made Forensic Explorer its “product of the week”: “GetData's
new offering supports data recovery and file carving, which is a process to extract data out of 
undifferentiated blocks or raw data.”  Among many other features, Forensic Explorer supports more 
than 300 file types, analyzes common forensic image formats, and works with multiple file systems. 
“dtSearch full-text searching across files, emails, etc., ensure that, if there is a ‘smoking gun,’ our 
users will find it.”

Forensic Toolkit analysis applies dtSearch.
AccessData Group’s flagship product, Forensic Toolkit® (FTK®) is recognized around the world as the 
gold standard in computer forensics software. Used by law enforcement, government agencies and 
corporations worldwide, FTK is an extremely effective tool in extracting and analyzing electronic 
evidence. “The optimized dtSearch integration delivers fast indexing and fast search results, even with 
large data sets, zeroing in on relevant information quickly. Today, with an ever-increasing need for 
more comprehensive and effective tools in a digital investigator’s arsenal, FTK powered by dtSearch 
certainly provides a potent answer.”

From Network Computing:  Forensic Toolkit “has significantly more powerful and efficient text-
search functionality, thanks to dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine integration. Integrating dtSearch 
eliminates the need to buy a separate text-search tool.”

DFLabs PTK Forensics embeds dtSearch for indexed searches.
DFLabs’ PTK Forensics is an advanced computer forensic framework that offers advanced features for 
forensic analysis on disk images and memory dumps, including centralization of case management, 
partition management, MD5 and SHA1 hash calculaton, timeline generation, data carving, keyword 
searches and case sharing among multiple investigators, a “private cloud” feature, and a plug-in 
architecture for easy extensibility. In choosing the dtSearch Engine for Linux: “We’ve drawn on our 
many years of experience with forensic investigators as well as the feedback from our users.  We 
focused on performance and architecture.”

Boldon James Email Classifier & Office Classifier embeds dtSearch for advanced security 
classification.
A wholly-owned subsidiary of QinetiQ, Boldon James helps organizations with the most demanding 
communication requirements manage sensitive information securely and in compliance with legislation 
and standards.  Boldon James Email Classifier & Office Classifier captures the user’s understanding of 
the value and business context of the information they handle, raising security awareness, providing 
handling guidance and applying control over information exchange. “dtSearch provides Boldon James 
Email Classifier & Office Classifier with advanced and predictable content searching to aid users in the 
task of information classification.”

DeviceLock integrates dtSearch into endpoint device control and security management 
platform.
DeviceLock endpoint leakage prevention software enables security administrators to centrally control, 
log and audit end-user access to peripheral devices and local ports from enterprise systems.  Native 
integration with Microsoft Active Directory® results in easy deployment and administration. “After
conducting a thorough comparison among a dozen full-text search products available on the market 
today, we chose dtSearch because of its unbeatable speed and wide range of covered data sources, 
including files of all popular types stored as SQL database BLOBs.  dtSearch also offered an incredible 
functional set, enabling easy analysis of the silos of unstructured log and shadow data in the 
DeviceLock central database.  The end result lets DeviceLock reliably detect and quickly retrieve any 
data related to security policy violations.”

dtSearch helps “connect the dots” for Content Analyst’s CAAT analytics.
CAAT content analytics provides the critical piece to “connect-the-dots” at various intelligence 
agencies, creating the missing link between incoming data and next-generation social analysis and 
awareness tools. “CAAT first relies on dtSearch’s powerful file converters to prepare any incoming or 
found text for extraction. CAAT content analytics then uses dtSearch Engine search capabilities to 
provide the critical piece to create ‘connect-the-dots’ solutions.”

ZixAuditor® enhances email auditing with dtSearch.
ZixAuditor is an assessment service that enables organizations to identify email security vulnerabilities 
and implement more effective policies and procedures to achieve higher levels of protection. “The
software has an impressive feature set and covered everything we needed for an email content 
scanner. We liked the many search options that dtSearch provided, including forensic indexing, word 
stemming and matching on Boolean, numeric, wildcard and proximity expressions.”

ZixVPM® solves Linux-based email filtering puzzle with dtSearch.
ZixVPM (Virtual Private Messenger) is a Linux-server-based e-messaging solution for organizations 
that require a high level of security and encryption for inbound and outbound email communications. 
ZixVPM works to safeguard an organization’s communications and enforce consistent and uniform 
corporate policy-based email security standards. “The embedded dtSearch Engine enabled the 
powerful scanning techniques in our product ... With dtSearch, the ZixVPM product performs content 
scanning in the message subject and body text and in any file attachments included in the message. 
dtSearch was extremely responsive in working with us to create a Linux API that would meet our 
needs.”

Odyssey Digital Forensics™ embeds dtSearch with Rosette® Linguistics Platform for 
multilingual investigative data support. 
Basis Technology’s Odyssey Digital Forensics™ enables data capture from hard disks, while 
documenting the integrity and source of the data. From a captured disk image, the application then 
analyzes the file system to extract and recover files, and extract text from them. Odyssey next uses 
the Rosette® Linguistics Platform to preprocess multilingual text, including Middle Eastern languages 
(Arabic, Persian), East Asian languages (Chinese, Korean, and Japanese) as well as a variety of 
European language content. “With the embedded dtSearch Engine, Odyssey Digital Forensics Keyword 
Searching System’s smart search crosses language and file format ‘barriers’. Analysts need not know 
all the languages of the data to perform searches that quickly bring significant files to the fore.”

Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard author relies on dtSearch. 
Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard:  Using Digital Forensics and Investigative Techniques to 
Identify Cybercrime Suspects is the definitive book on conducting a complete investigation of 
cybercrime. “dtSearch is the only software product that I have used consistently on every digital 
forensics case, from my first case to my current case. And it’s not just about indexing data; it is about 
reducing an ocean of data into specific intelligence and useful information that benefits the case.”

IMSG embeds dtSearch in the Department of Defense SCOR database.
The SCOR reference covers procedures relating to the following topics: Anti-Terrorism; Force 
Protection; Operations Security (OPSEC); Physical Security; Foreign Aircraft Overflight; Information 
Security; Personnel Security; Industrial Security; Port Security; Planning, Programming and 
Budgeting; Technical Surveillance Countermeasures (TSCM); Research & Technology Protection; 
Information Operations and Information Assurance. IMSG embedded dtSearch in the online version of 
SCOR. “We reviewed over a dozen search vendors, and dtSearch came out on top. We particularly like 
the speed of the search and the presentation of the hits list.”
     In addition to the Web-based version, IMSG used dtSearch for its portable version of SCOR. “Out
of the box, dtSearch works. The end result was a reference CD that field agents and others could 
easily search. dtSearch provides the portability, speed and accessibility that our defense security 
customers require.”

dtSearch included in International Association of Crime Analysts (IACA) Presentation.
Presentation included usage of dtSearch search results retrieved by the Tulsa Police Department 
through CitiSource Intranet aplication. “We have installed dtSearch so that it is accessed through our 
CompStat interface ... dtSearch returned suspect information with minimal input in milliseconds.”

ILook Investigator© Toolsets include dtSearch.
The ILook Investigator toolsets are computer forensic tools used to capture and analyze images 
created from computer systems hard drives and other external storage media. ILook is provided free 
to qualifying agencies throughout the world. Eligible users must be involved in computer forensics and 
employed by one of the following: 1) a law enforcement agency whose employees are sworn law 
enforcement officers; 2) a government intelligence agency; 3) a military agency with authority in 
criminal and or counter intelligence investigations; 4) a government, state or other regulatory agency 
with a law enforcement mission.

PineApp’s Mail-SeCure adds dtSearch to advanced email security system.
PineApp™ is a leading supplier of comprehensive appliance based security solutions for email systems, 
suitable for organizations of all sizes from small offices to large enterprises. Since its founding in 
2002, PineApp has specialized in email and content security systems and already has a significant 
presence in more than 50 countries, with offices in the US, Canada, UK, Italy, Spain, France, Russia, 
Singapore and Israel. “We chose to use the dtSearch Engine because it is an advanced and reliable 
engine. The dtSearch Engine further allowed us a higher level of filtering, compared to its 
competitors.”

Trinus Technologies works with Royal Canadian Mounted Police on the G8 Summit Security 
Joint Intelligence Group (G8 JIG), using dtSearch.
Attending the G8 Summit Conference were Prime Minister Chretien (Canada), President Bush (US), as 
well as heads of state from the United Kingdom, Russia, France, Germany, Italy and Japan. “The
event, from an intelligence investigation perspective, was a resounding success ... We used dtSearch 
in a web configuration as the main search tool for users ... The search functions as provided by this 
system proved to be an integral and vital part of the success of the G8 JIG. With a minimum of 
instruction, users were able to perform sophisticated searches in a familiar web environment. System 
performance ... was predictable and excellent.”

Pinpoint Labs addresses “searching for buried treasure” with dtSearch.
Pinpoint Labs specializes in computer forensics software and services. From the company’s “Searching
for Buried Treasure” Blog posting: “Mapping the data landscape may not immediately indicate where 
the textual ‘treasure” is located ... A common process mistake is assuming that all files are 
searchable ... there are several common exceptions that will prevent a complete search.” “I’ve been a 
fan of dtSearch for many years because it handles large file collections of up to several terabytes, has 
extensive file type support, and great customer service. dtSearch is also integrated into several 
popular litigation support and computer forensic applications.”

Evidence Technology puts dtSearch “through its paces.”
Evidence Technology provides an array of digital forensics, e-discovery and data recovery services.
Instead of providing just computer forensic services, or forensic video, or forensic audio, or data 
recovery, Evidence Technology provides the full range of services. Evidence Technology has “really
put dtSearch through its paces. It’s VERY rare that a product impresses me enough that I feel 
compelled to write the manufacturer and offer praise, but dtSearch does. Being in the business of 
digital forensics and electronic discovery, believe me when I say that I’ve worked with a LOT of 
applications, many of them very expensive, but dtSearch is a shining star in a crowded sky. It’s truly 
one of the most solid, reliable, and powerful applications I’ve used in years.”

ENSR comes in “on time and on budget” using dtSearch for DOD scientific data project. 
Focused on the oil and gas, gas and electric utilities, transportation, manufacturing and government 
sectors, ENSR is an environmental consulting and engineering firm that provides a comprehensive 
range of services logically aligned with its clients’ asset management life cycle to help resolve complex 
environmental issues. For the US Department of Defense, ENSR worked on an application that 
compiles a set of scientific data, including experimental test results, scientific papers, and software 
model abstracts. After compilation, the US DOD and ENSR distributed the application on portable hard-
drives, designed to enable easy access in the field, and to prevent unauthorized disclosure of sensitive 
data. “ENSR using dtSearch delivered a solution that was on time and on budget. The methodology 
that ENSR developed using dtSearch would be applicable for other technical problem areas. In fact, 
the methodology we developed would be of general use in providing easy access to any scientific body 
of knowledge.”

eForensics puts dtSearch through its forensics paces.
Sample eForensics investigations have included: a software piracy investigation for one of the world’s
largest software manufacturers; an alleged theft of intellectual property for a major oil field services 
business; and a network intrusion investigation for a major world bank. The eForensics team offers a 
special knowledge in anti-forensics and data-hiding techniques and digital image analysis. eForensics 
has extensive multinational experience, including a special expertise in Arabic. “We recommend and 
use dtSearch as a best-in-class indexing tool in the forensics arena, and even include it in our 
forensics seminars.”

Certified forensic technician finds dtSearch “insanely fast.”
”I setup a link for my users to get to the engine and they have been thrilled with the results. dtSearch 
has saved me from my users AND it is insanely fast!”

Chicago Electronic Discovery: “HOWTO: index and search forensic disk images with 
dtSearch.”
“If you primarily use Linux and The Sleuth Kit/Autopsy to perform forensic investigations, you will 
already know there are certain limitations to searching in TSK. The following is the approach I use to 
provide a more thorough search.” “You can then search allocated and carved files and the raw binary 
file separately. dtSearch uses a ‘filtered binary’ approach to raw files which has proven quite effective 
in my cases.”

General Dynamics Information Systems uses dtSearch in Multimedia Analysis and Archive 
System (MAAS).
MAAS provides the tactical analyst with the capability to capture and exploit the wide variety of 
multimedia data received in the tactical environment (including a wide variety of military and other 
surveillance). “The dtSearch Engine had an API we could work with.”

One View Analyst and GangNet® embedding dtSearch help law enforcement find the 
“smoking gun.”
SRA’s applications have been deployed at the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and other 
branches of the Department of Justice (DOJ), the New York Police Department (NYPD), and police 
departments in California, Florida, and Maryland. dtSearch "was a one-stop shopping solution.”

SRA’s applications embedding dtSearch have also operated successfully at the joint law 
enforcement task level.
From SRA’s “success stories”: benefits to “Joint Law Enforcement Task Forces throughout the United 
States" have included “help in their maritime security, anti-terrorism, counter-drug and criminal 
investigation missions.” The applications have “helped analysts to successfully identify terrorist group 
activities, senior drug trafficking organization members and threats to port operations." "Different
search options, such as adjustable fuzzy, stemming for root word derivations, numeric range, 
proximity, complex boolean logic, and relevancy-ranked natural language also made dtSearch the 
best choice."

 From the Washington Business Journal: “Simply put, the two companies help the good guys catch 
the bad guys. The FBI and local law enforcement agencies ... have used dtSearch and [SRA's 
application] to sift through massive amounts of computer data to help make the connections that lead 
to arrests.” “Dramatic examples where the product has helped catch criminals” include “a money 
laundering and black market gem operation” and “a police shooting in California.”

SRA’s application embedding dtSearch benefits homeland security.
Now called One View Analyst, SRA’s application has assisted both intelligence and counterintelligence 
agencies. "We found dtSearch provided efficient searching and optimized index structure. We looked 
at several search engines that are out there ... But, we found that dtSearch excelled in performance.”

SRA’s product embedding dtSearch also assisted US Military.
From SRA’s “success stories”: “Intelligence analysts” in one branch of the military used SRA’s product 
“to help them correlate individuals and events in their overseas locations.” In another military 
application, “operators in the field collect various types of information in multiple formats and analyze 
connections.” “Our customers have told us that it ‘saves countless hours of searching and helps us 
find the bad guys.’”

PostalGuard Secure Messaging bulletproofs enterprise email security with dtSearch.
PostalGuard Secure Messaging examines all outgoing email at the network gateway. Based on policies 
defined by an organization, the system automatically identifies content-based violations and redirects 
suspicious messages to a secure, encrypted channel for further processing. This perimeter-based 
design ensures full compliance with enterprise privacy and security policies by all users at all times - 
eliminating the need for software installation on every desktop. “dtSearch is a great product ... Search 
speed is instantaneous.”

Computer forensics firm leaves no byte unturned with dtSearch. 
Computer Forensic Associates specializes in computer forensics and electronic evidence: “A wide 
range of scenarios arise where a thorough and detailed assessment of the computer data is required. 
This can range from looking for hidden assets, uncovering frauds, finding missing persons, performing 
personnel investigations and preserving confidential corporate information.” “I have been using 
dtSearch for some time now in the majority of cases I handle. I have found it to be an invaluable tool.”

From Processor: “Jeffrey Gross, president and founder of Computer Forensic Associates 
(www.4nsic.org), says that dtSearch is ‘a powerhouse [that] provides a significant advantage in cases 
where it is utilized ... dtSearch excels at performing thorough and detailed searches on vast quantities 
of data ... a class of its own.’”

From EContent Magazine (“The Truth is in There: Sleuthing for Data with Digital Forensics”):
“Jeffrey Gross, who founded Computer Forensic Associates ... says one of his ‘secret weapons’ is 
dtSearch, an enterprise-class indexing and search tool.” Mr. Gross “typically works on complex 
financial cases and these involve multiple computers, many individuals, and many issues, and 
dtSearch enables him to see everything that’s there in a single index.” “‘dtSearch is a phenomenally 
potent evidentiary extraction search tool ... Using dtSearch with the forensics software, I can carve 
out the unallocated space just like a regular file, then recover the individual files, whether they are 
text files or spreadsheets, deleted files, word processing files ... and put them all into an index.’”
“What’s more, Gross says, he can use dtSearch across multiple hard drives, making his search 
process vastly more efficient.”

Forensic Information Technology courses include dtSearch.
The president of Computer Forensic Associates is now teaching graduate-level forensics computer 
courses. Included in the curricula is everything from general dtSearch forensic search applicability, to 
advanced techniques for using dtSearch for finding passwords and encryption keys (please contact 
Computer Forensic Associates for details). From the class notes: “dtSearch is not a forensic tool in the 
classical definition. It is more of a data management and searching utility that lends itself perfectly to 
computer forensic examination. Within the universe of electronic evidence search tools, dtSearch is 
about as good and as powerful as it gets ... dtSearch is an industry standard tool beyond conventional 
reproach and challenge.”

A leading security trainer to US law enforcement and intelligence agencies, SYTEX trains in 
dtSearch.
“SYTEX is repeatedly requested to provide training to the intelligence community, local law 
enforcement organizations, and professionals in the private sector. Initial identification of collection 
and analysis tools that may enhance and further investigative efforts is a key part of training. 
dtSearch capabilities make it one of the top tools in analysis efforts. We have identified dtSearch as a 
front line tool for Federal, Local Law Enforcement, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and Intelligence 
Agencies in intelligence, forensics and homeland security endeavors.”

SYTEX forensics teams use dtSearch to help solve the case.
“Our IT experts use dtSearch in a variety of ways.” For example, during a recent forensics case, 
“drives were imaged, hashed, and then indexed with dtSearch ... searches for data strings, file names 
and other types of informative searches were exceptionally fast, to the point of instantaneous. The 
ability to search through and index a variety of document types – HTML, PDFs, PSTs, Unicode and 
many others, a key value of dtSearch, can be the pivotal point in an investigation.”

SEARCH, The National Consortium for Justice Information and Statistics, adds dtSearch to 
training.
SEARCH is a nonprofit membership organization funded by the U.S. Department of Justice and created 
by and for the States. Dedicated to improving the criminal justice system through the effective 
application of information and identification technology, SEARCH is now including dtSearch in part of 
its training.

dtSearch “has users at the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; California attorney general’s
office; Defense and Justice departments; and NASA.” — Government Computer News

“In our experience, we have found that dtSearch is a robust, highly configurable indexing and 
searching tool for electronic documents and many types of e-mail, including Microsoft Outlook.
dtSearch also makes the engine available to developers to allow users to create added functionality if 
necessary.” — Handbook of Digital Forensics and Investigation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

dtSearch can “find a wide variety of documents quickly and easily in many different languages and 
writing systems.” — Machine Learning Forensics for Law Enforcement, Security, and 
Intelligence
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“dtSearch leads the market of mid-range cost indexing systems ... dtSearch has several 
configurations of its indexing system, including just the dtSearch engine for implementation into other 
products.” — Hacking Exposed, 2nd Edition
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“Every time we go “manual” I am reminded, once again, what a great product dtSearch is! I have our 
entire database indexed so all we have to do is type in the account number and INSTANTLY it appears 
on the screen along with all dispatch instructions, zone descriptions and contacts ... With dtSearch, 
we increased our lookup speed so dramatically that we can’t imagine how we ever used those index 
cards for the task!” — Customer at www.intercityalarms.com

dtSearch “searches are blindingly fast. Fishing expeditions are easier with features such as fuzzy 
searches, which can find words even when they are misspelled, and a built-in thesaurus that can be 
used to automatically include synonyms in a search ... Functioning equally well against both email 
folders and text files, these are very powerful and useful capabilities for an investigator.”
— Computer Forensics: Incident Response Essentials
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“dtSearch provides several versions of its text mining software for the desktop, Web sites, remote 
servers, and for embedding in other applications ... ideally suited for rapid indexing by forensic 
investigators.”
— Investigative Data Mining for Security and Criminal Detection
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“Another unique approach to file processing in FTK is the integration of the dtSearch text-indexing 
software ... Currently, FTK is the only integrated forensics analysis tool to incorporate full text 
indexing into the file processing functions.”
— SC Magazine (from review of AccessData’s The Forensic Toolkit™)

Awarded Top Rating by TUCOFS - The Ultimate Collection of Forensic Software, A Complete 
Resource for Cyber Law Enforcement Technologies.

“The best indexing program I’ve found is dtSearch” — Effective Discovery of Email (published at 
www.civildiscovery.com)

“dtSearch provides a commercial grade toolset for forensic searching” — Windows Forensics: The 
Field Guide for Corporate Computer Investigations
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“dtSearch, an indexing application typically used as a forensic tool ... excels at indexing your case 
information to be searched on the fly ...  dtSearch not only indexes large datasets but it can also 
create reports of the searches, export the files found, and even highlight the key words found.”
— Cybercrime Case Presentation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“That’s an easy one: dtSearch. This incredible tool has more applications than anything that I have 
worked with in 30+ years as a technical specialist. More magazines and news groups than any product 
that I am aware of have also recognized it. Several of the authors in this book have mentioned 
dtSearch as a valuable part of their forensics toolkit as well.”
— Techno Security’s™ Guide to E-Discovery and Digital Forensics (FAQ section, by the authors 
of the book)

“Once you’ve collected all of your information — and in today’s world, we’re probably talking about 
terabytes ... you’ve got to organize it ... This is generally an industrial task ... specialized indexing and 
searching programs can help with this (I’m partial to dtSearch).”
— Techno Security’s™ Guide to E-Discovery and Digital Forensics (“Digital Forensics: An 
Overview”)

“dtSearch to the Rescue ... I want to let you know about an incredible tool ... The products create 
indexes that then allow multi-gigabyte size disk drives to be searched in less than a second in most 
cases. Things like fuzzy searching, phonic searching, numeric range searching, synonym searching 
and wildcard searching are also possible as well as searching in network drives, CDs and even the 
Internet ... I have never used anything quite like this product.”
— SC InfoSec Newsletter 

“So there I was, working an IR case ... The forensics version of 'It was a dark and stormy night.' I 
pointed dtSearch at the folder containing all the output and indexed it. This allowed me to quickly 
search ... the output from all of the systems for new information.”
— Integriography: A Journal of Broken Locks, Ethics, and Computer Forensics

“After you create an image of suspect media, you'll need to search for possible evidence.  The 
dtSearch product line ... provides solutions that enable you to search terabytes of text in a short 
time.  Although not strictly a forensic tool, dtSearch supports a highly necessary forensic function.”
— Computer Forensics JumpStart
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 
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GetData debuts Forensic Explorer embedding dtSearch.
GetData Forensics has released its computer forensics analysis software, Forensic Explorer.   From 
Law Technology News, which also made Forensic Explorer its “product of the week”: “GetData's
new offering supports data recovery and file carving, which is a process to extract data out of 
undifferentiated blocks or raw data.”  Among many other features, Forensic Explorer supports more 
than 300 file types, analyzes common forensic image formats, and works with multiple file systems. 
“dtSearch full-text searching across files, emails, etc., ensure that, if there is a ‘smoking gun,’ our 
users will find it.”

Forensic Toolkit analysis applies dtSearch.
AccessData Group’s flagship product, Forensic Toolkit® (FTK®) is recognized around the world as the 
gold standard in computer forensics software. Used by law enforcement, government agencies and 
corporations worldwide, FTK is an extremely effective tool in extracting and analyzing electronic 
evidence. “The optimized dtSearch integration delivers fast indexing and fast search results, even with 
large data sets, zeroing in on relevant information quickly. Today, with an ever-increasing need for 
more comprehensive and effective tools in a digital investigator’s arsenal, FTK powered by dtSearch 
certainly provides a potent answer.”

From Network Computing:  Forensic Toolkit “has significantly more powerful and efficient text-
search functionality, thanks to dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine integration. Integrating dtSearch 
eliminates the need to buy a separate text-search tool.”

DFLabs PTK Forensics embeds dtSearch for indexed searches.
DFLabs’ PTK Forensics is an advanced computer forensic framework that offers advanced features for 
forensic analysis on disk images and memory dumps, including centralization of case management, 
partition management, MD5 and SHA1 hash calculaton, timeline generation, data carving, keyword 
searches and case sharing among multiple investigators, a “private cloud” feature, and a plug-in 
architecture for easy extensibility. In choosing the dtSearch Engine for Linux: “We’ve drawn on our 
many years of experience with forensic investigators as well as the feedback from our users.  We 
focused on performance and architecture.”

Boldon James Email Classifier & Office Classifier embeds dtSearch for advanced security 
classification.
A wholly-owned subsidiary of QinetiQ, Boldon James helps organizations with the most demanding 
communication requirements manage sensitive information securely and in compliance with legislation 
and standards.  Boldon James Email Classifier & Office Classifier captures the user’s understanding of 
the value and business context of the information they handle, raising security awareness, providing 
handling guidance and applying control over information exchange. “dtSearch provides Boldon James 
Email Classifier & Office Classifier with advanced and predictable content searching to aid users in the 
task of information classification.”

DeviceLock integrates dtSearch into endpoint device control and security management 
platform.
DeviceLock endpoint leakage prevention software enables security administrators to centrally control, 
log and audit end-user access to peripheral devices and local ports from enterprise systems.  Native 
integration with Microsoft Active Directory® results in easy deployment and administration. “After
conducting a thorough comparison among a dozen full-text search products available on the market 
today, we chose dtSearch because of its unbeatable speed and wide range of covered data sources, 
including files of all popular types stored as SQL database BLOBs.  dtSearch also offered an incredible 
functional set, enabling easy analysis of the silos of unstructured log and shadow data in the 
DeviceLock central database.  The end result lets DeviceLock reliably detect and quickly retrieve any 
data related to security policy violations.”

dtSearch helps “connect the dots” for Content Analyst’s CAAT analytics.
CAAT content analytics provides the critical piece to “connect-the-dots” at various intelligence 
agencies, creating the missing link between incoming data and next-generation social analysis and 
awareness tools. “CAAT first relies on dtSearch’s powerful file converters to prepare any incoming or 
found text for extraction. CAAT content analytics then uses dtSearch Engine search capabilities to 
provide the critical piece to create ‘connect-the-dots’ solutions.”

ZixAuditor® enhances email auditing with dtSearch.
ZixAuditor is an assessment service that enables organizations to identify email security vulnerabilities 
and implement more effective policies and procedures to achieve higher levels of protection. “The
software has an impressive feature set and covered everything we needed for an email content 
scanner. We liked the many search options that dtSearch provided, including forensic indexing, word 
stemming and matching on Boolean, numeric, wildcard and proximity expressions.”

ZixVPM® solves Linux-based email filtering puzzle with dtSearch.
ZixVPM (Virtual Private Messenger) is a Linux-server-based e-messaging solution for organizations 
that require a high level of security and encryption for inbound and outbound email communications. 
ZixVPM works to safeguard an organization’s communications and enforce consistent and uniform 
corporate policy-based email security standards. “The embedded dtSearch Engine enabled the 
powerful scanning techniques in our product ... With dtSearch, the ZixVPM product performs content 
scanning in the message subject and body text and in any file attachments included in the message. 
dtSearch was extremely responsive in working with us to create a Linux API that would meet our 
needs.”

Odyssey Digital Forensics™ embeds dtSearch with Rosette® Linguistics Platform for 
multilingual investigative data support. 
Basis Technology’s Odyssey Digital Forensics™ enables data capture from hard disks, while 
documenting the integrity and source of the data. From a captured disk image, the application then 
analyzes the file system to extract and recover files, and extract text from them. Odyssey next uses 
the Rosette® Linguistics Platform to preprocess multilingual text, including Middle Eastern languages 
(Arabic, Persian), East Asian languages (Chinese, Korean, and Japanese) as well as a variety of 
European language content. “With the embedded dtSearch Engine, Odyssey Digital Forensics Keyword 
Searching System’s smart search crosses language and file format ‘barriers’. Analysts need not know 
all the languages of the data to perform searches that quickly bring significant files to the fore.”

Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard author relies on dtSearch. 
Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard:  Using Digital Forensics and Investigative Techniques to 
Identify Cybercrime Suspects is the definitive book on conducting a complete investigation of 
cybercrime. “dtSearch is the only software product that I have used consistently on every digital 
forensics case, from my first case to my current case. And it’s not just about indexing data; it is about 
reducing an ocean of data into specific intelligence and useful information that benefits the case.”

IMSG embeds dtSearch in the Department of Defense SCOR database.
The SCOR reference covers procedures relating to the following topics: Anti-Terrorism; Force 
Protection; Operations Security (OPSEC); Physical Security; Foreign Aircraft Overflight; Information 
Security; Personnel Security; Industrial Security; Port Security; Planning, Programming and 
Budgeting; Technical Surveillance Countermeasures (TSCM); Research & Technology Protection; 
Information Operations and Information Assurance. IMSG embedded dtSearch in the online version of 
SCOR. “We reviewed over a dozen search vendors, and dtSearch came out on top. We particularly like 
the speed of the search and the presentation of the hits list.”
     In addition to the Web-based version, IMSG used dtSearch for its portable version of SCOR. “Out
of the box, dtSearch works. The end result was a reference CD that field agents and others could 
easily search. dtSearch provides the portability, speed and accessibility that our defense security 
customers require.”

dtSearch included in International Association of Crime Analysts (IACA) Presentation.
Presentation included usage of dtSearch search results retrieved by the Tulsa Police Department 
through CitiSource Intranet aplication. “We have installed dtSearch so that it is accessed through our 
CompStat interface ... dtSearch returned suspect information with minimal input in milliseconds.”

ILook Investigator© Toolsets include dtSearch.
The ILook Investigator toolsets are computer forensic tools used to capture and analyze images 
created from computer systems hard drives and other external storage media. ILook is provided free 
to qualifying agencies throughout the world. Eligible users must be involved in computer forensics and 
employed by one of the following: 1) a law enforcement agency whose employees are sworn law 
enforcement officers; 2) a government intelligence agency; 3) a military agency with authority in 
criminal and or counter intelligence investigations; 4) a government, state or other regulatory agency 
with a law enforcement mission.

PineApp’s Mail-SeCure adds dtSearch to advanced email security system.
PineApp™ is a leading supplier of comprehensive appliance based security solutions for email systems, 
suitable for organizations of all sizes from small offices to large enterprises. Since its founding in 
2002, PineApp has specialized in email and content security systems and already has a significant 
presence in more than 50 countries, with offices in the US, Canada, UK, Italy, Spain, France, Russia, 
Singapore and Israel. “We chose to use the dtSearch Engine because it is an advanced and reliable 
engine. The dtSearch Engine further allowed us a higher level of filtering, compared to its 
competitors.”

Trinus Technologies works with Royal Canadian Mounted Police on the G8 Summit Security 
Joint Intelligence Group (G8 JIG), using dtSearch.
Attending the G8 Summit Conference were Prime Minister Chretien (Canada), President Bush (US), as 
well as heads of state from the United Kingdom, Russia, France, Germany, Italy and Japan. “The
event, from an intelligence investigation perspective, was a resounding success ... We used dtSearch 
in a web configuration as the main search tool for users ... The search functions as provided by this 
system proved to be an integral and vital part of the success of the G8 JIG. With a minimum of 
instruction, users were able to perform sophisticated searches in a familiar web environment. System 
performance ... was predictable and excellent.”

Pinpoint Labs addresses “searching for buried treasure” with dtSearch.
Pinpoint Labs specializes in computer forensics software and services. From the company’s “Searching
for Buried Treasure” Blog posting: “Mapping the data landscape may not immediately indicate where 
the textual ‘treasure” is located ... A common process mistake is assuming that all files are 
searchable ... there are several common exceptions that will prevent a complete search.” “I’ve been a 
fan of dtSearch for many years because it handles large file collections of up to several terabytes, has 
extensive file type support, and great customer service. dtSearch is also integrated into several 
popular litigation support and computer forensic applications.”

Evidence Technology puts dtSearch “through its paces.”
Evidence Technology provides an array of digital forensics, e-discovery and data recovery services.
Instead of providing just computer forensic services, or forensic video, or forensic audio, or data 
recovery, Evidence Technology provides the full range of services. Evidence Technology has “really
put dtSearch through its paces. It’s VERY rare that a product impresses me enough that I feel 
compelled to write the manufacturer and offer praise, but dtSearch does. Being in the business of 
digital forensics and electronic discovery, believe me when I say that I’ve worked with a LOT of 
applications, many of them very expensive, but dtSearch is a shining star in a crowded sky. It’s truly 
one of the most solid, reliable, and powerful applications I’ve used in years.”

ENSR comes in “on time and on budget” using dtSearch for DOD scientific data project. 
Focused on the oil and gas, gas and electric utilities, transportation, manufacturing and government 
sectors, ENSR is an environmental consulting and engineering firm that provides a comprehensive 
range of services logically aligned with its clients’ asset management life cycle to help resolve complex 
environmental issues. For the US Department of Defense, ENSR worked on an application that 
compiles a set of scientific data, including experimental test results, scientific papers, and software 
model abstracts. After compilation, the US DOD and ENSR distributed the application on portable hard-
drives, designed to enable easy access in the field, and to prevent unauthorized disclosure of sensitive 
data. “ENSR using dtSearch delivered a solution that was on time and on budget. The methodology 
that ENSR developed using dtSearch would be applicable for other technical problem areas. In fact, 
the methodology we developed would be of general use in providing easy access to any scientific body 
of knowledge.”

eForensics puts dtSearch through its forensics paces.
Sample eForensics investigations have included: a software piracy investigation for one of the world’s
largest software manufacturers; an alleged theft of intellectual property for a major oil field services 
business; and a network intrusion investigation for a major world bank. The eForensics team offers a 
special knowledge in anti-forensics and data-hiding techniques and digital image analysis. eForensics 
has extensive multinational experience, including a special expertise in Arabic. “We recommend and 
use dtSearch as a best-in-class indexing tool in the forensics arena, and even include it in our 
forensics seminars.”

Certified forensic technician finds dtSearch “insanely fast.”
”I setup a link for my users to get to the engine and they have been thrilled with the results. dtSearch 
has saved me from my users AND it is insanely fast!”

Chicago Electronic Discovery: “HOWTO: index and search forensic disk images with 
dtSearch.”
“If you primarily use Linux and The Sleuth Kit/Autopsy to perform forensic investigations, you will 
already know there are certain limitations to searching in TSK. The following is the approach I use to 
provide a more thorough search.” “You can then search allocated and carved files and the raw binary 
file separately. dtSearch uses a ‘filtered binary’ approach to raw files which has proven quite effective 
in my cases.”

General Dynamics Information Systems uses dtSearch in Multimedia Analysis and Archive 
System (MAAS).
MAAS provides the tactical analyst with the capability to capture and exploit the wide variety of 
multimedia data received in the tactical environment (including a wide variety of military and other 
surveillance). “The dtSearch Engine had an API we could work with.”

One View Analyst and GangNet® embedding dtSearch help law enforcement find the 
“smoking gun.”
SRA’s applications have been deployed at the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and other 
branches of the Department of Justice (DOJ), the New York Police Department (NYPD), and police 
departments in California, Florida, and Maryland. dtSearch "was a one-stop shopping solution.”

SRA’s applications embedding dtSearch have also operated successfully at the joint law 
enforcement task level.
From SRA’s “success stories”: benefits to “Joint Law Enforcement Task Forces throughout the United 
States" have included “help in their maritime security, anti-terrorism, counter-drug and criminal 
investigation missions.” The applications have “helped analysts to successfully identify terrorist group 
activities, senior drug trafficking organization members and threats to port operations." "Different
search options, such as adjustable fuzzy, stemming for root word derivations, numeric range, 
proximity, complex boolean logic, and relevancy-ranked natural language also made dtSearch the 
best choice."

 From the Washington Business Journal: “Simply put, the two companies help the good guys catch 
the bad guys. The FBI and local law enforcement agencies ... have used dtSearch and [SRA's 
application] to sift through massive amounts of computer data to help make the connections that lead 
to arrests.” “Dramatic examples where the product has helped catch criminals” include “a money 
laundering and black market gem operation” and “a police shooting in California.”

SRA’s application embedding dtSearch benefits homeland security.
Now called One View Analyst, SRA’s application has assisted both intelligence and counterintelligence 
agencies. "We found dtSearch provided efficient searching and optimized index structure. We looked 
at several search engines that are out there ... But, we found that dtSearch excelled in performance.”

SRA’s product embedding dtSearch also assisted US Military.
From SRA’s “success stories”: “Intelligence analysts” in one branch of the military used SRA’s product 
“to help them correlate individuals and events in their overseas locations.” In another military 
application, “operators in the field collect various types of information in multiple formats and analyze 
connections.” “Our customers have told us that it ‘saves countless hours of searching and helps us 
find the bad guys.’”

PostalGuard Secure Messaging bulletproofs enterprise email security with dtSearch.
PostalGuard Secure Messaging examines all outgoing email at the network gateway. Based on policies 
defined by an organization, the system automatically identifies content-based violations and redirects 
suspicious messages to a secure, encrypted channel for further processing. This perimeter-based 
design ensures full compliance with enterprise privacy and security policies by all users at all times - 
eliminating the need for software installation on every desktop. “dtSearch is a great product ... Search 
speed is instantaneous.”

Computer forensics firm leaves no byte unturned with dtSearch. 
Computer Forensic Associates specializes in computer forensics and electronic evidence: “A wide 
range of scenarios arise where a thorough and detailed assessment of the computer data is required. 
This can range from looking for hidden assets, uncovering frauds, finding missing persons, performing 
personnel investigations and preserving confidential corporate information.” “I have been using 
dtSearch for some time now in the majority of cases I handle. I have found it to be an invaluable tool.”

From Processor: “Jeffrey Gross, president and founder of Computer Forensic Associates 
(www.4nsic.org), says that dtSearch is ‘a powerhouse [that] provides a significant advantage in cases 
where it is utilized ... dtSearch excels at performing thorough and detailed searches on vast quantities 
of data ... a class of its own.’”

From EContent Magazine (“The Truth is in There: Sleuthing for Data with Digital Forensics”):
“Jeffrey Gross, who founded Computer Forensic Associates ... says one of his ‘secret weapons’ is 
dtSearch, an enterprise-class indexing and search tool.” Mr. Gross “typically works on complex 
financial cases and these involve multiple computers, many individuals, and many issues, and 
dtSearch enables him to see everything that’s there in a single index.” “‘dtSearch is a phenomenally 
potent evidentiary extraction search tool ... Using dtSearch with the forensics software, I can carve 
out the unallocated space just like a regular file, then recover the individual files, whether they are 
text files or spreadsheets, deleted files, word processing files ... and put them all into an index.’”
“What’s more, Gross says, he can use dtSearch across multiple hard drives, making his search 
process vastly more efficient.”

Forensic Information Technology courses include dtSearch.
The president of Computer Forensic Associates is now teaching graduate-level forensics computer 
courses. Included in the curricula is everything from general dtSearch forensic search applicability, to 
advanced techniques for using dtSearch for finding passwords and encryption keys (please contact 
Computer Forensic Associates for details). From the class notes: “dtSearch is not a forensic tool in the 
classical definition. It is more of a data management and searching utility that lends itself perfectly to 
computer forensic examination. Within the universe of electronic evidence search tools, dtSearch is 
about as good and as powerful as it gets ... dtSearch is an industry standard tool beyond conventional 
reproach and challenge.”

A leading security trainer to US law enforcement and intelligence agencies, SYTEX trains in 
dtSearch.
“SYTEX is repeatedly requested to provide training to the intelligence community, local law 
enforcement organizations, and professionals in the private sector. Initial identification of collection 
and analysis tools that may enhance and further investigative efforts is a key part of training. 
dtSearch capabilities make it one of the top tools in analysis efforts. We have identified dtSearch as a 
front line tool for Federal, Local Law Enforcement, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and Intelligence 
Agencies in intelligence, forensics and homeland security endeavors.”

SYTEX forensics teams use dtSearch to help solve the case.
“Our IT experts use dtSearch in a variety of ways.” For example, during a recent forensics case, 
“drives were imaged, hashed, and then indexed with dtSearch ... searches for data strings, file names 
and other types of informative searches were exceptionally fast, to the point of instantaneous. The 
ability to search through and index a variety of document types – HTML, PDFs, PSTs, Unicode and 
many others, a key value of dtSearch, can be the pivotal point in an investigation.”

SEARCH, The National Consortium for Justice Information and Statistics, adds dtSearch to 
training.
SEARCH is a nonprofit membership organization funded by the U.S. Department of Justice and created 
by and for the States. Dedicated to improving the criminal justice system through the effective 
application of information and identification technology, SEARCH is now including dtSearch in part of 
its training.

dtSearch “has users at the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; California attorney general’s
office; Defense and Justice departments; and NASA.” — Government Computer News

“In our experience, we have found that dtSearch is a robust, highly configurable indexing and 
searching tool for electronic documents and many types of e-mail, including Microsoft Outlook.
dtSearch also makes the engine available to developers to allow users to create added functionality if 
necessary.” — Handbook of Digital Forensics and Investigation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

dtSearch can “find a wide variety of documents quickly and easily in many different languages and 
writing systems.” — Machine Learning Forensics for Law Enforcement, Security, and 
Intelligence
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“dtSearch leads the market of mid-range cost indexing systems ... dtSearch has several 
configurations of its indexing system, including just the dtSearch engine for implementation into other 
products.” — Hacking Exposed, 2nd Edition
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“Every time we go “manual” I am reminded, once again, what a great product dtSearch is! I have our 
entire database indexed so all we have to do is type in the account number and INSTANTLY it appears 
on the screen along with all dispatch instructions, zone descriptions and contacts ... With dtSearch, 
we increased our lookup speed so dramatically that we can’t imagine how we ever used those index 
cards for the task!” — Customer at www.intercityalarms.com

dtSearch “searches are blindingly fast. Fishing expeditions are easier with features such as fuzzy 
searches, which can find words even when they are misspelled, and a built-in thesaurus that can be 
used to automatically include synonyms in a search ... Functioning equally well against both email 
folders and text files, these are very powerful and useful capabilities for an investigator.”
— Computer Forensics: Incident Response Essentials
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“dtSearch provides several versions of its text mining software for the desktop, Web sites, remote 
servers, and for embedding in other applications ... ideally suited for rapid indexing by forensic 
investigators.”
— Investigative Data Mining for Security and Criminal Detection
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“Another unique approach to file processing in FTK is the integration of the dtSearch text-indexing 
software ... Currently, FTK is the only integrated forensics analysis tool to incorporate full text 
indexing into the file processing functions.”
— SC Magazine (from review of AccessData’s The Forensic Toolkit™)

Awarded Top Rating by TUCOFS - The Ultimate Collection of Forensic Software, A Complete 
Resource for Cyber Law Enforcement Technologies.

“The best indexing program I’ve found is dtSearch” — Effective Discovery of Email (published at 
www.civildiscovery.com)

“dtSearch provides a commercial grade toolset for forensic searching” — Windows Forensics: The 
Field Guide for Corporate Computer Investigations
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“dtSearch, an indexing application typically used as a forensic tool ... excels at indexing your case 
information to be searched on the fly ...  dtSearch not only indexes large datasets but it can also 
create reports of the searches, export the files found, and even highlight the key words found.”
— Cybercrime Case Presentation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“That’s an easy one: dtSearch. This incredible tool has more applications than anything that I have 
worked with in 30+ years as a technical specialist. More magazines and news groups than any product 
that I am aware of have also recognized it. Several of the authors in this book have mentioned 
dtSearch as a valuable part of their forensics toolkit as well.”
— Techno Security’s™ Guide to E-Discovery and Digital Forensics (FAQ section, by the authors 
of the book)

“Once you’ve collected all of your information — and in today’s world, we’re probably talking about 
terabytes ... you’ve got to organize it ... This is generally an industrial task ... specialized indexing and 
searching programs can help with this (I’m partial to dtSearch).”
— Techno Security’s™ Guide to E-Discovery and Digital Forensics (“Digital Forensics: An 
Overview”)

“dtSearch to the Rescue ... I want to let you know about an incredible tool ... The products create 
indexes that then allow multi-gigabyte size disk drives to be searched in less than a second in most 
cases. Things like fuzzy searching, phonic searching, numeric range searching, synonym searching 
and wildcard searching are also possible as well as searching in network drives, CDs and even the 
Internet ... I have never used anything quite like this product.”
— SC InfoSec Newsletter 

“So there I was, working an IR case ... The forensics version of 'It was a dark and stormy night.' I 
pointed dtSearch at the folder containing all the output and indexed it. This allowed me to quickly 
search ... the output from all of the systems for new information.”
— Integriography: A Journal of Broken Locks, Ethics, and Computer Forensics

“After you create an image of suspect media, you'll need to search for possible evidence.  The 
dtSearch product line ... provides solutions that enable you to search terabytes of text in a short 
time.  Although not strictly a forensic tool, dtSearch supports a highly necessary forensic function.”
— Computer Forensics JumpStart
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 
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GetData debuts Forensic Explorer embedding dtSearch.
GetData Forensics has released its computer forensics analysis software, Forensic Explorer.   From 
Law Technology News, which also made Forensic Explorer its “product of the week”: “GetData's
new offering supports data recovery and file carving, which is a process to extract data out of 
undifferentiated blocks or raw data.”  Among many other features, Forensic Explorer supports more 
than 300 file types, analyzes common forensic image formats, and works with multiple file systems. 
“dtSearch full-text searching across files, emails, etc., ensure that, if there is a ‘smoking gun,’ our 
users will find it.”

Forensic Toolkit analysis applies dtSearch.
AccessData Group’s flagship product, Forensic Toolkit® (FTK®) is recognized around the world as the 
gold standard in computer forensics software. Used by law enforcement, government agencies and 
corporations worldwide, FTK is an extremely effective tool in extracting and analyzing electronic 
evidence. “The optimized dtSearch integration delivers fast indexing and fast search results, even with 
large data sets, zeroing in on relevant information quickly. Today, with an ever-increasing need for 
more comprehensive and effective tools in a digital investigator’s arsenal, FTK powered by dtSearch 
certainly provides a potent answer.”

From Network Computing:  Forensic Toolkit “has significantly more powerful and efficient text-
search functionality, thanks to dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine integration. Integrating dtSearch 
eliminates the need to buy a separate text-search tool.”

DFLabs PTK Forensics embeds dtSearch for indexed searches.
DFLabs’ PTK Forensics is an advanced computer forensic framework that offers advanced features for 
forensic analysis on disk images and memory dumps, including centralization of case management, 
partition management, MD5 and SHA1 hash calculaton, timeline generation, data carving, keyword 
searches and case sharing among multiple investigators, a “private cloud” feature, and a plug-in 
architecture for easy extensibility. In choosing the dtSearch Engine for Linux: “We’ve drawn on our 
many years of experience with forensic investigators as well as the feedback from our users.  We 
focused on performance and architecture.”

Boldon James Email Classifier & Office Classifier embeds dtSearch for advanced security 
classification.
A wholly-owned subsidiary of QinetiQ, Boldon James helps organizations with the most demanding 
communication requirements manage sensitive information securely and in compliance with legislation 
and standards.  Boldon James Email Classifier & Office Classifier captures the user’s understanding of 
the value and business context of the information they handle, raising security awareness, providing 
handling guidance and applying control over information exchange. “dtSearch provides Boldon James 
Email Classifier & Office Classifier with advanced and predictable content searching to aid users in the 
task of information classification.”

DeviceLock integrates dtSearch into endpoint device control and security management 
platform.
DeviceLock endpoint leakage prevention software enables security administrators to centrally control, 
log and audit end-user access to peripheral devices and local ports from enterprise systems.  Native 
integration with Microsoft Active Directory® results in easy deployment and administration. “After
conducting a thorough comparison among a dozen full-text search products available on the market 
today, we chose dtSearch because of its unbeatable speed and wide range of covered data sources, 
including files of all popular types stored as SQL database BLOBs.  dtSearch also offered an incredible 
functional set, enabling easy analysis of the silos of unstructured log and shadow data in the 
DeviceLock central database.  The end result lets DeviceLock reliably detect and quickly retrieve any 
data related to security policy violations.”

dtSearch helps “connect the dots” for Content Analyst’s CAAT analytics.
CAAT content analytics provides the critical piece to “connect-the-dots” at various intelligence 
agencies, creating the missing link between incoming data and next-generation social analysis and 
awareness tools. “CAAT first relies on dtSearch’s powerful file converters to prepare any incoming or 
found text for extraction. CAAT content analytics then uses dtSearch Engine search capabilities to 
provide the critical piece to create ‘connect-the-dots’ solutions.”

ZixAuditor® enhances email auditing with dtSearch.
ZixAuditor is an assessment service that enables organizations to identify email security vulnerabilities 
and implement more effective policies and procedures to achieve higher levels of protection. “The
software has an impressive feature set and covered everything we needed for an email content 
scanner. We liked the many search options that dtSearch provided, including forensic indexing, word 
stemming and matching on Boolean, numeric, wildcard and proximity expressions.”

ZixVPM® solves Linux-based email filtering puzzle with dtSearch.
ZixVPM (Virtual Private Messenger) is a Linux-server-based e-messaging solution for organizations 
that require a high level of security and encryption for inbound and outbound email communications. 
ZixVPM works to safeguard an organization’s communications and enforce consistent and uniform 
corporate policy-based email security standards. “The embedded dtSearch Engine enabled the 
powerful scanning techniques in our product ... With dtSearch, the ZixVPM product performs content 
scanning in the message subject and body text and in any file attachments included in the message. 
dtSearch was extremely responsive in working with us to create a Linux API that would meet our 
needs.”

Odyssey Digital Forensics™ embeds dtSearch with Rosette® Linguistics Platform for 
multilingual investigative data support. 
Basis Technology’s Odyssey Digital Forensics™ enables data capture from hard disks, while 
documenting the integrity and source of the data. From a captured disk image, the application then 
analyzes the file system to extract and recover files, and extract text from them. Odyssey next uses 
the Rosette® Linguistics Platform to preprocess multilingual text, including Middle Eastern languages 
(Arabic, Persian), East Asian languages (Chinese, Korean, and Japanese) as well as a variety of 
European language content. “With the embedded dtSearch Engine, Odyssey Digital Forensics Keyword 
Searching System’s smart search crosses language and file format ‘barriers’. Analysts need not know 
all the languages of the data to perform searches that quickly bring significant files to the fore.”

Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard author relies on dtSearch. 
Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard:  Using Digital Forensics and Investigative Techniques to 
Identify Cybercrime Suspects is the definitive book on conducting a complete investigation of 
cybercrime. “dtSearch is the only software product that I have used consistently on every digital 
forensics case, from my first case to my current case. And it’s not just about indexing data; it is about 
reducing an ocean of data into specific intelligence and useful information that benefits the case.”

IMSG embeds dtSearch in the Department of Defense SCOR database.
The SCOR reference covers procedures relating to the following topics: Anti-Terrorism; Force 
Protection; Operations Security (OPSEC); Physical Security; Foreign Aircraft Overflight; Information 
Security; Personnel Security; Industrial Security; Port Security; Planning, Programming and 
Budgeting; Technical Surveillance Countermeasures (TSCM); Research & Technology Protection; 
Information Operations and Information Assurance. IMSG embedded dtSearch in the online version of 
SCOR. “We reviewed over a dozen search vendors, and dtSearch came out on top. We particularly like 
the speed of the search and the presentation of the hits list.”
     In addition to the Web-based version, IMSG used dtSearch for its portable version of SCOR. “Out
of the box, dtSearch works. The end result was a reference CD that field agents and others could 
easily search. dtSearch provides the portability, speed and accessibility that our defense security 
customers require.”

dtSearch included in International Association of Crime Analysts (IACA) Presentation.
Presentation included usage of dtSearch search results retrieved by the Tulsa Police Department 
through CitiSource Intranet aplication. “We have installed dtSearch so that it is accessed through our 
CompStat interface ... dtSearch returned suspect information with minimal input in milliseconds.”

ILook Investigator© Toolsets include dtSearch.
The ILook Investigator toolsets are computer forensic tools used to capture and analyze images 
created from computer systems hard drives and other external storage media. ILook is provided free 
to qualifying agencies throughout the world. Eligible users must be involved in computer forensics and 
employed by one of the following: 1) a law enforcement agency whose employees are sworn law 
enforcement officers; 2) a government intelligence agency; 3) a military agency with authority in 
criminal and or counter intelligence investigations; 4) a government, state or other regulatory agency 
with a law enforcement mission.

PineApp’s Mail-SeCure adds dtSearch to advanced email security system.
PineApp™ is a leading supplier of comprehensive appliance based security solutions for email systems, 
suitable for organizations of all sizes from small offices to large enterprises. Since its founding in 
2002, PineApp has specialized in email and content security systems and already has a significant 
presence in more than 50 countries, with offices in the US, Canada, UK, Italy, Spain, France, Russia, 
Singapore and Israel. “We chose to use the dtSearch Engine because it is an advanced and reliable 
engine. The dtSearch Engine further allowed us a higher level of filtering, compared to its 
competitors.”

Trinus Technologies works with Royal Canadian Mounted Police on the G8 Summit Security 
Joint Intelligence Group (G8 JIG), using dtSearch.
Attending the G8 Summit Conference were Prime Minister Chretien (Canada), President Bush (US), as 
well as heads of state from the United Kingdom, Russia, France, Germany, Italy and Japan. “The
event, from an intelligence investigation perspective, was a resounding success ... We used dtSearch 
in a web configuration as the main search tool for users ... The search functions as provided by this 
system proved to be an integral and vital part of the success of the G8 JIG. With a minimum of 
instruction, users were able to perform sophisticated searches in a familiar web environment. System 
performance ... was predictable and excellent.”

Pinpoint Labs addresses “searching for buried treasure” with dtSearch.
Pinpoint Labs specializes in computer forensics software and services. From the company’s “Searching
for Buried Treasure” Blog posting: “Mapping the data landscape may not immediately indicate where 
the textual ‘treasure” is located ... A common process mistake is assuming that all files are 
searchable ... there are several common exceptions that will prevent a complete search.” “I’ve been a 
fan of dtSearch for many years because it handles large file collections of up to several terabytes, has 
extensive file type support, and great customer service. dtSearch is also integrated into several 
popular litigation support and computer forensic applications.”

Evidence Technology puts dtSearch “through its paces.”
Evidence Technology provides an array of digital forensics, e-discovery and data recovery services.
Instead of providing just computer forensic services, or forensic video, or forensic audio, or data 
recovery, Evidence Technology provides the full range of services. Evidence Technology has “really
put dtSearch through its paces. It’s VERY rare that a product impresses me enough that I feel 
compelled to write the manufacturer and offer praise, but dtSearch does. Being in the business of 
digital forensics and electronic discovery, believe me when I say that I’ve worked with a LOT of 
applications, many of them very expensive, but dtSearch is a shining star in a crowded sky. It’s truly 
one of the most solid, reliable, and powerful applications I’ve used in years.”

ENSR comes in “on time and on budget” using dtSearch for DOD scientific data project. 
Focused on the oil and gas, gas and electric utilities, transportation, manufacturing and government 
sectors, ENSR is an environmental consulting and engineering firm that provides a comprehensive 
range of services logically aligned with its clients’ asset management life cycle to help resolve complex 
environmental issues. For the US Department of Defense, ENSR worked on an application that 
compiles a set of scientific data, including experimental test results, scientific papers, and software 
model abstracts. After compilation, the US DOD and ENSR distributed the application on portable hard-
drives, designed to enable easy access in the field, and to prevent unauthorized disclosure of sensitive 
data. “ENSR using dtSearch delivered a solution that was on time and on budget. The methodology 
that ENSR developed using dtSearch would be applicable for other technical problem areas. In fact, 
the methodology we developed would be of general use in providing easy access to any scientific body 
of knowledge.”

eForensics puts dtSearch through its forensics paces.
Sample eForensics investigations have included: a software piracy investigation for one of the world’s
largest software manufacturers; an alleged theft of intellectual property for a major oil field services 
business; and a network intrusion investigation for a major world bank. The eForensics team offers a 
special knowledge in anti-forensics and data-hiding techniques and digital image analysis. eForensics 
has extensive multinational experience, including a special expertise in Arabic. “We recommend and 
use dtSearch as a best-in-class indexing tool in the forensics arena, and even include it in our 
forensics seminars.”

Certified forensic technician finds dtSearch “insanely fast.”
”I setup a link for my users to get to the engine and they have been thrilled with the results. dtSearch 
has saved me from my users AND it is insanely fast!”

Chicago Electronic Discovery: “HOWTO: index and search forensic disk images with 
dtSearch.”
“If you primarily use Linux and The Sleuth Kit/Autopsy to perform forensic investigations, you will 
already know there are certain limitations to searching in TSK. The following is the approach I use to 
provide a more thorough search.” “You can then search allocated and carved files and the raw binary 
file separately. dtSearch uses a ‘filtered binary’ approach to raw files which has proven quite effective 
in my cases.”

General Dynamics Information Systems uses dtSearch in Multimedia Analysis and Archive 
System (MAAS).
MAAS provides the tactical analyst with the capability to capture and exploit the wide variety of 
multimedia data received in the tactical environment (including a wide variety of military and other 
surveillance). “The dtSearch Engine had an API we could work with.”

One View Analyst and GangNet® embedding dtSearch help law enforcement find the 
“smoking gun.”
SRA’s applications have been deployed at the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and other 
branches of the Department of Justice (DOJ), the New York Police Department (NYPD), and police 
departments in California, Florida, and Maryland. dtSearch "was a one-stop shopping solution.”

SRA’s applications embedding dtSearch have also operated successfully at the joint law 
enforcement task level.
From SRA’s “success stories”: benefits to “Joint Law Enforcement Task Forces throughout the United 
States" have included “help in their maritime security, anti-terrorism, counter-drug and criminal 
investigation missions.” The applications have “helped analysts to successfully identify terrorist group 
activities, senior drug trafficking organization members and threats to port operations." "Different
search options, such as adjustable fuzzy, stemming for root word derivations, numeric range, 
proximity, complex boolean logic, and relevancy-ranked natural language also made dtSearch the 
best choice."

 From the Washington Business Journal: “Simply put, the two companies help the good guys catch 
the bad guys. The FBI and local law enforcement agencies ... have used dtSearch and [SRA's 
application] to sift through massive amounts of computer data to help make the connections that lead 
to arrests.” “Dramatic examples where the product has helped catch criminals” include “a money 
laundering and black market gem operation” and “a police shooting in California.”

SRA’s application embedding dtSearch benefits homeland security.
Now called One View Analyst, SRA’s application has assisted both intelligence and counterintelligence 
agencies. "We found dtSearch provided efficient searching and optimized index structure. We looked 
at several search engines that are out there ... But, we found that dtSearch excelled in performance.”

SRA’s product embedding dtSearch also assisted US Military.
From SRA’s “success stories”: “Intelligence analysts” in one branch of the military used SRA’s product 
“to help them correlate individuals and events in their overseas locations.” In another military 
application, “operators in the field collect various types of information in multiple formats and analyze 
connections.” “Our customers have told us that it ‘saves countless hours of searching and helps us 
find the bad guys.’”

PostalGuard Secure Messaging bulletproofs enterprise email security with dtSearch.
PostalGuard Secure Messaging examines all outgoing email at the network gateway. Based on policies 
defined by an organization, the system automatically identifies content-based violations and redirects 
suspicious messages to a secure, encrypted channel for further processing. This perimeter-based 
design ensures full compliance with enterprise privacy and security policies by all users at all times - 
eliminating the need for software installation on every desktop. “dtSearch is a great product ... Search 
speed is instantaneous.”

Computer forensics firm leaves no byte unturned with dtSearch. 
Computer Forensic Associates specializes in computer forensics and electronic evidence: “A wide 
range of scenarios arise where a thorough and detailed assessment of the computer data is required. 
This can range from looking for hidden assets, uncovering frauds, finding missing persons, performing 
personnel investigations and preserving confidential corporate information.” “I have been using 
dtSearch for some time now in the majority of cases I handle. I have found it to be an invaluable tool.”

From Processor: “Jeffrey Gross, president and founder of Computer Forensic Associates 
(www.4nsic.org), says that dtSearch is ‘a powerhouse [that] provides a significant advantage in cases 
where it is utilized ... dtSearch excels at performing thorough and detailed searches on vast quantities 
of data ... a class of its own.’”

From EContent Magazine (“The Truth is in There: Sleuthing for Data with Digital Forensics”):
“Jeffrey Gross, who founded Computer Forensic Associates ... says one of his ‘secret weapons’ is 
dtSearch, an enterprise-class indexing and search tool.” Mr. Gross “typically works on complex 
financial cases and these involve multiple computers, many individuals, and many issues, and 
dtSearch enables him to see everything that’s there in a single index.” “‘dtSearch is a phenomenally 
potent evidentiary extraction search tool ... Using dtSearch with the forensics software, I can carve 
out the unallocated space just like a regular file, then recover the individual files, whether they are 
text files or spreadsheets, deleted files, word processing files ... and put them all into an index.’”
“What’s more, Gross says, he can use dtSearch across multiple hard drives, making his search 
process vastly more efficient.”

Forensic Information Technology courses include dtSearch.
The president of Computer Forensic Associates is now teaching graduate-level forensics computer 
courses. Included in the curricula is everything from general dtSearch forensic search applicability, to 
advanced techniques for using dtSearch for finding passwords and encryption keys (please contact 
Computer Forensic Associates for details). From the class notes: “dtSearch is not a forensic tool in the 
classical definition. It is more of a data management and searching utility that lends itself perfectly to 
computer forensic examination. Within the universe of electronic evidence search tools, dtSearch is 
about as good and as powerful as it gets ... dtSearch is an industry standard tool beyond conventional 
reproach and challenge.”

A leading security trainer to US law enforcement and intelligence agencies, SYTEX trains in 
dtSearch.
“SYTEX is repeatedly requested to provide training to the intelligence community, local law 
enforcement organizations, and professionals in the private sector. Initial identification of collection 
and analysis tools that may enhance and further investigative efforts is a key part of training. 
dtSearch capabilities make it one of the top tools in analysis efforts. We have identified dtSearch as a 
front line tool for Federal, Local Law Enforcement, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and Intelligence 
Agencies in intelligence, forensics and homeland security endeavors.”

SYTEX forensics teams use dtSearch to help solve the case.
“Our IT experts use dtSearch in a variety of ways.” For example, during a recent forensics case, 
“drives were imaged, hashed, and then indexed with dtSearch ... searches for data strings, file names 
and other types of informative searches were exceptionally fast, to the point of instantaneous. The 
ability to search through and index a variety of document types – HTML, PDFs, PSTs, Unicode and 
many others, a key value of dtSearch, can be the pivotal point in an investigation.”

SEARCH, The National Consortium for Justice Information and Statistics, adds dtSearch to 
training.
SEARCH is a nonprofit membership organization funded by the U.S. Department of Justice and created 
by and for the States. Dedicated to improving the criminal justice system through the effective 
application of information and identification technology, SEARCH is now including dtSearch in part of 
its training.

dtSearch “has users at the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; California attorney general’s
office; Defense and Justice departments; and NASA.” — Government Computer News

“In our experience, we have found that dtSearch is a robust, highly configurable indexing and 
searching tool for electronic documents and many types of e-mail, including Microsoft Outlook.
dtSearch also makes the engine available to developers to allow users to create added functionality if 
necessary.” — Handbook of Digital Forensics and Investigation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

dtSearch can “find a wide variety of documents quickly and easily in many different languages and 
writing systems.” — Machine Learning Forensics for Law Enforcement, Security, and 
Intelligence
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“dtSearch leads the market of mid-range cost indexing systems ... dtSearch has several 
configurations of its indexing system, including just the dtSearch engine for implementation into other 
products.” — Hacking Exposed, 2nd Edition
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“Every time we go “manual” I am reminded, once again, what a great product dtSearch is! I have our 
entire database indexed so all we have to do is type in the account number and INSTANTLY it appears 
on the screen along with all dispatch instructions, zone descriptions and contacts ... With dtSearch, 
we increased our lookup speed so dramatically that we can’t imagine how we ever used those index 
cards for the task!” — Customer at www.intercityalarms.com

dtSearch “searches are blindingly fast. Fishing expeditions are easier with features such as fuzzy 
searches, which can find words even when they are misspelled, and a built-in thesaurus that can be 
used to automatically include synonyms in a search ... Functioning equally well against both email 
folders and text files, these are very powerful and useful capabilities for an investigator.”
— Computer Forensics: Incident Response Essentials
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“dtSearch provides several versions of its text mining software for the desktop, Web sites, remote 
servers, and for embedding in other applications ... ideally suited for rapid indexing by forensic 
investigators.”
— Investigative Data Mining for Security and Criminal Detection
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“Another unique approach to file processing in FTK is the integration of the dtSearch text-indexing 
software ... Currently, FTK is the only integrated forensics analysis tool to incorporate full text 
indexing into the file processing functions.”
— SC Magazine (from review of AccessData’s The Forensic Toolkit™)

Awarded Top Rating by TUCOFS - The Ultimate Collection of Forensic Software, A Complete 
Resource for Cyber Law Enforcement Technologies.

“The best indexing program I’ve found is dtSearch” — Effective Discovery of Email (published at 
www.civildiscovery.com)

“dtSearch provides a commercial grade toolset for forensic searching” — Windows Forensics: The 
Field Guide for Corporate Computer Investigations
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“dtSearch, an indexing application typically used as a forensic tool ... excels at indexing your case 
information to be searched on the fly ...  dtSearch not only indexes large datasets but it can also 
create reports of the searches, export the files found, and even highlight the key words found.”
— Cybercrime Case Presentation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“That’s an easy one: dtSearch. This incredible tool has more applications than anything that I have 
worked with in 30+ years as a technical specialist. More magazines and news groups than any product 
that I am aware of have also recognized it. Several of the authors in this book have mentioned 
dtSearch as a valuable part of their forensics toolkit as well.”
— Techno Security’s™ Guide to E-Discovery and Digital Forensics (FAQ section, by the authors 
of the book)

“Once you’ve collected all of your information — and in today’s world, we’re probably talking about 
terabytes ... you’ve got to organize it ... This is generally an industrial task ... specialized indexing and 
searching programs can help with this (I’m partial to dtSearch).”
— Techno Security’s™ Guide to E-Discovery and Digital Forensics (“Digital Forensics: An 
Overview”)

“dtSearch to the Rescue ... I want to let you know about an incredible tool ... The products create 
indexes that then allow multi-gigabyte size disk drives to be searched in less than a second in most 
cases. Things like fuzzy searching, phonic searching, numeric range searching, synonym searching 
and wildcard searching are also possible as well as searching in network drives, CDs and even the 
Internet ... I have never used anything quite like this product.”
— SC InfoSec Newsletter 

“So there I was, working an IR case ... The forensics version of 'It was a dark and stormy night.' I 
pointed dtSearch at the folder containing all the output and indexed it. This allowed me to quickly 
search ... the output from all of the systems for new information.”
— Integriography: A Journal of Broken Locks, Ethics, and Computer Forensics

“After you create an image of suspect media, you'll need to search for possible evidence.  The 
dtSearch product line ... provides solutions that enable you to search terabytes of text in a short 
time.  Although not strictly a forensic tool, dtSearch supports a highly necessary forensic function.”
— Computer Forensics JumpStart
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 
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GetData debuts Forensic Explorer embedding dtSearch.
GetData Forensics has released its computer forensics analysis software, Forensic Explorer.   From 
Law Technology News, which also made Forensic Explorer its “product of the week”: “GetData's
new offering supports data recovery and file carving, which is a process to extract data out of 
undifferentiated blocks or raw data.”  Among many other features, Forensic Explorer supports more 
than 300 file types, analyzes common forensic image formats, and works with multiple file systems. 
“dtSearch full-text searching across files, emails, etc., ensure that, if there is a ‘smoking gun,’ our 
users will find it.”

Forensic Toolkit analysis applies dtSearch.
AccessData Group’s flagship product, Forensic Toolkit® (FTK®) is recognized around the world as the 
gold standard in computer forensics software. Used by law enforcement, government agencies and 
corporations worldwide, FTK is an extremely effective tool in extracting and analyzing electronic 
evidence. “The optimized dtSearch integration delivers fast indexing and fast search results, even with 
large data sets, zeroing in on relevant information quickly. Today, with an ever-increasing need for 
more comprehensive and effective tools in a digital investigator’s arsenal, FTK powered by dtSearch 
certainly provides a potent answer.”

From Network Computing:  Forensic Toolkit “has significantly more powerful and efficient text-
search functionality, thanks to dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine integration. Integrating dtSearch 
eliminates the need to buy a separate text-search tool.”

DFLabs PTK Forensics embeds dtSearch for indexed searches.
DFLabs’ PTK Forensics is an advanced computer forensic framework that offers advanced features for 
forensic analysis on disk images and memory dumps, including centralization of case management, 
partition management, MD5 and SHA1 hash calculaton, timeline generation, data carving, keyword 
searches and case sharing among multiple investigators, a “private cloud” feature, and a plug-in 
architecture for easy extensibility. In choosing the dtSearch Engine for Linux: “We’ve drawn on our 
many years of experience with forensic investigators as well as the feedback from our users.  We 
focused on performance and architecture.”

Boldon James Email Classifier & Office Classifier embeds dtSearch for advanced security 
classification.
A wholly-owned subsidiary of QinetiQ, Boldon James helps organizations with the most demanding 
communication requirements manage sensitive information securely and in compliance with legislation 
and standards.  Boldon James Email Classifier & Office Classifier captures the user’s understanding of 
the value and business context of the information they handle, raising security awareness, providing 
handling guidance and applying control over information exchange. “dtSearch provides Boldon James 
Email Classifier & Office Classifier with advanced and predictable content searching to aid users in the 
task of information classification.”

DeviceLock integrates dtSearch into endpoint device control and security management 
platform.
DeviceLock endpoint leakage prevention software enables security administrators to centrally control, 
log and audit end-user access to peripheral devices and local ports from enterprise systems.  Native 
integration with Microsoft Active Directory® results in easy deployment and administration. “After
conducting a thorough comparison among a dozen full-text search products available on the market 
today, we chose dtSearch because of its unbeatable speed and wide range of covered data sources, 
including files of all popular types stored as SQL database BLOBs.  dtSearch also offered an incredible 
functional set, enabling easy analysis of the silos of unstructured log and shadow data in the 
DeviceLock central database.  The end result lets DeviceLock reliably detect and quickly retrieve any 
data related to security policy violations.”

dtSearch helps “connect the dots” for Content Analyst’s CAAT analytics.
CAAT content analytics provides the critical piece to “connect-the-dots” at various intelligence 
agencies, creating the missing link between incoming data and next-generation social analysis and 
awareness tools. “CAAT first relies on dtSearch’s powerful file converters to prepare any incoming or 
found text for extraction. CAAT content analytics then uses dtSearch Engine search capabilities to 
provide the critical piece to create ‘connect-the-dots’ solutions.”

ZixAuditor® enhances email auditing with dtSearch.
ZixAuditor is an assessment service that enables organizations to identify email security vulnerabilities 
and implement more effective policies and procedures to achieve higher levels of protection. “The
software has an impressive feature set and covered everything we needed for an email content 
scanner. We liked the many search options that dtSearch provided, including forensic indexing, word 
stemming and matching on Boolean, numeric, wildcard and proximity expressions.”

ZixVPM® solves Linux-based email filtering puzzle with dtSearch.
ZixVPM (Virtual Private Messenger) is a Linux-server-based e-messaging solution for organizations 
that require a high level of security and encryption for inbound and outbound email communications. 
ZixVPM works to safeguard an organization’s communications and enforce consistent and uniform 
corporate policy-based email security standards. “The embedded dtSearch Engine enabled the 
powerful scanning techniques in our product ... With dtSearch, the ZixVPM product performs content 
scanning in the message subject and body text and in any file attachments included in the message. 
dtSearch was extremely responsive in working with us to create a Linux API that would meet our 
needs.”

Odyssey Digital Forensics™ embeds dtSearch with Rosette® Linguistics Platform for 
multilingual investigative data support. 
Basis Technology’s Odyssey Digital Forensics™ enables data capture from hard disks, while 
documenting the integrity and source of the data. From a captured disk image, the application then 
analyzes the file system to extract and recover files, and extract text from them. Odyssey next uses 
the Rosette® Linguistics Platform to preprocess multilingual text, including Middle Eastern languages 
(Arabic, Persian), East Asian languages (Chinese, Korean, and Japanese) as well as a variety of 
European language content. “With the embedded dtSearch Engine, Odyssey Digital Forensics Keyword 
Searching System’s smart search crosses language and file format ‘barriers’. Analysts need not know 
all the languages of the data to perform searches that quickly bring significant files to the fore.”

Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard author relies on dtSearch. 
Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard:  Using Digital Forensics and Investigative Techniques to 
Identify Cybercrime Suspects is the definitive book on conducting a complete investigation of 
cybercrime. “dtSearch is the only software product that I have used consistently on every digital 
forensics case, from my first case to my current case. And it’s not just about indexing data; it is about 
reducing an ocean of data into specific intelligence and useful information that benefits the case.”

IMSG embeds dtSearch in the Department of Defense SCOR database.
The SCOR reference covers procedures relating to the following topics: Anti-Terrorism; Force 
Protection; Operations Security (OPSEC); Physical Security; Foreign Aircraft Overflight; Information 
Security; Personnel Security; Industrial Security; Port Security; Planning, Programming and 
Budgeting; Technical Surveillance Countermeasures (TSCM); Research & Technology Protection; 
Information Operations and Information Assurance. IMSG embedded dtSearch in the online version of 
SCOR. “We reviewed over a dozen search vendors, and dtSearch came out on top. We particularly like 
the speed of the search and the presentation of the hits list.”
     In addition to the Web-based version, IMSG used dtSearch for its portable version of SCOR. “Out
of the box, dtSearch works. The end result was a reference CD that field agents and others could 
easily search. dtSearch provides the portability, speed and accessibility that our defense security 
customers require.”

dtSearch included in International Association of Crime Analysts (IACA) Presentation.
Presentation included usage of dtSearch search results retrieved by the Tulsa Police Department 
through CitiSource Intranet aplication. “We have installed dtSearch so that it is accessed through our 
CompStat interface ... dtSearch returned suspect information with minimal input in milliseconds.”

ILook Investigator© Toolsets include dtSearch.
The ILook Investigator toolsets are computer forensic tools used to capture and analyze images 
created from computer systems hard drives and other external storage media. ILook is provided free 
to qualifying agencies throughout the world. Eligible users must be involved in computer forensics and 
employed by one of the following: 1) a law enforcement agency whose employees are sworn law 
enforcement officers; 2) a government intelligence agency; 3) a military agency with authority in 
criminal and or counter intelligence investigations; 4) a government, state or other regulatory agency 
with a law enforcement mission.

PineApp’s Mail-SeCure adds dtSearch to advanced email security system.
PineApp™ is a leading supplier of comprehensive appliance based security solutions for email systems, 
suitable for organizations of all sizes from small offices to large enterprises. Since its founding in 
2002, PineApp has specialized in email and content security systems and already has a significant 
presence in more than 50 countries, with offices in the US, Canada, UK, Italy, Spain, France, Russia, 
Singapore and Israel. “We chose to use the dtSearch Engine because it is an advanced and reliable 
engine. The dtSearch Engine further allowed us a higher level of filtering, compared to its 
competitors.”

Trinus Technologies works with Royal Canadian Mounted Police on the G8 Summit Security 
Joint Intelligence Group (G8 JIG), using dtSearch.
Attending the G8 Summit Conference were Prime Minister Chretien (Canada), President Bush (US), as 
well as heads of state from the United Kingdom, Russia, France, Germany, Italy and Japan. “The
event, from an intelligence investigation perspective, was a resounding success ... We used dtSearch 
in a web configuration as the main search tool for users ... The search functions as provided by this 
system proved to be an integral and vital part of the success of the G8 JIG. With a minimum of 
instruction, users were able to perform sophisticated searches in a familiar web environment. System 
performance ... was predictable and excellent.”

Pinpoint Labs addresses “searching for buried treasure” with dtSearch.
Pinpoint Labs specializes in computer forensics software and services. From the company’s “Searching
for Buried Treasure” Blog posting: “Mapping the data landscape may not immediately indicate where 
the textual ‘treasure” is located ... A common process mistake is assuming that all files are 
searchable ... there are several common exceptions that will prevent a complete search.” “I’ve been a 
fan of dtSearch for many years because it handles large file collections of up to several terabytes, has 
extensive file type support, and great customer service. dtSearch is also integrated into several 
popular litigation support and computer forensic applications.”

Evidence Technology puts dtSearch “through its paces.”
Evidence Technology provides an array of digital forensics, e-discovery and data recovery services.
Instead of providing just computer forensic services, or forensic video, or forensic audio, or data 
recovery, Evidence Technology provides the full range of services. Evidence Technology has “really
put dtSearch through its paces. It’s VERY rare that a product impresses me enough that I feel 
compelled to write the manufacturer and offer praise, but dtSearch does. Being in the business of 
digital forensics and electronic discovery, believe me when I say that I’ve worked with a LOT of 
applications, many of them very expensive, but dtSearch is a shining star in a crowded sky. It’s truly 
one of the most solid, reliable, and powerful applications I’ve used in years.”

ENSR comes in “on time and on budget” using dtSearch for DOD scientific data project. 
Focused on the oil and gas, gas and electric utilities, transportation, manufacturing and government 
sectors, ENSR is an environmental consulting and engineering firm that provides a comprehensive 
range of services logically aligned with its clients’ asset management life cycle to help resolve complex 
environmental issues. For the US Department of Defense, ENSR worked on an application that 
compiles a set of scientific data, including experimental test results, scientific papers, and software 
model abstracts. After compilation, the US DOD and ENSR distributed the application on portable hard-
drives, designed to enable easy access in the field, and to prevent unauthorized disclosure of sensitive 
data. “ENSR using dtSearch delivered a solution that was on time and on budget. The methodology 
that ENSR developed using dtSearch would be applicable for other technical problem areas. In fact, 
the methodology we developed would be of general use in providing easy access to any scientific body 
of knowledge.”

eForensics puts dtSearch through its forensics paces.
Sample eForensics investigations have included: a software piracy investigation for one of the world’s
largest software manufacturers; an alleged theft of intellectual property for a major oil field services 
business; and a network intrusion investigation for a major world bank. The eForensics team offers a 
special knowledge in anti-forensics and data-hiding techniques and digital image analysis. eForensics 
has extensive multinational experience, including a special expertise in Arabic. “We recommend and 
use dtSearch as a best-in-class indexing tool in the forensics arena, and even include it in our 
forensics seminars.”

Certified forensic technician finds dtSearch “insanely fast.”
”I setup a link for my users to get to the engine and they have been thrilled with the results. dtSearch 
has saved me from my users AND it is insanely fast!”

Chicago Electronic Discovery: “HOWTO: index and search forensic disk images with 
dtSearch.”
“If you primarily use Linux and The Sleuth Kit/Autopsy to perform forensic investigations, you will 
already know there are certain limitations to searching in TSK. The following is the approach I use to 
provide a more thorough search.” “You can then search allocated and carved files and the raw binary 
file separately. dtSearch uses a ‘filtered binary’ approach to raw files which has proven quite effective 
in my cases.”

General Dynamics Information Systems uses dtSearch in Multimedia Analysis and Archive 
System (MAAS).
MAAS provides the tactical analyst with the capability to capture and exploit the wide variety of 
multimedia data received in the tactical environment (including a wide variety of military and other 
surveillance). “The dtSearch Engine had an API we could work with.”

One View Analyst and GangNet® embedding dtSearch help law enforcement find the 
“smoking gun.”
SRA’s applications have been deployed at the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and other 
branches of the Department of Justice (DOJ), the New York Police Department (NYPD), and police 
departments in California, Florida, and Maryland. dtSearch "was a one-stop shopping solution.”

SRA’s applications embedding dtSearch have also operated successfully at the joint law 
enforcement task level.
From SRA’s “success stories”: benefits to “Joint Law Enforcement Task Forces throughout the United 
States" have included “help in their maritime security, anti-terrorism, counter-drug and criminal 
investigation missions.” The applications have “helped analysts to successfully identify terrorist group 
activities, senior drug trafficking organization members and threats to port operations." "Different
search options, such as adjustable fuzzy, stemming for root word derivations, numeric range, 
proximity, complex boolean logic, and relevancy-ranked natural language also made dtSearch the 
best choice."

 From the Washington Business Journal: “Simply put, the two companies help the good guys catch 
the bad guys. The FBI and local law enforcement agencies ... have used dtSearch and [SRA's 
application] to sift through massive amounts of computer data to help make the connections that lead 
to arrests.” “Dramatic examples where the product has helped catch criminals” include “a money 
laundering and black market gem operation” and “a police shooting in California.”

SRA’s application embedding dtSearch benefits homeland security.
Now called One View Analyst, SRA’s application has assisted both intelligence and counterintelligence 
agencies. "We found dtSearch provided efficient searching and optimized index structure. We looked 
at several search engines that are out there ... But, we found that dtSearch excelled in performance.”

SRA’s product embedding dtSearch also assisted US Military.
From SRA’s “success stories”: “Intelligence analysts” in one branch of the military used SRA’s product 
“to help them correlate individuals and events in their overseas locations.” In another military 
application, “operators in the field collect various types of information in multiple formats and analyze 
connections.” “Our customers have told us that it ‘saves countless hours of searching and helps us 
find the bad guys.’”

PostalGuard Secure Messaging bulletproofs enterprise email security with dtSearch.
PostalGuard Secure Messaging examines all outgoing email at the network gateway. Based on policies 
defined by an organization, the system automatically identifies content-based violations and redirects 
suspicious messages to a secure, encrypted channel for further processing. This perimeter-based 
design ensures full compliance with enterprise privacy and security policies by all users at all times - 
eliminating the need for software installation on every desktop. “dtSearch is a great product ... Search 
speed is instantaneous.”

Computer forensics firm leaves no byte unturned with dtSearch. 
Computer Forensic Associates specializes in computer forensics and electronic evidence: “A wide 
range of scenarios arise where a thorough and detailed assessment of the computer data is required. 
This can range from looking for hidden assets, uncovering frauds, finding missing persons, performing 
personnel investigations and preserving confidential corporate information.” “I have been using 
dtSearch for some time now in the majority of cases I handle. I have found it to be an invaluable tool.”

From Processor: “Jeffrey Gross, president and founder of Computer Forensic Associates 
(www.4nsic.org), says that dtSearch is ‘a powerhouse [that] provides a significant advantage in cases 
where it is utilized ... dtSearch excels at performing thorough and detailed searches on vast quantities 
of data ... a class of its own.’”

From EContent Magazine (“The Truth is in There: Sleuthing for Data with Digital Forensics”):
“Jeffrey Gross, who founded Computer Forensic Associates ... says one of his ‘secret weapons’ is 
dtSearch, an enterprise-class indexing and search tool.” Mr. Gross “typically works on complex 
financial cases and these involve multiple computers, many individuals, and many issues, and 
dtSearch enables him to see everything that’s there in a single index.” “‘dtSearch is a phenomenally 
potent evidentiary extraction search tool ... Using dtSearch with the forensics software, I can carve 
out the unallocated space just like a regular file, then recover the individual files, whether they are 
text files or spreadsheets, deleted files, word processing files ... and put them all into an index.’”
“What’s more, Gross says, he can use dtSearch across multiple hard drives, making his search 
process vastly more efficient.”

Forensic Information Technology courses include dtSearch.
The president of Computer Forensic Associates is now teaching graduate-level forensics computer 
courses. Included in the curricula is everything from general dtSearch forensic search applicability, to 
advanced techniques for using dtSearch for finding passwords and encryption keys (please contact 
Computer Forensic Associates for details). From the class notes: “dtSearch is not a forensic tool in the 
classical definition. It is more of a data management and searching utility that lends itself perfectly to 
computer forensic examination. Within the universe of electronic evidence search tools, dtSearch is 
about as good and as powerful as it gets ... dtSearch is an industry standard tool beyond conventional 
reproach and challenge.”

A leading security trainer to US law enforcement and intelligence agencies, SYTEX trains in 
dtSearch.
“SYTEX is repeatedly requested to provide training to the intelligence community, local law 
enforcement organizations, and professionals in the private sector. Initial identification of collection 
and analysis tools that may enhance and further investigative efforts is a key part of training. 
dtSearch capabilities make it one of the top tools in analysis efforts. We have identified dtSearch as a 
front line tool for Federal, Local Law Enforcement, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and Intelligence 
Agencies in intelligence, forensics and homeland security endeavors.”

SYTEX forensics teams use dtSearch to help solve the case.
“Our IT experts use dtSearch in a variety of ways.” For example, during a recent forensics case, 
“drives were imaged, hashed, and then indexed with dtSearch ... searches for data strings, file names 
and other types of informative searches were exceptionally fast, to the point of instantaneous. The 
ability to search through and index a variety of document types – HTML, PDFs, PSTs, Unicode and 
many others, a key value of dtSearch, can be the pivotal point in an investigation.”

SEARCH, The National Consortium for Justice Information and Statistics, adds dtSearch to 
training.
SEARCH is a nonprofit membership organization funded by the U.S. Department of Justice and created 
by and for the States. Dedicated to improving the criminal justice system through the effective 
application of information and identification technology, SEARCH is now including dtSearch in part of 
its training.

dtSearch “has users at the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; California attorney general’s
office; Defense and Justice departments; and NASA.” — Government Computer News

“In our experience, we have found that dtSearch is a robust, highly configurable indexing and 
searching tool for electronic documents and many types of e-mail, including Microsoft Outlook.
dtSearch also makes the engine available to developers to allow users to create added functionality if 
necessary.” — Handbook of Digital Forensics and Investigation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

dtSearch can “find a wide variety of documents quickly and easily in many different languages and 
writing systems.” — Machine Learning Forensics for Law Enforcement, Security, and 
Intelligence
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“dtSearch leads the market of mid-range cost indexing systems ... dtSearch has several 
configurations of its indexing system, including just the dtSearch engine for implementation into other 
products.” — Hacking Exposed, 2nd Edition
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“Every time we go “manual” I am reminded, once again, what a great product dtSearch is! I have our 
entire database indexed so all we have to do is type in the account number and INSTANTLY it appears 
on the screen along with all dispatch instructions, zone descriptions and contacts ... With dtSearch, 
we increased our lookup speed so dramatically that we can’t imagine how we ever used those index 
cards for the task!” — Customer at www.intercityalarms.com

dtSearch “searches are blindingly fast. Fishing expeditions are easier with features such as fuzzy 
searches, which can find words even when they are misspelled, and a built-in thesaurus that can be 
used to automatically include synonyms in a search ... Functioning equally well against both email 
folders and text files, these are very powerful and useful capabilities for an investigator.”
— Computer Forensics: Incident Response Essentials
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“dtSearch provides several versions of its text mining software for the desktop, Web sites, remote 
servers, and for embedding in other applications ... ideally suited for rapid indexing by forensic 
investigators.”
— Investigative Data Mining for Security and Criminal Detection
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“Another unique approach to file processing in FTK is the integration of the dtSearch text-indexing 
software ... Currently, FTK is the only integrated forensics analysis tool to incorporate full text 
indexing into the file processing functions.”
— SC Magazine (from review of AccessData’s The Forensic Toolkit™)

Awarded Top Rating by TUCOFS - The Ultimate Collection of Forensic Software, A Complete 
Resource for Cyber Law Enforcement Technologies.

“The best indexing program I’ve found is dtSearch” — Effective Discovery of Email (published at 
www.civildiscovery.com)

“dtSearch provides a commercial grade toolset for forensic searching” — Windows Forensics: The 
Field Guide for Corporate Computer Investigations
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“dtSearch, an indexing application typically used as a forensic tool ... excels at indexing your case 
information to be searched on the fly ...  dtSearch not only indexes large datasets but it can also 
create reports of the searches, export the files found, and even highlight the key words found.”
— Cybercrime Case Presentation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“That’s an easy one: dtSearch. This incredible tool has more applications than anything that I have 
worked with in 30+ years as a technical specialist. More magazines and news groups than any product 
that I am aware of have also recognized it. Several of the authors in this book have mentioned 
dtSearch as a valuable part of their forensics toolkit as well.”
— Techno Security’s™ Guide to E-Discovery and Digital Forensics (FAQ section, by the authors 
of the book)

“Once you’ve collected all of your information — and in today’s world, we’re probably talking about 
terabytes ... you’ve got to organize it ... This is generally an industrial task ... specialized indexing and 
searching programs can help with this (I’m partial to dtSearch).”
— Techno Security’s™ Guide to E-Discovery and Digital Forensics (“Digital Forensics: An 
Overview”)

“dtSearch to the Rescue ... I want to let you know about an incredible tool ... The products create 
indexes that then allow multi-gigabyte size disk drives to be searched in less than a second in most 
cases. Things like fuzzy searching, phonic searching, numeric range searching, synonym searching 
and wildcard searching are also possible as well as searching in network drives, CDs and even the 
Internet ... I have never used anything quite like this product.”
— SC InfoSec Newsletter 

“So there I was, working an IR case ... The forensics version of 'It was a dark and stormy night.' I 
pointed dtSearch at the folder containing all the output and indexed it. This allowed me to quickly 
search ... the output from all of the systems for new information.”
— Integriography: A Journal of Broken Locks, Ethics, and Computer Forensics

“After you create an image of suspect media, you'll need to search for possible evidence.  The 
dtSearch product line ... provides solutions that enable you to search terabytes of text in a short 
time.  Although not strictly a forensic tool, dtSearch supports a highly necessary forensic function.”
— Computer Forensics JumpStart
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 
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GetData debuts Forensic Explorer embedding dtSearch.
GetData Forensics has released its computer forensics analysis software, Forensic Explorer.   From 
Law Technology News, which also made Forensic Explorer its “product of the week”: “GetData's
new offering supports data recovery and file carving, which is a process to extract data out of 
undifferentiated blocks or raw data.”  Among many other features, Forensic Explorer supports more 
than 300 file types, analyzes common forensic image formats, and works with multiple file systems. 
“dtSearch full-text searching across files, emails, etc., ensure that, if there is a ‘smoking gun,’ our 
users will find it.”

Forensic Toolkit analysis applies dtSearch.
AccessData Group’s flagship product, Forensic Toolkit® (FTK®) is recognized around the world as the 
gold standard in computer forensics software. Used by law enforcement, government agencies and 
corporations worldwide, FTK is an extremely effective tool in extracting and analyzing electronic 
evidence. “The optimized dtSearch integration delivers fast indexing and fast search results, even with 
large data sets, zeroing in on relevant information quickly. Today, with an ever-increasing need for 
more comprehensive and effective tools in a digital investigator’s arsenal, FTK powered by dtSearch 
certainly provides a potent answer.”

From Network Computing:  Forensic Toolkit “has significantly more powerful and efficient text-
search functionality, thanks to dtSearch Text Retrieval Engine integration. Integrating dtSearch 
eliminates the need to buy a separate text-search tool.”

DFLabs PTK Forensics embeds dtSearch for indexed searches.
DFLabs’ PTK Forensics is an advanced computer forensic framework that offers advanced features for 
forensic analysis on disk images and memory dumps, including centralization of case management, 
partition management, MD5 and SHA1 hash calculaton, timeline generation, data carving, keyword 
searches and case sharing among multiple investigators, a “private cloud” feature, and a plug-in 
architecture for easy extensibility. In choosing the dtSearch Engine for Linux: “We’ve drawn on our 
many years of experience with forensic investigators as well as the feedback from our users.  We 
focused on performance and architecture.”

Boldon James Email Classifier & Office Classifier embeds dtSearch for advanced security 
classification.
A wholly-owned subsidiary of QinetiQ, Boldon James helps organizations with the most demanding 
communication requirements manage sensitive information securely and in compliance with legislation 
and standards.  Boldon James Email Classifier & Office Classifier captures the user’s understanding of 
the value and business context of the information they handle, raising security awareness, providing 
handling guidance and applying control over information exchange. “dtSearch provides Boldon James 
Email Classifier & Office Classifier with advanced and predictable content searching to aid users in the 
task of information classification.”

DeviceLock integrates dtSearch into endpoint device control and security management 
platform.
DeviceLock endpoint leakage prevention software enables security administrators to centrally control, 
log and audit end-user access to peripheral devices and local ports from enterprise systems.  Native 
integration with Microsoft Active Directory® results in easy deployment and administration. “After
conducting a thorough comparison among a dozen full-text search products available on the market 
today, we chose dtSearch because of its unbeatable speed and wide range of covered data sources, 
including files of all popular types stored as SQL database BLOBs.  dtSearch also offered an incredible 
functional set, enabling easy analysis of the silos of unstructured log and shadow data in the 
DeviceLock central database.  The end result lets DeviceLock reliably detect and quickly retrieve any 
data related to security policy violations.”

dtSearch helps “connect the dots” for Content Analyst’s CAAT analytics.
CAAT content analytics provides the critical piece to “connect-the-dots” at various intelligence 
agencies, creating the missing link between incoming data and next-generation social analysis and 
awareness tools. “CAAT first relies on dtSearch’s powerful file converters to prepare any incoming or 
found text for extraction. CAAT content analytics then uses dtSearch Engine search capabilities to 
provide the critical piece to create ‘connect-the-dots’ solutions.”

ZixAuditor® enhances email auditing with dtSearch.
ZixAuditor is an assessment service that enables organizations to identify email security vulnerabilities 
and implement more effective policies and procedures to achieve higher levels of protection. “The
software has an impressive feature set and covered everything we needed for an email content 
scanner. We liked the many search options that dtSearch provided, including forensic indexing, word 
stemming and matching on Boolean, numeric, wildcard and proximity expressions.”

ZixVPM® solves Linux-based email filtering puzzle with dtSearch.
ZixVPM (Virtual Private Messenger) is a Linux-server-based e-messaging solution for organizations 
that require a high level of security and encryption for inbound and outbound email communications. 
ZixVPM works to safeguard an organization’s communications and enforce consistent and uniform 
corporate policy-based email security standards. “The embedded dtSearch Engine enabled the 
powerful scanning techniques in our product ... With dtSearch, the ZixVPM product performs content 
scanning in the message subject and body text and in any file attachments included in the message. 
dtSearch was extremely responsive in working with us to create a Linux API that would meet our 
needs.”

Odyssey Digital Forensics™ embeds dtSearch with Rosette® Linguistics Platform for 
multilingual investigative data support. 
Basis Technology’s Odyssey Digital Forensics™ enables data capture from hard disks, while 
documenting the integrity and source of the data. From a captured disk image, the application then 
analyzes the file system to extract and recover files, and extract text from them. Odyssey next uses 
the Rosette® Linguistics Platform to preprocess multilingual text, including Middle Eastern languages 
(Arabic, Persian), East Asian languages (Chinese, Korean, and Japanese) as well as a variety of 
European language content. “With the embedded dtSearch Engine, Odyssey Digital Forensics Keyword 
Searching System’s smart search crosses language and file format ‘barriers’. Analysts need not know 
all the languages of the data to perform searches that quickly bring significant files to the fore.”

Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard author relies on dtSearch. 
Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard:  Using Digital Forensics and Investigative Techniques to 
Identify Cybercrime Suspects is the definitive book on conducting a complete investigation of 
cybercrime. “dtSearch is the only software product that I have used consistently on every digital 
forensics case, from my first case to my current case. And it’s not just about indexing data; it is about 
reducing an ocean of data into specific intelligence and useful information that benefits the case.”

IMSG embeds dtSearch in the Department of Defense SCOR database.
The SCOR reference covers procedures relating to the following topics: Anti-Terrorism; Force 
Protection; Operations Security (OPSEC); Physical Security; Foreign Aircraft Overflight; Information 
Security; Personnel Security; Industrial Security; Port Security; Planning, Programming and 
Budgeting; Technical Surveillance Countermeasures (TSCM); Research & Technology Protection; 
Information Operations and Information Assurance. IMSG embedded dtSearch in the online version of 
SCOR. “We reviewed over a dozen search vendors, and dtSearch came out on top. We particularly like 
the speed of the search and the presentation of the hits list.”
     In addition to the Web-based version, IMSG used dtSearch for its portable version of SCOR. “Out
of the box, dtSearch works. The end result was a reference CD that field agents and others could 
easily search. dtSearch provides the portability, speed and accessibility that our defense security 
customers require.”

dtSearch included in International Association of Crime Analysts (IACA) Presentation.
Presentation included usage of dtSearch search results retrieved by the Tulsa Police Department 
through CitiSource Intranet aplication. “We have installed dtSearch so that it is accessed through our 
CompStat interface ... dtSearch returned suspect information with minimal input in milliseconds.”

ILook Investigator© Toolsets include dtSearch.
The ILook Investigator toolsets are computer forensic tools used to capture and analyze images 
created from computer systems hard drives and other external storage media. ILook is provided free 
to qualifying agencies throughout the world. Eligible users must be involved in computer forensics and 
employed by one of the following: 1) a law enforcement agency whose employees are sworn law 
enforcement officers; 2) a government intelligence agency; 3) a military agency with authority in 
criminal and or counter intelligence investigations; 4) a government, state or other regulatory agency 
with a law enforcement mission.

PineApp’s Mail-SeCure adds dtSearch to advanced email security system.
PineApp™ is a leading supplier of comprehensive appliance based security solutions for email systems, 
suitable for organizations of all sizes from small offices to large enterprises. Since its founding in 
2002, PineApp has specialized in email and content security systems and already has a significant 
presence in more than 50 countries, with offices in the US, Canada, UK, Italy, Spain, France, Russia, 
Singapore and Israel. “We chose to use the dtSearch Engine because it is an advanced and reliable 
engine. The dtSearch Engine further allowed us a higher level of filtering, compared to its 
competitors.”

Trinus Technologies works with Royal Canadian Mounted Police on the G8 Summit Security 
Joint Intelligence Group (G8 JIG), using dtSearch.
Attending the G8 Summit Conference were Prime Minister Chretien (Canada), President Bush (US), as 
well as heads of state from the United Kingdom, Russia, France, Germany, Italy and Japan. “The
event, from an intelligence investigation perspective, was a resounding success ... We used dtSearch 
in a web configuration as the main search tool for users ... The search functions as provided by this 
system proved to be an integral and vital part of the success of the G8 JIG. With a minimum of 
instruction, users were able to perform sophisticated searches in a familiar web environment. System 
performance ... was predictable and excellent.”

Pinpoint Labs addresses “searching for buried treasure” with dtSearch.
Pinpoint Labs specializes in computer forensics software and services. From the company’s “Searching
for Buried Treasure” Blog posting: “Mapping the data landscape may not immediately indicate where 
the textual ‘treasure” is located ... A common process mistake is assuming that all files are 
searchable ... there are several common exceptions that will prevent a complete search.” “I’ve been a 
fan of dtSearch for many years because it handles large file collections of up to several terabytes, has 
extensive file type support, and great customer service. dtSearch is also integrated into several 
popular litigation support and computer forensic applications.”

Evidence Technology puts dtSearch “through its paces.”
Evidence Technology provides an array of digital forensics, e-discovery and data recovery services.
Instead of providing just computer forensic services, or forensic video, or forensic audio, or data 
recovery, Evidence Technology provides the full range of services. Evidence Technology has “really
put dtSearch through its paces. It’s VERY rare that a product impresses me enough that I feel 
compelled to write the manufacturer and offer praise, but dtSearch does. Being in the business of 
digital forensics and electronic discovery, believe me when I say that I’ve worked with a LOT of 
applications, many of them very expensive, but dtSearch is a shining star in a crowded sky. It’s truly 
one of the most solid, reliable, and powerful applications I’ve used in years.”

ENSR comes in “on time and on budget” using dtSearch for DOD scientific data project. 
Focused on the oil and gas, gas and electric utilities, transportation, manufacturing and government 
sectors, ENSR is an environmental consulting and engineering firm that provides a comprehensive 
range of services logically aligned with its clients’ asset management life cycle to help resolve complex 
environmental issues. For the US Department of Defense, ENSR worked on an application that 
compiles a set of scientific data, including experimental test results, scientific papers, and software 
model abstracts. After compilation, the US DOD and ENSR distributed the application on portable hard-
drives, designed to enable easy access in the field, and to prevent unauthorized disclosure of sensitive 
data. “ENSR using dtSearch delivered a solution that was on time and on budget. The methodology 
that ENSR developed using dtSearch would be applicable for other technical problem areas. In fact, 
the methodology we developed would be of general use in providing easy access to any scientific body 
of knowledge.”

eForensics puts dtSearch through its forensics paces.
Sample eForensics investigations have included: a software piracy investigation for one of the world’s
largest software manufacturers; an alleged theft of intellectual property for a major oil field services 
business; and a network intrusion investigation for a major world bank. The eForensics team offers a 
special knowledge in anti-forensics and data-hiding techniques and digital image analysis. eForensics 
has extensive multinational experience, including a special expertise in Arabic. “We recommend and 
use dtSearch as a best-in-class indexing tool in the forensics arena, and even include it in our 
forensics seminars.”

Certified forensic technician finds dtSearch “insanely fast.”
”I setup a link for my users to get to the engine and they have been thrilled with the results. dtSearch 
has saved me from my users AND it is insanely fast!”

Chicago Electronic Discovery: “HOWTO: index and search forensic disk images with 
dtSearch.”
“If you primarily use Linux and The Sleuth Kit/Autopsy to perform forensic investigations, you will 
already know there are certain limitations to searching in TSK. The following is the approach I use to 
provide a more thorough search.” “You can then search allocated and carved files and the raw binary 
file separately. dtSearch uses a ‘filtered binary’ approach to raw files which has proven quite effective 
in my cases.”

General Dynamics Information Systems uses dtSearch in Multimedia Analysis and Archive 
System (MAAS).
MAAS provides the tactical analyst with the capability to capture and exploit the wide variety of 
multimedia data received in the tactical environment (including a wide variety of military and other 
surveillance). “The dtSearch Engine had an API we could work with.”

One View Analyst and GangNet® embedding dtSearch help law enforcement find the 
“smoking gun.”
SRA’s applications have been deployed at the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and other 
branches of the Department of Justice (DOJ), the New York Police Department (NYPD), and police 
departments in California, Florida, and Maryland. dtSearch "was a one-stop shopping solution.”

SRA’s applications embedding dtSearch have also operated successfully at the joint law 
enforcement task level.
From SRA’s “success stories”: benefits to “Joint Law Enforcement Task Forces throughout the United 
States" have included “help in their maritime security, anti-terrorism, counter-drug and criminal 
investigation missions.” The applications have “helped analysts to successfully identify terrorist group 
activities, senior drug trafficking organization members and threats to port operations." "Different
search options, such as adjustable fuzzy, stemming for root word derivations, numeric range, 
proximity, complex boolean logic, and relevancy-ranked natural language also made dtSearch the 
best choice."

 From the Washington Business Journal: “Simply put, the two companies help the good guys catch 
the bad guys. The FBI and local law enforcement agencies ... have used dtSearch and [SRA's 
application] to sift through massive amounts of computer data to help make the connections that lead 
to arrests.” “Dramatic examples where the product has helped catch criminals” include “a money 
laundering and black market gem operation” and “a police shooting in California.”

SRA’s application embedding dtSearch benefits homeland security.
Now called One View Analyst, SRA’s application has assisted both intelligence and counterintelligence 
agencies. "We found dtSearch provided efficient searching and optimized index structure. We looked 
at several search engines that are out there ... But, we found that dtSearch excelled in performance.”

SRA’s product embedding dtSearch also assisted US Military.
From SRA’s “success stories”: “Intelligence analysts” in one branch of the military used SRA’s product 
“to help them correlate individuals and events in their overseas locations.” In another military 
application, “operators in the field collect various types of information in multiple formats and analyze 
connections.” “Our customers have told us that it ‘saves countless hours of searching and helps us 
find the bad guys.’”

PostalGuard Secure Messaging bulletproofs enterprise email security with dtSearch.
PostalGuard Secure Messaging examines all outgoing email at the network gateway. Based on policies 
defined by an organization, the system automatically identifies content-based violations and redirects 
suspicious messages to a secure, encrypted channel for further processing. This perimeter-based 
design ensures full compliance with enterprise privacy and security policies by all users at all times - 
eliminating the need for software installation on every desktop. “dtSearch is a great product ... Search 
speed is instantaneous.”

Computer forensics firm leaves no byte unturned with dtSearch. 
Computer Forensic Associates specializes in computer forensics and electronic evidence: “A wide 
range of scenarios arise where a thorough and detailed assessment of the computer data is required. 
This can range from looking for hidden assets, uncovering frauds, finding missing persons, performing 
personnel investigations and preserving confidential corporate information.” “I have been using 
dtSearch for some time now in the majority of cases I handle. I have found it to be an invaluable tool.”

From Processor: “Jeffrey Gross, president and founder of Computer Forensic Associates 
(www.4nsic.org), says that dtSearch is ‘a powerhouse [that] provides a significant advantage in cases 
where it is utilized ... dtSearch excels at performing thorough and detailed searches on vast quantities 
of data ... a class of its own.’”

From EContent Magazine (“The Truth is in There: Sleuthing for Data with Digital Forensics”):
“Jeffrey Gross, who founded Computer Forensic Associates ... says one of his ‘secret weapons’ is 
dtSearch, an enterprise-class indexing and search tool.” Mr. Gross “typically works on complex 
financial cases and these involve multiple computers, many individuals, and many issues, and 
dtSearch enables him to see everything that’s there in a single index.” “‘dtSearch is a phenomenally 
potent evidentiary extraction search tool ... Using dtSearch with the forensics software, I can carve 
out the unallocated space just like a regular file, then recover the individual files, whether they are 
text files or spreadsheets, deleted files, word processing files ... and put them all into an index.’”
“What’s more, Gross says, he can use dtSearch across multiple hard drives, making his search 
process vastly more efficient.”

Forensic Information Technology courses include dtSearch.
The president of Computer Forensic Associates is now teaching graduate-level forensics computer 
courses. Included in the curricula is everything from general dtSearch forensic search applicability, to 
advanced techniques for using dtSearch for finding passwords and encryption keys (please contact 
Computer Forensic Associates for details). From the class notes: “dtSearch is not a forensic tool in the 
classical definition. It is more of a data management and searching utility that lends itself perfectly to 
computer forensic examination. Within the universe of electronic evidence search tools, dtSearch is 
about as good and as powerful as it gets ... dtSearch is an industry standard tool beyond conventional 
reproach and challenge.”

A leading security trainer to US law enforcement and intelligence agencies, SYTEX trains in 
dtSearch.
“SYTEX is repeatedly requested to provide training to the intelligence community, local law 
enforcement organizations, and professionals in the private sector. Initial identification of collection 
and analysis tools that may enhance and further investigative efforts is a key part of training. 
dtSearch capabilities make it one of the top tools in analysis efforts. We have identified dtSearch as a 
front line tool for Federal, Local Law Enforcement, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and Intelligence 
Agencies in intelligence, forensics and homeland security endeavors.”

SYTEX forensics teams use dtSearch to help solve the case.
“Our IT experts use dtSearch in a variety of ways.” For example, during a recent forensics case, 
“drives were imaged, hashed, and then indexed with dtSearch ... searches for data strings, file names 
and other types of informative searches were exceptionally fast, to the point of instantaneous. The 
ability to search through and index a variety of document types – HTML, PDFs, PSTs, Unicode and 
many others, a key value of dtSearch, can be the pivotal point in an investigation.”

SEARCH, The National Consortium for Justice Information and Statistics, adds dtSearch to 
training.
SEARCH is a nonprofit membership organization funded by the U.S. Department of Justice and created 
by and for the States. Dedicated to improving the criminal justice system through the effective 
application of information and identification technology, SEARCH is now including dtSearch in part of 
its training.

dtSearch “has users at the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; California attorney general’s
office; Defense and Justice departments; and NASA.” — Government Computer News

“In our experience, we have found that dtSearch is a robust, highly configurable indexing and 
searching tool for electronic documents and many types of e-mail, including Microsoft Outlook.
dtSearch also makes the engine available to developers to allow users to create added functionality if 
necessary.” — Handbook of Digital Forensics and Investigation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

dtSearch can “find a wide variety of documents quickly and easily in many different languages and 
writing systems.” — Machine Learning Forensics for Law Enforcement, Security, and 
Intelligence
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“dtSearch leads the market of mid-range cost indexing systems ... dtSearch has several 
configurations of its indexing system, including just the dtSearch engine for implementation into other 
products.” — Hacking Exposed, 2nd Edition
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“Every time we go “manual” I am reminded, once again, what a great product dtSearch is! I have our 
entire database indexed so all we have to do is type in the account number and INSTANTLY it appears 
on the screen along with all dispatch instructions, zone descriptions and contacts ... With dtSearch, 
we increased our lookup speed so dramatically that we can’t imagine how we ever used those index 
cards for the task!” — Customer at www.intercityalarms.com

dtSearch “searches are blindingly fast. Fishing expeditions are easier with features such as fuzzy 
searches, which can find words even when they are misspelled, and a built-in thesaurus that can be 
used to automatically include synonyms in a search ... Functioning equally well against both email 
folders and text files, these are very powerful and useful capabilities for an investigator.”
— Computer Forensics: Incident Response Essentials
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“dtSearch provides several versions of its text mining software for the desktop, Web sites, remote 
servers, and for embedding in other applications ... ideally suited for rapid indexing by forensic 
investigators.”
— Investigative Data Mining for Security and Criminal Detection
(This book can be found at Amazon.com)

“Another unique approach to file processing in FTK is the integration of the dtSearch text-indexing 
software ... Currently, FTK is the only integrated forensics analysis tool to incorporate full text 
indexing into the file processing functions.”
— SC Magazine (from review of AccessData’s The Forensic Toolkit™)

Awarded Top Rating by TUCOFS - The Ultimate Collection of Forensic Software, A Complete 
Resource for Cyber Law Enforcement Technologies.

“The best indexing program I’ve found is dtSearch” — Effective Discovery of Email (published at 
www.civildiscovery.com)

“dtSearch provides a commercial grade toolset for forensic searching” — Windows Forensics: The 
Field Guide for Corporate Computer Investigations
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“dtSearch, an indexing application typically used as a forensic tool ... excels at indexing your case 
information to be searched on the fly ...  dtSearch not only indexes large datasets but it can also 
create reports of the searches, export the files found, and even highlight the key words found.”
— Cybercrime Case Presentation
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 

“That’s an easy one: dtSearch. This incredible tool has more applications than anything that I have 
worked with in 30+ years as a technical specialist. More magazines and news groups than any product 
that I am aware of have also recognized it. Several of the authors in this book have mentioned 
dtSearch as a valuable part of their forensics toolkit as well.”
— Techno Security’s™ Guide to E-Discovery and Digital Forensics (FAQ section, by the authors 
of the book)

“Once you’ve collected all of your information — and in today’s world, we’re probably talking about 
terabytes ... you’ve got to organize it ... This is generally an industrial task ... specialized indexing and 
searching programs can help with this (I’m partial to dtSearch).”
— Techno Security’s™ Guide to E-Discovery and Digital Forensics (“Digital Forensics: An 
Overview”)

“dtSearch to the Rescue ... I want to let you know about an incredible tool ... The products create 
indexes that then allow multi-gigabyte size disk drives to be searched in less than a second in most 
cases. Things like fuzzy searching, phonic searching, numeric range searching, synonym searching 
and wildcard searching are also possible as well as searching in network drives, CDs and even the 
Internet ... I have never used anything quite like this product.”
— SC InfoSec Newsletter 

“So there I was, working an IR case ... The forensics version of 'It was a dark and stormy night.' I 
pointed dtSearch at the folder containing all the output and indexed it. This allowed me to quickly 
search ... the output from all of the systems for new information.”
— Integriography: A Journal of Broken Locks, Ethics, and Computer Forensics

“After you create an image of suspect media, you'll need to search for possible evidence.  The 
dtSearch product line ... provides solutions that enable you to search terabytes of text in a short 
time.  Although not strictly a forensic tool, dtSearch supports a highly necessary forensic function.”
— Computer Forensics JumpStart
(This book can be found at Amazon.com) 
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Case studies are based on information obtained at the time a case study is written.  Case study 
descriptions may not reflect the current status of an application.  All information is provided subject 
to www.dtsearch.com/TermsOfUse.html




